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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 
GA 

OF THE 

STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, 
Lansing, October Ist, 1888. 

To Jos1aH W. BEGOLE, 

Governor of the State of Michigan; 

Ihave the honor to submit herewith to your excellency, as required by 

statute, the accompanying annual report for the year ending Sept. 30th, 1883, 

with supplementary papers. 

Respectfully yours, 

R. G. BAIRD, 

Secretary State Board of Agriculture. 
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COLLEGE ACCOUNTS 

(FOR THE YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1883.) 

SECRETARY’S ACCOUNT. 

so spbalancevon hangdiOckslykSS 254 sees eee ee nee eee $414 91 

RECEIVED ON ACCOUNT OF SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS. 

State Treasurer: 
Mech anicaltdey ar tive rite eee eae are ee pee $150 00 
Repairs) Otebuil din os esos se ee eee ce ee ae aaa eee 3,000 00 
WAS TOTAWOLKS Ei p racer ee terse eterna ae erste aero eee 4,267 00 $7,417 00 

Sale of microscopes: 
Horticultural and Botanical departmentsesss44s- ese 17 25 
Botantcalidepirémentsessees ese ee ee eee eee eee 15 00 32 25 

On account of current expenses, State ‘'reasurer: 
Hy alee ee Ysh ana a a yy) BR Det be asa cheek IE te Pee Be 22,139 13 
-RreSspasswTeCelp ts Gseee  onesc eee ate eee en ee oem 4,000 00 
A POLO PIUATTONSE ! Sas atee A eee a eee ee eet eet 4,192 50 30,331 63 

Receipts of Institution: 
Harm de partment 4-2 sac oe eee s eee a ee ne tee 3,838 62 
Honticulturalidepartmenteseseseo eee tee ere eee eae 1,009 85 
Mechanicalidepartmenteessasesee sa aeeee cme tee eee 328 46 
A ATT USO Ce eye eo he aye aed en Pa RE oa SN ere 391 95 
Boarding hall (exclusive of students)_---.-..---.-----. 343 93 
Aoolocicalkdepartment. Cob aa" - eee ese eee esses sea 24 00 
Gen eralea cco unt meee sees teeta ee te ees aaa 1,832 46 
YaXy OV EY gene Ce Sate Ee SOBA Rk URN GE Tl pel ter ee greta 25 97 7,795 24 

Students on account of : 
IBOar ds (fallgtennm hea sete eee alae teeta Coane eed 1,939 54 
Incidentals ANAPOONAALEHE. O52 Pee he ee beeline 2,521 10 
© OMNI CATS eyes neat ae eee epee ae ACI PR en 676 02 
Matriculation fees: sence ne een c ee oes tae ie sakes eee ee 373 00 
Graduating FEES (GUPTO VAS ee ee eG eee 135 00 
Specialgexaminapronss. 2) joan eee es eee eee ee 85 50 5,730 16 

Cr. 

By) cash! patdeN, WoOney earc. = /-s ovso 56. eee sabe eee 51,614 89 
BVO RTANCEHOCLON ES Tile SS op ee meee ee eee ey ree a ec 106 30 

$51,721 19 $51,721 19 



8 STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

SUMMARY OF TREASURER’S REPORT. 

E. Longyear in account with Agricultural College. 

mo malance October ds TSS2 ze! een ses wee ea al ee Be mole e e 
To amounts received from State Treasurer and Secretary of 

SEA bem OAL GOheAcriCulCnne na. — anaes ee ae ey eee 

Cr. 

By warrants paid from Oct. 1st, 1882, to Sept. 30, 1883____._. 
By: balance to new account Oct. Ist, 1883_.......... -........- 

$7,211 32 

51,614 89 

$58,826 21 

$56,801 94 
2.024 27 

$58,826 21 

The above is a correct summary of my report to State Board of Agriculture. 

E. LONGYEAR, Treasurer. 

SUMMARY OF WARRANT ACCOUNT. 

Disbursements on account of special appropriations: 
HATMEGeS PAE Me ites cece ee see ee ee eee $219 59 
EHorticuléuralidepartment2o.2--s55-52 seem oe eee ee eeee eee. 376 14 
BUG eSeAN GWEPAITS)=22 c% <2 eee oe See ee ee eee ee ae 2,883 16 
JL MONE So Si I IE Pe aR Oh ma vic 760 16 
Chemicalidepartment=sa+- ssa. ose eee eee eee 1,161 83 
BotanygandsHorticultures 52.35) ee eee ee ee ee 454 82 
Hn Stitulkesmeee emery ca see een Re ee ote een ee 218 75 
HoMpeMIments with ensilager:.-- 22 f2o. kes OS eae 202 08 
HoOolopicalsepariment.. 62526265. 2 oaucite one eee ee 993 63 
Mechanital mepannment o..2 oe oees asec e ee eee ee ee. 8 00 
Mathematical and engineering department........_.___-- 240 00 
WCET“ WOKS eee: oe See ie) ee eee 2,602 80 
otnical departmeut-...-. 00.0 A ok ue eee ese ee 234 16 
IBOULETINOUSC MER ee ce) oo ne meee Meee MLD MeN mene 346 50 

Disbursements on account of current expenses: 
Salarie cman seers ec. nl. ck oN eS 5 OL Came aN seat Nt at 22,373 19 
DOCLE GalyygsiOllCe serine ose oe EL tO: Seine apne Sete OIE 342 97 
PATER LC eI UIS1O MICE Mesa tc cei n oy ayy ae | ee meh a 48 59 
TRS ORE GS Suc Se as cele Can paren Ueber ein ded cry) 4 o0¢.| be asst wiehythe, 553 19 
DUCA M IE seeipeeier ir aoe LES LI ee ee ae oe es Cane 430 87 
LAWS bs Seo G25 See een an ee Reta he ine tel al a 2,910 33 
SUT CG GTS ee ae ie sec ace Seaside jake sient eae Pa 1,605 94 
LOMO SOIR? 5 <a - YAR eee ee me pena aa besoeeaat ab SAF gel) ta 6 99 
DUNC RVASeTVIGES Ses te ayee siete sik ee SUL An ie a) a ee 140 00 
CEP OSI ESTP S120) 0) 58 SN NU ap pee Elem (abe Be A eae 973 80 
LAON ENTE) THE ADEA TEL A aa Ne A eA Vartan LE RAS ts 18 38 
Baiieoiirememee cen Lee lo SAT ee eel pee. eet be Bk © 191 55 
SLudentispl abhor wats. can seed, sae oe Dene wan nee Om 1,053 19 
BOvamicalgClacs-TOOMmea: soos eas Sie kee © ee Cy eel = 94 50 
Whemilcaglaboravonysessc-s. oo eke eet eee eee eee 569 82 
ANTOVENTE ess GAS es ees a es LTE Spi te eae 27 70 
ieee epee ne ek AE ol be EN Eee 38 30 
SO ALOR Lee MP LOV Cs ate a iia tac ae OED aoe eee 190 32 
PLC VeCTCISINOpeemnrh as Gaemee t do Ss” omen Se ee 25 20 
TIC yA Meee ue Mi OL Ng i a ee 1,898 48 
Harmeadeparbment essere ool aol ee a 4,413 04 
Istoveinieuuliunenl) Chypavanoave ae oe ee Eis ~ 8,939 774 
Beart eal ane Fe ee eS 4,261 43 

$10,701 62 

46,100 32 

$56,801 94 



COLLEGE ACCOUNTS. 

DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS. 

FARM DEPARTMENT. 

In account with Agricultural College. 

DR. 
"To cash disbursements on account of: 

labors (men yiteams etc.) .22 os eeo este cee eee eet ee eae 
Warm NOUS ee ea, eg aE ep a es ie 

Marin OfiCe Ves ae mele ae Nee ery yA kee he 
Tniplenents 22.25) a scceaeteee as Sao ate ey 
GUTS MS? aD Or ars aire ta a pr rte a se 
Wattle weeks Dies Bet ee ee SRE Re mnie es pete a Bye 
ted Oe) 6 em eh ee SES EL ac A NR PUY gs 
Ns OY Semen et a mg AP ES I re OU Te RP ta geome OF eu eke 

Oe CSzeteys: aoe eee Fe ra ie tater at Se ese appar hae 

By cash receipts on account of: 
inmplenie mts es os eas ae ee See ee ee ee aa ae ch ee 
SULIT Gey ae hes ae een ee 2 oe ey era ae rN ede te Aa 

FROM MITSe Bs pom ne hh oe peMet nn eee TWN Sy he eee ee ee 
RUNING ere soe ot is es ok ps Se eee onde ae a ete 
WCU ESTA aS fe eV ea 2 eel ate Al el a ee ie 

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

In account with Agricultural College, 

Dr. 
To cash disbursements on account of: 

ol LSP oa biped at Ate ch 2) RC ore Pee mele My, ante Be Meany RSM eR Dee it 

iFabory (mensceamsyetcntosusece ee eecee see steht coe 
LOS TTC PEOi Lt Dh C1 CGR ales Rees eet a BI eRe a Up eeaRA NN PUM Aan oe Miele tetiaene ak 8 

Mecetablerandenh stone hacoataas anes Saco eee ee 
IVES COT a ra OWS ee re Se ee SN Py arty tae ree 

IDEN OMIM MN Ree Obes Soaseae cE She CELLS gE eit BAAD 
Boardiotvemployecstec ue See ee ee ae eels 

By cash receipts on account of: 
Gree nHOUSe eet sess tees eet nar ea Mie mgt cs SP EAD PT Ser 
We cetablevorain: cle mt rab ae sn eS oe See 
Grou dS eee ees 2k Aer NON Memene ead) eee My 

MaborCnenlandeteams)rs..cesn ceatene aoe esas onset 
SCUGEmtS Talore ses ees PST ie ghee Lc ERTS Saket 2 Ue eo 
ro) DUCK etme cere a! [Ca LUNE ae rate Br ea) Shes elpeaany Rae Oreea ye 

co 

$4,413 04 

3,838 62 

$3,932 74 

1,009 85 



10 STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTORY, SEPTEMBER 30tTu, 1883. 

LOI rere BION ee eee Sone Sor eee fees econ Seams ss ese acdsa Se $15,000 00: 
WallhiamsStblalbaae. oot le es ae emia ee encise eon ane eae eee 45,000 00 
Wiesel wee Seo Ss ee oe CO Oe ees SOAR ee ee ae ea aoe 25,000 00 
Milbranvandpvusenm! Building =. sess ence een eae eeee sae ae eee 25.000 00 
ChemicalWaboratonry 22) /fase ae a aos ones oo oe a= reine emase eee 18,000 00 
BoOpanicalwaAbOratory 5. 22s.ce.S- tee cess seer ese eee een = ee eee 6,000 00 
HpaI OUSC Sas Seek See eee eae cee aoe Meese one aloes sean See ae ee 3,500 00 
iithrecabrick houses @ ipo O00) 2 ta ee ec eee se ea cae aes eee cee ee 9,000 00 
itwouprick houses: @u$s,000s 12. Pe Seco ee seen enloseae can a eae 7,000 00 
President?srand tiwOllirameynOuses 222. oe ee ee eee ee eee 20,728 00 
Merdsmatns#house: £42s26 2 522522 foo et a ee ee eee eas eae 600 00 
Seven barns atprotessors, houses @_S300s25 5 -- 2 ese ease eee ae eee 2,100 00 
onnieulituralgh anniviandshedises=- os 22 es ae sae e sere oe ee ae 1,100 00 
WaAttlenbannvangd SNe Gs2c2 ee eee eee Me eee tie ee ee oe Se ee mee eee 3,400 00 
BSITe eet DET eye a es RR ee ce Sad nates ae ym oo nae 2,500 00 
EEO TSE BD ATT ee ps iat Rl oe ee I Se Sees Sete ceeds (oes 3,000 00 
IDE RYAN eeneiee eo tees te ooo eee iow inner epee en ss=eeemeeeee 2,000 00 
BRICK WOLK=SHODMNa ese ce oO Maren Se be a os Soe e lo she olka stemn Beers 600 00: 
Corn-house. ___-. a Be ee genes eee eer! abe ee ae ee 500 00: 
Blacksmith shoprand tool she diaz. -4228 to oe sesame = eee were oe 300 00: 
AE TEe Gla US CBee eee ee ee eae ae ns a ee ere ee ahs a ee oe ae ee as Se ED 9,500 00- 
Ciepiinyl aeee mame esos c= Sat Ae e Bee eo ee ene ee a eee eee 1,600 00 
TROD! OURO S ose 2 58 Sa ee oe ee eee eae See eo eee 1,800 00 
ROS eatviaits Overs Seve Bere ae ay i trates ya en oe Sree ete yeye ateer a cretei eetorreteeree 150 00 
IBOiershoOuseyandiERbUres 22226 haemo cee eke aie ce ewe eee see ee pee eee oe 3,870 00 
Wndersroundipiping tor steamMeeeee ea asses eee a= Se eee ee os Bi 2,000 00 
NIC CRNOUSCH Sted epee re Ue le lai ene ade a SR cals oe eee ae ee 250 00 
IR COM OUSC ipeiee eee rrr SS = 1s Sel enae Memes ewe CRIS Re ae ots eee 280 00 
iwelveMineexbimGuisherse. 22¢ chee erat eeisiae cece ce ener eet eoe sm ree 500 00: 
Collesentarnmeandspark—676 acres) @ i$s0l2 222-22 22 2a ose eee eee 47,320 00 
NRILen-WOLkSem ara ance. 8a ek Oo ee em se See ace pee ee eee 4,150 00 
IBriCksyjaLd wSuOCKOOISSOLG.eo 282 co Sees tee case oeee eee eee eeeeeees 2,288 00. 
Ebel ee iit een ee i ee ae oe ee Res eee 683 00 

Wat ilewaeee re tem Rie eee ae Se NS Ae eee $14,790 00 
HCG eee Ee Rene Cece eee . eg A ae 1,686 00 
ORAU Cee ae pes Ua eade ek SEO os SOR Oe AP Ne Ee ge oat 698 00 
ERO TS CS ieee efter ee eee rs nh re ee ye ek See 650 00 
implements produce jevCrnas sas eee one sae e eee eee 7,257 35 25,081 35. 

Horticultural department: 
PRE ATS MATTE SS ME LCT C as oe ey oars ede oe eee yt eee 615 00 
INES CIVasiO C Kap ne ee ss eran ae Np the tee a Ek oY oe te eee 318 20 
SANS are OMIM S 2a ee eves eee rs als cies 1s Al ee eee 50 00 
inoolsfandemrecellanecousseses sss sees) oe ee eee 912 18 
Elants uel ete; atroneenhouse. 4222645... eee ee ee ee 4,322 00 6,217 38. 

Library: 
Books pamipmlets. andeturmi tures: seek es Se oes 5 2 eee Deena meee anes 16,575 45 

General museum: 
CASeSeCOMEChONSWELGe ase eee eee eee eee eee eee 9,980 95 

Chemical department: t 
PAO DaAratus. CHEMICGHISNetCh 2 | jo ase ble eee 9,553 75 

Department of engineering and mathematics: 
Telescope and class-room apparatus_...4...._....-------- $2,804 20 
Steam fitting, toois andstock.---__-_..- eas Se SNe ane 816 54 3,620 74 

College hall: 
ORICON Se ae ae ek ee eee i wk ee ee ee 750 00: 

Mechanical department: 
MO Ol Stan elem Deis ese a = Lye ee a aia 350 00 

President’s office: 
MULnitUMeNstALIONeIyA elias sen soos Ss one a saie as See eos eee eee 305 53 

Secretary’s office: 
Marnipures Seavlonenye@bG.+ = S=< = - 2-22 o2s22522c5esi5 Jo L2s see eseee 419 70: 



COLLEGE ACCOUNTS. al: 

SUMMARY OF INVENTORY.--CONTINUED. 
Apiary: 

Beesastock,andiapparabus ee eeepc! ea ee cae esas hee emcee = $366 80 
Botanical museum and class-room: 

Specimens  furnifures microscopes, CLC.=s24s> ssee eee a ee eee eee ee 6,519 25 

C0) A Pa Se AILS =Car VI Oe Oa ei Sat Yc yy a Seger oy, $343,959 90 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF THE SECRETARY. 

SALARIES. 

The salaries of the officers and employés of the College are as follows: 
President, $3,000; eight professors, $1,800 each; secretary, $1,500; assistant 

secretary, $600; one professor, $1,000; assistant in chemistry, $800; one 
instructor, $600; librarian, $600; farm foreman, $600 and board; florist, 
$743 ; foreman of the horticultural department, $750; engineer $600. 

BUILDINGS. 

The two buildings for which appropriations were made by the Legislature 
of 1883 have not been erected. The contract has been let for the boiler house 
and chimney, and work commenced. As soon as a plan for the professors’ 
residence has been accepted by the Board, arrangements will be made for 
letting the contract. It is expected that both of these buildings will be com- 
pleted during the summer of 1884. ’ 

COLLEGE LANDS. 

Through the courtesy of the Commissioner of the State Land Office we are 
enabled to publish the following tables, showing by counties the sales of Agri- 
cultural College lands for the year ending September 30th, 1883. Also 
showing by counties the number of acres of Agricultural College lands subject 
to entry November Ist, 1883: 

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE LAND. 

TABLE NO. 1.—Showing by Counties the Amount of Agricultural College Land Sold at 
Original Sale during the Year ending September 30, 1883. 

€OUNTIES. Acres. Price. | Amount. Amount Paid. | Amount Due. 

PAN COM Ae a Pee ores tae 975.19 | $5 00 $4,875 95 S487 Or 9D" eeoee eee 
INe@n ates so. pele ee ees 80.00 5 00 400 00 100 00 $300 OU 
AMET NM Pe hae Os She 920.00 5 00 4,600 00 2,650 00 1,950 00 
IB ENZO ss Nees ou) ene as 320.00 5 00 1,600 00 | 400 00 1,200 00 
Cheboyoanssse=s-ees 200 ,00 5 00 1,000 00 850 00 150 00 
Walkaskasaee ts nals i 160.00 5 00 800 00 200 00 600 00 

S Manisteetwar te cisiey oo 1,000.00 5 00 5,000 00 2,050 00 2,950 00 
Missaukeeseseeen =e 5-225 640.00 5 00 | 3,200 00 2,450 00 750 00 
Montmorency.-.....-.- 79.90 5 00 399 50 100 00 299 50 
Oscoda= Ap quae eae. 820.48 5 0U 4,102 40 3,452 00 650 00 
Otsego ss ee erat 40.00 5 00 200 00 200) QW ao eae aes 
Ieresquelslesessese eas 160.00 5 0c 800 00 200 00 600 00 
Wiextord ... asa 1,640.00 5 00 8,200 00 4,925 00 3,275 00 

Dotalyee 2 2).-0 sche WRO3D OM eee ee $35,177 85 | $22,453 35 $12,724 50 



12 STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE LAND. 

TABLE No. 2.—Showing by Counties the Amount of Forfeited Agricultural College Land 

Sold during the Year ending September 30, 1883. 

COUNTIES. Acres. Price, Amount. Amount Paid. | Amount Due. 

Milcona. 2s). 23. sees sek oe 80.00 $5 00 $400 00 $400.00 || 2. ee 
@lreboy gan i:2> -22.2---- 40.00 5 00 200 00 50 00 $150 00 
Grand ‘T'raverse--.--- pee 120.00 | 5 00 600 00 300 00 300 00 
Manistee ones tec. u, 480.00 | 500] 2,400 00| 1,650 00 750 00 

GO eee ee ee 40.00 5 20 208 00 QOSXOO' |S st eae 
GOs et teRs A fer 40.00 6 00 240 00 2A AOD: a ee 

Missaukees--2 see 2)-)5 2. 120.00 5 00 600 00 259 00 350 00 
Montmorency---------- 80.00 5 00 400 00 100 00 300 00 
OsCOdamee tee ae 40.00 5 00 200 00 200007) = 232s e 4 
Presque Isle-222222 25222 40.00 5 00 200 00 50 00 150 00 
WW Gari thy 0 ee eee 600.00 5 00 3,000 00 1,099 52 1,900 48 

Wo paler she2se oe ee GS000 8 | Paeeee= = $8,448 00 $4,547 52 $3,900 48 

Table showing by counties the number of acres of Agricultural College 
lands subject to entry November Ist, 1883. 

Name of County. No. of Acres. 

PMERIN ee eee Sees kee Se kis oo oda ee ae eee aan wenee 22,240.67 
PRU NA Me ae ee ee ye aay he oa, wm males oie Pe we 840.00 
EAST SIE 2d ecco 5 SL et i hl A a ile rs een Nc Dg A 3,320.93 

1" BVET TLS ce BI Ses eam ete Ep balsa en siege rans elem gtr Peal ty tae 4,400.00 
Se eae Re a re etn ee it ene en oe ee 3,524.98 
PMC DON CAN Se geet me Bem oa a Snes eee eens sine = See ee See 5,408.76 
Sea RAVET EO y= eee ontre Se wee Gea Sa ee oa tt See 520.00 
LSD D SRR eae Sati sea oa Aarne pe ay Sitar ene Ak a 26,874.97 
RCNA Mette ee SES Ea eh es Apes ad lo has N Aye es eae 2d EOS 0565 
LCT TEI Pee aS MR Nags SR 9g SOR EW oe Ree ee ee ae le re at be ae 6,280.00 
MERA TING CO ta eves iG Seek Ae yer he ee hee are anne Bie 799.64 
Mon iMONENCyistanhoe 22 Seer. aay 2 See Se foes ke ae Sane 
BONS SO CaaS Ae a aa Spe ee Oh crcl el te re i eI stays pcr 15,284.07 
RO RSP COR Moen. an nN ea SEN as eee arose eae 3,833.59 
EP CeOM CTS lO ue er. Con see en crys YO te ie Be 2 odd se eae 400.00 
NIELS tie galt SG an oy 8 ON a OR ee ee OS 23,480.00 

DO cule ety. Mets eke es ee ae oe eS Ras cai AUS A ces 126,274.19 

BOUNTY ON SORGHUM SUGAR. 

Mr. Daniel Root, of Hudson, Mich., sent me the following statement 
regarding the manufacture of sugar from sorghum cane: 

In the year 1882, about the middle of May, I planted twenty acres of land 
to early amber cane, in check rows three and a half feet apart. I cultivated 
it the same as for corn, without any extra fertilizer. On the twentieth of 
September I commenced to harvest and work up the crop. I used a good 
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three-roll, steam-power mill, and ran the juice into defecating tanks, putting 
in milk of lime to neutralize the acid in the juice. The juice was then heated 
to 210° F., causing a thick scum toform on the surface and considerable 
sediment to settle at the bottom. I removed the scum and ran the clear juice 
into the evaporator by means of a swing pipe, then put in water charged with 
a sufficient quantity of sulphur fumes or sulphurous acid to turn blue litmus 
paper red. The contents were then boiled until it reached 228° F. and run 
into the cooler. The syrup weighed J14 pounds to the gallon. The twenty 
acres planted to cane yielded 4,000 gallons, or 200 gallons per acre. I boiled 
part of the syrup until it tested 234° F. That went to sugar in a short time, 
varying from a few hours to three or four days. Not having any convenience 
to separate the sugar, it was not done till the summer of 1883, when it yielded 
42 pounds of sugar to the gallon of melada. I made 2,100 pounds of sugar 
like the sample I sent you. It was made by the ordinary centrifugal process. 

DANIEL ROOT. 

The affidavit accompanying this statement, as also that of Dr. R. C. Kedzie 
as to the amount of crystallizable sucrose sugar contained in the specimen 
furnished for examination, is on file in my office. 

I laid Mr. Root’s report before the State Board of Agriculture, also the 
affidavit above referred to. ‘The Board regarded Mr. Root as having com- 
plied with the requirements of Act No. 268, statutes of 1881, entitled ‘‘ An 
Act to encourage the culture of sugar cane and the sugar beet, and the man- 
ufacture of sugar from the same,’’ passed a resolution declaring him entitled 
to the bounty provided for in said Act. The amount was received by him 
soon afterwards. 

This is the only case in which bounty has as yet been applied for under the 
statute above referred to. 



DEPARTMENT REPORTS. 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT. 

To the State Board of Agriculture: 

I respectfully submit the following report of the State Agricultural College, 
for the college year, 1883; together with the reports of the heads of the 
various departments. So far as students and classes are concerned, the report 
closes with the close of the college year, August 31, 1883. 

REPORT TO BE ANNUAL. 

In my last report I represented that the State, by its agreement with 
congress, was under obligation to print an annual report of the college; and 
Governor Jerome in his retiring message called attention to the duty. The 
following law, providing for annual reports, was accordingly passed : 

AN ACT to provide for the publication and distribution of the reports of the 
secretary of the State Board of Agriculture, and the reports of the State Horti- 
cultural Society, and to repeal all existing laws providing for the publication and 
distribution of said reports. 

SECTION 1. The People of the State of Michigan enact, That the secretary of the 
State board of agriculture shall report to the Legislature at every regular session 
thereof, and to the Governor on the first Wednesday of January of each year when 
the Legislature is not in session; which report shall embrace all statements, 
accounts, prize-essays, Statistics, and other information relative to agriculture in 
general, proceedings of the State board of agriculture, of the State agricultural 
college and farm, of the State agricultural society, and of the county and district 
agricultural societies,to be approved by the board; that eight thousand copies of 
this report shall be printed and bound annually, prior to the first day of June, and 
shall be immediately placed at the disposal of the State board of agriculture; four 
thousand copies to be distributed by the secretary of said State board of agriculture 
as the board shall direct; and the remaining four thousand copies to be distributed 
prior to the first day of September after publication by the secretary of the board, 
to the secretary of the State agricultural society, to the secretary of the State 
grange, and to the secretaries of the various district and county socities, as equally as 
may be, according to the population of said counties, to be, by said secretaries, dis- 
tributed among the various reviewing committees of county and district fairs, giv- 
ing one volume of saidreport to each of said committees as shall be present and 
discharge the duties of the office on the day of the county and district fairs; and 
in addition to the foregoing, there shall be published a number of copies of said 
report equal to the number of reports bound as joint documents, which shall be 
disposed of in the same manner as the joint documents, also a sufficient number of 
copies to supply crop correspondents with one copy each, which shall be distributed 
by the secretary of state. 

Src. 2. Has reference to the State horticultural society. 
Src. 3. Repeals all other acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of 

this act. 
Approved June 6,1883. 
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GOVERKNOR’S MESSAGE, 

His Excellency, Governor Begole, in his message to the Legislature, June 
3, 1883, gave but few sentences to the Agricultural College, but they were 
pointed and commendatory. He said: ‘‘The Agricultural College is so 
near the capitol that you will, no doubt, visit it, and learn its needs. I can 
most heartily endorse the present management.’ 

Governor Jerome, in his retiring message, spoke more fully of the college 
as follows: ‘‘ This college was established in 1855. ‘The means for its con- 
struction and maintenance have been derived from the following sources: 
“« Appropriation by the Legislature of 22 sections of salt spring 

lands, for which the money was advanced by the State 
SMELT OO USENE LIN OF oAG CO oy ith ch Oc ane rey ee eae ys ata Seat Biante ayes $56,320.00 

“Tn 1861 a further appropriation by the Legislature of swamp 
lands: which have: been solv for. oe 2s ees ee ae een ee 42,396.87 

“<Toval-realizedstor State lands soldiis24 se sh Se eRe $98, 717.87 
‘*In 1862 the United States government donated to this, with 

other State, lands to be used in establishing Agricultural 
Colleges. 240,000 acres were nominally set apart to this 
State, but owing to the Joss from fractional sections the 
amout received was really but 235,973.37 acres. 100,203.50 

acres of these lands have been sold, and $224,868.15 received 
thereon. This has been used by the State, and on which 
interest has been, and will continue to be paid at 794. The 
total interest paid, beginning in 1870, up to Sept. 30, 782, on 
LHGKADOVE, BMOWM ES! Fa Se hes OP A se Ley 179,626.82 

$278,343.69 
** Appropriations in cash have been made from 1857 to 1882, both 

years included, amounting too. yis2 Sseeeel eee. 222 be 558, 744.84 

‘Making a ‘total'expenditare:of = 22625.0) eet ceel eb $83 7,088.53 

‘‘ This amount divided by 26, the number of years sincethe Col- 
lege was established, makes an average annual expenditure 
(0) PEP ed Ba feet A er ge Na ae el ec ee YOO Pa a Men tle Na $32,195.71 

“The property of the College on Dec. Ist, 1882, exclusive of 
granted: landstfor sale, is) estimated, at.sic-s.22642.42250e5er 338,471.55 

“Deduct from the total expenditures it leaves-.-.-----.-..--- 498,616.98 
“* Which if divided by 26, shows the average annual cost of 

maintaining the College, after allowing for the value of the 
land and the permanent improvements.-....---.---.------ $19,177.57 

‘* There remains unsold of the lands granted by the government, 
135,469.87 acres, which, when sold, will increase the endow- 
ment doubtless to $900,000. 

“* Appropriations are asked for the year 1883...__--- $37,411.00 
a ce oe es fe, See eee 22,411.00 $59,822.00 

“*Tn excess of the estimated receipts for interest, farm, horti- 
cultural department, and from students, amounting to $29,000 
ae) Uy IMM 2 rad |, TY AR Re ye - 58,000.00 

ae 

“Total estimated?expenditures for the two years.---------- 117,822.00 
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"The appropriation tor 1661 qvascoase2- ete eee eee $50,969.50 
es “s eS L882 Wasese ss eka See ese 16, 194,50 

$67,164.00: 

‘©The purposes for which the funds are asked for the coming two years are 
fully set forth in the report of the managers herewith submitted, to which 
your attention is called, especially to that feature which relates to the estab- 
lishment of a mechanical department. This department is urged by the 
State Board of Agriculture, and some of the agricultural socities. 

‘<The report of the President calls attention to the requirements of the Act 
of Congress making the grant of land for this College, as to annual reports, 
whereas the Legislature provides for publishing biennial reports only. The 
conditions of the grant should be complied with, and Act No. 206 of 1881 
should be modified in this respect. 

‘‘The buildings for which appropriations were made in 1881 have all been 
completed, and are now occupied. A new system of steam heating has also 
been provided with success as to heating, and it reduces the fire risk of the 
old plan materially. The secretary reports the liabilities of the College fully 
discharged, and sufficient funds on hand to defray {the expenses of the 
remainder of the calendar year. 

**Success has attended the undertaking to educate young men to become 
farmers. The total number of graduates up to the close of the last year was 
272. I quote from a statement of President Abbot the following: ‘Of this 
number more than one-half are engaged in farming, horticulture, or in 
agricultural schools as their business. A careful examination shows that less 
than two per cent. of the graduates of other kinds of colleges take up agri- 
culture as a pursuit.? I respectfully refer you to the above report for more 
particular statements.’’ 

LEGISLATION. 

The legislation in 1883 regarding the college, had reference to the making 
and printing of reports as already given; to the deposit of military arms and 
accoutrements at the college; and to the support of the college for the years 
1883 and 1884. 

Estimates for the support of the college were presented to the Legislature by 
the State Board of Agriculture in the printed report for 1881-2. See pages: 
13 to 18. 

The standing committees on the college in Senate and House, acting as a. 
joint committee, cut out the estimates $18,600.00 for the establishment of a 
Mechanical Department, and the item for insurance, and added an item of 
$5,000.00 for the erection of a boiler house and chimney, $4,267.00 for steam 

pump, pipes, hose, etc., for a system of water-works, and $1,000.00 for the 

purchase of mechanical tools. 
The bill as made out by this joint committee was approved by the commit- 

tee on finance, and of ways and means, and became a law, receiving one 

adverse vote in the Senate, and four in the House. 

AN ACT making an appropriation for the support of the State Agricultural College, 
Coleoe aie and repair of buildings,and other improvements at the said 

Section 1. The People of the State of Michigan enact, That there shall be and is 
hereby appropriated out of the State Treasury the sum of eight thousand three 
hundred and eighty-five dollars, for the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
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three, and the sum of eight thousand three hundred and eighty-five dollars for the 
year one thousand eight hundred and eighty four, for the use and support of the 
State Agricultural College. 

Src. 2. There shall be and is hereby appropriated out of the Treasury the sum 
of three thousand dollars, for a house for the professor of horticulture, five thousand 
dollars for the erection of a boiler house and chimney, four thousand two hundred 
and sixty-seven dollars for steam pump, pipes, hose, etc., for a system of water- 
works, and one thousand dollars for the purchase of mechanical tools. 

Sec. 3. There shall be and is hereby appropriated out of the State Treasury the 
sum of six hundred dollars for farmers’ institutes, three thousand one hundred and 
twenty-five dollars for the library, seven hundred dollars for the department of 
mathematics and engineering, one thousand dollars for the chemical department, one 
thousand nine hundred and forty-five dollars for the zodlogical department, one 
thousand three hundred and forty-two dollars for the horticultural department, 
three thousand three hundred and eighty-nine dollars for the farm department, two 
thousand two hundred and thirty-one dollars for the botanical department, six 
thousand seven hundred and twenty dollars for repairs of buildings. Said amounts 
embraced in this section aggregating twenty-one thousand and fifty-two dollars to 
to be paid, one-half of the same in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
three, and one-half in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, which 
said moneys, provided for in this act, or so much thereof as may be necessary, shall 
be expended under the direction of the State Board of Agriculture for the purposes 
aforesaid, and shall be drawn from the treasury on the presentation of the proper 
certificates of said Board to the Auditor General, and on his warrant to the State 
‘Treasurer. 

Src. 4. There shall be assessed upon the taxable property of the State in the 
year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-three the sum of thirty-two thousand 
one hundred and seventy-eight dollars, and in the year one thousand eight hundred 
and eighty-four the sum of eighteen thousand and nine hundred and eleven dollars 
to be assessed and levied in like manner as other taxes are by law assessed, levied, 
and paid, which tax, when collected, shall be credited up to the general fund to 
reimburse to the same the sum to be drawn therefrom as provided in this act, and 
any sums drawn under the provisions of this act before the taxes herein authorized 
are collected shall be returned when such taxes are collected, which said moneys pro- 
vided for in this act, or so much thereof as may be necessary, shall be expended 
under the direction gf the State Board of Agriculture for the purposes aforesaid, and 
shall be drawn from the treasury on the presentation of the proper certificates of 
said Board to the Auditor General, and on his warrant to the State Treasurer. 

This act is ordered to take immediate effect. 
Approved May 18, 1883. 

THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

With the appointments upon the Board of Governor Begole, the terms of 
office of the Hon. H. G. Wells of Kalamazoo, and of the Hon. Geo. W. Phil- 
lips of Romeo, expired. Up to the time of the new appointments the Hon. 
H. G. Wells had been identified with the college from the time of its reOr- 
ganization in 1861. He was named in the law, as one of the first members of 
the Board. On the drawing of lots for terms of office Mr. Wells drew for 
four years, and he has been three times reiippointed by as many different 
Governors for additional terms of six years each. From the spring of 1869 up 
to within a few months, Judge Wells has been the president of the Board ; 
and previous to that time he acted as vice president, it being customary to 
elect the Governor of the State to be president, until it was seen that his many 
official duties did not leave the Governor time to attend to the details of col- 
lege business. 

When Judge Wells was appointed by Gen. Grant, President of the United 
States, to be presiding Judge of the Alabama claims court, he sent to the 
president of the college a resignation of his place upon the Board, but at the 
earnest request of every one of his colleagues he retained his membership, and 
his resignation was never formally presented. Similar representations were 

3 
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made to him of the unanimous desire that he should not resign when he was 
again appointed by President Arthur to be the presiding judge of the new 
Alabama claims court. 

Judge Wells, as President of the Board, gave the college a large share of 
his interest and time. All documents of importance, all sales of lands of 
large amounts were committed to his care. In certain crises of the college, 
Mr. Wells has given weeks together of his time to its interest, and has 
enlisted many friends in its behalf. He carries with him off the Board the 
sincere affection and esteem of his successive associates on the Board for the 
last twenty years. The college library is fortunate enough to possess a fine 
oil painting of Mr. Wells, a gift of his to the college. 

Mr. Geo. W. Phillips had been a member of the executive committee of the 
State Agricultural Society long before he became, by appointment of Gov- 
ernor Baldwin, a member of the Board. It was fortunate for the college that 
it had so warm and outspoken a friend in that body. Mr. Phillips’s acquaint- 
ance with farming in general, and stock in particular, and his general 
acquaintance with business made him a valuable counselor and member of the 
Board. 

The newly appointed members of the Board are the Hon, Henry Chamber- 
lain of Three Oaks, well known and respected throughout the State, and 
Hon. Elijah W. Rising of Davison Station, well known also as a gentleman, 
and a member for many years of the executive committee of the State Agri- 
ricultural Society. 

The Board was redrganized at the first meeting after the new appointments, 
by the election, unanimously, of Hon. Franklin Wells of Constantine, for 
President, of Hon. Thomas D. Dewey for Vice President, and the reélection, 
unanimously, of Robert G. Baird as Secretary, and Ephraim Longyear as 
Treasurer. : , . 6 

The following committees were constituted : 

On Buildings and Repatrs—Thos. D. Dewey, of Owosso, Franklin Wells of Constan- 
tine. 

On Employés—H. G. Reynolds of Old Mission, Wm. B. McCreery of Flint. 
On the Farm—Henry Chamberlain of ‘Three Oaks, E. W. Rising of Davison Station, 

and Franklin Wells. 
On Finance—Wm. B. McCreery, E. W. Rising. 
On Horticulture and Botany—H. G. Reynolds, ‘l’. D. Dewey. 
On Institutes—E. W. Rising, Henry Chamberlain. 

OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE, 

At or near the beginning of the present year, 1883, certain changes were 
made in the officers of the institution. 

Forestry was added to Dr. Beal’s professorship. Mr. Louis Knapper was 
transferred from the Superintendency of the Horticultural Department to the 
position of Florist, made vacant by the resignation (Jan. 15) of the former 
occupant, Mr. James Cassidy. Mr. Eugene D. Willis, a graduate of 1882, 
was made foreman of the vegetable garden. 

The most important changes were the entering on duty of two newly 
appointed professors. Mr. Jas. Satterlee, Professor of Horticulture and 
Superintendent of the Horticultural Department, was graduated from the 
college in 1869. He received the degree of Master of Science in 1874. The 
State Horticultural Society was consulted regarding the selection of a person 
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for this professorship, and expressed great satisfaction with the selection of 
Mr. Satterlee for the position. 

Mr. Satterlee entered upon duty January Ist, 1885, and in addition to the 
charge of the department out of doors, gives lectures on Horticulture and 
Landscape Gardening. 

Prof. EK. A. A. Granger, V. S., was for seven years the professor of veteri- 
nary in the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph, Ontario, and presidents, 
professors, government officers, and others speak of him in the highest terms, 
and manifest sincere regret at losing him. 

The course of instruction in Veterinary has been enlarged to a full year for 
those who elect it. Mr. Grange came as a lecturer, but is now under regular 
appointment as a professor in the college. 

In November, 1883, Henry W. Baird, a graduate of the college, class of 783, 
was appointed by the Board Assistant Secretary of the college, with a salary 
at the rate of $600 a year. By this appointment the Secretary of the college 
will be relieved of the burden of transcribing accounts, keeping the record of 
student’s standing, and the many clerical duties incident to the office, and 
will have time to take up the broader duties contemplated in the organic law 
of the institution as pertaining to the office. 

Mrs. Mary J. C. Merrill, B. S., was graduated from the college in 1881. 
She entered upon duty as Librarian, July 1st. Her acquaintance with the 
course of study facilitates the assistance she can render students and others 
in the use of the library. She has begun the extensive work of cataloguing 
the miscellancous matter of the library. 

COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY, 

On College Hali—Professor Harrower. 
Library Hali—Secretary Baird. 
Williams Hall—Professor Satterlee. 
Wells Hali—Mr. Frank Kedzie. 
Public Exercises—Professors Johnson and McEwan. 
Entrance Examinations—Professors Cook, Carpenter, and McEwan, 
Studies of Specials of Irregular Students and on Deficiencies—Dr. Beal. 
Catalogues—Professor Harrower and Secretary Baird. 
Assignment of Students’ Rooms—President Abbot. 
Farmer's Institutes —Dr. Kedzie. 
The Club System—( Appointed by the Board) Messrs. Abbot, Kedzie, and Carpenter. 
The Library—President Abbot. 
Work done by the College Carpenter—Secretary R. G. Baird, appointed by the Board. 

COMMENCEMENT, 1883 

Commencement exercises took place on the morning of Tuesday, August 
14. On Sunday preceding, President Abbot preached the Baccalaureate 
sermon. He took for his text the request of Zebedee’s children, showing, that 
like some modern people, they asked for responsibility rather than fitness for 
it, were willing, for example, to become secretaries of state, of war, of the 
treasury, etc., without the requisite knowledge and experience; asked for 
place by arbitrary assignment, on account of personal friendship for the one 
in authority,—a way notin accordance with God’s methods; and that they 
sought for personal gratification rather than usefulness. 

The excellent music for the occasion was kindly given by a choir consisting 
of Mrs. R. B. De Viney, Miss Mabel Paddack, Miss May Murdock, Mr. L. A. 
Baker, Mr, H. A. Lee, with Miss Alice Weed (class ?82) accompanist. Mr. 
Frank Kedzie took upon himself, at the president’s request, the management 
of the music. 
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GIFT OF THE GRADUATING CLASS. 

On the afternoon of Monday the graduating class presented to the college 
a beautiful fountain. The presentation exercises took place upon the lawn 
near the fountain, which was located by Mr. Adam Oliver, the college landscape 
gardener, near the greenhouse. The presentation speech was made by Mr. 
Daniel C. Holliday, Jr., the president of the class, and the response was by 
Dr. Kedzie. It was altogether a delightful exercise. The audience was 
reminded that the last graduation present to the college was the ‘‘big stone ’’ 
upon the lawn north of Williams Hall, given by the class of 1873, just 
ten years before. 

The senior class day exercises took place on Monday evening, and are 
spoken of as in every respect doing much credit to the good seuse and taste of 
the class. The class motto was ‘‘ Deeds, Not Words.’’ 

For the exercises of commencement day eight members were selected to 
represent the class. The music was freely furnished by the Hight O’Clock 
Club, an amateur orchestra of high merit, to which the college has been pre- 
yiously indebted. 

The following is the programme and list of the graduating class. 

PROGRAMME. 

Overture—Golden Fleece, 
Eight ‘O’Clock Club. 

Oration—Living the Test of Learning, 
Oration—Higher Education for the Farmer, 
Airs from Don Juan, : i : - 4 

Eight O’Clock Club. 
Oration— The Chivalry of To-day, . 
Oration—Youthful Illusions, not all Illusions, 
Princess Alexandra Waltz, . 2 
Oration—The Call for Practical Men, 
Oration—Unprotitable Things on the Farm that Pay, 
Waltz—Snow Flake, 

"Right O’Clock Club. 
Oration—The Motives of Selena 
Sans Souci, : 3 

Eight O°Clock Clabes 
Conferring of Degrees. 

Benediction. 

NAMES OF THE GRADUATES, CLASS OF ’83. 

Wilbur F. Hoyt, Grand Rapids. 
Kedzie, Deerfield. 

Arthur F. Kinnan, Lansing. 
Eugene F. Law, Portage. 
Charles F. Lindsley, Highland. 
Albert W. Mather, Battle Creek. 
John T. Mathews, Portland. 
Henry C. Nixon, Bridgeman. 

William A. Bahlke, Pewamo. 
Henry W. Baird, Lansing. 
* Albert M. Bamber, Highland. 
Arthur C. Bird, Highland. 
Leslie A. Buell, Chester. 
Ernest P. Clark, Benton Harbor. 
Herbert W. Collingwood, Boston, Mass. 
Henry A. Danville, Jr., Marilla. 

Willard 8. 

Ripley. 

Henry W. Baird. 
Leslie A. Buell. 

: Mozart, 

Wilber F. Hoyt. 
Arthur T. Kinnan. 

Eight O’Clock Club. 
John T.. Mathews. 
Frank F. Rogers. 

Rescle, 

-Clarence M. Weed. 
Ripley, 

Clark H, Eldridge, White House, Lucas Frank F. Rogers, Holloway. 
County, Ohio. 

Archie M. Emery, Lansing. 
Edward J. Fletcher, Washington, District 

of Columbia, 
Edgar Grimm, B.S., Corvallis, Oregon. 
Daniel C. Holliday, Jr. , New Orleans, La. 
Osmond C. Howe, Buchanan. 

Allen C. Redding, Berlamont. 
Edmund Schoetzow, Volinia. 
Jeddie H. Smith, New Troy. 
Milton St. John, Yates, New York. 
Herbert M. Weed, Lansing. 
Clarence M. Weed, Lansing, 
Sarah E. Wood, Lansing. 

* Died June 1], 1883. 
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The degree of Bachelor of Sciences was conferred on the members of the 
graduating class, thirty in number, thus bringing the number of graduates up 
to 302. One of the number, Mr. Edgar Grimm, had previously been graduated 
from the Oregon Agricultural College. He had spent a year here, and left 
just before commencement to enter upon the professorship of agriculture in 
the Oregon College at Corvallis. 

At commencement time the degree of Master of Sciences was conferred 
upon John E. Taylor, class of 1876, for proficiency in agriculture; Charles 
T. Davis, 1880, professor of chemistry in Colorado Agricultural College ; 
Frank T. Gulley, 1880, professor of agriculture in Mississippi Agricultural 
College; Louis G. Carpenter, 1879, instructor in mathematics, Michigan Agri- 
cultural College; and on Eugene Davenport, 1878, for proficiency in agri- 
culture. 

The name of Albert M. Bamber appears in the list of graduates, and would 
have appeared on the list of speakers but for his removal by death, June 1, 
1883. Mr. Bamber was one of the noblest students the College ever had. At 
the time of his death he was president of the Young Men’s Christian Associ- 
ation and of the College Students’ Organization. and one of the club stewards. 
He had a brother graduated in 1881. At the request of his class, a diploma 
was made out for him and presented to his father. When the body of Mr. 
Bamber was taken from the College, his class, his fraternity, the Y. M. C. A., 
and his club sent delegates in token of respect and affection, and the president 
preached a memorial sermon for him and Mr. Charles EH. Bush. 

Mr. Charles E. Bush, son of J. J. Bush, Esq., of Lansing, was graduated in 
1881, and soon took charge of a part of his father’s business in Pentwater. 
In about a year his health began to fail, and he in yain tried the climate of 
Florida. He died of consumption, departing in great peace, and dearly 
beloved for a soul full of lovable qualities, and scarcely a discernible fault, 
May 6, 1883. 

In the afternoon of commencement day, the Hon. Edwin Willits, late 
member of Congress, and now principal of the State Normal School, on the 
joint invitation of the graduating class and the literary societies of the College, 
delivered an address in the College chapel. The theme was ‘‘'The future of 
Agriculture,’? and it was handled in a highly instructive and interesting 
manner. 

The president’s reception on commencement evening closed the exercises of 
the (if we include 1880) twenty-third commencement season of the College. 

STUDENTS. 

The attendance at the College for the three terms ending August 14, 1883, 
was as follows: 

Residentraraduntes. S40. 5256 ss 2205. eet See eR 2 sae 5) 
Onioys seem Es. BAe 4. la Rea ee ire yeah pee cee, Seana 3 
eLUnTOTS eer ee 175 AION S Te 2 0 eee ty eae Barer ae ee Bae 33 
NODROMOLES seas Se Gobo ae Se cas koe ca eee ee oo oa my Rel eS 56 
Rireshwiio ns: 22 Sapa iiec ge sive Sse ERTS ONC Eed A BO BON 57 
Ppecins) 122 11/58 VA ae ON ee haemo 113 SOR A) PAS RL ne 5 

WP otal: 2350)... seed ea i tae ok A er ed ge Ge efi at oe ~185 
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States and counties were represented by students as follows: 

PMC Os = eine pees erie wl mee SIERO ef em es = 3 oo 1 
LACS Sa Se aie ees) SS Ss AG) SSI AWASBCC is ome eee eee 
Bala eos. ake ae eeeeee ek oils Sb. OSCR Naa eee eres 5 
RSADLY So <n nea Sema oon Oe 67 Van Buren. one p jake ieee ates 8 
IES) 8 PT eee Gee ea ae Sara Se 2 Ol) AWinashiten aw Ack. 20 Seppe es case 5) 
BPA eR eee ee ee tare Be ty GOR WIG 0a oe Ae ca aioe ee oe 2 
Calla piuis teeeetacwion eles ees 4 peas 

EST RES Sy “TNO Siar Pe ee ea A otal. tyes ee alae ae ee 147 
ASiarlowole rnd oo pe sc i 
Ontos tes cise eo eet eee = 6 | FROM OTHER COUNTRIES AND STATES, 

1a OTS a Oe a Ra ree eee Te he i 
WANT bes = ph or eee LsiCalitornias: 22. eee ee 1 
CHOMORPO! oe es Se nk tae ee. Te Wonnechicut..22. 25.00 se ee eee 2 
[OE ED EC) ie as oe eg Seman nd WSR Ae TWaDakotas -<c.02 toc Oa iL 
Pialisdale seo Nace ee So wisirictoL Columibiaze. oo. a2 cee i 
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TANS ooo eve tes OE te ee See ea 2 fa ed Efe a eg 3 
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The average age of the various classes was as follows: Seniors, 21 years 7 
months; Juniors, 21 years 7 months; Sophomores, 21 years 2 months; Fresh- 
men, 23 years; Specials, 22 years 8 months. 

COURSE OF STUDY. 

The course of study has undergone important changes, by which Seniors are 
permitted each term to select three out of five studies. This is a step toward 
enabling students to secure a more thorough knowledge of some chosen branch 
of science or of practice. ‘The course in Veterinary has been extended from a 
half term to three whole terms. This time is still insufficient to make a Vet- 
erinary Surgeon, but is sufficient to give a farmer such a knowledge as the 
best of them would like to possess, without pretension to the thoroughness of 
the professional man. 

The courses in the various departments have been enlarged to as great an 
extent as the officers in charge thought that they had time and strength to 
warrant additions. A half term in Botany and Forestry, a term of instruction 
in Agricultural Engineering, a term in Quantitative Analysis, for which new 
and beautiful rooms have just been fitted up, an additional term in Horticul- 
ture, and the Veterinary already mentioned are the additions to the course. 
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The whole course in Chemistry has been put two terms later in the scheme 
of study; and a half term of Agriculture, Botany, and Moral Philosophy 
transferred each from the Senior to the Sophomore year. 

FRESHMAN YEAR. 

Autumn Term. 

Algebra. 
Ancient History. 
Rhetoric. 

Spring Term. 
Geometry. 
Drawing. 
Agriculture. 

Summer Term. 

Geometry completea. 
Botany. 
Rhetoric. 

SOPHOMORE YEAR. 

Autumn Term. 
Algebra completed. 
Astronomy, half term. 
Moral Philosophy, half term. 
Botany.* 
Agriculture.* 

Spring Tern. 
Trigonometry, half term. 
Surveying, half term. 
Botany—Laboratory work, two hours daily. 
Rhetoric. 

Summer Teri. 
Mechanics. 
Elementary Chemistry. 
Agriculture.* 
Landscape Gardening.* 

JUNIOR YEAR. 

Autumn Term. 

Mechanics completed, half term. 
Anatomy, half term. 
Horticulture. 
Organic chemistry. 
Biowpipe and Volumetric Analysis. 

Spring Term. 

Human and Comparative Physiology. 
Analytical Chemistry—Laboratory work, three hours daily. 
Horticulture—Lectures (elective instead of the third nour of chemistry.) 

* These studies alternate throughout the term. 
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Summer Tern. 
Entomology. 
English Literature. 
Agricultural Chemistry. 

SENIOR YEAR. 

Autumn Term. 
Psychology. 
Chemical Physics. 
Zoology, half term. : 
Agricultural Engineering. 
Veterinary. 

Spring Term. 
Logie. 
Meteorology. 
Civil Engineering. 
Constitution of the United States. 
Political Economy, half term. 
Veterinary. 
Geology, half term. 

Sunmer Term. 
Quantitative Analysis. 
Botany, and Forestry. 
Agriculture, half term. 
Veterinary. 
English Literature, half term. 
Philosophy of history, half term. 
Astronomy, half term. 

RHETORICAL EXERCISES.—The students meet weekly, in classes or divisions, 
for rhetorical exercises. The following scheme indicates the work required 
throughout the course: 

FRESHMAN. 

First Term.—Essays once a fortnight in rhetoric class; two declamations. 

Second Term.—One exercise a week reading and studying some English 
classic. 

Third Term.—Kssays in rhetoric classes; declamation every three weeks. 

SOPHOMORE. 

First Term.—Declamations and essays, three exercises. 

Second Term.—Kssays in class in higher English; two declamations. 

Third Term.—Two original declamations delivered before the class. 

JUNIOR. 

First Term.—Two essays, on assigned subjects; public orations. 

Second Term.—Three essays in rhetoric class ; public orations. 

Third Term.—Two critical essays in English literature; public orations. 
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SENIOR. 

First Term.—Two essays, on assigned subjects, or debates ; public orations. 

Second Term.—Two essays on assigned subjects; public orations. 

Third Term.—Two essays; public orations. 

Pustic Exercises.—Upon each alternate Wednesday, members of the 
Junior and Senior classes deliver orations in presence of all the students. 
Two orations are to be thus presented by each student during his junior year, 

and two during his senior year. 
Upon each Wednesday not thus occupied, some member of the faculty or a 

gentleman from abroad lectures to the students in a body, upon some topic 

connected with their course of study or their work. 
Lasor.—Kach student, not exempt on account of physical disability, is 

required to labor three hours each week day (except Saturdays) in those seasons 
of the year when labor can be furnished. Students reccive remuneration for 
most of their labor in the quarterly settlement of accounts, at the close of 
each term, at a rate depending on their ability and fidelity, the maximum 

_ being eight cents per hour. The labor is to some extent planned with refer- 
ence to illustrating and applying the instruction in the lecture room. The 
work during the junior year is performed on the gardens and grounds. Six 
hours are spent each month, without compensation, under direct instruction 
in practical horticulture. ‘The Sophomores work for the year on the farm ; 
the members of other classes are assigned to the farm, the gardens, or some 
other duty. 

SELECT Course.—Persons of suitable age and acquirements, who desire to 
pursue one or more of the branches of study more closely related to agricult- 
ure (such as chemistry, botany, animal physiology, apiculture), may be receiv- 
ed for a less time than is requisite for the full course. By reference to the 
scheme of recitations in the catalogue any person desiring select studies can 
ascertain whether the classes are so arranged as to permit him to pursue them. 

CLUB SYSTEM OF BOARDING. 

The students’ organization, a society consisting of all the students, held a 
meeting in the College chapel Noy. 13, 1882, and adopted a plan for a club 
system of boarding and submitted it to the State Board of Agriculture for 
approval. After careful consideration the Board adopted the plan, and 
authorized the students to divide themselves into five clubs, to elect stewards, 
and begin on the new system with the opening of the spring term, 1885. 
Three club dining rooms were made out of the one dining hall in Williams 
Hall, and two out of the old armory in Wells Hall; rooms were assigned to 
the cooks in each hall, and a committee of the faculty was appointed by the 
board, with whom the club officers could consult, President Abbot, Dr. 
Kedzie and Prof. Carpenter constitute the committee. The general arrange- 
ment of room, disposal of college property used in the old system, and many 
other matters of detail, were committed to the charge of Professor Carpen- 
ter, with whom the students had taken frequent council in maturing their 
plans. Mr. Carpenter continues to be the chief adviser of the stewards, and 

the success of the system is largely due to his assistance. 
The club system has been tried for one year, or for the spring, summer, and 

autumn terms of 1883, with very gratifying success. Board was at once 

. 
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reduced from $3.00 to $2.50, which was as low as the students themselves 
desired that it should go. The food has been better, and served warmer than 
before, and the comparative fewness of those dining together has given some- 
what of a home-feeling at the meals, which before was wanting. As the clubs 
own certain property, new students purchase certificates of membership, which 
are redeemed at their face value when the student leaves college. These cer- 
tificates were sold for $2.50. 
The experience of the year suggested to the students certain changes, which 

were adopted in November, i883, and which are incorporated in the following: 

CONSTITUTION OF THE CLUB BOARDING ASSOCIATION. 

ARTICLE I1—The association shall be known as the Club Boarding Associa- 
tion. 
ARTICLE IJ.—The members of this association shall be students of this col- 

lege who hold boarding club certificates in their respective clubs. ‘These cer- 
tificates shall be redeemed by the steward at the face value on occasion of the 
holder leaving college. 

ARTICLE IIJ.—Section 1. The officers of this association shall be the presi- 
dent and secretary of the students’ organization, and the secretary of the col- 
lege, who shall act as the general treasurer of the association. 

Sec. 2. The duty of the treasurer shall be to receive all money from the 
members and place the same to the credit of their respective clubs. 

Sec. 3. The treasurer shall pay out said money only on orders drawn by the 
several stewards. 

AnrtIcLE IV.—The students shall be divided into clubs. The membership 
of a club shall not be less than twenty, or more than forty. 

ARTICLE V.—No club shall be allowed to have a majority of its members 
belonging to the same class or society. 
ARTICLE VI.—The division into clubs shall be effected by a standing com- 

mittee of three, elected by the association. This committee to be known as 
the committee on membership, and shall be elected for one year at the time 
of the regular election of officers of the students’ organization. The first 
division shall be made by taking each alternate group of five from the list of 
names as found in the catalogue. 

ArtIcLE VII.—New students and those expecting to enter College, may be 
temporarily assigned to any club by the President of the College. ‘They shall 
be permanently assigned to their places by the Committee on Membership. 

ARTICLE VIII.—With the consent of the Committee on Membership, students: 
may change to any club providing such change does not conflict with Articles 
IV and V. i 

ARTICLE [X.—Section 1. The clubs shall be designated by letters. 
Sec. 2. Hach club shall elect a steward whose term of office shall be 

one term. 
Sec 3. The election of stewards shall be by ballot, and held four 

weeks preceding the end of the term. The election of the steward must be 
approved by the President of the College. 

Sec 4. No senior shall hold the office of steward during the summer term. 
ARTICLE XI.—Section 1. Each club shall elect an auditing committee con- 

sisting of two members; they shall be elected the last week of each college 
term, 
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Sec. 2. Their duty shall be to examine the accounts of the steward and 
report to the club at the middle and end of each college term. 
ArticLe XII.—Section 1. Each member of the association shall be required 

to deposit twenty dollars ($20.00) at the beginning of each term with the 
treasurer, and wi!l be admitted to the club only on presentation of this receipt 
to the steward of his club. 

Sec. 2. The steward of any club is forbidden to allow members to remain in 
his club unless they keep deposited with the treasurer to their club’s credit, the 
price of one week’s board in advance. 

Articiur XIIJ.—Clubs shall be in running order the day preceding the 
opening of each term. Py 
ARTICLE X1V.—Amendments to this constitution may be made at any time 

by a majority vote of the association. 

MILITARY. 

But little is to be added to what was reported last year, report 1881-2, page 
33. All the arms and accoutrements on deposit at the college were recalled 
by the Quartermaster General of the State and were returned to him. As he 
expressed a doubt of his authority to deposit arms at this place, the Legisla- 
ture of 1883 passed the following enactment No. 165, public acts of 1883, 
approved June 6, 1883: 
An act to authorize the Quartermaster General to deposit arms and accoutre- 

ments at the Agricultural College. 
Section 1. The People of the State of Michigan enact, That the Quarter- 

master General be authorized, with the advice and consent of the Military 
Board, to deposit with the State Board of Agriculture, at the Agricultural 
College, arms and accoutrements for the use of said college. 

Ordered to take immediate effect. 

SIGNAL SERVICE STATION. 

In the autumn of 1882 I was appointed, with Dr. Kedzie, a committee to 
confer with the Signal Service Bureau at Washington, regarding a signal ser- 
vice station at the college for the benefit of the farming community. The 
committee was appointed at the request of Gov. Jerome, with a view to State 
aid if it should be requisite. My part of the work of the committee was sec- 
ondary to that of Dr. Kedzie, and I refer to his report of the chemical depart- 
ment, for further information regarding the matter. Nothing was done in 
1883, but in the winter of 1883-4 Col. Wm. B. McUreery, member of the Board, 
was directed by the Board to represent the desirability of the establishment of 
such a station to the authorities at Washington. And now while revising these 
sheets for the press, Feb., 1884, comes the word officially that Brigadier General 
W. B. Hazen, chief signal officer, has determined to establish such a station 
at this college, if the needed appropriations for his department are made to it. 

The assistant chemistof the college is in communication with the telegraphic 
world, through lines, batteries, and instruments of his, in his office in the 
chemical laboratory, all of which as well as the use of meteorological instru- 
ments, he proposes to put to the service of the signal service. Dr. Kedzie has 
long thought it worth the trying, to see if some ways can not be devised to 
bestow on farming communities the same kinds of service which the signal 
service extends so beneficially to commerce. Should the station be established 
here, the Board of Agriculture will, I suppose, make the department under 
Dr. Kedzie, the medium of the connection of the station and the college. 
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JUNE MEETING OF THE BOARD. 

The Executive Committee and officers of the State Agricultural Society, the 
State Horticultural Society, and the State Grange were the guests of the Board 
of Agriculture at the College, June 13. The forenoon was spent in an exami- 
nation of the condition of the college. There wasa pleasant gathering includ- 
ing students and the families at the college, as well as the visitors, the faculty 
and the Board in the general lecture room in the afternoon, and addresses 
were made by the Hon. Philo Parsons, President of the Agricultural Society, 
the Hon. Witter J. Baxter, one of the early members of the College Board, and 
others. 
® Two of these societies appoint committees in the College who inform them- 
selves by personal examination of the doings of the Board and Faculty, and 
whq give us the benefit of their suggestions. ‘These committees have made 
formal reports which appear in their printed transactions. 

President Fralick of the State Agricultural Society, in his annual address in 
1883, says: “For the last four years by the invitation of the State Board of 
Agriculture and officers of the Agricultural College, this committee have 
enjoyed the pleasure of visiting and examining the college, its school and lec- 
ture rooms, classes and manner of teaching their pupils, its farm and farm 
buildings, and valuable improved stock, and the manner of cultivating their 
land,’ 

The State Horticultural Society, without appointing a Standing Committee 
on the college. has always been closely united to the college in interest and in 
the persons of its officers. 

In the inaugural address of the present President of the Society, delivered 
January 14, 1884, the Hon. Philo Parsons says: 

“It appears desirable that your periodical visits to the Agricultural College should 
be continued. ‘This institution was an outcome of your Society and mainly through 
its influence was secured to the farmers of Michigan. Its history from the date of 
its origin to the present moment shows that no mistake was made When the Legis- 
lature appropriated the required funds for its existence. Itis to ourcredit as a State. 
also, that it wasin the thoughts and hearts of the people, and a fixed fact, before 
the national government made appropriations that secured such institutions for all 
the States. Our own Agricultural College stands pre-eminently first, and its practi- 
cal teachings and beneficent influence are effecting a radical improvement in the 
intellectual character, daily lives and tastes of that great class of our community 
for whom it was specially established. ‘The farmer’s institutes held in different 
sections of the State, though too few in number, have stimulated thought, created a 
higher ambition and a more appreciative sense of the character and dignity of 
agricultural life and occupation. But the near future is still more to vindicate the 
wisdom of securing this institution for the farmer. The influence of fifty per cent. 
of the students graduated, returning with new tastes, matured thought, cultivated 
intellects, men of wisdom and practical judgment, to the farm, cannot be over- 
estimated. It will pe the leaven which is to lift the farmers of Michigan upon a 
higher plane, and furnish men who are to properly represent their interests in legis- 
lative and congressional halls, as also to secure a more intelligent and economical 
cultivation of the soil. But there is yet an incompleteness in this institution. The 
mechanical department is still wanting. A liberal appropriation, securing this, will 
greatly augment its power for good to a much larger and different class of students. 
1 submit whether some action on your part may not hasten a movement of the 
Legislature in this behalf.” 

The Committee of the Society, appointed in the College, made the following 

report: 
To the Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society, 

Your Committee appointed at the last winter meeting to visit the State Agricult- 
ural College during the year and report to you at this meeting their views of the 
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condition of this State Institution, would report that in company with the Presi- 
dent of this Society and members of the Executive Committee, with other promi- 
nent agriculturists of the State, we visited the College on Wednesday, June 13, 
1883, and were cordially received by its president and faculty, who were untiring in 
their efforts to give us every opportunity to view the College in all its depart- 
ments. Wespent the day in examining the buildings, the grounds, the stock, the 
grain, grapes, and fruits, as well as the departments of Education, and found them 
in complete order, and we see no reason, with the ample provision made by the 
State for the encouragement of the science of agriculture and a thorough knowl- 
edge of all its branches, why the young men and ladies of this State who desire 
a practical education should not avail themselves of its privileges. In the annual 
visits of this Society to the College, your Committee believe that improvements 
are being made and the Agricultural College is attaining that standing which is a 
credit to the agriculturist of the State of Michigan, and every effort should be 
made on the part of this Society to aid the State Board of Agriculture in their 
efforts to make this a model institution, for its practical instruction in the science 
of agriculture. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
WM. CHAMBERLAIN. 
A. F. WOOD. 
JOHN LESSITER. 

In the report of Hon. C. G. Luce, Master of the Michigan State Grange, 

presented to the National Grange on the second day of the session in Wash- 
ington, in December, 1883, he says: 

“For several years our State Grange has appointed a standing committee upon the 
Agricultural College, with instructions to visit the institutes when in session, exam- 
ine, commend, criticise, or suggest as in their judgment the case requires. This 
course has brought the Grange and College into very close and very triendly rela- 
tions. ‘his has done much to strengthen the college with the public. And to-day 
it is not claiming too much to say that it rests on as solid a foundation as any of our 
institutions. It now ranks withany of them in confidence, esteem, and usefulness, 
in a State that we believe to be justly proud of its educational and charitable insti- 
tutions. 

“The farmers are more and more, each year, taking charge of it. This is true of 
the people at large, on the board of agriculture, and in the Legislature. More and 
more they are feeling that it is our college. The whole number of students in 
attendance during the year 1882 was 216. ‘he average for ten years has been very 
nearly 200. A large number of these never complete the course. Some of them 
come in as specials, to study some specific subject. And some commence with the 
intention of completing the course, but for various reasons fall out by the way. ‘The 
whole number of graduates in the twenty-three classes, has been 272. The smallest 
graduating class was in 1862, consisting of only five students.. The largest was in 
i881. and consisted of thirty-three. Of the 272 graduates, 103 are farmers, 60 others 
are engaged in various industrial pursuits; 109 are in the profession, or engaged in 
commercial pursuits, Of course all of the graduates are comparatively young men. 

“It is too early to take the full measure of their success, or want of it. More than 
seventy of these graduates are on farms in the State of Michigan. I enjoy the per- 
sonal acquaintance of many of them, and know that they are adding materially to 
the intellectual forces to be found on the farms. And they are thus aiding the tillers 
of the soil, in building upon the only real solid foundation, knowledge. I venture the 
assertion that full as many of these students remain on the farms as would have done 
so if they had not enjoyed the benefits of a college education, and many more than 
would have done so if they had graduated at our University, While there is still 
room for improvement, as all will admit, yet we do know that our college is doing 
much to educate the farmers of the State. And we shall hail with delight the day 
when graduates of the Michigan Agricultural College are to be found on the farms 
in every neighborhood and township. No one now questions that it was the height 
of wisdom to maintain it as 4 distinct agricultural school, with its one single depart- 
ment.” 

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CONVENTION. 

The Hon. George B. Loring, United States Commissioner of Agriculture, 
called a series of several conyentions on yarious departments of agricultural 
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practice, in Washington, in December, 1852, and again in December, 1883. 
To the first series of conventions the Hon. F. Wells, and Secretary R. G. 
Baird were sent as delegates; to the last series the president of the college 
was sent. JI*ull stenographic reports of each series have been published by the 
Department of Agriculture, making an extended account of them in this 
place unnecessary. 

The conventions called together a large number of gentlemen distinguished 
in their several branches of agricultural study and practice, and I believe it is 
the universal opinion of the delegates that these conventions have been of 
essential service in awakening interest in various important desiderata of agri- 
cultural practice, and directing effort toward their elucidation. 

While I was at Washington action was taken having reference to securing 
government aid to carry on agricultural experiments at the various agricult- 
ural colleges, and the following circular, prepared by President Knapp of the 
Iowa Agricultural College, has been circulated. 

A very important measure to aid practical science isnow pending before Congress. 
On the 10th of December, 1883, the Hon. A. J. Holmes, of Iowa, introduced a bill 

“ To establish National Experiment Stations in connection with the Agricultural 
Colleges of the various States.” 

Be wt enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America 
in Congress assembled, 'That in order to enable the Department of Agriculture to ful- 
fill the design and perform the duties for which it was established, as declared in 
the organic act creating the said Department, to-wit, “ to acquire and diffuse among 
the people of the United States useful information on subjects connected with agri- 
culture in the most general sense of that word, and to procure, propagate, and dis- 
tribute among the people new and valuable seeds and plants,” institutions shall be 
established in connection with each of the agricultural colleges in the States pro- 
viding such colleges, with animproved farm in connection therewith, and placed 
under the conduct of such colleges, to be called and known as “national experiment 
stations.” 

Sec. 2. That it shall be the object and design of the said national experiment 
stations to conduct original researches or verify reported experiments on the 
physiology of plants and animals, the diseases to which they are severally subject, 
with the remedies for the same; the chemical composition of useful plants at their 
different stages of growth; the comparative advantages of rotative cropping as pur- 
sued under a varying series of crops; the capacity of new plants or trees for acclima- 
tion within the isothermal limits represented by the climate of the several stations 
and their vicinity; the analysis of soils and waters; the chemical composition of 
manures, natural or artificial, with experiments designed to test their comparative 
values for raising crops of different kinds; the composition and digestibility of the 
different kinds of food for cattle; the scientific and economic questions in the pro- 
duction of butter and cheese; and all other researches of experiments bearing 
directly on the agricultural industry of the United States. 

Src. 3. That the said experiment stations shall be placed under the general con- 
tro] of the regents or trustees of said agricultural colleges, who shall have power to 
employ a professor for each agricultural college who shall act as superintendent of 
the experiment stations established under this act. 

Sec. 4. That the said professors shall make such reports to the Commissioner of 
Agriculture from time to time as he may direct. The general character of the work 
and of the experiments to be performed at each station shall be determined by the 
Commissioner of Agriculture, the president of the college where the station is 
located, and the professor in charge of said station. 

Src. 5. That to each agricultural college providing for experiment stations under 
this act, to pay the salaries of the professors and superintendents of the said experi- 
ment stations, the wages of the laborers employed in their operations, and the cost 
of the experiments and researches connected with their conduct as heretofore speci- 
fied, the sum of fifteen thousand dollars is hereby appropriated out of any money in 
the treasury not otherwise appropriated, or so much thereof as may be necessary to 
cover expenditures actually made for said purposes; the money to be drawn quar- 
terly from the treasury of the United States, upon a certified statement of the 
amounts actually expended at each station, properly indorsed by the college board 
of audit, the professor in charge. and the Commissioner ef Agriculture. 
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Sec. 6. That upon the passage of this act, before the agricultural college in any 
State can draw any funds as provided, the legislature of such State shall pass an act 
accepting such trust and agreeing to conduct an experiment station in accordance 
therewith. 

In the 47th Congress the Hon. C. C. Carpenter, of Iowa, introduced a bill. substan- 
tially the same as the foregoing, which was referred to the committee on Agriculture. 

At a meeting of the delegates from the several Agricultural and Mechanical Col- 
leges, called by Commissioner Loring, for January, 1883, this bill was perfected as 
here printed,and the following standing committee was appointed by Dr. Loring to 
have the matter in charge: 

President Knapp, of Iowa, 
President Abbot, of Michigan, 
President Peabody, of Illinois, 
President Chadbourn, of Massachusetts, 
President Lee, of Mississippi. 

In the 48th Congress this bill was promptly introduced by Hon. A. J. Holmes, of 
fowa.—H. R. 447. 

It should not be necessary at this time to enter into a discussion of the value 
of agricultural experiment stations. The importance of a body of scientific experts 
and observers in the leading industries, has been fully recognized in Europe, and 
their beneficial labors are understood by well informed men in this country. In the 
United States we have the anomaly, among enlightened nations, of a people, the 
prosperity of which depends largely upon sustaining agriculture, and upon elimin- 
ating from it the uncertainties of production, failing to support their interests and 
deflecting their school funds almost entirely to other lines of education. 
With no agricultural instruction in the common schools of the country, what can 

one or two Stations on the Atlantic coast do towards educating half a continent in 
the broad domain of agriculture? As well might a single cannon, planted on Bunk- 
er’s Hill, defend the seaboard cities of the nation from the combined attack of the 
navies of the world. 
There are, therefore, many important reasons why this hill ought to become a law; 

to some of which allow me to call public attention: 
Ist. The diversity in climatic conditions in the United States is so great that any 

attempt, by a single station, to give information of general value, must be limited to 
pure scientific statements, so narrow as to fail in accomplishing the work designed; 
or allowing greater latitudes of advice, such statements would be misleading in most 
sections of the country. ‘The fruit trees, many of the forest trees, the wheats, the 
corn, the oats, etc., adapted to the Atlantic States, are totally unsuited to Iowa, and 
to nearly all that great territory between the Mississippi and the Rocky Mountains; 
and a positive damage has been done to this mid-continent section by the distribu- 
tion of the plants and seeds suited to a moist climate. A similar statement may be 
made in regard to other sections of the United States. 

This diversity in climatic conditions is sogre at as to include not only the plants, 
but all that relates to their production, the sales and the methods of retaining or 
restoring their fertility and nearly all the processes in the wide domain of husbandry. 

2d. ‘The distribution of seeds and plants, to be valuable, must be done with intelli- 
gent reference to the requirements of the several localities to which they are sent. 
Marked climatic differences frequently exist within the limits of a State, requiring 
close discrimination in the disemination of plants. 

3d. The domain for experiment is very wide, covering such countless things and 
details as to almost overwhelm the investigator upon the threshold of his inquiries. 
Judicious selection from the multitude, is of primary necessity, and an experiment 

station is valuable in proportion to its considerate selection of the more important 
lines of agricultural investigations, and its devotion to them of most careful attention. 
Agriculture in the United States is so diversified that it requires stations devoted to 
the specialties of the several divisions, and so located as to make the tests under con- 
ditions similar to those in the districts to be benefited. 
To intelligently carry out the purposes for which the Department of Agriculture 

was created, to wit: “lo acquire and diffuse among the people of the United States, 
useful information on subjects connected with agriculture, in the most general sense 
of the word, and to procure, propagate, and distribute among the people, new and 
valuable seeds and plants,” requires that experiment stations be established in every 
State; and it remains only to notice some of the features of this bill. 

It is not presumed that any one favorable to station work will object to sections 
one and two of this bill. 
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The union of the stations with the several Agricultural Colleges, is based on the 
following reasons: 

Ist. Economy. Each college has buildings and apparatus (including farm) for such 
purposes, which could not be specially provided for many thousands of doilars. 

It has its organized board of trustees and a faculty that can give important aid. 
2d. The investigations would be of great benefit to the students of the colleges as 

object lessons, and would perfect and give practical value to the werk of the colleges, 
as contemplated in the original law creating them. 

Section 4 wisely gives to the Commissioner of Agriculture such a relation to these 
stations as will systematize their work throughout. the United States, and will avoid 
too much repetition of experiments at different stations. 

To the great work of establishing Agricultural Experiment Stations, we invite 
the attention of the thoughtful men of this country, and ask their aid, so far as they 
can indorse the views here presented. Respectfully, 

S. A. KNAPP, 

President of the Iowa Agricultural College,and Chairman of the 
committee, appointed by the Department of Agriculture, on 

experiment stations at the several Agricultural Colleges. 

The matter of experiment stations has been discussed in the State agri- 
cultural societies, the State grange, and in the pomological and horticultural 
societies of the State, and an earnest desire expressed that such a one should 
be established. I find in a published address before the pomological society at 
Allegan, February 19, 1884, by Mr. A. J. Bracelin, a student in the college 
in 1867 and 1868, a portion of a letter of mine, giving my idea of the rela- 
tion of an experimental station to the college, which I take the liberty to 

transcribe. Mr. Bracelin says: 

I have conferred with President Abbot, and take pleasure in submitting to you his 
estimate of such a department and his plan of how it should be conducted. Hesays: 
“You ask. ‘Would a farmer’s experiment station, added to our agricultural college, 
be beneficial to the practical farmer and horticulturist?? ‘The term ‘experiment 
station’ is somewhat vague, but I have no hesitation in saying that, in the sense in 
which I understand it,such a station is highly desirable. I would not think it well 
Sor the college, however it might be with the science of agriculture, to plant here an 
experiment station to be conducted independently of the various departments at 
the college, and of their separate heads; but if the term means such an enlargement 
of force and means as would enable our officers greatly to extend their experimental 
work, I say yes. We have ordinarily done at this college, I believe, more experi- 
menting than any simply experiment station in the United States. It is rather an 
extension of our work than a superseding of it by a foreign set of workers with new 
laboratories, that seems to me to be needed. ‘lake for example chemistry. Arti- 
ficial fertilizers are beginning to be used in this State more than ever before, espec- 
ially, perhaps, by horticulturists. Now, many of the experiments that would natur- 
ally be tried would require the joint efforts of a skillful, well-read horticulturist, and 
of achemist. We have three, and under their directions and immediate oversight. 
young graduates could do the work which would otherwise call for separate men of 
high attainments and salaries. I do not speak of the government inspection of 
phosphates and other fertilizers offered for sale, because any good chemist, author- 
ized by the State courts, would suffice, probably, for that simply; and yet there 
might be an advantage in having that work done in a place where any practical 
question might receive a practical test. Such inspection forms a large part of what 
is done in many experiment stations. 
“But if the questions before an experiment station were such, and involved one, as 

the source of nitrogen in plants—such as Dr. Kedzie has been engaged in—what 
could such a station do? The persons competent to perform such experiments are 
so very few that a small number of stations would exhaust the supply in the 
country, and an independent station of such investigation would require labor- 
atories, apparatus, and a high-priced chemist, and might as well be in one place as 
another. My plan would be to give our chemist, who is one of the few competent 
men, all the skilled help he needs, and such a limited field of labor that he can do 
the work. One head, of course, must plan and direct, while much detail work could 
be done by such graduates as develop an aptitude for the work, while not 
improbably such practice here might develop and bring into the field, in time, 
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independent and skilled investigators. Take another example. Dr. Beal recom- 
mends, for good reasons, the trial of some of the not so well known grasses. Experi- 
ence has shown that seeds true to name are only to be got when you have a 
competent botanist to distinguish them. Now, professional botanists are few, but 
we could here easily find graduates who, under proper instructions, could learn to 
make an inspection of seeds. Would it not be better and more economical to have 
such necessary inspection done here, with a botanist known to be competent, than 
to set up an independent station under new officers? Here, too, the botanist and 
the horticulturist, or the professor of agriculture, could act in unison. These are 
illustrations. When our professor of agriculture experimented in ensilage, he 
employed graduates to take immediate charge of feeding and weighing. When Dr. 
Kedzie experimented with sorghum he had some of the work and some of the 
analyses made by graduates. It might be necessary, in experimenting in fruit trees 
and nurseries, to go a few miles away from the college for suitable sites; but in the 
main we have both men and facilities, and only need the larger force and outlay to 
make right here the experiment station which is desired.” 

Commissioner Loring was freely consulted as to some plan for the establish- 
ment of such stations, and his hearty sympathy and good sense were of essen- 
tial service in making out a trial plan, such as is given above. 

Some such plan seems to be the best that has been devised to give some 
unity and sufficient aid to the attempt to transform agriculture from an empiri- 
cal art to a true science. 

T. C. ABBOT; 
President. 

REPORT OF3 THE PROFESSOR OF AGRICULTURE AND SUPERINTEN- 
DENT OF THE FARM. 

To the President of the College: 

I herewith submit my report of the work of the Farm Department, for the 
College year, ending September 30, 1883: 

INSTRUCTION. 

The Freshman class, in two divisions, met me daily during the spring term 
for lectures on drainage, breeds of domesticated animals, their characteristics 
and adaptation to particular purposes. The interest of the class in the sub- 
jects discussed was a matter of encouragement to me. Not a single member 
failed to pass a satisfactory examination at the close of the term. ‘The class 
room instruction was supplemented by visits to the barnyard, where our best 
specimens of the different breeds were critically examined, their defects as 
well as good points noted and each member of the class was required to mark 
the animal according to the approved scale of points adopted by the leading 
breeders. 

During the summer term I lectured daily to the Seniors on the Principles 
of Stock Breeding, the Feeding of Animals, Rotation of Crops, Farm Build- 
ings and Implements, Manures, Farm Economy, the Law and the Literature 
of the Farm. 

During the present term I am lecturing alternate days to the Sophomores. 
This is a new arrangement, but one which I have desired ever since my con- 
nection with the College. In my last report I said ‘‘ the Sophomores are now 
and have been for years assigned to the farm for labor the entire year; but as 
Professsor of Agriculture I do not have a single opportunity to see them in class 

ca) 
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room during this time. It seems to me this is a grave mistake.’’ It was 
somewhat difficult to arrange the programme of studies so as to effect this 
change; but after much effort and mutual concessions the plan has been 
adopted. I feel confident that it will add to the efficiency of the department. 
We are completing our studies of the different breeds of domestic animals and 
their characteristics, at present. The new plan provides that the Sophomores 
shall have lectures on Practical Agriculture alternate days of the summer and 
autumn terms, 

The whole number of students who have received instruction in Practical 
Agriculture in the classes named was one hundred and fourteen. Their dili- 
gence and deportment has made the work of instruction a pleasant task. 

I have taken my regular assignment of the Wednesday afternoon lectures. 
My topics have been ‘‘ Farm Economy” and “ The Ontario Agricultural Col- 
lege.”? I attended the Farmers’ Institutes to which I was assigned by the 
Board of Agriculture in Barry and Muskegon counties, and also at the request 
of Prof. Carpenter, filled his appointment at the Farmington Institute. I 
have attended local Institutes at Mason and Eaton Rapids by invitation and 
lectured at both places. ‘The interest in these farmers’ meetings is increasing 
and they are contributing in no small degree to arouse increased attention to 
the best methods of modern agriculture. We meet the most intelligent, the 
best farmers at these Institutes and in mutual association, and the discussion of 
topics in which we have a common interest, we are mutually benefited. As 
teachers we come to have a keener, more practical appreciation of the needs 
of agriculture. Our theories of agricultural science are possibly exploded or 
greatly modified by the criticisms of intelligent farmers, who are not slow to 
find the holes in our skimmers. On the other hand prejudices against the 
College, against agricultural education and agricultural teachers are often 
found to be the result of a misapprehension of facts, which this personal asso- 
ciation serves to dissipate. That the Institutes have been a most efficient 
means of popularizing the College with the farmers cannot be questioned. 

TEACHERS OF AGRICULTURE. 

By the favor of the Board of Agriculture I was permitted to attend the 
annual meeting of the Teachers of Agriculture at Columbus, Ohio, July 4th 
and 5th. Lepresentatives from the Eastern and Western Colleges were pres- 
ent. The meeting was quite informal. We were very cordially entertained 
by the Faculty of the Ohio State University, who gave us the best facilities 
for inspecting the laboratories, the farm in charge of Prof. Townsend and the 
Experimental Station, with Prof. Lazenby at its head. The association meets 
next year at Cornell University. 

At the September meeting the Board of Agriculture authorized Hon. Frank- 
lin Wells and myself to attend the Provincial show held at Guelph, Ontario, 
September 24 to 29, and to also visit the Ontario Agricultural College, with 
the view of learning what we could of its methods of work and practical man- 
agement. Mr. Wells was unavoidably detained at home, to my regret, and [ 
made the trip alone. My visit was a very enjoyable and profitable one—made 
doubly so by the kind attention and hospitality of President Mills and Prof. 
Brown of the College. My impressions of the College and the Fair were 
embodied in the lecture to the students referred to elsewhere and in a report 
to the Board of Agriculture at their November meeting. The College, under 
its present efficient management, is doing capital work for Canadian Agricuit- 
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ure,—is growing in favor with the farmers, and though young in years is 
pushing its way to the front rank of the industrial schools of the country. 

EXHIBIT AT STATE FAIR. 

By the order of the Board a draft of Short Horns and Ayrshires from the 
College herds was exhibited at the state fair. The animals were shown in 
their respective classes and treated exactly as other exhibits by the judges. 
Premiums were awarded to the college stock to the amount of ninety dollars. 
Upon my recommendation the board authorized me to return the order for 
this amount to the secretary of the State society. 

IMPLEMENTS. 

A Buckeye mower was purchased of Mr. Rolla Bryan, general agent for the 
State, in June last. Another five-inch tire wagon from Messrs. Harvey & 
Gregg, of Constantine, has been purchased. I am convinced that a narrower 
tire would not be as desirable for farm work the season through; hay racks 
of Mr. A. G. Barton, Constantine. All implements have been repainted, and 
in our commodious tool-house are always sheltered when not in use. The new 
grain barn, so planned as to save the straw when threshed in the barn, is 
proving very servicable. More or less straw was always wasted in stacks—now 
everything is sayed—no amall item when we utilize all this straw, in combina- 
tion with other foods, in keeping our large and rapidly increasing herds. 

AGRICULTURAL CLASS ROOM. 

In my last report reference was made to the needs of the department in this 
regard. The old library room in College hall was assigned for this purpose, 
and the Board authorized me to expend $500 in putting in new floors, black- 
boards, tables, seats, and furnishings. The work was completed in July, and 
I am using the room for this term’s work. I have an office in the northwest 
corner 12x24. The main class-room is 35x40. It is well furnished and 
arranged for my classes, and as I have had up to this time since my connec- 
tion with the college no fixed habitation, having met my classes in the chapel, 
the mathematical room, Prof. Beal’s laboratory, and the model-room, I think 
I am able to very fully appreciate the pleasant quarters I now enjoy. 

To Hon. Franklin Wells who suggested and secured the assignment of this 
room for my department, and to the members of the board, who have author- 
ized its equipment, I desire to record my hearty appreciation and gratitude. 
A good, commodious class-room and office, furnished with desirable appliances, 
for use and illustration in class-room work in practical agriculture, cannot 
fail to give the department a higher vantage ground, and ought, and I believe 
will, greatly increase the efficiency of my work. 

EXPERIMENTS. 

The peculiarly unfavorable season has made our experiments almost a total 
failure. The nitrogen experiment reported last year, was continued, but on 
account of the drowning out of the crop early in the season, and the frost in 
September, it was a failure. Our grass plats were productive, but the unfavor- 
able weather prevented proper curing. The products of some plats were 
worthless. Our experimental wheats suffered in the same way, so as to greatly 
impair anything like a fair showing. Experiments to determine the depth at 
which certain seeds germinate, and the effect of deep and shallow covering are 
herewith appended. Sophomores Sheldon, Watkins, Snyder, and Waldo ren- 
dered excellent service. Several new varieties of potatoes were purchased and 
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planted. Under my supervision Sophomore French, of Paw Paw, had charge 
of the work, from the planting until stored in the cellar. His interest in the 
work, his habit of observing and noting in detail points of interest during the 
growing and ripening season, are apparent in the report of these experiments. 

ENSILAGE. 

The report of the ensilage experiments for 1882 and ’83, was published in 
the report of 781 and ’82, so as to get them out a year earlier than if 
retained for this report. Reference to that report will show that we still have 
faith in ensilage, as a cheap substitute for roots, and in connection with other 

foods. The extravagant claims of some enthusiasts are to be deprecated, but 
that by this method a large quantity of good, succulent forage can be cheaply 
secured from a small area, will not be questioned by those who have given the 
subject sufficient attention to enable them to express an intelligent opinion. 

EXPERIMENTAL FEEDING OF STOCK. 

The increasing attention paid to stock in this country, its financial value as 
the right arm of our agriculture, demands that we do something in the way 
of experimental feeding. The field is a wide one, and seems to promise as 
much or more in the way of service to the agriculturist, than any other. 

Ought not this college to be provided with the proper facilities for this 
work? First in order is a suitable building, in which the experimental ani- 
mals and food can be entirely separated from the main herds, and so planned 
that the most perfect accuracy, in-every detail of the work, might be secured. 
I trust that this matter may receive the favorble consideration of the board 
of agriculture, and that provisions may be made for more and better work in 
this direction. 

STUDENT LABOR. 

In my last report in discussing the difficulties connected with our system of 
student labor I suggested, as the practical solution of supervision, the employ- 
ing of senior students for this work. I said ‘‘ make those who have always 
been attentive to labor duties since entering the College, and have acquired 
some skill in the details of farm operations, overseers of gangs and allow them 
extra compensation therefor. The thought of some preferment of this kind, 
I fancy, would be a stimulus to students and make them more attentive to 
labor duties. Such supervision would require constant attention and oversight 
from those in charge; but this given must prove an advance method. Then 
the marking of the labor performed, by the person in charge, the same as a 
recitation, I believe will be found advantageous.’’ We found this plan worked 
well on the farm in ’82, but we were not authorized to pay extra compensa- 
tion. At tne May meeting of the Board of Agriculture this subject was pre- 
sented for consideration, and after extended discussion, resolutions were 
adopted authorizing 

1st. Hxtra compensation to Seniors for supervisory work ; 
2d. A labor record to be kept in which each student shall be marked daily 

as his work merits; 
3d. Providing for a report (from the Superintendents to the Secretary) of 

the College of the student labor for each term. 
The plan continues to work well. Students have, almost without exception, 

been diligent and attentive in discharging labor duties. I fully believe these 
changes will aid greatly in making our labor system more efficient. Hxperi- 
ence and trial will indicate whether they will need to be modified or reinforced 
in certain particulars. 
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My faith in the system of student labor, which has been a distinctive feature 
of the Michigan State Agricultural College from its organization, is unabated. 
Our students believe in it. Our graduates come to feel its value in fashioning 
habit and sympathy in right directions more and more as they engage in the 
active work of life on the farm or elsewhere. Our patrons regard it as one of 
the main inducements that decides them to send their sons to this College. 
With the President of the College and the successive members of the State 
Board of Agriculture it has always been acherished idea. Our legislators, 
however much they may object to other items in appropriation bills, never 
object to that which provides for payment of student labor. The Faculty 
generally approve. And so while we would not overlook or depreciate the 
difficulties that beset its practical management (and which have caused so 
many industrial Colleges to discard it), we would urge to united effort to give 
student labor the prominence it deserves in an Agricultural College course. 

STOCK, 

There have been no purchases of stock during the year except a very fine 
Merino ram from the flock of Hon. John T. Rich, of Lapeer. Flocks and 
herds have been in excellent health. The poorer specimens have been weeded 
out and our stock has made marked improvement. Our sales of stock 
amounts to $2,600 for the time covered by this report. I append a table of 
weights of cattle and the summary of the milk record for ’82 and 783. 

Two of our farm teams will need to be replaced at no distant day. I renew 
a recommendation made in a former report ‘‘that it seems desirable to place 
a pair of Percheron mares on the farm.,”’ 

CROPPING LIST, 1883. 

Rate 
Field. Areas. Crop. Quantity. Cost. per Remarks. 

Acre. 

‘ ee acres of No. 3 
No.3 | 23.66 ae and t 260 bu. 82 15| $6 18| 4 devoted to exper- 

| 

L 
experiments. iments. Egypt- 

ian wheat. 
4 119 Pasture. 

5 | 20.50 Hay. | 43.417 tons. 42 40) 2 23 

324.64 bu.corn, ( Only a part of the 
6 | 27.64 | Corn and roots. } 832 bu. roots. |21/ 21] 7 64 ? corn was husked. 

WAN teal Pasture. 

9>- ~ Corn frosted; only 9 0 ; g | 23.23 | Corn. 255.3 bu. 165 43| 7 12 | barb eta BRVAbod, 

9 | 23.66 Hay. 53.339 tons. 50 62] 2 14 
The cost embraces 

10 | 22.17 Oats. 1340 bu. 176 46} 7 95 70 loads of manure 
at 50 cts. per load. 

11 | 23.66 Wheat. 349 bu. 119 13} 5 03! Clawson. 

12 | 22. Pasture. 

13°} 238. Pasture, . | 

14 | 10 Hay. 7.22 tons. 9 54 95 

15 | 14 Pasture. 

The season has in some respects been an unpropitious one for the husband- 
man. ‘The excessive rains followed by drouth and early frosts have made 
the corn crop nearer a failure than ever before in the history of our State. 
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Grass was abundant but not of good quality. The table above gives the crops 
and yields for 1883. 

SUMMARY OF MILK RECORD FOR YEAR ENDING JANUARY 1, 1884. 

NAME. 

Peri 

AAG yeP Milly fetes ee Ro ae 
Lulu of Lansing.-.---.- 
Philetta 

Stewart, Mary 
Stewart, Susie 
Idyl of Cedar Vale 2d.._____-_- 
Jersey Queen 
UNO eee rr ytied eb, tly ees 8 

Breed. 

ee 

Jersey. 
ac 

Holstein. 

Date of Calving. 

Nov. 17th, 1883. 
March 18th, 1883. 
March 23d, 1883. 
March 25th, 1883. 
August 12th, 1883. 
May 15th, 1883. 
May 10th, 1883. 
August 29th, 1882. 
October 20th, 1882. 
September 29th, 1882. 

| February 11th, 1883. 
May 15th, 1883. 
December 20th, 1882. 
April Ist, 1883. 
May 15th, 1883. 

Weight of Milk 
for 1883. No. 

pounds. 

5.21014 

*Mae was away for breeding and we have no record for two and one-half months. 

TABLE OF MONTHLY WEIGHINGS OF CATTLE ARRANGED BY BREEDS FOR 1882, 1883. 

rg 
5 
a 
(3) 
=| 
o 
a 

= 

SHORT HORNS. 
@olonelWAcomben- 2252s 5252 aes Secu 1878 

Cows. 
HIGVOMNC <2. = 5 naccee sateen ease eee ee 1876 
VCNO INC? dares oe eee ane eee 1877 
[SEE enna) Son Sena OnE SESE Sone ee 1873 
IPeri (DWCRESss oo ana a ae cee eee 1877 
Bonny, Red Rose2dle- = oe 1874 
Crystali@ucen 9th-s ee oe --|1876 
Renmin 2d eae ee eee ec ees SHiS7s 
College Peri Duchess -|1880 
Handsome Helai@d-5-. 2. te 222 oe 1880 
VictoriaaDuchessiAth >. .2..-- f2ti es": 1875 
Collere Red Rose sees onsen a ene 1881 
Heroine 4thios-] 2.2 eae eo ee 1881 
Handsome Hela 3d 2-222 ee se aee eae 1881 
College Victoria Duchess. --.......... 1881 
Hela Athi 2s2-20 20-5 eee ee eee 1880 

AYRSHIRES. 
JAcobVOL Minden - 2-2. a sace See Soc 1880 

Cows. 
MaryA SUC WAT bse escnan anes ae ae cee 1871 
SusiesStewartiss 2. 2.c. 322.3 See 1874 
SLewanuyQueen=-6 2-62.20 5 os ace cane 1878 
adyarhilly.2 3522225) sacs. Sot ee oe 1878 
ululofeiansingssase) e- cee eeees 1878 
IP hive tia pele pease sennoe ees Band 1879 
Ayrshire StCer SCO asset e as sense ona 1880 

GALLOWAYS. 
Snows Wlakes.26 sos ase ae oes oe 1877 

“s “«« 2d, Cross-bred, 8. H, & G.|1881 
“cc “ec 3d, 6c CORT Se aie ee oe 1882 

JERSEYS. 
IdyWetiCedar Valesiss- oases. sens 1871 

HEREFORDS. 
Cow. 
iG MON Sees eesses ere sos eese eee eseteoae le 1876 

HOLSTEINS. 
Cow. 

Mine tet). 20s Ee. SaaS Cee sence 1875 
DEVONS 

Steer. 
Batavia: 2d..- sot he8) 6 2M os cccet 1880 

October 26. November 26, 

1979 

1200 
1250 

2} 1400 
1270 
1550 
1430 
1340 
1240 
1190 
1340 

730) 730 
1200/1220 

1230} 1230 

1044} 1070 
984) 1030 
1054 1030 
980} 970 
970} 950 
940) 930 

1050 | 1040 

1202/1170 
1000) 1020 
467} 510 

984 | 1020 

1227) 1200 

1025} 990 

December 26. February 26. 

2040 | 2055 

1300} 1330 
1330) 1330 
1460} 1540 
1300 
1546 
1430 
1250 
1270 
1240 
1340 
1060 
920 
700 
810 

1220 

1260 

1100 
1040 
950 
990 
940 
910 
1070 | 1037 | 1100 

1180) 12241250 
1070) 1110) 1144 
550! 580! 617 

1040} 1010) 1020 

1400 
1552 
1362 
1598 
1454 
1120 

1475} 1515} 1512} 

1230) 1234) 1285 

2050 | 2050 

1372} 1145 
1235 
1400 
1375 
1344 
1556 
1175 
1428 

1340 

1030} 1040) 1085 1070 

8 | & 
a Ness = 

el 
a 5 oO 
Bal) bo |e 
3 = ° 
Sila la 

1127 

2085 | 2045 

1135} 1130 
1190) 1190 
1320] 1345 
1136 | 1162 
1360 | 1440 
1602} 1580 

1200 | 1203 | 1225 
1380 | 1855 | 1385 

1060) 1050 | 1075 
884} 883 
948) 964 
1250 | 1295 

1320 | 1335 

940} 990 

860 
955 
1244 

1300 

1010 
1090 
970 

1057 
1010 
933 

1147 

1266 
1175 
675 

1060 

1580 

1885 | 1200 | 1225} 1250 

944 

1056 

2040 |2030| 1980 

1160 | 1120] 1150 
1200 1280 
1370 1380 
1170 

1060 
1000} 980 
1170) 1120 

1100} 1090 
1200] 1180) 1260 
735| 740| 800 

1080} 820) 930 

1575 | 1620 | 1550 | 1490) 1435 

1227 | 1120) 1060} 1090 | 1130) 1115 
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NOTES ON POTATO EXPERIMENTS. 

Ground for the experiments was mostly asandy loam. There were a few 
places in the flats where clay was the prevailing soil. The ground had an 
ordinary dressing of manure, put on in the spring, before plowing. The 
ground was plowed at a good depth, harrowed thoroughly, and marked with a 
common two-horse marker into rows three feet apart, each way. The potatoes 
were cut into pieces having from two to three eyes; dropped in the rows, 
one piece in each hill, and covered to the depth of about four inches. ‘The 
planting was done May 24th. After planting, the ground was rolled. 

The potatoes came up very uniformly, with one exception, in Clark No. 1, 
which came up three days before the other varieties. The varieties were all up 
seventeen days from date of planting. The heavy rains injured those on the 
clay soil very much. The potatoes were cultivated three times during the 
season, with what is known as the double shovel cultivator or plow. 

Paris green mixed with plaster was sprinkled upon the vines twice during 
the season. This kept the vines almost entirely free from the beetle. The 
extreme dry weather after so much rain early in the season, injured the growth 
of the crop. 

All of the varieties were beyond the injurious effect of the frost, September 
8th, except the Burbank Seedling, which were growing very nicely at this time. 
The drought did not affect this variety as badly as some of the others. 

The potatoes were dug, commencing September 26th, and weighed; each 
variety separately ; the results are seen in the table. 
From careful estimates, and close observation, the Beauty of Hebron No. 2, 

or those from seed raised on the farm, seem to be a little ahead of the other 
varieties. Late Ohio are next, and this is a very desirable potatoe, from all 
appearances. It is not quite as smooth as the Beauty of Hebron, but is a very 
firm, fine growing, fair yielding potatoe. 

The Dunmore next in importance, according to the result of the experi- 
ment. This is a very handsome potato. The skin and flesh are white, and 

when the potatoes were planted, the 24th of May, they were as firm and free 
from sprouts as when dug the fall before. ‘This variety had a very vigorous 
growth, and the tubers are very compact in the hill. It is evident from the 
experiment that this variety is to be classed among the later varieties, although 
not as late as Burbank’s Seedling. The potatoes are not as mature as some 
of the other varieties. There is a spongy feel to the tuber when pressed with 
the hand. 

Clark No. 1, fourth in the list, is a promising variety, although it has one or 
two bad features this year. One is in being hollow, especially the larger speci- 
mens, another in being affected with adry rot. This is not shown in either of 
the other varieties that were grown on exactly the same kind of soil. This 
variety is the most vigorous grower of any planted. It came up three days 
earlier than any other, but did not ripen sooner than the Early Ohio, or 
Beauty of Hebron. 

EARLY OHIO. 

This variety was damaged, to quite an extent, by the heavy rain storms dur- 
ing the forepart of the season. The wet weather might have affected its 
growth, and time of ripening; but notwithstanding its backwardness, it 
ripened ten days earlier than any other variety. The vines grew very rapidly 
and were strong and vigorous. 
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The yield of the Early Ohio is not quite up to some of the other varieties, 
and there was a large per cent of small potatoes; next to Clark’s No. 1 in this 
respect. The tubers of this variety are not as smooth as those of the Late 
Ohio, but are marked with white spots peculiar to these varieties. Karly Ohio 
are not as smooth as Late Ohio, on account of the eyes being deeper, and the 
tubers are not as sound as late Ohio. The experiments with Early Ohio are 
not satisfactory, on account of the young plants being so severely washed by 
the excessive rains. 

BURBANK SEEDLING. 

This is the latest of the varieties. It did not mature before the frost came, 
Sept. 8. Counting from date of planting, we find it to be one hundred and 
seven days, or over three and one-half months. This is a longer season than 
we can calculate on in some parts of our State. The Burbank isa very vig- 
orous grower; vines more stocky than any other variety. The tubers are 
long, white, and smooth, and a very handsome potato. The yield was not as 
large this year; perhaps it was on account of not maturing completely, as 
the potatoes were growing nicely at the time of the frost. The tubers of this 
variety were very uniform in size. There was a less per cent of small potatoes 
than any other variety. 

BEAUTY HEBRON NO. I. 

This seed was bought for Beauty of Hebron, but I am inclined to think it 
is the Early Rose, because of the marked difference between this and No. 2, 
or those from pure seed raised on the college farm. The potatoes are of a 
reddish cast, while No. 2 are white. The eyes of No.1 are deeper than 
those of No. 2, and there is also a great difference in the yield. They grew 
side by side, under exactly the same conditions, and we find a difference of 
seventy-four bushels to the acre. No. 1 had a more vigorous growth of vines 
than No. 2, but not as vigorous as the other varieties. 
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The work was all done by students, and as will be seen at a cost of about 
5 cts. per bushel for all the labor employed. This does not include the cost 
of employing a horse for cultivation. 

EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE THE VITALITY AND GROWTH OF WHEAT, CORN, 

AND OATS, WHEN SOWED AT DIFFERENT DEPTHS. 

The grains were sowed in rows six feet long and eighteen inches apart. Two 
feet of each row was devoted to oats, one foot to corn, and the remaining 

three feet to wheat. Twelve rows were sowed—the depth of soil covering the 
seeds in various rows varying from one-half inch in No. 1, to eight inches in 
No. 12. The experiment was not as accurate as could have been wished, 
owing to the heavy rains which occurred shortly after and during the time of 
planting, and washed the ground somewhat. 

The results of the experiment are embodied in the following table: 
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In closing this report I desire to express my obligations to those who have 
assisted me in the work of the department. ‘The rapidly increasing value of 
our herds demands the unremitting attention of careful and considerate men 
who have learned the practical part of breeding and feeding stock. Itisa 
field that gives ample scope for the exercise of no mean abilities and the most 
conscientious fidelity in the discharge of duties imposed. 

To the State Board of Agriculture, whose members have evinced their deep 
interest in the department and who have cheerfully made such provision that 
I have been enabled to develop and strengthen it in various ways, I am under 
renewed obligations. All of which is respectfully submitted. 

SAMUEL JOHNSON, 
Prof. of Agriculture and Supt. of the Farm. 

Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich., October 15, 1883. 

6 
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REPORT OF THE PROFESSOR OF HORTICULTURE. 

To the President of the Michigan State Agricultural College : 

My work began on the first.of January, 1883. The remainder of the winter 
was occupied in studying the wants of the department, its condition, and in 
laying cut a plan of work for the ensuing season. The teamster was kept 
employed in drawing manure from the city, in cleaning paths about the 
grounds and in delivering wood for the various furnaces. 

Mr. Cassidy, who had been since 1874 the efficient florist of the department, 

resigned his position and left about the middle of January to take a position 
in the Colorado Agricultural College. Mr. Louis Knapper, the former Super- 
intendent of the department, was secured to take Mr. Cassidy’s place. He 
has worked very hard, and has proved very efficient and skillful in his posi- 
tion. The grounds about the green house and the flower borders of the entire 
department have been very beautiful. A large part of the green house has 
been reglazed and painted, some of the benches lowered and otherwise 
changed and repaired, and the rosebed entirely refirranged and made new. 
The plants have all been repotted and are looking in good condition in all 
parts of the house, and promise abundant bloom for the coming winter. 
Quite a large number of new plants have been obtained, some from Germany 
and some from New York, Mr. Knapper making a trip to the latter city on 
purpose to make personal selection of varieties. About one-fourth of the 
entire labor of the department has been expended at the greenhouse and in 
the flower borders. The large water tank which was formerly poorly supplied 
by the windmill, has been connected with the new water-works and there will 
be no further lack of water in the summer season. 

The excessive rains beginning in May and continuing until the last of July, 
have been a great hindrance to all outside work. For many weeks it was 
impossible to repair the walks and drives as fast as they were washed out of 
shape, and they still show the abundant need of repairs. I haye found it 
impossible to obtain efficient help in team labor among the farmers of the 
vicinity, as I had been Jed to expect I might. The work has lagged on that 
account, the few days of pleasant weather not being sufficient to keep every- 
thing in order with the team labor of the department, and the farmers who 
have usually been obtained for extra work, finding the few pleasant days nec- 
essary for their own farm work. 

On account of the breaking of the bridge across the Cedar river, above the 
college, the old gravel pit became inaccessible, and no gravel has been drawn 
for new drives. I have planned some changes under the direction of Mr. 
Oliver, our landscape gardener, and have opened a new gravel pit at the east 
end of the woods, upon the farm beyond No. 7, and from this we hope to get 
sufficient gravel to finish the new walks and drives already laid out, and to 
repair the damage done to those already finished. 

The problem of good gravel for walks and drives is a serious one here, there 
being none within reach that is exactly suitable for the purpose. That which 
has been used becomes soft and sandy upon the surface in a short time, mak- 
ing the temptation to walk upon the grass too strong to be resisted by many. 

The laying of the new sewer from the library and museum building, and 
the laying of the pipes for the water-works about all the buildings, has dis- 
figured the lawns in some places, and it will take another season before they 
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can be thoroughly settled and reseeded. The lawns in front of the professors’ 
houses, and that in front of Wells Hall and about the college building and 
greenhouse, have been kept mown once a week until the dry weather in 
September, and have looked in very good condition. 

The location of the fountain, presented by the senior class, near the green- 

house, will necessitate some changes in the lawn and group of trees near by, 
and the trimming of trees, and opening of vistas, to give a view of the foun- 
tain from other parts of the grounds, which will be carried out early the com- 
ing season. 

The grounds are kept in order by students, and with the great extent of 
lawn to maintain, and the drives and walks to keep in order, it makes a very 
heavy tax upon the department for labor. The balance against the depart- 
ment is owing largely to this work, and to various extra work in clearing up 
about the halls, drawing away rubbish left from making repairs about the 
buildings, and in putting on new roofs, etc. 

The vegetable garden was continued in the same location as heretofore, and 
with the same general plan. Quite a large addition was made to the planta- 
tion of strawberries and raspberries. ‘The west half of the southwest square 
was seeded to clover, for the purpose of green manuring. The excessive rains 
of the early part of the season, followed by the severe drouth of August and 
September, rendered many things of the garden an entire failure. This was 
true of the beans and squashes, the cucumbers and melons, and to a great 

extent, of the later planted corn and potatoes. The strawberries and rasp- 
berries produced a good crop. The blackberries and the black cap raspberries 
have been entirely destroyed by the yellow rust. 

The apple orchard has done very poorly. I have watched it carefully during 
the season to discover its needs. The trees have made a very small growth, 
and many of them are suffering from the effects of the cold winters of a num- 
ber of years ago—being more or less rotten, and some of them dying annually. 
The fruit has been smalland scabby. The whole orchard needs plowing, prun- 
ing, and fertilizing thoroughly for a series of years, to bring it into good, con- 
dition. Many of the trees are too old and feeble to ever be of any use. If there 
was any available ground upon the college farm, suitable for such a purpose, 
I should recommend the setting of a new apple orchard. It is certainly 
needed as a means of illustration. 

The pear orchard has made a very fine growth, and there have been no signs 
of blight, or other disease. Some of the older trees are budded very full for 
blossoming next year. I fear the early frost may have injured some of the 
trees, as they were still quite green the 9th of September. 

The Duke and Morello cherries and the plums are doing fairly well, 
although the birds help themselves liberally to the former, and the curculio 
does an abundant thinning of the latter. The Heart cherries are nearly an 
entire failure here. 

The vineyard near the observatory has made a good growth, and is ready to 
bear a crop of fruit next year. The soil is exceedingly tenacious however, 
and in seasons like the present, it is impossible to make a good showing. The 
vineyard upon the terraces near Wells Hall has made an excellent growth, and 
is ready for a large crop of fruit next year. There was a fair crop of fruit 
in both vineyards the present season, but the killing frost of Setember 9th, 
destroyed the whole of it. I shall have both vineyards pruned and the vines 
laid down for the winter. 
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The arboretum and wild garden has been in charge of the Professor of 
botany and forestry. 

I have been assisted in experimental work by Mr. James Troop. A full 
account of experments tried and carried out is appended here. 

CROSSING CUCURBITACE®. 

This experiment was tried for the purpose of ascertaining which of the 
Cucurbitacez family can be cross-fertilized and how soon the effect will show. 

I planted two hills of each of the following kinds of seeds: Long Green 
Cucumber, Summer Crook-Neck Squash, Boston Marrow and Hubbard 
Squash, Nutmeg and Cantelope Musk Mellon, Phinney’s Early and Peerless 
Water Melon, and Pumpkin. 

During early summer these promised good results, but the cold weather and 
excessive rains during the month of July seriously injured the vines, and 
heavy frosts on September 9th and 10th entirely ruined them. 

CROSSING BEANS WITH FOREIGN STOCK. 

Planted beans raised in the same locality for many years, with those of the 
same variety raised in different localities. 

These were planted in drills about fifteen feet long. Three of these were 
mixed in the same row and two rows kept separate. These matured in spite 
of the early frosts, and the product will be planted again next year. 

EFFECT OF DEEP OR SHALLOW CUTTING OF EYES IN POTATOES. 

A plat of about two rods square was used for this experiment. 'The White 
Elephant and Early Ohio varieties were planted. The deep eyes were in each 
case cut to the centre of the potato, while the shallow eyes were cut one- 
fourth of an inch deep. These were planted in separate rows alternating 
throughout the plat, with two eyes in a hill in each case. Different tubers 
were used for the deep and shallow eyes. There was a marked difference in 
the size of the vines from the beginning until they reached maturity, the 
deep eyes being much the larger. The extremely wet weather during July 
injured them very much, so that the result was not what might have been 
expected. However, in every case, as will be seen by the following table, the 
rows with the deep eyes yielded the most and the largest potatoes. Beginning 
with deep eyes in the first row: 

No. White Hlephant. 

1. 32 pounds, medium size. 
eee ee all small. 
Dative ee good size. 
4, 4 a all small. 
5 BE ate medium size. 
6 1 ee one-half of these fair size. 

Early Ohio. 

Tigi SS Slee ee medium size, 
Sa jer oy ce one-quarter fair size. 
SES are aime good size. 

LO Seanez a one-half fair size. 

WHOLE POTATOES. 

Along side of the ‘‘ deep and shallow eyes’’ was planted one row of whole 
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potatoes, one in a hill, for the purpose of ascertaining whether the eyes on the 
lower side of the tuber will grow as well as those on the upper side. After 
twenty days these were dug up, and in every case only those ‘‘eyes’’ on the 
upper side, and about one-half the distance from the tip end of the tuber, 
grew. The others remained dormant. After breaking off these branches, 
some of the tubers were reversed and put back, while others were replaced 
with the stem end up. In every case the “eyes’’ that remained dormant before, 
all grew and produced potatoes; but they were all small. 

DEEP AND SHALLOW EYES CUT FROM SAME TUBER. 

3 In this experiment the ‘‘deep’’ and ‘‘shallow eyes’’ were cut from the 
same tuber, and in the same manner as those given above. The Harly Rose 
potato was used for this, and the hills containing deep cut eyes alternating in 
the row with the shallow eyes. The number of tubers is given instead of the 
number of pounds: 

Deep cut eyes. Shallow cut eyes. Deep cut eyes. Shallow cut eyes. 
5 tubers, medium. 0 tubers. 6 tubres, medium. | 0 tubers. 
(DY 9 Sry es small. ue ins small. > Narra small. 
Geass large. DrAMNES sf Digeac’ medium. oe es s 
Aide medium. Ohest de et i Onngss 
8 6 66 0} oe small. 6 oe be (0) Ce 

8 66 66 il os 66 7 66 6 9 se 4“ 

3 it 66 9) 66 oc 3 66 of 10) 66 

6 oe 13 | 3 oe 6c 10 co 6 D) ‘14 medi’m. 

Sicty)  darge: | 6 “ 3small,3med.|| 6 * large. Brak small. 
6 66 be 2, oe “co 5 6 66 9, oc medi’m. 

56 for deep eyes. 21 for shallow eyes. 52 for deep eyes. 12 for shall’w eyes. 

CORN MIXED WITH SMUT. 

A plat of four square rods was planted to corn with the seed of every 
alternate row soaked in a solution of corn smut before planting, and beside 
this smut was placed in the hill with the kernels. The purpose of this experi- 
ment was to show whether corn treated in this way would be any more liable 
to be affected by this fungus than that which was perfectly clean when 
planted. Observations taken at different periods throughout the season 
showed no perceptible difference between the rows treated with smut and those 
without it. A heavy frost on September 9th killed the whole of it. 

IMPROVED DENT CORN. 

For the past three years Professor Beal has been improving Dent corn by 
selecting the most promising stalks and cross-fertilizing the ears with pollen 
from other good, promising stalks, then selecting ears for seed from those 
stalks which bore two good ears. The attempt was made to carry this still 
further this year, but this, as well as all the other experiments, suffered from 
the effects of the extreme wet and cold weather, and the early frost. It was 
observed, however, that an unusual number of the stalks would have pro- 
duced two or more ears, had the conditions proved favorable for ripening. 
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HUCKLEBERRIES. 

The different varieties of huckleberry seeds which were placed in the green- 
house on August 20th, for some reason, all failed to germinate. 

VARIATION OF CROPS UNDER SIMILAR CONDITIONS IN ADJOINING ROWS. 

This is a continuation of an experiment begun two years ago, to note the 
amount of variation in different rows which have been treated alike in every 
respect, as far as regards fertilizers and cultivation. For this purpose six 
rows of onions were chosen from the field, each row being carefully pulled and 
measured by itself. The following is the result: 

Row No. 1 contained 24 bushels. 
cé ¢ Q) ¢ 4 ce 
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During one-half the summer term I taught the senior class in landscape 
gardening. ‘The class numbered twenty-six. The instruction was given by 
means of lectures, hastily prepared, and not very valuable to the class. The 
work, however, was very beneficial to myself and appeared to be profitable and 
interesting to the students. 

During the autumn term I have given instruction to the junior class in 
horticulture. The class numbered twenty-eight. The instruction was given 
by means of lectures, except a short course in market gardening, in which 
** Money in the Garden,”’ by P. T. Quinn, was used. This was not as satis- 
factory as lectures, and will not be used again. A series of out-door lectures 
connected with practical work in the orchards and vineyards has been given 
which was apparently very satisfactory to the students. This will be con- 
tinued during the spring and summer term of the present year. 

The labor of the students has been fairly satisfactory. An attempt has 
been made to mark the students in proportion to their skill, dexterity, and 
strength in labor, but when these have been taken into account and wages 
reduced accordingly there has been much dissatisfaction expressed, and I have 
allowed faithfulness at work and interest manifested in the work to have a 
greater influence in the marking than skill and ability. I find it easier to 
judge of a man’s fidelity and interest than to judge of his comparative ability, 
and more satisfactory to all concerned. 

During the present term seniors have been put in charge of gangs of 
students, and allowed extra compensation for their work at wages as high as 
125 cents per hour. They have taken much interest in their work and the 
plan has been eminently satisfactory. 
My foreman, Mr. E. D. Millis, has managed the work entrusted to him well 

in every respect. His firmness and uniform courtesy has won the respect of 
all. Although a recent graduate and with little practical experience in 
horticultural matters he has taken hold of the work in earnest, and is showing 
energy and capacity that will bring success. During the year I have had 
charge of the janitor work of the two dormitory halls, and nominally of the 
repairs. The latter has not been satisfactory, and I hope I may be relieved of 
it all, both repairs and janitor work, at as early a date as may seem best to 
yourself, 
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I am very grateful for the kind assistance I have received from each mem- 
ber of the faculty, and for the cordial coOperation of all in the beginning of 
my work. It has not been an easy matter for me to grasp all the details of 
management of the entire department, and bring them into harmonious work- 
ing order at once. I have gained a knowledge of the needs of the department, 
however, and feel confident that I shall be able to make it a greater credit to 
the college and of greater value to the horticulturists of the State. 

Respectfully submitted, 
JAMES SATTERLEE, 

Professor of Horticulture. 

REPORT OF DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY. 

To President Abbot: 

The college year just closed has been one of continued prosperity in the 
chemical department. The class work has been uninterrupted, and full of 
enthusiasm. The class-room instruction and work have been of the same kind 
and amount as in my last report, and need no recapitulation at this time. It 
has fully occupied the time of myself and my assistant. 

COMPLETION OF CHEMICAL LABORATORY. 

My time and attention have been much taken up with the oversight and 
superintendance of the completion of the chemical laboratory. All the new 
part (except one room) has been completed in a most satisfactory manner, fur- 
nishing good accommodations for students in advanced chemistry. There are 
two airy and well-lighted analytical rooms, furnished with gas and water, a 
balance room, desiccating closet, combustion furnace and fixtures for organic 
analysis, two large glass cases for apparatus, and two convenient store-rooms. 
The rooms are finished in natural wood and are models of neatness and con- 
venience. 

These rooms are designed for work in advanced chemistry, quantitative 
analysis, and original investigations. ‘They afford excellent opportunities for 
students in the senior year, and for post-graduate study. 

The chemical laboratory now offers accommodations to students, as follows: 
In elementary chemistry for 150 students; in blow-pipe analysis, volumetric 
analysis for 68 students; in qualitative chemical analysis for 63 students; in 
chemical physics and meteorology for 150 stadents; in adyanced chemistry, 
original research, and post-graduate study for 20 students. ~ 

METEOROLOGY. 

The tri-daily observations of the weather have been maintained through the 
year. These observations now cover a period of more than twenty years, and 
are the completest meteorological records in the State. 

In addition to taking observations, I have endeavored to secure the estab- 
lishment of a State Weather Service, to act with the United States Signal 
Service, in giving warnings of impending dangers from storms and frosts, and 
thus afford the farmer, the fruit grower, and stock raiser the same kind 
of protection that the general government has extended to commerce. In 
my estimation, the producer has the right, and should demand the same 
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kind of assistance that is now given to the carrier. The value of production 
must always exceed that of commerce, and will receive protection correspond- 
ing to its value when producers firmly and meaningly demand their rights. 

I hope to live to see a State weather service established at this college, to 
collect and diffuse information respecting the relations of meteorology to 
agriculture, and especially to give warning of coming dangers which threaten 
the producing class from changes in the weather. The college should be 
made the center of scientific information relating to soil production, in its 
widest sense. 

PUBLIC HEALTH. 

Although it is more than three years since I declined a reappointment as a 
member of the State Board of Health, it is difficult to convince the public that 
I am no longer a member of that board. I still receive numerous communi- 
cations relating to matters that come properly before the State Board of Health. 
I still feel that the public health is as important a subject to farmers as any 
class of our citizens. Health is a prime condition of production. Not only 
is the farmer interested in this question as a producer, but the markets of 
the country are disturbed by sickness. Exchange of produce is thrown into 
wild disorder by an outbreak of yellow fever or cholera. In mere dollars 
and cents the farmer is interested in the public health, to say nothing of 
saving life and ayerting woe. The epidemic of yellow fever in the Mississippi 
valley, in 1879, cost the people of the United States $175,000,000. ‘This 
enormous loss did not fall solely upon the communities where the yellow 
destroyer scattered graves thick as snow flakes, but in its final adjustment 
this loss reached the pocket of every producer in our land. In commerce as 
in pathology, ‘‘If one member suffers all the other members suffer with it.’’ 

I have therefore thought that it was not out of place even for a professor in 
an agricultural college to take an interest in the public health. In this 
spirit I haye taken a lively interest in all efforts to preserve the public health. 
As president of the American Public Health Association, I attended the meet- 
ing of the executive committee in St. Paul, and the annual meeting in Indian- 
apolis. I also attended the annual meeting of the Sanitary Council of the 
Mississippi Valley, last April. These journeys cost time and money, for 
which I received no compensation that does not equally fall to the lot of every 
citizen in safety of life and security of property. 

In promoting health in this State, I gave a lecture before the sanitary con- 
vention in Pontiac, on well water, and means of preserving it. 

FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

I attended the institute at Armada, and had a paper read at the institute at 
Galesburg, but was prevented from attendance by reason of being a witness in 
an important trial. 

SORGHUM. 

I still have great confidence in the future of sorghum in Michigan. Last 
December I attended a meeting of the Sugar Cane Growers’ Association of 
St. Louis, where I found much to encourage the cultivation of sorghum not 
only for syrup but for sugar. 

Being convinced that sorghum was of great value as a forage crop, especially 
on sandy soils, I spent most of my spring vacation in visiting the sandy central 
belt of our State, calling public attention to this plant as a valuable food for 
stock. I wrote for the press several articles on the subject which have been 
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copied in public papers all over the country. I also sent trial packages of 
seed to all who applied. The untimely frost in September prevented any test. 
of the uses of sorghum for this purpose. 

ADDRESS AT COUNTY FATR. 

By invitation, I gave the address at the Midland county fair at Midland 
City ; subject, Farmers’ Rights. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

I have had an extensive and varied correspondence, and might fill many 
pages with the questions and answers if I supposed the public would be inter- 
ested or profited thereby. 

SPECIAL INVESTIGATION IN NITROGEN. 

The source of nitrogen in plants has been a subject which has occupied my 
thoughts and experimental investigation. The researches on this subject were 
interrupted by work in completing the laboratory, and work on this subject 
had to be thrown aside for this year. It will be resumed next vear with better 
facilities. It is a subject which occupies the time and thought of agricultural 
chemists in all countries. 

Respectfully submitted, 
R. C. KEDZIE, 

December, 1883. Professor of Chemistry. 

REPORT OF THE ZOOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT. 

To the President : 
I herewith submit my report for the past year: 

During the first half of the autumn term I gave a course of lectures in Zo6l- 
ogy to the senior class, which numbered thirty members. The subject was very 
fully illustrated by use of living animals, preserved specimens from the museum, 
and histological preparations, of which I have now of my own preparation a 
very complete suite. The same class, during the remainder of the term, pur- 
sued under my instruction the science of geology. I lectured to them daily, 
and also used Dana’s text-book. The usual trip to Grand Ledge—the nearest 
outcrop of rocks—was enjoyed and appreciated by the members of the class. 
During the last half of the term I also gave to the junior class a course of 
lectures in comparative anatomy. ‘The class numbered thirty-six. Besides 
the lectures, an hour was spent each day in laboratory work. On these occa- 
sions the class was taken in sectious of six to eight each. Hach student was 
required to examine parts minutely, and to carefully compare parts of lower 
animals with the corresponding portions of the human body. Hxtensive use 
was made of the excellent means for illustration now in our possession. In 
this term I lecture one hour daily for the first half, and two hours each day 
the second half. I also gave one hour each day to laboratory instruction 
during the second half term. 

In the spring term I lectured daily to the junior class on the subject of 
human and comparative physiology. The class numbered thirty-two.. In 

ny 
‘4 
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connection with this study I gave three hours daily to laboratory practice. 
Each two students dissected a cat. Hach portion was compared by the 
student to the models of the same part in the manikin. Comparison was also 
made with similar parts in other animals, which were either dissected at the 
time or procured in the museum. Many of the students dissected other 
animals, and worked at other than required times. In several cases the 
students ,worked up some animal or organ carefully, and gave the results of 
their investigations to the Natural History Society. 

The summer term was spent with the same class, entomology being the 
study pursued. Besides the daily lecture, one hour was given to laboratory 
practice each day. All the students made fine collections of insects, which 
in several cases were shown at the county fairs, and, in more than one case, 
donated either to a farmers’ club or grange. Each student reared insects 
right in his own room, in breeding cases, so as to be the better able to observe 
and study their habits. During this course, instruction was given in the 
apiary. All the students went through all the manipulations necessary in 
practical bee-keeping. 

In the spring term I spend four hours daily with the students: One in lec- 
ture and three in laboratory work; and in the summer term one hour in 
lecturing, and from one to two in the laboratory and at the apiary. 

SUGGESTIONS. 

As we now have our course so arranged that the study of microscopy and 
free hand drawing precede the studies taught by me, the students are able 
to do much better work. It only remains to give to zodlogy and geology each 
a full term, when the course in my department will be quite satisfactory. 
The students are unanimous in the desire for this last change, and with the 
present arrangement for making the studies of the senior year eleetive, there 
seems no obstacle in the way of a full term in zodlogy, and only lack of 
teaching force to prevent the same in geology. 

COLLEGE WORK ASIDE FROM INSTRUCTION. 

During the year I have given one general lecture before the students; sub- 
ject: The Ear. I also, by special request, lectured before the students upon 
physiological laws and preservation of the health. 

I have arranged and hung up in my class room about thirty additional 
cases of insects. The museum affords opportunity for infinite work, and 
takes the little spare time which I snatch from my other duties. ‘The past 
season we have added many new specimens, the most interesting of which are 
a selection of Ward’s casts. 

The apiary also takes much of my time and energy. Frequently the stu- 
dent in charge is called away, perhaps right in the very busiest season, when 
all the labor devolves upon me. This is frequently very severe and arduous, 
I have conducted the Bible lesson in the Sabbath-school on several occasions. 

EXPERIMENTS. 

During the present season I have, in connection with my students, tried a 
large number of experiments in reference to the value of different insecticides. 
I have taken special pains to test kerosene oil, pyrethum, and the arsenites. 
The results of these experiments will be given in my lectures in the forthcom- 
ing farmers’ institutes and will therefore appear later in the reports of the 
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State Board of Agriculture. The daily weighing of a colony of bees has 
been continued the present season. I think these weights, with the peculiari- 
ties of the weather, would be good material for the report. Such data are 
often very valuable, and frequently lead to important discoveries. 

THE APIARY. 

The winter of 1882-83 was a very severe one with bees. While many bees 
throughout the country died all of ours put in the cellar came out in fine con- 
dition, except one, which, from an accident, died of starvation. One other in 

whose hive much pollen was placed the preceding autumn, had dysentery, and 
was quite weak in bees. This one was found queenless, and was early united 
with others. The cellar maintained a temperature of about 40° F. ‘The bees 
were in the cellar 142 days. The amount of honey consumed by the bees 
wintered in the cellar was an average of 44 lbs. The greatest amount con- 
sumed by any one colony was 6 lbs. Four colonies were wintered outdoors 
in chaff hives. One of these died. The other three were weak. The average 
consumption in these colonies was 144 Ibs. 
We had no spring dwindling, but found we had three drone-laying queens, 

a thing new in our experience. This reduced our colonies to eleven in the 
early season. ‘The season has been below the average, though on the whole a 
pretty good one. 

We have secured about 80 lbs of honey to the colony, about one-eighth of 
which was comb honey. We only tried to secure comb honey from four 
colonies. The quality of the comb honey from the Syrian bees is excellent, 
and we find the bees easily managed and very excellent in quality. 

1 still think, as I suggested last year, that to make the apiary larger and 
place it in charge of a competent assistant, it might be made more than self- 
supporting, would have added usefulness as an educating feature of the 
college, and would greatly relieve me, as now not infrequently the entire care 
of the bees often devolves upon me, and that in the very busiest season of the 
year. 

PROGRESS IN THE DEPARTMENT. 

During the past season we have secured a series of Ward’s casts and other 
specimens for the museum. A large collection of insects is suspended on the 
walls of the class room. Both of these features are valuable aids, and help to 
make the course more profitable to the students. We still need specimens in 
the museum. One of the next additions shouid be a faunal collection of 
birds. Some families of birds are hardly represented at all. 

OUTSIDE WORK. 

During the past year I attended the annuai meeting of the American 
Bee Keepers’ Society at Cincinnati. As president of the association I gave 
an address on the so-called ‘‘dry feces’’ of bees. 

During the winter I attended two farmers’ institutes, one at Jeddo, the 

other at Galesburg, at each of which I lectured twice, once on Physiology and 
once on Economic Entomology. 

I have attended and lectured before two meetings of the State Horticultural 
Society, one at Flint, the other at Ionia. I have also attended, as President, 
the annual meeting of the State Bee Keepers’ Association at Kalamazoo, 
before which I gave a paper. I have also attended and taken part in the 
two meetings of the Central Michigan Bee Keepers’ Association. 
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During the summer I was requested to visit Hillsdale by the Mayor and 
Common Council of that city to investigate the shade trees in that city, many 
of which were diseased or dying. I made the examination, and found the 
cause of the trouble to be the leaking mains to the gas pipes. I made a report, 
which was published in all the Hillsdale papers. 

During the past winter I entirely revised and rewrote my Bee Keeper’s 
Guide. This tenth thousand was issued May 3d. September 3d the entire 
edition had been sold. 
My correspondence has become immense. Some single days the past sum- 

mer I have had as many as fifteen letters. These are mostly in reference to 
practical or scientific matters connected with insects or bees. I have never 
failed to give all such inquiries the earliest possible attention. To answer such 
letters often requires hours of study and labor. 

Respectfully submitted, 
A.) COOKS 

REPORT OF THE PROFESSOR OF BOTANY AND FORESTRY. 

To the President : 
I herewith present a brief report for the year closing September 30th, 1883. 

BOTANY. 

During the autumn term of 1882, for the first half of the time, forty-eight 
spohomores, in two sections, took the course of systematic botany, paying 
especial attention to some of the leading natural orders which are of eco- 
nomic value. During the last half of the spring term the seniors, twenty- 
eight in number, pursued the study of physiological botany, for two hours 
daily. Hach student was supplied with a compound microscope, costing from 
thirty-five to eighty dollars. Lectures were given once a week. Hereafter a 
whole term, with daily practice, will be given to physiological botany. 

The freshmen, during the last term of the year—the summer term—began 
botany in two sections, with daily work. There were fifty names on the roll. 

Throughout the year there have been at all times from one to five students 
taking some advanced work in botany. 

I have frequently met a few students by themselves, to help them over stud- 
ies in which they had failed, or to help them over subjects which were studied 
by the class during their absence from sickness or other cause, or to help 
special students who could not take the study with the class. 

HORTICULTURE. 

I gave a course of lectures daily, to the members of the junior class, during 
the autumn term. There were forty names on the roll. 

LANDSCAPE GARDENING. 

During the last half of the summer term, daily lectures were given to the 
sophomores, fifty-one in number. 

FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

I attended and took part in institutes held by the State Board of Agricult- 
ure in Farmington and Jeddo. 
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QUESTIONS ASKED. 

The number of questions has increased during the past year. These have 
all received prompt replies. A glance at those asked the Professor of botany 
will show that he has done considerable work which properly belongs to an 
experiment station. 

It is not at all uncommon to receive ten letters a day, and sometimes fifteen 
letters, and some cards have been received. ‘These inquiries have come from 
all parts of the United States, some from Canada, and afew from Europe. 
To save room, I omit the names of the States, and for other reasons, omit the 
names of the persons asking questions: ‘‘I wish to be instructed in the scien- 
tific method of hybridizing portulacca.’? ‘‘What handling is necessary in 
order to procure seed of asters that will be sure to produce double flowers?” 
“Are you acquainted with Henderson’s Hand-Book of Plants, and is it desira- 
ble??? ‘‘Where can I obtain some cotton-wood tree seeds, or young trees?’ 
A president of an agricultural college wants to knew “‘if there are parties 
who take the job of constructing greenhouses?’ ‘Will you give me the 
names of some reliable firms that I may correspond with?’ ‘Do such firms 
put up iron frame houses?”’ ‘‘Would you advise acurvilinéar roof, or square 
roof ?” ‘‘How many barrels of salt will be required to kill quack-grass on an 
acre of ground?’ ‘Should it be put on all at once, or at different times?’ 
“Can it be killed by cultivation?’ ‘‘Will you give me an account of the labor 
system at your agricultural college, and also of your course in horticulture?’’ 
This was asked by a Professor of horticulture. “What, in your opinion, are 
the best methods to pursue in order to overcome the prejudices existing among 
the farmers of the south, with reference to the education of their children?’’ 
‘‘What is the mailing price of the report of the Michigan State Board of 
Agriculture.’’ ‘‘Can you give remedies to keep apple trees from splitting and 
dying?’ ‘‘Is the ‘tare’ vicia sativa, adapted for soiling purposes?’ “What 
is the name of the enclosed grass?’’ (oat-grass). ‘‘Is it foreign or native?”’ 
‘Will you kindly give the name of the enclosed buckwheat shaped seed, if 
possible? Weare unable to determine it?’ A Professor in an agricultural 
college asks: ‘‘Would it be better, in building a cheap greenhouse, to employ 
a firm that makes that kind of work a specialty, or ordinary mechanics?’’ 
‘‘Are there any grasses that will do better than June grass and Orchard grass 
for grazing purposes, on land in southeastern Missouri?’ ‘There is something 
the matter with my peach trees (the leaves).’’ ‘‘Is it what is called the curled 
leaf.” ‘Has it any relations to the Yellows?’ ‘‘What will be the final out- 
come of the disease, and is there any remedy?’’ ‘‘Where can I find any liter- 
ature on the subject??? ‘I send you the enclosed plant (¢radescantia virgin- 
ica), for name.’’ ‘‘Can you give remedy for red rust on blackberry? also for 
small steel beetles on grapes? also rose chaffers?’? ‘Please send name of 
the enclosed grass, (phalaris arundinacea). ‘‘Please give name of the two 
enclosed grasses.”’ ‘*What is the difference between June grass and Kentucky 
Blue grass?’ ‘‘What is the name of the enclosed grass (hordewm jubatum), 
and is it likely to become a pest like the quack grass?’ ‘‘Please name the 
enclosed plant, (wnothera biennis), and state whether it would be a desirable 
plant for ornamenting public grounds?’ ‘‘The director of an experiment 
station asks: ‘*What do youthink of the propriety of giving two botanical 
names to well marked races of agricultural plants?’ ‘‘Please name the 
enclosed grass, (guack-grass). It is becoming a great pest.’’ ‘‘ What is the 
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name of the enclosed thistle? It is very troublesome.’ ‘‘The enclosed 
leayes are supposed to be smeared with blood; will you give us your opinion 
on the subject?’? They were affected with a fungus growth. ‘‘ What is the 
named of the enclosed plant? (szlene), It is a new, troublesome weed in 
wheat.’’ ‘‘What is the cause of wheat blight?’ 
A Professor of agriculture asks: ‘‘Does timothy blossom twice?’ ‘‘Please 

give name of enclosed plant,’’ (ambrosia). ‘‘Where can seed of Blue-joint 
grass (calamagrastis Canadensis), be obtained?’’ ‘‘What ails my plum leaves?’ 
‘‘What success do you have with Paris green in killing the apple worm, and 
curculio?’? ‘‘Can you tell me what ails my celery, and give remedy? Brown 
spots appear when set out.’’ ‘Please name a few varieties of plums for Mich- 
igan.” ‘‘Why were peach trees, that were protected by snow drifts, killed 
during the past winter, while those standing in cold, bleak places were not?”’ 
‘‘How much salt to the acre, on clay land, is required to kill worms, and 
what kind of salt is best?’ ‘‘Please send me the name of some reliable 
grocer or commission merchant in Lansing, who would like to handle pota- 
toes.’’ ‘‘Can choice seed of water melon originate plants the fruit of which 
may be spoiled by pollen of citron in an adjoining bed; also, will cucumbers 
and gourds mix?’ ‘*Please give name of the enclosed flowers, which came 

from Colorado.’’ ‘‘Please give the name of the enclosed leaves,’’ (mulberry). 
“*T send you roots and stubble of a stool of wheat that was found in a forty- 
acre field of Fultz wheat. Would like to know what kind it is.”’ 

The commissioner of immigration requests the following: ‘‘Please to send 
me the names of the species of maples, ashes, cherries, elms, hickories, oaks, 
and birches given in your report of the flora of Michigan, published in ‘Mich- 
igan and its Resources.’’? ‘‘Where is red cedar found?’? ‘*Will you please 
answer the following questions in regard’ to a peach orchard: ‘‘Will peaches 
be likely to succeed on a light, sandy hill, sloping to the west, with woods on 
north and south sides?’ ‘‘Which varieties are best for asuccession of fruit?’’ 
“Can you give me the names of two or three reliable nurserymen whose trees 
have not been troubled with yellows?’ ‘‘Are the Rochester nurserymen, and 
the firm of J. 8. Collins, of New Jersey, reliable?” How far apart should 
peach trees be planted?’ ‘Shall I buy one-year-old trees?’ ‘Please send 
name of the enclosed plant,’? (zanthium spinoswm). ‘‘Do you know of any 
varieties of fruit (grapes excepted), whose exact parentage is known?’ ‘*Do 
you know of any different results having been obtained by systematic crosses, 
or are most of our varieties accidental, or supposed crosses?’ ‘‘Can results 
of any cross be predicted with any degree of certainty?’ ‘‘Which do you 
consider the best for bees, reseda odorata, resela odorata grandiflora, amelio- 

rata, Parson’s new white, and new hybrid spiral??? “Can mignonette be 

sown in drills in the fall?; how much should be sown to an acre? How wide 
apart should the rows be? How wide apart in the driil? How often should 
mignonette be sown? Will it, after sown, remain permanently?’ 

Questions were asked about alfalfa, about panicum cruss-galli. A member 

of the department of agriculture asks for information concerning a fungus, 
(actomyces). A prominent politician sends a specimen of spurred wheat, and 
wants to know what it is, the cause, ete. The master of the State Grange 
asks questions about our agricultural college, and the teaching of agriculture. 
in the common schools. The secretary of the American Holstein Association 
asks for an address for the meeting at the Grand Pacifie Hotel, Chicago, 
linois. 
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PUBLIC LECTURES. 

Two invitations to give addresses in the open air, at county fairs were 
refused. 

By invitation of the lecture bureau of the Patrons of Husbandry, I gave a 
lecture in this State at Macon, Madison, Palmyra, Lansing, and should have 
given one at Otsego, were it not for inclement weather. I gave several lec- 
tures in Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. I lectured at Ionia, at a meeting of the 
Teachers’ Association of Ionia and Montcalm counties. 

ILLINOIS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

By invitation I gave an address to the winter meeting of this society held 
in Kankakee. 

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL AND THE STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES OF 

WISCONSIN. 

I gave an address at a union meeting of these two societies, held in the 
State capitol. The Legislature was in session. One object in inviting me to 
speak was to learn about our agricultural college. 

VISITING COLLEGES. 

During the winter vacation, I visited four agricultural colleges; those at 

Champaign, Illinois; Lafayette, Indiana; Columbus, Ohio; Madison, Wis- 
consin. 

OUR STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

I gave a lecture on ‘‘the Structure and Growth of a Tree.’’ at the winter 
meeting held in Flint. I also read a paper at the meeting held in Hudson. 
The last report contains four or five other papers prepared by myself. I read 
a paper at the Ionia meeting. 

THE STATE TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

I performed considerable work in preparing for the annual meeting held 
during the holidays, in Representative hall, of our capitol. I exhibited some 
work of my botanical students, and took about a dozen compound microscopes 
to an evening entertainment. I read ashort address as president of the 
society. 

THE AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 

I attended the biennial session of this society held in Philadelphia, and was 
re-elected secretary, which position I accepted very reluctantly. The next 
ing will be held in Michigan. 

In filling the office of secretary, it is my duty to edit, during the winter 
vacation, a quarto volume of about two hundred and thirty pages, as the pro- 
ceedings of the society. 

Governor Begole appointed me to represent the State at the Louisville expo- 
sition, but I was obliged to decline the honor, on account of work at the col- 
lege during the autumn term. 

THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE. 

I attended during the summer vacation, the annual meeting held at Minne- 
apolis, Minnesota, and presented some notes on grasses. In the absence of 
the president, I acted in that capacity during the meeting. No other mem- 
ber of our faculty attended. 
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Early in the year I edited the proceedings of the three former meetings, in 
one volume. 

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. 

I attended the annual meeting of this national association, held in August, 
at Minneapolis. 

As chairman of the section of biology, I read an address. The subjects 
usually chosen for such addresses, are something pertaining to the progress of 
some department of biology, such as botany, zodlogy, physiology, entomology. 
In consideration of my connection with an agricultural college, I selected as 
my subject, ‘“Ihe needs and opportunities of agriculture.’? The address has 
been widely copied, and highly spoken of by the agricultural papers of our 
country. 

CORRESPONDENCE UNIVERSITY. 

This is a new institution composed of some thirty-five or more professors, 
in this country and in Europe, and is intended to give instruction by corre- 
spondence. I declined to accept the professorship of pomology and horticult- 
ure, which was offered me, but finally accepted a place, agreeing to give 
instruction on “grasses and clovers.”’ 

TESTING SEEDS. 

The following tables will bear studying. They are submitted without com- 
ment: 

Hiram Sibley & Co. 

Seeds in small papers bought in Lansing. 

Percent 
Variety of Seed. Mode of Testing. | Es needs. Crm 

Radish, Early Long Scarlet 
SHOT’ cops seen ee ES Ee Damp paper on moist sand.|60°—70° 100 70 

Radish, Early Scarlet Turnip-- se es ss 60 —70 100 31 
Lettuce, Large Drumhead_---- a o ee 60 —70 100 63 
Gressebine ©urlede 2-2. SS ¢ cc 60 —70 100 57 
Turnip, Golden Ball.---..----- se se 60 —70 100 100 
Kohlrabi, Early Sm’th Purple- . < s 60 —70 100 50 
Cabbage, Early York.....-.-.- 3 re 3S 60 —70 1C0 29 
Onion} Yellow, Dutch?.-------- s * s 60 —70 100 34 
Chicory, Large Rooted--.----- i & 60 —70 100 37 
Brocoli, Carter’s Summer--.---- “ ie < 60 —70 100 20 
Momato, Gen: Grant. 223-2 ge ce oS 60 —70 100 47 
Beet, Long Dark Blood.-..---- et $ “ 60 —70 100 90 
IBTUSselS| SPLOlts 2-5 eeee eee “ gs “ 60 —70 100 14 
Onions, Red Weathersfield- --- 4 ss Be 60 —75 300 90 

2 KS oe Porous Saucers ---e- s2 22 ee 60 —75 200 90 

Second lot from the same source. 

Radish, Early Long Scarlet | 
Shortehops. shane Pees Damp paper on moist send. | 60°—70° 100 47 

Radish, Early Scarlet Turnip-- a < 60 —70 100 34 
Lettuce, Large Drumhead._.--- - : i 60 —70 100 71 
Kohlrabi, Early Sm’th Purple- ne “ 60 —70 100 41 
Cressine curled sss ---e- >= cs ub ae 60 —70 100 70 
Carrotwlalicion ree peut ee ee fs x 60 —T0 100 32 
Brocoli, Carter’s Summer--_---.- : y ns 60 —70 100 14 
Onion, Yellow Dutch.__.....-- . Me ad 60 —70 100 33 

Ruta Baga, Purple Top.-.-..--. - = tf 60 —70 | 100 00 

Be eee eee ee 
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Hiram Sibley & Co. 

Seeds bought in bulk at groceries in Lansing. 

Seeds Percent 
Germi- 

tested. nated, 
Variety of Seeds. Mode of testing. Temperature 

ee 

Cabbage, poy Winningstadt Damp. paper on moist sand. |62°—70° 100 57 
Pickling -<._._2 62 —70 100 47 

Onion, Red Weathersfield Weta sk es 60 --75 200 98 
SeeVellowe DubChieees ss = a “& 60 —75 200 29 

Bean Mota e eee ele ee ee Porous plates La ae eae 70 —85 25 | 100 
Cabbage, Marly Wiinntesstadts||, Se, Sa ae ee ee ye 70 —85 100 92 

Red Pickling== 22-2. - yy Oe eee esas) (O80 100 75 
“ Fotler’s Improved._- es Sone SE wets Sn. Le Eee [75 —45 | 100 94. 

Seeds raised at Michigan Agricultural College 

Onions, Red Weathersfield-- --- Damp paper on moist sand.|/60 —75 | 700 99% 
IDE LUCOye< = Ss see eee oe i. & 60 —75 500 99% 
Timothy seed from Illinois._.__/Porous plates.___.-....._-- 70 —85 200 99 

Crossman Brothers. 

Seeds bought at groceries in Lansing. 

Percent T - | Seed Variety of Seed. Mode of Testing, rte Bisbee erm! 

Lettuce, Simpson’s Early Curl’d Damp paper on moist sand. 60°—72° 100 60 
Radish, ‘Long Scarlet Short T’p 60 —72 100 56 
Salsify. nls eng Rad MD Ne Bb) Sees Bat E 6 se ee 60 —72 100 89 
Carrot, Improved Long Orange = .° ss 60 —72 100 39 
Turnip, Purple Top Strap Leaf . ‘f ss 60 —72 100 100 
Cabbage, Large Early York... : “ oh 60 —72 100 86 
Leek, Musselburgh......-...-.- se ss se 60 —72 100 | 87 
Onion, Red Weathersfield ee oe rs < 60 —72 100 91 

tee ae se oe 60 —75 200 94 

W. EH. West of North Lansing. 

Seeds bought directly of grower. 

Percent 
Variety of Seed. Mode of Testing. sey: tes ae Germ 

Carrot, short) Home. 922.6222 Damp paper on moist sand. |62°—70’ | 100 62 
Lettuce—erop of ’82__._.._....- O U: ce 62 —70 100 100 
Beet... Unni pms geese See cs fc os 62 —70 100 75 
urn pH lat esse ey ue “ s¢ 62 —70 100 100 
Spinach’... -/2 =e sae oas se $8 se 62 —70 100 45 
Lettuce—crop of ’80_._......_.-- LY ue &¢ 62. —70 100 96 
Radish AWinter-ssssesesesseese s s US 62 —70 100 100 
Spingehescc. 0. eee ss BS US ee 62 —70 100 75 
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D. M. Ferry. & Co. (No. 1.) 

Seeds bought at groceries in Lansing. 

' j | Siar Percent 
Variety of Seed. Mode of Testing. | Temperature Tested. babar 

| | nated, 

Radish, Early Rose__...--......|Damp paper on moist sand. \60°—-70° | 100 75 
Cabbage, Early Winnigstadt_--| “ a 60 —70 100 68 
Spinach, Round Summer.-.----- +e 23 60 —70 | 100 39 
Tomato: ebrophyeness sees sea: 4 * 160 —70 | 100 73 
Lettuce. Simpson’s Early_.....-| ‘ s ss 60 —70 100 68 
Onion, Yellow Danvers-_------ oe S vF 60—70 ! 100 64. 
eek. wondoniPlag 2 See. 4-- S ° « 160—70 | 100 87 
Beet, Improved Early Blood__-| “ as rs 60 —70 100 65 
Turnip, White Globe..._:----- oF ee a 60 —70 100 100 
Endive, Green Curled__-....-.-| “ st “sy 60 —70 100 47 
@ressaCurled. 22-226 2255 eek : © i 60 —70 100 65 
Cauliflower, Early Paris_...._..| “ se “ 60 —70 100 38 
Hacevbroad Meat esta eee a > : 60 —70 100 30 
Ege Plant, |lmprov’d Large Leaf] “ e : 60 —70 100 34 
Carrot, Long Oranges eislsse3 Ps r 60 —70 100 48 
Kale, Green “Curled eh ca Cpe NE A ee c . 60 —70 100 24 
“SI ASS Fee ae eae ie eT A - = ey 60 —70 100 32 

Gale of Corunna, Mich. 

Seeds bought at groceries in Lansing. 

; ; | tepals Percent 
Variety of Seed. Mode of Testing. Temperature Tested. Germi- 

| nated. 

Onion, Yellow Danvers.-_._--_- POFOuUsiplates se ae ee eee 60° to 75° 200 37 
* a Se ae Damp paper on moist sand} 60° to 75° 300 AT 
ss a a ees o ee 60° to 75° 100 AT 
cc UD FAS £ £ se 60° to 75° 100 50 

(No. 2.) D. M. Ferry & Co., same as No. 1. 

Seeds bought at groceries in Lansing. 

Seeds Per cent 

BNIAS DUT tathineee= = eee ee cnn ce 2 “6160 —72 

ariety of Seed. Mode of Testing. Temperature Germi- 
af y g P ©! Tested. seinaGl. 

adishs Harly PROSCs. se. ses oes Damp paper on moist sand 60°—72° 100 §2 
Cabbage, Early Winnigstadt. = thas 60 —72 100 64 
Spinach, "Round Summer... __. ss Me * 160 —72 100 33 
Lettuce. Simpson’s Early __ - + YY “ 160 —72 100 0d 
Onion, Yellow Danvers__.__-_-- 6 st * 160—72 + 100 59 
Reekeasondon Place bie es “ “« 160—72 | 100 44 
Beet, Improved Early Blood_..; “ a “60 —72 100 5S 
umniip, White: Globe sae.) -2_- iy se * 160 —72 100 99 
Endive, Green Curled___-._..-- *s of * 160 —72 100 57 
CRessea Gu nla ti Ehak wes Ca ag es s * 160 —72 100 64 
Garrot.pueng Orange: 225.02: =.) /* a9 * 160 —72 100 36 
KalewGmreent@urled 222-2222 ss ee “ 160 —72 100 30 
Suleiity Meee Les BT : = « 16072 | 100) 60 

| 
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Dem, Perry, & Co, 

Seeds bought in bulk at groceries in Lansing. 

59 

k Seeds Per cent 
Variety of Seed. Mode of Testing. Temperature Tested,| @ermi- 

. 
"| nated. 

Muskmelon, Skillman’s fine net’d In porous plates 70°—S85° 100 91 
: Fine green Nutmeg iM Re iy 70 —8d 100} 100 
i3 Long Ge 66 “6 be 70 —B85 100 99 

Watermelon, Peerless._....---- * ss sf 70 —85 100 94 
O° Black Spanish. --.- es er 70 —85 100 100 

Bean, German Wax_...--...--- . fe ee 70 —85 50 100 
ecpGoldenuWax.so-ssecce Me bh “ 70 —8d 50 100 

Pea, Extra Karly Kentl.__ 2222 fe ve iB 70 —85 50; 100 
* Large White Marrowfat_- ss ss “e 70 —85 50 100 
* Improved Dan O’Rork---- MY Ss x 70 —85 50} 100 
“ McLean’s Little Gem_-_--_-- we ie uy 70 —85 50 100 
“ Best of Early Dwarf. ----- d: sf ae 70 —85 50 100 | 
“  Ferry’s First and Best---- ee % “t 70 —85 50 100 

Corn, Early Minn. Sweet-.-.--- s rh se 70 —85 50 80 
“  Stowell’s Evergreen---.- : SS ; 70 —85 50 80 

Beet, Long Dark Blood._------- et oO ae ise 70 —85 100 75d 
Carrot, Large Orange_.---__._- : Se ie us 70 —85 100 51 
Radish, E’rly Png se’rl’t short t’p yest dats se 70 —85 100 26 
Onion, Large Red Weathersfield iG ss iy 70 —8d 100 73 
Lettuce, Frankfort Head_--_-_-- < s s 70 —85 100 20 
Radish, Chinese Rose Winter-_- = Ht & 70 —85 100; .40 
Carrot, Karly Scarlet Horn---- Bs . if 70 —85 100 92 
Cauliflower, Extra Early Paris_ fe Wy of 70 —85 100 6 
Lettuce, Simpson’s E’rly Curl’d by rs we 70 —85 100; 100 
Cucumber, L’ng green improv’d « be ts 70 — 85 100 92 
Celery, Seymore’s White Solid_ $f oy ee 70 —85d 100 6 

D. M, Ferry & Co. 
Seeds bought in Lansing. 

Variety of Seed. Mode of Testing, Temperature eee Gana 
“} nated. 

SS AISUE Vea eee per keene os epee Damp paper on moist sand 62°—70° 100 35 
LEVEN OS MAG oWRGY A Dyete Se Se ee 62 —70 1006 20 
Radish, Early Round Searlet...| “ $5 “ 162 —70 100 98 
Onion, Large Red Globe-_...--. + . “162 —70 100 89 
Carrot, Long Orange--_-------. ¥; 3 “(62 —70 100 59 
Spinach, Round Summer_..___- oe ‘ “162 —70 100 72 
Radish, E’rly Pog se’rl’t short tp a RS * 162 —70 100 55 
Onion, Large Red Weathersfield| ‘* He - © 162 —70 100 91 
Lettuce, Frankfort Head. _.._-- st a ‘* 162 —70 100 36 
Radish, Chinese Rose Winter.-.| ‘‘ ss 162; —70 100 60 
Spinach, Prickly Winter_....__- - oa “(62 —70 100 a9 
Beet, Long Dark Blood_-_-.-__- oe ss O20 100 92 
Lettuce, Early Tennis Bail__.-- se & “6162 —70 100 98 
Carrot, Early Scarlet Horn_._.| “ 8 “* 162 —70 100 67 
Cauliflower, Early Paris....__- ss i “ 162 —70 100 4. 
Cabbage, Fotlersimp. Brunswi’k} ‘* 5 * 162 —70 100 89 
Lettuce, Karly Tennis Ball.___- Porous platese=eee a eon esse" 75 —45 100 99 
Radish, arly Round Scarlet...| “ aN ts er ae 75 —45 100 92 
Onion, "Large Red Globe...._.. ss GN ake ja ur A a 75 —45 100 85 
MomatowAcmect. 2. Lees $s CSUN gies bane t) 120 620.8 5 75 —45 100 96 
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OTHER EXPERIMENTS. 

As my estimates of $400 a year, for making experiments, were reduced to 
$300 a year by the Board of Agriculture, and so passed the Legislature, I was 
obliged to curtail my plans somewhat. Several of the experiments begun 
some years ago, were by mutual consent turned over to Professor Satterlee. 
Mr. Troop has been employed for about half a day during the year. His 
time has been taken up in helping to teach the seniors in laboratory work, 
where the class was too large for one person to instruct. He has done some 
work in the museum, reiirranging and poisoning specimens, something in the 
arboretum, and something in the botanic garden, besides making most of the 
experiments. Owing to excessive rains, a cool summer, and an early frost, I 
haye, in numerous cases, been obliged to abandon experiments, and throw the 
untrustworthy notes into the waste basket. Prominent among these were 
some experiments, begun this year, in continuation of those made in former 
years to prove whether bumble bees and honey bees were of any value in 
improving the crop of seeds in red clover, alsike clover, white clover and buck- 
wheat. 

The plats of red clover sown this spring have done well, and have been of 
much interest. The seeds for most of the plats were in each case selected 
from one plant noted for some striking peculiarities. ‘The seedlings do not 
all take after the parent, and this was to be expected. 

The seedling grapes must be tried another year, as they failed to produce 
fruit, or failed to ripen any. A few seedling currants, and gooseberries, and 
raspberries have been left for further trial, as they showed some promising 
points. 

THE ARBORETUM. 

This has done very well, though the dry weather following the long spring 
rains in some instances caused fungi to take hold of the leaves and cause 
them to drop prematurely. A few sorts of trees have been added; all have 
been well cared for. They have been trimmed, and thined, and cultivated 
where it seemed necessary. 
We have completed labeling all the kinds of trees in the arboretum. The 

labels on trees about the grounds have been renewed. Many of the old ones 
painted on zinc had lasted thirteen years. 

THE HERBARIUM. 

This has been increased by the addition of some local specimens. We haye 
nearly completed a local collection of plants for students’ use. Duplicates of 
grasses, ferns, and some other things, have been placed in the herbarium for 
the examination of classes in botany. 

I have purchased with my own money, at a cost of about $80, a set, so far 
as completed, of Ellis’s Fungi of North America. 

THE BOTANIC GARDEN. 

Some improvements have been made, some plants added and quite a large 
number were lost on account of the unusual rains which flooded a consider- 
able portion of the garden for five days at three different times. L. H. Bailey, 
jr., now caring for the botanic gardens of Harvard university, has sent us 
several very desirable packages of plants. We have sent some in exchange. 
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Mr. Bailey was a member of the graduating class of this college in 1882. The 
ground about the lower pond has been raised and widened, so it will be ready 
for plants in the spring. This will complete the garden according to the plan 
printed in my last report. Quite a number of the grasses formerly in plats 

south of the apiary have been placed east of the larger pond, where the 

gramnieae or grasses are to be located. 

DONATIONS. 

The following is a list of the donations for the year to the department of 
botany and forestry: 

G. W. Osborn, Mendon, Mich.: 
15 ears dent corn—three varieties. 

Rev. C. J. Strang, Dowagiac, Mich.: 
Oak log—natural graft. 

H, M. Engle, Marietta, Pa.: 
A one-year-old bush of Orange gooseberry. 

Hiram Sibley & Co., Rochester, N. Y.: 
Two quarts imported Dutch flax seed, and two lots of spring wheat. 

L. G. Lemmon, Oakland, Cal.: 
Two species of native Arizona potatoes. 

Tne botanic gardens, Cambridge, Mass., sent by L. H. Bailey, jr. 

The following list of plants for the botanic garden : 

Ranunculus acris, Aconitum uncinatum, Lycopus Europeus, Bellis 
perennis, Nephrolepsis exaltata, Fragaria Mexicana, Iris Sanguiniea, Iris 
pallida, Stellaria holostea, Lychn is versicaria, Geum triflorum, Physostegia 
Virginiana, Monarda didyma, Dicentra eximea, Sida napaea, Tolmeia 
Menziesii, Diphylleia cymosa, Trillium sessile, Hypericum Buckleyi, Sedum 
Rhodiola, Spirzea lobata, Sedum ternatum, Sedum sexangulare, Rhus aro- 
matica, Petasites vulgaris, Aspidium dilitatum, Aspidium Bootii, Apidium 
Goldianum, Aspidium Felix-mas, Artemisia Ludoviciana, Artemisia serarta, 
Hrigeron speciosum, Silphium trifoliatum, MHeliopsis laewis, Rudbeckia 
pinnata, Boetonia asteroides, Solidago sempervirens, Grindelia squarrosa, 
Galium molluga, Myrrhis odorata, Astilba chinensis, Kerria Japonica, 
Psoralea onobrychis, Thermopsis Caroliniana, Hydrangia arborescens, Phlomis 
tuberosa, Stachys aspera, Betonica officinalis, Pycnanthemum muticum, var. 
filosum, Pycnanthemum linifolium, Mentha sylvatica var. Candicans, Gratiola 
officinalis, Phlox amcena, Phlox paniculata, Phlox stellaria, Polemonium 
reptans, Polemonium ceruleum, Pyrethrum roseum, lLysimachia num- 
mularia, ‘Tiarella cordifolia, Viola sagittata, Orchis? Claytonia Car- 
oliniana, Asplenium? Glyceria obtusa, Sporobolis serotinus, Asclepias 
incarnata pulchra, Leontodan autumnale, ‘Trillium recurvatum, ‘Trillium 
erectum, Trillium sessile, Uvularia puberula, Uvularia flava, Adonis 
vernalis, Actaea spicata var. rubra, Actaea spicata var. arguta, Thermopsis 
Caroliniana, Phlox glaberina, Ginothera fruticosa, Clematis ochroleuca, 
Clematis Pitcheri, Clintonia umbellata, Erythronium Dens-Canis, Eryanthis 
hyemalis, Iris reticulata, Carex gracillium, Carex squarrosa, Carex arctata, 
Carex folliculata, Carex agerta, Phlox pilosa, Potentilla tridentata, Rubus 
odorata, Scilla Siberica, Lygodium palmatum, Dicksonia punctilobula, Geum 

macrophyllum, Fragaria vesca, Fragaria elatior, Limnanthemum nymphoides, 
Marsilia quadrifolia, Poterium Canadense, Astilbe decandra, Galanthus nivale. 
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Also seeds of the following: 

Silene inflata, Adonis vernalis, Acta spicata rubra, Geranium Robertianum, 
Mellica altissima, Mellica ciliata, Eleagnus longipes. 
J. B. Cotton, Albion, Ind.: 

Five ears yellow dent corn. 
Oliver McLouth, Addison, Mich.: 

Four ears yellow dent corn (monstrosities). 
Isaac Sloan, Holt, Mich.: 

Specimen of peat from Ireland. 
Hugh Dale, Marlette, Mich.: 

One dozen ears Flint corn, crop of 1882. 
J. R. Newton, South Carolina: 

Bundle of rice. 
Prof. Ff. A. Gulley, Agricultural College, Miss. : 

Bundle of rice. 
Mrs. M. J. C. Merrell, Lansing, Mich. : 

One ear corn with kernels both outside and inside the cob. 
One ear yellow dent corn (monstrosity). 

Prof. W. W. Tracy, Detroit, Mich.: 
Une package flower seeds from Idaho Territory. 

“s ae Washington Perenary. 
Three packages lly bulbs from o 
One 6 6é seeds “ec “ce 6é 

The completeness of my former report, for 1881-82, has made it seem un- 
necessary to go much into details at this time. 

Respectfully submitted, 
W. J. BEAL, 

Professor of Botany and Forestry. 
Agricultural College, Sept. 29, 1883. 

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL 

ENGINEERING. 

To the President : 

I have the pleasure of submitting to you the following report of the depart- 
ment of mathematics and civil engineering for the year ending September 
dlst, 1882. 

CLASS INSTRUCTION. 

The classes taught by myself have been as follows: 

Fall Term, 1882. 

Civil engineering to the senior class. Mechanics, one-half term, to the 
junior class. 

Spring Term, 1888. 

Trigonometry and surveying, in two divisions to the sophomore class. 
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Summer Term, 1888. 

Astronomy, elective with veterinary, (one-half of the class electing each,) 
taught to the senior class. Mechanics taught to the junior class. 

Fail Term, 1888, 

Civil engineering to the senior class. This study was elective, and was 
chosen by 13 out of 26 students. Mechanics, one-half term to the junior 

class. Algebra, one-half term to the freshman class. 
The report of the classes taught by the assistant in mathematics is appended 

to this report. 
The course in the various studies is substantially as described in the cata- 

logue for 1882-3, except in civil engineering. This study having been made 
elective, has been also made somewhat more technical, instruction was given 
on the following subjects: Architecture, building, limes, mortars, and 
cements, higher surveying, and construction of common walls and bridges. 
The subject of higher surveying being introduced for the first time in this 
study. 

MECHANICAL OPERATIONS. 

The principal portion of my duties relate to work in connection with the 
position of superintendent of construction in brick and iron. The duties of 
this position require much time and thought, and frequently absorb time that 
could profitably be given to my class work. I have, however, done the best I 
could. The following heads are an enumeration of the principal con- 
structions in my charge: 

Boiler House and Chinney. 

I prepared plans and specifications for this structure, and have superintended 
the construction to date. This building will include boiler room, pump and 
engine room, steam fitting shop, and a house for the engineer. The chimney 
will set on a foundation of concrete 16x16 feet, and 8 feet in depth. The 
chimney is to have a flue 4x4 and to be U5 feet high. 

The building will not be finished until 1884. he contract was let to Olin 
and Sproas, of Meridian, for $4,950, the appropriation being $5,000. 

The preparation of the plans and specifications, and superintending the 
construction, has taken a great deal of ‘time, and has been a subject of anx- 
lous care. 

Water Works. 

The construction of the system of water works, for which an appropriation 
of $4,267 was made by the last legislature, was, with the consent of the State 
Board of Agriculture, undertaken by myself. 

The plan laid before the Board, and adopted, involved the use of the wooden 
pipe made by the Michigan Pipe Co. of Bay City; valves made by James 
Flower & Bro., Detroit; hydrants made by the Holly Co. of Lockport, N. Y.; 
a Worthington high pressure pump, capacity 750,000 to 1,000,000 gallons 
per day of 24 hours. The plan comprehended the furnishing of water for 
extinguishing fires and other purposes in the College buildings, excepting the 
residences, and combines a direct and indirect pressure plan. A tank holding 
300 barrels is placed in the tower of Williams Hall, 80 feet from the ground, 
and provides pressure and water for ordinary use. It is also believed that it will 
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hold a supply that, in case of fire, would answer until the steam pumps could 
be set working. By opening the proper valves and closing the connection to 
the tank, pumping can be done directly into the lines of pipe. It was not 
expected that this system would be completed before 1884. At date of this 
report the following has been done: ‘The underground pipe has been all laid, 
and, except the suction pipe, has been tested. 

This work was done under my immediate oversight, by day laborers, by 
students, and by our engineer, Mr. Hawes. Although the wet weather made 
the excavation very costly, probably increasing the cost by $100 at least, over 
what it would have been in good weather, it was still kept within the estimate 
for that item. The hydrants have been set, and with our hose water can be 
thrown on the barns, piggery, botanical laboratory, chemical laboratory, Col- 
lege Hall, Wells Hall, Williams Hall, and museum and library, in most cases 
from two hydrants. ‘The hydrants, excepting one at Wells Hall, one at cattle 
barn, one at museum and library, are on short line of four-inch pipe connect- 
ing with six-inch pipe. The steam pump has been set, the foundation being 
made of concrete; it has not, however, had all the connections made to it. 
The large tank was erected in the tower of Williams Hall by the Lansing Iron 
Works for $435. It is made of C. H. No. 1 boiler plate iron, one-quarter inch 
thick. 

The iron beams and iron work supporting the tank was erected by our- 
selves, and altogether formed the most difficult portion of the whole job. The 
beams, 16 feet long and weighing 900 pounds each, had to be raised outside the 
tower, swung out over a projecting roof, and finally slid through a window 
into position. It was however accomplished without an accident. 

A small hose cart and 300 feet of 24 inch hose has been purchased of H. D. 
Edwards & Co., Detroit. 

The details of the construction will be given more in full after the works 
are completed. The works are constructed in such a way that hereafter they 
can be extended at any time with little expense. 

Brick Making. 

Because of the high price and bad color of brick made in the yards near 
Lansing, it was decided by the Building Committee, to make the bricks to be 
used in the boiler house and Professor’s residence. This work was put in my 
charge. From the commencement until September 15 Mr. Henry Palmer, a 
former student, acted as foreman of the yard. After that date the brick were 
made on contract by Mr. W. H. Megiveron at the rate of $4.50 per M. 

The number of brick made were nearly 400,000, the actual cost per M. 
averaged, as near as can be estimated, $5.50. The brick are of uniform red 
color and are in every way first-class. Much poorer brick, partly white and 
partly red, could not have been purchased less than $7.00 per M. The bricks 
would have been made fully $1.00 per M. less had the season of 1883 been 
favorable. The first season’s work on a new yard includes a great deal in the 
way of permanent improvement that is lost if the yard is used only one 
season, and consistent with the above statement, offers have been made the 
College to make brick for the season of 1884 at a very low rate. The value 
of the tools on hand is $50.00, the lumber $75.00. The latter will be turned 
over to the Horticultural Department. The especial brick-making tools will 
be sold when opportunity offers unless the Board order otherwise. 
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Sewer to Museum and Lnbrary. 

A six-inch sewer pipe was laid early in the season from the museum and 
library building to a point on the main sewer from Williams Hall, below the 
boiler house ; closets were also erected in this building. The cost came within 
the estimate, viz, $350. 

The above work was done principally by student labor. The excavation was 
very deep and we were much troubled by water and quicksand. 

SURVEYING AND ENGINEERING. 

Drain and general surveying is in my charge. We have commenced a 
topographical survey of the college farm and in the fall of 1882 finished that 
portion lying in the township of Lansing. 
A careful survey of the above land shows a considerable discrepancy 

between the land occupied and that called for in the deed. The topograph- 
ical survey will be continued in the summer of 1884. Very little drain sur- 
veying has been done, except to reset stakes on drain in fields No. 12 and 14, 

INSTRUCTION IN MECHANICAL OPERATIONS. 

At date of writing this report no systematic instruction has been attempted 
in mechanical work, the difficulty has been two-foldy want of time on my part, 
and want of aproperroom. ‘The last legislature appropriated for the purchase 
of tools for such instruction and: repairs in iron work $1,000—the expenditure 
of which the State Board of Agriculture placed in the hands of Hon. H. G. 
Reynolds and myself. We propose to purchase a small engine and engine 

_ lathe for iron work repairs and several sets of tools for working in wood and 
iron for instruction. I then hope to be able to offer to such students as desire 
if an opportunity to obtain instruction with the use of tools. This work will 
not be paid for. 

OUR PRESENT BOARDING SYSTEM. 

Being secretary of the committee on the club system of boarding, appointed 
by the State Board of Agriculture, I have had much to do with the plan of 
boarding now in operation. The following will I think give a clear idea of 
the system : 

The law establishing the college, requires that board be furnished the stu- 
dents at cost. In order to comply with the law, previous to the year 1883, the 
State Board of Agriculture employed a college officer, paying him a salary of 
$600 to $800 per year, known as the steward, whose duties were simply to run 
the boarding establishment. At the request of the students this office was 
abolished Jan. ist, 1883, and the boarding plan as described below adopted. 
This change in no way affects the labor plan. 

The system adopted was to divide the students into five groups, to be known 
as Clubs, and respectively designated by the letters of the alphabet, A, B, C, 
D, and E. Hach Club elects from among its number a steward, who duties are 
to buy provisions, empioy help, and look after the business of the Club. Dur- 
ing the year 1883 he collected and disbursed ail moneys. During 1884 the 
Secretary of the College has consented to act as Treasurer of the Clubs, and 
will receive money from the students and pay on orders from the stewards. 

An advanced payment on board equal to $20.00 is required of each student 
at the beginning of a term. No person is allowed to remain in a Club unless 
he has money to his credit with the treasurer. 

The State Board of Agriculture required the clubs to own most of the prop- 

9 
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erty they use, and I was authorized to sell at low rates the furniture, dishes, 
and bedding in Williams Hall. 

The amount received from this source and turned over to the Secretary of 
the College was: 
Dishes ana surmibune sol detox lui see eee eee ete aotearoa ere $299 S81 
Burnituresand bedding sold otherssseesesa eee eee ee eae ee ee eee eee 146 50 
Cooking apparatus sold Canada Agricultural College...--.......----------- 400 00 
Bedsteadsisolditojstudents: 5. 222 eee eee ee oe at ens Se ecterste cae tense eens 104 00 

$950 31 
Team and coal-stove sold by Hon. F. Wells and Sec’y Baird (about) .---..-- 300 00 

$1,250 31 
IREMGAOTASCOVES LOL SSS erase et ee ep est ee levee Pa oe Eto eae eee ay aes a 75 00 

$1,325 31 
The property owned by the College in this hall is (see inventory) worth 
SUDO UL Get Die rc ON OE TY ee ee 5 ge Ae rane te 800 00 

(4 a) ez) dy 71) be are es MRA Gils he A Peek on rR ent £6 Be ely ee ee eo Seen $2,125 31 

This property was inventoried as long back as I can find any record at about 
$2,500, and we may assume that the original cost to the State of this property 
was that amount. e 

The repairs and additions made from time to time, have been properly 
charged to the students as a part of board, so that the college changes from 
the old plan of boarding with a loss not exceeding $375. 

The amount of money received in 1883 was in excess of the amount paid 
out in making the necessary changes in the buildings as shown below. 
The cost of building and painting the needed rooms for the clubs has been as 

M@AIHAs Hi CAN CASGELE Alte ere ete ee my oe, hes Se te ey a ay case $600 
ENE vCOStROLISLOV.ES HOF (CUD Sie eee toy cael= om ee Ne ital me a tr ae Pe dies Geet a eat 37d 

DRotalecosta(apOliiy ace c- 2 fot toe Mees con ern ee SNe es Ses SP Rae ere eo SE $975 

The stoves, by vote of the State Board of Agriculture, are rented to the 
clubs at an annual rental equal to one-fifth the cost, so that the value will 
ultimately be returned to the college. 

The fact that each club owns property makes it necessary to have a per- 
manent fund; this is accomplished by each member of the club paying a 
membership fee of $2.50, which is returned to him when he leaves college. 

The finances of each club are guarded by a financial committee, and are in 
such shape as to make it easy to detect any dishonesty at once on the part of 
a steward. 

This system of boarding is better, both for the State and the students, for, 
in the first place, being entirely separate from the State in its management, 
the full cost of boarding must be paid by those receiving it; again, it is more 
flexible in its make-up than the system in charge of a college officer—any 
abuses arising can be easily remedied without annoyance, or even the knowl- 
edge of the college officers. 

The college authorities, however, have jurisdiction sufficient to maintain 
good order, and can, if the good of the college requires, discharge any officer 
or employé of the club system. 

STEAM HEATING. 

The efficiency of the steam heating apparatus is being improved from year 
to year by changes and additions. The heating apparatus in Wells Hall was 
in very inefficient condition when I first took charge of the steam heating, due 
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to bad planning and worse execution by the contractors, the Walworth 
Manufacturing Company. Students were making continual complaints of 
cold rooms. We have changed the main steam pipes and many of the risers, 
and, so far as we can ascertain, the rooms are now all heated satisfactorily. 
To keep this system in efficient working condition needs close and constant 
attention and facility to make repairs as soon as needed. This facility we 
have now to a great extent. KR. C. CARPENTER, 

Professor of Mathematics and Civil Engineering. 

REPORT OF ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS. 

To the President : 
My work during the past year has consisted principally of class instruction. 

In the autumn term of 1882 both the freshman and sophomore classes in 
algebra were in my charge. Lach class recited in two divisions, the freshman 
class beginning Thomson and Quimby’s collegiate algebra, the sophomore 
class completing Wells’s university algebra. 

In the spring and summer terms or 1883, the freshman class took up and 
completed geometry, Loomis being used as the text book. 

In the spring term the freshman class was under my instruction in free- 
hand drawing and in mechanical drawing, meeting in two divisions in each 
study. Hach division in mechanical drawing, using Krusi’s books, met on 
alternate days throughout the term. ‘The free-hand drawing consisted of 
‘practice with the pencil to train both the eye to see truly and the hand to 
represent correctly. Such instruction as was needed was given without the use 
of atext book. It was so arranged that all the work done by the students in 
the study could be done in the class-room itself under personal direction. 
The College possesses a set of models, and a number of lithographic drawing 
studies, but more are needed. ‘The class was some inconvenienced from the 
crowded condition of the rooms for a part of each day. More room is needed 
for the time the study is followed. 

The following summary gives such other information as may be desired : 

No. No. No. 
Passing. watitaes Leay’ng Totals 

Autumn, 1882, 
sophomore, Aleebra,DivisiomA--=--25.-252-- 4-22-28 17 1 7 25 

se se Ne ToS eis ee ieee Maiti ea 15 1 6 22 
Freshman, ig i SANA ey YS ay a TDG einer 2 16 

* ne oe AIS ah Sa epee aoe 2 Fe ee A ee (ates 14 1 3 18 
Spring Term, 1888, 

Rrechande Drawn ocDivisiOm As a. e2 3.0 = Nal eee 25 1 at ee ek 26 
oe we be B tat wie ea) ae eh ee aD 92, Lets Wve ah 4 iS Kec 99, 

Mechanical % « ARE SCs SUN Ey 22 2 1 25 
oe 6s oe ine. ae ohh Se Se kn a ae ae 20 1 9) 93 

GeometrysvingisiompAss 82s 3s 602 1. 4 ee ee 21 Bigyis surke, 24. 
4 He 16S see al ae Cs pa a De Ras 16 5 2 23 

Summer Term, 1888. 
Geometry, DivisiionvAe eee | en eae aan eae 21 Ded Rat ape bs ee 22 

se os | 83a HN Ae RUN Ne A. we i) 2 ee Al? 1 94. 

Respectfully submitted, LOUIS G. CARPENTER, 
Assistant in Mathematics. 
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REPORT OF THE LECTURER* ON VETERINARY SCIENCE. 

To the President: 

My work in this branch of scieuce commenced at the beginning of the sum- 
mer term of 1883, and in compliance with my agreement with the college, 
the entire subject was disposed of in twelve weeks. 

The class was composed of a portion of the senior students, and a few from 
the juniors. The lectures and demonstrations were arranged as follows: 

The first four days of each week were devoted to lectures upon the diseases 
of the domestic animals, more especially those which are of every day occur- 
rence, they being discussed in a systematic manner, according to the anatom- 
ical divisions of which the animal economy is composed. The individual 
diseases were described by beginning with the nature of the malady, next its 
causes, then its symptoms, followed by the treatment, and closing with a pre- 
ventive, when possible. 

The various complaints were illustrated, in some instances by pathological 
specimens of actual cases, in others by diagrams, and, when possible, by the 
living animal with the disorder already existing. Unfortunately for us (myself 
and the class), our means of illustration were unavoidably very scant; this 
course being hitherto only temporary, it could scarcely be otherwise. 

The principal subjects which were lectured upon were: 

The diseases of the skeleton—Bone spavin, splint, ringbone, besides others 
of less frequent occurrence. 

The diseases of joints—Bog spavin, wind-galls, curb, dislocations, etc. 
The diseases of muscles—Sweeney. The treatment of various kinds of wounds. 
The diseases of the teeth—The mode of determining the age of animals by 

the same. 
The diseases of the digestive organs—Hoven in cattle, inflammation of the 

bowels, worms, colic, and many other common diseases. 
The diseases of the foot—Founder, sand crack, corns, thrush, and the like. 
The diseases of the circulatory system—'Those of the heart and large blood 

vessels. 
The diseases of the organs of respiration—Pleurisy, inflammation of the 

lungs, bronchitis, nasal gleet, catarrh, etc. 
The diseases of the urinary organs—Inflammation of the kidneys, stone in 

the bladder, ete. 
The diseases of the nervous system—Lock-jaw, string-halt, paralysis. 
The diseases of the organs of generation, and those accompanying parturi- 

tion—Milk fever, abortion, inflammation of the udder, inflammation of the 
womb, &c., with a description of how to manage females and adjust the fetus 
in difficult cases of labor. 

Diseases of the eye—Cataract, etc. 
Diseases of the skin—Scratches, mange, ring-worm, and other parasites. 
Zymotic diseases—Glanders, pink-eye, distemper, pleura pneumonia, etc. 

The last day of each week was devoted to a description of many of the most 
important drugs used in veterinary practice, explaining their actions and uses, 
the diseases they should be given in, and when and why contra indicated, with 
the doses, for the different domestic animals. 

Towards the close of the term, several days were devoted to the examination 

My, Grange* has since been appointed Professor.—[T. C. A. 
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of live horses for soundness, and the points which should be rejected as unsound 
pointed out, and the general contour of the animal discussed. In future, the 
external form of the horse will receive a much greater amount of consider- 
ation. Owing to the limited amount of time allowed for this subject, it was 
not considered advisable to take up the anatomy of the domestic animals, but 
as it has been determined to extend the course of instruction to the whole col- 
legiate year, this important branch of the science will receive due attention. 
In addition to the duties of the class-room, I was required to attend and pre- 

scribe for the sick animals upon the farm, the cases brought under my notice 
being some of influenza, others of sore throat, and a few cases of lameness, 
which yielded satisfactorily to treatment. 

EK. A. A. GRANGE, 
Veterinary Surgeon. 

REPORT OF THE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND 
LITERATURE, 

To the President : 

I respectfully submit the following brief report of my work for the year 
1882-3. The appointment of a librarian relieves me of all duties but class 
room work, and the Wednesday afternoon and winter institute lectures. An 
account of my work may be given, therefore, in few words. 

During the autumn term, 1882, I took the freshmen, numbering forty-three, 
and reciting in two divisions, over D. J. Hill’s Elements of Rhetoric and Com- 
position. ‘The work embraced all the elementary processes of writing, from 
the choice of subject, to the criticism of the completed production. Asa part 
of the class work, each student presented three compositions,—a description, a 
narrative, and a letter,—bringing at different times for approval, suggestion, 
and criticism, the subject, the outline, and finally the completed piece, which 
was read and criticised in presence of the class. All manuscripts were care- 
fully corrected, and reason for correction explained or noted. The class 
met in the chapel every Saturday morning, for declamation, each student 
declaiming three times during the term. Short exercises were given the 
class in concert for drill in vocal culture, expression, position, and gesture. 

During the spring term, 1883, I gave instruction to twenty-nine juniors in 
advance rhetoric, using A. S. Hill’s Principles of Rhetoric as a text-book. 
The rudiments of style were rapidly reviewed, and the subjects of narration, 
description, conyiction, and persuasion thoroughly discussed, Each student, 
presehted, in presence of the class, three exercises, applying the rules for 
descriptive, narrative, and argumentative composition, subjects and outlines 
being presented for approval and criticism, before the exercises were prepared, 
and the manuscript being passed in for criticism and correction subsequently. 
I had also this term, a division of twenty-six sophomores in higher English, 
Swinton’s Forty Masterpieces of English Literature was used as a text-book. 
Class-room drill consisted, as heretofore, in cultivating a proper expression 
when reading aloud; mastery of the thought of the selection, considering, 
first general meaning, then details, pecularities of style, allusions, and special 
merits and defects. - Familiar lectures were given on the authors read; and 
critical essays, embodying the result of study, were prepared by the class, 
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each member presenting two exercises. Choice selections were also committed 
to memory and declaimed before the class. ‘The class received occasionally 
an elocutionary drill, in concert, in the chapel, all having committed the same 
selection. 

During the summer term, 1883, twenty-eight juniors were under my instruc- 
tion in the History of English Literature. Backus’s edition of Shaw’s text- 
book was used, supplemented by lectures. Selections were read from Cham- 
ber’s Encyclopedia of English Literature, and formed the basis of familiar 
exposition, criticism, and essays. Morley’s Tables of Literature, enlarged, 
afforded aid in properly placing authors in epochs, and showing their historic 
relations, Three critical essays were presented by each member of the class, 
as a part of the term’s work. 

During the entire year the seniors met with me weekly for essays on liter- 
ary subjects, previously assigned. Kach senior presenting six essays during 
the year. The study of English Literature was thus continued for three 
terms. These essays were criticised in the class, and the manuscript after- 
wards carefully corrected. The juniors met me weekly for reading in Shakes- 
pere’s plays; Othello, King Lear, and Midsummer Night’s Dream, were read 
with critical comment and explanation. It has been also my duty to prepare 
seniors and juniors for public orations. ‘These exercises aggregate about one 
hundred and twenty, during the year. This work, including aid in choosing 
subjects, analysing them, collecting facts, illustrations, and arguments, criti- 
cising the complete oration, and drilling in delivery, is fully equal to the 
instruction of a class throughout the year. 
My work outside of the class-room has been but little. I have given two 

Wednesday afternoon lectures; one repeated from the winter institutes, and 
given at Armada, Jeddo, Trent, and Farmington, and the other on ‘*The 
Personal Character of John Milton.” 

During the fall and spring terms, I still had charge of the library. The 
routine work was done by student labor, one student being permanently 
employed, and others employed as occasion demanded. The data for a 
detailed report were passed over to Mrs. Merrell, the new librarian, when she 
took charge of the library, July 1st, and for a minute account of library mat- 
ters, I refer to her report. 

Very respectfully submitted, 
K. J. MacEWAN, 

Professor of English Language and Literature. 

REPORT OF THE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE. 

To the President: 

I beg leave to submit the following report from the department of history 
and political economy for the college year closing on the 14th of August, 1883. 

HISTORY. 

Instruction was given daily in the autumn term to the freshman class in the 
outlines of ancient history. The plan of the work was substantially that 
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described in my last report. Swinton’s ‘‘Outlines’? was used as the basis of 
instruction, being accompanied with illustrations and additions by the teacher 
and the report of individual topical study by the students. The class, consist- 
ing of fifty-two persons, was divided into two sections. At the final examina- 
tion four failed to pass. 

POLITICAL ECONOMY. 

A course of twelve weeks, daily lectures and recitations, was given to the 
senior class in the spring term. Chapin’s Wayland’s ‘‘Eiements of Political 
Economy’’ was used as a guide. ‘Twenty-seven were enrolled and passed the 
final examination. 

UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. 

A course of six weeks in this subject was given to the senior class. Cooley’s 
“Principles’? was used as a text-book. Of thirty members of the class all but 
one passed the final examination. 
A considerable part of my work has been connected with the department 

of English literature, and is described in the remainder of this report. 

HIGHER ENGLISH. 

The details of the work are given by the Professor of English Literature. 
I gave instruction daily during the spring term to one division of Sophomores, 
numbering twenty-six. One person did not complete the course, but the 
remainder were successful in the final examination. 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE. 

Daily instruction during the summer term was given to the freshman class 
in English etymology and the use of words. Abbott’s ‘‘English Lessons for 
English People’’ was used as a text book. Forty-seven persons pursued the 
subject, meeting in two divisions. Four failed to pass, and one left during 
the term. 

RHETORICALS. 

I have given instruction during the year in declamation, critical reading, 
essays, and speeches, as follows: 

Autumn term.—Juniors, 2 essays, 33 students ; sophomores, 2 declamations, 
1 essay, 48 students. 

Spring term.—Sophomores, 2 declamations, 1 essay, 26 students; freshmen, 
selections from Irving, 46 students. 
Summer term.—Sophomores, 2 original speeches, 42 students; freshmen, 3 

declamations, 3 essays, 47 students. 

It thus appears that 289 exercises in declamation have been listened to and 
criticised, and that 865 manuscripts have been presented. The latter have 
been criticised after being read in the class room, and in writing after careful 
examination by the instructor. In most cases, also, students have received 
private oral instruction in connection with these exercises. 

Respectfully submitted, 

GEORGE H. HARROWER, 

Professor of History and Political Economy. 
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN. 

To the President: 

The report here presented covers the year from October 1, 1882, to October 
1, 1885, the first nine months of which time the library was in charge of 
Prof. MacEwan who, in the report of 1881-82, fully described the new build- 
ing and gave an outline of the work done in the library. 
No change was made in the conduct of the library until the first of July, 

1883, when the management was given into the hands of the newly-appointed 
librarian. She retained, until his graduation, in August, Mr. L. A. Buell, as 
assistant librarian. 

According to the last report there were in the library ‘6,135 volumes, valued 
at a little more than $15,000, and 800 pamphlets and unbound volumes worth, 
perhaps, $100 (exclusive of catalogues of schools, museums, publications, 
etc).” 

There have been added during the year past, by purchase, 78 volumes at a 
cost of $193.54; by gift and “exchange 66 volumes valued at $75.00; by 
pamphlets 55, at a valuation of $5. 00, making a total valuation of $15,273.54, 
irrespective of books bound or now at the bindery. ‘The additions by binding 
are 150 volumes; the expense of binding $227.00; the library therefore num- 
bers now, aside from duplicate reports and public documents, 6,429 volumes and 
855 pamphlets, the whole valued at more than $15,500. There are also sixty 
partial volumes completed in December next, which will — be bound for 
preservation and use. 

The following periodicals were received in the library this year, having been 
subscribed for and bound : 

FOREIGN PERIODICALS, 

Agricultural Gazette. Journal of the Chemical Society. 
Annals de Chémée et de Physique. Journal of Science. 
Blackwood’s Magazine. Knowledge. 
British Quarterly. London Quarterly Review (reprint). 
Westminster Review (reprint). London ‘limes, weekly edition. 
Contemporary Review. (Reprint.) London Veterinarian. 
Chemical News. London Journal of Anatomy and 
Canadian Entomologist. Physiology. 
Edinburgh Review. (Reprint.) Nineteenth Century (reprint). 
Engineering. Nature. 
Fortnightly Review. (Reprint.) North British Agriculturist. 
Gardener’s Monthly. Spectator. 
Garden. Westminster Review. (Reprint.) 
Gardener’s Chronicle. 

AMERICAN PERIODICALS. 

American Architect and Building News.; American Monthly Microscopical 
American Agriculturist. Journal. 
American Poultry Journal. American Banker’s Magazine. 
American Bee Journal. American Chemical Journal. 
American Bookseller. Breeder’s Gazette. 
Atlantic Monthly. Century. 
American Naturalist. Critic. 
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Country Gentieman. 
Detroit Daily Post and Tribune. 
Dial. 
Education. 
Farmer’s Review. 
Harper’s Magazine. 
International Review. 
Independent. 
Journal of Franklin Institute. 
Journal of Mathematics. 
Journal of American Agricultural 

Association. 
Journal of Forestry. 
Literary World. 
Michigan Farmer. 
Microscope, The. 
Magazine of American History. 
Mathematical Magazine. 
Monograph. 
Manufacturer and Builder. 
Monthly Reference List. 

Nation. 
National Live Stock Journal. 
Northwestern Farmer. 
North American Review. 
New York Semi-weekly Tribune. 
Papilio. 
Popular Science Monthly. 
Prairie Farmer. 
Pysche. 
Plumber and Sanitary Engineer. 
Rural New Yorker. 
Sanitary News. 
Scientific American. 
Scientific American Supplement. 
Science. 
Science Observer. 
Van Nostrand’s Engineering Mag- 

azine. 
Wallace’s Monthly Magazine. 
Watchman. 

The following are subscribed for, but are not bound: 

Chicago Daily Tribune. 
Detroit Daily Free Press. 
Indiana Farmer. 
Iowa Homestead. 

Iowa State Register. 
Memphis Appeal. 
Mirror and Farmer. 
New England Homestead. 

The following periodicals, donated by the publishers or by Government, are 

bound as volumes are completed: 

American Bee-keeper’s Magazine. 
American Missionary Magazine. 
Boston Journal of Chemistry. 
Bulletin cf the Essex Institute. 
Circulars of Information, U. 8. Edu- 

cational Bureau. 
Gleanings in Bee Culture. 

Grange Visitor. 
Lansing Tri- Weekly Republican. 
Official Gazette of U.S. Patent 

Office. 
Practical Farmer. 
Unitarian Review. 
Vick’s Monthly Magazine. 

Through President Abbot, the library regularly reccives the current num- 
bers of Princeton Review and Christian Union. 

The following are given by publishers, or others, and are kept on file in the 

reading room: 

Advance. 
American Cultivator. 
American Rural Home. 
Adrian Weekly Times. 
Appleton’s Literary Bulletin. 
Battle Creek Journal. 
Bee and Poultry Magazine. 
Cincinnati Grange Bulletin. 
Charlotte Republican. 

10 

Charlevoix Journal. 
Christian Register. 
Clinton Independent. 
Coldwater Republican (semi-weekly). 
City and Country. 
Deaf Mute Mirror. 
Farm and Fireside. 
Farmer’s Bulletin. 
Farm, Herd, and Home. 
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Flint Globe. 
Ft. Gratiot Sun. 
Grand Rapids Post. 
Grand Rapids Times. 
Georgia Experiment Station. 
Grand Haven Herald. 
Greenville Independent. 
Hillsdale Standard. 
Industrialist. 
Ingham County News. 
Illinois Crop Reports. 
Imports and Exports of the United 

States. 
Illustrated Herald. 
Ionia Standard. 
Kalamazoo Telegraph. 
Little Granger. 
Lansing Sentinel. 
Lansing Journal. 
Locomotive. 
Midland Republican. 
Midland Sun. 

The whole number received is 

Microcosm. 
Moderator. 
Monroe Commercial. 
Naturalist’s Monthly Bulletin. 
New England Farmer. 
Our Young People. 
Ohio Crop Reports. 
Owosso Times. 
Reed City News. 
Romeo Observer. 
Saginaw Morning Herald. 
St. Louis Leader. 
Scientific Roll. 
South Carolina Crop Reports. 
Union Signal. 
Tennessee Crop Reports. 

| Three Rivers Tribune. 
Traverse Bay Eagle. 

Wolverine Citizen. 
Wisconsin Agricultural. 

| Ex. Station Bulletin. 

| Weekly Globe and Canada Farmer. 
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The following are the donations to the library: 

From the Department of State, Washington, D. C. 

Census of United States, 1880. 
Report United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
The Sorghum Sugar Industry; the Report of the National Academy of 

Sciences. 
War of the Rebellion and Official Records of Union and Confederate Armies, 

Series 1, Vol. 9. 
Smithsonian Institute. 
Smithsonian Report, 1881. 

From Mrs. Harriet A. Tenney, State Librarian, Lansing. 

Michigan Pioneer Collections, 1879-80. 
Michigan Report, vol. 47, 1881-2. 
Michigan Report, vol. 48, 1882. 
Statutes of the United States Army. 
Michigan Report, vol. 49. 

W. I. Latimer, Auditor General. 

Report of the Auditor General, 1881. 
Joint Documents, Nos, 1, 2, 3, 1880. 
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T. W. Symons. 
Upper Columbia River. 

John Eaton, Commissioner of Education. 

Report of the Commissioner of Hducation. 

Simon Newcomb. 

Nautical Almanac, 1885. 
Sec. T. J. Burrill. 

Illinois Industrial University Report, 1882. 

O. D. Conger. 

Senate Journal, Ist session 47th Congress, 1881-2. 
House Journal 47th Congress, 1881-2. 
Report of Commissioner of Education. 

Lieut. Col. Comstock. 

Triangulation of U. 8. Lake Survey, No. 24. 

Hon. T. Robitaille. 

Vol. 15, Journal of Legislative Council, Quebec. 
Journal of Legislative Assembly, Quebec. . 
Sessional papers, Quebec, 1881-2. 
Vol. 17, Journal of Legislative Assembly, Quebec, 1883. 

Hon. H. G. Wells. 

The Geneva Award Acts. 
Prof. Edward Orton. 

Geological Survey of Ohio, Zodlogy and Botany. 

Hon. O. L. Spaulding. 

War of the Rebellion. 
Total Eclipse of July 29th, 1878. 
Official Report of the War of the Rebellion. 

Hon. O. D. Conger. 

House Journal 47th Congress, 1881-2. 
Report of Commissioner of Education. 

L. P. Lemay, Quebec. 

Session papers, vol 15, No. 1. 

James O. Adanis. 

Reports of the State Board of Agriculture of New Hampshire for the years 

1874, 1875, 1879, and 1880. 

Gov. O. M. Roberts. 

Texas, Resources and Advantages. 

T.S. Gold. 

Report of Connecticut Board of Agriculture, 1882. 

J. H. Hilgard. 
U.S. Coast Survey. 
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Brig.-Gen. S. P. Benét. 

Report of the Chief of Ordnance, 1882. 

Brig.-Gen. H. G. Wright. 

Annual Report of Chief of Engineers, parts I. and III; also vol. 2. 

Dr. R. C. Kedzie. 

Report of the State Board of Health of Michigan. 

Bureau of Navigation, Washington, D. C. 

Ephemeris for 1885. 
President James Mills. 

Ontario Agricultural Report for 1882. 

Harper Brothers. 

Loomis’s Elements of Calculus. 
Algebra. 

id Elements of Algebra. 
as Algebraic Problems. 
f Analytical Geometry. 
ee Geometry. 
as Elements of Astronomy. 

Nellie Sisley. 
Life Sketches. 
Life of Wm. Miller. 
Life of Bates. 
History of the Sabbath, J. N. Andrews. 
Religious Amendment to the Constitution, W. H. Littlejohn. 
Spirit of Prophecy, 3 vols., Mrs. EH. G. White. 
Thoughts on Revelation, U. Smith. 

G. B. Dixwell. 

Bastiat’s Sophisms of Protection. 

G. B. Stebbins. 

American Protectionist’s Manual. 

Albert Chapman. 

Vermont Merino Register, vol. 2. 

J. 1. Henderson. 

Agricultural Report of Georgia for the years 1880, 1881, and 1882. 

From Dr. Beal, in exchange. 

Transactions Indiana Horticultural Society for 188v. 
Minnesota State Horticultural Society Reports, a full set, 1874 to 1883 

inclusive. 
Transactions Illinois Horticultural Society, vol. 7%, 1873, 1874, 1881, and 

1882. 
A. P. Butler. 

Third Annual Report of Commissioner of Agriculture of South Carolina. 

Also the following pamphlets: 
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J. P. Finlay. 

Character of 600 Tornadoes. 

FF. W. Christer. 

Catalogue of Foreign Periodicals. 

Wm. FE. Chandler. 

Instructions for observing the Transit of Venus, Dec. 6, 1882. 

Prof. £. W. Hilgard. 

Catalogues of California Agricultural College. 

Gen. W. B. Hazen. 

How to Foretell Frosts. 
History of United States Signal Service. 

Sir J. B. Lawes, LL. D., England. 

Equivalency of Starch and Sugar in Food. 
Amount and composition of Rain and Drainage Water. 
Appearance of Nitric Acid during Evaporation of Water. 
Determining of Carbon Dioxide in Soil. 
Determining Nitric Acid in Soil. 
Determining Nitric Acid in Soils by means of Indigo. 
Determination of Nitric Acid as Nitric Oxide, three parts. 
On Nitrification, three parts. 
Results of Mixed Herbage in Meadows. 
Result of Field Experiments, 1880. 
Result of Field Experiments, 1882. 
Relation of Food to the Animal Body. 
Farm Manures and Artificial Manures. 
Equivalency of Starch and Sugar in Food. 
Formation of Fat in the Animal Body. 
Rainfall, Evaporation, and Percolation. 
Animal Nutrition. 
Vegetation. 
Is Higher Farming a Remedy for Lower Prices ? 
Freedom in Growth and Sale of Crops on the Farm. 
Chemistry of Feeding Animals. 
Exhaustion of the Soil. 
Contribution to Chemistry of Fairy Rings. 
Determination of Nitrogen in Soils at Rothamstead. 
Annual Meeting of the Chemical Society. 
Agricultural, Botanical, and Chemical Results of Experiments on the 

Mixed Herbage of Permanent Meadows. 

J. T. Henderson. 

Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture, Ga. 

EH, J. Donald. 

Slavery and Protection. 

John Eaton. 

Circulars of Information, Bureau of Education. 
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Henry S. Hvans. 

Eighth Report of Montreal Horticultural Society. 

J.B. Tower. 

Practice in Europe with heavy Armstrong, Woolwich, and Krupp Guns. 

Wm. H. Scott. 

Annual Report of Ohio University. 

Pres. C. L. Ingersoll. 

Fourth Annual Register of Colorado Agricultural College. 

Rev. Thos. Humes. 

Report of the 76th year of University of Tennessee and State Agricultural 
‘College. 

J. L. Cravens. 

Catalogue Arkansas Industrial University. 

P. T. Quinn. 

Fifth Annual Report New Jersey Board of Agriculture. 

War Department. 

Fortifications of To-Day. 

Smithsonian Institute. 

Twenty-five Italian, Portuguese, Latin, Spanish, Danish, Swedish, and 
other foreign pamphlets on various subjects. 

War Department. 

The motions of Fluids and Solids on the Harth’s Surface. 
Meteorological and Physical Observations on the Hast Coast of British 

America. 
Popular Essays on the Movements of the Atmosphere. 
Geographical Distribution of Rainfall in the United States. 
We have also received Cornell University reports, University of Virginia 

and lowa reports and numerous others, to all of which we have returned the 
catalogue of this institution together with reports of the Board of Agriculture. 

An effort is being made to secure full sets of Agricultural reports from each 
State by exchange, our reports having been sent to all States known to issue 
annual reports. 

The library is kept open daily; on school days it is open eight hours, from 
8 to 12 A. M. and from 4 to 8 P. M.; on Saturdays it is open from 9 to12 A. 
M. and from 4 to 6 P. M.; on Sundays it is open from 10 to 12 A. M. only. 

Every effort is made to make the contents of the library of the greatest 
assistance to each student; cataloguing has already been done to some extent 
and will be continued as time permits; the warmth, ventilation, and cleanli- 
ness of the rooms are carefully looked after, and a commendable degree of 
quiet is maintained. The usefulness of the library would be still farther pro- 
moted by covering the floors with some material which would deaden sound 
while it could, at the same time, be speedily and thoroughly cleansed; the 
amount of sand and dust which is daily brought in, in spite of careful use of 
mats, renders the use of matting upon the floors very undesirable and the 
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old strips formerly in use have been laid aside; the main object in cover- 
ing the floors is to secure a quiet which it is impossible to have where students 

are continually coming and going and moving from place to place, over bare 
floors; perhaps no material would answer our purpose better than linoleum, 
an article which can be washed like wood and which is said to wear well; an 
additional number of chairs will also be required to accommodate readers in 
various parts of the room, and it seems desirable that there should be one 
more chandelier hung in the back part of the room which is now insufficiently 
lighted ; a clock would be a convenience, especially in the evening. 

Mention may also be made of the necessity of devising some plan by which 
students about to leave college shall have the opportunity to settle accounts 
with the librarian before final settlement with the secretary; perhaps a cer- 
tificate of settlement would be all that is necessary; afew books are lost each 
year, and no doubt this plan would decrease the losses. 

The number of readers daily visiting the library varies with the nature of 
their work and the state of the weather; on stormy days the number is larger 
than on fair days; an account kept on average working days, and covering a 
considerable period of time, shows that from one-third to one-half of the 
students in the institution visit the library daily. The length of the visits 
varies from a few moments to four hours—the longest time possible with the 
present library hours. 

The kind of reading chosen by students for use in the library is usually that 
which relates to their studies, history, philosophy, the sciences, agriculture ; 
fiction and poetry are read mainly outside, and these are therefore found 
oftenest charged upon the books. 

Some of the books formerly of the second class have been put in the first 
class, and are no longer removable from the library, viz.: North American 

Review, Harper’s Magazine, The Century, The International Review, all of 
the British Magazines, and some of the most important books of reference. 

Still other changes are contemplated which, it is hoped, will add to the con- 
venience of readers, and be for the best interests of the institution. 

Most respectfully submitted, 
MARY J. C. MERRELL, 

Librarian. 



FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

Institutes were held under the auspices of the State Board of Agriculture 

during the month of January, 1884, as follows: 

Berrien Centre, Berrien county. January 15 and 16, to be attended by Professors 38. 
Johnson, R. C. Kedzie, Secretary R. G. Baird, and F.S. Kedzie. 

Otsego, Allegan county, January 17 and 18, attended by Professors A. J. Cook, R. 
C. Carpenter, and George H. Harrower. 

Chelsea, Washtenaw county, January 22 and 23, attended by Professors R. C. Car- 
penter, S. Johnson, George H. Harrower, and Secretary R. G. Baird. 
Eaton Rapids, Eaton county, January 24 and 25, attended by Professors W.J. Beal, 

E. A. A. Grange, and E. J. MacEwan. 
Grand Rapids, Kent county, January 28 and 29, attended by Professors R. C. Ked- 

zie, EK. A. A. Grange and W. J. Beal. 
Caro, Tuscola county, January 30 and 31, attended by Secretary R. G. Baird, Pro- 

fessors A. J. Cook, E. A. A. Grange, and E. J. MacEwan, 

Professor Grange was unable to attend the Institutes at Grand Rapids and 
Tuscola on account of sickness. Professor Johnson lectured in his stead at 

the former place. \ 

BERRIEN COUNTY INSTITUTE. 

This institute was held at Berrien Centre in the Grange Hall. 
It commenced with an afternoon session on Tuesday, January 15th, and 

closed with an afternoon session on the following day. 
The sessions of this institute were ably presided over by Hon. Thomas 

Mars. At every session the hall was crowded to excess, and during part of 
the time many were unable to get inside. 

The programme for this institute was as follows: 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 
Music. 
Prayer. 
Address of Welcome—A. Kiegley. 
Music. 
Sanitary Drainage—Dr. Kedzie. 
Experimental Stations—Freeman Franklin. 
Love of Home—Mrs. W. J. Jones. 
Small Fruits for the Farm and Garden—-W. A. Smith. 
A Paper by Mrs. 5. A. Howe. 
Music. 
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EVENING SESSION, 7:30. 

Chemistry in House Keeping—Frank Kedzie. 
Should the Elements of Physiology be Taught in the Common School?—O, A. 

LaCrone. 
Special Farming—Hon. Levi Sparks. 
The Relation of Education to Agricultural Pursuits—A. C. Palmer. 
Music. 

MORNING SESSION. 

Music. 
The Agricultural College—Sec. R. G. Baird. 
Direct and Indirect Taxation—C. F. Howe. 
The Farmer in Society—Mrs. A. N. Woodruff. 
Sheep Husbandry—Hon. Henry Chamberlain. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

Music. 
Bhoroushbied Stock for Profit—A. N. Woodruff. 
Farm Economy—Prof. 8. Johnson. 
Horticultural Contrivances—W. A. Brown. 
A Paper by Mrs. E. Marsh. 
Music. 

Mr. A. Kiegley gave the opening address as follows: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN :—In behalf of the people of Berrien Center and 
vicinity, I bid you welcome. It affords us much pleasure to have an oppor- 
tunity of entertaining so many on this occasion, and hope that we may be 
able to make your visit here a pleasant as well as a profitable one. I will not 
weary you by trying to explain the objects of these institutes, farther than 
this: They are farmers’ schools for the purpose of making him better 
acquainted with the principles of agriculture and disseminating that practi- 
cal knowledge necessary in order to obtain better results, and to make him 
more successful in his noble calling. This is an age of progress, and if the 
farmers would keep pace with those of other callings and professions, he must 
be ever vigilant, ever watchful and eager to embrace any opportunity which 
presents itself to gain instruction. The time has come when intelligence as 
well as muscle is necessary to successfully operate a Michigan farm. When 
we realize that the products of Michigan are brought into competition with 
those of the cheap lands of the West, we cannot afford to make mistakes 
or do our farm work in a hap-hazard manner and trust to Providence for 
results. 

Then, again, there is much depending upon the agriculturist. As we 
go to and fro over this great State of ours and behold the fine and fertile 
farms, decorated with beautiful homes, and remember that fifty years ago 
it was a howling wilderness, would it not be reasonable that after all these 
years of toil and hardship in hewing out of those dense forests these beautiful 
farms, would it not be reasonable, I ask, that he should sit down and enjoy 
the fruit of his labors without any responsibilities resting upon him? It 
would be reasonable, but he cannot, he dare not, for it is an established fact 
that upon the products of the soil depend the prosperity of our State and 
Nation. Perhaps this fact has never been more strikingly illustrated than in 
the present year. On account of the present partial failure of crops there is 
a cry of distress coming up from every class. Then, as I said before, he can- 
not, he dare not, rest from his labors, for there is the world of mankind 

aia 
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knocking at his door for the very necessaries of life. Then the farmer’s 
position in society is a very responsible one, and much is depending upon him. 

Let me say in conclusion, that the object of these institutes is to 
better qualify us for the important duties we owe to society, and that we may 
do honor to and dignify our noble calling. The machinery for the accom- 
plishment of this object is complete. We have men with us who have made 
the science of agriculture a life-long study, and there are many, very many, 
who have spent years upon the farm, and have a large practical experience, 
whose surroundings indicate that they have used thought, intelligence, and 
judgment in their management. The subjects brought before this institute 
are open for discussion, and we earnestly invite you to participate. 

Let me say again, that we are glad to see so many present, and in 
behalf of the committee of arrangements, in behalf of Berrien county, 
Pomona Grange, and in behalf of the citizens of Berrien Center and vicinity, 
I again bid you welcome, one and all. May our meeting prove pleasant and 
profitable. 

Nearly all the papers on the programme were read and discussed, and every 
_ one seemed highly pleased with the success of the Institute. The ladies did 
their part nobly in furnishing dinner and supper on the lower floor of the 
hall. 

ALLEGAN COUNTY INSTITUTE. 

This Institute was held January 17th and 18th in EHdsell’s opera hall at 
Otsego. The programme was as follows: 

THURSDAY EVENING. 

Call to order by the President. 
Music. 
Opening address by Hon. W. C. Edsell, of Otsego. 
Music. 
“Foreign Markets for our Produce,’—Prof. G. H. Harrower of State Agricultural 

College. 

FRIDAY FORENOON. 

Music. 
“ Insecticides,’—Prof. A. J. Cook of State Agricultural College. 
“The Apiary as a Useful Branch of Agriculture,’”—T. F. Bingham of Abronia. 
“ Drainage,’—Prof. R. C. Carpenter of State Agricultural College. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

Music. 
apie Feeding for Profit,’—Prof. Samuel Johnson of Agricultural College. 
Music. 
“Women’s Work on the Farm—Her true Position and Influence,’—Mrs. L. A. 

Jewett of Allegan. 
“ Peach Culture, its Profit and Losses,”—J. H. Dumont of Allegan. 
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EVENING SESSION. 

“ How can we Educate the Farmer’s Boy and Keep Him on the Farm,”—P. A. Latta 
of Allegan. 

Music. 
* Practical Physiology,’—Prof. A. J. Cook of State Agricultural College. 

The opening address was given by Hon. W. C. Edsell of Otsego to a large 
and interested audience. ‘The address was unwritéen and we have been unable 
to obtain a report of it. The attendance at this Institute was very large, and 
a deep interest was manifest throughout in the subjects presented for consider- 
ation. 

CHELSEA INSTITUTE. 

This institute was held in the town hall, January 22 and 28. The weather 
was decidedly unfavorable, but notwithstanding this, there was a good attend- 
ance, and a very successful institute. The following programme was sub- 
stantially carried out: 

AFTERNOON SESSION, 2P. M. 

Music—by the Music Director, Geo. Ward. 
Prayer—Rev. E. A. Gay. 
Address of Welcome—C, H. Wines. 
Music. 
Paper: “How to Build Farm Drains,”—Prof. R. C. Carpenter, Professor of Civil 

Engineering and Surveying at_ the Agricultural College. 
Paper: “House and Home”—Mrs. C. H. Wines. 
Farm Insurance—James W. Wing. 
Music. 

EVENING SESSION. 

Music—Choir. 
Address: “ Foreign Markets for our Agricultural Products”’—G. H. Harrower, Pro- 

fessor of History at Agricultural Farm and College. 
poem, by William Lambie, the Farmer Poet. 

usic. 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON. 

Music. 
Prayer—Rev. Dr. Holmes. 
Paper: “Sheep Husbandry”—C., M. Fellows. 
Address—Samuel Johnson, Professor of Agriculture. 
pousr: “Schools and School-Houses”—Mrs. R. F. Johnstone, 

usic. 

EVENING SESSION. 

Music. 
Paper: “Fruit for the Farmer”—Evart H. Scott. 
era College—Secretary R. G. Baird. 

usic, 
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The opening address, by Mr. C. H. Wines, was as follows: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: In behalf of the citizens of Chelsea and vicinity, 
it is my pleasant duty to extend to you a hearty welcome to this institute. 
The object of this meeting is to disseminate knowledge in science, and prac- 
tice, through lectures, essays, and discussions on subjects relating to farm 
interests. We liye in a progressive age, hence, progress should be our motto. 
For a moment let us compare the past with the present. As my eye passes 
over this audience I see many who have bent the back, and tested the strength 
of arm by swinging the scythe through the ripening grass and grain, then fol- 
lowed with fork and rake to stir and gather, by this slow and tiresome pro- 
cess, the ripening harvest. But to-day, thanks to the inventive genius and 
spirit of the age in which we live, we have a new and better method for doing 
this work. Now, the man or the boy, with horses attached to the mower, 
tedder, or rake, without tiresome labor, accomplishes more and better work 
than half a score of men by the old process. Again, the harvester, which is 
of more modern date, what a wonderful change it has wrought. The team 
is attached to it, the driver mounts his seat, and as he circuits round the 
standing grain, as if by magic the rich laden sheaves fall to the ground ready 
to be garnered into stack or barn to await the improved thresher. 

The progressive changes have come also to our wives and daughters, as the 
products of the swift flying needle and shuttle found in every household will 
attest. I might mention railroad, telegraph, and telephone, and various other 
devices that conduce to comfort, convenience, and profit. Thus we are rapidly 
advancing and developing our resources, etc. 

That we may better understand this rapid development, let me read from 
Com. Loring’s address before the National Grange, assembled at Washington, 
at its last session : 

“The rapid growth of agriculture, and of every other industry in this 
country, during the last twenty-five years, has filled the world with astonish- 
ment. In agriculture especially the growth has been very surprising, and 
accounts for that vast domestic and foreign commerce, out of which has grown 
so much of our financial success. Taking the single decade between 1870 and 
1880, we may learn what can be accomplished in that period of time by a 
people constantly increasing in numbers and occupying new lands. In 1870 
the amount of cotton produced was 4,352,000 bales; in 1880, more than 
6,000,000 bales. In 1870 the amount of Indian corn raised was 760,000,000 
bushels, and in 1880, 1,754,000,000 bushels. In 1870 the wheat grown was 
287,745,000 bushels, and in 1880, 459,667,000 bushels. In 1870 the oats pro- 
duced amounted to 282,000,000 bushels, and in 1880, 407,859,000 bushels. 
The increase in agricultural products was 100 per cent. in ten years; and 
from 1870 to 1880, in addition to this vast increase, our cattle export rose from 

$13,000,000 to $14,000,000; corn export from $43,000,000 to $50,000,000; 
wheat from $167,000,000 to $190,000,000; flour from $35,000,000 to $45,000,000; 
cotton from $209,852,000 to $245,534,000; beef from $7,000,000 to $12,000, - 
000; lard from $28,000,000 to $35,000,000; and the growth of manufactures 
in that time was equally astonishing.”’ 

Fellow-farmers, I extend to you, and all, congratulations in living in this 
wonderful period of time—this grand epoch of the age. All occupations and 
vocations in life are made easier, and hence more pleasant, by these changes. 
Truly the lines have fallen to us in pleasant places; we haye a goodly heritage. 
Brother farmers, our occupation is among the most honorable. Let us strive 
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to make it more so by being industrious and persevering, honest and intelli- 
gent, in the work we have todo. Socrates says: ‘‘ Agriculture is an employ- 
ment the most worthy the application of man; the most ancient, and the 
most suitable to his nature; it is the common nurse for all persons in every 
age and condition in life. It is the source of health, strength, plenty, and 
riches, and of a thousand sober delights and honest pleasures. It is the mis- 
tress and school of sobriety, temperance, justice, and religion; and in short of 
all virtues.’’ And now, Gentlemen Professors from the Agricultural College, 
I congratulate yow in the grand and noble work you are doing, in thus edu- 
cating, and thereby elevating, those engaged in this pleasant and profitable 
calling. I also bid you a hearty welcome to this our Institute, hoping it may 
be a pleasant and profitable occasion for all interested. I close with these beau- 
tiful lines: 

“ Would you be strong, go follow up the plow; 
Would you be thoughtful, study field and flower, 
Would you be wise, take on yourself a vow 
To go to school in Nature’s sunny bower. 
Fly from the city—nothing there can charm— 
Seek wisdom, strength, and virtue on the farm.” 

EATON RAPIDS INSTITUTE. 

This Institute was held in Red Ribbon Hall, January 24 and 25. In a 
report by one of the local papers it is spoken of thus: 

‘In spite of the unfavorable weather the State Farmers’ Institute held in 
this place last week was a decided success, and the papers, as a whole, were 
more than usually interesting. The attendance would undoubtedly have been 
much larger had the weather not been so excessively cold. But we are inclined 
to think that even as cold as it was more farmers might have attended. 

‘‘ These institutes are of such general importance and interest to every farmer 
that it ought to take almost unendurable cold weather to keep them away. 

The programme was carried out as previously arranged. Rey. D. P. Breed 
offered prayer and was followed by Rev. J. R. Stevenson, who in a few well 
timed and appropriate words delivered the address of welcome.”’ 

The programme was as follows: 

THURSDAY, JAN, 24,1:30 P. M. 

Music. 
Prayer—Rev. D. P. Breed. 
Welcome Address—Rey. J. R. Stevenson. 
Reproduction in Domestic Animals—Prof. E. A. A. Grange. 
Fine Wool Sheep—A. Crawford. 
Drainage—S. H. Rorabeck. 

EVENING SESSION. 

Music. 
Some Deficiencies in Country Schools—Prof. E. L. Briggs. 
Occupations Open to Women—Mrs. Orr Schurtz. 
American Roadsters—Prof. A. J. MacEwan. 
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FRIDAY MORNING SESSION. 

Music. 
Prayer—Reyv. W. I. Cogshall. 
Essay—A. F. Wood. 
Value of Improved Breeds of Stock—Wili E. Hale. 
Women’s Labor—Mrs. R. E. Atwood. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

Music. 
Grasses—Prof. W. J. Beal. 
What Shall We Read ?—Miss N. B. Wood. 
Mixed Husbandry—A. D. Saxton. 

T. H. LYON, President. 
O. B. LAKE, Secretary. 

At the close of the Institute, the following resolutions were adopted : 

Resolved, That we heartily endorse the action of the convention at Chicago, called 
by Hon. George B. Loring, Commissioner of Agriculture, to take into consideration 
the most practical method of securing speedily decisive legislation to prevent the 
spread of contagious diseases among our domestic animals, and we hereby request 
our Senators and Representatives in Congress to aid in any consistent way to secure 
such legislation. 

Resolved, That the people of Eaton county bereby acknowledge the great services 
that the State Board of Agriculture has conferred upon us by appointing the insti- 
tute just closed; and 

Resolved, That the thanks of this community are hereby tendered to Professors 
Beal, McEwan, Grange, and Johnson, of the State Agricultural College, and our 
friends from outside of our county, for their very successful efforts in making this 
institute a success. 

Resolved, That thanks also be returned to those who have furnished us such excel- 
lent music; also to those who have added interest as well as entertainment at this 
meeting by their essays and discussions. 

GRAND RAPIDS INSTITUTE. 

This institute was held January 28th and 29th, at the Farmers’ Club Rooms, 
No. 14 Lyon Street. Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Sayler of Alpine, and 
officers were selected as follows: S. L. Fuller, President; E. G. D. Holden 
and J. W. Best, Vice Presidents; F. M. Carroll and C. W. Garfield, Secretaries. 

The following programme was carried out, with the exception of Prof. 
Grange’s lecture. On account of illness the Professor was unable to be present 
and Prof. Johnson lectured instead. Subject: Stock Feeding for Profit. 

JANUARY 28,—-EVENING SESSION. 

Institute will open with prayer by Rev. Mr. Sayler, of Alpine. 
Choosing officers. 
Object of the meeting and its rules, stated by the chairman. 
Address by W. O. Hughart, Esq., President of the Grand Rapids & Indiana Rail- 

road, on “ Relations of Railroads to Farmers.” 
Discussions and Questions, led by I. C. Davis, of the Township of Paris. 
Address by Hon. Henry Fralick, on “ Our Fairs and how to Improve them.” 
Discussion and questions, led by Hon. C. W. Garfield, of Grand Rapids. 
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JANUARY 29—MORNING SESSION. 

Address on “ Bees and Bee Culture,” by Hon. A. B. Cheney, of Sparta, illustrated 
by an exhibition of honey-comb foundation, hives, etc. 

Discussion and questions, led by T. M. Cobb, of Grand Rapids, and C. C. Hildreth, 
of Grandville. 

Address by Prof. W. J. Beal, of the State Agricultural College, on “ Grasses,” 
illustrated by numerous varieties. 
Discussion and questions, by Mrs. Sarah Smith, of Walker. 
An address on “ The Relation of the Farmer to the District School,” by Mrs. W. T. 

Adams, of Paris Township. 
Discussion and questions by Mrs. Helen 8. Wilson, of Walker, followed by Mrs. A. 

V. Weatherwax, of Jennisonville. 
Lunch. 
Social meeting in Farmers’ Club Room. 

AFTERNOON SESSION, 

Address on ‘“* The Examination of Horses with Reference to Soundness,” illustrated 
with diagrams and aliving horse upon the platform, by Professor E. A. A. Grange, of 
the State Agricultural College. 

Discussion and questions by Ed. B, Dikeman, of Grand Rapids. 
An address on “ High Breeding of Horses,” by John M. Mathewson, of Lowell. 
Discussion and questions by Smith Thorington, of Grand Rapids. 
Adjournment to dispose of the fragments left from the noon lunch, and for more 

social intercourse. 

EVENING SESSION. 

An address on “ The Law of the Farm,” by Judge Isaac H. Parish, of Grand Rapids 
Discussion and questions, led by E. A. Burlingame, of Grand Rapids. 
An address on “Manure for the Farm,” with chemical experiments and samples, by 

Professor R. C. Kedzie, of the Agricultural College. 
Discussion and questions by A. A. Wilson, of Grand Rapids. 

At the close of the institute the following resolutions were adopted : 

Resolved, That the thanks of attendants upon the first State institute at Grand 
Rapids be extended to the professors of the agricultural college, who have so ably 
instructed us in the addresses and discussions. 

Resolved, That our thanks are hereby extended to Mr. D.P.Clay for his generosity 
in affording so pleasant a place of meeting and so convenient arrangements for the 
sessions. 

Resolved, That our thanks be extended to S. L. Fuller, our able chairman, and his 
associates upon the committee of arrangements, who have arranged so pleasantly 
for the successful sessions of the institute. 

CARO INSTITUTE. 

The Institute at Caro, Tuscola county, was held in the court-house. 
Although the evening was dark and drizzly, and the sleighing mostly gone, a 
very good audience was present at the opening of the meeting. 

After prayer by Rev. J. H. Reddick, and music by a quartette choir under 
the direction of Wm. R. E. Cookingham, Mr. A. C. Young, who presided, 
gaye the following opening address: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, We have met here to-night for the purpose of 
holding a Farmers’ Institute, the machinery for the accomplishment of which 
seems to be reasonably complete. There are with us men of learning, who 
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are familiar with the science of agriculture, and well schooled in the sciences, 
who bring with them well demonstrated theories, who will explain the results 
of scientific experiments in agriculture which the college library, laboratory, 
and mechanical appliances at their command have made it possible for them 
to carry forward and complete. 

I also notice in this audience many men who are proficient in agriculture, 
who have spent years upon the farm and have a large practical experience, 
whose surroundings indicate that they have brought thought, judgment, and 
good sound common sense as well as developed muscle into the management 
of the farm. 

The subjects brought before this Institute are open for your discussion. 
You are all earnestly invited to participate, and I hope we shall in any event 
free ourselves of the restraint that we are so apt to feel, and engage in a free 
and full discussion and interchange of views upon the many interesting sub- 
jects that will come before us. This meeting can but be one of the most 
profitable gatherings of farmers ever held in this county. These Farmers’ 
Institutes have been held under the management and control of the State 
Board of Agriculture since 1875, and it is believed have resulted in great good 
to the communities in which they have been held. Very much useful knowl- 
edge has been disseminated, and earnest inquiry aroused which have gone far 
to demonstrate theory and establish facts. 

By far too many farmers keep no books or accounts, and hence never really 
known whether they are making money or losing it; many more make a 
pretense of keeping an account of the year’s receipts and expenses—which is 
much better than keeping none—but still is not as thorough and satisfactory 
in its results as the careful, prudent farmer should desire. Look at the mer- 
chant, for example; his books are so accurately kept that at the end of the 
year he knows exactly how he stands; he knows just what class of goods has 
paid him a profit, and just what have not, as well as those that will pay him 
best to handle for another season; his expense account, including clerk hire, 
lights, fuel, rents, insurance, etc., etc., every item has been carefully kept; 
his bills payable and bills receivable, and his stock invoice, and all embodied 
in a system of book-keeping so admirably correct, that at a glance he can 
ascertain the exact condition of his business. Fancy a merchant doing a suc- 
cessful business and keeping no books; the commercial agencies of the coun- 
try would soon report him as a swindler, or else in such a deplorable mental 
condition that his own interests would require the appointment of a guardian 
to look after his affairs. While this policy on the part of the merchant 
would be so considered, yet the majority, I fear, of the farmers of this county 
are guilty of the same kind of lunacy in their neglect to keep strict account of 
the transactions on the farm. Too many farmers go right on season after 
season raising certain crops that may or may not pay them; a general lump- 
ing of the receipts, and a haphazard guess at the expenditures for the year, 
may show that they have made some money, or rather, more properly putting it, 
that they have gone through a year’s hard work and have something left to 
show for it. Had a separate account been kept with the different crops raised, 
the fact would have doubtless been disclosed that the losses on some one of them 
had materially reduced the profits which the labor and capital invested should 
demand. An item of expense on the farm and one nearly always overlooked 
is the cost of hand and team labor. Suppose a crop requires, besides the cost of 
manuring, nearly all of the time of hand and team to attend to it; this is an 
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item of expense, an important one, too, that must be charged against this 
crop in order to determine whether or not it is a paying one. 

There are so many avenues of loss that the most careful and systematic 
reckoning should be kept, in order to avoid mistakes in management and 
errors in calculation in time to prevent the serious consequences which so often 
result from their being overlooked. 

Of course, in keeping strict account of all the transactions of the farm, 
much difficulty will often be experienced in determining to just what account 
certain items should be credited or charged. But after a time practice and 
experience will enable one to reach an approximate correctness of detail which 
will prove quite satisfactory, and productive of far better results than the old 
way of keeping no account at all, and my advice would be to you to try it one 
year at least. 

It is undeniably true that the energetic, driving farmer, who follows the 
business in view of making money, leads a busy life, for it necessarily involves 
an outlay of much hard labor and energy of mind. With this fact in view and 
the numerous trials and perplexities which always occur to the farmer during 
very busy seasons, and the fact that the hardest and most important work of 
the year comes during hot weather when labor and exertion is most unpleas- 
ant, and when those who follow other callings have comparative leisure, it is 
not surprising that many farmers become discontented and sometimes almost 
discouraged. A certain amount of discontent seems to be a law of human 
nature; people of all callings look with envy upon those who follow other kinds 
of business, and however well a person may be situated, he is likely to imagine 
that others have a better lot in life. It is not surprising then to find farmers 
looking enviously upon lawyers, merchants, bankers, or those who follow 
other callings which demand less exertion of the body. But there is a bright 
side to farming which every farmer ought to recognize, and which more than 
balances its unpleasant features, while it is true that much farm work is labori- 
ous and unpleasant. It is also true that farmers may enjoy ample time for 
rest and without financial loss. The work of the farm requires more muscular 
exertion than that of the shop or desk, but it is less confining and far more 
healthy. 

The speaker then referred te many noted men who had begun life on the 
farm. 

The clerk, book-keeper, and merchant works more hours in the day, and 
are more closely confined than the average farm hand whose work is in the 
pure open air, and who has his evenings to himself. 

The winter months, with their long evenings, afford to the farmer compar- 
ative leisure and ample time for recreation, amusement, and intellectual 
culture. They afford opportunity for reading and study, and for laying plans 
for future work and improvements. 

The luscious fruits, fresh vegetables, pure rich milk and golden butter, 
which are looked upon by the wealthy residents of cities as luxuries, come to 
the farmer directly from nature and at little expense, the same articles are 
bought by city people at extravagant prices. After they have lost their fresh- 
ness and most desirable qualities it is unfortunate that farmers do not, as a rule, 
better appreciate nature’s gifts. The farmer deals directly with nature, and 
the blessings which he should appreciate and enjoy more than counteract the 
difficulties and disappointments which fall in his pathway. 

There is no reason why farmers may not lead happy lives. Ambition, if 

12 
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carried too far, becomes a misfortune and excludes contentment and enjoy- 
ment. But with a name to live and enjoy, rather than to accumulate 
fortunes, there is no calling better adapted to comfort, contentment, and real 
happiness than agriculture. 

The remainder. of the first evening session was occupied by Prof. E. i 
MacEwan, who gave a lecture on ‘“The American farm horse,’’? and Prof. 
Cook, who read a paper on ‘‘ Insecticides.”’ 

THURSDAY FORENOON. 

Paper by Mr. A. H. Danielson—Poultry. 
“Horse Racing at Agricultural Fairs,’ by Mr. P. C. Purdy. 
“Farm Drainage,” by F. F. Rogers. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

“Legislation Wanted by the Farmer,” by Mr. C. R. Selden. 
“ Sheep Desirable Stock on the Farm,” by R. 8. Weaver. 
“Practical Physiology,” by Prof. A. J. "Cook. 
“ Life on the Farm,” by Mr. M. D. Orr. 

EVENING SESSION. 

“Manufacture of Sugar from Sorghum,” by Hon. Enos Goodrich. 
‘“* Losses and Imperfections on the Farm,” by Hon. E. B. Hayes. 
An Address on the “ Agricultural College,” by R. G. Baird. 

Before the programme for the institute was printed, Dr. Wm, Johnson, of 
Vassar, consented to read a paper on ‘‘ Blooded Stock,’’ but a short time 
before the institute was held the doctor was called to his eternal home. 

President A. C. Young before the meeting closed, in a very appropriate and 
touching manner, spoke of Dr. Johnson as a citizen respected and beloved by 
all for his many excellent and manly qualities and of his death as a great loss 
to the community. 

After a vote of thanks to the State Board of Agriculture for appointing an 
institute at Caro and to the Professors and others who had participated in the 
exercises, the meeting was declared adjourned. 

All spoke of this institute as one of the best they had ever attended. Much 
of this was due to Mr. A. C. Young, who was untiring in his efforts to make 
it a success. ‘The genial and large-hearted hospitality of this gentleman and 
his lady to the delegation from the College will not soon be forgotten. 



LECTURES AND ESSAYS READ AT FARMERS’ 
INSTITUTES. 

MANURES FOR THE FARM. 

BY R. C. KEDZIE, 

[An Essay read at the Farmers? Institute at Berrien Centre, January 15, 1884, and at Grand Rapids, 
January 29, 1884.] 

Manure is not a mere incident of farming. It is not simply an accumula- 
tion of filthy materials to be carried away somewhere and disposed of some- 
how. It is, on the other hand, a fact of first importance, and when we 
attempt to compute its value, the result is surprising. Take this estimate of 
the most highly developed agricultural nation on the earth. Sec. Russell, 
of Massachusetts, in a recent Agricultural Convention in Lowell, made the 
following statement: ‘‘ Much has been said of the extent of the commerce of 
England, with its flags dotting every sea, but the entire value of all her ship- 
ping 18 not equal to the value of the manure applied to her land in any single 
year.’ 
An adequate supply of manure is a prime factor in successful agriculture— 

the dung-heap is the pivot of high farming. I am not here to urge the farm- 
ers of Kent county to use manure, to save manure, or to avail themselves of 
any convenient supply of manure. The intelligence of this audience forbids 
such a discussion. But the conditions of farming in this region haye greatly 
changed in consequence of the advance in the price of lands, the price of farm 
lands in Kent county having increased ten-fold within fifty years. This - 
increase in market value necessitates a corresponding increase of rental value, 
and this rent, in addition to the cost of production, must be subtracted from 
the cash receipts before the question of profit can be considered. When we 
add to this the fact that the productive capacity of the land has fallen off in 
consequence of continuous cropping, we see that what was successful farming 
thirty years ago would lead to bankruptcy to-day. The price of land and the 
rental value are now so great that we can no longer afford to follow the easy 
slip-shod farming of our early history, when a moderate crop gave satisfactory 
returns for the small labor bestowed, the rental value being of no account. 
Our agriculture must take on a more intensive character, and we must have 
large crops or no profits. Small crops don’t pay. 
A farmer was asked to contribute to a benevolent enterprise, but excused 

himself on the ground that his wheat crop that year was below the ayerage— 
not more than ten or twelve bushels to the acre. ‘‘Whatdo you call an 
average crop?’’ ‘*Twenty to twenty-five.’’ ‘‘How often do you have an 
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average crop?’ ‘‘Very seldom, not oftener than once in ten years.”” We 
must have an average crop oftener than once in ten years, and this average 
must be a large one. 

We have plenty of cheap nags that will trot a mile in ten minutes, but it is 
the horse that trots a mile in two and a fraction that brings the extra price, 
and the smaller the time the greater the price. It is the farmer that regu- 
larly produces five bushels an acre more than his neighbors who is on the road 
to wealth. The soil, like the ten-minute nag, is capable of producing moderate 
results without exhaustion, but the soil that produces extraordinary crops 
must have unusual natural powers, or be handled with uncommon skill and 
be sustained by high feeding. This uncommon skill is the keen intelligence 
of the farmer, and the high feeding is manure. 

OBJECT OF MANURES. 

A few weeks ago I received a letter from Sec. Garfield, asking me to read a 
paper before the State Horticultural Society on the subject of manures, in 
which he said: ‘‘I have been wishing some time that you would give us some 
advice on the manure question ; for in watching the proceedings of the various 
local societies, there seems to be less of settled purpose in the use of fertilizers 
than in anything else connected with the management of orcharding. Fruit- 
growers keep very little stock, and thus manufacture a very small proportion 
of the manure they should use. It is grave question where to get the remain- 
der. They buy salt, lime, ashes, stable manure made up mostly of shavings; 
dig marl, clay, muck; and still there seems very little of definiteness in their 
views of the comparative value of any of these. Quite recently, a good many 
have been dabbling in commercial manures. There is a general questioning 
upon these matters, and I think you could do usadeal of good if you are 
willing, with all you have on your hands, to lend us a hand.” 
‘I think if some David should ‘‘number the people’’ on this manure 

question, that quite a number of farmers would be found in the same con- 
dition of uncertainty. The chief office of manures is to furnish assimilable 
salts and combined nitrogen for the immediate use of growing crops, and 
thus supplement the natural food supply existing in the soil. 

THE IDENTITY OF PLANT-FOOD. 

It was long supposed that the food of such a variety of plants, and of 
such different properties as are found in different parts of the world, must 
necessarily be different—almost as different as the properties of the several 
plants. But chemistry has shown that the food of all plants is very much 
alike, though certain classes of plants must be supplied with certain sub- 
stances in greater abundance than others. 

There are only thirteen elemental substances concerned in plant-growth, 
and I will call your attention to some of the properties of these, and then 
speak of their relations to agriculture. 

I. Gases. Four are gases when in their uncombined state. Here is this 
yellow gas, chlorine, which has such a strong affinity for certain metals that 
when their powder is sifted into the gas it takes fire at ordinary temperature. 
On account of its strong affinity for other substances chlorine is never found 
in the free state in nature, but in combination with sodium it is found in 

large quantities as common salt. 
The other three gases all look alike, but they are very different in their 

properties. One is very combustible, and burns with a nearly colorless but 
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very hot flame, and when it burns it combines with the oxygen of the air and 
forms water, and hence called hydrogen. The oxygen does not burn, but 
yery intensely supports combustion, for a splinter with a live spark will burst 
into flame when plunged into oxygen. The other gas neither burns nor sup- 
ports combustion, and appears to be the laziest feilow in nature. This is 
nitrogen and constitutes four-fifths of the volume of the air, the other fifth 
being oxygen. Nitrogen is very abundant in the air, but in this form is 
entirely useless for the plant, because plants cannot assimilate free nitrogen. 

Il. Four are nonmetallic solids. Carbon is familiar to you all in char- 
coal, and when you remember that all vegetable substances char or carbonize 
when heated away from air, you recognize the fact that carbon exists in them 
all. Silicon is a material resembling carbon in properties, but forms the basis 
of sand. Sulphur is familiar to you all as brimstone. Phosphorus is a waxy 
solid, and is the easily ignited substance in most friction matches. It burns 
yery easily, and when plunged into oxygen burns with great splendor. 

Ill. Five are metals; iron, with which are all familiar; potassium, the 
silvery metal which is the basis of potash, and has such affinity for oxygen 
that it takes fire when thrown into water. Sodium is a white metal resem- 
bling potassium, and is the basis of soda, common salt, etc. Calcium is a 
light metal, in color resembling gold. It is the basis of lime, the lime being 
the oxide, or rust, of calcium. Magnesium is a silvery white metal, which 
you see in the form of wire before you. It is the basis of magnesia. The 
metal burns with great splendor, and forms magnesia, the oxide of magnesium. 

You will understand that none of these substances exist in the separate or 
elementary form in the plants, but in various forms of combination these 
thirteen substances make up the whole of vegetable and animal substances— 
this baker’s dozen make up the chemicals of life. 

Small as is the number of these chemicals of agriculture, some are furnished 
by the free hand of nature in such quantity that the farmer need take no 
thought about their artificial supply. In the form of carbonic acid, carbon is 
contained in the air in sufficient quantity to supply any crop, since there are 
twenty-eight tons of carbonic acid in the air resting on every acre of the 
earth’s surface. The carbon is literally ‘‘as free as air.”’ 

The oxygen and hydrogen are furnished in exhaustless quantity, and in just 
the right proportions in water. One necessary physical condition of plant-life 
is a supply of water, and in its presence the chemical conditions of growth, so 
far as oxygen and hydrogen are concerned, are fully met. If the ‘‘early and 
the latter rains’’ are denied, and the heavens withhold the benediction of the 
sky, then ‘‘ Bashan languisheth, and Carmel, and the flower of Lebanon.”’ 

Sodium and Chlorine form common salt. The quantity required for most 
crops is small, and a sufficient supply is usually found in the soil-water of 
our State. The special uses of salt I will bring to your attention hereafter. 

Silicon is the basis of sand, and is a constituent of every rock except lime- 
stone. Even the purest clay is a silicate of alumina. ‘The soil supply of 
silicon for all plants is inexhaustible, and all plants have the power of supply- 
ing themselves with the necessary amount of silicon from the soil. 

Oxide of Iron is the chief coloring substance in our soils, and but for this 
oxide and the organic matter of the soil, nearly all our soils would be white 
as snow. ‘The quantity of iron required in plant growth is exceedingly small, 
and the soil supply is greatly in excess of the wants of agricultural plants. 

Calcium and Magnesium are the metallic bases of lime and magnesia. In 
the form of carbonates they are found in most soils in sufficient quantity to 
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meet the requirements of all plants, so far as ash constituents are concerned. 
When lime is used as a manure it is usually for some other purpose than to 
directly supply the lime needed in plants, and I will speak of the special uses 
of lime in another place. All our soils contain a small amount of sulphate of 
calcium or plaster, which supplies sulphur to plants, though a few classes of 
plants require an extra supply beyond what the soil contains. 

THE TRIPOD OF AGRICULTURE. 

We thus see that of the thirteen chemicals of agriculture, Nature has pro- 
vided some in exhaustless abundance, and others so liberally that the toilers 
of the soil need feel little anxiety, so far as the direct food of plants is con- 
cerned. ‘Ten are thus summarily disposed of. But the case is far different 
with the remaining three, namely, potassium, phosphorus, and nitrogen. These 
most costly and precious substances constitute the golden tripod of agricult- 
ure. Plant life never unfolds a greenback, except upon the substantial bank- 
ing basis of these chemicals of agriculture. They are the specie basis of 
Nature’s greenbacks. Not only are they indispensable for all growth, but 
their limited supply correspondingly limits all the other conditions of 
growth. In manurial value they hold front rank. To accumulate in the soil 
and present to the plant in active form these three substances, are the essen- 
tial chemical conditions of extraordinary cropping. With a suflicient supply 
of these three substances in soils of ordinary composition, there is no limit to 
production save those imposed by the physical conditions of growth. 

MANURE. 

Manure is any substance added to the soil to increase its fer tility by chang- 
ing its chemical composition, or by affording an increased supply of plant- 
food. 

Some writers seem to regard manure as the crude material to be manufac- 
tured into crops by the machinery of the plant, just as wool and cotton are 
made into cloth by the factory. They seem to regard the soil as a passive 
agent in this process—useful merely as the receptacle to hold the manurial 
materials for the plant. But the soil is something more than the platter to 
hold the plant’s dinner. So far from being the mere dish to hold the food, 
the soil is ttself the roast beef—the principal: dish of the meal—while the 
manures we use with profit are merely the salt and mustard to make the roast 
beef palatable and digestible. To make this clear let us count the cost of a 
crop on the theory of the passive condition of the soil. Let us estimate the 
cost of the crude materials to make a ton of clover hay if they were bought in 
separate form and at market rates. A ton of clover hay contains 
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This would be the cost, saying nothing about labor and rent. It is evident 
that the soil itself must furnish the body of the feast or we shall go hungry. 
The nutritive power of the soil and the great diversity of soils in this respect 
are factors of prime importance in discussing the subject of manures, and 
serve in part to explain the discordance of results reached by different experi- 
menters with the same manures but on different soils. We shall not go far 
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astray in our discussions if we regard manures mainly as the means used to 
make more effective the plant-food existing in the soil. In strong, rich soils 
the supply of plant-food may be sufficient for the wants of the crop, and the 
addition of manure may show no increase, but in poor and exhausted lands, if 
the physical condition is good, the most striking results are exhibited. 

The prices I have given for potassium, phosphorus, and nitrogen to make a 
ton of clover hay, when purchased in commercial form, will afford food for 
thought in regard to the relative economy of barn-yard and commercial 
manures. I will again call your attention to this point when I speak of red 
clover. 
Why do I attach so great importance to potassium, phosphorus, and nitro- 

gen in agriculture? For three reasons. 
I. In the absence of any one of these, no growth is possible. The Germans 

have a maxim, ‘‘ No phosphorus, no life.’? But the same holds true of potas- 
sium and nitrogen. 

Il. A limited supply of any of these limits correspondingly the action of all 
the other chemicals of agriculture, however great their abundance. Hven the 
elaboration of the carbon compounds depends upon the presence and codpera- 
tion of these three. They are the fates that spin the thread of existence for 
all forms of life. 

III. They are sparingly doled out by the hand of nature, and are soonest 
exhausted by cropping. An exhausted field is one that will not produce a 
paying crop, and such exhaustion consists in the absence of one or all of these 
three materials in available form. 

MANURES MAY BE COMPLETE OR PARTIAL. 

A complete manure is one that furnishes all the substances which enter into 
plant growth. The best example is barn-yard manure. Animal excrements 
have been recognized from earliest times as powerfully promoting plant 
growth, and increasing fruitfulness. In the parable of the barren fig-tree the 
remedy was to ‘“‘dig about it and dung it.’’ Dung was the only manure 
known to the ancients, and while this word occurs twenty-two times in the 
Bible, the word manure is not found at all. 

The value of barn-yard manure will vary with the kind of food, the variety 
and condition of the animal, and mode of preservation. I need not consume 
time to discuss these questions before a crowd of practical farmers. Whether 
a farmer keeps much stock or little, the chief difficulty is to get enough of 
this barn-yard manure. Of its value there is no question. 

One way of increasing the quantity without seriously impairing the quality 
of barn-yard manure, I will bring to your notice. In most parts of the State 
there are muck beds easy of access. If barn-yard manure is composted with 
an equal volume of powdered muck by placing these materials in alternate 
layers, and then ‘‘turning the compost,’’ by the shovel or scraper, once in the 
spring, a month before it goes to the field, you will have double the volume 
of manure, scarcely inferior to well rotted barn-yard manure. Such compost- 
ing is not a process of dilution or watering, but a substantial addition of 
manurial matter. Muck contains nearly the same quantity of combined nitro- 
gen (2 per cent) as well rotted manure, but this nitrogen is mostly in the inert 
or inactive form. By composting with barn-yard manure the active fermen- 
tation of the animalized matter induces fermentation of the muck, and some 
of the inert nitrogen is made active, any ammonia set free in the fermenting 
manure will be absorbed by the muck, and loss by leaching of the soluble 
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salts will also be prevented. Prof. Gulley tried this method at the college, 
and stoutly affirmed that he got as active manure and twice the quantity by 
composting with muck. 
When we come to look closely into the value of barn-yard manure, we find 

that we are looking for potassium, phosphorus, and nitrogen after all. A 
brief consideration of the composition of barn-yard manure will make this 
plain. The portion of fodder that is not eaten, but only serves for litter, is 
obviously of the same composition as the plant as it came from the field, and 
contains all the materials for forming another similar plant. That which was 
eaten and completely digested still retains all its manurial powers unimpaired, 
so far as relates to the requirements of plant life. Digestion in its final result 
simply strips from food the most of the carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, while 
all the other chemicals of Agriculture reiippear undiminished in the animal 
excrements in a more active form. We may say the material has been boiled 
down by loosing the starch, sugar, gum, fats, etc. ‘Thus even in the complex 
material lumped off as barn-yard manure we are still in search of our golden 
trio, and the manurial question resolves itself into this, where shall we 
obtain in available form, in greatest quantity and at least cost, our potas- 
sium, phosphorus, and nitrogen. On these points hang all the law and 
profits of agriculture. 

GREEN MANURING. 

Another complete manure is found in the fresh vegetable matter of green 
manuring. In this method the whole vegetable growth is returned to the soil, 
and in a condition to insure rapid decomposition. In no other way can a soil 
in poor condition be brought into good condition so rapidly and by so little 
expenditure of money. By its skillful use the light and shifting sands of 
Belgium have been made the most fruitful fields of Europe. 
A prejudice has arisen against green manuring which finds this expression : 

«¢Green manuring gives back to the soil only what it has taken from the soil ; 
to take something from the soil, and to give back the same thing, cannot 
increase the fertility of such soil.’ 

There is in most soils a large store of reserve material for plant food which 
isin the inactive because insoluble form, but which may be made active by 
any process by which it is made soluble. This may be accomplished by the 
naked fallow, the frequent stirring of the soil, promoting chemical decomposi- 
tion of these inert materials. But there are other and more rapid means. 
Certain plants have a singular power of corroding these insoluble minerals by 
the action of their roots, bringing these minerals into soluble form and using 
them to build up their tissues. When such plants are plowed under the soil 
they may give back to the soil only what they took from it, and yet add greatly 
to its fertility, because they have transferred such minerals from the retired 

to the active list. 
But it is not true that plants give back to the soil only what they have taken 

from it. All plants take carbon from the air, and green manuring is the 
easiest way to increase the store of humus in the soil. 

Certain classes of plants also have a singular power of accumulating com- 
bined nitrogen. Where they get the whole of this combined nitrogen is at 
present a mystery, but the fact that certain classes of plants do acquire a large 
store of nitrogen where other classes of plants fail to secure such supply is 
unquestionable. When these plants, rich in nitrogen, are plowed under the 
soil, they give to the soil in active form something which they did not take 
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from the soil in this form. They thus accumulate in the soil assimilable 
nitrogen—the most precious and costly element of vegetable growth. 
A variety of plants may be used for green manuring. In this State, red 

clover justly heads the list. The reasons for this are not hard to find. Clover 
sends its roots deeply into the subsoil to draw up the hidden minerals of plant 
growth, and beyond all plants grown in this climate it has the power of 
accumulating combined nitrogen. Let us count up the market value, at com- 
mercial rates, of the manurial materials in an acre of clover. An acre of fair 
clover will produce two tons of hay and a ton of aftermath or fall feed; the 
sod contains as much matter as the hay, the scythe leaving as much behind as 
it removes. The stubble and roots will weigh as much, and is as valuable for 
manure as the crop of hay. The acre of good clover will therefore have the 
equivalent of five tons of vegetable matter, containing 195 pounds potash, 
worth $11.75, 55 pounds phosphoric acid, worth $6.88, and 2225 pounds of 
nitrogen, worth $44.50, or a total value of $63.13 at current commercial rates. 
Do you wonder that I call red clover the red-plumed commander-in-chief of 
the manurial forces? 

Here is the result in dollars and cents if you have to buy the materials in 
open market. How the farmer shall treat this crop, whether he shall plow it 
under as green manure, or feed it to his stock and return the manure to the 
land, isa matter of indifference to the chemist, because the manurial value in 
either case will be the same, provided there is no loss in keeping or handling. 
In either case you will note the great manurial value of the clover sod, which 
is about $20. 

If for any reason clover cannot be used for the manurial crop, then other 
crops may take its place, foremost among which I would rank the field pea, 
to be plowed under after the hogs have eaten the peas. The cow pea of the 
south will be of great value if it will stand our climate. In general terms I 
would say, grow any crop that will produce the largest amount of organic 
matter, giving preference to those plants which are richest in combined nitrogen. 

To those who encounter difficulty in their efforts to find, make, or buy 

enough manure for the farm, I again urge this subject of green manures. It 
is the cheapest and quickest way to renovate exhausted lands. These plants 
are the gleaners of the soil to collect the elements of plant food. ‘They take 
up a collection every day to gather from the reluctant minerals of the soil 
every particle that can be persuaded to enter the active list. You know 
something of the teasing importunity of a collection—that the little box hung 
up in the vestibule with its admonitory card, ‘‘Remember the poor,” is a 
nullity beside the pushing contribution box that goes into every pew and 
nudges the elbow of every sleepy or negligent sitter. Let the living plant 
carry the contribution box to every part of your soil to at last pour its accumu- 
lated wealth into the mouth of your hungry fields. 

INCOMPLETE MANURES. 

The number of incomplete manures, which furnish only a part of the 
chemicals of agriculture, is much larger than the number of complete 
manures. I shall not attempt a complete discussion of these special manures, 
and only call your attention to those that may be obtained in our State and 
are worthy of your consideration. 

I. Animal remains of every kind—flesh, blood, skin and bones—are very rich 
in manurial matters, and should all be made to contribute in the grand levy of 

13 
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life. The man that drags his dead horse or cow off into the woods there to 
rot and pollute the air of the neighborhood, or teach the dogs the easy lesson 
of helping themselves to a free lunch, whether of dead cow or living sheep, is 
afool. If these animal remains are cémposted with muck, no offensive odors 
are given off, and a large amount of very valuable and inoffensive manure is 
made. Here is a specimen of dead horse and muck entirely odorless. 
Animal remains are valuable because they are so rich in combined nitrogen, 

and because they decay so rapidly that they benefit the crop speedily. But 
even those which decay slowly, such as hair, leather, woolens, etc., may be 
made available and active by composting with wood ashes slightly moistened, 
and valuable manure secured. Any waste material that gives off the smell of 
burnt feathers during combustion should not be burned up, but converted 
into manure for the nitrogen they contain. 

Bones of all animals have a high manurial value because so rich in nitrogen. 
Dry bones contain on an ayerage one-third their weight of organic matter, 
and two-thirds mineral matter. The organic matter contains about eighteen 
per cent of nitrogen, and the mineral matter contains eighty per cent of phos- 
phate of lime. If we allow the bones to contain in their natural state one- 
third their weight of water and fat, and compute the value of the remainder 
at commercial rates for nitrogen and phosphoric acid, we shall find that a © 
ton of bones is worth $16 for nitrogen and $16.83 for the phosphoric acid, or 
$32.83 a ton for ordinary bones. If perfectly dry, the value will be propor- 
tionately increased to make up for our allowance of water. 

Bones act slowly in the soil because they decay slowly in consequence of their 
compact structure. They are liable to be brought to the surface of the soil by 
the plow and cultivator. If they are ground into a bone meal, like the speci- 
men before you, they easily incorporate with the soil and act promptly as a 
manure. They ¢an readily be ground in a bone or plaster mill. 

If no mill is at hand, the fresh bones may be reduced to a fine state by 
composting them with twice their bulk of wood ashes, slightly wetting the 
ashes so that the potash may act on the organic matter of the bones; shovel 
over the pile once a month, for three months, when the bones will readily 
erush under a blow of the shovel and may readily be beaten to a soft mass. 
If the organic matter has been removed, by boiling, for glue, the ashes will 
have no effect upon them, and the value of such bones for manure is reduced 
by the withdrawal of the nitrogenous matter. 

SUPERPHOSPHATE. 

Bones can rapidly be brought into the active condition by the action of 
sulphuric acid, making sulphate and superphosphate of lime, like the sample 
before you, but it will not pay the farmer to make his own superphosphate 
because the acid will cost so much. The manufacturer can make his own 
acid for $5 a ton, while you cannot buy the acid for less than $40 a ton. It 
is better and cheaper to buy superphosphate ready made, when you can get of 
the Michigan Uarbon Works, in Detroit, this bone black, dissolved in acid, 
containing 16 per cent of soluble phosphoric acid, for $35 a ton, and the 
Homestead Fertilizer for $40 a ton. For giving crops an early and vigorous 
start in the spring I regard superphosphate valuable. Its effect varies with 
the soil and season. 

NEED OF A PUBLIC ANALYST. 

Before you can safely buy commercial fertilizers you need some guarantee 
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of their purity and value. In other states no commercial fertilizers are 
allowed to be put on the market before they have been analyzed and their 
value certified by an officer of the law, but nothing of the kind is required in 
this State. While some excellent commercial fertilizers are in our market, 
yet the fact that parties in Ohio within a few months past tried to secure 
agents in Michigan to sell a “superphosphate”? which was nothing but bog 
lime or mari, shows that some protection is needed. Here is some of this 
Buckeye superphosphate. 

WOOD ASHES. 

Among the most common and most valuable of special manures I place 
wood ashes. The composition of ashes varies somewhat according to the 
kind of wood from which they are obtained ; but we may safely take the ash 
of the body of the beach tree to represent the average composition of wood 
ashes. Wood ashes contain all the required elements of plant nutrition, 
except nitrogen. In 100 pounds of wood ashes there are 16 pounds of potash, 
worth 80 cents; 34 pounds soda, 2 cents; 6% pounds lime and magnesia, 8 
cents; 54 pounds phosphoric acid, 26 cents: total, $1.16. If we had to buy 
in market in the cheapest form the manurial materials contained in 100 
pounds wood ashes, it would cost $1.16. Can you afford to throw away such 
valuable materials, or to sell them for sixpence a bushel to the soap-boiler? 
No argument is needed; here is the value, and there is the selling price. 
Draw your own conclusions. 

Eyen when ashes have been leached and washed to the last degree they still 
have value because the phosphates and carbonates of lime and magnesia still 
remain and are worth 34 cents a hundred, or $6.80 per ton of leached ashes. 
These materials are insoluble and permanent. 

The market gardeners of Long Island knew the value of leached ashes, and 
sent ships 1,000 miles to bring the leached ashes of Maine to New York, even 
when the ashes had to be hauled many miles before reaching the ship. 

But I will not consume time to tell how they do things down east, but 
instead will give you my experience with leached ashes in Eaton county. 
More than thirty years ago I settled in Vermontville and bought a home lot, 
or as I told my wife, ‘‘I fenced in 23 acres of Paradise.” The soil was a stiff 
boulder clay, and had been exhausted by a rotation consisting of wheat stubble 
followed by wheat. I planted it all to fruit. I kept a cow and three horses, 
for in that thinly settled section long rides and short fees were the rule for a 
country doctor. I had plenty of stable manure and used it freely. But I 
soon found that the excess of stable manure gave my pears the fire blight, 
made my apple trees run to water-sprouts and suckers, and my grapes ran 
wild in wildwood. I then turned my attention to a pile of leached ashes near 
by, and had 75 to 80 tons of these ashes scattered over my field. No more 
fire-blight or water-sprouts, but golden fruit in bountiful supply. 

Like my ever-so-great-grandfather Adam, after a time I left my paradise, 
which finally came into the possession of Mrs. B., in exchange for a 160-acre 
farm. ‘Some years ago her son told me that she received more money from 
the sale of fruit from that 24 acre orchard than she had received from the 160 
acre farm. I wandered through the place a few weeks ago and found the soil 
had not forgotten the liberal dose of leached ashes applied more than twenty- 
five years ago. 

I do not want to ‘‘ make a corner”’ in ashes, but if you can get any—even 
if they have been leached and washed for fifty years—by drawing them five 
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miles, apply them liberally to any soil, but especially if your soil is open and 
porous. There is little danger of an overdose, and it is not a material that 
will wash out of the soil. 

PLASTER, 

No single manurial substance is more characteristic of American agriculture 
than plaster. It has been applied to every kind of crop and on every kind of 
soil. It never does harm and often shows striking benefits. It is the source 
of sulphur for plants, and is a more ayailable source of lime for plants than 
the carbonate, because it is somewhat soluble in water. On grasses, such as 
June grass, red-top, and timothy, it has little influence. Applied to grain 
crops it increases the growth of leaf and fibre without increasing the amount 
of grain. On luguminous crops, especially red clover, it has a marvelous influ - 
ence, increasing the growth of the entire plant, and increasing the amount of 
nitrogenous material beyond what the plant would have contained not dressed 
with plaster. The clover hay made with use of plaster 1s worth more, ton for 
ton, than clover hay not plastered during growth. The two pillars of the 
porch of the temple of Michigan agriculture are Plaster and Clover. No 
other combination holds out richer promise of good to the farmers of the 
peninsular State. 

Lime holds the first rank in British manuring. The peculiar climate of the 
British Islands—cool and moist, free from climatic extremes, and with a 
strong tendency to the accumulation of peaty matter, and tardy decomposition 
of vegetable matter, calls for the strong disintegrating influence of lime, and 
it is used there with a lavish hand. 

In this state the high price of lime prevents its extensive use as manure. 
When lime costs a dollar a barrel, and ten to twenty barrels per acre are 
required to produce its full effects, a farmer is apt to count the cost before 
ordering the lime. Caustic lime shows the greatest benefit on mucky soils, 
and by its use they are soonest brought into cultivable condition. Muck is 
usually acid, and in this condition is incapable of successful cultivation. <A 
good dose of quick lime destroys the acid condition, tends to dissipate the 
excess of vegetable matter, and soon brings the remainder into active 
condition. Caustic lime also acts upon the compound silicates of the soil, 
setting free a portion of their potash for the use of plants. 

The mild or carbonated lime is found most abundantly and in the cheapest 
form in Jeached ashes and mar]. Iam often asked to give an opinion about 
the value and use of marl. Marl is a somewhat variable mixture of the 
carbonates of lime and magnesia, with sand and clay. It is often found at 
the bottom of muck beds and shallow lakes, is a grayish white material, and 
when vinegar or any acid is poured upon it, it foams up or effervesces from 
escape of carbonic acid. You can readily determine its value by finding how 
much is soluble in acids, since the inert materials (clay and sand) are 
insoluble in ordinary acids. Dry a quantity of the marl, and weigh out 100 
grains; place this in a bowl and pour over it an ounce of muriatic acid diluted 
with water. When all action has ceased pour off the clear liquid, wash the 
remainder with water two or three times, dry the residue and weigh again. 
The loss in weight will give you the per cent. of valuable materials in your 
marl. 
Common salt has come into more common use for manure of late years, but 

it deserves more attention than it has yet received. It is valuable in itself 
because it contains two of the chemicals of agriculture, Sodium and Chlorine. 
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It is valuable indirectly for setting free the inactive ammonia held by humus, 
the oxide of iron and other materials in the soil; also by making soluble the 
potash and phosphate of lime in the soil. It has a marked influence on light 
porous soils, rich in humus, and in fair condition, while it is almost entirely 
useless on cold, wet clays. 

Salt shows ‘marked benefit in the growth of asparagus, cabbage, and 
mangols. It prevents scab in potatoes, increases the growth of leaf and fibre 

in grasses, and increases the palatability and digestibility of the hay produced, 
and promotes the health of stock. It often prevents the lodging of grain, 
but exhibits little influence on clover, presenting a strong contrast with plaster 
in many of these respects. 

In looking over this manure question it seems to me that there are three 
questions for the farmer to consider : 

I. What are the materials we seek in manure? 
II. Where can they be found in greatest abundance, in available forms, and 

at least expense? 
III. How can we make best use of those materials when found? 
I have tried to open the door for a profitable discussion of these three ques- 

tions which lie at the basis of successful farming. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Bennett asked if coal ashes were of any value as manure. Dr. Kedzie 
replied that they were of no value. 

In answer to several questions concerning muck, its treatment and its value 
as a manure, the Doctor stated that vegetation is forced on a drained swamp 
by using lime, then manure. 

Sour muck is found beneath the surface, and by exposure, and especially by 
freezing, it loses its sourness. 

Muck consisting principally of woody fiber is worthless. But good muck 
made up of vegetable mold may be hauled three miles, when dried, and used 
as manure with profit. 

As regards the amount of green manure to plow under, he said: When the 
ground is kept wet and a large amount of green manure plowed under, active 
fermentation may set in. But it rarely happens that too much green manure 
is plowed under. 

Soils consisting largely of carbonate of lime probably lack nitrogen or 
phosphorus, or both, and needs ashes, barn-yard manure, or phosphates. 

In answering Mr. Bennett’s question as to the value of bone meal, he said: 
Bone meal, as we get it from the glue factory, 1s worth, as manure, about $16 
per ton. Before the glue is extracted it is worth twice as much. 

Several questions were asked about wood ashes as manure, to which Dr. 
Kedzie replied, that wood ashes are more valuable than farmers are apt to 
think, and especially in fruit culture. He did not advise composting ashes 
with barn-yard manure, as the ashes liberate ammonia. Ashes of hard wood 
generally contain more potash. 

In response to Mr. Robinson, he said that dried blood would greatly increase 
the yield of strawberries if sowed between the rows in the spring. 
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FARM DRAINAGE. 

BY FRANK F. ROGERS. 

(Read at Caro Institute.) 

How to secure an abundant supply of water at places where it is most 
needed, and how to get rid of too great a supply where it is not only not 
needed but a positive injury, have long been troublesome questions. So much 
capital, however, has usually been at command for the water supply that 
great skill came to its aid, and now almost every city and large town points 
with pride to its elaborate system of water works. The latter is not usually 
considered a question of life and death, but merely a question of profit and 
loss. But were the vast number now in untimely graves because of imper- 
fectly drained homes commanded to stand forth, we should have facts that 
would convince the most stubborn that they had much better pay surveyors 
and ditchers than doctors and undertakers. Yet men persist in their old 
ways, and when malaria strikes down a near friend they call it mysterious 
providence and think no more. 

Drainage is an oid subject. To attempt anything like a history of the art 
would be entirely out of place in a short paper, where the more practical parts 
should be discussed. I think it better to submit to a little tediousness, and 
speak more in detail of the real work than to attempt a literary paper whose 
only merit could be to please. Drainage in all its branches is a wonderful 
subject. We may appreciate enough better its work on the farm to pay for a 
slight glance at its magnitude. Water in its various forms, it is safe to say, 
is the worst enemy of the engineer. It hinders his work more than all other 
evils combined. It breaks over his levees and sweeps barren great areas of 
country. It trickles down gently and unobserved till the most stable structure 
is undermined and overthrown. It is the one troublesome element of that most 
troublesome substance, quicksand. Surely it can be as truly said of water as 
of fire, ‘‘It is a good servant but a bad master.” It is fast carrying the soil 
from the mountains to the valleys, from the valleys to the ocean, and is 
silently but surely at work for the literal fulfillment of the prophecy when 
‘every valley shall be filled and every mountain and hill be brought low.”’ 
The removal of surplus water from the farm may seem a more trifling sub- 

ject yet few of us really appreciate its importance. While land iscomparatively 
cheap, because unimproved, natural drained lands are readily accessible, the 
thorough drainage of large tracts will rarely occur. But the time is fast 
approaching when the subject of farm drainage will claim our most earnest 
attention. 

As our land, for the most part, is above the water level of surrounding lakes 
and streams, the gravity method is all we need to consider, viz.: to construct 
suitable conduits or drains, through which the surplus water, whether on the 
surface or in the soil, shall find its way to the nearest point where it will be no 
longer troublesome. ‘This being true, to discuss the most effectual, durable, 
and economical methods of constructing these drains will be the object of this 
paper. 

There are only two methods by which this may be done. Ist, by open 
ditches of various forms; 2d, by covered drains, for which tiles only should 
be used. 
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In some places it might seem that open ditches are hardly worth our atten- 
tion, but no one acquainted with the present needs of the Huron peninsula 
will think the time has yet arrived when open ditches can be dispensed with. 
Farmers can not yet afford to pay for tiles large enough to take their 
places and open ditches must ever demand a good deal of attention to be kept 
as suitable outlets for the network of tile drains which, sooner or later, must be 

the crowning effort in making every acre of land to produce valuable crops. 
In all drains no parts need more careful attention than the outlets. Then 

let us in a general way consider the final outlets of our drains. The whole 
peninsula is flat and the streams for the most part sluggish. Black river has 
places (and I am told it is true of the Cass) where the fall is considerable, 
and were it dredged out or cleaned in some way so as to make the stream 
deeper and free from obstructions, it would have a fair current the entire 
length and we should have secured the first requisite of any ditch depending 
on this stream for an outlet. As it now is, marshes near the stream are so 
near the water level that thorough drainage is utterly impossible. In 
Wheatland township, Sanilac county, I took levels on adrain, where «a 
stake forty-four rods west of Black river was lower than the stake at the pro- 
posed outlet, and less than two and one-half feet above the river bed. About 
a mile beyond, on the same drain, after passing a slight ridge of gravel and 
clay, there is another marsh about seven feet above the first, and nearly level 
in itself. Beyond this, less than a mile, is another about three feet higher 
than the last, and in itself about level. Thus it goes, till the highest point of 
the water-shed, between Black and Cass rivers, is reached. The two latter 
marshes can readily be drained onto the former, but acres of land along the 
river will be made wetter instead of drier by such a ditch. I mention this 
because I think it a typical case, not only on the Black river but on the Cass 
and other streams, and shows forcibly the need of improving these natural 
outlets. This is not farm drainage, but it is the first requisite, and the power 
lies with the farmers to see that this improvement is made when they want it 
sufficiently bad. 

In laying out open ditches to drain these marshes, many things should be 
considered that are quite often overlooked. First, find the cause of the marsh. 
Is a direct fall of rain and snow compelled to remain there till evaporated? 
Is it flooded by visible streams ? By surface water from adjacent hills? Is it 
fed by springs? Or, as is likely to be the case, some two or more of these 
causes combined. Should the water come from adjacent highlands, either 
from the surface or as springs, do not open a big ditch through the centre as 
is often done, but rather keep near the highland with a ditch on each side, 
and arrest the water as soon as it strikes the marsh. If it is fed by visible 
streams, conduct them away in the most direct manner possible. ‘The direc- 
tion of the drains will best be determined by taking afew preliminary levels. 
That simple precaution will often save many dollars. The eye is a poor 
guide. 

If the ditch is to be cut from a swamp through a ridge of clay or gravel, 
care must be taken to cut deep enough on the ridge to allow for settling of the 
marsh after it becomes drier. Many ditches in Michigan are of little value 
because of this oversight. The hard land will not settle and the result is a 
level ditch or one with the fall the wrong way: either of which is bad enough. , 
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COMMON FAULTS OF OPEN DITCHES. 

These are many. It is commonly thought that to construct a good open 
ditch all that is needed is a good muscular man with a shovel. True, he may 
do very good work if he has running water to guide his depth and will take 
the necessary precaution. This is not often done, however, for most open 
ditches seem to be made more on the plan to hold water than to get rid of it. If 
the ditch is of any considerable length it will be found economical to avoid this by 
securing the services of a competent surveyor or engineer, who can take levels on 
the line, establish a grade line for the bottom, give the depth at each station, 
and determine the size necessary from the area of country to be drained. 
Drains are nearly always laid out too shallow, to save the first expense, made 
with too many angles, while the sides are almost universally cut too steep. 

TILE DRAINS. 

However perfect the open drains may be made, where anything like a 
thorough system of drainage is adopted, tile drains must constitute the chief 
features of the system. ‘These, unlike the open drains, will usually be con- 
structed by individual efforts, and the cost must be kept low enough to make 
the investment profitable. 

The first thing here, the same as for open drains, should be the preliminary 
survey. ‘This need not be expensive and may consist merely of the random 
levels to determine the most suitable location, and then the levels along the 
line of drain. For this the farmer had better secure the services of a com- 
petent engineer, if his work is very extensive. This cost at most will bea 
small per cent of the entire cost of the drain, and if properly done will save 
double or treble the cost of locating on the final work of construction. The 
“* go at it by guess’* method so much in vogue by us Yankees is sometimes 
very expensive. Every part of a tile drain should be executed in the most 
workmanlike manner. When done it should be done fora life-time. One 
author very mildly says ‘‘ A blunder in draining, like the blunder of a physi- 
cian, may be soon concealed by the grass that grows over it, but can never be 
corrected.’’ ‘There are many devices for getting lines of levels, that on short 
drains may profitably be used by the farmer, but if the amount of draining 
is great they will never pay. 
We will now suppose this work all accurately done, the stakes set every fifty 

feet with hub and the cut marked on each stake, and the number of the sta- 
tion. Begin digging at the outlet. Cut as narrow as possible at the top, just 
giving room to work to the required depth, making the bottom only wide 
enough for the tile. When nearly at the required depth, the following 
arrangement will be found excellent for finishing to an accurate grade. 
(Showed model of the apparatus used at the College; may be seen in the 
report of 1877, page 228.) 

The size of tile to be used should be determined from the number of acres 
to be drained, and the amount of fall that can be secured. Tables may be 
procured: that will enable any one to do this with very little figuring. I find 
by referring to such tables that for thorough drainage a 2-inch tile will drain 
2.1 acres; a 3-inch tile, 5.7% acres; a 4-inch tile, 8.2 acres; a 6-inch tile, 22.8 
acres; a 10-inch tile, 83.9 acres; a 12-inch tile, 152.5 acres. Prof. Carpen- 
ter, of the Agricultural Coliege, says that for ordinary farm drainage these 
numbers may be safe doubled, making a 2-inch tile drain 4.2 acres; a 4-inch 
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tile, 16.4 acres, etc. It should always be borne in mind that the capacity of 
tiles increases as the square of their diameter. Thus a 6-inch tile will carry 
four times as much water as a3-inch tile. It really increases a little faster 
than that, because of less friction, for a given volume of water in the larger 
tiles. 

The best tiles are round. All should be hard burned. Round tiles can be 
laid with better joints, as they can be turned in any position, and when the 
ditch is properly scooped out with a round schoop, there is no difficulty in 
keeping them in place. All drainage engineers, so far as I know, recommend 
round tiles. Joints may be covered with turf—grass side next the tiles— 
gravel, tan-bark, or bands of tarred paper.” 

The cost of drains will vary with the cost of tiles and price of labor, so will 
be quite different in different sections. Counting labor at $1.00 per day, and 
tiles at $10.00 per 1000, Mr. French, the author of a standard work on drain- 

age, says that a tile drain four feet deep can be made for 50 cents per rod. 
That estimate is too low, both for tiles and labor, to be strictly accurate in 
this section. 

Most tile drains are made shallower than is recommended by those who 
have given the subject a thorough study. They should at least be placed 
below frost, and as the object is to lower the water table in the ground, four 
feet is generally considered the best average depth. This, of course, will be 
varied somewhat with the comparative cost of labor and tiles, and the kind of 

outlet that can be secured. If tiles are cheap and labor dear they might be 
placed a little shallower. It should be remembered that it costs about as 
much to dig the last foot of a four foot ditch as it does to dig the other three. 

If the system contains many branches, it will be found convenient in caring 
for the drains, and also lessen the liability of their becoming clogged, to build 
a few silt basins. These should be built at the junctions of the laterals with 
the mains, especially if the fall is much less in the mains. Several laterals 
may flow into one silt basin and haye but one outlet. The outlet should be 
3 to 6 inches lower than the inflowing pipe, and the basin be 8 to 12 inches 
deeper than the discharge pipe, to make room for the deposition of silt, which 
may be removed from time to time. Though very long mains are not often 
advisable, as few outlets as possible should be made, and these should be 
strong and durable. The Agricultural College has built several such outlets 
very cheaply. They consist merely of a small wall of stone, laid in mortar, 
placed deep enough to prevent heaving by frost, and extending two or three 
feet each side of the last tile, which is built firmly in the wall. If the drain 
is of sufficient importance, an iron pipe may be substituted for the last tile. 
Some kind of screen for the outlet is useful to prevent vermin from entering 
the tile. Many ways of doing this will suggest themselves to a thoughtful 
farmer. The outlet should always be several inches above the water in the 
main channel. 

After the drains are completed in this thorough manner, the farmer should 
have a permanent record of them in the form of amap. This should show 
the location of each drain, the length, and the points where all the branches 
unite with the mains, with reference to some permanent marks. The farmer 
will be surprised to find how much help such a map is when he wishes to 
refer to any drain or add a new one to the system. 

14 
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GRASSES. 

BY PROF, W. J. BEAL. 

(Delivered at Eaton Rapids and Grand Rapids Institutes.) 

In an introductory address to the medical students of Harvard university a 
few years ago Dr. O. W. Holmes said that doctors had been using the common 
elder as a remedy for 2,000 years, and had just found out that it possessed no 
medicinal value whatever. We are reminded of the statement of Dr. Holmes 
in the following: Mr. I. Worlidge, in 1681, speaks of rye grass as having prec- 
edence of all other grasses. ‘This is the first mention made of rye-grass in 
cultivation. It has been much cultivated ever since that time, especially in 
Great Britain and Ireland, and even to the present day it is given in nearly every 
list by most seedsmen, but some of the best observers and experimenters no 
longer recommend it. They think they have found out that it is not enduring 
in permanent pasture; that it flourishes for a time, taking the cream of the 
soil, then disappears, leaving vacancies for weeds to fill. It is not easy, after 
rye-grass dies out, to induce other good grasses to flourish. 

Even in Great Britain, where most attention has been given to grasses, as 
late as 1882 one of the best of Englishmen, Mr. De Laune, says: ‘‘The 
grossest ignorance prevails about grasses.’’ 

Farmers in this country bestow much less attention to grass lands than to 
most other crops. Not one farmer in ten thousand can give any name or tell 
much about three-fourths of the grasses growing on his farm, and yet all of 
them acknowledge that grass is a very important crop and that there is much 
difference in their value. 

The grasses commonly sown in the Northern States are timothy, red top, 
and red clover, the latter of which is not a grass. Once in a while we find a 
farmer who sows orchard grass, June grass, meadow foxtail, and perhaps a few 
others. Almost any neighborhood contains fifty or more species, native or 
introduced. We have a vast country, with every variety of soil and climate, 
and yet make use of half a dozen species of grasses out of a total number of 
about 3,200. 

In some of the best agricultural reports of other states considerable atten- 
tion is given to discussing the grasses, but a careful reader cannot rid himself 
of the opinion that many of those persons hardly know what they are talking 
about. 

THE REASON WHY, AND A REMEDY, 

Why are the grasses not better known? Farmers have tenaciously held to 
old practices in regard to the grasses used, and their treatment. New ones 
have often been recommended, perhaps by selfish men. Seed has been 
ordered, but whether it was true to name or whether it ever grew or not, the 
farmer never knew. He returned to the old varieties which he did know. 
The grasses for a beginner are very difficult to recognize in their various 
stages of growth and in various soils and climates. They look much alike 
until they have been carefully compared. 
How can the farmers procure good seed true to name? ‘The difficulties 

have been pointed out, and many now begin to think that there are other grasses 
worth trying, that there may be something better for certain purposes than 
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any now in common use. The leading seedsmen keep giving advice, but they 
are interested in making sales. 

The Royal Agricultural Society employs a consulting botanist to examine 
samples of seeds offered in market. He has small fees for performing certain 
work. Seedsmen of Engiand are now advertising to guarantee seeds in accord- 
ance with the standard fixed by the consulting botanist. This has given the 
farmers confidence, and has nearly or quite put a stop to ‘‘ doctoring’’ seeds, 
If railroads find it necessary to employ engineers, if trustees think it best to 
employ a landscape gardener to lay out a park or acemetery, if builders employ 
architects, why should not the farmers, at a trifling expense to each, employ a 
consulting botanist? Farmers think nothing of employing a surveyor to lay 
out their farm, grade a road or stick the stakes for a ditch or a tile drain. 
There is a botanist attached to the boards of agriculture in several of the 
States. In no way could such an official make himself more useful than by 
testing the seeds sold to farmers in his State. Some States already have 
experiment stations, and this is one of the kinds of work they can do for the 
farmers. A similar work is already done in case of commercial fertilizers in 
Connecticut, New Jersey, North Carolina, and Ohio. Other States are fol- 
lowing. ‘This is beneficial to both the seller and the buyer. More fertilizers 
are sold, because the standard is guaranteed. So it would be with grass seeds. 

In this country but very little care is bestowed on meadows or pastures. No 
crop gets less attention; none would respond more quickly to good care. 
Who ever heard of a premium crop of grass? 
By pasturing early and late the tops are kept closely cut down to the ground. 

The roots are weakened and much injured, and require a long time to recover. 
To gain and thrive a grass needs some green leaves as much as a horse needs 
fresh air and a stomach to digest a liberal supply of food. Pasture should 
not be allowed to grow very tall and go to flower. 

With reference to the pastures of Maine, Professor Stockbridge would advise 
as the corner stone to put the improvement in the head of the farmer himself, 
then all else will follow. 

It has been repeatedly shown that a judicious mixture of several varieties 
will produce a larger yield than can be obtained where one variety is sown by 
itself. This is a rule in nature as well as in farming. Many sorts will usnally 
occupy the ground more completely than one sort, and help keep out the 
weeds. ‘‘ Every species has some special niche to fill.’? Animals have their 
likes and dislikes. A grass may be thrifty, but not very nutritious. It may 
be native to the country where it grows, but this is no sign that it thrives bet- 
ter than would a foreign grass. As an illustration, we have only to think of 
the success of some of our worst weeds, most of which are foreigners. 

There is no one model grass—a general-purpose grass—any more than there 
is one best kind of horse, sheep, cattle, wheat, corn, potato, or apple. What 
do you want it for? After this is answered, any one with the requisite knowl- 
edge can make a selection. 

Some grasses start too slowly in spring, or they are too sensitive to frost or 
drought, the stems are too woody, the leaves too thin, the tops too short, the 
aftermath is of no account, or the herbage is bitter or innutritious. Is the 
grass needed for one year? ‘Then the seeds must be rather large and germin- 
ate quickly, and soon produce thrifty plants. It is to the advantage of a grass 
if it seed freely, if the seeds are large and healthy. 

The success of grasses depends very much on the supply of moisture. 
Liberal spring rains, with mild weather, make a thrifty growth in meadow or 
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pasture. For some of the northwestern country a grass must root very deeply 
to endure dry weather for months. It must sometimes endure freezing with 
bare ground, with the mercury down to 40° or 50° below zero, or endure a 

burning sun, with the mercury at 100° or more in the shade. It must not be 
killed by fire in dry weather. In the south it must stand much heat, much 
moisture, much drought, 

For alternate husbandry a grass must not be hard to kill, like quick grass. 
With a large area of meadow land, it is often convenient to have different 

sorts of grasses, that they may not all be fit to cut at the same time, thus pro- 
longing the season of haying. For a meadow they should mature about the 
same time. For pasture the time of flowering, or of most rapid growth, 
should vary and extend from early spring till late autumn, or in the south it 
should extend over a good portion of the year. 

M. Goetz found out what grasses were best adapted to his soils by a slow 
process of testing each separately; then he used a mixture of the seeds of 
those species which he had found did the best. 

In England, thirty-nine species or more of true grasses are recommended 
for use by some one. Besides these, twenty-one species of clover, or other 
plants, are on lists for pastures or meadows, making about sixty species or 
varieties in all, a single mixture often containing twenty or more kinds. 

Moisture makes the meadow. A free and correct distribution of moisture 
will make good pasture, even on soils of inferior quality. Pastures on poor 
soils in Wales and Ireland will improve under treatment that would be quite 
insufficient on the eastern coast of England. 

In a recent admirable essay by C. L. F. DeLaune in the ‘‘Journal of the 
Royal Agricultural Society’? for 1882, he names the five following coarse 
grasses as most valuable for permanent pasture: 

Dactylis glomerata—Orchard grass. 
Festuca pratensis—Meadow fescue. 
Festuca elatiot —Tall fescue. 
Phleum pratense—Timothy. 
Alopecurus pratensis—Meadow foxtail. 
He says these five should form the bulk of all good pastures on good soil, 

either for sheep or cattle. The most valuable finer grasses, in his opinion, are: 
Cynosurus cristatus—Crested dogstail. 
Festuca duriuscula—Hard fescue. 
Poa trivialis—Rough meadow grass. 
Agrostis stolonifera—Fiorin. 
Festuca ovina—Sheep’s fescue. 
Avena jlavescens—Golden oat grass. 
In much smaller proportion he would use permanent red clover, or cow 

grass, alsike, and white clover. He would always put in some yarrow. ‘‘ All 
rye grasses, or nearly all, die out after once seeding.’? He omits sweet vernal 
altogether. 

What is best for each of the various portions of the United States probably 
no one yet knows. We are trying to find out. For the moister portions of the 
north the above-named list seems to be a good one, with, probably, this modi- 
fication: Place poa pratensis, June grass or Kentucky blue grass, in place of 
poa trivialis, and agrostis vulgaris, red top, in place of agrostis stolonifera, and 
for the drier portions of our country, to the coarser grasses add arrhenatherum 
avenaceum, tall oat grass. 
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We will not puzzle our farmers with numerous long lists of mixtures at a 

mere guess, but give a few of the best and advise experimenting each for him- 

self. A great point is gained when a farmer ventures to deviate from the 

usages of his father or neighbors. Many have fallen into certain practices, 
often without very substantial reasons. 

HOW MUCH SEED SHALL I sOW? 

That depends on the size and vitality of the seeds, the number of seeds to 
the bushel, the condition of the land, whether distributed evenly, and the 
nature of the season which is to follow. No fixed rule will relieve the farmer 
from thinking for himself and employing all the good judgment at his com- 
mand. In the opinion of the writer, it would be better, in most cases, if 
farmers used less seed to the acre and took more pains to get the land in bet- 
ter condition. Suppose we sow twelve quarts of timothy seed and four pounds 
of red clover to the acre. This will make 18,944,000 seeds of timothy and 
6,024,000 seeds of clover, a total of 24,968,000 seeds, or about four seeds to 

the square inch. Using finer seeds in mixtures, as prescribed by some of the 
English dealers, they often sow from 50,000,000 to 100,000,000 seeds to the acre, 
or not far from eight to sixteen seeds to each square inch, In either case, 
there can be room for only a small portion of the plants, should all the seeds 
grow and thrive. Much caution must be used in applying the fixed rules laid 
down in books, or the fixed rules laid down by men who seldom consult the 

books. 
To improve pastures buy cattle which have been started on some farm 

which you will never see; buy grain and feed to the cattle which run on the 
pasture; apply ashes, barn-yard manure, nitrate of soda, bone meal. 

There is an incessant battle for life going on among the plants of a meadow 
or pasture. As wolves quarrel over a carcass, or hungry swine over an ear of 
corn, so plants struggle with each other to secure the greatest amount of 
food. Whether they be diatoms in the pool, fungi on the rotting apple, 
weeds by the wayside, or grasses in the meadow, one rule governs them all. 
Each strives for all if can get. Dean Herbert was more than half right. 
«« Plants do not grow where they like best, but where other plants will let them.” 
In the words of the Agricultural Gazette: ‘‘ Grasses live in harmony on the 
old unmanured, open park, having nothing to fight for in a state of nature. 
Season after season the same plants appear in about the same proportions. 
But toss them a bone, ground fine, or any other choice bit. and their har- 
monious companionship terminates at once. Every art of improved cultiva- 
tion occasions instant war. A grass likes the best that can be got. It will 
swallow soda, but not when it can get potash.”’ 

Baron J. B. Lawes and his associates at Rothamsted, St. Albans, England, 
at great labor made some prolonged and elaborate experiments, continued for 
more than 20 years. Onan old meadow he tried and carefully watched the 
effects of some dozen kinds of manures. Here we have the most valuable 
experiments ever made on permanent grass land. 

The manures which were the most effective with wheat, barley, or oats on 
arable land were also the most effective in bringing forward the meadow 
grasses. Again, those manures which were the most beneficial to beans or 
elover benefited most other species of leguminous plants. ‘The grasses proper 
and the clovers with their allies require manure somewhat different. The 
changes were most marked where the most liberal manuring was employed. 
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By means of manures the yield of dry matter per acre was in several of the 
experiments considerably more than doubled. Every description of manure 
diminished the number of species and the frequency of weeds. 

In the unmanured plats the miscellaneous herbage, including weeds, was 16 
per cent, while on the manured plat they decreased to 2 per cent. Irrigation 
produces much the same effect as manures, though some weeds, like docks, 
are increased by irrigation. Manure and drainage improve the hay also by 
making it less woody, by increasing the amount of flesh-forming material, 
by increasing the albuminoids one-fourth, by raising the per cent of sugar 
from 10 to 15 per cent, by increasing the fatty and waxy matters. The good 
hay is the more succulent. 

Good grasses are a ‘“‘sign’’ of good land in good condition. Over our vast 
country with a great variety of soil and climate we cultivate only a few 
species of grasses. It has long seemed to some of these possessing the great- 
est foresight that we might profitably seek new grasses for new or old farms. 
Why not look for them in Patagonia, the valley of the La Plata, in Siberia or 
Russia, in South Africa or Australia, in Mexico or Japan? Because the 
grasses are so numerous and look so much alike to all except botanists, it is a 
good reason why the State or nation should assist agriculture in an undertak- 
ing which seems so fruitful of good results within a short time at so trifling 
expense, Here is a grand work for some rich philanthropic person or for 
some experiment station. 

Prof. Beal urged every farmer who had not already done so, or at least some 
enterprising man in every township, to make a fair trial of meadow fescue, 
orchard grass and tall oat grass. Be sure you are not deceived. Purchase 
the seed on condition that it is pure, true to name and possesses good vitality 
after being examined by an expert. 

Prof. Beal was asked the best mixture of grass seed for a marsh, and how 
much to sow to the acre? He replied that a mixture of foul meadow grass, 
and red-top, sowed about two or three bushels to the acre, is the best, although 
blue-joint is good, and June grass is sometimes used. 

The best time for cutting grass is just at, or alittle before, the time of 
flowering. 

Mr. Crawford stated that his experience was that early cut grass, though a 
little harder to cure, was much preferred by all kinds of live stock to hay 
made from grass cut later, and could be fed with more economy. 

To the question, ‘‘ what grasses are best for lawns?’ Prof. Beal replied 
that June grass, with a little white clover, made by far the best lawn. Rhode ~ 
Island bent grass is also good. 

To kill quack grass he knew of one sure remedy. It was to kill it by thor- 
ough cultivation. Plow it under in the fall, and early in the spring cultivate 
and harrow every four days, not letting a green sprig appear. 

Canada thistles may be choked out by red clover. 
A sedge which springs from a bulb about the size of a pea, and which is 

exceedingly tenacious and troublesome on certain pieces of low ground, is best 
exterminated by thorough drainage. 

Kentucky blue grass and our June grass are the same plant. 
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PEACH CULTURE. 

BY J. B. DUMONT. 

[Read at Otsego Institute.] 

That there are larger profits in the cultivation of the peach than in any 
other crop, there can be no doubt, other things being equai. ‘To raise peaches 
successfully requires a careful and judicious study of the most important 
things needful for the success of the undertaking. If you have not a high 
plat of ground, which will catch the prevailing winds, and which lies above 
the cold stratas of the atmosphere, or which is not naturally well drained, or 
which is naturally too heavily mixed with clay, do not plant a peach orchard ; 
or if, having the right elevation and soils, you are not prepared to cultivate 
and manure as thoroughly as you would for wheat or any other crop, then do 
not plant an orchard ; or, if you are prepared in both of these particulars, you 
cannot spend the time to dig out and eradicate the grub at the root of your 
trees, fall and spring, do not plant an orchard; or if, having all these, you 
cannot make the wants of your orchard, profiting by the experience and 
experiments of others, your constant study, do not plantan orchard. Because, 
if you plant on any but high and well ventilated ground, you will lose many 
of your trees by the severity of the winter, and what you have left will only 
yield you one or two crops in three or four years, by reason of severity of 
winter or spring frosts, or if your soil is too heavy and you can only plant a 
few varieties, such as the Crawfords, and therefore can not meet the wants of 
the peach market, or if not well drained, you can not grow peaches. 

To grow a peach orchard you must give it, besides pruning, the same care 
and cultivation that you would a field of corn. If your land needs manure 
for corn, do not give it any less for peaches; and, while-it may not be best, it 
is generally practiced to raise a crop of corn in a peach orchard the first two 
or three years, it being the least exhaustive of any crop. After this the peach 
crop will pay for all you may do for the orchard, and the more you do the 
better it will pay, if your orchard has been well cared for the first three years. 
Thorough mulching and proper fertilizing agents administered to the roots of 
the tree, to supply exhaustion, and the necessary cultivation between the rows 
to keep your orchard clean, will insure you a healthy, vigorous, profitable 
orchard. Of course, in connection with this, judicious and careful pruning 
is absolutely necessary. 

For a good market orchard, I would set 5 Amsden’s June, 5 Karly Rivers, 5 
Hale’s Early, 5 Cooledge Favorite, 5 Early Crawford or Foster, 6 Richmond. 
25 Old Mixon or Stump-the-world, 25 Jaques Rareripe, and 20 Late Craw- 
fords, in every one hundred trees. This will give you an orchard that will be 
as well distributed through the season, and will give as good returns, as any 
other varieties, and give you as early a free-stone, Hale’s Early, as is now 
known, without giving an excessive amount of clings, which are only valuable 
because of their earliness. 

Ihave thus far spoken of the peach orchard as though there were no 
diseases to which the peach tree is liable. ‘This is certainly not true, because 
of the prevalence of yellows or vegetable chlorosis; for me to attempt a 
description of this disease is entirely unnecessary at this time. Suffice it to 
say that this disease has been known in Michigan for nearly twenty years, and 
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nearly one hundred years in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and that until 
quite recently the only known way to stay its ravages has been to dig up and 
destroy the diseased trees. This has been practiced with varying success for 
some years, until now it is a pretty well established fact that yellows will 
sweep out every peach tree in Michigan unless some other means can be dis- 
covered to arrest its spread. In the Genesee valley, New York, where the 
disease was not known fifty years ago, there is to-day hardly a bearing tree 
that has not yellows. There is hardly an orchard in New Jersey more than 
nine years old that is not abandoned because of yellows, and it is only a ques- 
tion of time when the orchards of Michigan will be swept away, with only our 
present knowledge of the disease. Of this I am so thorougly convinced that I 
would not set another tree, if I did not think that some remedy, in the light 
of science, would yet be discovered to arrest its spread. I have always thought 
that the disease was due to exhaustion, instead of parasitic fungi, bacteria, or con- 
tagion; but the advocates of contagion or inoculation had so persistently talked 
it that [had become nearly persuaded from my belief. I have recently become 
more thoroughly grounded in the belief, by the experiments of Dr. Goessmann 
of Amherst, Mass., who is professor of chemistry in the Massachusetts Agri- 
cultural college, and who has for a number of years been experimenting with 
a view to finding an antidote for yellows, and for that purpose has analyzed the 
peach tree, both in health and in disease, and also healthy and diseased fruit. 
From these experiments he discovered that the disease was due to exhaustion 
and not to any fungus, as heretofore thought, and by applying to the soil, at 
the roots, of an orchard of 200 trees, the elements found to be wanting, he 
was not only enabled to keep the trees that were not diseased in a healthy 
state, but actually to restore trees that were diseased to their normal condi- 
tion, which he proved to be true by a comparison of the diseased tree restored 
and that of trees in their normal state. Prof. D. P. Penhallow, botanist and 
chemist of the Houghton experimental farm, Lawson Valentine, proprietor, 
Mountainville, Orange county, N. Y., has arrived at the same conclusion from 
his microscopic examination in reference to the cellular contents of the wood 
of different trees, including the peach in health and disease. It seems to me 
that the true way to find out the cause of yellows is by scientific analysis of 
the diseased tree and its fruit, comparing the results with results of the same 
experiments with healthy trees and their fruit. Then, by supplying to the 
soil such things as are needful to restore or keep the diseased tree in a_healthy 
condition, we can probably arrest the disease. When a physician is called to 
see a patient, his first thing to do is to find out what is wanting to restore the 
patient to a normal condition; or in other words, to supply the system with 
those things in which it is deficient. In this way, as long as the system is 
kept in this natural state, there is no danger of disease. 

A well-regulated city’s sanitary arrangements are worth thousands upon 
thousands more to its welfare than the services of its most eminent physicians ; 
and just so in the case of an orchard—an ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure. Supply to your orchard what is needful to keep it in health, 
and there is no danger of yellows. Unless this can be done I think there is 
very little use in any one, however favorable his location or soil, planting an 
orchard. 

With this accomplished there are large profits in a peach orchard. Without 
it there is not, nor can there be, any profit. I have just commenced to experi- 
ment on three acres of orchard with a view to supplying it with the lacking 
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elements in the soil, and for this purpose I have applied to the roots of the 
trees four pounds per tree of a fertilizer compounded from the following 
formula: 4 per cent of sulphate of magnesia, 24 per cent of muriate of potash, 
and 72 per cent of black bone dust or dissolved bone black. ‘This dose I 
design to repeat in the spring. On any trees that show yellows I will add 
three or four pounds of muriate of potash, this being the salt most deficient 
in a diseased tree. In the absence of this the tree becomes diseased by reason 
of its taking from the soil too large a percentage of lime to supply its natural 
wants, the same as an individual becomes diseased by means of taking into 
the stomach such food as is not calculated to sustain life and keep the system 
in a healthy condition. In other words, a starved tree will take from the soil 
anything in the reach of its roots, to sustain life for a time, the same as a 
starving man will eat dog if he can get nothing better. 

There are many other things in connection with peach culture that might 
be spoken of, prominent among which is proper thinning of the fruit, as early 
in the season as you can be warranted in doing it. Of course the early varieties 
require least thinning, because the curculios destroy much more of these than 
of later varieties. As a general rule, peaches should not be allowed to grow 
more than four or five inches from each other, to give best results. Of course, 
the earlier this is done the larger and better will be the fruit. There are 
some varieties that require cultivation the same as corn, or they will not grow 
and mature, but it will not do to cultivate much after the first of August, 
because you will induce too late growth of wood, and thereby the tree will be 
too tender to stand the severities of winter. 

Allowing the fertilizer above spoken of to cost twenty cents per tree per 
anuum, and the cost of cultivation twenty cents more, you have an expense 
per tree per annum of forty cents. Then, allowing that you get a 
bushel per tree only once in two years, you still have a margin in favor 
of the peaches of twenty cents per tree once in two years, or 
twelve to fifteen dollars per acre per annum over and above cost. 
This is on the assumption that an orchard may be grown to three years old 
without cost, or, in other words, the cost of growing an orchard to three years 
old is compensated for in the crups grown with the orchard. Again, if a 
remedy can not be discovered for yellows, the certainty of your orchard being 
destroyed in from three to five years after it gets to bearing will not warrant 
any one in setting an orchard. Any person having a high plat of ground, of 
sandy or gravelly loam, where the mercury seldom goes more than 10 degrees 
below zero, may grow an orchard to three years of age with very little expense, 
assuming that the land is good enough to warrant you in planting corn with 
the trees. At this time, or the fourth season after planting your orchard, you 
may reasonably expect to get a bushel per tree, which will net you a half 
dollar per bushel; and if you plant 130 trees per acre, or about 18 feet apart, 
you haye about $65 per acre. Then, allowing that you put back $15 of this 
in the form of a fertilizer to supply exhaustion and to prepare the tree for the 
next crop, you still have $50 per acre for the use of your Jand. This you may 
reasonably expect to continue at least ten years, assuming that you can control 
yellows. If you plant an orchard on level, or a lower piece of Jand, of equally 
good qualities in all other respects, where the mercury is liable to go down to 
20 degrees below zero, you will be likely to lose it from severity of the winters 
before it is seven years old, with the strong probability of not getting more 
than one crop of peaches in the whole time. With these things staring you in 

15 
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the face, you will not, I think, be likely to plant an orchard on this kind of 
land and on this elevation. On the other hand, there are strong inducements 
to plant an orchard where everything is favorable. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Loomis: Thirty-eight years ago I set the first peach tree where I live, 
with the intention only to raise peaches for my own use. I set out a few to 
commence with, then a few more next year, and so on, my neighbors doing 
the same, and now all available places are covered with peach trees and the 
peach trade has grown into a vast monopoly with us. One of the essentials 
in setting out an orchard is to select proper varieties. Some of the varieties 
are more liable to yellows than others, and should be discarded. 

Prof. Cook: What are the varieties? 
Mr. Loomis: The Barnard and Hill’s Chili. In pruning and treating yel- 

lows, I agree with Mr. Dumont. ‘The fertilizer is what we must look to as a 
preventive. Ido not expect a remedy. 

Mr. Blackman: Is a tree more liable to yellows set in the place where one 
having yellows has been removed ? 

Mr. Loomis: No; not with us. At Benton Harbor, I believe, they do not 
set a tree where one having yellows has been removed. 

Mr. Blackman: Do you use a fertilizer in setting a new tree? 
Mr. Loomis: No; it is not necessary. 
Mr. Glidden; I rise to a point of order. Mr. Dumont should answer these 

questions if he can. If he can not, then it would be in order for some one 
else to answer them. 
A voice: Mr. Dumont has taken the train for home and has been gone 

some time. 
Mr. Gould: Is yellows contagious? 
Mr. Loomis: Yes. 
Mr. Corner: Have you ever detected anything that would lead you to 

think the roots of a tree having yellows were diseased ? 
Mr. Loomis: No. 
Mr. Gould: I believe yellows is contagious; but I do not believe that one 

variety is more liable to take the disease than another. I do not believe that 
trees die of starvation. I have seen them in soil as rich as a barnyard and on 
new land, and had yellows. 

Mr. Jewett: JI have Barnards which have borne for years and are now per- 
fectly healthy. 

N. W. Lewis: I believe that soil and variety have nothing to do with the 
disease. I believe the root is diseased and ought to be removed; I believe the 
disease is contagious. Ido not plant in the same place where a diseased tree 
has been remoyed until the second year. 

Prof. Cook: What is your opinion as to clay, as given by Mr. Dumont? 
Mr. Lewis: We must have drainage. The surface water must be taken off. 

Some figures as to profit and loss, on one and one-half acres set to peach 
trees: At three years old the fruit sold for $134; at four years old for $100; 
at five years old for $200; at six years old for $400. A crop on six acres sold 
for $2,000. 

Mr. Gould: I advise peach-growers not to try any experiments with yel- 
lows. If they do, they will certainly suffer. In Lawton, where 1 live, the 
yellows commissioners cut down all trees that the owners refuse to cut. 
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A voice: Is yellows known by the fruit or by the leaves? 
Mr. Loomis: Both. Ido not plow my orchard. 
Mr. Fuss: How far apart ought peach trees to be set? 
Mr. Gould: Sixteen feet each way. 

SMALL FRUIT FOR THE FARM AND GARDEN. 

EB Yay Wie Aven SMe Ea 

[Read at Berrien Institute. ] 

Horticulture, as in the past, must be considered the acme of agriculture ; 
but under the American system, it is more specific in its application. The 
term, as now used, is more particularly employed to designate the pomological 
department of husbandry, or the cultivation of the various fruits. Most, if 
not all our more valuable fruits are merely improved specimens of wild types 
found in nature. These improvements are brought about by various means; 
viz., by cultivation, selection, hybridization, ete. 

In many warm countries, the native fruits of the soil supply both man and 
beast in great part with the necessaries of life. It is well known that in tropical 
climates the human race requires but little animal food; while in the cold, 
frigid belts, animal food containing a large supply of carbon or fatty matter 
is indispensable. From these well known facts we can readily deduce a prin- 
ciple applicable to ourselves; viz., that in the hot summer months our systems 
require more yegetable acids and less carbon or heat producing food than in 
the cold winter season. Hence, during the warm season at least, we should 
have a bountiful supply of good ripe luscious fruit, both for economy and 
hygiene. 

That small fruits have of late years become a necessity rather than a luxury, 
is plainly indicated by their enormous consumption in all our large towns and 
cities. Our city cousins have the advantage of us in this, that their season is 
much longer than ours. From early spring till late fall their market is 
bountifully supplied from near and far, while we must depend mainly upon 
our own short season for our supply. While we are confined to a short season 
of production, we have every other advantage. We can always have them in 
their perfect state of ripeness and freshness. While the consumption of 
small fruits in the cities is mainly by the middle or laboring classes, I am 
sorry to say there are yet thousands of well-to-do farmers throughout the 
country who deprive themselves and their families of these cheap and whole- 
some comforts. Surely if any class of people is entitled above any other to 
live on the cream and fat of the land it is the producing class, by whose toil 
and sweat the wealth of the world is produced. Not only should, and could, 
every husbandman in the land have an abundance of these necessary comforts 
of life in their season, but they should be preserved by drying or canning for 
use in the household during the balance of the year. I firmly believe that 
such a course would materially reduce the doctor bills by toning up the 
general health. 

In this paper I shall aim to be practical and recommend for cultivation only 
such as are known to be meritorious in quality, hardiness, and productiveness ; 
and but a limited number of these. And as this paper is intended particularly 
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for the farmer and not for the professional horticulturist, I trust I may be 
pardoned for stating plain simple facts. As the subject is a very comprehen- 
sive one I shall confine this paper to three or four of the different species or 
varieties of small fruits in general cultivation, and of the greatest value to the 
producer. 

And first among these is the strawberry: a native of all or nearly all parts 
of the north temperate zone and of the mountains of South America. Ten or 
twelve distinct specics have been described in their wild state, while the culti- 
vated varieties which by careful selection, hybridizing (or crossing) and the 
sporting freaks of nature are counted by hundreds. ‘The several species belong 
to the genus frageia of the rose family. 
Among the cultivated varieties are the Pistilates (having the female organ 

only while the stamen or fecundating male organ is wanting) and the perfect 
flowering. ‘The latter are generally preferred because they are self fertilizing. 
The Virginian, or common wild strawberry, is found from the Arctic zone to 
the Gulf, and west to the Rocky Mountains. The Alpine strawberry is com- 
mon in European countries and is also found in Oregon and our northwest 
coast, while the Chilian strawberry is found on our Pacific Coast from Oregon 
south. The Wood strawberry is a taller plant than the foregoing, and was 
cultivated in England and sold on the streets in London more than 400 years 
ago. ‘The Indian strawberry from Upper India, has a showy yellow flower, 
but dry and tastelss fruit. The soil best adapted for the cultivation of this 
fruit, everything considered, is a deep rich sandy loam, with a clay subsoil, 
where natural drainage is good, or well underdrained with tile. The ground 
should be well cultivated the year before setting the plants and kept free from 
weeds and foul seeds. Healthy, vigorous young plants should be selected, 
and set as early in the spring as the ground is in good working condition. 

If intended for horse cultivation the rows should not be less than three feet, and 
the plants eighteen inches apart in the row. In setting the plants draw a line 
and use a common narrow bladed spade; set the spade six or ten inches deep, 
open the space by a lateral movement of the handle, withdraw the spade and 
set the roots of the plant well in the ground, and pack firmly by hand. As 
soon as the plants are well established, the ground should be cultivated. The 
best results in this line require the blossom buds to be removed, or pinched off, 
the first year, and runners cut about once in ten days, thus enabling the plants 
to throw up strong, vigorous stools for the next year’s crop. If the ground is 
exposed to strong, prevailing winds it should be covered with marsh hay, 
straw, or coarse litter during the winter, thus protecting the plants from the 
blighting winds, and the freezing and thawing of the ground. When the 
plants renew their growth in the spring the mulching should be removed from 
the rows so ag to expose to the plants the warmth and light of the sun. When 
the fruiting season has closed, the mulching should be removed and the 
ground well worked. Now the runners may be allowed to make plants for 
future setting or fruiting. 

In selecting varieties for home use, or even for market, none but the best 
should be planted. In this respect the Wilson stands preéminent for quality, 
firmness, and productiveness. The Cumberland Triumph, Sharpless, Man- 
chester, and Jucunda are all good and reliable on favorable soil and good cul- 
ture. 

Next in the order of ripening, and quality, and importance of the fruit, is 
the raspberry; a fruit bearing shrub of the genus rubus, of the order rosacez 
or rose family. The genus rubus includes both the raspberry and blackberry. 
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In the case of the former the drupes cohere, and when ripe fall away from the 
woody or dry receptacle, being broad, flat, and cup shaped next the stem. 
There are many divisions of the raspberry family in their natural or wild 
state; but I shall confine this paper to two distinct varieties, the red and the 
black. The common wild red raspberry, from which doubtless all our 
improved sorts have originated, is found from Newfoundland to Oregon, and 
as far south as the Middle States. It is found growing wild in great profusion 
in the northern part of this State. It is not found wild in the south. The 
canes, of a light copper color, after the first year grow upright from two to 
four or five feet, mainly without laterals. The shrub is biennial in charac- 

ter, this year’s growth of wood fruits next year and dies. It propagates freely 
by underground stems, which run out in every direction from the main plant 
a few inches below the surface, and from which numerous upright stems or 
canes are produced. ‘These may be allowed to remain and mature their wood, 
and transplant the following season; or they may, when four to six inches 
high, be taken up and transplanted at once. For this purpose, the ground 
for which they are intended should be well prepared, deep, straight furrows 
drawn from six to eight feet apart, and when taken up should be immediately 
transferred to their new home. ‘This should be done moreover, when the 
ground is quite damp, and during a cloudy or rainy day, when it will prove 
every way successful. For cultivating one way set the plants three by eight 
feet, for cultivating both ways six by six feet. This arrangement will apply 
equally well whether we set old or new wood. When the last vear’s wood is set 
the canes should be cut back to four inches of the ground; and after the first 
year the canes thinned out to five or six. Heading back may be deferred till 
the spring before fruiting, when all the canes stung the previous summer by 
the white cricket should be carefully cut out, collected, and burned. 

Of this fruit there are many varieties contending for supremacy, but for 
home use, or even for market, under favorable circumstances, I know of none 
that for hardiness, productiveness, and fine quality is superior or even equal 
to the Turner. ‘The Cuthbert and Brandywine are more firm but not equal in 
quality. 

The black raspberry rubus occidentalis, sometimes called blackberry and 
thimbleberry, is in the wild state more widely distributed than the red, 
extending as far south as Georgia. ‘The canes of most varieties are more 
prickly than the red, and the fruit spurs instead of starting from the axils of 
the main cane as in the red are mostly produced by the laterals. Its propa- 
gation is also different from the red. Instead of producing plants from 
underground stems, the plants are formed on the tips of the canes. The pre- 
paration of the soil, and the setting of the plants are mainly the same; only 
the black varietics require more room on account of the spreading habits of 
the shrub, and should have from eight to ten feet between the rows, and at 
least three feet inthe row. Like the red, they should be set as early in spring 
as the ground is in good working condition. The first season they require 
only good culture, the same as corn or any other hoed crop. After the first 
year, when the growing canes are about two and one-half feet high, the tops 
should be pinched: this will induce a more rapid growth of latterals, from 
which the main crop of fruit is procured, also, plants for future setting. 
These laterals in growing re-curve, and finally reach the ground, and some- 
times run along the surface for a yard or more, become enlarged at the tips, 
turn purple, and are then ready for the formation of, roots or stools. In order 
to secure strong, well-stooled plants, the tips should then be put in the ground 
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from two to three inches deep. From three to five strong, vigorous canes are 
enough to the hill for fruiting. When vegetation starts in the spring, these 
laterals should be cut back to six or ten inches from the main stem, depend- 
ing on the vigor of the bush. Both staking and wiring the raspberry and 
blackberry should be condemned, as expensive and injurious to the canes. The 
better way is to grow strong canes, well headed back, and they will always sup- 
port themselves. Among the many varieties of this most excellent fruit in 
general cultivation, either for market or home use, I would select the Gregg. 
It contains about all the good qualities required. The Cluster and Tyler are 
also well recommended. For canning or drying for future use, or for table 
use, in its season, I doubt if we have any small fruit superior or equal to the 
black raspberry. None of our small fruits retain their richness of flavor in 
canning or drying better, or so well, as this; and the dried fruit always finds 
a ready market at good figures. For hygienic or dietic purposes, I consider this 
one of our most valuable of small fruits, and should have a place in every 
garden. It is perfectly hardy in this latitude, even during our most severe 
winters. ‘There is, however, one difficulty in its propagation, and this is of a 
most serious character. It has been about as fatal to our black raspberry 
canes, as the yellows has been to our peach trees. On the Lake Shore it has 
literally wiped them out. Weare now starting anew with better varieties, and 
I hope such as will resist a tendency to this blighting scourge—the rust—a 
fungus growth, manifesting itself in the iron rusty appearance of the leaves, 
and the thin, wiry forms of the canes. Neither the cause nor a remedy has 
as yet been discovered. This fungoid growth, like the mildew on the grape, 
is doubtless due in part to meteorological or atmospheric causes. ‘The excessive 
wet season of 1883 developed an unusual amount of rust among our black- 
berties. 

Next in order of ripening and importance of the rnbus genus, is the black- 
berry; which, in the wild state, extends over the mountainous and temperate 
regions of the old and new world. Of these, we have in this country two 
characteristic varieties; the rubus canadensis, low blackberry or dewberry, 
with trailing, prickly stems running on the ground. ‘This variety is little 
known except in its wild state. The other, the rubus villosus or high black- 
berry. Like the red but unlike the black raspberry, it reproduces by suckers. 
In all that pertains to the preparation of soil, the setting of plants, the culti- 
vation thereafter, and the general management or treatment of the canes, the 
same system applies as in case of the black raspberry. 

Owing to the large number of new varieties continually forced upon the 
market, it is difficult to recommend even a small list that wil] prove satisfactory 
in all cases. For quality, productiveness, and exemption from rust, the Law- 
ton has no superior or equal. But there are seasons when the Lawton in this 
State, even on our high lands on the lake shore, winter-kills. On an average, 
about one year in two we succeed in getting a good crop of this berry without 
winter protection. Those who take the pains to lay their canes on the ground 
late in the fall, may reasonably hope for a crop about every year. The Sny- 
der and Western Triumph on a good strong soil, and close pruning, may be 
relied upon to yield a fair crop every year without winter protection. For 
earliness, hardiness, productiveness, size, richness of color, and firmness, the 
Wilson is perhaps without a peer. It lacks, however, in quality, and is better 
adapted for market than for home use. The white cricket has of late years 
been propagating its species by stinging the black raspberry and blackberry 
canes; but not to the same extent that it works on the red. All these plants 
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when starting, while young and tender, like corn are subject to be preyed upon 
by the cut worm. 

There is also another enemy of these plants that needs looking after. Iam 
unable to name it. A small worm from one-half an inch to an inch in length. 
This worm is either bred in the cane, or finds a lodgment there while the cane 
is young and tender, eats out the pith, and the cane droops and dies. By 
spliting open the cane it can easily be found and destroyed. The only ayail- 
able remedy for the rust among raspberries and blackberries is to remove them 
as soon as possible, root and branch, to a convenient spot and burn them. If 
contagious, this may prevent the fungoid spores from spreading ; if not, we are 
only removing what is utterly worthless. 

On grape culture I wish to say but little. ‘The subject is too comprehensive 
to mix up with any other. All I can here urge is for every farmer who has a 
spare rod of ground, and who has not even many, to set from one to fifty vines 
upon any well drained soil, whether it be sand loam, clay loam, or pure clay, 
no matter how hard. Prepare the soil well; in case of hard clay deep plowing 
and thorough pulverization is essential to a good beginning. Give them plenty 
of room ; when one or two years old keep them well tied up to stakes or trellis, 
and when the season for pruning arrives go to some successful grape culturist 
for instructions, and you will get more practical information in one hour than 
you would be likely to get in any other way in a week. If this isnot practicable 
go to work and cut the last year’s wood back to one or two eyes, except where 
the greater part of the vine is required for fruiting. Leave only wood enough 
for a fair crop. 

The Concord, for general culture, stands at the head of American grapes. 
For quality, we have none equal to the Delaware. For the grape rot a liberal 
application of fresh lime spread over the surface of the ground might have a 
tendency to arrest the disorder through atmospheric influence. For mildew, 
an application or two of two parts pulverized sulphur and one part fresh air- 
slacked lime, applied with a common hand bellows, just before going into 
bloom, and again later in the season if mildew appears, may prove both a 
remedy and preventive. Fumigating the vines with common roll brimstone 
might prove equally or more effective. 

FRUIT FOR THE FARMER. 

BY E. H. SCOTT. 

[Prepared for the Chelsea Institute—not read.] 

Mr. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,—In relation to health this topic 
is one of the greatest importance. ‘There is nothing more conducive to good 
health than good ripe fruit. 

For family use a succession of kinds of all fruits is desirable. The apple 
being most generally used and first in importance claims our first attention. 
I could name the following varieties as good for Southern Michigan: arly 
Harvest, Red Astrachan, Large Yellow Bough (commonly called Sweet Bough), 
Hawley, Gravenstein, Baldwin, R. I. Greening, Green Sweet, Red Canada, 
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and Jonathan. ‘The last two on the list are better top-grafted on some 
other variety. 

Apple trees should not be set nearer than thirty feet—forty would be better. 
Trees to do well should not be over three years old. I prefer two years in 
preference to older. ‘Trim off all side branches and leave the stem not over 
three feet in height. 
Low headed trees produce more fruit, which is much easier picked. Oh! 

but some say we cannot plow close to our trees if they are branched low. 
There is where a great deal of hurt is done to an orchard, plowing close and 
breaking large roots. Do not try to take too much from your land. 

The first four or five years hoed crops can be raised if land is kept in good 
condition. 

In peach trees the same trimming is necessary, but the trees should not be 
over ene yearold. Aboutsixteen feet is the proper distance to set peach trees. 

For varieties I would name Hale’s Early, Mountain Rose, Early Crawford, 
Late Crawford, and Smock. This gives a succession of choice peaches. The 
first two are white fleshed, the balance yellow. 

In quinces the Orange variety will be the most satisfactory. Quinces need 
more manure than either apples or peaches. Mulching with any course 
material will be found very beneficial. 

FRUIT GARDEN. 

Under this head comes grapes, currants, gooseberries, strawberries, raspber- 
ries, and blackberries, with which every farm should be bountifully supplied. 
Plant them all in long rows so cultivation can mostly be done by horse power. 
Grapes—Under this head I would recommend Moore’s Early, Concord, and 

Martha, the Martha being greenish white the others black. If convenient 
a trellis can be made along a fence, thus economizing space. Do not set vines 
too close together, not closer than eight feet. 

In currants the Red Dutch and Fay’s Prolific are the best. 
For varieties of gooseberries Houghton’s and Downing’s will give the best 

satisfaction. 
Strawberries should be planted in rows three and one-half to four feet apart 

and one foot in therow. The Wilson is the standard variety, although the 
Manchester, Mount Vernon, Sharpless, James Vick, etc. all do well. 

Raspberries should be planted in rows five to six feet apart and about three 
feet in the row. When plants get about two feet high nip off the tops; this 
makes them throw out side branches, making them stocky and well balanced. 
Late in fall (when growth has stopped) or early spring cut back these laterals 
t®one foot or eighteen inches according to strength of plant. For varieties 
the following are first class: Turner and Cuthbert for red, and Souhegan, 
Tyler, and Gregg for blackcaps. 

Blackberries need the same treatment as raspberries in pruning, etc., but 
the rows should be at least seven feet apart. The Snyder and Taylov’s 
Prolific are the only varieties I would recommend. They are both hardy and 
very prolific. 

Thorough culture and pruning is the only way to grow choice fruit and all 
will be well paid by so doing. Eat abundantly—fresh, ripe fruit will hurt no 
one, but will add to the health of all. 

In this short paper I have simply given an outline of the different reliable 
kinds and yarieties of fruits, knowing that there is much more of interest in 

the discussions that will follow than in the paper itself. 
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NOTES ON REPRODUCTION IN DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

BY E. A. A. GRANGE. 

[Read at Eaton Rapids Institute.| ° 

Reproduction may be defined to be the process by which living bodies pro- 
duce others similar to themselves—a proceeding which is of great importance 
to the agriculturist who is engaged in stock raising. 

In commencing my remarks upon this subject, it is of little moment where 
I begin, for if we follow the course through we eventually get back to the 
starting point. 

I have selected for my beginning the period of puberty, or sexual maturity, 
from which time onwards I shall briefly discuss such subjects as gestation, 
sterility and its removal when possible, hygienic treatment, or care and man- 
agement of pregnant animals, hygienic treatment, or care and management 
of the young, breeding sex at will, concluding with a description of some of 
the difficulties in parturition; and in doing so, will endeavor to be as brief 
and practical as possible, for I am well aware that the full consideration of 
such an immense subject would occupy a great deal more time than we have 
at our disposal. 

PUBERTY, OR SEXUAL MATURITY, 

Is the period when animals have sufficiently matured to be capable of bring- 
ing forth their young, which condition varies considerably in different species, 
and even in different animals of the same species. Surrounding circumstances 
also change the advent of this period; domestication, for instance, by 
inducing more rapid development of the animal, hastens the coming of puberty, 
and it is sooner attained in the female than in the male. 

Although animals arrive at this interesting stage of their existence consid- 
erably before they have matured in other respects, yet it is not considered 
advisable to breed from them until they are about full grown, as it is thought 
to weaken their constitutions and produce early decay. 

The usual period in the mare being about three years, in cattle say two-and- 
a-half years, in sheep about one year and a half, and in swine and bitches 
about one year old; but I have the records of one or two cases where animals are 
said to have produced their young at very much earlier periods than the above, 
one of the most remarkable is reported in one of the first volumes of the Lan- 
cet (a medical journal), in which it is stated that a bull calf three months old 
copulated with a heifer calf about two months old, and within nine months 
the heifer brought forth a calf, and both did well. 

The period when reproduction ceases is not exactly known. I have known 
stallions to become sires at upwards of thirty years, and mares are recorded to 
have produced at considerably beyond that age. Cattle are said to have pro- 
duced their young at over twenty years; but for other animals, I do not know 
of their having conceived at any advanced age. 

Puberty is preceeded by a condition termed the wstrum or heat, which term 
is generally lost sight of in a more popular phrase for each species. ‘I'his con- 
dition is characterized by a peculiar systemic excitement, producing in some 
animals a degree of ill temper which renders them even dangerous. In the 
female the generative organs are turgid with blood, with a mucons-like dis- 

16 
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charge from the vagina which has a peculiar odor that attracts the male and 
enables him to distinguish between those females which are in season and 
those which are not. It also seems to excite the amatory desires of the male, 
which, in a great measure, accounts for male and female animals remaining 
quietly together when not in season. 

The cestrum is intermittent and occurs at certain seasons of the year, but 
may be induced at almost any time by bringing the sexes in contact with one 
another a few times. The duration of the heat varies from one to fifteen 
days; it is shortest in the cow and sheep, and longest in the bitch. 

GESTATION OR PREGNANCY 

Is the time during which the female carries her young in the womb, while it is 
undergoing certain development. This period, like puberty, differs in different 
species, and also in different animals of the same species. ‘I'he usual time for a 
mare to carry her young is eleven months, or say 335 days, it often being a 
little longer when colts are born than when fillies, but the time is subject to 
considerable variation; for instance, in one case where a record of 284 mares 
was kept the period varied from 307 to 394 days, but the extreme limits are 
considered at from 300 to 400 days, below or beyond these being of exceedingly 
rare occurrence. 

In the cow the period is usually estimated at nine months, or say 274 days, 
-but the record of 1062 cows at an agricultural college ir Germany gives the 
average 2&3 days. In the American Journal of Medical Science the result of 
observation in sixty-two cows gives the shortest period as 213, and the longest 
at 336, the average being for male calves 288, females 282. 

In sheep the usual time is five months, or say 152 days; in one instance 
where a record of 429 was kept the period only varied 13 days. 

In swine the period is about four months, or, as some record it, three 

months, three weeks, and three days. The bitch takes only two months or 
sixty days. As the signs of pregnancy are of importance to those engaged in 
stock raising, it may be well now to mention some of those which can be 
recognized without much difficulty. About the earliest symptom taken into 
consideration is the cessation of the heat, after which the venereal appetite 
subsides, the animal becomes comparatively tranquil, and does not exhibit any 
desire for the male, and in many instances the male will refuse to copulate 
with the pregnant female. This is perhaps more noticable in the bull than in 
most other domestic animals. Occasionally we meet with females that will 
receive the male up to within a very short period of parturition. As a rule in 
cattle and sheep there is a tendency to lay on fat during the early months of 
pregnancy, and many owners take advantage of this circumstance when pre- 
paring their animals for market. 

About the middle period of pregnancy, the means resorted to, by way of 
telling whether an animal is in young or not, is by making an examination 
per rectum, or per vagina. I prefer the former, for I think there is less risk 
of causing abortion. To proceed, the animal should be standing with its 
forequarters elevated, in order that the foetus (the creature before it is born), 
if present, may come closer to the pelvic basin, and to bring it still more 
within our reach, the bottom of the belly should be raised, by assistants pass- 
ing a sack, or something of the sort, under it, and raising it up. The rectum 
should be emptied of its comwtents, the hand and arm well oiled, and the 

exploration made. The foetus can generally be easily felt, indeed when 
pressed upon it will often make a convulsive movement. 
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As pregnancy advances, more evident signs develop themselves. The belly 
becomes quite pendulous and the enlargement of the fetus enables one to 
feel it through the walls of the abdomen. If the stomach be distended with 
cold water, the movements of the young creature can often be seen as well as 
felt. As the period still further advances, and the time for parturition draws 
nigh, the lips of the vulva become swollen, there is usually a jelly-like dis- 
charge from the vagina, and the udders become fully charged with milk. 

In the mare, wax gathers upon the ends of the teats. In the cow the 
points of the hip drop, from the stretching of ligaments, when she is said to 
be down in her bones, and in the course of a day or two, if everything goes 
right, the young creature is produced. 

STERILITY OR INFECUNDITY 

Is the unfruitful result of copulation, and as it is often within our power to 
remove this condition, it may be well to notice those causes which are of most 
importance. In some instances it is a permanent condition, for instance it is 
generally permanent in monstrosities, and hermaphrodites (an animal possessing 
many of the characteristics of the opposite sex to which it actually belongs) ix 
cattle when twins are born, the one a male, the other resembling a female, the 
latter is called a free-martin, and will not breed, but it is generally an herma- 
phrodite. There are cases recorded where free-martins have bred, but then of 
course they were not hermaphrodites. It is also the result of diseases of the 
generative organs, such as fatty degeneration of the ovaries, or tumors, which 
can not be removed. 

The temporary causes are often the result of premature, or late coition, 
when the gencrative organs are not in a proper condition for conception, or in 
other words, when the animal is not in season; under-fed or over-fed ani- 
mals are not so likely to conceive as those in moderate condition. Animals 

of a very nervous disposition are not so likely to procreate as those in moder- 

ate condition. It has also been observed that mares accustomed to work hard, 

active exertion before being put to the male is favorable to conception, and 
from this fact, the Arabs often gallop their mares to such an extent as to 
bring them almost breathless before the stallion, and when the act is accom- 
plished they leave them to stand for a few hours to “cool down.” 

Change of climate has also an injurious effect upon the fecundity of an ani- 

mal, sometimes putting it altogether in abeyance, at others only rendering the 

animal barren for a time. 
But in all cases of infecundity, a careful examination of the generative 

organs should be made, for many cases of apparent infecundity are due to 

malformation of the mouth of the womb, or some obstacle which can be 

removed, and almost valueless animals are thus made worth hundreds or even 

thousands of dollars. If the condition is due to the presence of a tumor, this 

can generally be removed without much risk to the animal. But the diffi- 

culty is very often due to the closing of the mouth of the womb, and this can 

be overcome by an operation which, if skillfully performed, is not dangerous. 
The animal must be secured, if a mare by the side line, if a cow by fasten- 

ing the two hind feet together, though not too tight. The hand and arm 

should then be well oiled with, say olive oil, the fingers and thumb, being 

drawn into as small a compass as possible, should now be introduced into the 

vagina, and the obstacle felt for; if the fault be at the mouth of the 

womb, it will be found wholly or partially closed, but it may be dilated by 

gently insinuating the tips of the fingers until the cavity of the womb is 
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reached. ‘This operation has been known and practiced by the Arabs for many 
years on their barren mares, and of late years it has been practiced successfully 
on cattle. In some instances the mouth of the womb can not be dilated with the 
fingers ; in such instances a surgical operation has to be performed. This should 
only be done by those understanding the anatomy of the parts, 

With regard to the percentage of barren animals I have endeavored to 
obtain statistical information on the subject, but as records are not usually 
kept I have not been very successful. In 1881 where a record of 2,764 mares 
was kept, 73.76 were fruitful, 26.24 were barren, and 8.65 aborted. In the 

cow it has been estimated that 79 per cent were fruitful. In sheep, out of 
8,500 only 740 or about 12 per cent were unfruitful. In an ordinary flock of 
sheep it is generally estimated that as many lambs will be produced, as there 
are ewes; the twins making up for the barren animals, etc. 

HYGIENIC TREATMENT OR CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF PREGNANT ANIMALS, 

The mare, if employed for labor, may be worked up to within a very short 
period of parturition, if the work be moderate and in harness. She should be 
kept in moderate condition, and regularly exercised at all events. 

The cow, if kept for milk alone, may be milked to within a very short period 
of calving, but if any value be placed upon the calf, then milking should stop 
about the fifth or sixth month, for if milking is prolonged it very likely proves 
prejudicial to the footus by diverting the elements of nutrition from the womb to 
the udder; they should be fed on the best quality of easily digested food, care 
being taken that they do not become too fat, for if obesity is allowed to pro- 
ceed to an extreme degree it may retard the development of the fetus, or pro- 
duce abortion. They should be protected from inclemency of the weather, but 
allowed at all times plenty of fresh air. They should not be allowed to drink 
too freely of ice or very cold water in the latter months as it is very likely to 
produce abortion. They should be kept from the smell of blood. In cows it 
sometimes happens that one will abort after the other, if allowed in contact 
with one another. The odor of one which has aborted should at once be 
removed. Harsh treatment on the part of attendants should be sternly sup- 
pressed, and surgical operations should not be performed if they can be 
avoided. After parturition the mothers should be kept comfortable for a few 
days, as they are very likely to take cold at this time. 

ATTENTION TO THE OFFSPRING. 

The foetal membranes (after birth) should be removed at once, and the 
natural openings examined, to see if they exist, if they do not artificial ones 
may be made and kept open for a day or two with pledgets of lint, or some 
thing of that sort. All collections should be removed from the nostrils and 
mouth. 

The mother should be allowed, in fact, encouraged to like the new-born, 
but should she appear indifferent to her young, she can often be induced to 
lick it by sprinkling the skin with bran or a little salt. The friction caused by 
the tongue of the mother is very necessary as it excites the circulation of the 
blood in the skin, which is very likely to be driven from it when the young 
creature is deposited in a colder atmosphere than its delicate skin is accus- 
tomed to. Young animals should be kept in dry places. After the first birth 
attendants should leave them as much as possible to themsélves, for by too 
much interference the mother often becomes careless and forsakes the 
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offspring. As soon as it is able to stand nicely, gentle exercise may be 
allowed. 

Haying reached the period when the young creature is brought into the 
world, it may be well now to discuss very briefly some of the circumstances 
which control its character, as well as stamp its form. Beginning with the 
influence of the parent, I may state that the most popular theory is that the 
male has the greater influence in determining the character of the produce, 
but I have known of so many instances where the characteristics of the mother 
were retained, that I am inclined to think, in many cases, neither parent 
can be regarded as possessing superior powers for developing the character of 
the progeny; but the popular idea being so much in favor of the male’s pos- 
sessing these superior qualities, has led to his being selected with greater care 
regarding his pedigree, form, action, disposition, and constitution, while it is 
too often thought that anything in the shape of a female is good enough to 
breed from; and, asI believe the better bred and more vigorous animal has 
the greater power in stamping the offspring, I think this in a great measure 
accounts for so many young possessing the superior merits of the sire. 

Theoretically speaking, it is often supposed that the male gives the external 
form to the young, while the internal organs resemble those of the mother, 
indeed the appearance of many hybrids has great weight in establishing this 
theory. Take the mule for instance, which is the produce of the male ass 
and the mare; here we have the external form of a slightly modified Jack, 
we have the long ears, the slender legs, the contracted feet, thin tail of the 

Jack, while the belly is round and smooth, resembling the mare. Then on the 
other hand, take the hinny, which is the produce of the stallion and the 
female ass, here we have the external form of a slightly modified horse, the 
ears, mane, tail, legs, and feet resembling that animal in a marked degree, 
while the belly is small and tucked up; but these rules are not always borne 
out practically, for I have known many animals that would puzzle the great- 
est expert to tell whether the sire was a horse or jack. In fact it is acommon 
expression among breeders “that such and such an animal breeds after itself, 
or the sire, as the case may be.’ So it is plain that the characteristics of 
both parents are modified to a greater or less extent in the offspring. 

While speaking of the influence of the parents upon the young, I may 
mention some interesting and well authenticated cases where the influence of 
the male extended even beyond his own immediate get. through the female 
that he had impregnated to her offspring by another sire, or, as it is sometimes 
called, ‘‘the influence of previous impregnation.’ 

One of the most interesting cases of this nature was a mare belonging to 
the Earl of Morton, which was impregnated by a Quagga (a species of zebra), 
to which she produced a striped colt, and this mare produced striped colts 
for several years afterwards, although bred to stallions without such marks. 
Indeed there are cases almost without number where mares which have been 
bred to jacks and produced mules, but their progeny for years afterwards. 
resembled the jack, nor is this confined to the equine race, for there are cases 
recorded in which polled heifers have been served by short horn bulls, and in 
after years when served by bulls of their own breed they produced calves 
resembling the short horns. There are many casesof this description also, but 
perhaps these are sufficient to show that offspring of an animal is not to be 
depended upon if she has conceived by one of another breed, indeed some 
even go so far as to regard the dams in the light of a cross, and there seems 
to be some reason in it. 
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Animals are also occasionally born with the most extraordinary marks upon 
them, through perhaps peculiar nervous influence transmitted from the 
mother to the fetus. ‘The most remarkable case that I have heard of of this 
kind is described in Prof. Miles’s very interesting work on stock breeding, 
the substance of which is that a number of Alderney cattle were pastured 
with some United States cavalry horses with the letters U. S. branded upon 
them. The heifers eventually had calves, and singularly enough, one of them 
produced a fawn-colored calf with the letters U. 8. plainly marked in white 
letters upon its shoulder. There are many just as remarkable cases as this 
reported, which would lead one to think that surrounding objects sometimes 
have an effect upon the progeny. 

BREEDING SEX AT WILL. 

This subject has caused considerable speculation for many years, and various 
theories have from time to time cropped up, gaining favor for a time, or until 
they were practically proved to be wrong, but as they present a certain amount 
of interest I shall mention some of those which were most popular. At one 
time it was thought that the right testicle and the right ovary were instru- 
mental in producing males, while the left produced the females, but this was 
found not to be the case, as it was shown that animals with only one testicle 
produced both sexes, and that females with only one ovary brought forth 
young of the same nature. Another theory which was popular at one time, 
and is now in some places, was that the sex depended upon the maturity of 
the ovum at the time of fecundation, and that in the early stage of the heat a 
female would be produced, but if the act was not performed till the heat was 
subsiding, a male would be the result. Now, if this were the case would it 
not happen that animals in a state of nature, who, being allowed to copulate 
when they feel disposed, would produce a large percentage of females? This 
does not appear to be the case with sheep. It has also been suggested that the 
age and vigor of the animal has a good deal to do with the sex, and that if 
an aged and vigorous male impregnate a young and Jess vigorous female the 
result will be a male. It often happens so, but cannot be relied upon with 
sufficient certainty to be of any practical importance. Some males appear 
remarkable for getting more of one sex than the other, but the circumstance 
which controls this remains yet to be discovered. 

With regard to the selection of parents I must be very brief, having already 
occupied a good deal of time. In the selection of the sire I think the weak 
points of the dam should be considered, and if possible the deficiency supplied 
by him. I have a great aversion to breeding from unsound animals, whether 
it be in wind or limb. Iam also of the opinion that violent crosses are not 
advisable. What I mean is that by putting an enormous stallion to a very 
small, narrow mare you will not get a medium sized, well proportioned horse, 
but rather a weedy, mongrel looking creature; but the motto which should 
be adopted above all others is, ‘‘ Breed from the best.”’ 

At this point I illustrated the difficulties of parturition by means of large 
sized diagrams, without which a written description would be so difficult to 
comprehend that I omit it. 
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THE VALUE OF IMPROVED BREEDS OF STOCK. 

BY W. E. HALE. 

[Read at Eaton Rapids Institute.] 

In this busy age competition is the life of all kinds of business. With 
modern improvements, the facilities for cheap production are the astonishment 
of the world. At present among no class of producers is the result of lively 
competition, in narrowing down the margin of profits, more fully felt than 
among the farmers. The cheapness with which crops and animals may be 
grown at the west, has and is making it necessary for the man who would 
thrive at the occupation of farming, not merely to use his muscles, but his 
brain to study methods and plans by which he may reach the largest and best 
results at the lowest possible cost; for cost and value have just as much sig- 
nificance in this as in any other branch of business. 

In the system of mixed farming as practiced in this State, stock forms the 
most important factor. We must have cows for milk and butter, swine for 
meat, sheep for wool and mutton, and horses for labor. Whatever the breed 
or quality of the animals which the farmer raises, they consume a certain 
amount of food, also require a certain amount of care and attention, and the 
return is usually commensurate with the breed and the manner with which 
they are kept. 

One of the primary objects of stock raising, which makes it essential to 
the farmer is the turning of the coarser products of the farm into money or 
its equivalent, and at the same time restoring to the soil all the elements of 
fertility that he can to supply the place of those taken away by constant 
cropping. How is this improvement to be made? In the past the different 
classes of stock have been improved only as they followed improved agricult- 
ure. When ‘intensive’? farming ’’ has been practiced, there has been the 
greatest improvement in all kinds of stock. 

To-day we have several fixed breeds in each of the different classes of stock, 
and it is by means of the pure breeds that we may hope to make the greatest 
improvement in the shortest time. If they will not do this, they fail in the 
purpose for which they were bred. They would be better adapted for show 
than for adding material wealth to the country. The greatest improvement 
will be in the greatest adaptation to the uses we have for them. 
The farmer who believes that any kind of stock is good enough, incurs no 

expense or labor to improve it, and pays no attention to the regularity in 
feeding or the adaptability of the food to the animals, is the one who always 
contends that stock raising is unprofitable business. But these ideas so prey- 
alent in former years are gradually disappearing. ‘The pure bred male: is now 
wanted upon the remotest ranch as well as upon the cultivated farm, as men 
of all stations have learned that the native has not the elements that make 
improvement possible, and that the better the stock the better we can 
afford to keep them. It probably would not be profitable for all to raise 
thoroughbred stock. We must then improve what we have by crossing with 
some of the pure breeds continuously, and never allowing them to go back. 
After fixing in our mind the breed best adapted to our purpose, we should 
look for individual merit in the animal we seek to breed from. As the great 
mass of our common stock has been bred by a chance system, its improye- 
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ment is not difficult. It being of a varied nature and not bred to any fixed 
line of breeding, the use of almost any well-proportioned thoroughbred male 
will make some improvement. With cattle most breeders consider that the 
first cross is the most marked, but as nature never duplicates its work, if we 
would secure a continued improvement, we must continue to use thorough- 
bred sires and never a grade or native, as they are almost certain to breed 
back and transmit the defects of one or more generations. But some say, 
‘‘Tf a one-half or three-quarter bred animal has the shape, size, and quality 
of a thoronghbred, why will he not transmit his good qualities as well as the 
pure bred?’’ It is because there is no fixedness of type, and they do not 
transmit their qualities with any degree of certainty. The various breeds 
have been brought to their present perfection only by a long-studied and 
systematic course of breeding. For examples, Charles Colling, who first 
brought the short-horn cattle into prominent notice, took the utmost @are and 
pains in selecting the finest cattle from herds that had been carefully bred 
for years. It is to this herd that is traced all of the purest short-horn blood 
of to-day. 

One of the earliest Hereford breeders, Mr. Price, bred carefully for a 
time, and by making one cross to increase the size of his cattle, lost all his 
labor and had to return to his first selection. In making his first selection he 
secured animals from a herd which had been kept pure for forty years. He 
then bred them for forty years more, so that for eighty years the character of 
these cattle was being fixed by careful selection. In a similar manner have 
our sheep and swine been bred, breeders always having some type or standard 
from which to breed, and always adhering to that as a model. 

That sire is the most valuable that produces the greatest similarity in his 
getting in the desired direction, and we would be most likely to fiad such 
qualities in an animal that shows by his ancestry that care has been taken to 
breed in a certain direction, and for some @efinite purpose through several 
generations. For example, the beef breeds have been bred with the object in 
view of bringing them to perfection, in size, form, and quality, at the earliest 
possible age. On an average our native cattle will not weigh over 1,200 
pounds at three or four years of age, while by one or two crosses, grades under 
similar management and care are made to weigh as much, and even more, at 
two years of age. It needs no argument to show which is the most profitable, 
a steer or heifer at one year of age that weighs 1,000 pounds, or a two-year- 
old that with the same care weighs no more. ‘The market reports show that 
choice grades actually bring from $2 to $24 more per hundred weight than 
good native steers. I might cite you cases where native and grade cattle have 
been kept alike, and in nearly every instance the difference has been in favor 
of the grade. 

If we can by better feeding and breeding increase at two or three years old 
the weight to 1,200 or 1,400 pounds, we will not only get greater weight for 
the same feed, but will save time and get a much better price per pound. The 
use of a fine wooled ram on a common flock of sheep will not only improve 
the lambs in form and in quality of wool, but will often increase the amount 
of wool a pound or more per head, so that you not only add dollars and cents 
by the increase from the amount of wool each year, but you are adding 
material value to the sheep themselves. 

It is a combination of feeding with breeding that brings good results. <A 
great many act on the principle that the breed is all that is necessary, but no 
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class of stock can be made profitable without liberal feeding, proper care, and 
attention. Up to a certain point an engine is useless; all of the heat goes for 
naught until enough has been applied to produce a sufficient amount of steam 
to run our machinery. Beyond this, within a certain limit, the more feed we 
add, the more steam there is produced, hence the greater the motive power. 
In a similar manner animals act the part of machines in converting the coarse 
products of the farm into various available forms. It takes a certain amount 
of food to keep an animal alive, and it is only as we add to this what the 
animal will assimilate in good wholesome food that we can expect any increase. 
How many farmers keep their animals at just the point, that even if possessed 
with a fair amount of flesh when placed in winter quarters—in the spring they 
weigh less than they did in the fall. What economy can there be in thig? 
Not only is most of the value of the food lost, but all of the care and atten- 
tion is for naught. If you have stock, that, when properly fed and cared for 
does not yield a proper return—the sooner you are rid of it the better. The. 
room they occupy and the food they consume could be given to the more 
worthy ones. 

But what could be gained by improvement? One of the great benefits of 
improved stock lies in their early maturity, and in the large returns for the food 
consumed. ‘The earlier we can get the same price per pound for our stock, the 
better. Cattle that give the largest returns for the food consumed, pay the 
best. The same is true of our sheep and swine. All may not rear cows that 
reach the highest yields, or sheep that grow the heaviest amount of wool, nor 
is it necessary. There is not a farmer but values highly the importance of 
using the best varieties of seeds or grains, and as our stock interests are of 
fully as much importance, why not take the same care in the selection of our 
stock that we would if we were selecting our seed corn or seed wheat? If we 
are to compete with the rapid improvements that are being made in the west, 
we must exert ourselves to the best improvement by better breeding and better 
feeding. It means better stock, more beef, more milk and butter, more wool 
and mutton, more pork, better manure, better crops, better farms, and we 
are better men. In a word, it means a vast increase of wealth to individuals, 
and to our State and nation. 

Prof. Johnson made a few remarks in which he stated that when we realize 
that our live stock and our live stock productions exceed all other farm pro- 
ducts, and when we remember that twelve dollars’ worth of butter, eight 
dollars’ worth of cheese, or between three and four dollars’ worth of beef, pork, 
or mutton, can be sent for the same price as one dollars’ worth of wheat, to 
Boston or New York, then we will see the true value of keeping true varieties 
of stock. 

Good cattle can be fattened at least expense before they are two years old. 
He recommended raising calves by hand, feeding them oil meal mixed with 
milk. After the calf is five or six months old gradually substitute bran or 
oatmeal in place of the oil meal. Feed three times a day for best results. 

We 
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THOROUGHBRED STOCK FOR PROFIT. 

BY A. N. WOODRUFF. 

(Read at Berrien Institute.) 

By thoroughbred stock we mean established breeds,—breeds that have been 

bred to some certain line for years. Short-horn and Holstein cattle, Percheron 
or Clydesdale horses, Merino sheep or Berkshire swine are notable examples 
of our ideas relative to this point. 

Most men who engage in stock-raising do so to secure profits. There may 
be some who raise thoroughbred stock simply to please their fancy; if so they 
are the exception, for the great majority of breeders of pure bred stock do so 
with the thought and idea of enhancing their annual profits. How these can 
be best secured ? What initiatory steps shall be taken in this fascinating field 
of stock raising? What breed or breeds shall be raised? are questions that 
come to every one who contemplates engaging in raising thoroughbred stock. 
There are some necessary conditions that must be plainly visible, of which the 
breeder must be fully conscious, or the profits will doubtless be very meagre. 
A love for the business as well as for the profits, and an admiration for 

choice animals regardless of breeds or owners, are some of these conditions. 
To any one who likes to care for stock, who likes to feed them, and who 

likes to see them eat, the rearing of thoroughbred stock offers one of the most 
inviting fields of labor that is within reach of the ordinary farmer. 
Though a great diversity of opinion exists in reference to the relative merits 

of the various breeds, still there are some truths so potent in their influence, 
so self-evident in their nature, and so universal in their application that they 
can be safely followed by any and all. 

In selecting a breed choose one suited to your circumstances, to your con- 
ditions, and, other things being equal, to the wants of your locality. 

In commencing buy only choice specimens. It is better to pay good prices 
for good stock than to buy common ones cheaply, or to have inferior stock 
given to you. Be sure that you have a taste for the business, that you admire 
good stock, that you are willing and anxious to learn more of the principles of 
breeding and feeding, that you have an earnest desire to excel in whatever 
you undertake to do, and a ‘‘ thirst” for a greater knowledge of stock, and of 
the management of the same. Being possessed with these qualifications, select 
some breed that you admire particularly, that seems adapted to your locality, . 
and that is likely to be wanted over a wide extent of country. This will 
require thought and careful consideration. Having chosen the breed, take a 
personal interest in it. Be confident ‘‘ your breed’’ is a desirable one for 
certain purposes, basing your confidence on facts, well-grounded and undis- 
putable, and then strive to make it worthy of your expectations. 

There is a great deal of stock literature published, and to be successful as a 
breeder of pure-bred stock, it is well to have some knowledge of the litera- 
ture pertaining to ‘‘your breed.”? ‘The more the better. 

A man may have a choice herd of pure-bred stock, possessed with abundant 
means, and yet be unable to handle them at a profit. 

To illustrate: I once knew a man who purchased a trio of choice Short- 
horn cattle. The bull proved to be ashy breeder; one of the cows was not - 
only a bad but a ‘‘high kicker,’’ and the other cow would jump any ordinary 
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fence. He soon decided there was no profit in raising thoroughbred stock, 
and that a fortune could be lost much easier than it could be won following 
this business. His reasoning was faulty, as he took Azs—an individual instance 
—as a basis, and reasoned from that to general conclusions on the business. 

Having been unfortunate in buying—his animals being faulty—he judged 
the business to be deceitful, visionary, and unprofitable. — 

Having observed this and other similar cases, I conclude that a particular 
talent is a pre-requisite to success in rearing pure bred stock; but, perhaps, 
no more so than in the pursuit of many other kinds of business. That the 
breeder should be progressive, never satisfied with present attainments, but 
ever striving to improve himself and the quality of his stock; that he should 
subscribe for and thoroughly read one or more of the papers especially devoted 
to stock interests; that he should have a personal pride in the merits of his 
stock, but not to such a degree that he can see no beauty or valuable quality 
in. stock owned by others. He should learn to be critical, and be as willing to 
criticize his own stock as his neighbors’ stock; though it is neither necessary 
nor wise to criticise in a loud or offensive way. What I wish to convey is 
simply this: he should be able to note the defects in his own stock, and to 
see and admire the good qualities in his neighbors’ animals. 

Stock breeders are generally hospitable and courteous; they should strive to 
be generous and charitable. Be willing to recognize merit and superior qual- 
ity in all the different breeds of stock, as no one breed is best in all respects 
or under all circumstances. 

In starting a herd of pure bred stock use care and thought in selecting ; buy 
only of reputable breeders,—breeders of known character and integrity. No 
man can afford to misrepresent in business dealings, and for the breeder of 
thoroughbred stock to do so is to strike a death blow to his business. Still, 
it has been practiced in the past and doubtless will be in the future. 

While a judicious buyer or breeder will not be governed solely by pedigree, 
yet he will give due consideration to it, and when a good pedigree and a good 
animal are combined satisfactory results may confidently be expected. While 
all who engage in raising thoroughbred stock may not be successful, still I 
am confident that to any one who has a taste for the business, and who will 
give it the same personal attention, combined with energy and prudence, as is 
given by any successful business man to his business, the breeding of thorough- 
bred stock will prove a safe, satisfactory and profitable investment. 

THE IDEAL FARM HORSE. 

BY PROF. E. J. MAC EWAN. 

[Delivered at Eaton Rapids and Caro Institutes.] 

As an ally in agriculture, and as a beast of burden the horse has played a 
minor part, until within the present century; but he has always occupied a 
position of literary and scholastic respectability. Sacred and profane litera- 
ture is full of the horse. Moses chronicles the horse trades of the incorrupt- 
able Joseph with the hungry Egyptians; Homer compares Ajax bounding 
over the ships to the horseman ‘‘ who well knew how to ride several horses at 
once, over the public highway,”’ and tells how many admiring watched him, 
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“Men and matrons as well. Not losing his balance the rider 
Springing would change from one to another while they were flying.” 

Then ‘‘ Trainer of horses’? was a name of honor conferred by the gods. 
Virgil, the greatest of Roman poets, who lectures on agriculture, describes for 
farmers’ use, a horse corresponding very weil to our smaller and finer 
Percheron : 

** Fine in the head and lofty in the crest, 
Brawny in back and broad and deep in chest, 
Short, stout in body, with thick flowing main, 
A double spine, and solid hoofs that spurn, 
And powerful beat the earth at every turn.” 

[ Does he purposely omit the legs? ] 
Adonis’s black horse, as described by Shakespeare comes nearer the old 

fashioned Morgan: 

“In shape and color, courage, pace, and bone.” 
* Round hoofed, short jointed, fetlocks shag and long, 

Broad breast, full eye, small head, and nostril wide, 
High crest, short ears, straight legs, and passing strong, 

Thick mane, thick tail, broad buttock, tender hide.” 

Eyery schoolboy is familiar with Browning’s sympathy for the thorougbred, 
as seen in ‘‘ How they brought the news from Ghent to Aix.’? Not only lit- 
erature, but art abounds in horses. The war horse of Job, the Oriental horse 
of Mohammed, the chariot horses of the Romans, the barbs of the Moor, the 
saddle horses of the Turks and Arabians, the great heroic horses that have 
dragged the artillery and ambulances of the vast armies, the sculptured Greek 
horses of Phidias, and the painted Norman horses of Rosa Bonheur are 
matters of which all persons of general information and culture must know 
something. One so remote from practical agriculture as a professor of 
English literature, then, may honestly talk about horses and not be stigmatized 
as a jocky or a Jehu, or even an equine parson. This paper, however, is not 
intended as a discussion of the horse from a literary or artistic point of view, 
but from the practical business standpoint of the general farmer, whose oper- 
ations must be carried on by horse power, and whose surplus horses go to the 
market like any other surplus stock: not from the standpoint of the special 
breeder, but the small farmer, who wants the best team for his own use and 
horses that will readily sell at remunerative prices. 

While the lines of work for horses are becoming more definite year by year, 
and horses are being bred and broken for more definite service, yet the breeds 
are not so numerous, distinct, nor well defined as those of the other domestic 
animals. Our large draft horses come to us mostly from France, Scotland, 
and England, where much interest has for many generations been taken in 
their breeding. A breed is a classification by which we distinguish a group of 
animals possessing qualities not common to all the species, which pecul- 
arities are so firmly established that they are uniformly transmitted by 
heredity. Practically, the distinctions of breeds are confined to marked dif- 
ferences of appearance, function, use, disposition, or quality. Horses might 
be classed by the uses to which they are adapted—drafters, coachers, roadsters, 
saddlers, general use; or by their gaits—runners, trotters, pacers, single- 
footers; or by a combination of the two, which is the more common if the 
less philosophical way. 

The French horses, called formerly Normans from their home, Normandy, 
and now generally Percherons, from La Perche, are mostly dapple-gray, with 
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sometimes a black or other color. They are from 153 to 17 hands high, and 
weigh from 1,400 to 1,800 pounds. The have a strong frame, rather sloping 
shoulders, not very long body, somewhat drooping rump, short tail, big, round, 
clean leg, and pretty good feet. Snug, compact, easily kept, strength and 
endurance are their characteristics. They often possess good action for such 
large animals, and are generally of good disposition. Their breeders claim 
for them a fast walk and good trot, but this must be in comparison with the 
Durham steer. 

The Clydesdale takes its name from the river Clyde in Scotland, and is one 
of the most popular British breeds. These horses have large heads, somewhat 
sloping shoulders, long back and body, with hindquarters long and well 
developed. Their size and weight is somewhat above that of the French 
horse. Bay and brown, with white on the face and some or all of the feet, are 
the favorite colors. The lower part of the leg is covered with long fine hair, 
which is much prized as a mark of high breeding. It is claimed that they 
haye unsurpassed flatness and strength of bone in the limbs, and have an 
unusually good step on the walk. Long ago the development of mines in the 
south of Scotland made a great demand for heavy drafters about Glasgow. 
These horses were already considered excellent, but the English draft horse, 
having superior size and symmetry, was used to perfect the Clyde. The head 
and body of the shire horse, with the shoulder, muscles, leg, and action of the 
Clyde, were supposed to make perfection in the combination. This crossing is 
still going on in both Scotland and England. 

The English shire horse varies considerably, but in general resembles the 
Clydesdale. A little lighter and handsomer, with equally prized long hair on 
the legs, as we see them here, it often puzzles even an expert to distinguish 
them in the show ring from the Clydes. When well bred at home they are 
said to be very smooth, round turned horses, weighing 1,600 to 2,000 pounds ; 
close coupled, very strong backs, round barreled, deep chested, strong flat 
legs, 16 hands high, good style and action, and particularly fast walkers for 
big horses. With a mild disposition they combine great courage and endur- 
ance. 

The only distinct breed of coachers is the Cleveland Bay, and this breed is 
almost extinct. This is a large, elegant horse, standing from 16 to 162 
hands high, and weighing 1,250 to 1,450 pounds, with a fine head, full bright eye, 
long arched neck, oblique shoulders, deep chest, short, strong back, and powerful 
loin, long quarters, strong cordy legs, and perfect feet. ‘The color is always a 
beautiful mahogany bay, mane and tail black, full and flowing, and legs black 
and free from white markings. Youatt, comparing them with the Norfolk 
farm horse, a kind of English draft which, crossed with the Hunter, produced 
them, says: “Now we have an animal, tall, deep-chested, rising in the 
withers, slanting on the shoulders, flat in the legs, with far more strength and 
treble the speed.’”? Strong in bone and sinew, this animal has size enough 
for general work, style and speed enough for a gentleman’s carriage, and a 
muscular development and ease of movement denoting great endurance. 

The thoroughbred or running horse, on which great care has been bestowed 
for many years, both in Great Britain and this country, traces its origin to 
the Arabian, Barb, Turk, and other desert horses. It is one of the most 
clearly established breeds. It is largely, however, the product of British skill 
in selection, breeding, and training. Running horses are of all colors, but bay, 
black, and chestnut are the favorites. They are often tall, 154 to 16 hands, 
but never heavy, 1,100 pounds being about the average. They are slender, 
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rather long-legged, with small head and pointed nozzle, light wiry neck, 
narrow chest, well-sprung ribs, a fine strong back and loin, and long hind 
quarters. The mane and tail of the thoroughbred are usually light, their 
hair fine, and skin thin. Always high spirited—too spirited for quiet work— 
their great energy, endurance, and fineness of texture, have made them 
invaluable for improving coarse dull breeds. Of course their gait unfits them 
for harness work. The name thoroughbred belongs to this class by common 
usage, and should not be applied to any other breed. 
The trotter is entirely an American institution, usually an American plaything ; 

(the whole institution is the American millionaire behind a 2:20 span at a 
2:20 gait) and, although of no established form, color, size, or weight, is 
entitled to be called a distinct breed. ‘Trotting horses vary from 14 to 17 
hands in hight, from 700 to 1,400 pounds in weight, from the slight form of 
the runner to the chunky form of the draft horse, and from a dirty gray, 
dingy, dim, flea-bitten roan or calico, to the most fashionable bay, brown, 
black, and chestnut. On the track they seem thin, slim, and long-legged. 
Like Cassius, ‘‘ they have a Jean and hungry look,’’ but many of them are 
powerfully muscled, and have sufficient size and force for any ordinary work. 
The mental organization, instincts, and physical conformation of the trotter, 
as developed at present, form so extended a topic that they cannot with pro- 
priety be explained in this paper. This breed is descended from thorough- 
bred stock on both sides, with frequent crosses of pacing blood, but the run- 
ning ancestry may be very remote. The families are very numerous— 
Messenger, Mambrino, Abdallah, Hambletonian, Bashaw, Clay, and Morgan, 
with their branches, being the most noted. These are families, let it be 
understood, and not distinct breeds. If a horse can trot or pace in 2:30 or 
better he is a trotter or pacer; if not, or if at this gait he is not used in 
public races, he is called a roadster. 

There are several distinct families of pacers, but their origin is not easily 
traced. Many trotting horses pace very fast; and many pacers trot very fast ;, 
so, some of the highest authorities begin to think they should be considered the 
same breed. The common outward characteristics of the pacer are rather 
small size, long head, and short, straight neck, tendency to roach back, long 
sloping rump, long slanting hips, well bent hind legs, and long heels, slant- 
ing under the hoof. Common families are: Narragansetts, Hiatogas, Blue 
Bulls, and Pilots. 

The roadster is not a distinct breed, unless we make the name synonymous 
with trotter. The name is given generally to those animals which are used 
in the light wagon, for business purposes or pleasure, and consists mostly of 
trotting bred horses, too slow to be valuable, and various animals in which 
trotting crosses predominate. This is the nearest approach we have to a 
‘“general purpose horse.’ He is called on to do the farmer’s work, pull the 
putcher’s, baker’s and grocer’s wagon, take the doctor twelve or fifteen miles 
an hour, on the country road, drag a hack or omnibus all day on the stony 
pavement, gallop under the saddle, and plod in the tread-mill. 

From this classification and description, it is seen that there is not only no 
well established breed of farm horses, but no horse that meets the farmer’s 

wants for everp kind of work, unless it is the almost extinct Cleveland Bay. 
Wordsworth, when asked which was the best of his poems, answered; “Sir, 
they are all the best.’’? And so we should have to say of the breeds of horses 
if we consulted different breeders, ‘‘They are all the best,’ from the 800 
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pound trotter or runner to the 2,200 pound cart horse. But a careful exam- 
ination of the farmers’ needs shows that none of these are the best. 

There is a big place for big horses, but it isn’t on the average Michigan 
farm. Life is too short for us to await the notions of the great flabby, slug- 
gish, spongy-boned lubber, the plodding mastodon of Kurope, performing his 
allotted round of drudgery on a soft soil, without hope or fitness for anything 
else. Smaller teams will perform our ordinary work more quickly, easily, 
and with less feed than these loose-made, spiritless carcasses, on limbs big 
enough to support a meeting-house, but too often soft as Michigan bass-wood. 
They are too slow for American tastes and habits as well as for the intelligent 
American notion of bringing things to pass. 

The thoroughbred and high bred trotters generally lack the essential quali- 
ties for farm work, size, and mental organization. Like the boys who go away 
for a term or two to the town school and then come home, they are too 
much gentlemen to work. Nervous and high strung, they waste their energy 
in fighting against the bit, the driver, and menial service. Their finer texture 

will not compensate fully for their lesser bulk. A dead pull of a ton or more 
requires weight as well as muscle and nerve to move it. Farmers, like their 
brethren in other occupations, may occasionally like a fast horse. We see 
them every day on the road. with what has been bred for a stepper—and is a 
thing that over-reaches, or straddles behind and paddles before, or scuffs and 
kicks up a dust, or stumbles, or holds his tail at one side or between his 
haunches, or goes sideways, or is a fool and can’t take care of himself, or has 
a barrel head, drooping rump, rat tail, and the temper of a red headed old 
maid, or the willfulness of a married woman with a model mind and an 
awful appetite to wear the trousers. The ordinary farmer has no business 
with fast horses. ‘These should be left to the professional breeder, and the 
Bonners, Vanderbilts, Cases, Kittsons, and Rockafellows, who have time and 
money to spend for mere pleasure, without hope or desire for other reward. 

The farm horse must be evolved from some of the existing breeds. The 
general farmer must know definitely what horse will best do all his farm 
work, and then, in the light of modern scientific breeding, he can produce 
him. What then is the ideal farm horse? The small, compact, clean-cut, 
wide-awake, Percheron, small sized English draft, or Clydesdale, the 
largest and strongest thoroughbreds, hunters and trotters, if quiet, and the 
good, old fashioned Morgan of great size will do farm work, and always sell; 
but none of these is the ideal farm horse. He must combine the warm, 

courageous, enduring blood of the thoroughbred or trotter, the coolness and 
patience of the Percheron, the solid resoluteness, docility, and intelligence of 
the Clydesdale, and the size, style, action, and color of the Cleveland Bay. 
He must haye both the power and the will todo what is demanded of him. 
His power will come from his physical conformation. He must be good for a 
long day’s or month’s journey, or for a heavy load on a steep hill. He must be 
able, in span, to do the plowing, haul the cord-wood, and go to mill, to church, 

or to town at the rate of ten or twelve miles an hour. With plenty of bone 
and muscle, he must be symmetrical all over, elegant and stylish, with action 
high and trappy, a stalwart, slinging walk of five miles an hour, and a good 
Swinging, vigorous, determined trot equal to a four minute gait. He must be 
sixteen hands or more in height, and weigh from 1,200 to 1,400 pounds, a 
snug, compact, heavy body, on legs not too long. A medium sized, bony 
head, expressive, without coarseness or clubbishness, full between the eyes, 
with straight profile, and full, bright, hazel eyes and slim pointed ears, should 
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be set on a neck of good length and finely arched crest. The shoulder should 
be thick at the point, strong at the top, oblique and long, with high withers. 
The chest should be deep, low down between the arms. The barrel deep, 
round, and not tucked up in the flank, should carry out level on the rump, 
with the tail set on high, and slightly arching. ‘The back should be straight, 
firm, and strong, joined to the rump by an even mass of muscle, with power- 
ful loin, and long, broad quarters and thigh, well muscled down toward the 
hock. The leg should be broad and flat with long, strong joints, bone as 
dense as ivory, sinews like steel, short, slanting, elastic pastern, and round, 
open-heeled hoof, dark colored, fine grained and smooth. The horse’s wind 
must be strong and his digestion perfect. He should be bay, brown, chest- 
nut, black, dark-gray or roan; bay is the best of all colors, not fading in the 
sun; and he should be free from objectionable white markings. He may be 
taller and heavier than this ideal, but not smaller nor lighter. While strength 
is not always governed by size, there are times in almost all farm work when 
the dead weight thrown into the collar is of quite as much value as nervous 
force. His carriage must be lofty and gay, his form smooth and shapely all 
around, and his appearance attractive at rest or in motion. He should be 
handsome, and be proud of it. He should impress you, not as specially 

_ adapted to one thing, the race course, the plow, the heavy load, but as suited 
to the various uses to which the farmer may put him—to pull the plow, to 
feel at home on the reaper or threshing machine, trot off smartly with the 
family carriage or the little road wagon, walk briskly with the load of hay to 
the barn, or of grain to market, or carry a man proudly on his back. 

The will to do depends on what we may call the horse’s moral qualities or 
instincts. He must possess intelligence, courage, be easily controllable, never 
skittish, nervous, or flighty. A cowardly horse, like a cowardly man, that 
smells the battle afar off and stops there, is good for nothing. With gentle 
disposition, fine temperment, and sagacity, there must be docility, patience, 
spirit, and resoluteness 

The most valuable gait for the farm horse, as, indeed, for any horse used 
for economie purposes, is the walk; and it is the most neglected. The lazy, 
dull, sluggish, slow walker has no place on the farm. A careful estimate of 
the time spent by the farm team on the walk, at the plow, harrow, seeder, 
planter, cultivator, reaper, mower, or the farm wagon, will prove the value of 
a fast walker. Only in the family carriage, single buggy, empty wagon, or 
under the saddle, does the farm horse go off the walk, and here he can rest 
without so much loss if he walks rapidly. A fast walker will go five miles an 
hour, a slow walker three—a difference of 4094. Compute the loss of time and 
money, especially in hurrying times like haying or harvest, when the work of 
several men depends on the movement of a single team, or when you are cul- 
tivating short rows of corn or raking hay, where the horse must turn about 
every few minutes, and you will lose all patience with the horse that considers 
a gait of more than two miles an hour, or more than four turnings about 
between breakfast and dinner, unorthodox. Almost everything is going now 
at steam engine rates, and the horse must approach this rate of speed to be 
serviceable or bring the cash. 

While the horse thus described is the ideal farm horse, he is also in great 
demand in the cities, at big prices, to draw the gentleman’s family carriage, 
and is known as the ‘‘coaeher’’ or ‘‘ park horse.’’ 

The requirements of the park horse are thus described by Dr. McMonagle: 
** A park horse should have a great deal of blood, be of good action, and be 
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able to tot a mile in 34 or 4 minutes, or go eight, ten, or twelve miles an 
hour if necessary. He should bea stylish bay, standing 16 hands or over, and 
weighing 1,200 pounds. He should stand erect on his forelegs, hold his head 
and tail high, and be perfect in symmetry and form. He must be large and 
broad in his hind quarters. He should be proud of himself, and dignified and 
elegant in his bearing, easy and graceful in motion, full of nerve and ambition, 
but of pleasant disposition, firm of flesh, sound in bone, not liable to spavin, 
straight in limb and standing squarely on his feet.”’ 

SCALE OF POINTS FOR JUDGING HORSES APPLIED TO THE PARK HORSE. 

1. Size, 16 hands being the standard; weight, 1,200 pounds.--._..-_- 8 
2. Proportions, general symmetry and perfection of form.---__._.-.- 10 
3. Elegance and loftiness of style and carriage...-......-------..-.- 10 
4, Color dark, free from bad markings on the face or feet.__-_.____- 5 
5. Head clean, broad, expressive, and not too large----...-.....---- 5 
6. Hye and ear bright, cheerful, and expressive of docility-....-._... 5 
7. Neck, length, shape, and quality, with character of shoulders_.-.-- 5 
Sag DaCkeanas lonmsyee i Wake hee 2 ASRS el ate athe a 6 
9, Hip and whirlbone, and setting on of tail..-.--...-----.._.-..-.. 5 

HO; Quality of limbs: and-feetss 4 22-2 ble Bol waa eas 10 
11. Action lofty, free and bold, knee well bent at speed---.......---- 6 
12, Speed equal to a mile in 4 minutes to road wagon..--....._..-.-- 5 
iss Docility andykindness*of: temper- =. 222 Je a ee a 5 
14, Pedigree, showing an inheritance of the quality desired, and the 

consequent: ability to transmit itl 222222. 2Soe sh 2h ee eee 15 

100 

‘Such horses are as marketable as fat steers, and in well matched spans at 
‘four or five years old will bring from $600 to $2,500, or even more. 

This stately coach horse, identical with what is best adapted to farm pur- 
‘poses, must be evolved from the various strains of best blood and brought to a 
perfect type. Large in form, elegant in carriage, finished in outline, bold and 
commanding in action, he is eagerly sought for by the wealthy classes at 
fabulous prices; and closely matched teams will bring any sum within the 
range of conscience. Of the varieties of horses that have been imported into 
this country, first and last, what is still called the Cleveland Bay comes the 
nearest filling this description; and he has the size, the color, the bone, and 
the general form of the ideal farmer’s horse. He has sufficient size, for the 
ordinary span to plow even stiff clay soil, and work the improved implements 
now used, and speed enough to do the road work, either in marketing or in 
the carriage. The uniformity of size, color, and action makes them easily 
matched and salable. But the Cleveland Bay is practically unattainable, and 
there is no breed on the face of the earth to take its place. It isn’t in Europe, 
it isn’t in America. Individual horses that answer the description, and they 
are numerous, are essentially accidental productions. Horses have been bred 
for every quality under the sun except for elegance of form, combined with 
style and size, and as these are the prime qualities of the farm horse, the 
farmer must make a breed by judiciously selecting and breeding for a specific 
type. The ordinary horse can be built up, gradually, through successive 
generations, by judicious development, to the size, style, power, speed, and 
temper required. We haye the raw material here at home in tolerable 

‘18 
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abundance to develop in time just as good a horse as the Cleveland Bay, 
except the uniformity in color, which we may approach; and we will have 
superiority in speed. As the horse must get his staré in all good qualities,— 
disposition, constitution, form, and style,—by inheritance, it will be necessary 
to breed the best to the best to begin with. Then, by a careful, systematic, 
and persistent course of inbreeding and crossing of such breeds, families, and 
individuals, as will be most likely to transmit the uniformity of conformation 
and character desired, we shall in a few generations establish our breed. Sires 
must be selected on their individual merits. Wherever you find the ideal 
horse, take him; if he is a fast trotter all the better; if of a family noted for 
size and beauty, still the better. Find dams of the same type in the same 
way. Don’t throw all the responsibility on one parent. To produce in a 
reasonable time an invaluable race of horses for the farm, coach, or road, if 
the ideal horse and mare cannot be had or are too expensive, the best common 
mares, with a preponderance of trotting or thoroughbred blood, might be 
coupled with the most intelligent, active, healthy, well formed, compact, wiry, 
strong, and enduring draft stallion of small size, Norman or English. The 
female product crossed in due time with the most intelligent, active, healthy, 
best formed, best natured, and largest trotting horse, Hambletonian, Bashan, 
or Clay; the female progeny again bred to a trotter of the same character, or 
the most intelligent, active, healthy, best formed and largest thoroughbred, 
and in most cases the fourth generation would be the ideal horse, the animal 
of most practical value and worth. 

This is the way the fine large California roadsters were bred. A few breed- 
ers imported some small, compact, fine style Clydesdales—coupling them 
with finer strains, increasing the size of brood mares, and retaining much of 
the quality of the better blood. These were coupled with Hlmo, a large 
thoroughbred, a lineal descendant of the imported Barb Grand Bashaw, and 
the female product crossed with the grand large trotter Belmont. This breed- 
ing has left its impress on every class of horses on the Pacific coast. On the 
race-course, on the trotting tracks, on the road, before the carriage, on the 
farms hauling the heavy trucks of the cities, stages, street railways, every- 
where are to be found these descendants, and in every situation playing well 
their part, and gaining honor in every field. 

Or, you may select the best, large, well made mares, of the best constitution, 
shape, action, temper, and style, wherever you can pick them up one-fourth 
grade drafters, or better large trotting mares, and cross these with a large 
thoroughbred or trotter of good bone and muscle, and perfect symmetry; 
2d, 3d, or 4th rate of speed is as handsome, stylish, as first-class, and perhaps 
better for getting offspring for the purpose of the farmer or citizen. By 
careful selection, and adaptation, in four or five generations, or even less, we 
should have a horse as good in all respects as the Cleveland Bay, and better 
in action and speed instinct. 

This is the way the Cleveland Bay was made. Fifty years ago these horses 
were large and coarse in all their points, and sluggish goers,—more like the 
amiable old cow than the spirited smart steppers they now are. But they were 
strong, healthy, and long lived. The females were a good foundation for a 
better progeny. They were coupled with stout thoroughbreds, and hunters of 
a bright bay color; and the female offspring again coupled to thoroughbreds 
and hunters, and the third generation were largely made up of the lofty, 
powerful, stylish, rapid, enduring Cleveland Bay of the present day. 

Until farmers realize the necessity of more careful study of the science and 
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principles of breeding, and understand that itis as necessary first to lay a foun- 
dation, for a breed of horses as for any other structure, and that to secure this 
foundation, they must fix upon a certain line of breeding and follow it mersist- 
ently,retaining the best mares, we need expect no decided improvement and no 
uniformity in breed. 
By the popular clamor for Hambletonians or Lexingtons the otherwise intel- 

ligent farmer is too often beguiled by the oily tongue of a cross-roads horse 
keeper to breed to a bogus pedigree and an unsound horse. He forgets 
that Lexington was a homely, clubheaded horse, having only speed to com- 
mend him, and his ability to transmit speed was balanced by his liability to 
transmit blindness. Hambletonian, head of the greatest family of trotters, was 
a “coarse critter’’ with a head like a barrel, impressing one indeed with maj- 
esty and power, but siring animals of all sizes without any uniformity. You 
may be pretty certain of getting big-headed, leggy, weedy, loosely-coupled, 
loose-jointed, light-boned, slab-sided, ewe-necked, cat-hammed, calf-kneed 
scrubs of colts, so long as you breed the banged up old mare, with all the con- 
stitutional diseases, to the wheezing, stiff-necked, stiff-kneed, spindle-shanked, 
gimlet-rumped plug,—called the son or grandson or great grandson of Ham- 
bletonian or Lexington or Messenger, brought to the neighborhood by some 
guileless benevolent missionary who does business on a ten cent, three-for-a- 
quarter scale, and has no scruples against helping to perpetuate a race of 
churn-headed, light-waisted, fiddle-flanked, steeple-hoofed, switch-tailed 
caricatures of the horse. 

The history of the American trotter proves that when there is a demand for 
a horse with well defined qualities, the evolution of the animal is certain. In 
this case speed at the trot was the one thing desired; and the breeder used the 
horse that could win the race, and get winners, whether he were big or little, 
white or black, sound or unsound, vicious or docile, homely or handsome, 
coarse or fine, thoroughbred, cross-bred, or hybrid. 

The thoroughbred has been established to meet ademand. ‘The trotter has 
been established to meet ademand. We are in a position to establish a breed 
of farm horses more quickly, more easily, more certainly, and of better 
quality, just as soon as we are proud enough not to accept for our stud what 
is too slow for the track or road, too light for the truck, and too homely for 
the coach. The valuable blood of the thoroughbred racer appears promi- 
nently on our trotter; it has enriched the pacer, the coach horse, the draft 
horse, and the general horse. Speed, form, endurance, beauty, nervous 
organization, ambition, courage, are the qualities he has engrafted on mongrel 
stock wherever the horse is a domesticated animal. If the racer brought with 
him gambling, cursing, swearing, drinking, the eating of oysters, and a dis- 
taste for mobcaps and the middle-aged virtues, he still makes the nag we drive 
every day pull truer, last longer ahd evince more courage; he gives finish and 
dash to the saddle-horse and he lends grace and pluck to the light harness 
horse; superb in outline, perfect in form, finished in contour, endowed with 
brain, fleet of limb,—he is still the most nearly ideal horse. Whether speed 
instinct is imparted to the trotter, by the imported thoroughbred, or has been 
engrafted on our horses by American trainers, and American breeders, who 
began the development of the American trotting action, when neither the 
thoroughbred nor the native had any trotting instinct or inheritance, does not 
matter. By training and breeding through successive generations there has 
been envolved a breed of trotters full of trotting instinct and inheritance, and 
possessing strength of bone and muscle, endurance, activity, symmetry of 
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form, vigor of constitution, perfection of action, and a prepotency inherited 
from the finest lineage and transfused through the best blood of its kind. 
Wendell Holmes says: ‘‘ Wherever the trotting horse goes he carries in his 
train brisk omnibuses, the lively baker’s cart, and, therefore, hot rolls, the jolly 
butcher’s wagon, the cheerful gig, the wholesome afternoon drive with wife 
and child—all the forms of moral excellence except truth, which does not 
agree with any kind of horseflesh.’’ 

This is no place for special pleading for the turf, but the trotting horse of 
America, with all his singular excellence and great utility, could have no 
existence but for the turf. Speed, and the severe test put upon the muscles 
and constitution in bringing it out, can come of nothing but the best of par- 
entage, endurance being the desideratum. Publicrunning in the public races 
has made the thoroughbred and maintained his speed and bottom. Public 
trotting in public races has developed the trotter of the highest type, and 
established his speed and bottom. The invaluable qualities of these classes 
could be developed and sustained in no other way. But here is the practical 
point for us; for every running or trotting horse that is used for sporting pur- 
poses in fast public races, there are hundreds employed in other labors, 
roadsters used in recreation or business, and many of the horses on our farms 
whose value, in endurance, activity, and stoutness, is due to the turf. Every 
class of horses—except mammoth drafters—has been made quicker, stronger, 
more active, more enduring, more capable of doing sharp work and retaining 
a good healthy condition, through the efforts of the race course. And it is to 
the families that have made great names here that the farmer must look for 
the foundation of his ideal horse. The excuse for the existence of the institu- 
tion known as the turf is the production of a proper foundation for the farm 
and coach horse, as well as the roadster. 
Many of our farmers are breeding for a special purpose, but none specially 

for himself. One breeds draft horses, and there is profitin this class. Strong, 
heavy, slow horses are wanted for drays, trucks, and express wagons in the 
cities, and for teaming use in the lumber woods; and they will bring cash as 
surely as fat hogs. ‘The farmer who thoroughly prepares himself to raise big 
horses with good action, good legs and feet, and strong, robust constitution, and 
weighing 1,600 lbs. or more, has a gold mine in his stable, the more profitable 
the more industriously it is worked. 

Another breeds trotters and roadsters, and there is profit in this. The 
trotter is the fashionable horse always in demand at top prices, and the road- 
ster is an indispensable agent in all active business pursuits. The roadster 
that can strike the key note to a two-twenty gait, or road fifteen or eighteen 
miles an hour, will bring a fortune, and a few such will make the breeder as 
rich as old Mr. Creesus. But to produce the iron will and stout propelling 
power, the hard, muscular form, stout bone and sinew, and the accumulated 
nervous energy to accomplish this feat, the farmer needs all the skill of half 
a dozen expert scientists to trace out the lines of stock that will assimilate and 
reproduce their kind, and he needs more capital to begin with than the profits 
of the last corn crop. 
Now it is time for us to begin to breed for ourselves You all know that an 

-elegant bay horse, 16 hands, 1,250 pounds, symmetrical, lofty, stylish in his 
carriage, proud, a good stepper—four minutes or better,—with the trappiness, 
docility, and style of the best old fashioned Morgans, drawn out in length of 
body, limb, and neck till perfect proportion is reached, will bring a good round 
.price whether the country is prosperous or panic-stricken. The Morgans, 
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and Messengers, and Clays, and Hambletonians, and Bashaws, and Mer- 
rills, and Patchens have been the serviceable farm and family horses; but 
they have lacked size; to get this in uniformity and retain their other excel- 
lencies is the farmer’s problem, and needs careful breeding and consider- 
able time. Breed carefully for this purpose, and don’t forget to breed for 
brains. The horse that is a coward or fool is good for only a Paris restaurant. 
You will occasionally blunder into rearing a genuine trotter, but it won’t 
hurt your reputation a bit nor lessen the animal’s value. Youcan prepare this 
kind of horses for market yourself. No need of humbug trainers, humbug 
speed accelerators, and stables lined with sweating clothes, boots, straps, and 
toe weights. 

Revolutions do not go backward. ‘The farmer has caught the spirit of this 
age of progress and improvement, and he too is going forward. The vine- 
yard, the orchard, the garden, the drained fields, the stall, the sheep fold, the 
dairy, the sugar, all attest his enterprise. A little while ago the Concord 
grape, Jonathan apple, Merino sheep, Durham, Holstein, and Hereford cattle, 
and the amber cane were things unknown to him, yet he was contented. 
Now, stimulated by these acquisitions, he is seeking other conquests. ‘The 
western industrial press, and the western industrial colleges are giving him 
sound practical instruction and sending him sound practical leaders, and 
practical workers. He cannot much longer fail to see that in a main source of 
his pleasure and recreation, and the profit of his toils, he is inflicting on him- 
self losses and annoyances by sheer neglect. very mile he travels, every 
load he draws, every rod of soil he cultivates testifies to the need of better 
farm horses; nineteen-twentieths of the horses in the land are used for work, 
and nineteen-twentieths of the ardor and effort for improvement are expended 
on the sporting horse. In these is constant improvement and development, 
while the ordinary farm horse is little better than he was forty years ago, and 
this little is fortuitous. When the farmer gives as much thought and effort 
to raising a farm horse that is to be the constant companion of his toil and 
the chief producer of his income, as the sporting-man does to raise the colt 
that for a few minutes a day, occasionally shall contribute to his pleasure or 
his gains, there will be the same improvement. Within a dozen years he will 
do this; and within two or three dozen years more the American farm horse 
will be the best horse on the globe. 

HIGH BREEDING OF HORSES. 

BY JOHN M. MATHEWSON. 

{Read at Grand Rapids Institute. ] 

The importance of high breeding is a subject intimately blended with the 
spirit of this fleet and progressive age. It is now receiving more attention 
than formerly. The thoughtful and learned are turning their attention to it. 
And perhaps there is no subject of like importance to the individual and 
nation that has been so generally neglected and so little understood. 

All understand and agree that if it will pay to raise an animal, it will be the 
more remunerative to raise the best. Yet how many continue to breed and 
raise those that are comparatively worthless, when with care and thought 
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they could in a short time have two pounds of beef where they now have one; 
could as well raise a horse of the value of two hundred dollars as one of the 
value of one hundred dollars. This could be done with the addition of but a 
small expense, and will apply to all our domestic animals. This would not 
only enrich the individual, but the nation. The value of our domestic animals 

in the United States is about two billions of dollars. This amount could be 
more than doubled in five years, without adding to the number, with proper 
care and attention to breeding. We would not be understood in this lecture 
that by high breeding we desire to recommend the breeding of any particular 
kind of stock, nor any particular family or strain, but the elevation of each 
by careful, thoughtful, and judicious selections and breeding. One engag- 
ing in the business of breeding stock should be governed by the kind or 
kinds he desires to rear and the depth of his purse, the soil and the climate 
where they are to be raised and locality as to market, and other circumstances 
under which he may be placed. 

One raising swine in Maine would not be likely to make it profitable with . 
the same type as One in a great corn-producing state and distant from market 
like Kansas. One raising cattle in the Hast, near the great cities of the coun- 
try, where milk, cheese and butter are in great demand, would not be likely to 

want same strain as one distant from market and in a great grazing country 
like Texas. One having afew brood mares with a mixed farming business and 
limited means, would not be likely to make a success in raising colts from the 
same strains as those reared upon our great stud farms. When one desires to 
raise any kind of stock and has come to the conclusion as to the particular 
kind he desires to rear, he should then strive to produce the most perfect 
ones of their kind, as they will always prove to be the most profitable. 
How to do this is the important question under consideration. This is 

a problem that can hardly be solved; it cannot be demonstrated. Although 
there are some general principles that may be suggested that will be beneficial 
to some, and they are so plain and self-evident that they need but to be stated 
to be understood and approved by the thoughtful. 

Mr. Stonehenge, in his very valuable book, entitled, ‘‘'The Horse in the 
Stable and the Field,”’ gives his readers sixteen rules under the head of Prin- 
ciples of Breeding. ‘They are entitled to great weight and credit on account 
of the high authority from whence they emanated. Mr. Herbert, in his val- 
uable work, entitled, ‘“The Horse of America,’’ copies these rules verbatim, 
and approves of and comments upon them at great length. 

Mr. Youatt, in his very valuable work entitled ‘‘ Youatt on the Structure 
and Diseases of the Horse,’ uses some of them without comment, is silent as 
to others. In regard to them we are willing to confess that some are beyond 
our comprehension, that some of them are so intricate that we do not 
understand them and we think are not susceptible of demonstration or proof, 
therefore we do not adopt or reject them. Some of the others are slightly in 
conflict with each other. ‘To illustrate: Under his Rule 11, which is ‘‘ The 
influence of the male upon the Embryo,” he uses this language: ‘‘ Nor is 
anything known of the laws which regulate the temperament bodily, or mental 
power, color, or conformation of the resulting offspring.’’ In Rule 12 he 
lays down this principle. ‘‘That like produces like or the like of some 
ancestor.”? In Rule 13 he says “The purer or Jess mixed the breed the more 
likely it is to be transmitted to the offspring.’’ In discussing these questions 
we approach them with a great deal of caution and delicacy, on account of 
their very high and learned authority and on account of our very limited 
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knowledge and experience upon this subject. Still we feel like expressing our 
individual thoughts and opinions upon the subject rather than those of others 
however high they may be. Therefore we say we agree with his proposition 
laid down in Rule 18, that ‘‘The purer or less mixed the breed the more 
likely it is to be transmitted to the offspring,’’ and we agree with his Rule 12, 
‘“That like produces like or the like of some ancestor,’’ with this qualifi- 
cation or addition, that like produces like, or the mixed qualities of its ances- 
tors. It is an admitted fact that no two blades of grass are alike; no two 
living beings were ever known to be exactly alike. 

That great father of trotters, Imported Messenger, never sired a colt like 
himself in the strict sense of the term, neither did Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, so 
with the Godolphin Barb or Arabian, so with English Boston, Lexington, and 
the great Leamington. Although in all of these their reproductive powers were 
great, perhaps unsurpassed, still their progeny partook more or less of the 
admixture of former ancestors. There never was but one Leamington, 
Lexington, Boston, Hcelipse, Godolphin, Arabian, Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, or 
Messenger, although, as has been said, each of these possessed in a marked 
degree the power of transmitting his qualities to his offspring. Assuming 
these two propositions to be correct, either as stated by the learned author or 
the speaker, how are we to reconcile them with his rule 11, where he says: 
“Nor is anything known of the laws which regulate temperament, bodily 
or mental power, color, or conformation of the resulting offspring.’? If this 
proposition be true what becomes of the other two rules, 12 and 13, where 
purity of blood is recommended because of its influence on the progeny, and 
where like is said to produce like, in order that we might have some sort of 
guide. If the 11th proposition of the learned author be strictly true, then it 
appears to us that the other two must be untrue and worthless, and the 
breeder is all afloat upon a sea of uncertainty and chance without chart or 
compass, and in breeding is as likely, after all his care and pains, to get a bodily 
and mentally weak mouse-colored pony, and of a poor and unsound conform- 
ation as the produce of a large, sound, bay thoroughbred mare of perfect 
conformation coupled with a thoroughbred stallion of the same family as the 
mare, both of which have been bred through a long line of large ancestry of 
pure and unmixed blood of one color and of perfect conformation. We either 
do not comprehend this rule 11 or we must beg leave to dissent from it. 
Therefore, for the purpose of this lecture we will reject it as a fallacy. 
We will suggest to you, gentlemen, and to the breeder of our domestic ani- 

mals, a few general rules that have suggested themselves to us in our limited 
research and experience, which may be of some value to those who do not 
understand the subject better, leaving all to make such additions and altera- 
tions as commend themselves to their good judgment. 

First, The purer and less mixed the breed, the more likely it will be to be 
transmitted to the offspring; hence the one of purest blood will, as a rule, be 
likely to be more strongly represented in the offspring. 

Second, As the male and female are each supposed to furnish their quota in 
the formation of the embryo, each will be represented in it in a great degree, 
according to the health, breeding, and strength of the nervous system of each 
at the time of copulation, but as the embryo depends upon the mother for its 
food, in health and constitutional powers, it will be more likely to be like her 
in this respect. Yet, since the sire is represented in furnishing a portion of 
the original germ, the foal will be more likely to be like him in general char- 
acter and conformation. 
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Third, The influence of the male and female upon the embryo is partly 
dependent upon the condition of each and upon the strength of the nervous 
system of each, and other conditions at time of copulation. 

Fourth, Acquired qualities are transmitted same as natural ones, whether 
they belong to sire or dam. 

Fifth, That sire and dam will produce their like or the mixed qualities of 
their ancestors. 

Sixth, The purer and less mixed the breed the more likely it is to be trans- 
mitted unaltered to the offspring. 

Seventh, Breeding in-and-in is not only beneficial but is absolutely necessary 
to a certain extent, and it is the only way by which we can regulate the tem- 
perament, bodily and mental power, color, and conformation of the offspring 
with any degree of certainty. Great caution, however, should be used under 
this rule that it should not be so close as to be incestuous. 

Highth. The first impregnation seems to extend to subsequent ones, and Mr. 
Stonehenge says upon this subject : 

**In the series of examples preserved in the museum of the college of sur- 
geons, the workings of the male quagga when united with the ordinary mare 
are continued clearly for three generations beyond the one in which the quagga 
was the actual sire; and they are so clear as to leave the question setttled 
without a doubt.”’ 

Ninth, We adopt Mr. Stonehenge’s Rule 16, ‘‘ When some of the elements 
of which an individual sire is composed, and in accordance with others making 
up those of the dam, they coalesce in such a kindred way as to make what is 
called a ‘hit.’ On the other hand when they are too incongruous, an animal 
is the result wholly unfitted for the task he is to perform. 
By adhering six to eight generations to the principles of breeding we have 

laid down, the breeder can to an almost certainty produce a type or family of 
horses of nearly the same size, conformation, and color. 

This is done by high breeding and careful selections. This is not only 
desirable but profitable. Under these rules it is as easy to breed a black ani- 
mal as it is « white one, and if you use white, black, chestnut, bay, and brown 
parents, you will be likely to have ring, speckled, and streaked offspring. If 
you use nothing but sound, healthy, and vigorous stock for breeding purposes, 
you will be likely, as a rule, to have that kind born unto you, and vice versa. 

We will now illustrate our theory under the rules we have given. Suppose 
we desire to produce a distinct family of trotting horses, of a uniform color 
and size, with sufficient bone, tendon, and muscle. We would look about and 
find a thoroughbred stallion near sixteen hands, with kind and docile disposi- 
tion and with good knee action. We would like him all the better if he were 
capable of winning the English Derby; in other words, would like him to be 
capable of being a great performer asa race horse, and if he had been tried 
in the stud and had proved himself a sire capable of reproducing himself or 
nearly so, should consider him of inestimable value, and besides we would 
want him broken to harness (our English cousins would consider this a great 

. Sin and disgrace), that he might be educated to the new business or purpose 
for which he and his progeny are about to be used, that he might transmit 
his new acquired gait to his offspring. We should want him faultless in shape 
and build, with large knee, large, clean hock, round ancle, sound feet, flat 
cannon-bone, large around the girth, long arching neck, oblique shoulder, 
long hip, short back, long underneath, with fine, thin, long, tapering ear, 
broad forehead, wide between the jaws, fine, small muzzle, fine coat, and of a 
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rich bay eolor. Last, but not least, would want him strong in the old English 
Eclipse, blood like Imported Leamington or his son Lelaps, whose dam was 
Imported Pussy, who possesses more strains running back to that horse than 
Leamington himself. This being the great fountain head from whence nearly 
all our great trotting sires emanated ; Membrino, Messenger, and Rysdyk’s 
Hambletonian are among the number. 

Then we would, if possible, select the number of dams desired, and of good 
size, and rather long and roomy, would not care to have them possess the same 
qualities as the horse, would have them possess good points, good milkers, and 
strong constitutions. Their blood should resemble that of the stallion, that 
is, with as many strains running back to Eclipse as is possible to find, with 
natural trotting action, which is easy to find among thoroughbreds. These 
mares should be as nearly as possible of a uniform size and color, having in 
view the progeny resembling each other in temperament, bodily and mental 
power, color and conformation, so that those not needed for service in stud or 
on the track could be sold, singly or in pairs, for carriage purposes. Those 
for breeding purposes we would have trained as before stated, as their acquire- 
ments are also to be transmitted. When these colts so bred were old enough 
to breed, we should look for another stallion of as nearly the same confor- 
mation, disposition, color, and breeding as the other as possible without being 
too nearly related. And so on until we had three or more of these stallions, 
in order to avoid too close in-and-in breeding. If any of these stallions were 
not satisfactory as reproducers, we would change for others, and occasionally 
we should infuse into this family new blood, from the same source but from 
other localities. By this process, in about six or eight generations, we should 
expect, barring accidents and unknown causes, to see a family that would not 
only be nearly uniform in color, size, soundness, and general conformation, 
but we should expect to see a family of great performers such as the world 
has never known, and we predict that the fastest time that will ever be made 
in trotting will be made bya thoroughbred horse bred and trained in this way. 
What an inheritance such a family of highbred horses would be to the individ- 
ual and nation. There is nothing new or strange in the principle of uniformity 
in color; itis fully illustrated by our breeders of sheep, hogs, and cattle. 
There are numerous families of white, black, red, and mixed, as the breeder 
desires. Still there are mysteries in breeding we cannot solve, and, as we 
stated in our opening, the question of breeding is a problem hard to solve, and 
we think cannot be fully demonstrated. 

The rules and principles we have been discussing are only general, but 
underneath is an unseen, invisible hand that at times disregards all our 
rules and plans, and a malformation is or may be the result of the best 
known theory of breeding. Therefore we say that the law that shall make 
breeding pass from the conjecture to that of a demonstrative science is 
as yet unwritten. If it were possible to give us a mare that invariably pro- 
duced the reflex of the stallion no matter how often the stallion be changed, 
or, reversing the matter, were it possible to find a horse, no matter how many 
mares he serves, that would invariably impress his own image on his progeny, 
then the problem would be solved, but that seems to be impossible. Some 
stallions have this power in a marked degree, and when found are of priceless 
value, for with them the breeder knows beforehand with tolerable certainty 
what to expect. We know how certain lines have their own characteristics, 
and we trace back not so much to the immediate as to some potent ancestors, 

19 : 
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The black spots indicate the influence of camel blood. We have a horse that 
shows these spots. He is a chestnut with black spots, and we have no doubt 
they run back six generations to that horse. White hairs mixed in the coat 
indicate the blood of Sir Hercules. Bannyweala never sired more than one 
or two colts but that these white hairs were plainly visible in them as well as 
in his own Coat. 
And this reminds me of an anecdote told by an Irishman who said that Sir 

Hercules had many colts in Ireland, and that if an Irishman had a colt with 
white hairs in his coat, he was always ready to Swear that the colt was by 
Ould Sir Hercules or some of his sons. The Morgan horse possesses this 
power in a marked degree. Any one who has ever seen a Morgan horse can 
tell one at a glance. 

What is wanted of a stallion is the power to transmit his characteristics to 
his offspring the blood which predominates over that of any other strain with 
which it is mingled, a potent, masterful blood, filling the veins of those born 
of it. Such a stallion deprives breeding in a great measure of its uncer- 
tainty. The best stallion is he who being good himself surely and closely 
begets stock like himself, or that of some great ancestor. When you come 
across such an one, and he being the model strain of blood you desire, ask to 
see his foals before sending your mares to him. Blood and performance alone 
do not always indicate a good stallion fer breeding purposes. 

The influences that compass the breeder, who aims at the best, are numerous 
and intricate, and in embryology there is a point beyond that has not been 
pierced by mortal man, a chasm which the most scientific has never crossed, 
and there are secrets in reproduction that man has never been able to fathom. 
Among the causes of variation are soil, climate, breeding back, disease, acci- 
dent, imagination of the dam, and the influence of former pregnancy. One 
of the most dominant laws is that of hereditary transmission. Prepotency is 
less frequently the prerogative of the individual than of the breed, long and 
carefully to a particular type. Hence the value of pure races in imparting to 
other breeds their own qualities to a proportionately greater extent than the 
share they,had in begetting them. A writer has said ‘‘that this grand 
law of inheritance is a force as uniform in its action, and as invariable as the 
law of gravity. Like gravity its action is modified and interfered with by 
opposing forces, which oftentimes disguise its phenomena.’ 

By adhering to the principles advocated they would be of great and ines- 
timable value, and barring accidents and the unfathomable freaks of nature, 
our stock of all kinds would be improved beyond estimate, in beauty, useful- 
ness, and value. We might here give many illustrations and examples in 
proof of our position, had we time and were it necessary. 

Gentlemen, we will give one, and let that suffice. Suppose we take English 
Eclipse, who never lost a heat or paid a forfeit, and his superior powers were 
so generally known and admitted that uo person would enter a horse against 
him, and for this reason he was obliged to retire from the turf; and suppose 
we take Maud S8., who is the queen of the American trotting turf, and the 
fastest the world has ever known (and she is almost clean cut thoroughbred). 
Now, why were these two such great performers? Simply because they were 
more nearly perfect in their entire organization and make-up. The next ques- 
tion is, how did they comeso? Wasitby accident? Did you ever know, is there 
one example where a low or common bred horse ever made such performances? 
Never. The question answers itself—it is by thoughtful and high breeding, 
and it is as natural as that water runs down hill that as long as we breed up 
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we will get better; as long as we breed down we shall get poorer. When you 
find such a stallion as Eclipse, for instance, he has brought to him such dams 
as Maud S., and what is the result? On the other hand, you haye an old, 
worn out, balky, ringboned, spavined mare, who has the heaves. You don’t 
know what else to do with her on account of her worthlessness, so you conclude 
to set her to breeding. You look around to find a stallion as worthless, if 
possible, as she, that it may not cost anything. They are coupled together, 
and what kind of progeny are you likely to get, as like produces like or the 
mixed qualities of the ancestors. Then say this process is continued six to ten 
generations, what kind of a family will you be likely to have? How many 
Dexters, Maud S.’s, Longfellows, Harry Bassetts, Foxhalls, and LIroquois’s 
would you be likely to have by this process. We know of no example where 
a low bred horse has ever been able to trot and win a three in five race that 
was trotted in 2:30 or below. 

In two centuries, no low bred horses have ever been able to compete with the 
high bred horse, and no Jow bred has ever won the English Derby, or any great 
eyent on either continent, and this is now so generally understood they do not 
even attempt it. 

But my farmer friend says he does not want a runner, does not expect a trot- 
ter. Let me tell you, dear sir, with the best cold-blooded mare ever born you 
have no reason to expect arunner in the first cross, even if you breed her to the 
highest bred and fleetest thoroughbred stallion ever foaled, but you will have 
more than doubled the value of your colt for almost any purpose, but as we 
said in the opening, we are not urging the use of any particular type, but 
when we breed we should breed from the best and breed up—not down. By 
the advantages of high breeding we shall have animals of greater longevity, 
more beautiful, more useful, more enduring, and more valuable. Gentlemen, 
in breeding, beware how you sow tares when you should sow wheat; for as you 
sow, so shall you reap. 

SHEEP HUSBANDRY. 

BY HON. HENRY CHAMBERLAIN. 

[Delivered at Berrien Institute.] 

The gentleman who was to have read a paper on this subject, having learned 
at a late day that he could not be present at this institute, the committee in 
charge invited me to write and read a paper. 

I was very much inclined to refuse this request, for the reason that I need 
instruction in this branch of husbandry, and doubt my ability to impart 
definite useful information to you. 

In many, if not most branches of industry, the persons engaged therein 
know definitely or at least approximately the cost of each article produced. It 
is not so with the products of our farms, our herds, or our flocks. So far as I 
know, the most intelligent of our farmers are and, perhaps, must be satisfied 
with a very indefinite and perhaps not even approximate knowledge of the 
cost of his products. 

If the owner of a good farm, stock, and tools succeeds in securing the com- 
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forts of life for himself and family, and in the course of a life of toil adds 
something to his estate, he has to be satisfied. 

I submit for the purpose of comparison an estimate of the selling value 
of the live stock raised or fed on the farms of Michigan, and give you the 
results of my own experience. A horse which at four years old, for a series 
of years, will sell for one hundred dollars (taking the chances of these ani- 
mals to unsoundness and accidents), is a full average. At this age, the horse 
has been pastured in summer and fed in winter fourteen hundred and sixty 
days (1,460) days, or at less than seven (7) cents a day. 

A steer at three years old, fed on grass and hay alone, is a good one if it 
will sell for thirty-five (35) dollars. This sum is a trifle over three (3) cents 
for each day, for the ten hundred and ninety-five (1095) days that it has been 
fed and cared for. 
A cow can be made to produce in butter or cheese, including the value of 

her calf, at least ten cents a day, say forty (40) dollars a year. The cow will 
consume more pasture, more hay, and small grain to give these results, than 
will the steer. The labor required in milking the cow, and making the milk 
into butter or cheese, is more, and the question of profit over colt, steer, pig, 
or sheep is often determined by the size of the farmer’s family. If in quest 
of profitable-employment, there is no doubt in my mind that the cow is now, 
and will be in the future, the most profitable animal on the farm. 
A pig which ought to weigh at nine months, or two hundred and seventy 

(270) days old, that number of pounds, pays, on an average, about five cents 
for each day’s keep. However, as it feeds principally upon grain, which costs 
much labor, it is doubtful whether it is more profitable than other animals 
grown upon the farm. 

Last and least in the minds of some, comes the sheep, the animal which it 
is expected that I will treat upon in this paper. A sheep which will give wool 
of the value of two (2) dollars, and increase in lambs of the value of one and 
a half ($1.50) dollars each year, is usually looked upon as a good one, and is 
a good one. ‘This is less than one cent for each day for summer pasture, win- 
ter food, washing, shearing, and care; a small, very small sum. Yet most 
of the farmers of Michigan believe it profitable, and keep some sheep on the 
farm, and some who do expect to realize much for their own labor, believe 
that sheep are the most profitable animals that can be kepton thefarm. The 
question as to the value of the manure made by animals kept on the farm, 
is one of great importance. In this regard (not that any one knows certainly 
perhaps), it is, I believe, conceded that sheep stand first. 

I know that many writers on agriculture, especially when they wish to figure 
out a profit, give a large money value to manure. This is fallacious. No one 

can increase the productiveness of our virgin soils by the aid of manure. If 
he is a good farmer, he will not allow it to deteriorate. Hence that which he 
returns to the soil in order to keep up its productiveness should not enter into 
the account of profit. 
How much does it cost to keep a sheep each year? What money value will 

it produce? I can answer the last question, and so can all of you gentlemen 
before me who raise mutton and grow wool. As to the cost of keeping, I can- 
not answer definitely. I have looked over many hundred pages since I 
consented to write on this subject, and in the past I have read many thousand 
columns in regard to sheep; I have asked the question at two annual meetings 
of the ‘“‘Michigan Sheep Breeders’ Association,’’? and have never found or 
received a definite satisfactory answer. Can any one in the audience answer? 
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I doubt whether the very able and successful Professor of Agriculture, who is 
with us to-day, candoso. Butif the State Legislature will make the appro- 
priation to carry out the experiments necessary to know, I think in a few 
years he will be able to give us a definite and satisfactory answer. We ought 
to know just how much it will cost for summer pasture and winter keep. My 
farm is a strong clay loam, and equal to any in the State to produce hay or 
for grazing. 

In the spring of 1878, I bad a flock of sheep which numbered two hundred. 
The salable wethers had been sold out the fall previous. These sheep were 
of no particular breed, were medium wool and good size. I summered and 
wintered this flock, and after shearing sold the increase and the wool, which 
produced $670, or $3.25 for each head for the whole flock, and left the flock 
in as good condition and of equal value to what they were the spring before. 
The winter feed of this flock was twenty tons of good timothy hay and the 
wheat straw from twenty acres. In August of 1878 I purchased forty steers, 
which were one year old in the spring of that year, at a cost of $400. Gave 
them first class pasture until feeding time, and then fed them forty tons of 
equally good hay and the straw from forty acres, a part of which was wheat 
and a part oat. 

I sold the steers on the first of April for twenty dollars a head, or $800 for 
the lot. The steers were cheaply purchased and well sold, sold for more than 
I considered them worth, otherwise they would not have been sold at this sea- 
son of the year. 

Not taking into account the pasture for the sheep from April 1st to August 
1st, the account of feed and profit from same would stand as for each ten 
dollars from the cattle, give thirty-three and a half dollars for the sheep. 

From this experience and general observation from year to year, I am con- 
vinced that the winter keep of a steer coming two years old is equal to the 
winter keep of ten sheep, which will average one hundred pounds to the head. 

Sheep require a great amount of pasture, how much to each sheep I do not 
know. Often they have been pastured on fallows and partly cleared land. 

I can carry a steer to the acre on my old pastures, with the use of the rowen 
for an equal number of acres. I always allow my cattle and sheep to pasture 
my well-set timothy meadows in the fall, and often turn my sheep on in the 
Spring at the rate of two or three to the acre. ‘This would usually be called 
bad farming, but careful observation on my farm does not so teach me. 

I believe it will take as much pasture for five sheep as for one steer, but [ 
do not know, If my estimates are correct, it will take three acres of pasture 
and hay land for each tensheep. If ten sheep produce in wool and increase 
thirty dollars each year, and this I believe is about the average of mine for a 
number of years past, it will give a gross sum of ten dollars for each acre, not 
counting the interest on the capital invested in the sheep. This seems a small 
sum, but we may consider that it is as much as we often receive for an acre of 
corn, of oats, and sometimes wheat. ‘The investment in labor on the sheep is 
much less, very much than on the grain crop. I think the net product is 
better from sheep than any other branch of agriculture, except dairy cows; 
with them a large part of the value of the product is in the labor. 

I have had some experience with sheep for the last thirty-three years. I 
commenced clearing the farm upon which I now live in 185v. ‘The next year 
I purchased a flock of sheep after shearing, and pastured them in the newly 
cleared or partly cleared land. I often bought whole flocks which had run 
down at low prices. These I would turn to pasture and usually commence in 
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September to make sales, and continue until feeding time, making drafts 
from time to time until all the salable sheep were disposed of, then slaughter 
the remainder for their pelts and tallow. I often netted $1.50 per head. This 
was much the best use I could make of the new stumpy land. This plan con- 
tinued until 1859, when I purchased a flock of fair grade Merinos, with which 
I used a Southdown ram, getting new rams every year or two. I found sale for 
my wethers in August or September, after they were a year old, at from $4 to 
$5 per head, usually shearing from the same wethers nearly seven pounds of 
wool. This was entirely satisfactory, but in afew years I found my aged ewes 
decreasing in wool, and at four or five years old not shearing over two and 
one-half or three pounds of wool. Had I known what I now know and bred 
my ewe lambs the first year, and fatted and sold the ewes at three years old I 
should probably not have tried the experiment in 1867 of purchasing one ram 
and five Cotswold ewes at a long price. I tried breeding them pure and 
cross-bred for several years, and was not satisfied with the result. Had I 
known enough to haye sheared my long wools the last of April or first of May 
the result would have been better. 

In 1872 I had about 600 sheep. They were selections from the flock I had, 
and similar sheep purchased from time to time. I weeded out the long wools 
from year to year, and bred from rams of my own raising or similar stock 
purchased in the neigborhood, and soon had a flock of fairly even middle 
wools which sheared from four and a half to five pounds of washed wool which 
brought the best market price. The wethers were sold out in September at 
two or three years of age at an average price of $4.50 per head. ‘This on the 
whole was quite satisfactory, and continued until 1878, when by sales I 
reduced my flock to 200 head. The breeding was the same until 1880, when, 
feeling that there was not difference enough made in the price of my wool 
and the heavy fleeces of Merino, I commenced using high grade Merino rams 
on the whole flock, which was continued for most of the flock until 1883. 

The produce of the merino rams gave me more wool, buat when my first 
crop of lambs came two years old, and I commenced looking for the fifty to 
eighty wethers and dry ewes to sell at my usual prices, I did not find them. 
This did not please me. After a careful study of what I thought I needed in 
the fall of 1882, in company with my brother, we purchased two rams and 
four ewe lambs, imported Hampshire Downs. These were sheared in April, 
1883, and gave eight pounds of wool, each of the ewes raising a lamb. 

These lambs were entirely satisfactory. They came about March 1, 1883, 
and with the same treatment given to my other sheep and lambs will now 
(June, 1884) weigh 100 pounds each. I also bred one of these rams to ten 

fine-wooled ewes, and the produce was equally satisfactory, so much so that 

I had two hundred ewes last fall to these rams and the cross bloods. Iam 

confident that I am now on the right road to breed wool and mutton, and 
unless it be stock rams, after next fall I hope never again to own either ewe 
or wethers over three years old. I shall breed all my strong ewe jambs, and 

those that are not strong feed and sell to the butcher. After breeding the 

ewes three times, feed and sell them. 

I see by the catalogue of the Smithfield Club Show of 1883 (England), that 

premiums are offered for fat wethers under twelve months old, and for over 

twelve months and under twenty-four months, and for fat ewes three years 

old or over; two classes for wethers and one for ewes of each breed or cross- 

breed. At this show premiums were offered for fifteen distinct breeds and 

also for cross-bred sheep. 
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The Champion plate and the Club’s gold medal were awarded to Hampshire 
Downs bred by William Parsons (for the best of any breed), for a pen of three 
wethers nine months and two weeks old, which weighed 642 pounds or two 
hundred and fourteen pounds each. 

Of nineteen entries of cross-bred sheep, seventeen were crosses of Hampshire 
Downs. 

At the Norwich, (England), show the first premium was given to a pen of 
lambs, first cross of Hampshire and Cotswold, at Birmingham, England, to 
South Downs. What is the future with the Michigan farmers in regard to 
sheep husbandry? ‘The reduction of the tariff on wool made last winter has, 
it would seem, alarmed a great number of sheep breeders and wool growers. 
Iam not of the number. I am making my arrangements, and hope in 1886 
to own and carry on my farm 1,000 or more sheep. 

It is true that wool is nearly the only product of our Michigan farmers 
which receives any of the benefits so lavishly and bountifully bestowed by the 
government by means of a protective tariff upon favored classes. 
My conclusion is that we must rely upon our natural advantages and try to 

adapt ourselves to the circumstances which surround us and raise that which the 
market demands. 

The great west is filling up with sheep and they can raise wool on lands 
which cost the flock masters little or nothing, and with immense amounts of 
foreign capital, just as cheap as it can be done any where else in the world. 

Let us who are near to market give our attention to mutton as much as we 
do to wool. If the tenant farmers of England can keep, as they do, three 
sheep to every four acres, and raise mutton and wool in competition with the 
whole world, and pay from ten to twenty dollars an acre for whole farms and 
keep up all the improvements, I will try to do it upon my farm when I only 
expect half as much for the use of my lands. I know there is a very common 
prejudice among farmers to the use of mutton. I fear that much of that 
which is called mutton is of the kind that I heard a man who had followed 
threshing describe. He said a farmer, late in the afternoon, would come to 
where they were threshing and inquire if they would be at his house for sup- 
per. If answered in the affirmative he wonld rush home, and with the help of 
the boys and dog, chase down a sheep, kill it, and have it for supper. ‘This, 
brother farmers, is not mutton, it may be sheep. Mutton made from a well 
fatted and carefully handled sheep is as desirable meat as can be brought to 
our tables. There is now, and always will be, a demand for good mutton at 
good prices. Breed your sheep for good mutton and desirable wool and both 
will bring fair prices and be as little liable to fluctuate in value as any of the 
products of our farms. 

In 1883 my flock produced about 1,500 pounds of wool, 70 per cent of this 
brought 43 cents, and 30 per cent 38 cents in Boston market. I sold it and 
received 35 cents for the whole lot at home; while my fine wool ram’s fleeces, 
of 12 to 14 pounds, brought 16 to 20 cents in Boston, I was paid for it at home 
20 cents. The time when grease will bring the price of wool has passed away. 
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SHEEP BREEDING. 

BY R. S. WEAVER. 

[Read at Caro Institute.] 

Will Carleton, in his ‘‘ Festival of Reminiscence,’’ or the ‘‘ Pioneer Meet- 
ing,’? makes the president of the occasion say: ‘‘To help this meetin’ 
’long, my eldest son, George Washington, will perpetrate a song.’’? For this 
same purpose, I am to perpetrate, not a song, but a paper. 

I had hoped to have been spared this infliction upon you, as well as upon 
myself, especially after the inexorable committee of arrangements had assigned 
me the subject of sheep. Presumably the committee thought that if I had 
any practical knowledge of any one thing, which was worthy the considera- 
tion of his assemblage, it was upon that particular subject, and I, for fear 
you would think that I knew not much else, and was somewhat fanatical 
regarding sheep, disliked being made instrumental in affirming your convic- 
tions that I was a little off on this question. 

This, by way of explanation and extenuation of my offense, that the 
responsibility of this effusion may rest where it properly belongs,—upon the 
committee of arrangements. 

Without a fertile soil, there can be no successful or profitable farming. This 
I believe to be an axiom, the experience of agriculturists in all ages having 
demonstrated the truthfulness of this assertion. 

If this position is accepted and we are to be prosperous farmers, then it 
naturally follows and becomes a necessity, if our lands are impoverished that 
they be made rich; if they are already fertile, that the fertility be maintained. 
How is this to be accomplished? Mainly by one of three ways, or by their 
combination. ‘These ways or meansare by the application of what we denomi- 
nate barnyard manure, or by green manuring, which is the plowing under of 
clover, buckwheat or any growing crop that for this purpose is thought to be 
desirable, or by the use of commercial fertilizers. Of these three, undoubt- 
edly the best one for all soils, crops, conditions, and seasons, is the first one 
named in the list, barnyard manure. 

To the owners of lands lying adjacent to villages or cities, perhaps a suffi- 
cient supply may be drawn at a minimum price from private and public 
stables; but the majority of farmers must depend for quantity and quality, 
upon the number and kind or kinds of domestic animals kept on the farm, 
their feed, and the mode of handling the manure. 

Our farm stock, when properly cared for, are but factories from which much 
of the profits of the farm are derived—taking the raw material, corn, oats, 
peas, barley, grass, hay, and the coarser fodders, transforming them into 
beef, pork, mutton, milk, butter, cheese, and wool (which are readily con- 
verted into money), leaving manure the residue in the process of manufactur- 
ing, to be applied to the fields, helping them to give in return an abundant 
harvest to the painstaking and thrifty husbandman. 

Which of the different kinds of our farm animals a person should choose as 
best adapted to his needs might depend somewhat upon certain conditions of 
the farm on which they were to range; but without stopping to discuss the 
question as to what the conditions should be, which would best meet the wants 
and requirements of each separate kind of farm stock, and supposing you are 
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desirous of becoming acquainted with some of the characteristics of a variety 
which is as well suited (I am drawing my bow very mildly) to meet all con- 
tingencies as any we have, permit me to introduce for your kindly considera- 
tion my woolly friends, the sheep. 

As we have been speaking of manure as being quite an essential factor of 
successful farming, we might as well first consider that question in its 
relation to sheep. That sheep upon feed of the same quality will pro- 
duce manure as rich or richer in plant food as cattle, horses, or pigs, is a fact 
which has been demonstrated and so many times proven in the practical test 
of its application to so-called worn-out soils, that to intelligent farmers it has 
nearly or quite ceased to be a question of discussion. 

Much has been said and written about John Johnson’s sagacity in under- 
draining his worn-out farm. While I would not decry underdraining (for I 
heartily indorse it) or seek to detract anything from the honors so justly 
bestowed upon him as the father of underdrainage in this country, yet from 
those same underdrained lands, but for the aid of the clover seed which he 
sowed and the rich manure made by the sheep he fed, or by the use of some 
other fertilizer (which evidently he did not deem expedient for him to do), 
John Johnson’s ‘‘ crockery’? might have remained buried until doomsday 
and never alone caused those sterile fields to bring forth the abundant harvests 
which they did to their possessor. When sheep are properly housed and 
fed in winter without the aid of elaborate arrangements of troughs, 
pipes, and cisterns, we believe more of the liquid manure is garnered 
up in the bedding and refuse fodder over which they pass, than from 
any other of our farm animals, ‘The reason assigned for this opinion 
is that it is voided by sheep more frequently, but in less quantities, thus 
giving the absorbents ample time to take it up and retain it for future use. 
During the pasturing season no animal of the farm distributes its excrement 
so thoroughly and ina manner which admits of so little loss of its fertilizing 
properties to the soil or plant as sheep. Their manure is usually dropped in 
pellets which form naturally causes them to scatter over the surface of the 
ground, where by action of the rains they are driven down to the roots of 
vegetation ; soon screened from the action of the sun and wind by the extra 

foliage they have induced, they gradually yield their fertilizing properties 
until those qualities are exhausted. If sheep are pastured in fields where 
knolls abound, and upon which the soil is generally unproductive, that, 
of all others, is the place sought by them to pass the night upon, leaving 
an extra dressing of manure just where it is most desirable. In 
contradistinction to sheep in pasture are cattle and horses. They usually 
mass their droppings, killing all the vegetation underneath them. EHxposing 
the upper portions to the action of the elements, and, through evaporation, 
losing a goodly portion of its fertilizing properties, and if they are ever found 
lying on knolls, it is purely accidental on their part, and not from any fixed or 
natural habit. No animal on the farm digests its food so perfectly as sheep; its 
mill grinds fine. No grain or seed can pass through its digestive organs and re- 
tain sufficient vitality to ever germinate. There are three deductions to be made 
from this fact. First, if its digestion is more complete than any other of our 
domestic animals, it must assimilate its food more perfectly, and this would 
go to prove that it required less food proportionately to sustain life than any 
other of our farm stock; second, all the nitrogen in its food, or very nearly 
all, is made available, and this is one reason why the manure is richer in plant 

20 
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food; third, accompanying the fact that the germinating properties of seeds 
are destroyed in the process of digestion, is the known proclivity of sheep for 
a variety in forage, and the combination of these qualities make them at once 
the most perfect scavengers of the farm. In the bush pastures and neglected 
fence corners, on the stubbles and summer fallows, they are doing double duty 
of gaining a sustenance for themselves and helping to clean up the waste 
places and rid our lands of noxious weeds. 

Another distinctive characteristic of good sheep, when they are properly 
cared for by their breeder (with the exception of high priced thoroughbred 
breeding stock), is, that if they die the loss, if any, is so infinitely small, that 
we claim they never die in debt. Dr. Randall, in his report on fine wool 
husbandry in 1862, very tersely explains this position, and I will use his words. 
‘<On no other domestic animal is the hazard by death so small. If it dies at 
birth, it has consumed nothing. If it dies the first winter, its wool will pay 
for what it has consumed up to that period. If it lives to be sheared once, it 
brings its owner into debt to it, and if the ordinary and natural course of wool 
production and breeding goes on, that indebtedness will increase uniformly 
and with accelerating rapidity until the day of its death. If the horse or the 
steer die at three or four years old, or the cow before breeding, the loss is 
almost a total one.” 
We find embodied in this statement a fact which must be apparent to all, 

that sheep commence very quickly paying dividends to their owners in the 
fleece they bear. This dividend is declared at probably the most opportune 
time possible for the farmer. Shearing commonly takes place in June, so the 
clip, which readily brings cash, goes into the market during that month or the 
fore part of July, a time of the year that on the farm usually there is very 
little which can be sold to advantage, and when it is very necessary to have 
means with which to do the haying, harvesting, threshing, and various other 
kinds of work which are commonly prosecuted during the summer months. 

Other direct sources of profit from sheep are in their increase and from 
those sold for mutton. Until within a few years the English seemed to have 
been about the only people who have esteemed this meat very highly, but we 
have discovered lately that it has been gaining reputation, and is coming rap- 
idly into more general use on this side of the waters. Statistics show that in the 
city of New York there was an increase from 1,228,530 sheep slaughtered in 
18%5 to 1,769,598 in 1880, showing an increase of about 44 per cent, which 

cannot be accounted for alone on the hypothesis of the increase of population. 
This would prove that for a time at least we should have no fears of over- 
production in this direction. Presumably one reason for the increasing con- 
sumption of mutton is that people can partake of it with perfect impunity ; 
Sheep are no breeders of trichina, neither are there any epidemics or contagi- 
ous diseases among them that in character resembles the so-called ‘‘ hog 
cholera’ in swine, or pleuro-pneumonia and Texas cattle fever in cattle. 

Another consideration which is no small one in this northern latitude 
where a farmer needs to feed the generality of farm stock about six months 
out of the twelve, is the fact that sheep without detriment to them, may be 

turned to pasture in the spring from two to three weeks earlier and may 

remain at pasture in the fall about the same length of time later than other 

farm animals. ‘Taking the two extremes of the pasturing season and putting 

them together we would have from four to six weeks’ less time during the 

year that sheep would need stored food than other stock, which is an item of 

no inconsiderable importance. 
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While the fall pasturing of young clover seeding is considered as of doubt- 
ful expediency in theory, yet in practice it is quite commonly done. If the 
clover has obtained a good growth and you will feed it, you can turn no stock 
upon it which will do less injury than sheep. Especially is this true when the 
earth is softened by the fall rains, as from their lighter weight they do not 
poach the ground, leaving indentations filled or partly filled with water to 
freeze, causing the young plant to be more subject to the heaving process of 
the frosts. 

I do not wish to be considered as offering a premium on poor fences, but as a 
matter of fact it requires the least excuse of a fence to confine respectable 
sheep of any stock we have. Throwing or pushing down of fences by them is 
a thing unknown, and the jumping of anything like a reasonable apology for 
a fence, is a pastime they scarcely ever indulge in. 

It is probably needless at this stage of my paper to inform you that in my 
opinion sheep have many qualities which merit our approbation, and make 
them a very desirable acquisition to the farm. ‘There are other points of con- 
sideration which might be discussed with favorable results to their interests, 
but possibly you may think if my bow was mildly drawn that it is a pretty long 
one; if so, remember the aforesaid committee strung it, and I owe you no 
apology. 

One suggestion and I am done. I have endeavored to speed my missile 
straight for the mark, and fancy my shot is fairly close; but if owing to an 
obscure vision it has deflected and I am clinging to a delusive dream, it is your 
prerogative and duty to inform me of the ‘‘error of my ways,” and help to 
pull the wool from over my eyes. 

FINE WOOL SHEEP. 

BY A. CRAWFORD. 

[Read at Eaton Rapids Institute.] 

After speaking upon the early history of fine wool sheep Mr. Crawford con- 
tinued: It is said that aman must be born to the business of his life before 
he can expect success to crown his efforts. The man who expects to achieve 
success with a choice flock of pure bred sheep, must nave a natural liking for 
sheep. He must never tire in serving them, in all ways that will tend to pro- 
mote their thrift and comfort, must have patience and perseverance to work 
out the model, form, and qualities his artist mind must have drawn from the 
good and fancy points of his flocks around him. In fact he must be a born 
sheep man ere he can expect to compete with those already in the field. 
Now as I have not felt myself competent to care for and improve this class 

of pure bred fine wool sheep, I have confined my attention to the grade 
Merino, a very good kind of sheep, and to my mind when properly bred, fed, 
and handled upon the farm are the best paying property the farmer can keep. 
They may also be called one of the farmer’s best helpers in the fields. In 
summer how nicely they clear out our fence corners of grass and weeds, our 
uncultivated lands of briars and bushes, how they nip every green thing from 
our fellows, and in winter work up our surplus hay, grain and coarse fodder 
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into wool and mutton to be sold to enrich the farmer, and into manure to 
return to our cultivated fields to keep up their fertility, thus paying dividends 
year after year to the farmer, and to his farm in more ways than they are 
always given credit for. 

We frequently find flocks of these sheep that nearly equal the pure bloods 
in general appearance of form, and of quality and weight of fleece. I believe, 
however, that there are very many sheep that pay their keepers but very 
very small profits, if any at all. I have made inquiry of several practical 
sheep men that have investigated this matter of profits in the keeping of 
sheep, and they say that they have usually determined that from the value and 
fineness of the coat they wear. That if it is a six pound coat of clean brook 
washed wool or its equivalent of unwashed, it will with the average price 
they get for wool. one year with another, pay the sheep keeping and perhaps 
something more, leaving the manure and increase clear gain at least after 
paying in a home market good prices for hay, grain, coarse fodder, and pastur- 
age givenhim. ‘This calculation is undoubtedly very near the market of profit 
upon our high priced lands. 

Farmers, however, having lands only adapted to grazing or partly improved, 
might with profit keep sheep that sheared something less. ‘There is also more 
difference in the values of farms, in the matter of profits per acre, than the 
salable price per acre. My neighbor’s farm, through its natural fertility of 
soil, gives him more hay, larger yields of grain, and will furnish more pasture 
to the acre than mine, although, perhaps, owing to buildings or location, my 
farm will sell for more money per acre than my neighbor’s. In that case, 
with equal Jabor and expense, he might be able to produce a crop of grain, a 
mow of hay, or a clip of wool much cheaper than I, as the extra fertility of 
his land increased his production. He might be able to keep sheep with 
profit that sheared him but five pounds, while mine must shear me six pounds 
or even more, to be alike profitable to me. So here we see that everyone must 
determine this question more or less for himself, after an investigation of his 
means and opportunities. 

My advice, however, would be to those having sheep that do not shear them 
six pounds of market wool or its equivalent of unwashed, to dispose of them 
as soon as they can, for you can get them that will, for $2.50 or $3 apiece, do 
that with tolerable good care. In order to secure the best results, keep no 
more than you have plenty of feed for, summer and winter; shelter them 
from all the storms of late fall, winter, and early spring. Your sheep will 
pay you well for your constant care and oversight over them during the whole 
year. You can hardly delegate this attention to anyone else, but you must 
look to them yourself, and strive to become proficient in their care and man- 
agement. 

It has been my practice to separate my sheep into several flocks. In the 
summer I keep my wethers in one field, my yearlings in another, my ewes 
with lambs by themselves; my dry and barren ewes I turn with the wethers or 
in a flock by themselves; I also change them about from one pasture to 
another every week or two, which I think is of great benefit in keeping them 
in good health and thrift. At the beginning of winter I divide ewes into two 
flocks, choosing those in the best flesh, feeding them only hay and coarse fod- 
der; my poorer ewes I give in addition grain, once or twice per day, as I have 
it to spare. My lambs are kept by themselves from the time of weaning, 
when I commence to give them small quantities of grain till I get them all to 
eating, when I increase the amount to a proper quantity and continue till they 
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are turned to pasture in the spring. Wethers are wintered by themselves, 
feeding them twice per day hay and straw, with sufficient grain, if necessary, 
to keep in fair condition. All are given water convenient of access, By 
feeding at regular hours, giving plenty of good water, by looking after each 
individual sheep, by trimming their feet, tagging off filthy wool, giving salt 
once a week, and an occasional dose of sulphur with the salt, and many other 
little attentions, I manage to keep my sheep in fair condition without an 
expensive grain feed during the winter. I prefer to have my ewes commence 
dropping their lambs about the 20th of April, and if they are through in 
thirty days I am well satisfied. I believe I can take lambs, dropped anywhere 
before the middle of May, provided they have ordinary good mothers, and 
grow them to good-sized, well developed yearlings, with less loss and trouble 
than I can March lambs, and make them to every appearance as good at the 
end of the first year. 

The question of washing sheep I would like to have appear to me different 
from whatit does. This last year I made one experimental test of its value by 
wool sales, and found that those sheep that I washed brought me just 
thirty cents’ worth more wool than did those that I did not wash. Now if 
this difference would hold good in all flocks, then we had better go back to 
old times and all wash sheep again. I have tested this matter in a small way 
for several years, but never so satisfactorily to me as last year when I took out 
a part of one flock, thirty-three in number, and kept them housed from all 

storms till after shearing them, which I did just previous to shearing the 
washed ones, and my experience was that I got just thirty cents more per head 
for the washed fleeces than the unwashed ones. Hither I should have lost 
thirty cents per head if my sheep had all been unwashed or I should have gained 
thirty cents per head by washing them if the rigid rule of dockage by weight 
or price was a just one. With me it made a difference of nearly three hun- 
dred pounds. Others might fare differently; your sheep may have more oil, 
gum and dirt in their fleeces than mine did, and in that case this rule of 
dockage would not harm you as it did me. I dislike the job of washing sheep 
for the sheep’s sake as well as for my own. 

It is a well established fact thatif sheep are shorn early in the spring 
it is productive of an increased growth of wool for that year than if shorn 
later in the season. How much this difference is has not as I am aware been 
accurately determined, but fine wool sheep men who have been shearing their 
sheep year after year very early in the spring claim that they will not get any 
increase in the growth of wool. ‘‘You may get grease, however,’’ after about 
the 1st of May upon unshorn sheep, but that you actually get nearly six weeks 
more growth for the year’s clip upon sheep shorn the first of May than upon 
those sheared the 15th of June, about the usual shearing time here. ‘This 
plan of early shearing for all our flocks, if found as it is represented, ought to 
be adopted. I certainly could show you nice looking fleeces, those freer from 
grease and dirt taken off the 1st of May than at any later time, fleeces that 
ought not to be docked very much if any to bring them on an equality with 
those washed and shorn the middle of June. 

I fear I have already tired you with the length of this rather uninteresting 
paper, but permit me to say in brief that though it is said that there is no 
form of labor that has so little profit in it as that of farming, that the farmer 
works early and late, and often late into the night, that he is a hard task 
master to his family, that he often lives on wheat he can not sell, that he 
wears the cheapest and shoddiest of clothing, that his buildings and stock are 
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often none of the best, that his hands are hardened with toil, and his frame bent 
and stiffened with premature old age. All this and more is being done away with, 
through the influence of some of our noble-minded, progressive citizens by 
thus bringing us together and discussing other interests with us, and I see in 
the near future a new era for the farmer, when he shall labor less but with 
more profit, when the tasks of his family shall be easy and pleasant, when 
they live on and wear the best of his raising, while with vigorous step and 
form erect he Jabors with increasing knowledge for his social, moral, and 
intellectual improvement. 

POULTRY. 

BY H. A. DANIELS. 

[Read at Caro Institute.] 

The subject of this paper is generally considered bythe farmer as one of the 
most insignificant adjuncts of his wealth, but there are thousands of dollars 
spent every year for eggs and dressed fowls in the United States. France 
exports thousands of dozens of eggs to this country yearly, and a little more 
attention paid to our own fowls would at least produce enough for home con- 
sumption. There are sixty varieties of fowls. In all poultry shows, the most 
conspicuous are the Asiatics; this includes only very large, densely feathered 
fowls, without power of flight, small tails, and feathered legs. The Cochinsform 
the most prominent sub-group, and are distinguished by their large, low-set 
bodies, short necks, and single combs. The black, white, buff, and partridge 
are recognized as distinct varieties. Of the Branmas there are two, the light 
and dark. They are marked by more style; though not heavier, they appear 
larger than the Cochins. There are also the new mamoth breed of Langs- 
hans, which resemble black Cochins. These are valued as winter layers, grow 
rapidly, have inferior flesh, yet are valuable in crossing with other breeds to 
get size and weight for market. The Spanish consists of black Spanish, 
Minorica, Andalusian, white and brown Leghorn. They are distinguished by 
their large single combs and proud carriage. ‘They are persistent layers of 
large white eggs, and are chiefly valued for this quality. The Leghorns are 
my especial favorites as a fowl for the farmer. The Hamburgs are small 
fowls, with full, rose combs, and slate-colored legs. There are five varieties, 
distinguished by the markings of their plumage. They are good layers of 
small eggs. The Polands have large top-knots. There are four varieties. 
They lay a medium sized egg and rarely sit. The French breeds consist of 
LaF leche, Creveceur, and Houdans. They are large sized, excellent flesh, and 
good layers of medium sized white eggs. The Dorkings are two kinds, the 
gray and white. They are bred as table fowls, the flesh being excellent, the 
breast full, and they are of large size and quick growth. The Games are 
composed of twelve varieties, and are highly prized on account of their hard- 
iness and pugnacious qualities; they are fair layers and not bad to sit. The 
Bantams are composed of seven varieties, and are mostly kept to please the 
children. There are six varieties of turkeys, with which I have had all the 
experience I ever wish, though many farmers consider them profitable. 
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There are six varieties of geese, of which the Toulouse is probably the best. 
Of the ten varieties of ducks, I like the Pekin, they are large, white, and 
great layers. 

In regard to the care of fowls, the cheapest way is to have their feed where 
they can have access to it at all times. A morning ration of ground feed, 
with corn at their pleasure, will insure eggs in plenty except in the coldest 
weather. I have found boiled oats three times a week to be eagerly eaten. 
Pure water daily is as essential as food. Fresh meat once a week 
during the winter season is eagerly eaten. A load of gravel where fowls can 
have access to it will disappear before spring. ‘The walls of the poultry house 
painted with gas tar, also the perches, will insure freedom from vermin. 
Copperas placed in their drink is an aid to health. 

Fifty Leghorn fowls, with proper care, will pay for their feed and return 
fifty dollars to their owner yearly. ‘That is as great a number as can be 
profitably kept by one farmer. 

BEES AND BEE CULTURE. 

BY A. B. CHENEY. 

{Read at Grand Rapids Institute.] 

Mr. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,—The above topic covers such a 
large field that I shall only be able in the brief time allotted me to briefly 
sketch an outline of some of the more important matters involved in bee- 
culture, avoiding matters of mere detail. ‘his will quite likely be most satis- 
factory to you, as few present have more than a passing interest in this pursuit. 
We will briefly consider 

WHO SHOULD KEEP BEES. 

The bee-keeper, to succeed, must be a person who will acquaint himself with 
and bring to his aid all the wonderful improvements of the last twenty-five 
years. As the farmer who uses the ancient sickle to reap his grain, or the 
wooden mold-board to turn the soil must fail, so the bee-keeper who fails to 
bring to his aid the movable frame, the extractor, the smoker, honey knife, 

etc., will find himself far behind the intelligent apiarian of to-day. 

KINDS OF BEES. 

My experience has been confined to two varieties, the common black bee and 
the Italian. After ten years’ trial, I fail to discover any marked superiority of 
the Italian over the black. ach variety has its peculiar characteristics, 
which, under certain conditions, may be of advantage and other times injuri- 
ous. ‘To illustrate: The Italian clings to the comb with greater tenacity and 
does not become frightened as easily as the black bee when the comb is 
removed from the hive. This enables us to find an Italian queen much more 
readily than a black one. On the other hand, in removing frames of honey 
for extracting, the Italians are much more difficult to shake or brush from the 
comb. Again, the Italian will venture out in unfavorable weather and many 
will thereby be lost, while the black bee is at home in safety.. I am inclined 
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to consider a cross between the two varieties as more profitable than either, 
unless a person has the time to develop a superior strain by careful breeding. 

HIVES. 

A movable frame hive is a necessity. The movable frame was patented by 
the Rey. L. L. Longstroth. The patent having expired, any one can use it 
without expense. This, I believe, is the only patented feature of a bee-hive of 
any value to the bee-keeper. A simple box with frames hanging inside is, 
without doubt, the best known receptacle for a colony of bees. A patent hive 
may safely be known to be a poor hive, and the more patented features it has 
the poorer hive it is. A patent hive is worth but little for any thing except to 
set hens in. If you find any drawers, hinges, doors, windows, slides, or moth- 
traps in a bee-hive, be assured it is only good for kindling wood. The shape 
of the plain box for receiving the frames would be determined somewhat by 
the plan of management determined upon. If it is intended to produce 
extracted honey, perhaps a frame about one foot square would be as good as 
any, but if comb honey is preferred, a shallow frame, say about nine inches 
deep and sixteen inches long, would be better; and as the shallow frame 
answers very well for extracting, I advise its general use. In practice we find 
so much inconvenience attending the use of different sized frames that we are 
fully pursuaded that only one form should be used, uniformity of size being 
almost indispensable. 

LOCATION OF APIARY. 

A sheltered situation in a valley is much to be preferred rather than on a 
hill. Shade is desirable in the hot weather of July and August, but not in 
spring and fall. Nothing better than wide-spreading fruit trees can be found, 
a large apple tree furnishing ample shade for from eight to twelve colonies. 

SIZE OF APIARY. 

In an ordinary location, fifty to seventy-five colonies will usually yield better 
proportionate returns than a larger number. As white clover and basswood 
are the principal honey-producing flowers in this section, a location where 
these abound is very desirable. The bee yard should be protected by high, 
tight board fences to protect the bees from high winds, or hedges of ever- 
greens will prove admirable shields against the winds. 

COMB FOUNDATION. 

This article is a valuable acquisition. It enables the bee-keeper to secure 
straight, all worker comb. ‘These advantages are only realized by the experi- 
enced apiarian. 

Two kinds are in use, the thick and the thin; the thick for the brood 
chamber and the thin for use in the section boxes for surplus honey. It is 
made by running thin sheets of wax between two steel rollers, the surfaces of 
which are engraved in such a manner as to form the bases of the ceils. The 
bees building out the cells on each side of the sheet. 

COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY. 

If all people were acquainted with the relative merits of comb and extracted 
honey very little comb honey would be produced, as extracted honey is more 
wholesome and furnishes more sweetness than comb honey, and when we con- 
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sider that the extracted can be produced for about 60% of the cost of comb 
honey we feel satisfied it will largely supersede comb honey. One hundred 
pounds of extracted honey can be obtained from a colony as easily as sixty 
pounds of comb honey, this is readily understood when we inform you that a 
colony of bees will gather fifteen pounds of honey in the time necessary to 
build one pound of comb, and as one set of combs will last many years, the 
production of extracted entirely would nearly double the annual yield, modified 
only by the amount of extracted now produced. 

If a person desires an increase of colonies by natural swarming, he will 
secure such increase much more rapidly by managing his bees for comb honey. 
In extracting, the swarming impulse is quite generally destroyed, and very few 
swarms will be cast in a yard employed in producing extracted honey. 

"HONEY FOR MARKET. 

Very valuable improvement has been make in the last few years in prepar- 
ing honey for market in a neat form, and in packages suiting the customers. 
The one pound section and pails for extracted honey are now the popular 
styles and answer the demands of the market. A half-pound section is used 
by some, but it seems to be too small for general use. 

WINTERING. 

This is the great question of questions with bee-keepers, ‘‘ How best to 
winter the bees?’’ I have tried outdoor, chaff, hive wintering, wintered in 
clumps, and in the cellar, and deem a good cellar the best place. It should 
be so arranged that it shall be entirely dark, of an even temperature, say 
from 40° to 45° above zero, and with proper ventilation to secure a sufficient 
supply of fresh pure air, these conditions are essential. Much discussion is 
now being had as to the effect of pollen and dampness in wintering, and 
without doubt new facts will be established. Ihave used cellars exclusively 
for six years past, and have suffered an average loss of about ten per cent. of 
my stocks each winter. ‘This loss might have been reduced had I been 
situated so as to have personally supervised their preparation for winter. 

YIELD OF HONEY. 

As honey is the principal object for which bees are kept, you will doubtless 
desire to know what amount of honey is usually obtained from a colony of 
bees. 

From forty to eighty pounds of surplus honey per colony is generally 
secured from apiaries well managed. Last season was about an average season 
with us and our colonies averaged sixty-seven pounds each; one hundred and 
fifty colonies used in the production of honey, giving us ten thousand pounds 
of surplus. 

Thus I have very briefly outlined the general plan upon which I have man- 
aged my apiaries. ‘The practical bee-keeper will find nothing new in the mat- 
ter presented in this paper, but as many of you are not experienced in this 
occupation, a general consideration of the most important features of it will 
doubtless interest you more than the discussion of some technical points which 
would please the experienced operator only. 

At the close of Mr. Cheney’s address, Mr. Cobb gave a few of his ideas 
about bee keeping. He said: ‘‘Every one must have a definite system n 
keeping bees, and follow it closely. By placing snrplus hives near a full 

a1 
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hive, the bees are induced to leave the old hive and fill the surplus boxes, and 
make a strong colony, while the old hive, which has few bees and plenty of 
brood, will not swarm.”’ 

Mr. Hildreth stated that he used larger hives and frames to avoid the work 
of taking ont honey very often. <A large hive is well adapted to the use of 
farmers who cannot spare much time for the care of bees during the honey 
season. 

“*T consider the chaff hive preferable to any other, and have never lost any 
bees from using it.”’ 

To increase stock rapidly, Mr. Cheney said: ‘‘I start nuclei with one or 
two queen cells, and a few bees. I keep adding from strong hives brood that 
is nearly ready to hatch.”’ 

To the question “How much territory do you ailow bees?’ he replied: 
“‘One hundred stock of bees will generally take all the honey in the surround- 
ing country, for a distance of two miles.” . 

BEE KEEPING IN CONNECTION WITH FARMING. 

BY T. F. BINGHAM. 

[Read at Otsego Institute.] 

In response to a request from your honorable committee that I should fur- 
nish a paper on the above subject, and that it should be instructive, I have 
decided to give a brief outline of my own experience in keeping bees, which, 
while it may not be very interesting may be instructive. 

I will begin by saying that bees have been kept in our family continuously 
more than one hundred years. My grandfather on my mother’s side was a 
farmer, and kept bees very extensively. The fact that he gave my father, 
who was also a farmer, his first stock of bees, is evidence that he regarded 

bees as a valuable aid to agriculture. As my father kept the same race of 
bees a period of fifty years, it may be reasonably inferred that they were not 
only pretty well kept, but regarded as valuable property. 

I have kept bees all the time since 1862. I began with twenty colonies, 
bought and increased to 200 in two years, in Western New York. When I 
began, honey was plenty and cheap, but during the war, honey in fine shape 
and of fine quality, sold promptly at from 30 to 45 cents per pound, while 
beeswax was quick sale at from 85 cents to $1 per pound. Since that time 
both honey and wax have declined in price, till from 6 to 25 cents per pound 
is the usual rate. Honey, when in fancy shape, is strictly a fancy article and 
does not depend upon the price of other sweets for ifs market value. Fancy 
honey is its only competitor. 

Fourteen years ago, when I came to Allegan, I found bees plenty all 
through the county, among the farmers, and they all said that bees did 
well with them. There were no exclusive beekeepers then in the county, 
but there were a great many bees. Alanson Weeks, of Allegan, probably, 
was the nearest to a special beekeeper, of any man in the county, having 
fifty or more colonies, and giving them special attention and skillful care. 
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I obtained bees of Mr. Weeks and others to start my apiary of forty colomies, 
and bought sixty more colonies the following year, and had a fine yield of 
honey, which I sold at thirty cents per pound. Bees did well, and wintered 
well for several years ; but at last winter loss set in and my 150 colonies all 
died but nineteen stocks, the winter following the Chicago fire. The next 
summer these nineteen colonies were increased to 100, and some honey 

obtained. The winter following 80 out of the 100 came through in fair con- 
dition, and were taken to Abronia, to gather honey from the basswood, which 

at that time was about five per cent of the timber within two miles of the 
station. ‘That summer my honey brought over $1,500, and my bees were 
increased to 186 colonies. The winter that followed killed all but twenty- 
two colonies. As there were some bees left about the county, I bought a few, 
and increased up to 186, my former number, but obtained no honey to sell 
that year. The winter that followed reduced the 186 to two colonies, and 
cleared the woods and the farmers of bees. ‘This was my great loss—no bees 
to increase, and none in the country to sell. 

I then bought bees in Kentucky, to breed from, and when fall came I had 
125 good colonies, which I took to Tennessee to winter. They wintered well, 
and I brought back as many asI took away, but they were injured in transit, 
and were not of much profit that season. In the autumn I took them again 
to Tennessee, and made some changes in shipment, hoping to be able to make 
the shipment of bees a paying method of wintering. But, like the previous 
trial, it did not pay. I then devised the plan I have since pursued, and tried 
the experiment with sixty colonies, composed of all the bees and honey that 
were in 125 fine stocks. With some losses every year, and one winter about 
thirty per cent, I have been able to receive a fair income from my bees every 
season since. e 

There are now several extensive bee-keepers in the county, and many in 
the State. Probably there are more bees in the State now than ever before, 
but they are in the hands of enthusiastic bee-keepers mainly. If there had 
been no zealous bee-keepers to have bought and increased their bees, the dis- 
astrous winters above mentioned would have left the State of Michigan beeless. 
The ruthless ax has swept much of the old bee pasture away, and in that respect 
bee-keeping is not as sure of netreturns as formerly. Still, afew colonies of bees 
will do fairly almost anywhere in Michigan. Large apiaries, however, are fre- 
quently more than will do well in one place. Bees, like other stock, must have 
fine pasture and wide range to do well. White clover is now the main plant 
on which bee-keepers depend for their surplus honey, and this is steadily 
improving as the farms grow older. So it is not probable that bees will ever 
be more restricted in their means of support than now. 

You are all practical farmers, and I know will all wish to know if bees will 
pay afarmer. Now, that is a question hard to decide. The present plan of 
keeping bees requires an expense of about $30 to begin with. It then needs 
enthusiasm and a studious, observing habit of mind. It isnot of much use for 
old men to begin bee-keeping. Their habits are formed, and while they have 
good judgment they do not readily acquire such skill as is requisite to the 
profitable management of bees. Young farmers may reasonably hope to suc- 
ceed in keeping bees if they are studious and determined. Bees are not an 
exception to other stock. ‘They must have good care and good pasture. 

A colony of bees well managed, will, as a general rule, net about as much 
money as an acre of wheat. And as an acre of wheat represents land and 
tools, it will not be difficult to see that in other respects they are much alike. 
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There are men who will tell you that bees yield fabulous profits, and they are 
honest. But I have long watched the reports, and while we sometimes hear 
of tremendous yields of honey in some locality, we frequently get no report 
from the same section the next year, although the season may be a fair one. 
Bee-keepers are no way an exception to other people. If they get a big yield 
they do not put their light under a bushel; but when only a fair yield is 
obtained it isa hard matter to get even a report. Women are not the sole 
possessors or owners in fee simple of all the vanity the world possesses. 

Keeping bees is in one respect unlike farming, viz.: a farmer may raise 100 
acres of wheat on his farm and his neighbor just across the road may raise 100 
acres too, and so on indefinitely among all the farmers; and yet each one 
will raise just as much wheat as though his neighbor did not sow wheat at 
all. 

In Michigan several bee-keepers have tried to keep bees as a special and 
exclusive business; but as their families grew larger some other business 
became a necessity, and now, I think, it may be safely said that there is not a 

special and exclusive bee-keeper in the State. 

AGRICULTURE IN OUR FOREIGN COMMERCE. 

BY G. H. HARROWER. 

[Read at the Otsego and Chelsea Institutes. | 

I propose to speak of the foreign trade in the surplus of our agricultural 
products. I shall treat the subject both historicafly and in its present eco- 
nomic and political aspects. ‘he importance of this branch of our export 
trade cannot be over-estimated. In the year 1882 our exports of merchan- 
dise amounted to the sum of $733,000,000, of which cotton, breadstuffs, pro- 
visions, and live animals made up more than $536,000,000. While iron and 
steel, in all forms, amounted to only a little more than two per cent. of the 
total values sold abroad, and oils to about seven per cent. ; agriculture, in the 
items mentioned above, furnished seventy-three per cent. It is the products 
of the farm that pay by far the greatest share of our annual indebtedness for 
goods imported from abroad. Again, as compared with the home demand, 
the foreign demand is large and deeply concerns American agriculture; for, 
while the figures are not so striking in other items, we have recently been 
sending abroad about one-quarter of our wheat crop and seyen-tenths of our. 
cotton crop. A knowledge of the facts of so great a trade is necessary to an 
understanding of the character and conditions of our foreign commerce. 
Especially at the present moment is this true, in view of the recent action of 
European governments in regard to the matter. ‘The rapid increase of Ameri- 
can competition is viewed with alarm in many quarters, and various means have 
been resorted to against this rival, Taken also in connection with our own 
high tariff policy, the export trade has given rise to no little economical dis- 
cussion among European statesmen and economists. ‘Chere have been pro- 
hibition of trade, commissions of inquiry, ‘‘ Fair Trade’’ leagues, and diplo- 
matic correspondence. 

While I speak congress and the newspapers are discussing the question 
how to overcome certain difficulties that France and Germany and other 
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European governments are putting in the way of a part of this trade. 
They say that our swine products are dangerous to health, and have deter- 
mined to shut them out, whereas we are quite sure that their assertions are 
groundless, that they put them forward simply because they dare not avow 
their real object in prohibiting the importation and thus making food dearer 
than it otherwise would be. Whatis the true explanation of such action on 
the part of foreign governments will appear later on. ‘That action is regarded, 
and rightly regarded, as a serious blow at our foreign commerce. It not only 
checks the natural overflow of a considerable portion of our surplus products, 
leading to a healthy regulation of prices; but it also threatens to deprive 
us of a means of meeting a large part of our indebtedness abroad. That is 
to say, if we buy we must sell, just as the reverse is true, that if we would 
sell we must buy. In the Jong run, our exports pay for our imports. 
Now, in an average of recent years the value of our swine products exported 
amounts to over 80 millions of dollars per annum, It is this vast item against 
which foreign attacks are being made. It is not strange, then, that congress 
is talking of various schemes by which to bring about the removal of the 
restrictions or prohibitions of this trade. It will be convenient to postpone 
this topic for the present and at once take up the growth and present dimen- 
sions of the trade under review. 

HISTORICAL REVIEW. 

Raw cotton has for eighty years been an important item in our list of exports. 
Sixty years ago the value of the average annual exportation was more than 
twenty-five million dollars. From 1835 to 1850 in only three years did the 
exports of cotton fall below fifty millions; while at the latter year it had risen 
to seventy-two millions, and in the next year, 1851, it rose with a bound to 
one hundred and twelve millions. The civil war greatly checked this trade, 
but with marvelous rapidity it recovered after the restoration of peace. The 
greatest crop before 1859 amounted to 3,500,000 bales, but under the better 
conditions of freedom of labor brought by the war and emancipation, the cul- 
ture of cotton thrived so amazingly that in 1882 there was harvested a crop of 
over 7,000,000 bales*—just about twice as great as any crop before the war. 

Of the enormous crop of 1882 the value of the exports amounted to $247,- 
000,000. This one item alone constituted over 30 per cent. of our total 
domestic exports. 

We sell every year to foreign buyers about 70 per cent of our whole cotton 
crop. Indeed, ever since the great stimulous to this branch of agriculture 
given by the invention of Whitney’s cotton gin, with scarcely any exception, 
we have disposed of two-thirds of our production. In the year 1840 the expor- 
tation rose to nearly 85 per cent. 

Next to America in supplying the world with this important staple come 
India, Egypt, and Brazil, but a long way behind; for two-thirds of the raw 
cotton worked up in European factories is the product of our southern plan- 
tations. England is by far the heaviest buyer of this, as of all our raw 
materials. ‘The statistics of the Treasury Department for 1882 show that 
English merchants took fully 70 per cent. of all raw cotton exported. A 
small part of this passes through English dealers as raw material to other 
nations of Europe, though by far the greater part is first subjected to one or 

*This was an advance of 29 per cent over the previous year, when 5,500,000 bales were harvested. 
Of this latter crop, which was a short one, over 3,500,000 bales were sent abroad, the exports being 
valued at $200,000,000. ¢ 
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more processes of manufacture. England buys only one-third as much of 
this material from other cotton producers as from us. Her government is 
making constant efforts to stimulate the culture in India, but it will be many 
years before any very formidable competition is to be looked for in that quarter. 

The next largest item in what we send abroad is wheat, both in the grain 
and in flour. During the year ending June 30, 1883, we sold to the amount 
of $174,703,830. The facts of this trade are most remarkable, and have 
excited universal attention. Of our cereals wheat is easily king in the export 
trade. For two hundred years we have had a surplus to sell, the only excep- 
tions worth mention occurring in the remarkably short crops from 1836 to 
1839, in consequence of which we imported wheat from Germany and Holland. 
For sixty years wheat has been a leading factor in settling with foreign 
nations for our imports. ‘The total amount of our exports of wheat and wheat 
flour for the sixty-three years ending June 30, 1883, was over 2,000,000,000 
bushels; but more than one-half of this was sent during the last eight years. 
Expressed in money values the amount was over $26,000,000,000 dollars. 

About one-fifth of our wheat export is now in the form of flour, but these 
proportions have existed only in recent years. Up to 1840 over 90 per cent. was 
in the form of flour. Grain shipments then began to show a large relative 
increase, and for the fifty-five years closing with 1875, of the total exports of 
wheat, nearly one-half was in the kernel. In 1880 flour formed only 15 per 
cent., but it has since risen slightly above that.* 

The recent increase in flour exports, viewed by itself, has been very striking, 
and some have been led to prophesy that we should once more do the greater 
part of the milling of our surplus wheat on this side of the Atlantic, buta 
study of the statistics of the trade will show that it is uncertain business, 
basing predictions upon the gains of any short period. It appears that 
“the gains and losses have, from year to year, been playing a sort of see- 
saw game. * < s That the American milling trade is develop- 
ing very rapidly, admits of no question; and with this growth there will 
doubtless continue to be a steady gain in the amount of flour yearly put upon 
the European markets. One of the most potent causes of the growth of the 
export flour trade * ig s is the improvement in the science of 
milling in this country,’”’ by which ‘four millers have adapted their flours to 
the wants of the old world,’’ + 

The value of our wheat crop is very much less than that of the corn crop, 
but the value of corn and corn meal exported, does not much, if at all, exceed 
one-fifth of that of the wheat exported. However, it is next in importance, 
and is, in itself, very considerable. As in the case of wheat, so here the 
growth has been most remarkable in the last eight years, the aggregate value 
for that period exceeding by over a hundred millions that of the preceding 
fifty-five years. Perhaps this gain is partly due to the patriotic efforts of the 
Secretary of State to introduce the American hoe-cake and Johnnie cake to 
our European friends by means of the corn Junch counter he was reported to 
have set up at the last Paris Exposition. In 1881-82 we-sold abroad, in 
the form of bacon, hams, lard, and mess pork, to the amount of $82,500,000. 
This is properly to be taken into account in estimating our exporis of corn. 
Of corn and corn meal we have recently sent abroad to the amount of about 
$50,000,000 yearly. 

*J am indebted for many of the facts stated above, and in other parts of this paper, to an article 
entitled “Our Exports of Breadstuffs,” which was published in the International Review for 
November, 1881. 

jFrom the article already referred to, “Our Export of Breadstuffs.” 
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I can only briefly refer to the remaining items in the account. We sold 
butter and cheese in 1881-2 in value $17,000,000; salted beef, $4,000,000; 
other preserved meats, $4,250,000. The exportation of cattle and fresh beef 
is a recent venture, and the trade has thus far been almost entirely with Eng- 
land. The Treasury Department report on the commerce of the world, issued 
this last year, shows that the values of fresh beef exported, rose from $12,000 
in 1874 to more than $9,500,000 in 1881. Present indications are that this 
will be far surpassed this year. England took from us in 1878 (the first year 
for which the figures appear) eight million dollars’ worth of horned cattle. 
The amount was eighteen millions in 1880; and though the condition of our 
cattle ranges caused a great falling off the next two years, during the past year 
the exportation has nearly equaled that of 1880. 

TRANSPORTATION. 

One of the most important features in our export trade is transportation 
facilities, and this for two reasons: Ist, the great bulk of the products to 
be moved as compared with their values; and, 2nd, the enormous distance 
traversed. Improvements in means of carriage have made this trade possible, 
and it will be maintained and enlarged as this last item in the cost of the 
marketed products shall be still further reduced. The great canals, notably 
the Erie canal, the shipping of the lakes, the vast railway system, the great 
trans-atlantic fleets, are the arteries of traffic. For their development, man- 
agement, and improvement, the quickest minds of the age are constantly 
working. Progress has been in two directions, the cost and the time required 
to reach a market, both of prime importance in establishing and maintaining 
trade. Some interesting facts in this connection may be cited from a recent 
report issued by the Bureau of Statistics at Washington: 

“These improvements in transportation have * * * been made chiefly 
during the last fifteen years. During that period the foreign commerce of 
the country has much more than doubled. This is shown as follows: The 
total value of the exports of merchandise from the United States increased 
from $251,952,899 during the year ended June 30, 1868, to $823,805,819 
during the year ended June 30, 1883, and the value of the imports of mer- 
chandise into the United States increased during the same period from 
$357,436,440 to $723, 122,666, 

‘* Only about eighteen years ago it was regarded as problematical by the man- 
agers of the principal east and west trunk lines whether grain could be 
profitably hauled from Chicago to New York by rail in competition with the 
lake, Erie canal, and Hudson river route. But during the year 1882, about 
80.2 per cent. of the total receipts of grain at Atlantic seaports of the United 
States was by rail, and only 19.8 per cent. by lake, canal, and Hudson river. 
Even as late as the year 1869 the rail rates from Chicago to New York ranged 
from 30 to 42 cents per bushel, but during nearly nine months of the year 
1882 the established rate was only 25 cents per 100 pounds, or 15 cents per 
bushel, and this rate appears to have been regarded as fairly remunerative. 
The average rate for the year was only 14.6 cents per bushel. 

‘* During the last five years, 34.83 per cent. of the shipments of wheat, 87.18 
per cent of the shipments of flour, and 30.14 per cent. of the shipments of 
corn from Chicago towards the east were by rail.’ It is true that at no time 
has the ail-rail rate to New York been as low as the lake-and-canal or the 
lake-and-rail rate, but in many cases the superior swiftness of the all-rail 
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transportation has made it an advantageous method to employ. For Phil- 
adelphia and Baltimore this was of course the natural method of shipment. 

Mr. Nimmo, the chief of the Bureau of Statistics, publishes a table showing 
the average yearly rates per bushel on wheat shipments from Chicago to New 
York, by the three methods of transportation mentioned above, during a 
period of fifteen years, beginning with 1868. By lake and canal in that 
year the freight charged per bushel was 25.3 cents; by lake and rail 
29 cents; by all rail 42.6 cents. In 1882 they had reached, through 
successive reductions, by lake and canal 8.7, by lake and rail 10.9, by 
all rail 14.6 cents. Speaking roughly, there was in that time, in all three, a 
cutting down of charges by 66 per cent. from the rate of 1868. This is cer- 
tainly a remarkable example of the stimulating effects of free competition. 
The cheapening of freights has been greater than was thought of in the early 
grange agitation. Mr. Nimmo thinks ‘‘it is not probable that during this 
entire period [of 15 years] the carrier has been able to realize much more than 
a narrow margin of profit.’ It should be remembered that during this time 
a large part of that consolidation of trunk lines that is so much talked of has 
been accomplished, and this has greatly lessened the expense of managing the 
railways, and so made possible reductions in freight rates. What counter- 
balancing evils may be involved in this concentration of railway interests, it is 
aside from the present purpose to enquire. There has also come about a vast 
improvement in the general equipment of railways within the period alluded 
to, and this, together with the enormous increase in the yolume of traflic, has 
contributed to the reduction of rates. . 

Mr. Nimmo states that ‘‘from 92 to 95 per cent. of the grain received at the 
ports of Portland, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore during 
the year 1882 was the product of the Western and Northwestern States; ’’ 
which shows very clearly the main source of supply for the larger part of our 
exports and the importance of cheap freights. 

One fact is very significant as showing the, preference of shippers in general 
for railway transportation. From a recent publication of the Bureau of Statis- 
tics it appears that while the tonnage of the New York State canals fell from 
64 million tons in 1868 to 5} millions in 1882, the tonnage of the New York 
Central railroad system rose from 1,800,000 tons to 11,000,000. Of a total 
movement of wheat to the seaboard in the latter year amounting to 186,000, - 
000 bushels, 114 millions went by the Mississippi route, 344 by lake and canal, 
and 140 by rail. 

The ocean rates on grain from New York to Liverpool show no such 
remarkable reductions as those just cited. In 1866 wheat was-carried for 94 
cents per bushel; during the past year (1883) for about 9 cents; though 
between those years down to 1881 the rate ruled above 10 cents, and ina 
single year (1873) rose to over 21 cents. ‘‘The reductions in the cost of 
transportation upon the ocean,’ to uote again from Mr. Nimmo,* ‘‘ have 
been mainly the result of the increased size of steam vessels, the economies 
effected in the use of coal, and the reductions which have been effected in 
the proportional amount of space occupied by coal, boilers, and engines, 
whereby the space available for passengers and freight has been correspond- 
ingly increased.”’ 

Within the period already referred to there were similar reductions in the 
freight charges on the Mississippi boats. 

' * Preliminary report on the Foreign Commerce of the U.S., Aug. 6, 1883, p. 15, 
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The shipments of wheat from the port of San Francisco have within a 
short time approached those from the port of New York. Within five years 
these shipments have doubled in value (for the year ending June 30, 1878, 
‘$17,000,000; for the last fiscal year, $37,000,000). It is noteworthy that this 
has been accomplished i in spite of a higher scale of wages on the Pacific coast, 
and nearly twice as high freight rates in getting the grain to the Liverpool 
market. Shipments are made by ‘‘sailing vessels of the largest size which 
pursue long voyages in various parts of the globe as the maturing of the crops 
in different countries aud the exigencies of trade in the principal seaports may 
demand. ‘hese vessels, which in the course of the year usually circumnayi- 
gate the globe, arrive at the ports of California and Oregon, chiefly from ports 
in Europe, Asia, and Australasia. The average time of the voyage from San 
Francisco to Liverpool is about one hundred and twenty-five days.”’* In that 
time they traverse a distance of about 16,000 miles. <A slight calculation will 
show the advantage of water carriage over land carriage in point of cheapness. 
The current rate by rail from Chicago to New York gives an average of 5} 
mills per ton per mile; the rate from New York to Liverpool 87-100 of a mill 
per mile; from San Francisco 83-100 of a mill. 

There are three other possible outlets for the products of the Pacific coast 
that may be mentioned: (1) by the Northern Pacific Railroad Lake Superior ; 
(2) by the Southern Pacific Railroad to New Orleans; and (3) by a ship canal 
through the Isthmus. The last, when made available, will no doubt be the 
most advantageous route. 

Two or three further points of interest occur in connection with the trans- 
portation of these products to the foreign buyer. 

First, a word as to the chief shipping ports and the relative amounts 
shipped from them severally. New York City, the commercial center of the 
country, easily leads with receipts of grain and flour: and these mav be fairly 
taken to represent the proportions of other commodities, except cotton. In 
1880, flour and grain to the amount of 3384 million bushels reached the sea- 
ports of New York, Portland, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New 
Orleans; of which 165 millions, or almost exactly one-half, went to New 
York. Baltimore came next with 61 millions; then Philadelphia, 49 millions; 
Boston, 37 millions; New Orleans, 23 millions; Portland, 24 millions. There 
has been great competition in this matter between the various ports, and rail- 
roads have vied with Boards of Trade in seeking to divert as large a share of 
grain as possible to their respective seaports. ‘The importance that the great 
State of New York attaches to this is seeu in her recent vote to make the 
Hrie canal free of tolls. This action no doubt was hurried by the prophecies 
of success for the efforts of rival lines of traffic. Canadian observers are 
attributing to this new policy of New York the falling off in traffic through 
the Welland canal, which is said to have been very marked the past year. Be 
this as it may, the lead that New York City has as a shipping port seems to 
illustrate the Scripture doctrine that to him that hath shall be given. She is 
increasing her lead; the 50 per cent. of coast-bound shipments in 1880 had 
grown to over 61 per cent. in 1882; and this, too, although the short crop 
had reduced the total receipts at the ports above named to fifty millions less 
than the receipts of 1880. 

* Prelim. Rep., etc., p. 17. The following statement is of interest in this connection: ‘‘ The value 
ot the wheat crop of California, Oregon, and Washington Territory during the season of 1882 
amounted to $44,700,000, whereas the value of the precious metals produced by mining operations 
in the same section of the country amounted to only $17,750,000,” 

22 
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It was long a just complaint concerning New York, that terminal facilities 
were insufficient, and terminal charges were a heavy burden; but great efforts 
have been made to correct these evils, and it would seem with success. 

The enormous dimensions of freight traffic at that point is seen in recent 
proposals to construct a vast system of tunnels through the city and under the 
waters that form’its harbor. This may prove to be nothing more than a vis- 
ionary scheme, yet it would hardly be surprising if by 1894 ten or fifteen miles 
of such works were in operation. 

Another important question arises in this connection, i.e., as to the share of 
our own merchant marine in the vast carrying trade which these exports 
involve. The answer isshort and humiliating. A recent report of the New 
York Chamber of Commerce shows that of our total foreign tonnage only 
about one-sixth is carried in American vessels. ‘This industry has suffered a 
constant disastrous decline for twenty years. In 1855, 753 per cent. of our 
foreign trade was carried on under the American flag; in 1861, 41.4 per cent. ; 
in 1867, 33.9 per cent.; in 1878, 22.6 per cent.; in 1880, 17.4 per cent. ; in 
18838, 16 per cent. And yet our ship building is so thoroughly protected that 
it is forbidden to sail a foreign-built ship under our flag. The greatest share 
of this trade is done in English ships, and yet English ship-wrights are abso- 
lutely exposed to foreign competition. Iwill say nothing about the loss of 
the profits of the carrying trade, for it is quite possible that it is no real loss 
in that sense; for those who would carry on that business are now busy at 
something else, and it may be are making as much for themselves and contri- 
buting just as largely to the national wealth as if they were sailing ships. But 
there is a real and serious loss of national reputation and prestige in the disap- 
pearance of our flag from the ocean. Moreover, two dangers threaten, 
should a great war arise in which England was engaged, (1) her merchant 
marine might be drawn into her navy to such an extent as to make it difficult 
to send our products abroad, (2) English merchant ships would be sub- 
ject to great dangers from hostile cruisers. So of any other large carrying 
nation, and we should be powerless to defend our greatest interests. Again, a 
strong merchant marine is needed as a safeguard in case the United States 
should become involved in war, both as furnishing an immediate supply of 
ships, and as forming a training school from which to draw naval recruits. 
To cure the disease that has attacked our shipping we have tried almost every- 
thing but letting the industry care for itself; it might be worth while to try 
that. 

FOREIGN RIVALS, 

Let us now consider briefly the competition we have to meet in foreign 
markets. As to cotton, it has already been said that our position is not 
easily assailed; we have so great a lead that we shall hold ourown. While 
the yield of our plantations has vastly increased in recent years, there has 
been no great gain, or there has even been a decline of production in other 
cotton producing countries. In wheat we shall continue to show that intel- 
ligence, skill, improved implements, scientific methods, and the best 
transportation facilities are infallible against rivals who lack these advantages, 
though they be nearer to the market, have equally fertile soil, and pay much 
smaller wages. We are annually sending out over $3,000,000 worth of 
approved agricultural implements. We can afford to do that much for 
benighted foreigners. Onur chief rivals in insets are Russia, India, and the 
English colonies, but there is no present cause for alarm. In the great and 
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fast growing business of supplying fresh and packed meats, our cheap ranges, 
inventive skill, and facilities for transportation constitute a trustworthy safe- 
guard. It is true that this trade seems to be meeting a check at the present 
moment, but this will hardly be permanent, unless we continue too long our 
senseless policy of commercial restriction. But so long as we put barriers in 
the way of a free interchange of commodities, and think we can grow rich by 
taxing ourselves to fill an overflowing treasury, there will exist a constant 
menace of retaliation or a resort to freer markets on the part of those to 
whom we wish to sell. 

Here arises a question as to the spirit in which our increasing agricultural 
exports are regarded abroad. It is a question that demands careful consider- 
ation in this country. 

FOREIGN CUSTOMERS. 

The largest purchaser by far of the exports under consideration, is Hng- 
land. During the year ended June 30, 1882, of our total exports of commod- 
ities amounting to $733,000,000, $469,000,000, or sixty-four per cent. was 

taken by England; and of the agricultural exports in that year, she took not 
far from seventy per cent. Manifestly the attitude of England toward this 
state of things is of the highest importance to us. The course of trade 
between this country and England is narrowly watched there, Especially in 
recent years have land owners and farmers felt the sharp competition from 
this side of the Atlantic. English agriculture is undergoing great changes, 
and the land question is becoming more and more prominent; though just at 
the present moment, perhaps, more attention is devoted to the proposed rad- 
ical changes in the conditions of the elective franchise, and the basis of rep- 
resentation in the House of Commons. It is well known that for several 
years that country has suffered ‘‘bad seasons,’’ rents have been tumbling, 
land is a drug in the market, farmers have given up their farms, and those 
who have been accustomed to live in luxury upon their rents, have become 
straitened in circumstances. In former days the corn laws enabled the farm- 
ers to get high prices for short crops, but that sort of legislation ceased forty 
years ago. And yet, since free trade in grain was established, English 
prices have been, upon the whole, higher than before. That was due 
to the great stimulation of manufactures that resulted from the overthrow of 
the protective system in England, and the consequent increase in the scale of 
wages—an increase that more than made up for the higher price of food, and 
which lessened the price of manufactures by increasing the efficiency of labor. 
But within a few years American competition in breadstuffs has become more 
effective, largely through the reduced cost of transportation, which has been 
described. The succession of bad seasons has made things worse, and so it is 
not strange that there should have been talk of somehow trying to change 
the state of affairs. The fact that our sales to England far exceed her sales 
of manufactures to us, led to some talk of trying to force us to lower our 
tariff on manufactures by retaliating duties upon our breadstuffs, and the 
purchase of supplies more largely from her colonies, This was the Fair Trade 
idea so much talked of two years ago. We might be greatly injured by such 
a policy, but the difficulty is that England would certainly have to pay more 
for her food supply, and so might harm herself quite as much as us. 

At any rate, Fair Trade is not a live issue in British politics to-day, and a 

return to the protection policy seems as far off asever. The remedy for the 
distresses of agriculture will be found in other quarters. In Ireland a beginning 
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has beén made of a radical change in land legislation—it will spread in some 
form to England, leading, probably, to smaller holdings in fee, the abolition 

of entails and settlements, and, perhaps, to the doing away with the custom 

of primogeniture. On the other hand, English farming capital will continue 
to be directed away from the culture of wheat «nd into channels where, in the 
nature of things, foreign competition cannot be so effective. It is estimated 
by Mr. Fawcett that England imports more than half of her wheat supply, 
and more than one-fifth of her fresh meat. ‘These proportions will increase. 
Our own contribution to her total foreign food supply, even including those 
articles in which we do not compete with other sellers, is not far from one-half. 

While there has been little difference of opinion among Englishmen as to 
the great advantage of cheap supplies of food, the two next largest consumers 
of our products, France and Germany, in the action of the governments of the 
two countries, have put barriers in the way of importation. I refer to the 
charge of unhealthfulness brought against American pork products, and the 
attempt to restrict or prohibit trade in them. For many months all merchan- 
dise of this description was shut out from France, and while there has been 
recently some relaxation in this matter, the regulations at French ports 
regarding inspection are so vexatious and so harshly applied as to amount, in 
a large measure, to a virtual prohibition. The German government, by duties 
and absurd classification, sought the same end. American hams, in their 
familiar yellow muslin coverings, were subjected to high duties as cotton 
manufactures, and in a similar spirit canned goods have been taxed as tin- 
ware. Finally, the importation of American meats was absolutely prohibited, 
anda recent consular report to the Secretary of State says that by order of 
that government it is even forbidden to ship these goods through German ter- 
ritory, though consigned to foreign dealers. The same report states that 
England, Holland, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland were, at the time of 
writing, the only European countries open to American meats. 

The alleged ground of this action on the part of foreign governments, the 
unwholesomeness of American meats, has been abundantly shown not to 
exist in fact, and it is not likely that those who made the charge ever believed 
in it. It was simply a convenient pretext. What was the real object in view? 
Simply this, to relieve their domestic producers from the pressure of competi- 
tion, and so to sustain prices. Americans can have no difficulty in appreciat- 
ing the situation. The same purpose underlies our tariff legislation, only 
instead of pretending that foreign manufactures are dangerous to health, we 
pretend that we can make wages high and goods cheap by heaping taxes upon 
production. The French and German governments have effected their real 
purpose. Food has been dearer. ‘The landed aristocracy have sought to pre- 
serve their incomes from rents at the expense of the mass of consumers, who 
in consequence have found it harder to supply their tables with wholesome 
meats. When the facts become generally known throughout Germany an 
enormous pressure will be brought to bear upon the government to rescind 
this legislation. But if this is done, it will seriously mar the symmetry of 
the protective system that Bismarck is trying to foist upon Germany, and may 
lead to a more reasonable national policy. 

‘*It was asserted last year,’’? says the New York Tribune, “that certain 
Hrench provision dealers had brought pressure to bear upon their government 
to secure the exclusion of American pork products.”’ It is now said that 
French “ statistics show that the prehibition of the importation of pork from 
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America seriously curtails the food supply of France, and there is no other 
source wherefrom the demand can be supplied.’ 

It is not possible, however, to shut out these products entirely ; and probably 
a part of the recent increased exportation of pork products from this country 
to England is to be accounted for by the alleged practice of reshipping 
American goods to other European countries as English products. 
A word may be said regarding a suggested method of retaliating upon 

France. A member of congress the other day urged that the way to bring 
France to her senses is to inspect her wines entered at our custom houses and 
rigidly exclude adulterated articles. This action, if we may believe all that is 
alleged, would surely bar out a great deal that passes for wine. And it is a 
curious fact that there has been no notable falling off in the importation of 
French wines so-called, in spite of the deadly ravages of the phylloxera in 
those vineyards. Adulteration is very probably practiced. Butsuppose we do 
this and France removes her unreasonable restrictions, shall we then give up. 
our inspection and begin again to drink poisonous compounds without asking 
any questions? ‘That would be an entertaining spectacle; but it is the logical 
outcome of the proposed measure. If we are after retaliation, the adultera- 
tion of French wines is the last thing we want to ascertain. We had better 
shut out all French wines for a time, so that we can meet French concessions 
without making fools of ourselves. By thiscourse, unless that country quickly. 
came to terms, we should bring about an incidental result of considerable 
importance—that is, a great stimulation of wine production in this country ;. 
and moreover, a vast quantity of domestic wine that is now dressed up in 
French labels would appear in its true character. 

In all probability, no scheme of retaliation will be tried, and the trouble 
will disappear in time through the operation of natural and irresistible forces. 
What we want is likely to come about quite as soon in this way. Meantime, it is- 
to be remembered that these countries really afford a market for a compara- 
tively small part of our surplus food products. 

Since the foregoing was written a very active discussion has been kept up in 
Congress and in the public press, and it seems to me that the continued dis- 
cussion is leading to counsels of moderate action. It is at any rate unwise to 
take measures of retaliation before giving foreign governments official assur-~ 
ances of the facts ascertained by correct scientitic methods. Official inspection 
of meats at ports of exportation would seem to be one thing that should be 
secured. Congress has called for the correspondence of the department of 
state with foreign governments concerning this matter. These papers will no- 
doubt throw much light upon the subject. Recent advices from abroad 
indicate that public opinion in France and Germany is making itself heard in 
this matter. They are discussing a revision of the national constitution in the 
French parliament, but the newspapers are loudly declaring that cheap meats 
are of more importance. The cry is for bacon before amendments. In 
Germany the learned Professor Virchow declares that the alleged ground of 
the action of the government is ‘‘ all moonshine.”’ 

THE BALANCE OF TRADE. 

It is rare that one hears any discussion of foreign trade without hearing. 
something about the so-called balance of trade. In recent years our exports 
have been largely in’excess of our imports, and the surplus products of our 
farms haye made this condition of trade possible. Shall we consider it a for-. 
tunate or an unfortunate state of things? This is a question upon which 
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it is strangely easy to get confused ideas, and it may not be unprofitable to 
speak upon it briefly in the few minutes that remain. A common notion is 
that what is called an adverse balance of trade, i. e., an excess of imports over 
exports, is an undoubted national misfortune, whereas what is called a favor- 
able balance of trade, i. e., an excess of exports over imports, is looked upon 
as cause for great rejoicing. In the former case, we are told, the nation is 
buying more than it is selling; in the latter it is selling more than it is 
buying. In one case it must be ruining itself like any spendthrift; in the 
other, like our thrifty neighbor, fast getting rich. To quote a popular writer, 
‘‘A family earns its own expenses, or more, or decays. A nation sells as much 
as it buys or decays. ‘This is ‘the balance of trade.” When any one can show 
how a family can earn $900 and pay out $1,000 yearly, and still prosper, we 
may see how a nation can export $90,000,000 and import $100,000,000 yearly, 
and not grow poor.’? The same idea underlies the following extract from 
an article in the International Review upon the American export trade :* 

‘<The most interesting and encouraging event that has occurred in our 
commercial history for many years is the rapid increase of our exports during 
the last few years, and their unprecedented excess over our imports since 1875; 
reversing the balance which our foreign trade has recorded against us for 
more than four score years. Year after year, and decade after decade, with 
nearly the regularity of the seasons, or the rise and fall of the tides, the 
excess of imports over exports has kept steadily ou for over eighty-four years, 
drawing out along and formidable balance of our international account 
against us; until at the close of 1875 this adverse balance of mercantile debt 
had run up to the surprising amount of $1,726,637,547’ The changed state 
of trade has continued, so that at the close of the last fiscal year the excess of 
exports for the previous eight years amounted to $1,307,253,941. This latter 
is indeed a remarkable showing of the results of industrial enterprise in this 
country in furnishing a surplus for the settlement of foreign obligations. 
The fact is that we have in former years been securing enormous advances 
from foreign capitalists for carrying on enterprises of various kinds, avd not 
the least among these a very costly civil war. We should find upon an examina- 
tion of international exchanges in recent years, that this favorable balance of 
trade has come about because we have been ‘‘ taking up our paper,’’ in other 
words, paying off United States bonds held abroad. It is true that during 
the war we spent more than we earned; we were borrowing and paying with 
promises to pay. So, too, before the war, the prevailing balance against us 
was to be accounted for in part, but only in part, by the fact that foreigners 
were making investments in this country; and such transfers of capital are 
regularly effected through means of bills drawn against commodities exported 
to this country. Some portion, also of this balance was the effect of the con- 
stant stream of immigration pouring into this country. Every ship brought 
capital of foreigners coming to make their homes here. 
A part of the balance also was settled by the surplus product of our gold 

mines beyond what was required for money and in the arts. But taking away 
the effect of these causes, there would have still remained an adverse 
balance of trade, which represented neither capital borrowed nor capital 
brought to this country by immigration, but the natural profits of a prosper- 
ous foreign trade. Strange as it may seem, every nation is prosperous in the 
long run as it has an ‘‘adverse’’ balance of trade. Every cargo from New 

* Vol. 6, page 39. 
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York to Liverpool must sell for enough to pay for the carriage, and a business 
profit over the cost in New York; and the return cargo which really transfers 
the value must sellin New York at asimilar advance. “Adverse balances in gen- 
eral, then, represent the profits of successful commerce. But we have recently 
enjoyed the so-called “favorable” balance. Are we, then, carrying on a 
losing trade? By no means; our exchanges are in this condition to a large 
extent i in Consequence of the happy fact that we are rapidly paying off our 
debts. In certain other respects our condition is peculiar. The whole matter 
may be stated in brief terms. 
We are to-day meeting various obligations to foreigners by means of our 

exports,—(1) as always, we pay in that manner for imports; and (2) we 
are meeting the interest on the investments of various sorts that foreigners 
have with us; (3) we have been paying off the principal of some loans, as 
notably in the case of national bonds sent back for redemption; (4) it is 
estimated that $100,000,000 per annum is the cost of carrying commodities to 
and from the United States, and as that business is mostly in the hands of 
foreigners, we must pay our share of this charge by increased exports. So, 
then, our present commanding excess of exports is in part a sign of a national 
disadvantage. The figures given would be modified considerably if we take 
into account the exports of precious metals of which this country has for 
many years had asurplus. The general principle of international balances 
will bear repeating: ‘‘ Exports are what we pay to foreigners. Imports are 
what foreigners pay to us. If our imports were not worth more to us than our 
exports we should be doing a losing business.”’ 

The statistics of English commerce are instructive upon this point. In the 
last ten years the value of the imports received by England exceeded the value 
of her exports by nearly $5,000,000,000; and at the same time she imported 75 
millions more of gold and silver than she exported. ‘This enormous ‘‘ adverse ’’ 
balance is the sign and proof of Hngland’s boundless wealth. What are the 
items included in the vast excess? They are (1) the profits of successful 
trade ; (2) the earnings of her ships; (3) interest upon her investments abroad ; 
(4) the discounts of her bankers in settling the transactions of .the whole 
world. 

CONCLUSION 

It is evident that trade between nations as between individuals, is founded 
upon mutual advantage. The American farmer has found a large market 
abroad and must continue to do so, or else largely restrict his production. 
And the foreign buyer must make his payment by means of commodities sold 
to this country. Thus the larger our exports of surplus products, the greater 
the American demand for foreign commodities; and the larger the sales of 
those commodities in our markets, the greater the demand for our surplus, 
whether of farm products or of manufactures. Our exports of manufactured 
products now amount to from one-eighth to one-sixth of all values exported ; 
agriculture, the mines, and fisheries make up the rest. What is more, agricult- 
ure bids fair, with the opening of new land and the expanding live stock business, 
to add to the three-fourths of our exports which it now supplies. On the other 
hand, our manufacturing establishments are reducing wages or entirely shut- 
ting down, and there is a widespread cry of depression. The available market 
will not take all our mills can make; the capacity of our iron mills far out- 
runs the present demand; our cotton mills can fill the domestic market by 
running less than nine months out of the twelve on full time; a similar con- 
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dition exists in the shoe trade and many others. What they need above all ig 
an outlet to foreign markets; yet they are making no considerable gains in 
that direction. By an elaborate system, or no system, of tariff taxation, the 
cost of production in the United States so far exceeds that of other competing 
nations that we can find no outside market for most of our surplus manufac- 
tures. Furthermore, we have so discouraged foreign trade that the com- 
mercial relations essential to the desired trade do not exist, and they cannot at 
once be supplied. And in addition there is needed a large and progressive 
American shipping interest. With a prosperous commercial marine, free raw 
materials and machinery, our manufacturers could enter the markets of the 
two Americas and the whole world. In consequence the real wages of Jabor 
would be largely increased, and more and more the bulky products of the. 
farms would be consumed on American soil. The dream of the advocates of 
the ‘‘American system’’ would approach realization in a growing home 
market for the farmer. Asa nation we should be employing skill and labor 
in the most effective ways, and in consequence be most rapidly and surely 
building up national wealth and greatness. 

RELATIONS OF RAILROADS TO FARMERS. 

BY W. O. HUGHART. 

{Delivered at Grand Rapids Institute.] 

The following is an abstract of his address: The ground has all been fought. 
over politically and all interests are satisfied with few exceptions. The com- 
mercial and traveling public are more than satisfied. The manufacturing 
interests are satisfied becanse of the increased facilities for bringing raw 
materials to market. All are in harmony except the agricultural and granger 
interests. The present railroad mileage of the United States is 120,000: 
miles, the value of which is seven billions, nearly all representing solid value 
in material and labor, comparatively little in ‘‘franchise’? or land. The 
value of the farms is twelve billion, including buildings, fences, implements, 
and all farm stock, but not all representing labor or material; much of it is 
in the soil. What would be the value of all this farming lands without rail- 
roads? Perhaps nothing, the land being valued exactly in proportion to the 
accessibility to the market for surplus products. Highways are practically 
worthless in modern days in reaching a competitive market. The Agricult- 
urist for February says, we have four and one-half million of farm teams or 
spans of draft cattle. To transport the freight now hauled by railroad, these 
would each have to pull one ton twenty miles per day for 300 days in the year 
and receive therefor at the average railroad charges, thirty-four cents per day 
Tor man, team, and wagon, and out of this pay board, feed, repairs, wages, 
interest and wear and tear, allowing nothing for expenses of return trips. 
Think of hauling one ton twenty-five miles for twenty-five cents, including 
team, driver, wagon, boarding, loading, and unloading. This you would be 
compelled to do to compete with farms possessing railroad facilities. 

In the light of business and in the strength of comparisons, both farm 
produce and farms themselves would be without value. A railroad may be 
regarded as a person having well defined rights and duties and entitled to the 
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same protection as any other person, but it never gets it. A railroad before 
construction is always desired, helped, and welcomed, afterward persecuted. 
There is not a legislature that meets which does not try to encroach on the 
charter of the railroads. The railroads take from the farmers the land for 
the road, whether they are willing or not, and what do the farmers get in 
return? They are paid and paid well. They receive a permanent fence on 
their farms, on both sides of the track, and are protected even against their 
own carelessness. If a farmer leaves his fence down, and if in a consistent 
length of time it is not repaired by the railroad company and any stock is 
killed thereby, the railroad company is liable. No matter what the cause or 
who is the author of the breach. ‘Trains must be run and baggage checked, 
but fare for travel is rigidly controlled and excessive charge for freights care- 
fully guarded against. It seems sometimes as if a railroad is a crime and 
ought to be suppressed. There can be no railroad monopoly in this State, for 
railroads may be paralleled, the right to use tracks and buildings may be forcibly 
taken by any other road, and lines may be crossed by any highway, and every 
farmer is entitled to a crossing. ‘They have a monopoly of kicks and curses, 
and no one wishes to take that from them. All farm products over home 
necessities find a market at home or abroad. A number of years ago a farmer 
was obliged to haul his corn to market or distill it and market it in a concen- 
trated form. Then the railroads acted as reformers. When a railroad came 
through the distilleries were destroyed and the product taken to market as it 
grew, and caused a potent reform in the community. Over ordinary high- 
ways, the cost of transporting wheat is about 20 cents per ton, which gives a 
farmer a market radius of about 185 miles before it exhausts itself py expense 
in carriage. By railroad the rate of one cent per ton per mile is to be obtained 
anywhere, which gives a radius of 37,000 miles to the farmer for a market. 
The chief benefit is that the market is brought to the farmer’s own door; he 
does not have to laboriously transport the produce to a village to find a cus- 
tomer. Practically, the farmer has the market of the world at his door. 
This is what has made this country great. The rates on railroads have been 
so reduced that they have to do two and a half times as much work now to 
earn a dollar as they did twelve years ago. Wheat can be transported from 
Grand Rapids to London cheaper than‘it can be from Liverpool to London ; 
that is, American railroads can carry a ton of wheat 900 miles by land and 
3,000 miles by water for less than English railroads carry a ton 200 miles. 

What is discrimination? It is generally declared to be a charge of a greater 
rate per ton for one distance than for another. But this is inevitable if the 
railroads would give the distant farmer access to market. It is the near man 
to market who complains. A man 50 miles from New York pays 10 cents per 
bushel to New York, and Michigan farmers only pay 16 cents per bushel to 
the same place. If the charges were in ratio tothe number of miles Michigan 
would pay 60 cents per bushel. This would entirely shut out the great wheat 
fields of the northwest as well as Michigan. The farmers give the railroads 
but little revenue. <A purely agricultural community never supported a road. 
The surplus of grain in Michigan for 1883 is estimated at 360,000 bushels. If 
T owned all the roads I would contract to take the entire surplus out of the 
State in one day. In 1883 only seven per cent of the entire tonnage carried 
by the G. R. & 1. was farm products, but it is growing, and when the mam- 
moth pineries are gone the business and farming interests will make a fairly 
paying railroad. I call the traveling public ‘‘ The Great American Baby.’’ It 

23 
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has a guardian appointed—called a commissioner, acommittee also. The com- 
missioner must see to bridges, tracks, cars, etc., and direct the rate of speed 

if he thinks there is danger. He may stop the running of trains absolutely. 
The railroads must have a flagman at street crossings to keep people from put- 
ting themselves under the trains, and now must put up gates, as a watchman 
can’t hold the baby. Must check baggage. Must call names of stations. Must 
whistle or ring bell at road crossings. Must have air brakes. Must not employ 
men that drink. Must not put him off when refusing to pay fare, except at a 
station or dwelling house. Must protect him against swindlers on cars. Must 
put up boards at road crossings, advising the passing traveler, that a railroad 
is in the neighborhood, and give minute directions to have the letters large 
enough. Must fence the farms, even when we pay full value for the lands, not 
half fence, but all of it. Must have badges on train men. The kind of oil 
for lights is specified. If a passenger loses his baggage he is allowed to testify 
in his own behalf, and his testimony is by law declared to be receivable as if 
he was not interested. The railroads must cut weeds. Must have an ax and 
a Saw in every coach, and lifting jacks. Every session of the Legislature has 
something new. The average railroad bill is an attempt at confiscation. Itis 
dangerous to confiscate property. It is only a form of socialism, and in time 
will act upon farm products. ‘The price was once fixed in Rome on bread and 
wheat, and it may be again, andI think some here to-night will see it. Social- 
ism is a dangerous thing. 

HOW WE FARMERS ARE SOLVING THE GREAT TRANSPORTA- 
- TION QUESTION. 

BY E. A. BURLINGAME. 

[Read at Grand Rapids Institute.] 

In all first-class agricultural periodicals, and in many not purely agricult- 
ural, the services of persons learned in the law are employed to discuss for the 
benefit of the farmers, their legal rights and liabilities. So, in all the more 
respectable farm clubs, associations, and alliances, the services of some eminent 
attorney is secured to present the law in all its bearings as it relates to agri- 
culture, as well as to interpret its intricate technicalities, to the end that both 
the press and the association shall confer upon the farmer the greatest pos- 
sible good at the least possible expense. As an instance I mention the West 
Michigan Farmers’ Club, whose office is adjacent to this hall. Their doors 
are open to all, whether directly or remotely interested in agriculture. And 
all the benefits of that club are conferred without money and without price. 

To discourse upon the law appertaining to the farm, the farmer, and the 
farmer’s wife, that club has secured the services of Judge Parrish, of this city, 
than whom there is not a more clear, concise, and learned lawyer, or a more 
prompt, practical, and profound judge upon the bench of Michigan. Besides 
these advantages that club publishes an official organ, The Agricultural 
World, in which all the varied and interesting farm news, club discussions 
and lectures upon the law are published, and furnished to farmers at 35 cents 
per year. With such special advantages in his favor, besides the general 
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advantages of club and grange libraries, together with the literary, scientific, 
and political periodicals of the day, easily accessible to him, tell us who will, 
why the farmer should not be one of the most learned, astute, and sensible 
persons in the world; and yet while we see men of every other conceivable 
labor, trade, avocation, and profession harmoniously at work, each in his own 
direction, seemingly willing to live and let live, each battling for the common 
good, striking with the keen ax of unanimity and intelligence at the root of 
all obnoxious legislation, we find the farmer climbing up a rickety ladder, 
with a dull hatchet of questionable policy, trying to see how small a twig of 
our industrial ‘‘Upas’’ he can bruise off in the longest conceivable time, 
seemingly studiously avoiding all great and momentous questions that should 
require prompt and emphatic legislation, and busying himself with insignifi- 
cant and unimportant matters, unmindful of a ponderous national debt, and 
its constantly accumulating interest; forgetful of extravagant appropriations 
for rapidly increasing and profligate public expenses; taking no thought of 
the enormous grants of land to pretended corporations who seek to gain title to 
the same without an apology for a consideration ; ready for the pittance of a 
few cents tariff on a single industry, to grant the right to moneyed monopo- 
lists, to reach their fingers to the bottoms of the pockets of our poor industrial 
people, and to make a “free grab bag of their meagre purses to fill the coffers 
of the rich. In not one of these creat issues have we, as farmers, ever sug- 
gested a candid, practical solution, or made a united and pronounced attempt 
at reformatory legislation. It is true that while wolves have been devastating 
our flocks we may have been strenuously searching for skippers in our cheese. 
Now to illustrate exactly what I mean, I will take the important question of 

railroad transportation ; for on that question all of us farmers pretend to be 
posted. Now what have we done toward solving that question? Absolutely 
nothing but petition and whine. We have never made it an issue upon which 
we haye cither attempted to nominate or elect a representative to our legisla- 
ture. All we look for in that direction is did my party nominate the man, 
and if so, that is sufficient. Questions of monopolies, transportation tariffs, 

land grants, government expenditure and what our babies are to have for sup- 
per all sink into insignificance before the fact that he is the nominee of my 
party. For this reason we have déne absolutely nothing. We do not even 
meet the railroad companies half way in our endeayors to secure more favor- 
able rates of transportation by massing our products in such quantities as will 
make it to their interest to give us rates, but instead we send, as it were, a 
peck of potatoes in a paper sack for shipment and whine if these ‘‘ great 
monopolies” do not give us rates. I said before that we had done absolutely 
nothing in regard to the transportation question. But there is one phase of it 
which we have pushed with an energy worthy of the cause. But whether our 
action has been in favor of ourselves or the railroad companies is, to my mind, 
still an open question. I refer to our united and glorious action in reference 
to legislative passes. On that issue of passes, we elected in this county two 
editors and defeated two farmers. In that issue we made it our special duty 
to see that no railroad company squandered its money on representative farm- 
ers, or in other words, to see that our representative farmers pay full fare to 
all railroad companies over whose lines he is to be transported. One represen- 
tative paper of us farmers grows eloquent over the abolition of representative 
passes, and at the same time begs transportation for himself over the same 
roads. Our State Grange passes resolutions against the free pass system, while 
the same members will crawl in the dirt to get half fare to and from its seg. 
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sions. Thus we ‘‘strain at a gnat and swallow a camel.’? Now, my idea of 
railroad passes is this; if a railroad company can stand it to give two-thirds, 
or one-half, or the whole transportation to our farmers or their produce from 
one point to another, I am willing they should. 

We seem to be the most consummately absurd people that exist. We talk 
vehemently, discuss and resolve, and abuse railroad companies if they will not 
transport our produce for half price, and curse ourselves and them if they 
transport us for nothing. We beat them down to the lowest figure for trans- 
porting us to State Granges, State picnics, State conventions, and State fairs, 
but the moment they take us for nothing then we whine and talk of bribery. 
If we find fault with them for transporting our carcasses for nothing, may 
they not presume we would whine if they transported our crops for nothing. 
Tell me then, who can, what the poor, confused, disheartened railroads can 
do? They charge too much if they charge anything, and too little if they 
charge nothing. I repeat the interrogatory, what can they do to satisfy us? 
Or what respect can they have for such puerile dissatisfaction ? How is it that 
a free pass can bribe your chosen representatives to the State Legislature, 
while the half-fare tickets cannot warp the petitions or resolutions of the 
delegates to the State Grange? How is it that the free pass poisons the enact- 
ment and not the editorial? We pause for a reply. 

THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 

BY SECRETARY R. G. BAIRD. 

[Read at Berrien and Caro Institutes.] 

My subject may be presumed to be one of interest, especially to the farmers 
of the State. Were the work of the college more generally and thoroughly 
understood, other classes of our citizens would be almost equally interested in 
it and the advantages it affords, comparatively speaking, almost ‘‘ without 
money and without price’? to the young men who are seeking an education 
that will increase their capabilities of usefulness, would be sought after by a 
very large number of that class. 

After debating in my own mind which would be the better way, viz., to prepare 
a formal address on the college, or to spend the time given to its consideration by 
a general discussion in which I would endeavor to answer the questions on which 
information was asked, I concluded that a compromise between these two 
methods might be better than either, and more in accordance with the way 
in which topics are treated at these institutes, 7. ¢., to have an address followed 
by discussion. 

After listening to me, you can all have an opportunity to talk back, and the 
points discussed need not be confined to those which are presented in this 
address. We arehere to receive suggestions as well as to give them. As citizens 
of Michigan we are all interested in the college, and desire for it the greatest 
efficiency and the largest possible usefulness. 

It is not my purpose to discuss all the objections that have been urged 
against the Agricultural College. No doubt, generally speaking, these objec- 
tions have been honestly and, some of them intelligently made; and, if the 
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institution has not been improved through criticism, it certainly has had 
ample opportunity, for it has surely had its full share. 

Some of these objections however are made so frequently and in so public a 
manner that it may be well to refer to them before considering in a more spe- 

cific manner the work of the college. 
I should not be surprised if some of you may have heard it objected to the 

Agricultural College that it is too expensive. There are certain newspapers in 
the State that during every session of the Legislature feel called upon to reit- 
erate the assertion that the Agricultural College costs the State more, in pro- 
portion to the number of students attending it, than any similar institution. 

I do not wish to controvert newspaper statements, for in the first place it is 
apt to be a very one-sided controversy, and in the next place I think news- 
papers generally try to represent things as they believe them to exist, and in 
the third place, public institutions are proper subjects of criticism by our 
newspaper press. However, when it is said that the Agricultural College is 
more expensive to the State as per student than other similar institutions, 
the assertion is one which it is very difficult either to prove or to disprove. One 
reason of this is that we have no s¢?milar institution in the State. The Normal 
School course, being almost entirely literary, is very different from ours, while 
its direct relation to the profession of teaching in the common and graded 
schools of the State, secures for it a large number of students of both sexes. 
Then the University, when the cost of its students to the State is given, does 
not give merely those in the literary and scientific courses, but the whole num- 
ber of its students including those in the study of law, medicine, dentistry, 
and pharmacy. These last named courses include a large proportion of the 
students at the University, and involve no expense to the State, while some of 
them it is claimed are a source of revenue. 

On the other hand, the course of instruction at the Agricultural College is a 

strictly scientific course, which, in the very nature of things is, and always will be, 
expensive, as compared with a literary or classical course. Instructon in the nat- 
ural sciences, as now given, involves a large expenditure for cabinets, museums, 
books of reference, apparatus, etc. ‘Those who have had the management of 
the college, believing that what it is proper to do at all, should be done well, 
have asked of the Legislature, from time to time, for what they believed to 
be necessary in order that the institution might be properly equipped for its 
work in the way of buildings, apparatus, specimens, etc., and the Legislature 
has generously, and in every instance, made the appropriations asked for, and 
the result is that to-day we have in the Agricultural College of Michigan, an 
institution as thoroughly equipped in the line of its work, as any institution 
of the land; and I assure you that if your sons go there and graduate from 
that college, having made the best use of their time while there, they will 
haye obtained an education that cannot be surpassed in real worth for the 
same outlay of time and money, by attending any other college iu this or any 
other country. 

So much for the individual student; but now let me give some facts and 
figures with reference to the cost of this work to the State, and let me pre- 

face this statement by saying that I have taken as the basis of it the year 
which makes the worst possible showing for the college, viz.: the fiscal year 
closing with the 30th of September, 1883, as during that year there was a 
decrease in the number of students as compared with previous years, while 
two distinct departments, viz., Horticulture and Veterinary, were organized, 
necessitating the employment of two additional professors. 
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During the year ending September 30, 1883, the college received, through 
the State Treasurer, on account of current expenses, $30,331.63. Dividing 
this amount by 182, the number of students for that year, it would give as 
the cost per student, about 166 doilars. 

It should be borne in mind, however, that the college is using a good deal of 
this money in other work besides that of teaching. There are four distinct 
departments that are doing experimental work; there is the care of grounds; 
meteorological observations, and work connected with Farmers’ Institutes. 
There are various analyses and investigations made in the interests of agri- 
culture and horticulture, relating to soils, plants, insects, etc. 

It would be fair to allow that nearly one third of the thirty thousand dollars 
is expended in work outside of teaching students, which would leave us the 
cost per student $110.66. This amount per student would give as the whole 
cost for teaching the past year $20,140.12. 

The receipts on account of interest from the congressional land grant fund 
for the same years amount to $22,139.13, or nearly two thousand ($1,999.01) 
dollars in excess of the cost of teaching. 

The actual work of teaching, therefore, at the Agricultural College is paid 
by the interest accruing from the sale of lands that were a gift from the U.S. 
government for the support of an institution giving instruction relating to 
agriculture and the mechanic arts. 

The question, therefore, ‘‘ What does it cost the State to educate a student 
at the Agricultural College?’’ properly answered would be, ‘‘ It costs the State 
nothing’’ That expense, every dollar of it, is now paid by the interest 
accruing from the sale of Jands that were a gift from the U. 8. government, 
and have cost the State nothing more than the expenses incidental to the 
locating, appraising, and selling the land. 

The college is, or ought to be, returning to the State, through its experi- 
ments, its published reports, its farmers’ institutes, its meteorological work, 
its analyses of soils, grains, grasss, and other foods, and its influence, directly 
and indirectly, on immigration, full value for all the money that it asks from 
the State, except for buildings. As the interest from the sale of lands cannot 
be used for buildings they must be erected and maintained at the expense of 
the State. Now, in view of the facts which I have stated, it would certainly 
seem that of all the educational institutions of the State the Agricultural Col- 
lege is the very last that the people will be likely to feel as being financially a 
burden. It asks nothing of the State but what it will expend in work directly 
in the interest of its greatest industry; not only with regard to the capital 
invested and the number of persons employed, but also as regards the pros- 
perity of all the other industries depending upon it. If the State no longer 
needs that work, or thinks it unprofitable, it can withhold the appropriations 
for it, and the College will still go on with the proceeds of the money which 
the State holds in trust for its use, educating the students that you send to it. 
But the State of Michigan does not believe in a progress that goes backward, 
It is not asking the College to-day to narrow its sphere of operation, but rather 
to widen it; not to do less but more and better work for the promotion of agri- 
culture; and the Board of Management, consisting of practical, wide awake 
men, most of them farmers, are looking forward, not backward, and have 

under consideration lines of work that may give the College a larger useful- 

ness in that direction, and keep it in the most intimate relations with the farm- 

ers of the State. 
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Again, it is sometimes objected that very few of the boys who go from the 
farm to the college return again to the farm. 

I think this is not the case to any such extent as is generally supposed, and 
perhaps if we were to give the matter the attention which it deserves we might 
find that for the extent to which it is true the college is not to be blamed so 
much as the influence by which the boys were surrounded before they came 
to the college. 

The alumni of the college have an organization which not only meets tri- 
ennially, but also collects and publishes from time to time certain statistics 
from which we learn, among other things, the occupation ef the graduates. 
The last published statistics show that a little over one-half of the graduates 
are actually engaged in farming. 

Now, when the students first enter the college, they are required to fill out 
a paper, which is filed in the secretary’s office, to be entered on the college 
record. One of the things they state on this paper is the occupation that they 
intend to engage in after leaving college. My assistant has made an exam- 
ination of this record, and of the boys that have come to the Agricultural 
College during the last four years, 38 per cent intend to be farmers after 
they leave it. JI have known personally of quite a number of young men 
who came from the farm to the college, never intending to return to the farm, 
but who had a love for the occupation first awakened in them at the college 
by the discovery that it was an occupation furnishing ample scope for the best 
trained minds, and one in which intelligent and well-directed labor was as 
likely to be liberally rewarded as in most other occupations. The difficulty 
about keeping the boys on the farm is largely a thing of the past, and had its 
origin in the humdrum methods and general lack of progress, that regarded 
improvements as innovations and hard unintellectual work as the only thing that 
could succeed, and made intellectual growth an impossibility, and sneered at 
‘‘eddication”’ as something quite unnecessary if not a positive hindrance to a 
farmer. 

How speedily all this has been changing during the lifetime of the present 
generation. Whata wave of intellectual quickening has rolled in upon the 
entire agricultural community until to-day the sun shines on no more intel- 
ligent class of workers than the farmers of America. They have begun to 
realize that agriculture has its best rewards not for physical force but for 
science and good sense. And in these days of competition of the smaller and 
older farms of the eastern and middle States with the great fertile valley of 
the Mississippi and the extensive plains west of the Rocky Mountains, ignor- 
ance and brute force will be left behind, and science and sense shall win the 
prize. 
When I look at the harvester of the present, doing its work so grandly and 

so speedily, cutting and binding as if by magic, and compare it with the 
harvest field of my boyhood, where we bent all day over a sickle, gathering the 
grain by handfuls among stumps and stones, I cannot help regretting that I 
had not been born a generation later, and if I had I do not believe there would 
have been any difficulty about keeping me on the farm. 

I think it an exceedingly silly objection to the Agricultural College that we 
find a goodly number of its graduates in other occupations besides that of 
farming. If the college only gave such a meagre special education as in the 
opinion of some is best suited to the wants of the young farmer or mechanic, 
and failing to discern and meet the necessity and propriety of an advanced 
education for those engaged in such pursuits, assigning its students to inferior 
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places and excluding them from those high positions where broader educational 
attainments are indispensable, then I can see no good reason for its existence. 
I think it is to the honor of Michigan Agricultural College that we find among 
its graduates men who are in high positions as scientists, educators, and 
journalists. I do not attach a very high degree of importance to the percent- 
age of our graduates that go back to the farm, and I think the time is not far 
distant when but few will care to ask how many of our graduates are farmers, 
but it is of vast importance that the college should do the best possible work 
in fitting the young men of the industrial classes who attend it, by giving them 
a liberal and practical education, such as shall fit them for the ‘several pur- 
suits and professions of life.’ Not how many farmers does your college turn 
out, but how many useful, practical, efficient men. This is what the college 
aims todo. For a long period the idea of an education was entirely separated 
from the work and business of life. It was something for the few, and, instead 
of being meant to make these few more helpful to the many in the way of making 
the burdens they had to bear fewer or lighter, it was rather to separate them 
from the common herd and elevate them to a position where they looked down 
with stoical indifference upon the toiling millions, without either the disposition 
or the abilityto help them. Solong as this was the dominant idea of an educa- 
tion there was but little taught except philosophy, so called, and that phil- 
osophy was very largely the fine spun theories of blundering egotists. Then 
the study of the dead languages came to constitute an important part of an 
education. This is a study which unquestionably has a refining influence upon 
the mind which pursues it. It enlarges the range of knowledge, although, 
after all, an intelligent reader will get more mental pabulum from reading 
the works of Shakespeare than can be gleaned from all the ancient classics. 

The result of the old ideaof an education was to make pedants and egotists 
who would regard it as degrading to soil their hands with anything relating to 
the world work, so they went through the world with their feet in its puddles 
and their head in the clouds. It never entered the minds of these so-called 
scholars that education was to benefit the race, and so the world went on cen- 
tury after century, almost absolutely without progress. Generations came 
and went, each leaving the world as they found it. At length a few men of 
genius discovered for themselves, and revealed to the world that there were 
other books besides the disquisitions of philosophers. They began to unfold 
the great book of nature that God had been writing all along the ages for 
men to read, and which they had too long neglected. Then men begun to 
learn as they had never learned before. It was the bursting forth of a new 
era of light and glory, which brought in its train the unnumbered discoveries 
and inventions that go to constitute the civilization of this nineteenth century. 
The old education made a few dreamers, and left the masses helplessly toiling 
on in darkness and degradation. The philosophy and languages of the 
schools brought no progress and but little elevation to the race, but the new 
education gave mankind the steam engine, the locomotive, the railroad, the 
telegraph and the thousand improved methods of doing the varied work of life. 
In short, it has given to man that dominion over the material world which 
Heaven designed he should have, and which could only come to him through 
the study of the natural sciences, in which he is taught concerning inorganic 
matter, and the laws of organic life. 

While not regardless of those studies which are essential to the training of 
the powers of the individual mind, such as mathematics, through algebra, 
geometry, and trigonometry, also the art of ‘speaking and writing the Eng- 
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lish language,’’ by means of rhetorical exercises, and the study of text books 
on English composition, also logic and moral and mental philosophy, the 
course at the Agricultural College is largely made up of scientific studies and 
the application of scientific and mathematical knowledge, with special refer- 
ence to agriculture, horticulture, surveying, and mechanical construction. 

In chemistry we have elementary, in which students are taught regarding the 
nature and uses of the simple or inorganic substances, followed by lectures in 
organic chemistry, the compounds of elementary substances that constitute 
organisms. Then the student goes into the laboratory, where he analyses a 
great variety of substances, ‘‘uuder the direction and supervision of the Prof. 
of chemistry and his assistant, applying with their own hands the reigents 
required to determine the composition and properties of bodies, thus securing 
a practical knowledge of the methods employed in such investigations.’’ 
The Professor of chemistry also gives instruction in agricultural chemistry, 
meteorology, and chemical physics. 

In botany the student is introduced to the study by using his powers of 
observation on plants, noting the forms of leaves and characteristics of stems 
and roots, arrangement of parts, peculiarities of flowers, seeds, and fruits. 
From their class books they study systems of classification, geographical dis- 
tribution, the agency of insects in the fertilization of plants, etc. 

In physiological botany the students have practice in the use of the com- 
pound microscope, and receive lectures on the structure and use of the micro- 
scope and the anatomy and physiology of plants. 

In the course in anatomy and physiology, the teaching is illustrated by 
models, anatomical preparations, and diagrams, and special attention is given 
to the physiology of domestic animals, and each student is required to spend 
some time in the dissecting room. 

In entomology the student is taught regarding the various transformations 
in the development of insect life. Special attention is given to species injurious 
to vegetation; their habits, and the methods of checking their ravages. 
Instruction is also given in the science and practice of bee keeping. 

In geology a course of lectures is given, illustrated with maps and drawings. 
Special attention is given to the geology of our own State. 

Two terms of instruction are given in practical agriculture; relating to farm 
drainage, breeds of cattle—their characteristics and uses, principles of stock 
breeding, rotation of crops, and many other topics are discussed. 

The instruction in horticulture bears much the same relation to the garden 
and orchard that the above does to the farm. 

To the instructions previously given at the Agricultural College, there has 
recently been added instruction in veterinary. The catalogue for 1883 says: 

VETERINARY SCIENCE.—Anatomy.—This course will consist of lectures describing 
the various organs entering into the formation of the animal economy of the horse, 
ox, sheep, and swine, illustrated with skeletons, diagrams, and dissections. 
Zoo-pathology.—Lectures upon the principal diseases of the domestic animals, 

describing the nature, causes, symptoms, treatment, and prevention of them, illus- 
trated with pathological specimens and individual cases when possible. 

Operative Surgery.—Practical illustrations by performance of various operations. 
Obstetrics.—Care and management of pregnant animals, attention to the offspring, 

what to be done and what not to be done in different cases of parturition, ete., etc. 
Materia Medica.—Lectures upon the actions, uses and abuses, and doses, of upwards 

of a hundred of the chief medicines used in veterinary practice. 

It has long been felt that prominence should be given to veterinary instruc- 
tion at the College. The almost untold wealth now invested in domestic ani- 

24 
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mals renders it of the utmost importance that there should be a much wider 
diffusion of scientific knowledge regarding the care and treatment of animals, 
their diseases, symptoms, effects, causes, and remedies. 

I need not here enumerate the other subjects taught at the Agricultural Col- 
lege ; they are similar to those taught at colleges every where. I would, how- 
ever, notice here that besides the work of the study and the class-room there 
is a system of manual labor. Thestudent is required to work three hours each 
working day excepting Saturday. Hight cents an hour is usually paid for this 
work, which meets, in part, the expense of attending college. It is designed 
that the labor shall be as far as possible educational. The next important con- 
siderations are the preservation of health and the cultivation of a taste for the 
actual work of the farm and garden. ‘The following is from the catalogue 
of 1883: 

¥our years of study, without labor, wholly removed from sympathy with the labor- 
ing world, during the period of life when habits and tastes are rapidly formed, will 
almost inevitably produce disinclination, if not inability, to perform the work and 
duties of the farm. ‘To accomplish the objects of the institution, it is evident that 
the student must not, in acquiring a scientific education, lose either the ability or the 
disposition tolabor on the farm. If the farmers, then, are to be educated, they must 
be educated on the farm itself; and it is due to this large class of our population that 
facilities for improvement, second to none other in the State, be afforded them. 

It is believed that the three hours’ work that every student is required to perform 
on the farm or in the garden, besides serving to render him familiar with the use of 
implements and the principles of agriculture, is sufficient also to preserve habits of 
manual labor, and to foster a taste for agricultural pursuits. It has been foundin the 
past sufficient to keep the students interested in every department of farm and horti- 
cultural work; and the daily labor of each one, being performed at one time, does not 
occupy him longer than is requisite for preserving health and a robust constitution. 

As regards the experimental work of the college I can only here refer to 
that in the most general manner. The results of the various experiments 
conducted are published in my report from time to time in connection with 
the reports of the several departments. Among the more recent have been 
experiments with ensilage, both with reference to the cost of preparing and 
curing it, and also with regard to its value as compared with other food. 

The farm has also been experimenting with different varieties of grain. 
The Board haye now under consideration more extended experiments in the 
feeding of domestic animals than has heretofore been undertaken at the Col- 
lege. 

The chemical department has been conducting a number of experiments 
regarding the food value of different varieties of corn, the proper stage of 
ripeness at which to harvest- wheat; the practicability of manufacturing a 
marketable article of syrup and sugar from sorghum stalks, and also one of the 
most difficult and important experiments yet undertaken in the line of Agri- 
culture, viz.: the source of nitrogen in plants. 

The department of botany and horticulture has also been conducting some 
experiments. I am not so familiar with those. They are no doubt adding 
considerably to our knowledge of the habits of plants. 

I have an impression that among the more advanced farmers of the State 
there is a feeling that the college has not done as much experimental work as 
it should. More of this kind of work undoubtedly might have been done 
very profitably. But I doubt whether much more could have been done in 
connection with the other work that the professors have had to do. 

Through the study of nature man has learned the constitution of the 
atmosphere and the properties of the several elements that enter into it. He 
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has learned the composition of water. He has learned the constitution of the 
earth’s crust and the properties of its constituent parts and the relative 
abundance or scarcity of each. He has learned which of these enter into 
living organisms—how they enter and in what proportion. Science has been 
gradually bringing to light this very knowledge which necessarily constitutes 
the basis of a rational agriculture. This rational agriculture is a creature of 
experiments. It is rapidly gaining recognition, and is affecting our best 
practices to-day. In a far larger way it is destined to be the agrieulture of the 
future. The old prejudice against scientific knowledge as applied to the 
operations of the farm is speedily passing away, and the more progressive 
farmers are realizing that the most important questions are to be solved by 
chemical analysis, by the microscope, the spectroscope, and the balances so 
fine as to weigh the minute particles of dust that settle on them; solved by 
the trained scientist in the laboratory. This being the case the investment 
which the State has made in laboratories and apparatus at the agricultural 
college will I have no doubt prove to be among the wisest and most profitable 
that could have been made. It is our desire and cherished hope that it may 
prove like the five talents in the hands of the servant in the parable, that those 
to whom the State hag committed this trust may be able to point to their stew- 
ardship and say, “behold the five talents thou didst give and beside them the 
five talents more which they have gained,’’ and that an appreciative public 
may respond: ‘‘Well done, good and faithful servants.’’ 

PRACTICAL PHYSIOLOGY. 

BY PROF. A. J. COOK. 

[Delivered at Otsego and Caro Institutes.] 

There is much of kindly feeling manifested in the humerous Irishism of the 
man who said to his priest, ‘‘ Indade, sir, I hope that you may live to eat the 
rooster that shall crow on your grave.’ A life. full of years usually betokens 
healthfulness and sobriety; and so we may all devoutly wish to live to a ripe 
old age, and may well desire for our friends a like happy experience. In 
truth, next to a warm Christian heart, by which I mean a heart firm in the 
right, and tender in its regard and sympathy for every living thing, there is 
nothing more desirable than good health and long life. In fact good health 
is no mean factor in the work of building up a noble Christian manhood. 
The dispeptic is proverbially cross and disagreeable. There was certainly 
point in the remark of President Phinney, who upon hearing a young man, in 
prayer meeting, detail in a solemn, woe-begone style a most gloomy lugubri- 
ous experience, said: ‘‘ Young man you are billious, you need something to 
work on your liver.”’ There are few Mark Tapleys among us, and we shall do 
well if we keep jolly through all of life’s labyrinth of wicked, faithless men, 
and untoward fortune, and circumstance, even if we can in all cases call to 
our aid a strong, vigorous, and hearty physique. While then we may well 
follow Christ’s command of ‘‘Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his 
righteousness ;” we should thereafter lose no time in seeking that second price- 
less gem, good, vigorous health. 

Farming has often been characterized, and rightly too, as the most health- 
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ful of all vocations. Yet the statistican tells us that the farmers as a class 
live less years than do those of most other occupations. Physiology shows 
how and for what purpose the various organs act; and so suggests the requi- 
sites to healthy action. Physiology then is the very foundation stone to 
hygiene. He who would surely conserve his health must be versed in practi- 
cal physiology. ‘That farmers, whose very business calls them away from the 
poisonous germs of the city sewerage, the impure water and pent up life of 
the city, and the confinement which calls into life-giving activity but few of 
his organs, should lack longevity, only shows that practical physiology is not 
understood and practiced as it should be by this class. <A practical knowledge 
of physiology may, nay, willdo more than to conserve health and promote 
longevity; it will contribute directly toward the success of the husbandman. 
The laws of physiology concern not man alone, but the lower animals as well; 
and that farmer who knows not and practices not the laws of this science as 
he tends and cares for his stock, is like the workman who hews with unsharp- 
ened steel. 

One of the most important subjects to which physiology calls our attention 
is that connected with food. The lately discovered law of conservation of 
energy applies here as elsewhere. Brain force, muscular force, all organic 
force directly depends on food, on the nutrition of the organ through whose 
action the force is exerted. Our own well-being then, as well as the condition 
of the animals that minister to our needs, depends on the proper digestion and 
assimilation of foods. et us study the process and see what practical sug- 
gestions we may glean. 

Digestion is accomplished in the stomach and intestines. In the stomach, 
the gastric juice acts on all of the albuminous elements, as muscle, cheese, 
and the glutin of our bread; while in the intestine the same articles are 
farther digested by the pancreatic juice, which also digests the oils and starch. 
This digestion is simply liquefaction, which renders it possible for the matter 
to pass through the animal membrane to reach the blood, and also fits it the 
better to be assimilated or changed into tissue. Whenever we use an organ 
its substance is broken up in part, and for it to continue in good condition 
there must be close at hand in the blood suitable and sufficient nourishment 
to supply this loss. The best condition and maximum activity of all of the 
organs demands ample food, and the most thorough digestion. 

The importance of full rations needs hardly to be considered. We all 
know that to work well we must eat well. The man who feeds his animals 
liberally not only has fine, sleek stock, but he has animals that can be counted 
on at the dray or the plow, animals that always bring money, and lots of it 
at the shambles. The recommendation sometimes heard from the lips of the 
jockey: This animal eats almost nothing, deserves the retort, thea I do not 
wish him for he will be worth nothing. Intelligent farmers understand that 
that animal has most merit that eats most, and converts the most of what is 
eaten into tissue. 

It is a more difficult undertaking to point out the precise rations that will 
he best calculated to minister to the strength and vigor of the several organs. 
In our own case, no rule is better than the normal appetite. The food that 
we most relish is the food that does us the most good. This rule enforces the 
necessity of a variety of food; doubtless for the reason that a variety is more 
likely to supply the carbohydrates, the fats, the nitrogenous elements, and 
the several inorganic elements, which are demanded by the healthy organism. 
The tissues need all of these elements, and so the appetite, the errand boy of 
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nutrition, calls for a variety which alone is sure to afford the desired nutri- 
ment. If unwholesome, innutritious food is made to tempt the appetite, its 
evil effects upon the tissues, if these are in health, will soon check the desire 
for this food. In the case of our own food then, I think no better rule can 
be given than for us to consult appetite, and furthermore that we reject all 
food that in any way interferes with the perfect action of the vital processes, 
as indicated by any discomfort that we may feel after eating it. I drink a 
cup of coffee each day. It is nutritious, I enjoy it, and feel well after taking 
it. If I drink two cups, I can not say as much. I feel dull, my digestion 
seems impaired, and my flagging appetite indicates the harmful practice. It 
is wise and safe for me to drink one cup of coffee; it would be sinful for me 
to drink two. It is even more difficult to mark out a perfect food regimen for 
our lower animals. True, we should see to it that their appetites are con- 
sulted; and never place food before them which they nose over, and daintily 

munch, as if every fiber of their organism became tense with indignation at 
such unappetizing food. A variety of food is only better relished by our cat- 
tle and horses, as it better supplies the needed food elements. Economy as 
well as the welfare of our stock demands that we pay more heed to this mat- 
ter of the food regimen. We may feed much hay and little grain, and not 
only stuff our horses so that they will become uncomfortable, and illy pre- 
pared for hard physical labor, but we will find the diet very expensive. By 
feeding more concentrated food, and instead of hay letting straw take in part 
at least its place, we contribute to economy, and at the same time to the welfare 
of our faithful servants. From what has already been said, we see that it 
is wise to feed some hay at intervals, and replace this ever and anon with 
corn-stalks, and roots. In feeding grain, for the same reason it is well to 
mix the more concentrated with the less, as corn-meal and bran, or bran and 
oil-cake. 

In discussing this subject, we must not omit the importance of water as a 
food element. Chemical analysis of the organs shows most graphically the 
importance of water as a constituent of the tissues. Even the teeth are one- 
tenth water, while some of the animal juices are more than ninety-nine one- 
hundredths water. We all know how faint and languid we become, if 
deprived of water. The tissues at such times are famished and can only voice 
their needs through thirst. Itis not only humane, but it is wise economy to 
give our horses and cattle water as often as they desire it. Some people consult 
ease and give their stock water but once a day; others, even more provident of 
their strength and energy, withhold even this. Sheep, especially, are often 
left unwatered for weeks in the hottest days of summer, all, forsooth because 

they seem to do fairly well without water. I can’t believe that this is 
economy, and am even more sure that it Is cruelty. Now that the patent on 
drive wells is declared invalid, we may so arrange our fields that a single wind- 
mill will bring this cheap and most grateful of all food to all our animals. 
The health, the comfort, and the vigor of our stock makes it desirable that 

they should never know thirst, summer or winter. 
We next have to consider digestion. Our rations may be ample, our food 

regimen perfect, and yet if digestion is faulty we may still starve. All of 
our food, except water and the inorganic salts, must be liquified before it can 
pass to the blood. ‘This conversion into the requisite fluids is termed digestion. 
It is found that the food elements, the albuminoids, the fats, and the carbo- 
hydrates can be as perfectly digested in a glass tube asin the body, if the 
proper digestive fluids are mixed with them, and the proper conditions main- 
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tained. As previously stated, pancreatic juice liquidizes all of these elements, 
while gastric juice aids in the digestion of the albuminoids. It is easy to get 
these digestive fluids, either by inserting a silver tube in the living animal, or 
by macerating the proper organs and extracting the fluids by use of glycerine. 
The proper conditions for this artificial digestion are the normal heat of the 
body, 38° C., that the food be finely cut up or comminuted, and that it be 
thoroughly stirred during the process. There must also be a sufficient 
quantity of the digestive fluids. Thus, by this simple artificial arrangement, 
we may learn much that is of real practical value. The temperature most 
favorable to digestion is the same as the heat of the blood, and is beyond 
our control; indeed needs no control if the body is in a healthy condition. 
We learn an important lesson from the fact that only finely divided food is 
quickly and thoroughly digested. This work in nature is done by the teeth, 
and can only be properly performed by sound teeth, and by taking abundant 
time to eat. The teeth should never be suffered to decay. It is pleasanter 
and cheaper to pay dentistry bills than to pay a physician for patching up an 
overworked and disabled stomach. It is also well to remember that even 
sound teeth can not properly masticate the food only as they are aided by an 
ample supply of saliva or spittal. Health then, as well as neatness, urges 
every man, happily I do not need to say woman, to abstain from any habit 
that will cause the saliva to run constantly to waste. For this reason, the 
habit of giving a child candy, as you would air, every waking moment, is most 
pernicious. More, candy is a ready solvent of the teeth, and is too often 
responsible for the sad havoc which befalls these important organs, early in 
life. For other reasons candy should be denied. But say you, what was your 
rule about appetite? J well know how the child craves candy. The system 
needs sweets. I would see that the child had at each meal time all it wished 
to eat of the best of sweets, like granulated honey, and thus feed the hungry 
tissues without robbing my child of its vitality. 

Most of our best farmers are practical physiologists in so much as they grind 
the grain fed to all such stock as will not properly grind it for themselves. It 
is more than probable that most of our stock take larger toll in the imperfectly 
ground grain which is fed to them whole than would be taken by the most 
greedy and covetous miller. Certainly cattle should never be fed unground 
corn or oats. The healthy stomach will attend to the churning process during 
digestion, and needs no aid. We have only to see that it is kept healthy by 
the necessary care and attention which may be understood and easily rendered. 
It was stated that in digestion in a glass tube it is necessary, if we would have 
the work thoroughly done, that there shall be present plenty of the digestive 
fluids. The same is equally true in the real digestive cavities. It is found 
that all of these juices are poured out just prior to each meal, in anticipation 
of the coming event. Heaven’s first law is said to be order. If it were man’s 
he would be far more healthy. As I have just suggested, even the organs 
awake with expectancy, and, like good engineers, light the fires and oil up 
preparatory for the coming work. The mouth waters, and the stomach, 
pancreas, and liver keep it company. In truth the entire digestive machinery 
is set in motion just before each meal. What a waste then if the grist is not 
turned on as the digestive wheels begin to turn. Hence we should so plan and 
execute that our daily meals should be taken with the utmost regularity. 
Society aims to have it otherwise. Too often it is imperative that we say to 
ourselves: Choose ye this day whom ye will serve, society or health and long 
life. I can not too vehemently emphasize the importance of the most punctual 
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attention to every daily habit that is periodic and essays to be regular, that 
has to do with the bodily functions. It is not only the humane but the 

patriotic duty of all parents to make the wisest use of both example and 

precept. that their children may have the importance of perfect regularity 
stamped on their very being. ‘The piece of cake or candy that seems tied to 
some children, so constantly is it in their hands, is too often the only cause of 
the tears and fretfulness that it is given to check. I believe I could truly 
say that the most common way that we break the Sabbath is by the irregular- 
ities that we practice on that day. I believe that there is no single thing in 
the lives of our sober, industrious, and well meaning people that so makes the 
black demon of disease, suffering, and short life dance with very joy as irreg- 
ularity in sleeping, eating, and the sundry other periodic functions of the 
bodily organs. 

Before I leave this subject of digestion and nutrition let me say that the old 
idea that animal heat is the result of simple oxidation for this sole purpose is 
no longer entertained by physiologists. Animal heat is the resuit of func- 
tional activity. Certain kinds of nutrition, which are very expensive to the 
tissues. seem to develop much heat, and are incited by nervous action if there 
is too little animal heat. By keeping our stock in warm well ventilated rooms 
during the severe cold of winter we conserve the animal heat, save the expen- 
sive nutrition, and add materially to the thickness of our pocket-books. There 
is no single practice general among our farmers that savors so strongly of waste 
and destruction as this custom of leaving stock unhoused and unsheltered during 
the bleak cold days of winter. Go through the country any cold winter’s day 
and you will see good barns, presumably empty, and just outside the pinched 
up cattle, etc., often by the score. What wonder that each one has its back 
up? There is good and sufficient cause. These cold driving storms steal the 
very tissues from the poor creature, and from us our hard earnings as well. 
Thus thousands of dollars are snatched from our farmers each winter. Why 
is this? Is it because it takes a little more labor to care for the animals in the 
stables for 24 hours than for 12, or is it because our farmers do not know what 
an expensive habit they practice? Is it not more probable that it is simply a 
thoughtless habit? Whatever the cause the merits of the case demand that 
we witness as radical a turn around in this matter as we witnessed in the recent 
political elections. 

Of all the food required to nourish the body, none is so imperatively 
demanded as oxygen or pure air. We know that a person may live at least 
forty days with no food except water. If robbed of both food and water, the 
vital forces will continue to act for many days. Notso with oxygen. Stop 
the breathing and not only does every organ and tissue cry out for this life- 
giving aliment; but even the heart, the most patient, restless, and untiring 
servant of all the bodily organs, refuses to impel the life-giving current, and 
so the source of all nourishment is dried up, and the spark of vital action goes 
out. We no longer hold that the oxygen is taken simply to supply bodily 
warmth, but that it enters into the formation of every tissue as an all import- 
ant component of their substance. We also know by direct measurement that 
it takes 350 cubic feet of pure air to supply our daily need; or a room, to put 
it more graphically, seven feet each way, does not furnish the required amount 
for each day’s supply. More than this, each time we breathe the air is viti- 
ated ; that is, a part of the oxygen is replaced not by simply harmless gases, 
bat by thoses that are terribly hurtful and poisonous. How alarming, then, 
the fact that countless thousands of our fellow beings are living and sleeping 
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day after day and night after night in small, pent up rooms, with no thought 
or care to secure the least ventilation; and how suggestive the fact that scores 
are being mown down by the fell hand of that most ruthless destroyer, cruel 
consumption. Speak of lowering a window and the poor misguided victim 
will detail the terrible dangers of the night air and of wind currents. As Dr. 
Oswald well says, ‘‘ Before we can hope to fight consumption or stay its terri- 
ble progress, we must get rid of this night air superstition. But if night air 
were bad why contaminate it still further by pouring into it the poisonous 
refuse from our own breath? Equally erroneous and dangerous are the popu- 
lar views as to air currents. Better by far let the air currents pour in upon 
you, which will rarely harm you if you are properly clad and not already 
enfeebled by neglect of these veryrules, than to convert your rooms into a black 
hole of Calcutta. I have no doubt but that hundreds are destroyed by breath- 
ing vitiated air, where one is sent to the grave by both the other causes com- 
bined. While I do not believe that strong air currents, even of night air, will 
do us perceptible harm if our bodies are healthy and well protected, still I 
would not recommend subjecting our bodies to direct air currents, as we can 
secure ample ventilation without this. A near neighbor at my old boyhood’s 
home was a man of fine physique. His wife was even stronger and more 
vigorous than was her husband. They lived in a small, close house with low 
chambers. Eleven beautiful children were born into the family. These chil- 
dren, especially the older ones, were remarkably strong and vigorous as infants. 
As they grew older, all were, we might almost say, packed into the small 
chambers each night to sleep, with no care or thought to ventilate the room. 
They all became early the victims of that relentless disease, consumption. 
The oldest alone grew to maturity. Now she with six others are in their 
graves, while only four remain, and they are all feeling the strong hand of 
this same dread malady. This is only an exaggeration of what exists in almost 
every neighborhood. Pure air is the free gift of our beneficent Father; and 
yet thousands are starving for the need of it, and this, too, in our country 
homes where the lift of a window simply would supply this pressing need. We 
ought all to feel as did the man who, upon going to bed at night, felt the air 
of his room to be oppressive, and so got up, and as he supposed, kicked out 
the window. He then retired and slept most refreshingly. In the morning 
he found that he had kicked through the mirror of the bureau. 

In every bed-room one of the windows should be open day and night, and 
should be protected from the storms by shutters. The size of the opening 
should be gauged by the number sleeping in the room, and by the temperature 
and character of the weather. ‘lhe doors of the sleeping room should be open 
unless there are transoms, and in summer all of the windows and inside doors 
of the house should be wide ajar. In times of sickness this advice as to thor- 
ough ventilation is all the more pertinent. Il] ventilation and supernumerary 
nurses, or sympathizers are often too much for the most skillful physician and 
nature combined. In cases of serious sickness, for other reasons than that of 
ventilation, there should only be one person in attendance, unless more are 
required to care for the invalid. Who has not seen, in every community, the 
most flagrant disregard of this rule. Some favorite person is sick, and a half 
score of anxious neighbors are hanging about the bed-side, robbing the sick- 
room of the needed oxygen, and unwittingly doing their best to hurry their 
friend to that beyond where suffering shall be no more. We are often told 
that that physician who understands and insists on good nursing has won the 
best skill of the art. Such an one will esteem good air as of more value to 
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his patients than a whole apothecary shop full of drugs, for he recognizes the 
fact that nature is the great healer, and pure air the strongest lever that nature 

uses in the good work of restoring lost health. 
The recent discovery of Koch that pneumonia is caused by the presence of 

vegetable germs, and so is terribly contagious, adds a fearful emphasis to this 
advice. It also explains the commonly observed fact that whole families are 
frequently mown down by consumption where there is no reason to think the 
malady is contagious. 

Of course any thing that hinders perfectly free breathing works towards the 
same end as does ill ventilation. Here then I will briefly allude to the per- 
nicious custom of compressing the chest with tight clothing. Of course the 
ladies are most interested Cirectly in this matter, but as all men are sooner or 
later interested in the ladies, they too should give willing ear to this discussion. 
Men will show more sense and taste when they come generally to admire the 
normal type of the female form and not the hour-glass type now so common 
among us. No garment should compress the chest in theleast. All garments 
should hang from the shoulders. Even men need to reform in this respect. I 
wish right here to protest against the atrocious custom of bandaging children 
the first year of their lives, as if fitting them to be embalmed as mummies. 
Too many of them succumb to this swaddling process, and are in truth ready 
to be embalmed. Asa writer, in a recent number of the Popular Science 
Monthly, well sayz, ‘‘ This is downright torture. ‘They are swaddled of course ; 
it keeps them from nearly all movement, and paregoric does the rest. They 
ery for liberty, and receive death. Opiates are sold under right pleasant names 
now-a-days, and at popular prices; but a spoonful of arsenic would, in many 
cases, be a shorter and a kinder remedy. The epitaph of many a baby might 
appropriately consist of these four words, bandages, crying, paregoric, death.”’ 

No farmer should neglect this matter of ventilation in the care of his domes- 
tic animals. The harmful effects of such neglect in case of sheep are so 
apparent that most all know and guard against them, Sheep are kept in 
large flocks, and the many pairs of lungs drawing constantly on the air deoxy- 
genize it so that it very soon becomes utterly unfit for respiration. Thus 
sheep become diseased and die in a single winter, simply from starvation, 
when the needed food is not only as free as, but is the very air itself. Sheep, 
however, necd good air no more than do our horses and cattle. As before 
stated, to keep our stock with economy, we must protect them from the cold. 
He is the wisest farmer who, while he arranges his barns so that they shall be 
warm and comfortable, at the same time provides for a constant supply of 
pure air. Long, close ventilating shafts should be so arranged that the free 
out-door wind currents shall pass over them and suck the air from the rooms 
below, and thus keep them filled with fresh and pure air. Better cracks, and 
wind currents, even if more food is required, than a stifling atmosphere in our 
stables and stock barns. 

In this discussion, I have referred to the fact that respiration not only 
serves to furnish the most important food, but acts another very important 
part, that of removing the noxious excretions, as the carbonic acid and organic 
substances, which if not removed from the blood, become most active poisons. 
Other poisonous excretions are poured out by the skin. Neatness and cleanli- 
ness are absolutely necessary to the full removal of these harmful excretions, 
Farmers, from their constant press of duties, their isolation, and the amount 
of labor and care requisite to keep the whole place neat and tidy, are some- 

25 
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times careless in this respect. But want of ncatness, and good health are 
never in accord. Under this head we may well consider neatness of person, 
neatness of dress, and neatness of surroundings. 

Physiological research has demonstrated the truth, that the body preserves 
a nearly uniform temperature in all of the unexposed tissues of about 38° C. 
(100° F.) Health, aye, life itself, demands that this be not suffered to rise 
or fall beyond very slight limits. The reduction of the temperature of the 
blood, however, is not so speedily fatal as is its elevation. Bernard found by 
experimenting with mammals that death did not come till the blood was 
reduced 15° or 20°, while a rise of 7° was certainly fatal. Therefore we see 
that it is not only wise but imperative to life itself to keep cool. The body is 
a tremendous heat producer. Even in ordinary temperature, with moderate 
exercise, enough heat is generated to raise the temperature of the body 3° 
or 4° per hour; enough to kill were there no counteracting influence, in two 
hours. ‘To prevent this great caloric engine, the body, from burning us up, 
‘there are stationed on its surface over 2,000,000 little sweat glands. These 
little sentinels are thickly set all over the body. Hach sweat gland is a tube 
1-16 of an inch long, but so many are there, that this fire brigade is con- 
stantly using two and one-third miles of hose. From these there is thrown 
ample sweat—mostly water—to quell the internal heat, even of the laborer 
toiling hard under the hottest sun of summer. ‘The giving off of sweat, or 
perspiration, is the means by which nature keeps us from burning up. In this 
intricate but admirable system, nature has provided such perfect machinery, 
‘that it is left for us only to keep the hose in good order. We should not suffer 
these peres to become clogged. This demands frequent bathing. Itis a sin 
for a person, who knows better, to let a week go by without a bath for the 
entire body. ‘wo baths are better, and most fortunate is that person, whose 
early training, or habits of neatness, impel him to perform daily this luxurious 
‘and health-giving ablution. The temperature of the water for bathing, may 
vary from cold to tepid, depending upon the comfort of the individual; 
though to those who feel no shock in its use, cold water is doubtless the best. 
The morning is the best time in which to bathe, but if one feels too weary and 
restless to sleep, a warm bath just before retiring, will promote sleep, and do 
him good. After the bath we should rub the body quickly and energetically, 
with a not over fine towel, till it is wholly dry. With the glow consequent 
upon this friction, comes a sense of comfort and pleasurable stimulation, 
surpassing intoxication, for it leaves no sting behind. In case a person is 
constantly foul with the emanations of tobacco smoke, from which poisonous 
filth the body is constantly striving to rid itself through these self-same sweat- 
pores, then these all-over baths should be all the more frequent and thorough. 
I would urge upon every person that he make of himself, each Sabbath morn- 

ing, a clean receptacle for a Sunday breakfast, ‘‘for cleanliness is not only 
next to Godliness,’ but a clean body, and a clean garb are absolutely essevtial 
to that Heaven-like rest which the Sabbath is made to give. 

For the same reason, no one should wear clothing without frequently chang- 
ing it. Clothing worn too long becomes saturated with the excretions and 
exhalations from the body, and thus effectually locks up the pores of the skin, 
and not only prevents the necessary perspiration, but shuts within the body 
with a murderous grasp those poisonous excretions which it is the province of 
these sweat pores to remove. Every neighborhood has its examples of men 
who seem so engaged in their pursuits that they forget to change their gar- 
ments for days together. Such pergons become loaded with nauseating 
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emanations, and really become a nuisance to those of more cleanly habits. 
This habit is almost sure to be coupled with neglect of bathing, which two 
habits form twins of most ungracious mein. 

No person ought to sleep in the same garments that he wears through the 
day. Undergarments should never be worn more than one week without 
change. ‘To be sure they are hid from view, but that will be poor comfort to 
one who knows his duty and has a conscience. The plea of economy is even 
more inexcusable, as long life, both to the garment and the wearer, demands 
the frequent cleansing of this inner clothing. The same argument holds for 
the purification of the bed clothing. Happy the person who never knows that 
stifling atmosphere which hangs as a cloud in the sleeping room of the 
uncleanly. Like a lumber camp, or the slums of a crowded city, where bath- 
ing is unknown, and where the clothing comes off when it falls off; the very 
air is loaded with the seeds of disease and death, which ‘‘still as the breeze 
but terrible as the storm’ only wait for a little brief time to victimize those 
who tolerate their terrible presence. 

For inner garments, or those that are worn next to the body, nothing is 
so wholesome as woolen or flannels. ‘These are sieve-like, and permit the 
ready escape of the poisonous emanations from the body. “hose who have 
once tried them are slow to-set aside woolen under garments, even for summer 
wear. Hold a thick woolen blanket over steam and note how readily the 
vapor passes through the meshes. The passage is not so free with cotton or 
linen, while a bed quilt shuts it off as surely as does rubber. Ventilation 
then is a term which can be applied in speaking of the clothing. Even the 
outer garments ought not to be too long worn without change and airing, or 
they too will become foul with the excreted refuse of the body. We are told 
that in the New Jerusalem there shall be clean robes; what a glorious trans- 
mutation will that be to him who has dwelt in dirt and filth during all his 
earthly sojourn. 

It is now a well established fact that some of the most terrible of our dis- 
eases result from our inhaling putrescent germs! Thus an imperfect sewer 
or a filthy cellar is the nursery where are sprouted the fungoid spores, which 
bring diphtheria, typhus, and scarlet fever into our homes, and carry away our 
loved ones. Foul drinking water often in the same way, hangs the crape on 
the door, nor does it discriminate, but gathers up the rich and poor alike. 

We see then that our surroundings should be looked after with an eye—the 
yose may often aid greatly in the search—quick to seek out the noisome mat- 
ter. The farmer, in fact every householder, should look personally to the 
thorough drainage of his place, to a cellar inoffensive at all times to the most 
sensitive nose in the community, to the thorough drainage of all low places 
about the home, to a generous space separating sties, barns and their yards, 
from the house, and—very important—such water-tight vaults, and dry earth 
closets as will render the out-houses inoffensive to the last degree at all times, 
even during the sultry days of midsummer. The bottom of the vault should 
be made of plank, or better of artificial stone, so that no water could pass 
through it; the vault should be well ventilated, and in the room above, close 
beside the seat, there should be a dry earth bin, with a shovel and dry road- 
dust always in it, and a neat door, opening just above and at one side of the 
seat. The floor of the bin should slant down to the door. Another door out- 
side permits the easy filling of the bin with the dry earth. ‘The whole seat, 
as well as the special lids over each opening, is hinged to the back so as to be 
easily raised up. ‘The water-tight bottom prevents any drainage, so there is 
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no danger that the well shall become polluted. ‘The exercise of suitable care 
makes it possible to have this room in the wood-shed, as I know by experience, 
without any offense at all. At the bottom of the vault outside is an arched 
opening, which permits easy cleaning. This is covered by a lattice-work, 
which is hinged at the top. If plenty of the road-dust is used at proper 
times, there is nothing disagreeable in cleaning the vault. 

There can be no better guide in all this matter than a good delicate nose. 
Never tolerate within the house, or about it, any of those disgusting, putres- 
cent odors which are heaven-sent messengers to warn us of danger and harm. 
By a little care and attention, every home may be as sweet as a May morning 
and as clean and healthful as the mountain air, and though such care may 
make the physicians speak of the times as distressingly healthy, it will as 
surely fill our homes with joy and gladness. 

The most wondrous part of our organism is the nervous system, or the great 
coérdinating apparatus. This is the system that makes the parts of the body 
act as one, and also forms the track along which sympathy runs from one 
organ to another. ‘Thus bad news at meal time stops the digestive machinery ; 
an unpleasant sight at the table incites nausea, while wet feet cause headache 
or diarrhea. In infants this nervous sympathy or reflex action as it is called, 
is far more active. The mere cutting of a tooth the first year of the infant’s 
life, especially if in hot weather, often causes functional disturbances that 
result in death. Thus at such times the greatest care should be exercised. 
The utmost regularity of habits should be preserved, no change of food 
suffered, nor any change or experience that would in any way add to the dis- 
turbance already begun. Ignorance in these matters has caused many a death, 
or what is often worse, serious epilepsy, which made life a burden to the victim 
and to its friends. 

It is also because of this delicate network of nerves that all shocks or abrupt 
changes that effect the bodily functions are apt to result seriously. Under this 
head, as it comes as the very god of disease to the farmers as a class, I give a 
first place to exposure. In our climate, especially in spring, the weather is as 
capricious as a bachelor with gout or dyspépsia. Sultry summer and severe 
winter chase each other like shadows as they sweep over fields of grain, while 
damp is ever near tolay her clammy hand upon the waiting victim. The care- 
less person, confronted by sudden cold or the equally dangerous damp, is 
robbed as by a violent shock of the natural heat of the body. The minute 
vessels are thereby paralyzed ; reaction, fever, diarrhea or congestion of the 
lungs succeed, and too frequently right here are sown the seeds of long wast- 
ing disease, or what is not quite so dire, speedy death. And this all from the 
lack of a pair of rubbers, an overcoat, or from the premature removal of 

woolen undergarments. TF'arming, as already stated, has often been character- 
ized, and justly too, as the most healthy of all vocations, yet the statistician 
informs us that the farmer lives less years than do those of most other occu- 
pations. How are we to reconcile these seeming contradictions? By the 
obvious fact that of all people the farmer is the most indifferent as to expos- 
ure. His carelessness in this respect is often terrible; more, it is criminal. 
Let the lawyer or the physician practice the same degree of exposure, and their 
occupations would soon be without patrons. Wet feet from morn till night, 
drenched with rain for hours at a time, exposed to the most sudden changes 
of temperature with no thought of added clothing, are common experiences 
among the farmers of our goodly Michigan. He was an exceptional farmer 
in thrift and comfortable surroundings, no less than in the matter of consery- 
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ing health, who remarked to me not long since, ‘‘ We never have too many 
rainy days to suit me. ‘They are blessings to every farmer who has learned 
how rightly to use them. I, said he, never expose teams, men, children, or 
myself to the rain. Such days are best used in fixing up indoors, but most 
valuable as excellent time for brain cultivation.’’ Let me urge upon all that 
exposure to the damp or cold acts most energetically, through the®nerves, to 
disturb the circulation, and when we remember that all nourishment comes to 
the tissues through the blood, and that all the ashes, if we may use the 
term, which result from vital action, and which for the most part are virulent 
poisons, must be removed by the same circulatory system, you will see that I 
have urged none too strongly the importance of guarding well against the 
evils in question. ‘To sum upI would urge all most strongly not to walk in 
the wet without water proof boots or good rubbers. Always guard against 
getting wet, and if you chance to get your clothing wet remain active, or better 
ter still, make all haste to change for dry clothing. Put on flannel under- 
clothing early in the fall, and be slow to put it aside the next spring. Delay 
the putting off of flannels till you are certain that spring has surely come, 
though you may feel a little discomfort at times. Do not pack away the over- 
coat till well into May or June. Be careful never to go into the cold unpro- 
tected or sit in a draft of air when you are very warm, and thus in a state of 
perspiration. At such times and for a similar reason it is dangerous to drink 
very heartily of cold water. Of course many will say, ‘‘Oh, I am not going to 
fuss like an old maid; Ill run the risk.’? Remember that those unfortunates 
that are feeble and diseased have to take these precautions most studiously to 
live at all. Be slow to adopt and persevere in a course that has dethroned their 
healths, and which may make you their companions in suffering ere you are 
aware. 

I have already stated that the taste was the best guide to the kind of food 
most desirable. In meeting this demand of the appetite, however, we must, 

if we would avoid all nervous shock, call the judgment to our aid. When we 
are very warm and thirsty the tissues need water. We crave drink on this 
account. We will not be satisfied until the water is absorbed from the stom- 
ach, and is distributed to the famished tissues. ‘This is a quick operation, but 
not an instantaneous one, and so a gill of water will often bring the same relief 
that would be furnished by a quart, though for the instant we crave the whole 
quart. On the other hand, the bathing of the vessels of the stomach ina 
quart of ice water may give a fatal shock to the system, or produce chronic 
inflammation, perhaps in the feet, which in the horse we denominate founder. 
Over eating, on the other hand, is not impelled by any such vehement desire, 
and is simply the result of gross, unrestrained gluttony. 1t is also because of 
this nervous sympathy that it is dangerous and sinful to eat food that does not 
relish. It is not simply moral obtuseness that makes one rebel against innutri- 
tious, unwholesome, poorly cooked, and unappetizing food. Every protoplas- 
mic cell in the body cries kick, you are wronged. It is found that at the 
imposition of untoothsome food the spittle dams up in the salivary ducts, 
the gastric juice utters a protest by its dribbling flow, the pancreatic follicles 
strike for better substance to work upon, and the very blood seems to call for 
a halt as if indignant. What wonder then if in this general indignation meet- 
ing the temper also loses its balance. If a person ever has a right to be indig- 
nant it is when he is confronted with strong butter or sour bread. Perhaps 
Paul had just risen from such a meal when he said, ‘* As much as lieth in you 
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live at peace with ali men.’ We do not need a great variety at each meal, but 
what we do have should be cooked in the highest style of the art. 

It is found that sorrow, anxiety, grief, and anger are each and all strong 
breaks upon the digestive functions. Such passions check the secretions, 
hinder digestion, and induce dyspepsia. On the other hand joy and mirth 
and all pléasurable emotions quicken the bodily functions, so that even the 
stomach and other viscera laugh at the work of liquefying the food, and dys- 
pepsia finds no foothold. Good nature and a happy spirit at the table, are 
indeed the very best condiments, and will do far more to promote digestion 
than will indefinite mandrake pills, or even quantities of bottled up pepsin. 
Do not think that the good wife or daughter, who, with deft fingers makes 
the table upon which she spreads the daily repast so beautiful that it is a joy 
to sit around it, is foolishly employed. Wise, too, is that father and blessed 
his family if Ais good example makes the clean coat hide the sweaty, dirt- 
begrimed shirt, at each meal time. Such home courtesy as is betokened by 
the ever donning of the coat at the daily meals’means more than directly 
added pleasure, it means added health. 

As already suggested, the nervous organism is the most delicate, easily 
disturbed, and yet the most important part of the body. It is to the system 
what the wires are in telegraphy. Most to be commiserated is that person 
whose nerves tingle with irritation, at every passing breath, and tear and 
lacerate, even at the beck of imagination. 

Sleep, full and ample, is the great conservator of nervous force. Most of 
us need full eight hours of this God-given elixir. Do your eyelids fairly fight 
the will power that strives to open them at the dawn of the morning? Then 
take more sleep. Does every drowsy nerve, in languid utterance, rebel as the 
morning clock-stroke calls to action? Then go to bed earlier. Do the tired 
energies refuse sleep when you betake yourselves to bed? ‘Then work l!ess and 
sleep more. Many an indulgent but very foolish parent hurries his children 
on to nervous imbecility by permitting them to retire at all hours, and thus 
rob the-body of the needed rest. This breaks up all regularity of rising and 
eating, and makes the fiendish god of disease dance with joy. Richardson 
well says, ‘‘Sure am I that no man, however strong, seeks sleep at irregular 
times, or for diminished space of time, without paying the penalty in reduction 
of energy, and in shortness of life. Let none of us dare indulge habits that 
shall become the Glamis that hath murdered sleep.”’ 

It is well known to physiologists that freshly injured cells are quick to 
mend, while those Jong diseased become sluggish, and refuse often to heal at 
all. As Iam urging towards habits that shall carry the vigor and bonyancy 
of youth into old age, let me urge you all never to dally with acute troubles 
till they become changed into that ruthless plague, chronic disease. Hope 
and ambition are often two terrible enemies; they cause us to pay little heed 
to the cough, the ill digestion, the troublesome headache, or the inflamed eyes, 
till alas! we are bound down by a life-long malady, or hurried out of the 
world at the dawn of manhood, when a little care or a few days rest would 
have carried us hearty and strong toa vigorous old age. If position or gain, 
hope or ambition, ever urge you to neglect disease in its incipiancy, regard 
them as the offending eyes, and pluck them out, or the evil hand, and cut it 
off. 

In my schedule for this lecture, I had planned to close with an arraignment 
of those two arch murderers of our time, whisky and tobacco. I wish I had 
time to point out how they too often walk hand-in-hand in the black, horrid 
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work of destroying digestion, of striking down nutrition, of blighting the 
nervous force, of poisoning the tissues throughout the body, of making con- 
science fool with duty, of thickly strewing the country with that tripple 
monster, sorrow, disease, and death. ‘These evils not only induce some of the 
most deadly of diseases, but even worse, the poisoned tissues and corrupted 
taste are transmitted to the children of those unfortunate ones who indulge 
these pernicious habits. 
How many nerveless hands, unsteady brains, inflamed lungs, disordered 

stomachs, sluggish livers, and inactive kidneys are to-day crying out because 
of the cruel grasp of these monster habits, no one can tell. Says one of the 
greatest physicians of London of the lesser of these evils, “ Why should a mil- 
lion of Englishmen be living with stomachs that only partially digest, hearts 
that labor unnaturally, and blood that is not fully oxidized?’? In a purely 
philosophical point of, view, we must say that the existence of such a million 
of imperfectly working organisms because of the indulgence of a most filthy 
habit, is no less a national absurdity than a national calamity. 

In the interests of health, no less than those of purity, refinement, and 
patriotism, we ought all of us, by earnest precept, and more potent example, 
to urge in strongest accents against these unnatural habits, which, to our 
sorrow be it said, are rapidly becoming as common as they are pernicious. 

CHEMISTRY IN HOUSEKEEPING. 

BY FRANK 8. KEDZIE. 

{Read at Berrien Institute.] 

As citizens of one of the most refined nations, and living in the nineteenth 
century, we aim to act and live scientifically, and die only when science and 
breath fail us. 

Chemistry, as a practical and economic science in its relations to the arts 
and manufactures, is supreme. Every day we learn of some new application 
of some chemical principle to some process of manufacture; and modern life 
has learned that it owes much to the weary, unremitting toil of the historical 
alehemical enthusiast over his Dutch oven, his ugly crucibles and awkward 
alembics, amidst poverty, suspicion of too great familiarity with the devil, 
and the reproaches of an unphilosophical spouse. 

Useful as chemistry has been, and wonderful in its advancement at the 
present in the arts, it is with extreme slowness that it is applied to domestic 
life. ‘The reason for this delay is apparent when we consider that domestic 
iife had to exist before either art or science. The preparation of clothing and 
of food was necessarily a first attempt without any guiding principles, and 
succeeding without principles at first, made the principles seem unnecessary 
as time went on. 

In all the transactions of the Royal Society of Great Britain, of early years, 
you will not find a hint of why we raise bread, nor why mix grease and lye 
to make soap, but you will find that they talked about interstellar space, etc., 

and adjourned for dinner with a trusting faith that everything as all right at 
home—and whether anything was left in a vacuum after you had exhansted 
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the air, was a question which would not influence tie flavor of roast beef, nor 
prevent the potatoes from being mealy. 

Now-a-days people of an intelligent, inquiring nature are aiming to reduce 
everything to principle—to do an operation right, and also to know why it is 
right; and here especially in the life of our homes and their surroundings 
chemistry can yield its place to no science. 

In the limits of this article I shall only attempt to illustrate as well as I 
may be able some few things chemistry can throw light upon in the common 
every-day life of our homes. 

Let us suppose that like some favored guests, we are invited to ‘‘ go around 
and see the house;’’ we will saunter through an imaginary mansion, out into 
the dining-room, prowl around the kitchen, investigate the cellar, peer into 
the pantry cupboard, go down the back steps, look at the drain, taste the 
well water, examine the soap-kettle, and generally make ourselves quite free 
with an ideal domestic establishment. 

As the smell of cooking is inviting, especially at about this hour of the day, 
let us turn our steps to the kitchen and pantry first. As we enter, the sound 
of subdued sizzling comes from the oven. ‘‘ Yes, there’s a roast of beef in 
there.”’ 

*¢Did you have your oven hot at first?’ 
No; not very. 
“Well, you should, and you want some water in the roast basin.” 

Why? 
Because the meat wants to retain its juices and not contribute them to the 

gravy; so you must seal up the pores on the outside by a quickly applied heat, 
and to do it without burning we must have water in the pan to keep the heat 
from being too high, and still make it a ‘muggy day’ for the roast beef. 
Dredge flour on, too, to help seal things up. 

In a chair by the stove is the bread just about ready for the oven. It is one 
example where prohibition will never prevent the manufacture and use of 
alcohol. Every loaf of sweet white bread is the result of a small but exceed- 
ingly active brewery. The yeast plant as it induces fermentation in the 
dough, converts the starch of the flour into sugar, the sugar is then made into 
alcohol and carbonic acid—then it is light and ready for the oven. ‘The car- 
bonic acid gas is the thing sought for in all this process of setting the sponge, 
kneading and keeping the dough warm. 

Flour is composed of two principal things, viz.: gluten and starch. Gluten 
when obtained pure, is a tough, dark-colored substance looking like and hay- 
ing many of the characteristics of glue. Its office in the flour is to retain the 
minute bubbles of carbonic acid gas formed during the fermentation process 
and thus make the bread light and porous. 
Many times the flour is found to be dead—that is, when it is set to rise it 

doesn’t rise. ‘Uhis is found usually to be on account of bad miiling—the 
stones being set too close and the heat thus caused destroying the tenacious 
property of the gluten. 

If we wait too long before putting the dough in the oven, the alcohol 
doesn’t wait for us but goes right along and makes acetic acid and the bread 
is sour of course. 

Carbonic acid gas being the means used for making bread light, why can’t 
we, you ask, use baking powder and make just as nice light bread? There 
are two good reasons why you cannot. The first is that you never can mix the 
baking powder with the flour as thoroughly as the constitutents of the flour 
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aire mingled in nature and in the process of manufacture, sift as many times 
as you please. And the last reason is the carbonic acid is liberated from the 
baking powder too quickly to answer the purpose. Just as soon as the flour 
and baking powder mixture is moistened the carbonic acid gas is liberated, 
and be as expeditious as we nay in wetting up the material much of the gas 
escapes. On the contrary the process by fermentation takes place after the 
flour is wet up and the whole of the starch does not undergo conversion at the 
same time but rather in a succession of molecules. 

*“Oan’t we make our own baking powder at home better than we can buy 
it?’’ If you should ask that question of the Domestic Economy Department 
of any of our weekly papers they would answer ‘‘yes,’’ and proceed immedi- 
ately to give you ‘‘an excellent recipe.’ Ordinary baking powder is made 
of cream tartar and bicarbonate of soda united in such proportions that they 
will exactly neutralize each other—liberating all the carbonic acid which the 
soda contains, and leaving no excess of cream tartar to make biscuit or cake 
sour, nor any soda to make it alkaline. United with these two materials is 
asually from 10 to 25 per cent of rice flour or corn-starch to keep them 
slightly separated and prevent the absorption of water and consequent weak- 
ening of the powder. If the materials used are both chemically pure the fol- 
lowing formula will be correct: Sixty-nine parts cream tartar, 31 parts soda, 
10 parts rice flour. But neither the cream tartar or soda obtainable at drug 
stores ig always chemically pure and of uniform strength. How much weaker 
than the absolutely pure article cannot be told, as it varies greatly; so much 
so that an analysis is generally necessary to determine the correct proportions 
to be used. A good way is to buy of a responsible grocer and take well known 
brands, declining steadfastly chances in tea sets and dinner servicesif you want 
baking powder. In this connection I may call attention to the excessive and 
unscientific use of soda as indulged in by many house-keepers. 

To impress the district school teacher who ‘‘boards ’round’’ with the high 
quality of his boarding place, it is usual to place before him some hot biscuit 
of extra quality, in the composition of which the case knife of the hostess 
has been four times heaped with soda, to the intense yellowness of the result- 
ing biscuit. The acid used to liberate the carbonic acid from the soda, being 
the never failing ‘‘cup of sour milk,’’ into which the soda is plunged, and 
and then beaten for two or three minutes, so as to make the biscuits extra 
nice for the teacher, allowing in this manner about half of the valuable car- 
bonic acid gas to escape before the addition of the flour, and the wetting up 
process completes the material ready for the oven. 

The error of the cooks of to-day, in most farm houses, is too much soda— 
and too little discrimination in itsuse. The evil is also encouraged in many 
instances, by the recipes in the papers, giving directions frequently for using 
from two to three teaspoonfuls of soda, where much less would be suflicient. 
Of course, if there is enough sour milk used to neutralize the soda, the evil 
is not great; but the tendency is to use toosmall an amount of sour milk, and 
too great an amount of soda. The strength of the acid of sour milk varies 
enormously —because of the judgment of the cook. What is called very sour 
to one, will be only ‘‘ just a little turned’’ to another, so that the strength 
of a “cup of sour milk’? may be represented, usually by the mathematical X 
—denoting unknown quantity. A safe rule is to use one small teaspoonful of 
good soda to the quart of flour. It will, when skillfully neutralized with 
either cream tartar or sour milk, furnish sufficient carbonic acid gas to make 

the flour abundantly light. 
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Leaving the kitchen and looking into the pantry cupboard, we find some 
inviting looking rows of canned peaches, pears, plums, ete.; they were put up 
hot from tbe kettle, well sealed, and so far show no signs of the presence of 
those miserable little spores, whose growth and development into active living 
plants cause the fruit and the housekeeper both to ‘‘ work,’’ 

The whole question of preserving food is to keep it away from those aggres- 
sive, sly, pertinacious little atoms known as bacteria; they are little, but 
mighty in numbers and influence. 
Any substance which will destroy these bacteria, and protect food from their 

attacks, will preserve the food. As an experiment, a piece of fresh beefsteak 
was exposed to the fumes of burning sulphur for about fifteen minutes and 
then hung up in a room, near which another piece of steak was placed without 
being subjected to any treatment. ‘The weather was moderately warm, and 
the piece of steak which was unprotected spoiled in a few days, while the piece 
that was treated with sulphur did uot show signs of decay until nearly two 
weeks had elapsed. ‘The ‘Ozone Preservation Powder,’’ advertised so exten- 
sively three years ago, was composed of sulphur and a little lampblack, and was 
successful so far as sulphur can be in the preservation of animal substances. 

‘Within the last year attention has been freely called to a new compound 
called ‘‘Rex Magnus’’—a substance manufactured by the Humiston Food 
Preserving Co., of Boston, which shows, by a very handsomely engraved 
picture, that Time is conquered, and you may put up preserves by this process 
for your great-great-great-grandchildren with perfect propriety, and with full 
faith that when eaten by the aforesaid relatives will be found to be perfectly 
fresh in flavor, not to be distinguishable from the freshly plucked fruit. This 
substance, which has placed old Father Time at such a disadvantage and 
mixed him up so that he has had to fix his hour-glass over, make it smaller in 
the neck, and otherwise adjust it to the new standard time, is a compound of 

boracic acid and glycerine, both well-known substances; the former, boracic 
acid, having been in use in Sweden for years as a preservative of milk, meat. 
ete. Boracic acid has long been used as an antiseptic, but the feasibility of 
its general use as a preservativefor food must be judged by the light of experi- 
ence, and not entirely by the result of a few experiments. Hvyerything that 
will preserve food and not destroy its flavor may not be wise nor safe to 
introduce into the digestive apparatus day after day as food, we have enough 
sources of dyspepsia already, and it will perhaps be well to be a little slow to 
adopt new preservatives of this nature until more thorough investigation and 
trial in regard to their final effects make it appear safe to enter upon their 
general use. 
Away up on the top shelf of the cupboard I see some tumblers of something 

that looks like jelly. ‘‘Now what makes those queer, hard lumps in my old 
currant jelly?’ Whatis it? It’s what has been spoken of lately, it is glu- 
cose. Yes, you made it yourself without any expensive machinery. You just 
added white sugar to some currant juice, boiled it, set it away up here and it 
was done. These little lumps removed and carefully washed would be found 
to be exactly the form of the sugar found on the exterior of good raisins, and 

hence called grape sugar, or glucose. ‘This material is made by all house- 
keepers when they cook acid fruit with sugar. Being only two-fifths as sweet 
as the original sugar there is a waste in this respect, and it can be avoided 
by adding the sugar after the cooking process is about finished and the material 
ready to be remove from the fire. On the top of the jelly tumblers I notice 
there is a piece of thin, white paper to prevent mould. It doesn’t do it, how- 
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ever, but you can easily do so by dropping a Jump of parafline in the centre 
of each tumbler immediately after you have filled it, and while it is still hot 
enough to melt the paraffine and form a continuous film on the top. This 
exceedingly cleanly and useful substance is easily applied, and will exclude the 
air perfectly. 

«‘Sometimes I don’t have any luck with my jelly, and it won’t set, or rather 
get hard.’’ ‘That is because the fruit you used was too ripe. The juice of 
fruits just ripening contains a peculiar substance called pectose, which by 
being heated for a time will solidify upon cooling. As the fruit continues to 
ripen this pectose is converted into pectin, which has not this valuable prop- 
erty of becoming jelly. It is necessary, therefore, to insure success in jelly 
making, that the fruit be not dead ripe, on the contrary it should just be 
approaching ripeness. If the expressed juice is left in contact with the mass 
from which it was expressed it absorbs more pectose from the tissue compos- 
ing the mass and js then more easily made into jelly. As we pass out of the 
pantry I notice the sugar barrel standing in one corner, there is instantly 
brought to mind the bane of modern existence—glucose again. 

“¢ How can we tell whether our best granulated sugar contains glucose? ’’ 
I should say that you could not unless you have a mind to experiment and 
really become an analytical chemist in a small way. Fehling’s test by the 
reduction and precipitation of copper is the old fashioned way, and the use of 
polarized light in asaccharometer costing about $100, is the new way; but here 
is a simple little test that is so easily applied that it will be found quite useful 
(Picrate Potash). Aside from this test large adulteration can be told by the 
tendency of the sugar to lump in the bowl. 

As it is getting late let us adjourn to the back vard and look at the leach 
and soap kettle. Among the many joyous signs of spring and the return of 
the budding flowers and glad voices of birds, the smell of soap boiling holds a 
front rank. But why do we go to all this fuss to make soap? Why isn’t the 
lye as it comes from the leach just what we want—what is the use of saving 
old grease, aged butter, poor tallow, to mix with lye to make a substance to 
be used in removing this same grease from dishes, clothes, woodwork, tables, 
etc. That is the natural inquiry but if you should use the lye you would find 
of course that it was too strong. It removes grease; certainly, but it also 
takes the skin off the hands of those using it. It takes dirt off the woodwork ; 
yes, and the paint too. It removes the dirt from soiled clothes; yes, and 
destroys the fabric of the cloth more than a year’s wear would do. This over 
zealous disposition of the free alkaliin lye from leached ashes is overcome and 
made more conducive to our convenience by uniting it with an acid and con- 
verting into a very slightly alkaline or nearly neutral salt—and this salt or 
chemical combination is soap. 

If we consider the substance known as tallow to be a chemical combination 
of the stearate, margarate, and oleate of glycerol, we will perhaps be abie to 
understand the changes which occur when lye is boiled up with soap grease. 
Agreeable to the law of chemical attraction the stronger bases of the lye, 

that is, the potash and soda, replace the weaker base glycerol, and we will 
have formed the stearate, margarate and oleate of potash and soda, which is 
soap, and the oxide of glycerol or glycerine, as we call it, will be formed. 

This soap, after it is thoroughly well made, retains its strength indefinitely. 
Exposure to the air does not measurably weaken the strength of the alkali, as 
would be the case were it uncombined; and, besides the merit of stability, it 

has the great one of portability. When this stearate, margarate, and oleate 
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of potash and soda is put into water, it does just what we would like to have 
it do—it is decomposed ; the alkali is set free, as free or only partially com- 
bined alkali, and the fat acid is left uncombined in the water. ‘This is soap- 
suds. The fat acid set free is no longer a greasy substance, but is simply 
perfectly inert, serving, however, in the washing of cloth, to make the surface 

smooth, and in this way assist in sliding the dirt out into the water. 
The alkali set free, is ready, willing, and anxious to attack anything in 

reach—dirty dishes, clothing, grease, etc. These it attacks, and entering 
into chemical combination with the grease again, it serves, by the assistance 
of a little friction, to eradicate it, and is thus a ‘‘ means of grace’? in our 
higher civilization. 

Going up to the leach we find, laid carefully upon the broken down, rhen- 
matic, old chair, that is near by, an egg, which looks as though it had suffered 
severely. Yes, the lye must be strong enough to hold up an egg (this 
familiar fruit being the one domestic hydrometer common to all conditions in 
life); and even then, when it would do that, I’ve known the lye not to make 
soap. In one instance, our neighbors, after working about a week with the 
lye—testing it with the true instrument, the well authenticated hen’s egg, boil- 
ing the lye down some; then, being afraid it was too strong, watered it a little, 
but no soap. Losing faith in ashes, lye, grease, soap kettle, and all things 
of good, soaply repute, they, with desecrating hand, broke the egg—yes, smashed 
it utterly. Their worst fears were realized; it was downright, utterly, super- 
latively, bad, and had been so some time. A logical deduction from this 
sketch, would be to test your egg first with bright, clear, sparkling water; not 
on the temperance question, but on the question of moral soundness and 
sterling worth of character. ‘‘But some lye that will float an egg won’t make 
soap.”? Yes, but you must have then neglected to put the required layer of 
quick-lime in the bottom of the leach. ‘‘Well, what is that for?’ ‘What 
good does it do?’ The chemical combination law comes in again right here. 
Unleached ashes, whether fresh or old, contain their alkalies in the form of 
carbonates. ‘These carbonates are alkaline to a certain extent, but not to 
the full extent that they are capable, as part of their alkalinity is destroyed 
by the union with the carbonic acid; but if you will bring these carbonates 
into contact with quick-lime, the stronger base, lime, will unite with the car- 
bonic acid, setting free the potash and soda in the condition of caustic potash 
and caustic soda, which is the state in which they are capable of exerting their 
greatest alkaline strength, and which is secured by quick-lime placed where 
the lye must flow through it on its way to the kettle. 

Hard soap differs from soft soap in being mostly composed of the stearate, 
margarate, and oleate of soda, instead of corresponding salts of potash. To 
make soft soap into hard soap we must displace the base potash by soda, and 
we do this by adding common salt to the material while it is still boiling in the 
soap kettle. The soda of the salt unites with the fat acids of the soft soap 
and forms a soda soap, setting free the potash which is obliged to combine 
with the chlorine of the salt and form chloride of potash. Upon cooling the 
mass in the kettle the hard or soda soap separates out and is ready to be cut 
up into bars for drying. 

When we started upon this tour of domestic review we promised ourselves 
that we would go down cellar. It isa place that much attention is directed 
towards in seeking the causes of sickness, but we will only go down to smell of 
the butter and see if it is sweet. Well, here is the butter, and upon examina- 
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tion I find it is ‘just alittle turned,’’? bat a little with most people is enough 
and with a good many too much. 
Among the many questions which seem never to be definitely decided the 

reason why ‘butter gets strong is very prominent, but by carefully conducted 
experiments it has been fully established that the little bacteria are again the 
offenders, and that protection from them insures the sweetness of the butter. 
The majority of farmers during the butter producing season put down the but- 
ter in crocks or pails. They use plenty of salt, which helps greatly; but if 
they realized that floating in the air the germs of strong butter were hovering 
near—no, actually getting to work—they would protect the butter from the 
air, by either sealing it up in glass or more economically covering it over in 
the crock with strong brine, through which the bacteria rarely are able to pass. 

Butyric acid, which makes strong butter, is never formed except when the 
butter is exposed to the action of some ferment, and this ferment is these 
bacteria germs coming universally from the atmosphere. Salt on the top of a 
crock of butter will not exclude these bacteria. A saturated brine around the 
butter will protect it. 

It is not customary for guests to part from the host at the foot of the cellar 
stairs, but I feel that I’ve detained you too long already with this Iliad of 
domestic woes, and thanking you for your kind attention must beg to be, 
excused at this time and place. 

DISCUSSION. 

In reply to the question, “is boracic acid injurious to health,’? Mr. Kedzie 
said that its use for preserving milk had been prohibited by the health 
officers of Boston, although the extent to which it is injurious is not yet deter- 
mined. 

In response to a question asking at what temperature bacteria were destroyed, 
he stated that the exact temperature was not known, 300° would not kill the 
germs. 

WHAT SHALL WE READ ? 

BY MISS NETTIE F. WOOD. 

[Read at Eaton Rapids Institute.] 

Sir John Davy divides our friends into three classes, men, women and 
books. 

Books should be selected with as much forethought and care as any 
personal friend, and when chosen iu regard to their pleasure, helpfulness, and 
integrity, they become friends ir letter and spirit. Since the invention of the 
printing press in 1850, or thereabouts, books have rapidly increased until 
thousands, aye millions, have sprung into existence; we can but marvel at 
the progression and cease to wonder why people do not know what to read 
and become discouraged before they commence. 
Americans as a class read much, but too often is it the case the latest whim 

of Madam Fashion, that exciting game of base ball, or the fastest time on 
record, has been beaten; or some great crime has been committed, and if the 
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criminals have not already been caught, the officers are on the lookout, takes 
what spare time a person has, until one wili exclaim with disgust: It is all 
right to read something nice if one only had the time, and I might add, dis- 
position. Wheneverything goes with a rush, there isa time for everything that 
has will power to push. This will once aroused is a fierce antagonist and 
will save time by improving it, and giving much raw material a chance for 
thought and reflection to weave into garlands of strength and beauty. Think- 
ing makes what we read ours, yet we necessarily read much that we can’t 
remember, and why shouldn’t we? We can’t remember what we had for 
breakfast a year ago, or a month ago, still it satisfied the system and did its 
allotted work. We want memory to be our servant, carefully looking after 
our best interests. 

Good works are not only pleasant companions, but are the true levelers, giv- 
ing to all who desire the society of the best and greatest of our race. 

William Channing says: “If writers will enter and take up their abode 
under my roof, if Milton will cross my threshold to sing to me of Paradise, 
and Shakespeare to open to me the worlds of imagination and the workings 
of the human heart, and Franklin to enrich me with his practical wisdom, I 
shall not pine for want of intellectual companionship, and I may become a 
cultivated man, though excluded from the best society in the place where I 
live.”’ 

Yet in order to have any book an accessory to true culture there must be 
personal enthusiasm, personal work, and at most, the friendly adviser can only 
stimulate or suggest wise and just decisions. Ruskin divides all books into two 
classes, books of the hour and books for all time, and warns us not to allow 
the books of the hour to take the place of true books. They partake too 
much of the spoken language of conversation, while the book is written with an 
idea of parmanance rather than communication. 
A good library will not only arouse but strengthen the thirst for knowledge, 

and adds much to the comfort of the home circle; possession adds to appreci- 
ation, and in this day of literature, when standard works can be purchased at 
reasonable prices, there is little excuse for not having a library unless the will 
be lacking. A few volumes a year will make a collection well worthy of praise 
in time, yet how many of those here to-day have annually averaged the pur- 
chase of two good books for general culture during the past ten years? 
When we hear dealers talk about books being used as furniture, or selling 

them by the yard or car load, or receiving orders for a library of such and 
such dimensions, so many feet of shelves to be filled with elegant volumes, 
then are we more than ever convinced that a library needs to grow with the 
owner’s mind, one at a time perhaps, yet that one thoroughly mastered. 

There is one commandment that if faithfully observed would help much 
toward general education. It was Bishop E.O. Haven who said ‘‘ When the 
religion of Christ shall become the religion of the world, when all mankind 
shall remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy, I believe there will not be a 
knave nor a fool on the face of the earth.’? If you have enjoyed 21 years of 
life, you have had three whole years of Sabbaths; if 50, seven. How much 
of the time given us for self discipline, comparatively free from the worry, 
cares, and troubles of what we shall eat, or wherewithal shall we be clothed, 

has either been snoozed away in a good Sunday afternoon nap, or otherwise 
allowed to pass idly by; and one of poor Richard’s maxims was, ‘‘ As we must 
account for every idle word, so we must for every idle silence.”” A notable 
example of what a wise use of the Sabbath can accomplish, was given a few 
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years ago by the master of the State Odd Fellows. His address was considered 
a masterpiece, and when asked what college he attended, said he never had had 
the benefit of any collegiate course, and what education he had was due to 
reading and hearing good sermons and lectures. Sunday afternoons and 
‘many evenings were spent reading, with a dictionary as a constant aid to 
become familiar with each new word and its use. Asa book of reference, a 
dictionary is indispensable, and should at all times be easy of access, and if 
satisfied with mere facts, we should want nothing better than Webster or 
Worcester unabridged. 

Literature has five great divisions, religion, history, science, poetry, and 
romance. Hach has its place, one takes preference with one, another will 
choose something else, yet no one vocation covers all-more than ye tillers of 
the soil. Every where about you, you can see the hand of a wise Providence, 
sowing and reaping, seed time and harvest. History and science are closely 
allied; what has been done can be done, and still there are new fields for 
exploration. Poetry and romance, weil they give variety and by the pen set 
forth the beauty everywhere about us and give us ideals that are truly enabl- 
ing. Holland’s Kathrina, and Meredith’s Lucille exert an influence over all 
with whom they come in contact and when we have the voice of what is the 
best in humanity speaking to us, we must continue our acquaintance with the 
poets. We must become familiar with the events of the day through the 
medium of the papers and periodicals, while the book to read is not one that 
thinks for you but one that makes you think. All will not want the same, for 
there is too much individuality. History is ever advantageous and the events 
and dates will have new attractions, if some good biography or work of fiction 
can be read with it. Alexandria in the fifth century will seem far more 
real after reading Kingsley’s Hypatia. 

Scott’s Ivanhoe will carry one to the third crusade and give an insight into 
the character of Richard 1. Tennyson’s Queen Mary throws light on one of 
the greatest persecutions on record, while Dickens’ works do not have any 
direct historical value; hedwells on extremes, making them all the more desir- 
able. What is richer than his take off on the American eagle? Among other 
things, he would haye it drawn like a Phonix, for its power of springing from 
its ashes of faults and vices and soaring anew into the sky. Again he thought 
the officers in the American militia must command each other, if not where 
did the privates come from for there seemed no one without a title. Let us 
look in our own history and see where biography assists in the establishment 
of facts. William Penn’s life shows arbitration better than bloodshed, and 
his treaty with the Indians the only one never sworn to and never broken. 
Washington became a father to his country all the more by following his 
career from the French and Indian war till he was in the first presidential 
chair. franklin is identified with early printing. The contests for Texas inde- 

pendence are vividly set forth in the life of Sam Houston, and political life 
awakens new interest, when prominent factors have become familiar through 
spoken language without any account of wire pulling. 

The report of the librarian of the public library of Chicago gives some fig- 
ures that if other cities equal it, no wonder man made the town. He gave the 
whole number of volumes taken out for home reading during the year as 252,801, 
a daily average of 1,161. Of these 63 per cent were English prose, fiction, and 

juvenile works eight and 45-100 history and biography ; three and 51-100 
voyage and travels : six, science and arts; four, poetry and drama; twelve, in 
continental languages, and three per cent miscellaneous. We have uo means 
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of knowing the tastes of those living in rural districts, for at the best the num-— 
ber of books to which we have access is limited, and at times it is Hobson’s 
choice. When we have a good library in every school district, and many 
already have the nucleus where we see leading men of the day like Dr. Vincent 
and his colleagues interesting themselves to make history and allied reading 
compete with fiction; when we see reason demanding something real instead 
of sensational, then shall we expect to see different statistics from those now 
shown by our public libraries. Although history is the backbone of all knowl-. 
edge, its ribs spring forth to embrace not only mere facts and dates but art, 
science, poetry, travels, language, and whatever has been in use in the past 
relating to our improvement and advancement. Nor would I exclude good 
works of fiction, for they introduce us to different classes of society, new places 
and people, and various customs; but to read nothing else tends to frivolity, 
conceit, and little power of concentration. There is always something good in 
every book; perhaps only a few lines to be remembered, the balance to be for- 
gotten or skipped, and proper skipping, never overlooking that which is of 
use, is truly an art obtained by few. ‘I'oo many can say of abook, I have read 
it, and when asked what can you tell of it, why I know, I know I have read it. 
Few mistakes will be made in proper selection of books if one will let common 
sense decide as to what are wholesome and helpful to him personally then read 
carefully, regarding parts if necessary until you are familiar with the text. 
We must not forget the periodicals and newspapers, for they contain much 
that is brightest and best of our literature. We can ignore the story papers 
that neither instruct nor amuse and not lose anything, but every one should 
have general, State, and local news, and papers allied to his particular branch. 

Our better nature demands that our reading shall be broad, deep, and unfail- 
ing, theoretical and practical, something, that if ‘‘ Civilized man cannot live 
without cooks,’ intellectual man cannot live without books and papers. Much 
might be said and yet the half not be told. I fear I have already trespassed 
on the time of the institute for I was warned to be brief, hence I ask your 
indulgence. 

EDUCATING FARMERS’ BOYS. 

BG Nis) bs AaAUUEA 

[Read at the Otsego Institute.] 

It was somewhat strange to me just why a lawyer, who is in no sense a farmer, 
should be honored with any position at a farmers’ institute; but this Ido know, 
that I esteem it an honor to meet the intelligent farmers of Allegan county, 
assembled at an institute like the present, to discuss important questions of 
agriculture, and if my fifteen years’ experience as county superintendent of 
schools, and as a teacher, has qualified me in any measure to say anything 
that will benefit any one here to-night, it will give me the greatest pleasure. 

When we come to consider the importance of agriculture, we are led to con- 
clude that it is the source of all other pursuits, and that we are interested in 
making its profession a success. How to educate the farmer’s boy, and keep 
him on the farm cannot be arrived at in any way by the adoption of any set 
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rules. Intelligence must guide the toiling hand. My experience has led me 
to believe farmers’ boys are somewhat more tractable than other classes of 
boys; that our best men grow out of this class of boys. In order that all 
boys should get the best education possible for them, I would send city boys 
into the country to breathe pure air and acquire good habits, such as no other 
place affords. The country boys I would bring into the village, that they 
might mix with their vigorous constitutions and steady habits, good business 
qualifications. I do not wish to be understood that I think farmer boys more 
dull and less ready to learn than other boys. The question was not given 
because it was thought they are hardest to educate, but to ascertain, if possi- 
ble, the kind of education they are to receive to keep them at home on the 
farm. 1 would commence with the home-circle and rural school, since one- 
fifth of the boys receive at these places all the education they ever get. 
The home training is of the greatest importance, and ought not to be neg- 
lected, for the thoughts that go with us through life, are those picked up 
around the fireside. The home influences should be first, and the rural school 
supplementary. 

These schools should receive the attention of the best minds in the country 
and the earnest support of every farmer. They are attempting too much at 
present, are going beyond the needs of the average farmer and business man. 
Charles Francis Adams, jr., thinks that none of the foreign languages should 
be taught in public schools. They should teach nothing but the common 
English branches; and, as necessity is the mother of invention, she will teach 
all who really desire more. Every child should commence at the lowest round. 
He should learn to speak his mother tongue correctly; and in this not all 
learn equally well. There are none born natural orators. If you wish a boy to 
talk, teach him to talk. Talk to him. If you wish a boy to sing, teach him 
to sing. Sing tohim. I know it is frequently said that some boys can not 
learn to sing. My daughter had a bird that was kept alone in a cage and it 
didn’t sing. She tried all the nostrums that were said to bring out the sing- 
ing quality in birds, but all failed and she really thought the bird couldn’t sing. 
She finally put into the cage another bird that could sing, and it was but a 
short time before the bird was singing as nicely as any. Music should be 
taught and practised in every family, for a boy is not all he should be until 
he can be moved by the harmonious strains of sweet music. 

The boy should know the rules of arithmetic. I was surprised, a few days 
ago, in looking over an old author’s work on arithmetic, to find all the rules 
you would find in any modern work. Then they made a specialty of arith- 
metic, and I think primary arithmetic should be taught to-day as thoroughly 
as it was forty years ago. He should have a knowledge of the rudiments of 
geography and history, and should know how to keep simple accounts. 

Farmers as a rule do not keep accounts. They should not only keep their 
business accounts but should open and keep accounts with all departments of 
the farm. 

The seeds of the boy’s character are planted at home and at school before 
he is twelve years of age. The home and the rural school furnish the means 
of a good education to every boy. But you say, perhaps, that it does not 
furnish enough to every boy. I answer that after the boy acquires a good 
rural school education, and really desires more, he is in good shape to obtain 
more and will have it. 

After I was informed that I was to talk on this subject this evening I com- 

27 
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menced glancing around for information, and in coming from Allegan this 
evening with my friend, Dr. Way, I thought I could obtain a little light on 
the subject from him; but he said his knowledge had cost him both time and 
money, and he would not impart any of it without proper remuneration. So 
I failed there. One farmer I talked with said the best way was to put the boy 
into a cast-iron box and lock him up; another said chain him up. Now I 
have never had very much experience in farming. In fact, the only real farm- 
ing I ever did was done here in Otsego. I kept a garden and planted it to 
potatoes and other garden truck. I also kept a Chester white pig, for which 
I bought corn meal. The hair all came off from the pig. My neighbors said 
I had fed it too much meal. But it finally became fat enough, so I thought I 
would kill it. So I engaged a professional butcher, and after we had killed 
and dressed him and cut him up he put the pig, all but his head, into a two- 
gallon jar. I have had a little more farm experience, however, which I will 
relate. I worked for an old gentleman once, on a farm, at $14 per month. 
This old gentleman was a hard-working man, who never talked with his hired 
help or boys about his work or his business. He sent his boy John and me to 
a field to mow. That was when people used the ‘‘armstrong’? mowing 
machine, and neither of us knew anything about it. The consequence was 
that John, the first stroke or two he made, jammed the scythe into the ground 
and broke it. The old man, instead. of coming to the boy and showing him 
how to use the tool, got very angry over the matter and was about to kick 
John. Now this kind of treatment to boys I hold to be all wrong. Fathers 
should take pains to instruct their boys. Every farmer who has boys should 
have a workshop and a set of mechanic’s tools. We boys had more than 
ordinary liking for such tools. My father was a mechanic and had a 
set of very fine tools. At one time, I remember, when I was a boy, 
I got into his tool chest and was making sad havoc with his nice augurs and 
saws, building windmills; but before I had finished my mill my father 
came in. Well, he corrected me in the usual manner. A father should 
accompany his boy as well to his play as at his work. The home and farm 
should be made attractive and interesting to him. He should never be obliged 
to go from home to receive the comfort and pleasure he longs for. The home 
should be a pleasant place. It should be the place of the greatest enjoyment 
to the boy. The best amusements should be furnished him. I am not much 
of a dancer, and don’t believe in dancing very much; but if a boy must dance 
the father should go with him. Boys should be taught that they are a part of 
the family. I have staid at farmers’ houses where the heads of the family, 
the girls, and myself occupied the sitting-room or parlor, while the boys sat in 
the kitchen. 

The best thoughts that go with us through life are those implanted by our 
mothers and picked up around the family fireside. 
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AGRICULTURE IN THE COMMON SCHOOLS. 

BY MRS. R. F. JOHNSTONE. 

Our common schools are the boast and pride of every American citizen. In 
them children of foreign parentage become practically Americans, with Amer- 
ican instincts and predilections. The bias toward any business or belief or prac- 
tice is best formed in early life. Religious propagandists understand this, and 
are careful that the early training of children shall be under the direction and 
influence of their particular sect or belief. The early Indians became hunters 
and warriors through the practice of mimic warfare, and mimic exploits with 
the bow and arrow, through the whole of the childhood of the youngsters. 
Boys who are set to declaim or write essays at school, and are kept at it term 
after term, very likely develop into budding Byrons or embryo Homers, or 
acquire a taste for stage, oratory, and statesmanship. If at school boys should 
be set to whittling out jumping jacks, wood carvers would be more plenty, and 
so with every business; what the child practices he is likely to get a predilec- 
tion for that will incline him toward it when he comes to manhood. If the 
boy stands at the blackboard and illustrates continually practical examples in 
commercial life, or figures out problems in insurance, or banking, or brokerage, 
the wonder should not be why he should develop an early liking for trade, and 
become dissatisfied with farm life, but why so many become farmers. He 
can’t see where he can apply the skill in which he has become an expert to the 
processes of the farm. His father, if a farmer, never has submitted to him 
a problem for solution that had reference to the business of the farm, and 
indeed he would be as little prepared to aid him as he would to translate Choc- 
taw from the rules in his arithmetic. Why algebra should be taken and 
botany left out of the curriculum arranged for common schools cannot be 
satisfactorily explained when it is known that 90 per cent. of the scholars 
attending them are farmers’ sons and daughters, and that the funds for their 
support come largely from the tax on real estate owned by farmers. 
From the study of botany in the common schools there would very likely 

develop experts in the science, who would take pride in naming all the strange 
grasses and weeds which grow on the farm, and they could indicate the prob- 
abilities of their usefulness, or otherwise. The common schools of the State 
stand among, and are surrounded by botanical specimens illustrative of the 
study, and no prettier sight could be met than a group of boys and misses with 
hands full of grasses and plants, discussing their classification and names. 
Vegetable life is now so little known and understood among farmers, that the 
grossest mistakes are often made through ignorance of the laws governing it. 
A knowledge of physical botany would explain how plants are influenced by 
the several agencies of light, heat, air, and moisture. It describes their vari- 
ous secretions, and the nutriment afforded by the soil. It explains the circu- 
lation of sap in a plant, and shows how its structure is built up from the salts 
in solution, sent along its veins to the leaves, where the pure water is evapo- 
rated and the thickened sap returns to form stem, leaf, flower, and fruit, and 
the root itself. All this knowledge pertains directly to the business of farm- 
ing. A skillful botanist would delight in applying his skill to the practice of 
out door life on a farm, If the mind can be pleasantly occupied while the 
hands are busy, labor is shorn of its terrors, and the mental sag in the intel- 
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lectual machinery of farmers so likely to occur, will be less preceptible. There 
are periods in the history of every country when the study of agriculture 
becomes more urgent. A step upward is necessary to reach the level of other 
industries. That point is now reached by the farmers of America. The pur- 
suit of agriculture is the only occupation in which no special training is con- 
sidered necessary. ‘This is the more surprising when we consider that out of 
the pupils of our common schools, more than fifty per cent of them will 
become farmers, yet no special effort is made to fit them to worthily fill their 
places, but instead, the entire influence, in so far as their studies can influence 

them, is directed toward some other occupation. 
The study of chemistry is popularly supposed to belong to and be an adjunct 

of the sciences only, and, indeed, it has long been the servant of these higher 
studies. That it is the right hand supporter of agriculture would not be 
credited by farmers generally. Agricultural chemistry introduced into the 
common schools and made a part of the every day tasks for the term, would not 
only be very interesting to farmers’ boys and girls, but would lay the foundation 
for such practical knowledge of farming as would tell in future years, and 
help out in solving the intricate questions of to-day. It would explain the 
chara@ter of soils, and analyze their parts. It would tell how crops grow and 
feed, and teach what was necessary to their perfect development. It would 
explain why a potato sprout in a cellar is used as a simile for the weakling of 
the family, and why it climbs so high to reach the light. It would give the 
necessary healthy condition of soil to produce maximum crops, and indicate 
the degree of maturity at which plants should arrive before they are secured 
and stored. These questions are now vague guesses at the best, with ninety- 
nine out of every one hundred farmers in the State, while they are all sup- 
posed to know something of the practice of mercantile life, and the elements 
of practice in the business of almost every other profession. The success 
which has attended the growing of flowers from seeds on school grounds, 

where the teacher has evinced sufficient interest in the enterprise to secure the 
seeds, is proof that botany as a study would be a success. Much praise is 

_ due Secretary Garfield, of the State Horticultural Society, for this, the first 
innovation in the old routine of the last forty years. 

Fvery influence attendant upon the schools is to create the impression that 
education has for its ultimate aim, the making a profession of some kind the 
business of life, and farmers hang their heads in the presence of such men, 
from the conviction fastened upon them in early life, that the doctors, law- 
yers, and divines have achieved success, while they have not. Let education 
be turned, especially in the common schools, toward making farmers out of 
farmers’ children. ‘Teach them that an educated farmer is as much a success 
as an educated lawyer, and entitled to the same consideration, both socially 
and politically. Show them that it is of as much importance to know the 
component parts of the earth beneath their feet, as to know the countries 

meet in their order in a circuit of the earth. If it is essential to know some- 
thing of the structure of man and of animals, it is quite as important to 
know how plants are built up, upon what they feed, and why they fail and 

die. If the trick of conjugating a verb can be learned, agricultural chem- 

istry can be understood, and what is better, become of practical value. 
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SOME DEFICIENCIES IN COUNTRY SCHOOLS. 

BY PROF. E. L. BRIGGS. 

{Delivered at Eaton Rapids Institute. ] 

The old log school-house, with its row of benches and desks around the room 
next the wall, its fire-place, and its numerous chinks between the logs for 
thorough ventilation; and the old red school-house, with its hand-carved desks 
and seats, its blackboard standing in a semi-recumbent position against the 
wall, its ceiling low and dingy, and everything thoroughly browned by the 
escaping smoke from a defective pipe or chimney, and its bundle of birches 
standing just in the rear of the master’s desk—these were the school-houses 
that adorned our rural districts but a few decades ago. Indeed they have not 
all disappeared yet, for it is still possible to verify the truth of Irving’s 
description of the building in Sleepy Hollow by actual observation. 

But these relics of an earlier day are rapidly giving place to the new white 
school-house, with its green blinds, its cupola and bell, its commodious room 

and patent folding seats, its extensive blackboards, and respectable supply of 
necessary apparatus. Amid these improved surroundings are the boys and 
girls of the country to-day taking their first gaze into the unbounded perspec- 
tive of intellectual development. It seems to me that improvements in school 
buildings have quite outrun improvements in house buildings. There are no 
school-houses being constructed to-day in the developed country which are not 
desirable places for the children to spend the pleasant hours of the day in 
study. But has the advance in the returns accruing to the children kept pace 
with this progress? I claim,and make the statement with the sincerest regret, 
that there is far from being in our country schools to-day, that greater intel- 
lectual impetus, and more extended knowledge given to the pupil which the 
improved facilities demand. 

It is to examine some of the reasons for this failure that I appear before you 
to-night. Our country schools are institutions worthy of no slight consider- 
ation. ‘They are deserving of the deepest interest, not only of their immediate 
patrons, but of the State at large, for in them about half the children of the 
State are to-day being educated. 

And has not our State in many ways recognized the importance of this 
primary education? Is it not being constantly proclaimed, and with unanswer- 
able argument, as the bulwark of American liberties? And do not the annual 
dividends yielded to our districts from the primary school fund indicate a care- 
ful fostering of these interests by those who have preceded us? 

It is more pleasing to speak of the grandeur of our free school system and 
its beneficent influences upon the individual and the State than it is to find 
fault with some particular parts of its great organism. Yet a careful knowl- 
edge of the failings of our institutions must always precede their reform. 

One of the most disastrous things in the management of the country schools 
is the carelessness and indifference shown in the employment of teachers. 
These schools are the places of experiment for the vast multitude who are test- 
ing their abilities to teach. A large majority from failure or dissatisfaction 
soon leave the ranks, while others finding in themselves a love and aptitude for 
the labor secure the deserved promotion; and so the course repeats itself. New 
material is being constantly thrown into the teaching force of the country to 
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be tested, but as soon as marked ability is shown it is demanded for the more 
desirable and more renumerative positions of the village and city schools. 

Our district boards do not thoroughly investigate the qualifications of the 
candidates desiring their schools. Often they are quite unfitted for such inves- 
tigation. I haye frequently heard this statement made by the director, ‘* You 
are the first applicant and your chances are excellent.’? How frequently prece- 
dence of application takes the place of preéminence of fitness. If a farmer 
were raising a superior breed of horses or sheep he would not entrust their care 
to one of no experience or special preparation in the management of horses or 
sheep; and yet his boy, before whom are all the possibilities of American citi- 
zenship, he often places, for his education, into the care of one who has no 
previous preparation, except that she has sufficient knowledge of certain books 
to secure a certificate from the board of examiners. 

It is not enough that a person holds a certificate to qualify her for teaching. 
Her knowledge of the child’s mind and the order in which knowledge should 
be presented to it, her power of self control and ability to manage, her knowl- 
edge and culture, her own character and the force of her moral influence are 
all essentials which the examiners cannot determine. Then again the larger 
proportion of those seeking employment in the district schools have no desire to 
become teachers. They only keep school for a few terms waiting for something 
better to turn up. They wish to secure the pecuniary necessities for further 
study, and are hoping soon to prepare for some profession offering brighter 
prospects for a career or a fortune. Or they desire means to dress in better 
style and so gain a more prominent place in society. Any of these notions are 
worthy enough in themselves, but when considered as the reason for entering 
the teachers’ ranks they are deserving of much criticism. Our district boards 
do not protect themselves from teachers having no higher aims than these, and 
many failures result from the insincere labors of such teachers. 
Another serious defect in the country schools is the constant changing of teach- 

ers. Our farmers apply one good agricultural principle in the management of 
their schools, that of rotation. But unfortunately the principle does not prove 
as successful with teachers as with crops. In the districts surrounding our city 
the teachers are employed for terms of two, three, or four months, and it is a 
rare exception if they are reéngaged for the same school. They must spend 
the greater portion of that time becoming to a degree familiar with the work 
they ought to do, and when they have just come toa fair realization of the 
scope of their labors, and before they have been able to do themselves or their 
school justice, the term is ended, and they are allowed to seek employment 
elsewhere. 

Let us investigate the course of our neighboring schools in this respect. 
District No. 5, of Eaton Rapids township, maintains its school for three terms 
during the year, these corresponding closely in time to the city schools. But 
for the last two years no teacher has been engaged for two consecutive terms. 
In former years the same lady has at times been retained for spring and fall 
terms, but such action appears to be quite exceptional. Think of it! Six 
different teachers for the children to become acquainted with in two years. 
Are we expected to look for systematic progress amid such arrangements. 

In District No. 15 of Hamlin township the terms are the same as above. In 
the past two years three ladies and three gentlemen have successively filled 
the place of teacher. 

District No. 1, Brookfield, still follows the ancient custom of one winter 
and one summer term. Here the change has been regular for three years 
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previous to which one gentleman taught the school three successive winters, 
which terms were, however, interspersed by as many different ladies for the 
summer. 

No. 2, Brookfield, retains this winter the same teacher that taught the 
summer term, but this is the first exception to a regular change for at least 
three years. 

In Aurelius the condition is. not improved, for in No. 6 three different per- 
sons have been regularly placed in charge of the school each year for about 
seven years, and in No. 7 of the same township a like rotation prevails. These 
schools, taken as they are in every direction from the city, are not exceptions. 

I believe from my acquaintance with neighboring schools and teachers that 
these illustrate fairly the average condition. Is it any wonder that our country 
schools do not show better results? The marvel with me is that they accom- 
plish so much. 

It is impossible for one teacher to take the work just where his predecessor 
dropped it. It takes time for him to adapt himself to his new relations; it 
takes him more time to find out what his pupils already know; and it takes 
still longer time for him to determine the capacity of his pupils, and so con- 
form his instructions to their abilities and peculiarities as to secure the best 
results. Teachers, like human beings in general, are all different. No two 
persons will instruct alike; no two will govern their schools alike; no two will 
have precisely the same conception of educational principles, and the result of 
all this change is that the schools are left by each successive teacher with only 
about half the progress that should have been made. I have indicated that, 
in my estimation, many who seek positions in our schools, are unworthy of 
re-engagement. Many do not work with reference to a re-engagement, and 
their work, on this account, is not done at its best. School boards should pre- 
fer teachers who wish to remain a series of terms with their schools, and, 
when the first period of employment is ended, if they have done earnest, con- 
scientious, satisfactory work, re-employ them with a reasonable advance of 
salary. From my own experience in the supervision of school work, I am 
convinced that the earnest teacher, desirous to succeed, will perform her work 
twenty per cent better during the second year than the first. Both the teaches 
and the school should reap the benefit of this improvement. In no other 
instance are men more inconsiderate of business principles than in respect to 
the instructors of their children. If the merchant’s clerk has served him 
faithfully during the year, his salary is advanced, and the returns are as great 
to the employer as to the employé. ‘This principle applies everywhere in suc- 
cessful business. Why should it be so thoroughly discarded in reference to the 
schools? The business man owes much of his prosperity to his long-trusted, 
reliable, well-paid clerk; and by applying the same methods, our farmers 
could make the schools in their districts more than doubly prosperous ina 
single decade. 

In many of the districts the terms are not arranged to give to the schoois the 
choicest seasons of the year. Some are still clinging to the plan of a summer 
and winter term and the sessions of the school are continued during the sultry 
months of July and August. The fine days of September and October, among 
the best in the year for successful school work, are given up to vacation. The 
impropriety of this arrangement needs no illustration and there is no reason 
for its continuance. Let our country schools begin in September for the year 
and continue for a fall term of three months; begin the winter term of three 
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or four months in December; and then finish the year with a spring term, 
beginning as soon as the roads become fairly settled; place one competent 
person in charge of the school for the entire year, and good results will not be 
slow in manifesting themselves. 

A deficiency of no small importance, but which is receiving but trifling 
attention is the entire absence of grading and classification in the country 
schools. There exists no system in the order of studies. No records are 
kept showing what pupils have accomplished in previous terms. No end is 
placed toward which they shall progress, and no limit is set beyond which 
they are forbidden. From this lack of system there must of necessity follow 
irregular, haphazard, and deficient work. Pupils take such studies as they 
prefer, which preference is often the result of the encouragement of a previous 
teacher. They are allowed to pass from one study or branch of study to 
another before a reasonable degree of thoroughness hasbeen attained. And 
much that is essential to a fair primary education is being constantly neglected. 
Most children prefer arithmetic simply because it is the best taught of any 
branch in school, and they are gratified in this taste to the exclusion of read- 
ing, language, writing, history, and science. While a knowledge of the Eng- 
lish language is the most important thing in the curriculum of our schools, it 
is least regarded. Pupils who come to our graded schools are invariably defi- 
cient in language, and must be placed two or three grades lower in this branch 
than in arithmetic, where they frequently have a fair proficiency. 

Arithmetic is of great importance, it is true, in this primary education, but 
there is no reason for its absorbing the lion’s share of the child’s time. 
He will use speech a hundred times where the problems he has learned to 
work in addition, multiplication, fractions, and interest come to his service in 
not more than a single instance. In business his ability to use correct 
language in letter, and in speech will be primary elements in his success. In 
his enjoyments, the appreciation of the best in literature, coming from an 
early direction of his taste, will form a prominent part. The child’s mind 
must be guided in many channels, but no one must be worn too deep. In 
order to overcome this danger, at least a careful classification of every school 
should be made. A course of study should be prescribed and a careful follow- 
ing of it by pupils and teachers should be demanded by the school authorities. 
Moreover, a record of every pupil in the work pursued during each term 
should be a legacy of each teacher to his successor. 

The last defect in our country school system to which I shall call your 
attention is the absence of all competent supervision. The township school 
inspector, whose duty it is to visit all the schools in the township each term, 
is seldom capable of giving any assistance to the teachers of the township, 
because he is no critic of school work. During the few years in which our 
State maintained the system of a county superintendent of schools the dis- 
trict schools made marked advancement, wherever the office was conferred 
upon a competent person. Every teacher expected his work to be scrutinized 
and criticized, and the expectation was an incentive to him to do his best 
work. The schools of the whole county were to a certain extent united, and 
there sprang up a healthful competition between them. The superintendent 
was able to determine the qualification of teachers to do actual work as well 
as to answer questions. 

Under the township system which followed most of these good results were 
lost, because few townships could furnish competent men who were willing to 
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attend to the interests of the schools for the low remunerations offered. Our 
present system is an advancement upon the latter, but has this serious defect, 
that those who form the examining board and grant certificates have no 
opportunity of visiting and superintending the schools of those they license to 
teach. On this account, they can know nothing of their qualification except 
what is indicated by their conduct on the day of the examination and by the 
correctness of their answers. Could one of the members of this board devote 
his entire time to the visitation of the county schools, many defects resulting 
from lack of system and insincere teaching might be abolished. 

The country schools of Indiana just over the State line are regarded by 
those best prepared to judge, much superior to those of Michigan, simply 
because of effective supervision, while our graded schools are not outranked 
by any State in the Union. The creation of such an office is inevitable in 
the future progress of our country schools. 

In conclusion, I wish to urge upon the patrons of these schools the foster- 
ing care that is due to them. Your boys and girls, well equipped in mind and 
heart for life’s duties, are the most valuable legacy you can bequeath to pos- 
terity. The preparation you have had may be quite insufficient for them in 
the closer competition of the next half century. While you are giving to 
them better buildings and more delightful surroundings, do not neglect the 
weightier matters of systematic, efficient teaching. 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT TAXATION. 

BY CHARLES F. HOWE. 

{Read at Berrien Institute.] 

Mr. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN—The subject to which your 
attention is called in this paper is taxation, direct and indirect. 

Taxation, as considered in this paper, is what we pay for the support of our 
government; what we pay for the salaries of our public officers, national, 
State, county, and township; what we pay for building our national and 
State institutions, and the expense of maintaining the same in practical work- 
ing order; the care of the deaf, dumb, blind, insane, and those who trans- 
gress the laws of our land. 

The subject of taxation ought, and I have no doubt does interest every 
person present. It is the duty of every one to know, so far as it is within 
his power to know, that the money paid in taxes is economically spent, 
for the purposes for which they were levied and collected. It is their duty to 
know whether all classes of property bear their just proportion of the burden 
of taxation, and if such is not the case, it is the duty of every good citizen 
to take all lawful means to amend the laws in this direction. 

Direct and indirect taxation are so dissimilar in their workings that they 
must be separately considered. 

I first call your attention to direct taxation. Webster says a direct tax is 
one assessed directly upon our possessions. You who haye in your possession 
a receipt for taxes paid perhaps have noticed that the taxes are classified as 
State, county, township, highway, and school taxes. There may be others, 

28 
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but those enumerated are the most important. - Many of you are familiar with 
the manner in which our taxes are levied and collected, but perhaps it would 
not be amiss to state briefly some of the more important operations by which 
we arrive at the amount of taxes each person shall pay. First you are called 
upon by an officer called a supervisor or assessor, who takes an enumeration of 
your property and places a value upon the same. This valuation goes before a 
board of review, who raise or lower the valuation wherever in their judgment 
they think best to do so, and each person is taxed in proportion to the valua- 
tion of his property upon the assessment roll, as fixed by this board of review. 
The valuation of all the property in all the townships in a county is presented 
to the board of supervisors, who equalize the different townships by adding a 
per cent to those that are too low and deducting a per cent from those that are 
too high. These equalized amounts are the basis for apportioning the State 
and county taxes among the several townships. 

For the purpose of determining the amount of State tax that should be 
apportioned to each county in the State there is a State board of equalization 
that meets once in five years. Hach county presents to this board a statement 
showing the amount of all the real and personal property in the county as equal- 
ized by the board of supervisors, and from these statements the State board 
equalizes the different counties by adding to or deducting from, as the case 
may be, and these equalized valuations forms the basis for apportioning the 
State tax among the several counties. 

Perhaps a few moments spent in reviewing the different amounts that make 
up our State and county taxes would not be misspent. For this purpose I will 
read you the items in the State tax for the year 1883. 

Horthewtate Umiversityse. conse he bol sooo Cote eee eee ee hae $77, 700 
Woersneretace Normals School ees. tk ee ee Be ete 30,815. 
Hor the StaterAericaltural Colleve:!S 20 Efi el ou ees! 32,178. 
Barimesstate Enbuie SChoOls220. 222. i ee eee 45,800 
Homies Schoolstonm the wlinds. 5. vr oc. 22 se Ne a eee Se eee 68,150 
ieutotion tor thedDeaf and Dittmb ool. .< 22 le ee ee 64,575 
Site Herorm SeMOole s iis sta Ll is es ee ee en ee ose 45,000 
fesustrial yr omendtorGinis. 22's cee Sk Ls che vel ean lt a 65,856 
ipgsenoi Comechtout ies te Us Slime. ho fo i el es 7,200 
Dusanerasylumse sau olee Be eae eh San hes elas sees oy 274,950 
Board of Pish “Commissioners es 9609 ae. iy gee robes ee ad 20,000 
State ubeard Of iealtha cepa SSSR veh ten NI Sel Ae) ars 2,000 
Horsmilitary purposese. eee se een ee ee 57,271 
Relief of sufferers by fire of 1881..---........2--...- seh. eee 68,900: 
Eavine Cooper street, Jackson 2223 Sess ee 2k ee ee 3,300: 
Hor eenerall purposes - 2. so be eS a Se See a" ae ee 610,975 

mains aipotal State tax Of us sro ae eee A tee $1,474,672 

Of this tax Berrien county pays $27,544. The items that make our county 
tax for the year 1883 are as follows: 

Delingueneame Tejecbed ==: 2 Aes eee el ee $818 
SPOHUPHE Mec mim. 2. /. o S ee Cee ee eo ee 600 
Motacn bina lAsOClebles 2.02! oe ee eee NEL Oe Le eee oe 600 
COUN Dy, NODEarer eke a a soca ce es ke ee a ee a oe cee 4,000 
BINA GAH TG hy ee: he ae amen eA aaa UMN PEIN ERE PA Ga SS 1,000 
PNBANE ASA se Ce hols oda. is eT Oe oe ee 1,000 
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Oilicers; gailamigsess. oOeh ye oe he sk ke i ANE $6,500 
Gheneia hac es Ose 2. cirda a teeny aae nh 8 2) <i) no oleate ee ea 13,000 

OLaICOMMiY Miao ne Selene 8 co Vaal ata hen Selden dual ee $27,518 
opal otate and, COUMby Maas = 06s eet ki Sol ee Mee ae 55,062 

In view of this large outlay for taxes, would it not be well to look at this 
question in its various aspects, and if possible ascertain what we may reason- 
ably expect for the future. 

To ascertain whether or not our taxes have increased in the past, I have 
tabulated the tax upon a piece of land dn my own township, beginning with 
the year 1857, and ending with 1883. This piece of land was all under culti- 
vation in the year 1857, and there have been no improvements by way of build- 
ings or otherwise added since. It seems to me that this must tell the story. 
I have figured this tax by the acre, thinking it will be more easy to under- 
stand : | 

Cents Per Acre. Cents Per Acre. 

nS Oe Seer = eh ele eee DUD SG MS 8 ces Sy I fk Sele ey eal neg 61 

BO ie 855 ai 5 Ss ohn Pinoys 5 RS A Sl a pe MU BG Oh eed wd os Lr Wy a oh he 31 

TESS) Oe eek Ne iat oh en A Oe es Se Rise bab eee 82's oe 30 
3c) oe EL ae aes ea Pm ae ee AS GAs aac. Sobel he pat bet reba ee 28 
Hits Gilera eee el oy Romine ae 1 1 (5 i ee Ge eee Ed SY 31 
MSO iis See teiens ble Sete ie ete lee PDs iB iO ese os ook otha aya Sy Os ope By xe! 
Be UO eA Ea leet RM oP eager. Die a Oi sea yi Me oh Ok Ae Ae a 32 
BERS tear tees Ec te ash Hid Vie aed iay Ne at, BOM BSc 8 oe SS eae ae pe Rn ae 32 

IES ayaa Nie 3s Se hehe ey Teor BN Ceo @o enn ey Ue Pee fete Mp eNO 35 
“UNS Loy es ls reais peer a ges Set ear Sesame Do SSO: s6 ees Se Ee eer 30 

PS Gy 8 Hage gle 2h Bee be a BG. iil SS lcs o's: a4 whe ok Nats als 3 
MTU Sh pias pd ces, Ss a NS Sg ll DO) ISS 2 ais gee ae ee eR 28 

SCT o} SN yas et AL OE ne papEADE ogee 62) PBB Bo once ahr ree pee 42 
SOs 7 obeielepay Saha Boe LAO 

You will see by this statement, that the taxes on this piece of land for four 
years before the war, was on an average 12 cents per acre; during the war 
from 27 cents to 72 cents per acre. From 1872 to 1883 the tax is very even, 
and we may presume the tax has settled down to its normal condition again. 
We find the tax for twelve years since 1871 to be on an average 32 cents per 
acre ; almost three times as much as they were before the war. 

Shall our taxes increase in the future as they have in the past? If I had 
given this subject thought before testing it by facts and figures, I should have 
said that the improvements in this country would advance as fast as there was 
any need of an increase in expenditures; and I believe they will do so in the 
future. You know that a parcel of land in a state of nature pays but little 
tax, and yet when this land becomes improved, and is well stocked, has good 
buildings and is well supplied with teams and tools necessary for its cultiva- 
tion, its capacity for taxation is greatly increased. 

Then, again, think of the manufacturing establishments that have been 
built within the last twenty-five years, all over our land, together with capi- 
tal brought into our State in other business pursuits, and the rapidity with 
which the northern portion of our State is becoming settled and improved, 
would warrant us in believing there would be no necessity for an increase of 
taxation in the future. Again, our State is well supplied with nearly all the 
public buildings needed, and they are mostly new, substantial buildings that 
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will not need rebuilding for a long time to come. It does seem to me possible 
that there might be a reduction in taxation for State purposes, if strict econ- 
omy is practiced. 

As to our county taxes, I do not see any necessity for their being materially 
increased in the future, except that the people of Berrien county, cannot 
much longer postpone the building of a county court-house, when for a few 
years you may expect a higher rate of taxation. 

What can we do to prevent a further increase of taxation? We should 
require all officers to be honest and faithful in the discharge of their official 
duties; see that they spend no more time in their official capacities than neces- 
sity requires; place in positions of trust men who haye established a reputa- 
tion for honesty and uprightness, and who value their reputation as far more 
binding upon themselves than any that could be imposed by legal bonds. 
Whenever you find it necessary to build at the expense of the tax-payers make 
your buildings permanent, then you will not be compelled to tax the people 
again to replace the same improvement in a few years. Teach the people that 
it is as much a wrong to steal from the public treasury as it is to steal from 
one’s neighbor, and then compel all officials to act in accordance with such 
teaching. ‘This would be a step in the direction of reform, and there is no 
reform that would be more acceptable to the people at this time than a reform 
in taxation. 

As this is a meeting of agriculturists, perhaps we had better consider 
briefly whether ¢hey, as a class, pay any more than their just proportion of 
the taxes of the nation. 

The majority of farmers do not own any taxable property aside from the 
farms they till, and the teams and tools used to cultivate their farms. This is 
property that is visible to the assessor, and not one dollar in five thousand 
of this kind of property escapes his vigilant eye. This is not the case with 
those whose property is in notes, mortgages, stocks, and bonds. This class of 
property is easier to conceal from the assessor, and a large proportion of this 
kind of property does escape taxation. In fact I have known owners of 
this kind of property to change their place of residence for no other reason 
than that their financial affairs were too well known to the assessor where 
they formerly resided. 
How many of you believe that the merchant, manufacturer, lawyer, doctor, 

or the banker pay taxes on more property than they are worth? Ido not 
think there is one present who has any such belief. How is it with the farmer? 
Many of them pay taxes on two or three times as much property as they are 
worth. It is the desire of every farmer—and it is a laudable desire too—to 
own the land he tills, to have a place he can in every sense of the word call 
home, consequently when he becomes possessor of sufficient wealth to pay one- 
half or one-third towards a home, he generally buys, and is virtually a half or 
one-third owner, and yet he must pay taxes upon the whole value of the 
property. He hopes by hard labor and strict economy to be able, some day 
away in the future, to pay the other half cr two-thirds value of this property, 
and become absolutely its owner. Now he is no more than a half or one- 
third owner and yet he must pay the same tax now as he will have to pay 
when by years of toil he adds the other half or two-thirds to the value of his 
estate. 

Is it right to thus hamper a man who is striving to become one of nature’s 
noblemen, the owner of the land he tills and the roof that shelters himself 
and loved ones from the chilling winds of winter? How is it with the men 
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who own the mortgages upon the farm property of Michigan? Do you believe 
it is all entered upon the assessment rolls? I know it is not? 

I know a man who gave a statement of his personal property that was satis- 
factory to the assessor and to those living near, and yet when this estate came 
into the hands of the probate judge it was found that he was paying tax on 
just one-fourth of his personal property. If such a large amount of property 
escapes taxation where all the circumstances are favorable, what may we 
expect under ordinary circumstances where mortgagee and mortgagor live 
long distances apart, where much of the business is done by agents, and where 
many other things tend to mystify and make it necessary for assessors to 
accept just such statements as are given them. But, says one, the law says 
the assessor may swear any person making a statement. Very true, but when 
the law says a thing may be done you can rest doubly assured that it will not 
be done. If that little word may had been shall it would have been of some 
use in obtaining a full statement of this class of taxable property. The 
taxable property of the State of Michigan is eight hundred and ten millions 
of dollars. Governor Croswell, in his message to the Legislature in the year 
1881, says the interests that pay specific taxes, and those which are exempt 
from taxation, are fully four hundred millions more—thus you see there is 
only two-thirds of the property of the State of Michigan that goes upon the 
assessment roll for the purpose of direct taxation. 
What about the property that pays specific taxes ? I find that nearly five- 

sixths of the specific taxes are paid by railroad and street railway companies ; 
about one-sixth by insurance and mining companies. There are a few other 
interests that pay small sums, but none of any importance. 

As mining and insurance companies are local in their nature, we shall 
not consider whether they are justly taxed or not. Not so with railroad com- 
panies. They traverse our State in every direction. State authorities tell us 
that there are but eight counties in the lower, and one in the upper peninsula 
that do not have railroad connections. The same authorities tell us that 
nearly every city and village of any importance, in the southern part of the 
State, have one, and many of them two or more railroad outlets. You must 
readily see that their interests are identical with the interest of the whole 
State, and not with any particular locality. 

I shall not consider whether the specific tax on railroads is too high or too 
low. I presume the rate of taxation was fixed away back, years ago, perhaps 
at a time when the land before mentioned was taxed at twelve cents per acre. 
The tax on our land has increased nearly three times since then. How is it 
with the railroads? They pay the same tax now that they did years ago. 
Would it not have been a lucky hit for the farmer if he could have had his 
rate of taxation permanently fixed years ago, when the rates were lower than 
they are at the present time. I would have every mile of railroad taxed in 
the county where it is located, and I would have them pay the same taxes that 
any other class of property pays, in proportion to the valuation of their prop- 
erty. When taxes were high they should join in the burden. When taxes 
were low they should have the benefit of a low rate, the same as other property. 

There would be less cause of complaint in regard to the question of tax- 
ation, if every class of property was justly assessed, and paid its equal pro- 
portion of the taxes required to maintain the present high standing of our 
government. 

Having occupied your time so long with direct taxation I shall necessarily 
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have to be brief with the subject of indirect taxation. This I believe to be 
the main question before the American people to-day. Our wise men whom 
we have sent as law-makers to our national capital differ upon this subject all 
the way from free trade to high protection. How then do you expect me to 
do this subject justice by attaching it to a subject that has perhaps already 
wearied you. I shall attemptno more than mention a few of the most prom- 
inent features of the question, leaving many important points to be brought 
out in the discussion if the audience so desires. 

Webster’s definition of indirect taxation is a tax on articles consumed, but 
not collected immediately from the consumer. This tax is collected under 
what is known as the tariff laws—a law imposing a tax upon articles imported 
from a foreign country. This tax is paid by those who buy goods in foreign 
lands and bring them to our shores, and the amount of the tax is added to the 
price of the goods as a legitimate part of their cost. 

The importer sells to those who wholesale, and they to those who retail, and 
when imported goods are bought by the consumer, they pay the tax, by pay- 
ing an amount equal to the tax over and above what the goods would have 
cost if they had been imported free of duty. Not only imported goods are 
increased in price by this tax, but home products are also increased. Some 
to the full extent of the tax, some by a portion of the tax, and some are not 
at all increased. Mr. Mill says: A tax on any one article, will as a general 
rule raise the value of the commodity by at least the amount of the tax. 
Other writers on political economy say this: When a home product of an 
article is not equal to the home demand and articles are imported to supply 
the deficiency, the whole amount of the tax will be added to the price of the 
home product. ~ 

This can be illustrated by the article of sugar. We produce a small portion 
of the sugar we use, and import the balance. The tax on sugar ison an aver- 
age, two cents per pound, and the whole amount of the tax is added to the 
cost of the home product. 

Another maxim is this; where home products exceed the home demand, 
and can be imported at a profit, the imposition of a duty on goods of a like 
character will not affect the price of the home product. This can be illus- 
trated by the article of breadstuffs. Although there is an import duty on 
breadstuffs it does not increase the price of the home product a farthing, 
because we export millions of bushels where we import thousands. 

This method of taxation is not looked upon with favor by a large portion of 
our tax-paying citizens. Writers on political economy have laid down as one 
of their maxims, that every subject of a country should contribute to the sup- 
port of the government, in proportion to their respective abilities. Such is 
not the case under the tariff laws. Hach person contributes to the support of 
the government, no¢ in proportion to what he is worth, but in proportion to 
what he consumes. A man of limited means may pay more for the support of 
the government than a rich man. 

I have heard a great deal said within the last few weeks about taxation. 
All complain that their taxes are high. 

This is in reference to direct taxation. What would people say if they 
knew they were paying an indirect tax, as large or larger, than their direct 
tax. One reason we hear so little said about indirect taxation is, because a 

great many people well informed on most subjects, do not know when they 
pay nor how much they pay by indirect taxation. This is not because the 
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people are ignorant, but it is because it is a subject not easily understood, 
requiring more time than the average farmer can give, to clear it from its 
mysteries, and make its workings familiar to the people who pay tax under 
this law. 

About two years ago it became evident to our national law-makers, that 
they were collecting money under the tariff laws, in excess of the needs of 
the government. A commission was appointed by Congress, whose duty it was 
to hold meetings during the adjournment of Congress, and people of all 
classes and professions could appear before this commission, and advocate a 
higher or a lower rate of tariff, as they might think best for their interest ; 
and it was the duty of this commission to report to Congress the result of 
their deliberations, in a bill for a revision of the tariff laws. It was variously 

estimated by different members of Congress, and other officials, that the rev- 
enue might be reduced from seventy to one hundred millions of dollars, with 
safety to our national finances. The commission reported and their report 
resulted in our present tariff law. It now appears by the message of President 
Arthur, that the revenue under the new tariff law will be a reduction of about 
fifty millions of dollars, and he says he has no doubts that still further reduc- 
tions may be wisely made. 

The report of the secretary of the treasury says that from the actual and esti- 
mated receipts and expenditures of the government for the present fiscal year, 
after placing to the credit of the sinking fund a sum that, if continued each 
year, will be an amount sufficient to pay our indebtedness as fast as it becomes 
due, there will remain in the treasury about forty millions of dollars. And 
his estimates for the year ending June 30, 1885, after crediting the proper 
amount to the sinking fund, will be sixty millions of dollars. 
Why need this large amount be collected? Why not collect just enough? 

One of the wisest statesmen in the country says: An overflowing treasury 
always leads to extravagance, to many forms of corruption, and to all manner of 
schemes for getting rid of money. 

But, says one, why not pay our national indebtedness? In answer to that I 
would say that we have come to that pass in our financial affairs where we will 
either have to stop paying our bonds or destroy our present system of national 
currency. However much we may differ in regard to the best system of cur- 
rency for the country, I presume no one would be in favor of impairing the 
present system until another and a better one has been created to take its 
place. 

I fully agree with the president when he says ‘‘ Let the revenue for the next 
four years equal the expenditures, and all difficulties will disappear/’ By way 
of explanation let me say, that Ido not agree with the president, who is in 
favor of increasing the expenditures for the purpose of making receipts and 
expenditures balance, but rather 1 am in favor of reducing taxation to the 
extent that no more money be collected than the needs of the government 
may require. The president and the secretary of!the treasury both recom- 
mend a further reduction of taxation under the tariff laws, but the workings 
of congress are so slow that some time may elapse before any change will be 
made, but any one who is conversant with the sentiment of the American 
people, cannot help but see that a lower rate of taxation must come sooner or 
later. I for one join with those who favor a lower rate of taxation and ask 
that the reduction be made upon farms, factories, shops, and the necessaries 
of life, and not from whisky and tobacco as some advocate. 
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How do the tariff laws affect the farmers of Michigan? What has the 
farmer to sell that is in any way increased in price by reason of the tariff 
laws? What has the farmer to buy that is increased in price by the tariff laws? 
These are questions that should be considered by every farmer, and every one 
ought to be able to decide these questions for himself, after giving the sub- 
jects proper consideration. Aside from the single article of wool what have the 
farmers of the northern states to sell that is in any way increased in price by 
reason of the tariff laws. ‘There were 120,000 farms in Michigan in the year 
1881. Estimating one-half of them to be stocked with sheep, and the average 
price of wool 30 cents per pound, the average amount received for wool by each 
farmer would be less than sixty dollars each. Thus you see there could be no 
very great benefit to the farmers of Michigan from this article alone. What 
does the farmer buy that is increased in price by the tariff laws? All articles 
any part of which is made of iron, steel, lead, copper, or nickel; all stoneware, 
glassware, and earthenware; all manufactured woolen goods; sugar, paints, 
oils, over 100 kinds of drugs, and a great many other articles unnecessary to 
mention. ‘Thus you see the farmer cannot buy very many tools used upon the 
farm, or articles used in the household, without paying out more under this 
law than any benefit he can receive under the law. I do think a wrong was 
done to the farmers of this country in reducing the tariff on wool without 
making a corresponding reduction in the tariff on manufactured woolen goods. 
Aside from the tax imposed by the tariff laws is another tax, called by some 
an incidental tax. This is an increase in price upon the home product of an 
article equal in amount to the tax upon the imported article. This tax is not 
paid to the government. 

This can be illustrated by the article of sugar. The tariff tax is, on an 
average, two cents per pound on sugar. The increase in price on the home 
grown product would be called an incidental tax, and is not paid to the gov- | 
ernment, but to the pro—, I came very near saying the producer. If such 
was the case it would remove one of the most serious objections to this inci- 
dental tax, but it is thought that only a small portion goes to the producer and 
the lion’s share to the refiners and wholesale dealers. And I have no doubt 
that a like result will be the case with any other industry that is stimulated by 
this incidental tax, a small part will go to the producer and the larger part to 
those who handle the goods, between the producer and consumer. 

There must be some industry that can bear a reduction in indirect taxation 
without any detriment to the country. We have the richest copper mines in 
the world; some of them pay a quarterly dividend of twenty per cent, eighty 
per cent per annum. Shares of stock, whose par value is $25.00, seil in the 
market for $225 per share. We have the richest iron mines in the world. We 
have Bessemer steel works that pay a dividend of 22 per cent, and then have 
a surplus on hand Jarger than their original capital. 

As a general rule when any industrial interest gets rich enough that they 
turn their attention to making governors, congressmen, supreme judges, and 
the like, it is a pretty good sign that they no longer need protection. As I 
have said before, our law makers are ranged along the line, from free trade to 
high protection. I think a very few want free trade, and a very few want high 
protection ; the majority I think stand on middle ground, and are in favor of 
raising ample revenue for the needs of the government—no more—no less. 
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HOUSE AND HOME. 

BY MRS. C. H. WINES. 

[Read at Chelsea Institute.] 

There’s many a house without a home within its walls. ‘There’s many a 
home without a house in which to dwell. It is only when the two are com- 
bined, that the most perfect end is reached, or greatest happiness realized. 
Home, like all other institutions, has its external form and internal power. 
We, ourselves, furnish a good illustration of this. The house the physical; the 
home the spiritual, or the soul. The house the structure; the home the liv- 
ing, acting force within. For some it is easier to build a house, for others to 
make a home. In my girlhood days, I had a friend reared by kind, Christian 
parents, in a home where neither poverty nor riches dwelt; but where love, 
charity, and honor abode. The lesson of such a home developed a beautiful 
character. She became an obedient, loving daughter; an affectionate, patient 
wife; atender, faithful, Christian mother. Five children were hers, to care 
for and rear for eternity, when, by a long train of adverse circumstances, and 
the unfaithfulness of her companion, she was reduced to poverty. In fancy, 
I see now the sweetness and smile upon her face, as she told me of the time 
spent in prayer for reconciliation and wisdom, to enable her to make a home, 
a pleasant home, in a shanty standing in a mill- yard, with no fence to teil the 
passer-by where dooryard ended, or millyard began. Even lumbermen did not 
know their limits, but if more convenient, at times adorned the front yard 
with their merchandise. So small was the house that she went across the 
street to a friend and asked for a small room that she neatly furnished for her 
two oldest daughters’ sleeping-room ; for in poverty she must never lose sight 
of the fact that they must be respected, they must be refined. When she had 
done all in her power for the external part, and found it far, very far below 
what she had been wont to possess and enjoy as her own, instead of repining, 
she set herself to work with great zeal to counteract the loss the external part 
suffered, by a richness and fullness of the spirit within. Nowhere could a 
better example be found of patience or forbearance ; pardoning and pitying 
coarseness in others, yet never indulging in it herself; covering, with Chris- 
tian charity, the sins of many, yet always maintaining for her own family a 
high standard. By some secret power of love, she attracted those who were 
far above her in this world’s goods, and in her plain garments never seemed 
out of place in their circle; for the glow on her cheek, and the benevolence 
of her heart, seemed to ray forth, and to diffuse over them a pleasureable 
sense, like that of a soft, bright day. The influence of this home developed 
truthfulness and worth in her children. No memory is more dear to them 
than the faith of their mother in that humble home. 

I know a home, no, it is only a house, built in a beautiful city, with all the 

splendor that would seem at all necessary for comfort, pleasure, and happiness. 
One year was spent in planning, devising, procuring, and anticipating. It did 
not lack the beauty which architect. could devise. Into its cosy rooms was 
brought an abundance of all the necessary comforts. It did not miss the 
adornment that costly furnishing goods could afford. ‘The richness and 
beauty which art could give were supplied. Many a passer-by exclaimed, 
‘**What a pleasant home!’ But it was only the physical part; it was only 

29 
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a structure reared. The living, acting, feeling, or enjoying part was still to 
be supplied. The inmates came. In honor they were not stern and chaste. 
In forbearance they were not disciplined. Christian charity they knew not. 
They were not faithful in love. Impatience manifested itself at the slightest 
occasion ; indeed, she seemed to sway the sceptre, and they became her willing 
subjects. Words unkind, often severe, resounded from those beautiful walls. 
Unrest, unquiet, everything foreign to a loving, peaceful, home entered there, 
and was nourished and cherished until love was turned to hatred, and they 
went out and left the beautiful house, because no home was there. Could 
gold have bought it, it would have been purchased at a great price and borne 
to the rich mansion and prized above all other treasures. But alas, they 
knew not how to obtain it. They knew not, if only both would stretch forth 
the hand, and lay hold of what was within their grasp, and bring in the spirit 

of forbearance, sympathy, and love, it would have been to them the choicest 
spot on earth, a haven of rest, a harbor affording protection from the storm, 
strife, and turmoil of outer life. 
From the above illustrations, we find that house is not all there is of home. 

Happy is he or she who understands this, and when the home is built is able 
to furnish it with just what will accord to them the comforts and delights of a 
genuine home. Could these be catalogued, and all we had to do was to select, 
order, and pay bills, the amount of social happiness would be greatly augu- 
mented. Could there be rules given that would bring us direct to this coveted 
goal, how many an anxious student would be found pouring over them, full of 
hope and bright anticipations? Are we then left as a mariner without a com- 
pass, driven hither and thither, without any knowledge of our bearings; 
counting ourselves lucky if we reach the haven, and it as only one of the 
incidents of life, if we are left to be tossed about as long as we live? Ah! no, 
the good Father knew and cared for this wantin our nature. His golden 
rule, his oft repeated instructions to love one another, to bear with one another, 
will cover the entire ground. But as many a student in mathematics will 
read again and again a rule, and yet with befogged mind, fail to know how to 
apply it to bring the desired result, so we read these blessed precepts over and 
over. We listen to our pastor’s beautiful lessons drawn therefrom, we hear 
them demonstrated, see them illustrated, and yet do not allow them to control 
our lives, our acts, our homes. 

Again, we repeat, the first great quality of a perfect home, is the love the 
inmates bear each other. If it is found in father and mother, it is sure to 
exist in brother and sister. A circle whose members are all engaged in the 
interchange of the offices of love, cannot be an unhappy one. I remember a 
professor telling his class in mental philosophy, that it is a law of our being 
that those to whom we show kindness we learn to love, and those whom we 
injure, we learn to hate. Is not this then, the strongest argument for acts of 
kindness, daily and constantly in the family circle? If each tries to be 
unselfish it will be an easy matter. Study to know what will produce happi- 
ness; what will produce misery. Indulge the one and avoid the other. 

I have no sympathy with the many articles found in our papers, which 
make almost the entire weal or woe of a household depend upon the wife. 
The care of the house is her especial province; not so the happiness of the 
home. It is true, very much of the latter depends upon the former. A house 
in disorder would be but a poor place for social enjoyment and culture. A 
house untidily kept is a poor aid to cultivation of manner and personal appear- 
ance. A house poorly supplied with daily food will not best tend to evenness 
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of temper and amiable spirits. A house whose avenues of daily expenses are 
not well guarded, will not be apt to furnish means for occasional luxuries. 
And as all beauty acts with a moral influence upon our hearts, so I say, a house 
with naked walls and destitute of the many little simple, bright adornings, 
which so enliven and cheer our hearts, is not the best home in which to feed 
our moral natures. A few days since I visited in a home made so pretty by 
the skill and taste of the young wife, that I felt it would be wrong not to show 
my appreciation of her effort. I said (I presume with a good degree of 
enthusiasm): ‘‘I think your house is so pretty, so bright, so cheery.’’ I 

- watched for a moment the blush on her cheek, and then came the reply that 
pleased me above all others: ‘‘That’s just what Charlie says. He says the 
moment he opens the door, it seems so bright and cheerful’? Who can say 
what may be the influence of such a home over a man with any appreciative 
faculty in his nature? Had he seen the ornaments, one by one, he would 
have thought them of no worth, but by skillfully arranging, by properly blend- 
ing the colors, by brightening up dark corners, by filling in the waste places, 
the house was made beautiful, and the home became lovely, the inmates 
happy. 

Think not that happiness is a property that exists in the ornaments. What 
will produce joy in one household, may not in another. Study to know the 
tastes of your husband. Learn the wishes of your own wife. Inquire after 
the pleasures of your own son. Purchase the delights of your own daughter. 
Rest content, nay, not so, but count yourself happy, if you can by any means 
bring joy into your own home. Think carefully before you say to a friend, I 
would not indulge my husband in this; or I would not do that for my wife. 
You know not what you may be doing. What costs you one dollar, may cost 
your neighbor one dollar and much unhappiness therewith. Prescribe for 
another in buying and selling stock. Let another advise with you in matters 
of loss and gain, but you alone must best understand how to make your own 
home. Make it a place where Contentment sits enthroned, where a welcome 
ever awaits you; whose warmth and love robs all vexation of its anger, takes 
all weight from annoyances, and redeems you from care. In darkness and 
trouble it will lead you away, to taste the fullness of joy which the good 
inherit. It will strengthen your every virtue. And then, when you have this 
almost perfect home, over against you is set an enemy, the destroyer Death, 
whose shafts, sooner or later, will surely be sent to gather its inmates to that 
perfect home, in the beautiful house of Our Father, which has many mansions. 

RELATION OF THE FARMER TO THE DISTRICT SCHOOL. 

BY MRS. W. T. ADAMS. 

[Read at Grand Rapids Institute.] 

Mr. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,—I have tried in vain till the 
last week to think of something to say on the subject chosen for me. I have 
repeatedly asked myself, why did your committee want me to write anything 
on this subject when there were teachers from our Agricultural College and the 
learned men and women who might have been chosen from our city and 
vicinity? Till I could solve this problem it was of no use for me to try to 
write. This morning when washing the lamp chimneys the answer came to 
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me like an inspiration. I thought of the student who showed his lamp chim- 
ney to a certain college professor and asked why there was always a dark streak 
around the center? ‘The professor gave a philosophical explanation, but the 
student told him it was because his finger was not long enough to reach any 
farther. I thought the institute did not want a scientific answer, but simply a 
woman’s idea, so I will tell what I know about ‘‘The Farmers’ . Relations to 
the District School.’? Usually the school is but a haphazard relation of all 
the farmers in the district except the school officers. The honors or emolu- 
ments of a district school officer are not so great that, in a struggle to secure 
them, they should cause any unpleasantness in the neighborhood. We are all 
interested in haying prosperous schools, and to promote the public good should 
be the chief aim of the school officers. The relationship is not always ali it 
should be. Sometimes the board select the text books to be used; they pro- 
vide a school house furnished. When sumptuously furnished they are provided 
with a dictionary, besides the desk, chair, stove, water pail, and dipper, which 
are found in allschool-houses. After satisfying themselves that there is plenty 
of fuel, and that the broken window panes are replaced by whole ones, they 
rest in self-complacency, thinking their duty is well done, and that their rela- 
tionship to the district school is at an end, to be reéstablished only when an 
order is to bo drawn on the assessor. ‘The parents should occasionally visit the 
school and by their presence encourage both teacher and pupils, thus showing 
that they feel an interest in their progress in learning. If, when visiting a 
school, you see the teacher look up over his glasses at some of the mischievous 
lads and he should happen to say, ‘‘ Boys, ’m a watchin’ on ye,”’ you will find 
that there is a defect somewhere, and as if you did not wish to own any rela- 
tionship. It is of the greatest importance to have careful, conscientious 
teachers that the children under their care may receive the proper training, 
both by precept and example. The moral discipline that should be commenced 
in the home should be continued and enforced by the teacher; eradicate all 
false ideas from the head and heart; if the child can learn the principles of 
justice, the man will practice them; the school cannot teach religion, but it 
can teach purity and honesty. 

As fifty-seven per cent of the population of the United States are engaged 
in agricultural pursuits it is necessary that this class should receive good 
educational advantages that civilization may make continued advancement. 
By law it is the duty of parents to send children between the ages of eight and 
fourteen years to a public school for at least twelve weeks in each year, but as 
parents in general want their children to become educated, they do not have 
to be compelled to send them to school. It is injudicious to have a child who 
is slow to learn take history till a habit of study is formed; if undertaken 
before the mind can comprehend it it will be difficult to overcome their 
aversion to it. ‘The same may be said of grammar and some other studies. 
Where the child has a natural taste for any particular study it can be com- 
menced earlier than a branch for which they have no liking. On any occasion 
when extra help is needed at home the children must, of course, stay out to 
help, assuch an interruption in their studies would stimulate them in their efforts 
to be smart, and learn in one day what the others had learned in their absence ; 
and it would serve as a means of discipline to the teacher in learning patience 
to bear other ills of life as they may overtake her; then in after years, should 
she ever be called upon to write an essay for a farmers’ institute, she may be 
able to bear the interruptions and overcome the obstacles that are in her way, 
and remain ‘‘Calm and unruffied as the summer sea.’? ‘The world is a school 
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in which we all learn life’s lessons; our first commences before we are old 
enough to enter the school room, our last closes only when we lay life’s 
burdens down. We receive our preparatory course in the district or graded 
school, seminary or college as the case may be, according to our location, and 
according to what our life work is to be. I would be glad if every farmer’s 
son and daughter could have a thorough collegiate education, especially if 
they intend to make farming their profession. All have not the taste or 
inclination to go through college. Some who would be glad of a higher 
education, from force of circumstances, can not avail themselves of the advan- 
tages to be gained by it, but by a judicious use of the odd moments can gather 
up a fund of useful knowledge. 
Many of our ablest men acquired their early education at the district school, 

and in some instances their advantages were very meager, often with the 
privilege of only a few months, in winter, in the district school. Their school 
houses were rude buildings, scatteringly placed over the country; their books 
were few and often their teachers were self-taught, but they, by the discipline 
received in acquiring knowledge, could better sympathize with and teach 
those who were under their care and instruction. 

If by a practical use of knowledge, the fertility of the soil could be 
increased so that farming would be as remunerative as other professions, we 
would not hear so many remarks about book-farming. An old man who was 
a little daft was in the habit of cutting pictures out of newspapers and calling 
them money. In reply to the lady’s question whether they would pass for 
money, he said: ‘‘ Put a little silver with them, and they go first-rate.” If 
the farmer will put common-sense with his book-learning, it will have the 
same effect the silver did on the pictures. There are none who so much need 
common-sense, or need so much of if, as the farmers; they, of all people, 
should be highly educated for they are, of necessity, much alone, many times 
without society only what is around their own fireside. If the farmer and his 
sons have nothing to think of above the work in their hands, or his wife and 
daughters no thought only of the drudgery of housework and the endless 
routine of getting breakfast, dinner, and supper three hundred and sixty-five 
days in a year, labor loses some of the *‘ dignity ’’ that many can see in it; if 
uneducated, they can never escape ignorant company, but, with a cultivated 
taste, they can take some book of travel and make a tour of the world with 
the author for a companion, and enjoy the society of the learned in the old 
world or the new. 

Farmers of to-day are not the isolated class they were fifteen years ago, 
unless they remain so from choice. We have the Grange now where we may 
meet and friend hold fellowship with friend. Those who are within the gates 
know its educational and social privileges, but all who meet their members 
must feel the refining influence it has exerted over the farmers and their 
families. 

The physical education should not be neglected; there is usually abundant 
opportunity for full development on the farm without joining a college regatta 
to insure it. Farmers’ children are full of human nature, and in this respect 
are much like the rest of humanity. I have not spoken of the financial rela- 
tion existing between the farmer and the school, which is sometimes dearer 
than all others, and may prove to be sertously dear if we have a few seasons 
like the past one. If I thought it allowable to speak about our system of tax- 
ation I would not feel justified in saying aught against it till I was prepared to 

_ offer a better one. As taxation has seemed to be the most difficult subject of 
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legislation for the men, it may be the better part of valor for women to keep 
silence with regard to it; but they will wonder sometimes why a Paris farmer 
should pay nearly as much in school tax as a Wyoming farmer pays in school, 
town, county, and State tax combined, when the farms of each contain the 
same number of acres, and the personal property is about equal. Johnson 
says, ‘‘ We cease to wonder at what we understand.’’ So will some one explain 
why the relationship is varied in a fractional district according to the township 
in which the farmer may happen to live. 

If you deem my remarks rambling or washy I will say, by way of excuse, I 
have not had time to gather them together and boil them down, and if I have 
failed in my efforts in presenting this subject to you to your satisfaction, please 
remember that life is made up of disappointments, and count this as one of 
them. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mrs. A. V. Weatherwax led the discussion which followed. In speaking of 
the expenses of maintaining the district school she said: When we think that 
our schools form the intelligence of the common classes, the school taxes are 
nothing. Three doliars and twenty-five cents per capita is not extravagant. 
The relation of the district school to the pupil is like father to son. America 
owes the patriotism of her citizens to the schools. Never take the word of a 
teacher regarding a pupil, but go and see for yourself. People should visit 
their schools oftener. Farmers should, at least, take as much interest in the 
schools as they do in the stock yards. If the teacher has a hobby, make a 
change and get a teacher as near perfection as possible. 

Cleanliness is too often neglected in district schools. A dirty school-house 
has a bad effect on the scholars; it promotes slovenly habits and carelessness 
in dress. 

Another defect is the parents’ ambition to have their children study higher 
branches when the teacher is incompetent to teach them, or to urge pupils 
into studies that are far beyond their reach. I have seen children from eight 
to eleven years old, who could not even read, studying grammar and geography. 

As for temperance. There is not a school in Michigan but what ought to 
have temperance principles taught as much as the English branches. ‘To get 
rid of an evil commence at the root. 

Dr. Kedzie said the difficulty in the common schools is that we teach too 
many branches, and not enough of each. We don’t go to the bottom. Make 
the studies fewer and learn them thoroughly. 

THE FARMER IN SOCIETY. 

BY MRS. A. M. WOODRUFF. 

{Read at Berrien Institute.] 

There has been, and is now to a certain extent, an idea prevalent with 
farmers that in order to be independent, they must pay no attention whatever 
to the forms of social etiquette, to give no thought to the clothes they wear, or 
the manner in which they wear them. ‘There is a small foundation for these 
opinions. When we consider the silly, frivolous, foppish airs practiced by 
some persons living in cities and villages, we do not wonder the sound, sensible 
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mind turns a deaf ear to any thing which tends in that direction. Yet there 
are manners and customs belonging to good society which make it our duty to 
inform ourselves, so as to become agreeable to those with whom we associate. 
In looking over the history of society in the last century, it appears to be 
divided into four classes—aristocracy of intellect, aristocracy of wealth, the 
middle class, and the farmer; in all cases placing the farmer at the bottom of 
the social scale. Let us consider for a moment the cause. 
We are told, in order to take a good position in society, we must have respect 

for the thoughts and feelings of others, to be welcomed by cultured people we 
must seek to improve those faculties of the mind which will lead us to higher 
thoughts and nobler purposes. The world moves, and in order to progress we 
must not expect to jog along in a stage coach in these days of fast express 
trains. Manners and customs which were suitable one hundred years ago are 
hardly acceptable at the present time. Many a mind with golden thoughts is 
so shabbily clothed it fails to be appreciated. Of course we must have the 
thoughts to clothe or the clothing avails us nothing. A minister of the gospel 
whose whole appearance is slovenly, fails to flash the truth into the hearts of 
his hearers. The merchant who shows his independence by keeping articles 
which he thinks people ought to purchase, soon learns his customers go where 
their wishes are respected. 

The first indispensable requisite for good society is education. This the 
average farmer has neglected. ‘The farmer has more time for mental 
improvement than any other class of laboring men (we would not advance 
the idea the learned professor is not a laboring man, for his duties are arduous 
and his labors great). He is sure of the long winter evenings, and if he has 
the taste, energy, or ability to improve them by acquiring useful knowledge, 
he will rise above mediocrity. We must come to this conclusion. If we are 
at the bottom of the social scale, we may well say in the words of Cassius: 
“The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but ourselves that we are under- 
lings.” The farmer whose whole mind is centered upon making money, own- 
ing all the land within his reach; who rules his family with a rod of iron, who 
is not willing his children should have any social advantages, who looks upon 
visiting as a waste of time, finds as he nears the boundary of life, he has 
failed to reap that fruitage which is not only a pleasure to his friends, but a 
comfort to himself. One thing we can look back to with pleasure. Many of 
our great and good statesmen came from the farm. But read their 
biographies, and we see the the desire to rise in the world while they are quite 
young. ‘They rise in the minds of their associates. There is a social mag- 
netism about them which makes them leaders while in youth. If our boys 
and girls will read carefully the lives of Washington, Benjamin Franklin, 
President Edwards, and our illustrious Garfield, they will see how careful these 
noble men were in the cultivation of every positive virtue, in the weeding out from 
their characters of every vice and frailty; how they loved excellence, and how 
hard they strove to attain it, and that it was by no accident that they became 
men of mighty and long-enduring influence. i 

The position of woman is that which has always given the key to civilization. 
The mothers of the men of the nation were noble women, the language of 
their prayers being, ‘“‘I ask not for my children riches or worldly honors or 
fame; but I ask that they may be subjects of Thy converting grace,” the 
result being men of power. If the mother is true and tender, loving and 
heroic, patient and self-devoted, she consciously and unconsciously organizes 
and puts in operation a set of influences that do more to mold the destiny 
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of the nation than any man, uncrowned by power of eloquence, can possibly 
effect. There is no other possible way in which the women of the nation can 
organize their influence and power that will tell so beneficially upon society 
and the State. We must give to all kindly courtesy for we know not their sore 
need ; but above everything we must be courteous to those who are in our own 
homes. Gentle manners must be taught like music. If a girl waits until she 
is quite advanced in age before touching the organ or piano, it will take much 
practice to play passably, while if she tip-toes up to the piano and strikes the 
keys as soon as she can stand alone, she will grow up, other things being equal, 
its mistress. If we would have young people become familiar with the habits 
of good society we must begin with them early, and teach them by example 
as well as dictation. 

Social intercourse is in fact the consequence of a necessity felt by men and 
women for new channels of thought and new impulses of feeling. 
We read books for the very same purpose. And as it is impossible even for 

the most dissimilar persous to be near each other, to be daily seen and brought 
into contact in the business of life without insensibly producing deep impres- 
sions and working changes of feeling and character not easily removed, the 
books we choose as companions Jeave deep impressions upon our natures. 

Our mind was forcibly impressed with the above thought from reading a 
short article in the Inter-Ocean entitled ‘‘ What do your boys read?’? Four 
boys in Milwaukee were arrested upon numerous charges of incendiarism, 
which revealed the fact that they had a pirate’s den; kept on hand a large 
supply of cigarettes, chewing tobacco, etc., and swore in members with a cast 
iron oath. It was reported that these boys were members of respectable 
families, regularly attended the public schools, and were in good standing in 
their classes, but were instructed in such depravity by vicious literature. One 
called himself “ Peck’s Bad Boy,’’ another had a “Cowboy story”’ on his person. 
The father and mother in these days who, when there are floods of good books 
and magazines of the most beautiful and interesting character for the young, 
permit vicious and pernicious publications in the home, incur a fearful respon- 
sibility; are treading on very dangerous ground, ‘‘sowing the wind only to 
reap the whirlwind.’’ 
A few farmers have made for themselves a position in society, and they 

deserve much credit for perseverance and energy, as they had not the social 
advantages their friends in the city possessed. The young farmer who does 
not seek to rise in the social scale will, in the far busy future, look back to- 
these golden opportunities and regret that he did not grasp them. Knowledge, 
that pearl of great price, is given to those only who prefer it toignorance, and 
we can make it truly and usefully our own by appropriate application. 

LIFE ON THE FARM. 

BY D. M,. ORR. 

[Read at Caro Institute.] 

Mr. CualRMAN :—Life on the farm may be one of the happiest conditions 
‘a man can be placed in here on this mundane sphere, or it may be one of the 
most miserable—he may live, simply live. 
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“This world is not so bad a world 
As some would like to make it, 

Whether good or whether bad, 
Depends on how you take it.” 

Very many drag out an existence of self-imposed slavery, little less than the 
serfdom of some of the European countries. The facts are too many farmers 
try todo too much. The making of money, the accumulation of wealth, 
seems to absorb every other interest; and this applies to the farmer with as 
great force as to any other class of men. Although his condition might be 
very much bettered, he seems to think that he is doing about as well he can, 
not having ever known what the possibilities of a farm life are. It is work, 
work, all the time from early morning until night, year after year, when he 
finds himself an old man in the prime of years. At thirty-five he is as old in 
appearance as he ought to be at sixty. He then stops in his career for money, 
and asks himself these questions, Why am I ruined in health? How is it that 
this terrible life struggle, those sleepless nights, with all this hurry and worry, 
have brought me only misery and premature old age? My accumulations have 
sapped my very vitals without giving that imaginary something for which I have 
been so arduously striving. Is this the normal condition of the race? Is this 
allthere is of earth life? Iam told, andI believe it, that this life is prepara- 
cory to the happiness of the next, and does that preparation simply consist in 
hard work all the week, and perhaps attending church on Sunday, going home 
without knowing anything about the subject of the sermon, having been asleep 
during the service? No, this is not that preparation spoken of. This is all 
wrong; no man or woman should work so hard as to exhaust themselves to the 
extent of being unable to keep awake ; for such prostration induces disease and 
calls for stimulating drinks, either of which brings on old age and premature 
decay. Nothing, unless it be rest and sleep, will restore the system to its normal 
condition. But every such depression of the vital forces brings more gray hairs 
each time, and renders recuperation more difficult. The over-worked man, the 
tired man, is in a comatose condition ; whatever he does, he does mechanically, 
not knowing hardly how or why he does it. This condition of things destroys 
all desire for literary attainments of every kind; and the farmer comes to 
believe that literature and a knowledge of the sciences belong to a class of men 
with more brains, better opportunities, and more time than they have; and 
thus they pass through life more miserable, more unhappy, because unsatisfied 
than almost any other class of men with whom I am acquainted. He dies 
without ever having known what true joys of farm life are. No man has any 
moral right to so use himself that he cannot discharge those moral and civil 
obligations he owes himself, his family, and his fellow men. His creation 
demands of him a proper development of his physical, together with the high- 
est possible attainment of the mental, that he may transmit this unimpared to 
his offspring, is a demand that that offspring has to make. That these condi- 
tions are kept inviolate is a necessity that society has a right to enforce. 

Such a state of things renders him incapable of defending his own inter- 
ests, in case it becomes necessary. Asa proof of this, we have only to look 
at his transactions with the middle-men, who infest our land, and of whom 
the farmers are continually complaining, It is true, they make their money 
out of the farmer. He is the dupe of all classes of business; but there is no 
one to blame but himself. He will take little or no pains to protect himself 
in his business, as nearly every other business does. They have so little con- 
fidence in one another, that they dare not trust their interests in the hands of 

30 
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an agent appointed by themselves. Granges have been organized in many 
places, and I understand some of them have paid well, especially in the older 
portion of the State. ‘Those, however, that were at one time running in Tus- 
cola county, have either gone down, or exist only in name, all for want of con- 
fidence, and a knowledge of its true interests. The result is that he has to 
feed and clothe the world, without receiving enough to pay him but a very 
small profit for his produce. Whatever is bought, is on credit; his debts 
accumulate, until his anxiety becomes akin to misery. Under such cireum- 
stances, it is impossible for him to be cheerful, happy, or even social. He 
feels that he is going down hill becomes discouraged, neglects his business, or 
makes another venture, which may either help him out, or get him further 
down. This haphazard way of doing things, is the way too many of our 
farmers go to work ; then they call it luck, good or bad, depending on how the 
venture turns out. We see this more particularly in the purchase and hand- 
ling of thoroughbred stock by men who are novices in the business. They 
conclude to purchase a particular kind of cattle, because they are popular; 
others have succeeded, and why cannot they? He goes to some one who adver- 
tises their stock, and not being posted, is no great judge, and the individual 
who has the animals to sell, praises their good qualities, but never mentions 
their poor ones, for very few breeders will sell their best animals. The result 
is he has bought this man’s culls. Now, they possess all the defects of the 
breed. When he comes to breed from them, he may get now and then a fine 
representative of the race, but the chances of success are against him, and he 
makes up his mind that raising high priced cattle don’t pay. 

He now concludes, after having found on the wrong side of the balance 
sheet several hundred dollars, to try a wheat crop. He goes to work, and fits 
his ground and puts in his crop; he never, or seldom knows what it has cost 
him; it comes up in due time, has a good color, and he begins to think that 
he has struck oil. And at harvest time he feels that thirty bushels per acre 
isn’t to large. He cuts it, puts it into the barn, and threshes it; he takes it to 
the market and gets ninety-three cents per bushel for it, he goes home, pays 
his help, and borrows the money to pay his thresh bill. He now thinks the 
fates are against him, and so they are and always will be until he makes up 
his mind to become acquainted with the business he wishes to pursue, and I 
think the best way would be for them to organize a grange, or some other pro- 

_ tection, take some good agricultural paper, buy some work or works treating 
upon the subject, read up, become posted. Until he does so, he will hardly 
succeed, for life is too short, and most farmers have too little capital at their 
command to learn by experimenting alone. He concludes tosell the farm and 
move into town, and in too many instances a few years finds them without a 
dollar, discouraged, and but a wreck of his former self. During this time the 
the wife and mother has acted a very important part; she has worked and 
made a slave of herself, until broken down in health, and she too is but a 
wreck, while comparatively young in years. She has worked for her girls 
while they were reading some popular novel, or examining the latest fashion 
plate. She has wept, and prayed for her boys, who left their homes before 
the farm was given up, some of whom are in the far west, while the where- 
abouts of the others are unknown. 

This dear, good mother thinks it is her duty to do all the work and wait 
upon her darlings, that they may have time to read and store their minds with 
knowledge. Indeed, if it was useful knowledge then that good mother would 
not have worked in vain, for I believe it to be man’s highest duty to acquire 
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all the knowledge he possibly can, not only for the happiness and joy it 
affords him here, but for the additional reason that he starts out again right 
where he leaves off, If there is one evil which is a great deal worse than 
another it is this light reading, this fictitious literature; it is a deadly poison 
to any young mind. Notwithstanding, we find in most families and circulat- 
ing libraries that the majority of the books are of this class. This is because 
of a perverted taste in the one case, and because their books are more eagerly 
sought after in the other. Both are doing their work much faster than all 
the doctors of divinity can undo, and the seeds of mental disease are being 
sown broadcast all over the land. Let fathers and mothers look to it that 
their children are supplied with good, healthy literature. Boys and girls will 
be satisfied with life on the farm providing they are allowed those things a 
well directed fancy indicates. Let fathers understand that strong desires in 
his boys disappointed at home will seek them elsewhere, and the chances are 
that bad associations will cause an intemperate indulgence in those pastimes 
and recreations that would otherwise have been harmless; not only so, but 
beneficial. 

Let not this too much, my friends, 
Disturb thy honest breast; 

This partial view of human kind, 
Is surely not the best. 

The dark side of life belongs to those who are continually making mistakes 
without ever profiting by them, blue and sour with never a smile or kind word. 
There are many things that perplex the farmer, and mar his happiness, most of 
which can be remedied by becoming acquainted with the true condition of life, 
for every human being is endowed with that which will render him happy; the 
only difficulty is to know how to use it after he has developed it. Hverything 
we find implanted in the breast of man, we believe to be right because an All- 
wise Being placed it there. And for every desire, he has created a correspond- 
ing something to gratify that desire. Now, the thing for man to do is to 
learn how to make a temperate use of those gratifications. ‘To do this, and 
bring them into farm life, renders the farm one of the most desirabie places 
on earth. It brings wisdom, charity, and love into the household, and makes 
home a little Heaven. Farm life is the natural condition of the race. ‘‘ Dust 
thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return,’’? was spoken by God, of man, show- 
ing his relations to earth to be natural. The tiiler of the soil has a right, and 
ought to be, the wisest, the most charitable, happiest, and noblest of his race. 
For his associations are of such a character, and his surroundings of such a 
nature that he is brought in continuous contact with the elements of human 
happiness. The richest store-house for the intellect is there, geology, botany, 
chemistry, and entomology, these afford a rich harvest for thought and study ; 
these the children can be taught and be brought in contact with Nature’s 
laws, thereby creating in them a love for something substantial and good. 
So employ their time that none will become disgusted with the labor in hand ; 
Give them an opportunity to gratify their desire for recreations. Furnish 
those recreations yourself rather than to trust to a stranger in after years. 
Keep their confidence and they will come to believe that home is the most 
lovely spot on earth. At the base of the prosperity of any people, and especi- 
ally that of ours, lies this great principle: Make labor fashionable at home 
by means of the powerful influences of early home education. Endeavor to 
invest practical labor with an interest that will cheer the heart of each mem- 
ber of the family, and thereby you will give to your household the grace, 
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peace, refinement, and attraction which God designed a home should possess. 
The truth is we must talk more, think more, work more, and act more in 
reference to the question relating to home on the farm. The training and 
improving of the physical, intellectual, social, and moral powers and senti- 
ments of the youth of our country require something more than the school- 
house, academy, college, and university. 

The young mind should receive judicious training in the field, in the garden, 
in the barn, in the parlor, in the kitchen; in a word, around the hearthstone, 
on the farm. Whatever intellectual attainments the son may have acquired, 
he is unfit to go forth into society if he has not had thrown around him the 
genial and purifying influences of parents, sisters, brothers, and the man- 
saying influence of the family government. The nation must always look for 
virtue, wisdom, and strength to the education that controls and shapes the 
home policy of the family circle. There can be no love of country where 
there is no love of home. Patriotism, true and genuine, the only kind worthy 
of a name, derives its mighty strength from fountains that gush out around 
the hearthstone, and those who forget to cherish the household interests, will 
soon learn to look with indifference upon the interests of their common 
country. 

Then ornament your homes with intelligence, goodness, and loveliness. 
Surround them with lawns, trees, and flowers; it costs but very little, none 
are too poor to have these lovely surroundings. A home so furnished will not 
willingly be abandoned, and will be left, when the inevitable time for parting 
comes, with regret, and with an unquenchable desire to return and renew old 
and pleasing associations, and where such a love of the beautiful prevails, it is 
it is likely to pervade all the business of the farm; fence corners will be 
cleared of noxious weeds, dead trees and leafless branches will not cumber the 
orchard, barn yards will not reek with filth, barns and sheds will not exhibit 
great gaps through which the wintry winds, with keen tooth, may bite the 
shivering stock, but general love of order will show itself in thrift and com- 
fort. On such a farm, at least, there will be no question but that farming 
pays, besides being a place of love and happiness. I deny that the tiller of 
the soil is by nature intellectually inferior to any other class of men; they are 
just as capable of becoming acquainted with the sciences, which pertain to 
agriculture, and more susceptible of natural influences than their more sturdy 
neighbors. 

So take courage, my farmer friends, and organize for the defense of your 
interests, fill your libraries with useful books, and agricultural papers. Study 
them during the long winter evenings, and at other times, though you have to 
take two or three hours from your business, you will be the better and wiser 
for it. You are then not only fitted for the dignity of the farm, but you are 
capable of filling any position in the gift of the people. Educate your girls, 
bring them up to habits of industry, give them a reasonable time for rest and 
recreation, remembering that on them depends the welfare of our country, for 
they are to be its future mothers. Horseback riding is one of the finest rec- 
reations for girls in the world; it strengthens and invigorates the physical, it 
exhilarates and tones the mental. Croquet, archery, lawn-tennis, and ‘all 
harmless out-door games should be furnished for them. Nothing will do them 
more good than out-of-door exercise during the ‘summer months, and in the 
winter in-door games, together with healthy literature should pass the long 
winter evenings away. Let boys whose parents are poor, or who have no 
parents at all, remember that recognition and success does not depend on 
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wealthy or influential friends. Many men who have been obscure in their 
origin and birth have been great and glorious in death. In reading the lives 
of eminent men who have greatly distinguished themselves, we find that nine 
out of every ten passed their youth and early manhood in fierce battles with 
poverty, privations, and hardships. This early drill has given them self- 
reliance. Thrown on their own resources they learn to shift for themselves. 
Pythagoras said, ‘‘ability and necessity dwell neareach other.’? Ben. John- 
son followed his avocation with a trowel in his hand and a book in his pocket. 
Hugh Miller, the great geologist, was a poor stone-cutter. Benj. Franklin, 
the philosopher, was a poor printer boy. Demosthenes was the son of a cut- 
ler, Homer was the son of a small farmer. Abraham Lincoln was a poor rail- 
splitter, and General Grant, a tanner and an ox driver. Many, very 
many more poor boys haye, by courage, integrity, and perseverance, started at 
the lowest round and climbed high the ladder of usefulness and fame. ‘‘Some 
succeed by great talent,’’? some by high connections, some by muscle, but the 
greatest majority by starting in life without a shilling. 

FARM ECONOMY. 

BY PROFESSOR SAMUEL JOHNSON. 

Our English word economy is derived from the Greek words oikos—a house, 
and nomos—a law or rule. Primarily, it means the law of the house; the 
regulation and management of the family. But use has given this, as well as 
numberless words in our language, a far wider scope and signification. As 
applied to the farm, it means a discrete, a wise application of capital, of 
labor, of the implements of labor, so that everything shall be used to the best 
advantage, without waste, and so that the expenditure of work, in any direc- 
tion, shall fairly promise the largest recompense in the products of the land, 
the development of the worker, and the permanent improvement and beauti- 
fying of a home. 

ECONOMY IS NOT PARSIMONY. 

Economy plans, labors, scatters abroad with such wisdom and system that 
the things desirable are increased, while parsimony withholds in such « way as 
tends to penury. Without proper, rigid economy in all the operations of the 
farm (and you will please bear in mind my distinction between parsimony and 
economy) there cannot be success. As the farmer is rightly economical, so 
are the balances on the right side of his ledger. In no other avocation is 
there more need of a systematic, thorough application of sound, economical 
principles, than in the varied labors of the farm. 
Farm economy, then, embraces the right use of labor, time, capital, that 

each of these factors may be so utilized as to produce the most favorable 
returns. The operations of the farm are so multipled in extent, so diverse in 
character, and the results so contingent upon natural phenomena, upon which 
we cannot depend with absolute certainty, as to make the solution of the prob- 
lem how we can best economize in our labors and plans, exceedingly difficult. 
Neither is it easy to lay down general principles, or rules, that shall be of 
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practical value, in each and all of the departments of farming, and to which 
we may adhere with a tolerable certainty of securing desired ends. We can 
only hope to direct your thoughts to what seems to us very grave errors 
in farm management, and to suggest some few fixed rules, that experience 
and observation commend as always safe to follow. 

Our subject at the outset, suggests the idea of a plan of operations—a sys- 
tematic adjustment of time and labor to this plan. There can be no true 
economy in the absence of such plan and system, in farm management. And 
yet this law is more widely “honored in the breach than in the observance,” 
by many farmers. Fields are sown and planted, manure applied, crops are 
grown and harvested, with no thought as to the effect of such management 
on subsequent crops. And so the farmer, in his eagerness to secure a quick 
and bounteous return for his labor, often robs his fields of such elements as 
make future returns very meager and unsatisfactory. 

Buckle, in his history of civilization in England, in speaking of the influ- 
ence of physical laws, says: ‘‘Progress can only depend on two circumstances 
—first, on the energy and regularity with which labor is conducted; and sec- 
ondly, on the return made to the labor by the bounty of nature.’”’ A plan of 
work, embracing the rotation of field crops, the proper amount of stock to 
keep, the breeds most desirable, the arranging of labor for each season, 
assigning the same, a system of permanent improvements, useful and also 
ornamental—all these in division and detail form a sort of effective ground- 
work for judicious, economical management. We need not enter upon the 
details of a plan, for this must vary with climate, soil, market, cost of labor, 
etc., but a plan determined upon after careful thought, and amended as 
changes are suggested in practice, will aid greatly in lessening expenses, in 
improving the condition of the soil, and increasing products and profits. 
Without some general plan of management, the farmer will frequently find his 
work in almost inextricable confusion. Valuable time will be lost, labor mis- 
directed and wasted, and a shiftless, thriftless husbandry be the inevitable 
result. Men who manage in this way always complain of hard times, and 
look with longing eyes for some escape from what seems like bondage. ‘“The 
fault, oh, Brutus, is not in our stars, but in ourselves.”? The expense of 
carrying on farm operations, is greatly lessened if work can be attended to in 

_ the proper season. 
For instance, we have planted a field to corn, which has come up nicely, so 

that we have a good stand. If we can commence cultivating before the 
weeds start, and thus take time by the forelock, we shall thereby make a 
great saving of time and labor; but suppose for lack of proper management 
we give the weeds and grass a start of three weeks, and then commence our 
cultivation, we shall find our work has doubled, perhaps trebled, and do the 
best: we can, the loss cannot be madeup. Economy of time and labor demands 
that we be in readiness to commence our work when it needs attention, unless 
unforeseen contingencies prevent. It is economy on the farm to do what 
needs doing promptly, thoroughly, and in itsdue season. Here is a great leak 
in the management of many farms, and while oftentimes it seems trifling, 
yet in the aggregate it comes to the point that divides the profit and loss line. 
It is man’s weakness to pronounce some things little, because they appear 
little to him; but ‘‘ nothing is little, because nothing in the universe exists 
segregated from everything else,’’ and to succeed every where we must give the 
little things close attention, careful study. 

With work all planned in advance, help provided and properly assigned, the 
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prudent farmer has taken time by the forelock. The season may be wet or 
dry, favorable for this crop, unfavorable for that. Climatic influences may 
oblige him to modify his plans in some of the details; but he will not find it 
difficult to do this, or at least he can change his plans to suit changed con- 
ditions without great loss. And his work goes on without jar or friction. 
Self-reliant and independent, he drives his work. ‘Thought and economical 
adjustment of time and labor make him master of the situation. How dif- 
ferent from him who blunders along in a hap-hazard way, always tormented 
by the thought of labor pressing and demanding attention. A piece of work 
is begun; but before completion something else demands attention. So 
everything on the farm soon resolves itself, under such mismanagement, into 
a condition void of order and comeliness; things drift, and there is disorder, 
yexation, loss. Everything indicates the absence of competent, economical 
supervision. ‘Too often these results are attributed to bad luck, unpropitious 
weather, and indeed everything but the true reason, viz., -a lack of economi- 
cal management. 

Again, what is economy in the purchase, care, and use of implements? With 
the variety of implements for performing almost every conceivable kind of 
labor which Yankee brains and ingenuity has given us, it is a matter of much 
moment to the farmer to decide how much and what kinds of machinery he 
can use to advantage. Machines are made to sell. While all may have some 
desirable feature, it will not be economy to purchase every machine that is 
offered, and not every one that promises to be a labor saver. The farmer 
should graduate his purchases by the amount and kind of his labor, never for- 
getting that a large outlay for farm machinery will entail more or less of loss in 
friction and breakage. On asmall farm costly machinery may often be hired 
for much less than the annual interest on its purchase money. The purchase . 
of farm implements evidently will give play for the exercise of sound economy. 
It will direct us when we purchase to buy the best implements, to be quite sure 
they will do the work we want done; not because an advertisement or agent, 
or ten of them say so, but because with our own hands we have managed and 
our own eyes have seen their perfection of work. Good farmers buy machin- 
ery only after fair and thorough trial; and reliable dealers, having good imple- 
ments, usually sell them in this way. Iam not urging this practice to the 
extent, to which, I regret, some contemptibly mean people resort, of securing 
a machine on trial to cut their grass or wheat, or to do the sewing of the family 
for a year, and then return to the uncanny agent with some feigned complaint 
of its failure. 

That the farmer may be rightly economicai in his purchases he must keep 
posted on new machines—improvements to old ones. Only the reading farmer 
can do this, and so it is safe to say that the well informed farmer is the one 
whose implements indicate wisdom in selection and purchase, 

The economical use of implements demands a moment’s consideration. It 
is not economy to put implements away with parts broken and needing repair, 
and then in a busy season have to spend a day perhaps in securing fixtures. 
Economy on the farm enforces this rule, that all breakages are to be repaired 
at the first opportunity. If a tooth is broken out of a hand rake put it in; 
don’t lay it away thinking, well, I’m through with it for this year. If a cast- 
ing is broken or worn in the mower, take it to the shop and have it put to 
rights before it is placed in winter quarters. It pays. Implements are always 
ready to use when this is the rule. Then keep all cutting tools bright and 
sharp. Many a boy has become disgusted with gardening, in his first lessons, 
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because of the dull, rusty hoe that was placed in his hands. It takes time to 
keep implements bright and sharp; but it is true economy to use time for 
this purpose. I can well remember when I took my first lessons in mowing on 
alarge farm. The old scythes as they were worn out were placed in a barrel 
and it was pretty well filled. From this lot of old worn out scythes,—not fit 
for men to use,—a scythe was selected for me, hung on an old snath, and I 
was armed and equipped according to custom, if not law, for my ontset on the 
hay field. Too often with such implements the boys are expected to do nearly 
as much asthe men. A small outlay of money may be saved in this way, 
but it is at the expense of the nerve and stamina of growing boys and is quite 
apt to rob them of the zest and relish for labor, which a young man feels 
when he has a good implement with which to do his work. 

Discretion in the use of implements is highly necessary. A large part of 
the breakage of farm machinery is the result of working implements when 
there are too many obstructions. It is not wise to undertake to cut wheat 
with a reaper, when the ground is so soft from continued rains that you are in 
danger of almost miring at every step. Better let the horses rest and use a 
little elbow grease with a hand cradle. Some farmers and some hired men haye 
such a horror of coming in personal contact with a hand implement that they 
are always taking great risks of breakage, that they may accomplish everything 
by machinery. Wisdom suggests a better course. To those who heed, the 
breakage, the loss, and vexation incident thereto shall be small indced. 

I come now to the care of farm implements, and I need hardly say to you 
that the evidences of mismanagement and lack of economy are nowhere quite 
so plainly seen as here, on the majority of farms. Ride through the country 
and estimate the cost of the expensive machinery you will see in barn yards, 
in fence corners, by the road side—in every conceivable place except under 
shelter ; subjected to all the vicissitudes of wind and weather, and tell me if 
there is not a demand for jeremiads over this shiftlessness and waste? It 
cannot be excused as a necessity. A corner of the barn floor, a cheap shed 
will give the needed room, and it is quite surprising how many implements 
can be stored in a small space with a little thought. We can only account for 
it in this way, that farmers are quite insensible to the loss they sustain by 
their carelessness, and are content to follow on in the ways of their fathers. 
True economy demands shelter for all farm implements, and requires them to 
be placed in proper quarters when not in use. Can I better illustrate this than 
by giving you an example of the profit and loss of the two plans of caring for 
implements. Messrs. A and B are neighbors, each owning 160 acres of land. 
In 1868 each purchased a mower and reaper combined; about the same 
amount of reaping and mowing on the two farms. Mr. A keeps his mower 
under shelter when not in use, rarely leaving it out over night. As a result it 
is looked after carefully and frequently. Nuts are tightened, bolts adjusted, 
and all kept in the best working order. Mr. B’s machine is never under 
shelter—it is taken to the field and perhaps left there for weeks after the 
cutting is done. What is the result? Mr. A uses his machine without break- 
age, and at the end of twelve years has not paid to exceed $60 for repairs, and 
it really looks less worn than Mr. B’s after two years’ use. Indeed, it is so 
fresh in paint and parts that it sells at auction, notwithstanding the improve- 
ments that have been made since its manufacture, for one-fourth the cost of 
anew machine. Mr. B’s machine needed repairs that at the end of the third 
year exceeded in cost all the repairs of Mr. A’s for twelve years, and so on 
until the sixth year, when it was thrown aside and a new one purchased, to be 
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used and cared for in the same way. The account will stand something like 
this: 

1868 Mr. A. Dr. | 1868 Mr. B. Dr. 

To mower and reaper-..------- SLOOM DO: UMA Chine wee aoe. ae cs ee $180 
OTe paltewel se, YORIS saa aa GOH S74, Vo. Lymachine. 202 sc = 170 
“ Interest at 7 per ct., 12 yrs. 151) Repairs for 12 years .---.----- 120 

————= | Interest foo erlnetie amine o 222 
$391 Bel 0 

$692 
Cr. Cr. 

By 12 years’ use at $40 per year $480/ By 12 years use ---------.---- $480 
Sermachine S01 (2-55) >n<'a1 5 40| “ machine (worthless) ---- -- - pp 

$520 $480 
DOH a eLATCOy ci iala craparn eta ata 212 

$129 $692 

Mr. A’s care has saved him $129 + $212. 
Mr. B’s carelessness has cost him that amount. 
I have, perhaps, taken an extreme case, for I desire to impress you with the 

great loss to the individual farmer because of this lack of care of implements. 
Surely such a commentary of facts ought to open our eyes to the truth, and 
lead us to seek a better way. I desire to say in this connection that I believe 
if farmers would make it a rule to have all implements brought in every night, 
and put in their proper places, they would find it profitable. It may seem, at 
first thought, too much work and little profit—a small thing, but how often 
a plow, a harrow, a double shovel, a horse rake, or a corn cultivator may be 
left at night with the expectation of using it the next day, but a storm comes, 
and two, three, or more days often elapse before work is resumed. It has 
been injured more by exposure than it would have been by use, and it is rusty, 
and it takes time and muscle to put the implement in good working order. I 
repeat it is true economy to carefully shelter all farm implements, to keep 
them well painted and in thorough repair. I must not forget in this connec- 
tion to speak of the manner of some farmers in keeping their machinery in 
some open shed—which serves the double purpose of a tool-house and a hen- 
roost. Who that has seen implements covered with the droppings of the 
feathered inhabitants of the barnyard until they resemble a bank of Peruvian 
guano more than tools designed for the use of man, has not felt that while 
such a union of interests might not be objectionable to the fowls and the tools, 
it must at least be incompatible with the feelings of the workman who has to 
use them, and inimical to the neatness and order that are so desirable in farm 
surroundings. 

I should omit a very important part of farm economy if I failed to speak of 
economy in buying and selling farm products. The farmer may plan wisely, 
employ labor and time to good advantage in the growing and handling of his 
crops and care of his stock, but unless he has the knowledge of sound business 
principles, the wisdom and tact to use them successfully in the selling of his 
products and the buying of his stores, he will lack an essential qualification 
for his business. The farmer who puts his products in good shape, who 
represents his goods fairly, who is ready to sell on a fair market at a reasonable 

31 
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margin of profit, who never haggles or jews in selling or buying, soon secures 
a reputation for honorable dealing that is above price. Farmers as a class 
are often accused of sharp practices, but I do not believe that they are sinners 
above all the Galileans in this regard. They are sometimes tempted to add 
to their profits by deception, and yield, but certainly not more frequently than 
men engaged in other callings. Spurious pedigrees and misrepresentations 
have too often hindered the introduction of good stock, and largely interfered 

with the legitimate business of reputable breeders, but these are the exception, 
not the rule. ‘‘ There is a time and tide in the affairs of men,” so of markets. 

To know the opportune time is the height of wisdom. No man can always 
decide wisely ; but much can be learned from a careful study of the markets, 
as given in our leading agricultural journals, and observing closely the practice 
of successful farmers about us. When a product brings a fair price it is best 
to sell, rather than to hold for a larger prospective price. It is usually the 
case when a man becomes too avaricious in this regard he is likely to take less 
than more. Most products are retained at some waste. The interest on the 
money is quite an item in the account, and I think those farmers who sell their 
crops when prepared for market are, as a rule, the most successful. I have no 
sympathy with that goodishness that relies zmplicitly ou the good will and faith 
of every man we meet in business relations. The farmer must be on the alert, 
so wide awake as not to be caught napping by irresponsible and dishonest deal- 
ers; who are in every community‘ready to entrap the unwary husbandman, 
and they are not a few. But the farmer who knows what he has, its weight, 
measure, and value, who is straight forward and honorable, and who is keen 
enough to perceive any intended fraud in him with whom he deals, and resent 
it in a gentlemanly way, such a man will usually receive fair treatment, for he 
proposes to give what is right and to demand what is right in return. 

Sound economy counsels such outlay as will each succeeding year add to the 
development of our mental resources, through the perusal of valuable period- 
icals and books; such outlay as shall add to the graces of our homes by sur- 
rounding them with trees, fruit, and flowers, filling them with books and health- 
ful recreations, making them homes in the best sense of that sweet word. But 
some may say this advice is strangely out of place with my subject. I know 
some farmers object to outlays for such purposes as I have named, and call it 
all fancy work, but I tell you they make a grave mistake. ‘The farm that has 
a home-like, tasteful house, with fruit and shade trees, that cost but little more 
than the planting, such a farm at a forced sale will bring from 25 to 80 per 
cent more than the same farm bare of trees, with a box for a house, and with 
every mark of neglect about it. Labor and money, wisely expended in beau- 
tifying farm surroundings, invariably enhances the value of our own property 
and of all that adjoins us. The farmer who pays no attention to his home sur- 
roundings not only lessens the value of his own estate but the selling price of 
the lands about him. 

A celebrated painter on being asked what he mixed his colors with to render 
them so perfect, replied, I mix them with brains. That is the material with 
which every man should mix his colors, and the farmer as well as other men. 
He should rear his animals, fertilize and cultivate his fields, select and dis- 
pose of his stock with brains, using his own, and those of other mea as much | 
as possible, remembering that ‘‘he who makes agriculture not merely pro- 
ductive but honorable, who unites knowledge of his calling with the intelli- 
gence of a citizen, who knows his rights and is determined to defend them, 
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who shows that his business is favorable to mental culture and as fair a road 
as any to political eminence, such a man does more to encourage the profes- 
sion than all other causes combined.’ I can only incidentally allude to the 
saving, proper care, and application of everything that will add to the fertil- 
ity of the soil—the arrangement of fields and buildings so as to utilize labor 
and blend convenience in use with harmony in arrangement. Premises to be 
kept neat and trim—especial attention to be given to the grounds about build- 
ings, obeying the apostolic injunction, ‘‘let everything be done decently and 
in order.”’ 

Time will only permit me to refer to the economy of a good vegetable 
garden, and a good supply of small fruit. I have not called your attention, 
my friends, to any remarkable discoveries, to any new facts in relation to your 
calling. I have only reiterated what you have known and felt since you first 
gave thought to this subject; but in farming, as in religion, it is well often, 
indeed there is great need of stirring up our pure minds by way of remem- 
brance, So I emphasize these simple, every day facts that have to do very 
intimately with the farmer’s life and home, for it is not by great and splendid 
particular improvements that the interests of agriculture are best subserved ; but 
by general and gradual changes. Most is done for agriculture when every farmer 
is incited to small attentions and incidental improvements, such as proceed 
from the constant application of a few plain and common-sense principles, 
the basis of a sound and true economy. We have too many farmers who 
are always looking for great things, always trying to do great things. Coeesar - 
was a magnificent general. His plans and victories were colossal; but his suc- 
cess, history informs us, was largely due to the faet that he gave careful atten- 
tion to the small and unexpected details which other generals never thought 
of. And I believe our farming generals are men of this type—men who are 
not above the details, who look after the little things, who are economical in 
a wise and judicious sense. 

INSECTICIDES. 

BY PROF. A. J. COOK. 

[Delivered at Caro and Otsego Institutes. ] 

Any substance to be used against injurious insects must be inexpensive, effi- 
cient, safe, and convenient of application. Where the foliage of our plants or 
our fruits are eaten by insects in any of their stages, the arsenites—Paris . 
green and London purple—are almost always efficient, and leave little to be 
desired in case it is safe to use them. In such cases white arsenic—arsenious 
acid—should never be used. It is quite soluble in the soil, and is much 
more apt to be mistaken for some harmless substance than either Paris green 
London Purple, and so its use is attended with danger. ‘These articles are to 
be recommended as a specific against insects that defoliate our fruit or shade 
and ornamental trees. On fruit, too, if the same is not to be used till some 
weeks after the poison is applied, as in case of its use to destroy the codling 
moth larva, it is safe to use these arsenical poisons. In case of such vege- 
tables as cabbages, where the poison is so apt to gain a lodgment, where even 
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heavy rains can not remove it, such poisons should never be used. Their use 
is never to be advised either in cases like the currant slug, where the fruit is 
likely to be used at the same time that we need to use the poison. In case of 
of the rose slug, too, where the leaves or flowers might be picked and eaten by 
children with fatal results, we should always resort to other means. 

Again, some insects like the lice and true bugs do not eat our plants, but 
insert their beaks through the bark and any substance exterior to it and secure 
their food by pumping out the sap. Of course we can never kill such insects 
by use of Paris green or other similar poison. These difficulties have led me 
to experiment as I have found time the past few years, in hopes to discover 
some substance or substances that would be effective in such cases, and free 
from all objection. 

PYRETHRUM. 

This powder, also known as insect powder, I have found to be one of the 
substances which is demanded in this warfare. Pyrethrum is cheap, entirely 
safe, and, wherever it will destroy, is all that can be desired. As a powder it 
can easily be blown into our rooms, where it sounds the death knell to the 
annoying house flies. What a boon it would have been in pioneer times, 
before the advent of screen doors and windows, when the gay and festive 
mosquito called forth, even from worthy lips, epithets more emphatic than 
refined. 

The past summer I gave this substance a thorough trial, and with great 
success, on the currant slug, the rose slug, the green cabbage caterpillar, and 
the zebra caterpillar, the black and yellow striped larva which has been so 
serious a pest in the cabbage and ruta-baga fields of our State the past season. 
To use this on outdoor insects, I know of no way more convenient and effect- 
ual than to mix it with water. I have found that a heaping table spoonful 
to two gallons of water, about the proper proportion. In applying it is better 
to force it on by use of a force pump, like the Whitman’s fountain pump, 
which is the most convenient instrument of the kind that I have ever seen, 
than to sprinkle it on by use of a watering pot. This poison kills, not by 
being eaten, but by mere contact. It will readily appear that when the liquid 
is sent on to the plant in a jet it will scatter and touch the devastating insects, 
when if simply turned on it would fail to reach many, and so could not 
destroy. I think this accounts for some of the unfavorable reports which we 
have heard in the use of this valuable specific in battling the ‘‘cabbage worms.”’ 

There are two objections to pyrethrum. The first, not a very serious one, is 
that the active element is somewhat volatile, and so, unless the powder is kept 
in close vessels, it loses its virtue. To remedy this evil, we have only to keep 
it in close vessels. Some which I have kept corked in a bottle was as effect- 
ive this year as when fresh two years ago. 

The more weighty objection is that the powder will not destroy all insects, 
although 8. N. Milco, who sends out fresh and most excellent powder from 
his extensive plantation at Stockton, California, guarantees that it is univer- 
sal in its destruction of insects. I find that most true bugs, and many beetles, 
are not injured by its use. Thus I find that it has no apparent effect on the 
squash bug, or the tarnished plant bug. 1 have also tried it on several small 
beetles which attack grain in our storehouses and mills, with no effect, so far 
as I could observe. I would, therefore, advise the use of pyrethrum in case 
of all larva that defoliate our plants, when the use of the arsenites is not 
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permissible. In case of the slugs and such insects as the two species of cab- 
bage caterpillars, just now referred to, it leaves little to be desired. 

But we still have such insects as the squash and other bugs, which refuse to 
eat our poisons, and laugh us to scorn when we storm their citadels with to 
them the harmless pyrethrum. 

For the past two or three years I have used kerosene with excellent success 
in fighting plant lice. I made a strong solution of soft soap, and while the 
liquid was hot I stirred in kerosene oil in the proportion of one to eight or 
ten of the suds. I found this effective to destroy the plant lice, the grape 
flea beetles, both larvee and beetles, and the cabbage caterpillars just now 
referred to. The past season I and several of my students have used milk— 
sour milk is as good as any, and most economical—which was first suggested, 
I think, by Dr. Barnard, and has been so highly recommended by Dr. C. V. 
Riley. Ido not think the churning that he recommends is very necessary. 
It is very easy and convenient to mix the oil with liquid sour milk, and when 
well stirred it mixes well, and remains mixed for several minutes, so that 
there is no practical objection to its use. Several of us experimented, and in 
no case did we injure any plant, when the mixture was as weak as one of 
oil to five of the milk. I tried this on several kinds of bugs, on various 
beetles and on many caterpillars and plant lice. In every case it killed the 
insects with no injury to the plants. 

In applying this-to such insects as the squash bags (I mean the large black 
squash bug, not the small striped squash beetle), I found it necessary to 
throw the liquid on to the insects with force. When sprinkled on it does not 
produce the desired effect. Here then we need a force pump. 

While this liquid will kill both the caterpillars that feed upon our Michigan 
cabbages, some may object to showering their cabbage with kerosene. Sev- 
eral who have tried it the past season say that they find no objection to its 
use on these vegetables. If any do object to such use, they still may have 
recourse to pyrethrum, to which there can be no objection. 

THE MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR. 

BY HON. ENOS GOODRICH. 

[Delivered at Caro Institute.] 

The question-of our sugar supply is one of vast importance and stupendous 
proportions. In tne days of my childhood sugar was a luxury that few could 
indulge in, but in the march of time it has passed from the catalogue of luxuries 
and must now be classed as one of the necessaries of life. Chemically, the 
article of sugar exists in most vegetable substances; but those from which the 
country’s supply is produced may be set down as the forest maple, the sugar 
beet, the ribbon cane of the south, and the sorghum of the middle and north- 
ern States. It is awkward for me to state that I have no means of telling you 
how much is annually produced from eaeh of these sources. In 1880 we had 
a census, but if ever its results should reach the light of day they will be too 
old to be of practical importance. My children’s children may live to read it, 
but I have given it up in despair. I shall speak approximately, and weary 
you as little as possible with figures and technicalities. 
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Our population, which is over fifty millions, consumes annually something 
like two and a half dollars worth of sugar and syrup per capita, making a 
gross sum of not far from one hundred and twenty millions of dollars. About 
one-eighth of all this sum is home production, while the remaining seven- 
eighths must be imported from foreign countries. This supply comes chiefly 
from the West India Islands, causing a draft of nearly a hundred million dol- 
lars upon our people. No other commodity that we purchase from abroad 
assumes such gigantic proportions, consequently none of greater financial 
importance. And must this drain upon the vitals of our country ever con- 
tinue? Where are our statesmen that they do not awake to the subject and 
arouse the country? When the elder Napoleon was at war with the outside 
world, and like Ishmael of old had ‘‘his hand against every man and every 
man’s hand against him,’”’ his fruitful genius could take a short furlough 
from the camp fire and the battle field, wing its way to the halls of legislation, 
and there devise means for his country to supply itself with sugar from the 
beet. And so finely did this beet sugar industry become established under the 
wisdom of his counsel that it not only supplied the wants of the home coun- 
try in time of war, but long afterwards flourished as a staple article of expor- 
tation in time of peace. But of late years our country abounds in men who 
wear epaulets and titles, but we have no Napoleons. 

We have said that about one-eighth part of the sugar consumed by our 
people is of home production. Three quarters of that eighth part, speaking 
in round numbers, is produced from the ‘‘ribbon cane’’ of the south—and of 
all that which is produced in the south only nineteen-twentieths is the product 
of the State of Louisiana alone. Could the area of its production be spread 
upon a map before you it would be seen that it is confined to less than one- 
hundredth part of our country’s domain. Until a very recent date this speck 
upon the map of country has been considered the only part of all our ample realm 
where sugar could successfully be produced. The maple sugar of Vermont, 
with trifles from a few other States, would be but as dust in the balance, and 
until recently all efforts to produce sugar from the beet in remunerative quan- 
tities have proved unsuccessful. Late experiments, however, have conclusively 
demonstrated that California may yet become a successful field for that 
industry, and should the efforts now commenced be persevered in the time 
may yet come when California sugar will assume greater national importance 
than California gold. Should our government succeed in conquering the 
Mississippi and keeping its waters within their banks the area of the ribbon 
cane will doubtless be doubled. And that may yet be done, for, after munifi- 
ciently expending hundreds of millions in the improvement of northern lakes 
and rivers, our Congress is at last beginning to turn its attention to that 
greatest of all our internal thoroughfares. But while this process is going for- 
ward our population and consumption will steadily increase, and the question 
still stares us in the face: Where shall we look for our supply of sugar? That 
question is now in process of solution, and I now venture to predict that in 
the course of time, say in twenty-five years from to-night, or about the time 
that our savans at Washington will probably complete the publication of 
the census of 1880, our country will be sending sugar to the countries of 
Europe, side by side with its cotton and its wheat. 

A little over twenty years ago there began to be introduced into our country 
a new cereal; it was called sorghum or Chinese sugar cane. Who does not 
remember having seen it in gardens, and even to-night methinks I can almost 
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hear the wind whistle through its frost-bitten leaves. A few efforts were made 
to conyert it into sweets for the table, but, as a rule, they were miserable fail- 
ures; and even to the present day the bare mention of the word ‘‘sorghum”’ 
almost operates as an emetic upon weak stomachs. But while the unthinking 
masses had become disgusted and faithless there was a thinking few whose 
minds grasped the fact that the Chinese cane, under all its opprobrium and 
prejudice, was very rich in saccharine matter; but individual knowledge of 
this fact had scarcely kept its memory alive, but for the persevering efforts of 
one single man. ‘That man was the honorable W. G. L’ Duc, our late Com- 
missioner of Agriculture. Deeply imbued with a conviction of the intrinsic 
value of sorghum, or Northern cane, as it is now appropriately named, he insti- 
tuted and for years continued a series of experiments in which the scientific 
and practical were combined. Much ridicule was heaped upon him by the 
unthinking public, but still he pressed steadily and perseveringly forward. It 
was Byron who said of old General Suwarrow— 

“Your wise ones sneered at him in phrases witty, 
To which he answered not—but took the city.” 

This was substantially the case with Commissioner L’Duc. There are 
living men, who ten years ago ridiculed his action, who would now be glad to 
arrogate the credit of this action to themselves. Those musty and prosy and 
much ridiculed volumes went out from the Department of Agriculture 
throughout the land. A few men besides myself thought them worth reading. 
Some proved to be ‘‘seed sown in good soil,’’ though much of it ‘‘ fell upon 
rocks and among thorns.’’ After a long silence, the first voice we heard was 
from far off Minnesota. There in their frigid and snow-bound climate they 
had acclimated this semi-tropical cereal, and succeeded in perfecting a variety 
now known far and wide as the Minnesota Amber. Meanwhile, a four-years 
war had cut off our intercourse with the south, and almost annihilated our 
foreign commerce. In the absence of sugar from Louisiana and Cuba, the 
home-made production tasted better than ever before. Southern Ohio, Illi- 
nois, Missouri, and Kansas all began to dabble in the sugar business with 
varied success. Whether these experimenters stimulated the Department of 
Agriculture, or the Department stimulated them, is a question I will not 
further discuss, but will proceed to results, Careful experiments, aided by 
science, demonstrated that the northern cane possessed as pure elements of 
sugar as the cane of the south. It was found that defecation, or cleansing as 

we used to call it in old sugar bush vocabulary, could remove all unpleasant 
flavors and produce a syrup as pure and palatable as strained honey, and a 
sugar equal to the best granulated article on the market. Very few persons 
in these parts have any conception of the magnitude of this new sugar 
industry. It is receiving more or less attention in almost every State in the 
union, south as well as north. Kansas now holds the front rank with a pro- 
duction of 3,899,440 gallons of syrup in 1881, and 6,181,020 gallons in 1882. 
From other States of the union we have no condensed statements, but I trust 
no one will accuse me of extravagance when I assume that all the other States 
combined must have produced as much as Kansas. There we have a total of 
12,362,040 gallons as the product of the northern cane crop of 1882. Kansas 
estimates her product at $2,781,459, which doubled would produce the sum of 
$5,562,918. Now the sugar crop of the south for 1882 was unprecedently 
large, being estimated at 250,000,000 pounds of sugar and 18,000,000 gallons 
of syrup. For purposes of comparison were this all reduced to sugar, it would 
appear that about one-quarter of the entire quantity was the product of the 
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northern cane. When it is considered that this industry is in its infancy, 
when it is remembered that the southern sugar industry, in its first inception, 
languished for long and anxious years, and at times threatened to baffle the 
efforts of the most skillful, the result is certainly very flattering for the cane 
of the north. 

But I feel that the past unpropitious season has fallen like a wet blanket 
upon this young and undeveloped industry. In the more northern States it 
has proved a sad failure, and many who were its former advocates will now be 
dumb with disappointment. And right here I wish distinctly to say, it is no 
purpose of mine to advise my northern neighbors to rush hastily into this new 
business. On the contrary, I would say to all, go slow, feel your way, and be 
careful. Let all first experiments be on a small scale, but let them be care- 
fully managed. Give the business a fair show; give your experiments the 
benefit of good ground and good tillage, and study as you proceed. Of 
course you will make some blunders; but bear in mind our best lessons are 
derived from adversity. Did not our great national crop of Indian corn fare 
just as badly as the northern cane? How many of you will abandon it for 
that reason? How many of my brother farmers have resolved to run their 
farms without the indispensable corn field? If there were one I am certain 
he would be considered a fit subject for an insane asylum. And still you must 
remember that the corn crop has the advantage of long years of experience, 
while cane culture in the north is anew industry. But right here in Tuscola 
county several parties have embarked in it, and all have met with a measur 
of success; and where failure has attended their efforts it was not always th 
fault of our high north latitude. Want of means has sometimes been the 
cause, and still oftener want of knowledge and professional skill. 

Time will remedy these last difficulties, and acclimation will do much 
towards remedying the former. But while the results in this latitude will 
always be of but local importance, it is to the southwest that I look for the 
sugar industry to assume its great national importance. We have already 
shown that the State of Kansas alone, in 1882, produced over six million 
gallons of syrup from the northern cane, having nearly doubled its quantity 
since the last previous year. Think of it for a moment. Kansas alone is 
capable of supplying this great national want, and yet not materially interfer- 
ing with her great staple, corn. ‘Take her crop of 1882, which was then $2, 781, - 
459, and let it be doubled once in three years for six periods, and in eighteen 
years we have attained the gross sum of $178,013,376. Now, if any man 
thinks that Kansas has not room for this vast achievement let him make the 
computation for himself. He will find that with a breadth of 200 miles and a 
length of near 350, and a production of $40 per acre, it would only require 
about one acre in twenty of that giant young State. I cite Kansas for two 
reasons: first, she has already placed herself foremost in the production of 
this commodity, and second, because her silicious soil and arid climate seem 
to be just what is required for the most perfect development of the northern 
cane. But these natural qualities are not confined to Kansas alone. From 
the mountains of Missouri to the Colorado hills, and from middle Texas to 
northern Nebraska the same state of facts in a great measure exists. Who, 
then, says that we cannot emancipate ourselves from this annual drain of a 
hundred millions in the purchase of sweets for the American table? We have 
shown that one state of this American union is capable, not only of stopping 
this vast outlay, but of bringing back the same hundred millions per annum 
in less than twenty years. 
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Before closing this article I must be permitted to cite in detail a few prac- 
tical facts: Hon. O. S. Powell of River Falls, Wisconsin, at the convention 
of the Mississippi Valley Cane Growers’ Association at St. Louis, Missouri, one 
year ago, stated that on that year he had produced from 60 acres of ground 
eight and four-fifths tons of corn stalks per acre, producing 14? gallons of 
syrup per ton, equal to 128 gallons of syrup per acre on a 60-acre tract, and 
that over 200 miles north of us, and within 40 miles of the city of St. Paul. 
A Mr. Stout of Kansas, at the same convention, reported from 125 acres an 
average yield of a little over 10 tons of stalks per acre, and 12? gallons of 
syrup to the ton, and 1274 gallons of syrup per acre. Mr. Allen of Kansas, 
from 25 acres produced nine tons of stalks to the acre, yielding 13 gallons of 
syrup per ton, or 117 gallons of syrup per acre. 

Perhaps the most extensive establishment in the country, or the world, 
engaged exclusively in manufacturing sugar from the sorghum or the northern 
cane, is the Rio Grande works in Cape May county, New Jersey. In 1882 
this establishment planted over a thousand acres. Bad weather caused them 
great trouble, and necessitated the planting of some of their ground three 
times over, occupying a planting season of near two months, from the middle 
of April to the middle of June. But perseverance generally insures success, 
and their case was no exception to the rule. After manufacturing 600 acres of 
their cane they report a yield of 10 tons per acre, or 6,000 tons of cane, turn- 
ing out 337,250 pounds of sugar, and 55,000 gallons molasses. 

Walue,petyacre: S62 gbs Sugar att SarCbey t= os 30 4 4 tear ey Seeee $47 77 
aloe per acre, 912 eallons, syrup at. 40. cts'.2 6223-24523 5 secs. 36 67 

Total prod uebper, acre:on.600. acres . .-5-- 34a ss eee eee -.--- $84 44 

Next to the Rio Grande works, one of the most important in the country is 
the Champaign works of the State of Illinois. Their entire acreage is not 
given, but from the season’s business of 1882 they report a product of 125,000 
pounds of sugar and 22,500 gallons molasses, with an average return of $75 
per acre. 

Instances, almost without number, might be multipled, but we will dismiss 
this branch of our subject by a brief quotation from our own Professor 
Kedzie, at the same convention, who reported from our Agricultural College 
farm a yield at the rate of 150 gallons of syrup to the acre, ‘‘choice and care- 
fully made.”’ 

I had prepared some data touching the manner of manufacture, and the 
machinery and ingredients used, but they must be omitted. 

When the boundless resources of our country are fully developed—when 
the American people cease to call on their law-makers for protection, and 
embrace the theory of old Dr. Franklin, that ‘‘God helps those who help 
themselves,’’ then will the granaries of this EKgypt of the western world pour 
forth their contents to relieve the famishing millions of overcrowded Europe 
—then will our surplus sugar go forth side by side with our wheat and corn, 
and our surplus wool beside our cotton—no Chinese wall in the shape of reve- 
nue laws, will separate us from the outside world and prevent the industrious, 
the poor, and the needy on both sides the great water from purchasing the 
necessaries of life at the price of production, and we shall be at least one step 
nearer what we have so long professed to be—« free people. 

NoTrE—This concluding remark is suggested by the recollection of the fact that the American 
consumers are paying not far from thirty million dollars a year for the privilege of buying their 
sugar from other countries. 
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OUR FAIRS AND HOW TO IMPROVE THEM. 

BY HENRY FRALICK. 

The formation of agricultural societies, now so numerous in this and other 
countries, belongs chiefly to this century, though their origin dates further 
back. In Great Britain the Highland Society of Scotland, the oldest in the 
kingdom, was formed in 1780. Some small associations of similar character 
may have existed at the same time on the continent of Europe. In our own 
country the first steps towards such organizations were taken shortly after the 
close of the war of the revolution. Several gentlemen who had occupied 
prominent military and other positions during that contest, on returning 
again to agricultural pursuits, and seeing the low condition into which agri- 
culture had fallen during the long period when the mental and physical ener- 
gies of the people had been almost entirely absorbed in the great struggle for 
national existence, resolved to associate themselves together for the improve- 
ment of that interest which they well understood constitutes the foundation of 
the country’s prosperity. 

This association was organized in 1787 and was called ‘*The Philadelphia 
Society for the Improvement of Agriculture.’? It numbered among its mem- 
bers George Washington (as an honorary member), Robert Morris, Richard 
Peters, Timothy Pickering, and other distinguished men, Pickering, who 
was Secretary of State under Washington, returned to Massachusetts, his 
native State, on leaving that office, and took an active part in the Massachusetts 
Society for promoting agriculture, which was formed in 1792, and included 
among its members many of the leading men of the State—the eminent 
Samuel Adams being its first president. 
The New York State Society for the promotion of agriculture, arts, and 

manufactures was organized in 1793, with Chancellor Livingston at. its head, 
and Dr. Samuel L. Mitchell, John Jay, Horatio Gates, and other eminent men 
as members. County societies were formed in several of the States before the 
close of the last century. But it was not until the war of 1812-15 that these 
societies became general. 

The Massachusetts Society held its first exhibition at Brighton in 1816. This 
appears to have been the first State exhibition in the country. The society 
made annual exhibitions for many years. They attracted great attention, were 
attended by leading agriculturists from all parts of the country, and undoubt- 
edly exerted much influence towards the introduction of similar exhibitions in 
other States. 

Before the establishment of exhibitions societies directed their efforts mainly 
to bringing out papers or essays in answer to questions propounded. Much 
valuable matter was brought out in this way; matter which even now may be 
read with advantage. Some societies, like that of Massachusetts, offered 
premiums for the introduction of speciments of breeds of domestic animals, 
implements, seeds, etc., which were thought to be desirable. Merino, Leices- 
ter, and Texel sheep and Short-horn and Holstein cattle were introduced into 
Massachusetts under these offers. Premiums were also offered for experiments. 

The Philadelphia Society published its doings in volumes entitled ‘‘ Mem- 
oirs,”’ etc.; the Massachusetts Society published its ‘‘ Repository and Jour- 
nal;’’ and the New York Society issued its ‘‘ Transactions.”’ 
Any person who will take the trouble to look over these old volumes will find 
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that the men who were able to make a nation were close observers of natural 
laws as connected with the growth of plants and the sustenance of animals, 
and that our indebtedness to them is not confined to the victories achieved on 
the battle-field, and the advantages of a free government, but consists in no 
‘inconsiderable degree in facts established and improvements made in agri- 
culture. The fundamental idea in the organization of agricultural societies was 
to better the condition of the farming class by introducing such improvements 
in the various. branches of husbandry as would secure the best returns for the 
outlay of labor and capita]. Of course the plan was intended to include 
encouragement to those branches of industry with which agriculture is con- 
nected. When Legislatures incorporate agricultural societies or provide for’ 
their organization, it is on the understood condition that they shall attempt the 
improvement of agriculture. It is with this view that they are allowed to draw 
money from the State treasury, or obtain it from the people. The matter may 
be regarded in the light of a contract, the officers of societies pledging them- 
selves to use the powers conferred on them as specified. The means by which 
agricultural societies can effect improvement may be enumerated as follows: 
1. The holding of exhibitions at which premiums are given for specimens of 
superior merit or excellence in the different departments to which their super- 
vision is extended. 2. The bestowment of money for making experiments to 
settle doubtful questions. 35. The publication of special papers or essays 
comprising useful information. Of these, the holding of fairs for the exhibi- 
tion of articles and animals is the most prominent, though not necessarily the 
most important. ‘The influence of these exhibitions depends very much on 
the manner in which they are conducted. To effect the greatest good by these 
exhibitions much judgment is required in the offering of premiums, and at 
least equal judgment, accompanied by a good degree of independence exercised 
in making the awards. In general the amount of the premium should be 
graduated by the value and utility of the object for which it is offered. Hxcep- 
tions, however, may properly be made in reference to objects which require 
special encouragement for a time, or those the immediate introduction of 
which it is desired to effect. An important object of these societies should be 
to establish correct standards by which animals and articles should be judged. 
The terms in which premiums are offered should be based on such standards, 
and should, as far as possible, convey a clear idea in regard to them. The 
mere use of the word dest does not express sufficiently clear as to what 
constitutes excellence. It is sometimes said that this should be left to 
the awarding committees. But it is improper to leave it to them, because 
different men are appointed to judge the same things at different times, 
and their ideas in regard to standards of merit may not agree. ‘Thus, 
instead of establishing uniformity in regard to the things judged, the 
decisions might nullify each other and nothing would be established. A 
reasonable supposition is that the society seeks to make improvement in every- 
thing for which it offers premiums, and that it has fixed certain standards in 
reference to which the awards should be made. On this ground, agricult- 
ural societies and the result of their fairs become, as they should be, correctors 
of public opinion. The animals or articles on which premiums are 
awarded may then properly be presented as examples for imitation. The 
early but enterprising settlers of Michigan, knowing the great importance of 
a thorough education in the business of the life of a farmer and cultivator of 
the soil, and recognizing the value of this State for agricultural purposes and 
the importance of association for the proper development of that interest, 
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organized for that purpose the Michigan State Agricultural Society in the year 
1849. Its progress for a time was slow. The people and State were poor, not 
only in purse but in the necessary knowledge of agriculture and its kindred 
arts. But its founders and supporters were men of the right stamp. They 
adopted “ Excelsior’’ for their motto, and the result is now before the people 
of the State. 

It was the fruitful gem (well cultivated), from which have sprung as auxila- 
ries and co-educators of our people, no less than thirty county and district 
agricultural, pomological, and horticultural societies in this State, some 
embracing as many as twenty counties, also a large number of farmers’ insti- 
tutes, cattle, horses, sheep, and swine breeders’ associations, in various parts 
of the State, and all of which are in a prosperous condition, disseminating 
valuable information, and at their fairs annually disbursing premiums and 
awards by the thousands of dollars, and which are attended by tens and 
twenties of thousands of people. 

The members and friends of this society were the first to organize in the 
United States a successful Agricultural College, which is thoroughly practical 
in its aims and objects. ‘‘Its classes are taught in the fields as well as in the 
recitation rooms. No time or attention is given to ancient or foreign lan- 
guages, but thorough training in the English language and literature is pro- 
vided for, and especial attention is given to the practical sciences, and their 
application. For example: It at present teaches surveying, leveling, the lay- 
ing out of grounds, mechanics as applied to implements, building, stock- 
breeding, agricultural chemistry, and horticulture, and experiments for the 
promotion of agriculture are systematically and continuously prosecuted, and 
their results are given to the public in the annual reports of the State Board 
of Agriculture, and in lectures delivered by members of the faculty at farm- 
ers’ institutes, which are now held annually in all parts of the State, and 
which have proved of much value to the farmers of Michigan,’’ and while 
the means have been so well and liberally provided in our State to become an 
educated and thereby a successful agriculturist. 

In no state of the union is the fact more thoroughly recognized and acted 
on than in Michigan, that to be a successful farmer it is essentially necessary 
to have an agricultural education, either book, practical, or both, which will 
embrace a thorough knowledge of the soil, its strong and weak points, its best 
natural productions, the manner of its best and cheapest permanent drainage, 
the character and kinds of fertilizers the best adapted to the soil he cultivates, 
of the best kind and quality of seeds to be used, that they were thoroughly 
ripened and carefully preserved for use when needed, and the kinds of fruit 
best adapted to the soil and general character of his farm. And no less to be 
a successful stock breeder and raiser of any kind (which has of late years 
become so important to the farmers of Michigan as well as most other states) 
it requires, first, a thorough and comprehensive knowledge of the subject, 
then time, care, good judgment in selections and management, and close 
attention to all the material points. When this information is obtained and 
properly applied they are certainly entitled to success, and nothing short of an 
act of Providence will prevent it. 

THE BEST MANNER OF PREPARING THE GROUNDS AND CONDUCTING THE FAIRS. 

Obtain for a State or large district fair not less than 60 acres of ground, 
and 80 acres if obtainable are better, of nearly level surface, a good, dry gray- 
elly or loam soil is the best, well supplied with good water, and of easy, effective 
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drainage, situated near and of easy public access to a live, active city, on the 
immediate line or direct connections of at least two prominent railroads. The 
buildings should be commodious and of a suitable and permanent character, 
and so arranged that every different kind of animal, or article can be so 
placed that all of that kind or quality can be exhibited together, so that either 
visitors or viewing committee will be able with the least trouble and doubt to 
make proper comparisons of their quality, and consequently just awards. The 
building should comprise a large dining hall, to seat not less than 400 persons 
at a time, and should be directly under the control of the society to insure 
good and abundant fare and reasonable prices. There should also be a good 
lunch room near the president’s office, capable of seating at least 40 persons 
at a time, for the accommodation of the officers, their invited guests, and 
viewing committee. It is a great convenience, almost a necessity, and saves 
much time, trouble, and expense. 

All live stock, including poultry, should be entered on or before Tuesday 
evening of the week preceding the fair. 

All farming implements and miscellaneous farm articles, and all heavy 
machinery requiring power, should be entered on or before Thursday evening 
of the week preceding the fair. All other articles should be entered on or 
before Tuesday, at 2 Pp. M., the week of the fair; and all animals and articles 
should be in their proper place on or before that time. 

All persons entering live stock should at the time of entry give a list of the 
stock, stating the age and breed of the animal, the breeder’s name and resi- 
dence, and the particular class and division in which the animal is to be 
entered ; and in case of thoroughbreds full pedigrees, duly certified, should be 
filed at the same time. 

Power, ample room, and shafting for the proper exhibition of all machinery 
and implements, and the forage, stalls, and pens for all animals properly entered, 
should be furnished free. 

All persons, except the officers, desiring to enter the fair grounds should pro- 
cure tickets of admission of the treasurer. All tickets will be taken up at the 
gates (except season tickets if issued), and complimentary tickets where no 
coupons are attached, and no return tickets issued except to the grand stand 
for the same day. 

ELECTIONS. 

The election should be held annually on Thursday the week of the fair. 
One-third of the directors or executive committee should be elected annually, 
and hold for three years. ‘The officers proper should be elected annually. A 
suitable ballot box to be provided and the election held at a convenient place 
on the grounds; prcper notice to be given. Three suitable persons members of 
the society to be appointed by the board to conduct the election and receive the 
ballots of all persons who are entitled to vote, which shall consist of ali mem- 
bers of the society of legal age. The judges shall require of each person offer- 
ing to vote to present a proper certificate of membership, which will be stamped 
on the face of it by the judges or their clerk the word voted, and they shall 
keep a full record of names of all persons voting at such election. The polls 
to be opened at 9 A. M. and close at 5p. M. Each member must vote in per- 
son. ‘The names of all the persons to be voted for to be on one ticket, and the 
office designated. The votes to be canvassed by the judges and president, and 
the result publicly declared as usual in township elections. 

The selling of spirituous liquors or other intoxicating drinks of any kind or 
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under any pretense, pool selling, offering speed premiums, gambling in any 
form, immoral or improper exhibitions of any kind, should never be licensed 
or permitted on any fair grounds. 

There should be a general superintendent whose duty it should be to see 
that good order is kept and the rules observed; and it should be the dmpera- 
tive duty of every officer to immediately report to said superintendent or the 
president any violations of the rules coming to his knowledge. 
No indebtedness of the Society should be incurred except by the persons 

duly authorized, and all bills or accounts should be certified to by the person 
making the account as correct if so before submitting the same to the audit- 
ing committee. 

The office of the president, secretary, and treasurer, and all the superin- 
tendents of departments should be at a designated place on the fair grounds 
during the days of the fair. 

Each department should be in charge of one or more members of the 
executive committee for directors. 

The executive committee or board of directors should meet on the evening 
of each day of the fair at 8 o’clock P. M., at such place as the president shall 
designate, to transact such business as may be brought before them, and hear 
and dispose of reports of the executive superintendents. 

There should be a good half-mile or mile track on the grounds with two 
good-sized grand stands, one for ladies and their escorts, and the other for 
gentlemen. The grounds and buildings should be opened to the public at 8 
A.M. and close at 6 p. M. during the continuance of the fair, at which times 
every officer and employé should be at his post. ‘There should be sufficient 
police and careful watchmen of ali the grounds, exhibits, and buildings, who 
should be promptly changed at 6 A. M. and 6 P. M., but no one to ‘eave his 
post until properly relieved. 

Notwithstanding you have good grounds, buildings, offices, and good 
weather a fair will not be a success, either in exhibition nor attendance, 
without a good, liberal premium list well considered, wisely and carefully 
arranged, and well classified, in which every rule should be clearly but con- 
cisely stated, so that neither exhibitors nor judges need be in any doubt about 
their proper construction. Nor will good feeling and permanent success of a 
fair be obtained without its judges and awarding committees are persons of 
acknowledged ability and impartiality. ‘They should all be selected and 
engaged prior to the meeting of the fair and when that important duty is 
carefully and conscientiously performed, and in sufficient time to verify their 
acceptance of the trust before the commencement of the fair, it saves much 
embarrassment and annoyance and gives the best opportunity to get the most 
suitable person for the duties required of them, for a few of the most import- 
tant judges the superintendents should not be confined to the State for their 
selection (under and with the advice of the President). The rules should 
guard them from all interference in their assigned duties. In many divis- 
ions they are arduous and require much firmness, experience, time, and close 
attention, but when that duty is faithfully and wisely peformed, all fair 
minded exhibitors will cheerfully abide their decision. 

I have thus given a brief history of the commencement of agricultural 
societies and fairs in the United States and State of Michigan, their objects 
and value in their result which is almost inestimable, and far-reaching, and 
my idea in brief of the best manner of conducting fairs. 
A word in conclusion: Michigan is comparatively a new State. When 
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the centennial exhibition was inangurated and the commissioners from this 
State appointed to select and forward any exhibits that might be offered for 
the far-off exhibition, the response of the people of the State for the first few 
months was very discouraging to the commissioners, but as more correct infor- 
mation was disseminated, and the State pride appealed to (although the Leg- 
islature had appropriated only the small sum of $7,500), the spirit of our peo- 
ple became aroused and when the exhibition opened it soon became an 
acknowledged fact that Michigan exceeded any other State in its exhibition of 
the products of its orchards, forests, mines, fresh water fisheries, salt, and 
manufactures from wood, and well to the front in its cereals and grasses, it 
took the first award on its school system, and had a very creditable show in 
many other important articles. The Calumet and Hecla Copper Mining 
Company, of the Lake Superior district, paid $12,000 for a model of their 
stamping works beside the expense of transportation\for the purpose of exhib- 
iting it at the centennial, where it not only received the first award but 
universal favorable comment. With such a record for so new a State in com- 
petition with the world, language is almost inadequate to portray the great 
value to the best interests of the people of the State growing out of our system 
of education on the subject of agriculture and and its kindred arts, and for its 
illustration in a practical form growing out of the holding of State, district, 
and county fairs, and of the valuable education and emulation given to our 
producers by such exhibitions, and the resulting competition to excel in all 
their future efforts. 

Therefore, I say, go forward with unabated courage, improve and add, foo, 
where we can in the right direction, and if error of judgment or practice appear, 
prune it out with an unsparing hand, and the time is not far distant, if not 
already here, when Michigan will stand almost unchallenged at the front, not 
only in its university and system of literary schools, but in its cheap and 
efficient means and methods of imparting and obtaining not only a thorough 
educational but practical knowledge of the great and important subject of 
agriculture and its kindred arts. 

EXPERIMENT STATIONS. 

BY FREEMAN FRANKLIN. 

[Read at Berrien Institute. ] 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. The subject assigned me (viz., experi- 
mental stations) is one which, had I had any choice in the matter, I should have 
by no means chosen. ‘The establishment of experimental stations or farms in 
the United States is of such recent date that but few statistics or reports are 
available from which to glean the necessary information to make an essay 
either interesting or instructive. But as itis not expected that the essayist 
should do more than merely introduce the subject to the attention of this 
intelligent body of agriculturists, I therefore feel less hesitancy in presenting 
this topic for your consideration. Since God issued the mandate, “ By the 
sweat of thy brow shalt thou gain thy bread,’’ labor has been a necessity with 
man. No occupation is so essential to mankind as that of agriculture; no 
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occupation precedes it. * It had its origin with the creation of the earth; there 
is none more exalted; God made it honorable, and it is our duty to sustain it 
as such. It is man’s natural sphere. The great Creator designed man to till 
the soil, and consummated his plan by placing him in the garden of Eden. 
The greatest and the best of men in all ages have been encouragers and pro- 
moters of the art, and have never deemed it derogatory to their dignity to 
assist in the labors of the field. 

Washington, in speaking of agriculture, pronounced it the most healthful, 
most useful, and most noble employment of man. No occupation is more 
pleasant or refining, or has a greater moral influence. In his daily toil the 
husbandman is in constant communion with nature. He sees the beautiful 
flowers. He treads the verdant fields. He listens to the babbling brook and 
the merry songs of the birds, and is taught by these evidences of divinity to 
look with reverence from nature up to nature’s God. Man has found the 
earth in almost every clime covered with vegetation, yet this often yields little 
that he consumes. ‘The spontaneous growth of nature affords but a limited 
quantity of food, and it is only after those plants which yield man an abundant 
supply of food are selected and thoroughly cultivated that population aug- 
ments and civilization takes its rise. Hence those nations who are most largely 
engaged in agriculture, and foster and protect it, and use every means in their 
power to stimulate production and to disseminate a knowledge of the proper 
modes of culture, are the most prosperous, most prominent, and most popu- 
lous, and reach the highest state of civilization and culture. History teaches 
us that those nations which cherished agriculture prospered, but when neglected, 
degeneracy began. The palmy days of the Romans were those when they 
gave the most attention to agriculture. At the present age of the world, with 
its teeming millions to be fed, clothed, and sheltered, it is of the wtmost 
importance that production should be stimulated and increased by every pos- 
sible measure. 
We in the United States, with our virgin soil with its fertility undiminished, 

and with many thousands of acres uncultivated, do not feel the force of this. 
But in some of the older and more populous countries of Europe, the question 
of successful and profitable agriculture is a grave one, and one that fills them 
with apprehension. At a convention of the leading agriculturists of Great 
Britain, called with a view to ascertain the cause, and if possible to devise a 
remedy, for the decline of agriculture in the British Islands, the Duke of 
Argyle said: ‘‘ This is a grave question which the people of the United King- 
dom are called upon to solve. The English farmer must practice his art 
better, and with more intelligence, if he would succeed and be able to meet 
foreign competition.’’ Now this is no less true with the American farmer. 
Russia has become a formidable competitor in the European grain markets, 
with her pauper labor, her facilities for transportation increased, and with a 
climate and soil especially adapted to the growth of the cereals, it behooves us 
to use every available means to increase our average yield and the certainty of 
our crops; and this we can in a great measure do by a judicious selection of 
seed, better and more intelligent cultivation, with a greater knowledge of the 
wants of the plants we grow, by drainage, etc. To propagate and disseminate 
these seeds, and to conduct the experiments necessary to gain the knowledge 
of the best mode of cultivation, the best variety to use, and how to counteract 
the effects of bad seasons when the very elements seem to have ccnspired 
against the farmer, calls for the establishment of experimental stations or 
farms. But before treating further of this portion of the essay, I desire to 
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give you a few statistics and facts to show the magnitude and importance of 
our agricultural mterests. We have three great “national industries, viz. 
Agricultural, manufacturing, and commercial, and I have named them in the 
order of their importance, and if for any reason either should decline, all 
must suffer, as they are all closely allied and mutually dependent on each 
other. 

I find in looking up our exports from the year 1868 to 1878 that the propor- 
tion our agricultural exports bore to all others was 82 per cent, or a little over 
four-fifths : and I copy from the Detroit Free Press of December, 1883, the 
following: ‘‘'The excess of exports over imports during the past year was 
$100,658,000. ‘The exports of the products of agriculture amounted to $619,- 
000,000. The exports of the products of manufacture amounted to $112,000,- 
000, being larger than any previous year.’? Thus you will see that our agri- 
cultural exports were nearly six times as largeas those of manufacture, or that 
about $86,278,000 of the $100,658,000 of excess is due to agriculture; com- 
ment therefore is unnecessary. It proves that the financial interests and pros- 
perity of this country are almost wholly dependent upon the products of our 
farms. A few more figures and I will cease to weary you with dry statistics. 
The Industrial Statistical Congress, which assembled in St. Petersburg in 1872, 
confided to the statistical corps of the French government their compilation 
of the agricultural statistics of Hurope, from which I copy a few brief extracts. 
The average annual production of cereals of all kinds in Europe is estimated 
at 5,153,808,000 bushels; of which Russia produces 1,657,592,000 bushels, or 
nearly one-third; Germany, 766,260,000, or 15 per cent; France, 709,500,000 
bushels, or 14 per cent; Austria and Hungary, 567,600,000, or about 11 per 
cent. These statistics also contained the per cent of available lands in the 
different countries which were being cultivated, but I will not weary you with 
them, except to say nearly all the countries, except Russia, were cultivating all 
their tillable lands; Russia only about 58 per cent of her land that could be 
made available for agricultural purposes. Russia is wisely using every means 
to increase her agricultural products and to facilitate the exportation of them. 
Seeing the want of knowledge on the part of her husbandmen she is establish- 
ing experimental farms in various places through the Empire under the super- 
vision of scientific and practical men, with means to conduct experiments to a 
successful issue, and to teach her subjects all that pertains to agriculture. To 
facilitate exports she is increasing her shipping, building railroads, canals, etc. 

In comparing these statistics with those of the United States, I find that 
we produce about 1,600,000,000 bushels, or a little less than Russia. The 
other provinces of Europe do not produce as much as they consume. Hence 
Russia and the United States must supply the deficiency. Therefore the 
necessity on our part to keep pace with, and if possible to outstrip, Russia in 
our ability to produce, and to lessen the cost of production. Mr. Chairman, 
without doubt there is no other profession or occupation which is as loosely 
managed, and which is conducted with as little knowledge of its requirements, 
and with as little effort to excel, as that of farming. Very few farmers ever 
conduct any experiments to ascertain any fact in relation to their occupation, 
and if they do, from want of care or knowledge, or from the lack of time and 
means, they must always prove failures. How many farmers within the sound 
of my voice to-day can tell how many pounds of corn it takes to produce a 
pound of pork, and yet how essential to know to be able to dispose of our corn 
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crop to the best advantage. How many are there who can tell which crop pay 
the greatest profit, or which their soil and climate are best adapted to. 

I am forcibly reminded of the difference in effort made by farmers and 
those of other occupations when I recall a visit made to the great shops of 
William Deering & Co., of Chicago, manufacturers of reapers, mowers, twine 
binders, etc. Inshowing me around their extensive factory, I came to aroom 
in which were quite a number of men at work, and my guide explained by say- 
ing, ¢his is our experimental room. He said they employed about twenty of 
the most skillful and practical mechanics and inventors, all the while, who 
did nothing else but experiment, with a view to improve their binders and 
other machines, and at the same time to cheapen their construction, if pos- 
sible. These experts were sent into the fields to carefully watch the workings 
of the machines, and if any part failed to do the work satisfactorily, or was 
too light to be durable, or was too cumbersome and could be made lighter 
without sacrificing strength and durability, it was reported, and experiments 
were immediately made to remedy the difficulty, and they keep trying until the 
desired result is obtained, and many thousands of dollars are thus expended 
in experiments which prove fruitless. Still, in the end it pays them, for only 
by this means are they enabled to keep pace with other enterprising manufac- 
turers, and be able to furnish a machine with the latest improvements. As a 
result of one of their experiments, and through the skill of one of their 
experts, they were able to dispense with about twenty pieces in their twine- 
binder, which rendered it less liable to get out of repair, and more durable, 
and lessened the cost materially, and made a rich harvest, not only for them, 
but also for the inventor; and, Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, if so 
much effort is necessary for the production of a few of the implements of the 
agriculturists, how much more essential is it that the farmer himself should 
use every means which can be devised to increase his knowledge and chances 
of success. 

It is true we have a commissioner of agriculture at Washington, with an 
experimental farm, and many of the States have agricultural colleges, to the 
most of which are attached experimental farms. Our own State boasts of one 
of the very best, which under the management, and by the instruction of its 
very competent President and Professors, is doing a great deal to advance the 
agricultural interests of Michigan. They have awakened among the farmers 
a thirst for more knowledge in their profession, and the intelligent farmer is 
beginning to realize the necessity which exists for more extended and carefully 
conducted experiments, and we realize, Mr. Chairman, that an experiment 
which may have proved a grand success in the vicinity of Washington, or 
even at Lansing, with us under different climate influences and a different 
soil may prove a disastrous failure, and as a consequence we are deterred from 
adopting the mode of culture suggested, or from propagating the seeds dis- 
tributed. Now, if we could have experimental farnis in different parts of the 
country so located as to embrace every variety of soil and climate, and have 
them under the supervision of scientific and practical men, with sufficient 
means to carry the experiments to a successful issue, then every farmer in 
a similar climate, and having a similar soil could safely put into practice 
what was recommended, and would thus avoid the costly failures which often 
follow his efforts to grow a new variety of seed. 

I presume almost every farmer present to-day, has noticed that for some 
cause or other, for which I am unable to account, that, after a few years, a 
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variety of wheat that has yielded well, had a good, stiff straw, was hardy and 
quite free from the ravages of insects, fails to retain those qualities, and 
forces the farmer to change to some other variety. Even this year many of 
our best farmers have been trying to obtain something to take the place of 
the Fultz wheat, once so popular. What an advantage then if an experi- 
mental farm could have been located in southwestern Michigan, which could 
haye tested and secured for distribution a variety to take the place of the one 
now in use, and one which we would have been perfectly safe in adopting, as 
it would have been grown in a like climate and soil. The request of our agri- 
culturists for appropriations to advance our cause is a wise and very reason- 
able one. No other nation of prominence is as niggardly in this respect as 
ours. In 1877, France appropriated for the support of agriculture and com- 
merce, $20,000,000; Russia, for agriculture and public lands, $15,000,000; 
Austria and Hungary, for agriculture alone, $5,500,000; Great Britain, 
$800,000; Sweden, $650,000; the United States for the same year, only 
$174,686. Thus it will be seen, that Russia, our greatest competitor in the 
markets of the world for agricultural products, spends annually seventy times 
as much as we do; and little Sweden three times as much as this great nation 
does for the support of the industry upon which its prosperity and perpetuity 
depends. 

To prove my position and show what can be accomplished by governmental 
aid, and continued and careful experiments, I have but to call your attention 
to the history of the beet sugar industry of France, about the middle of the 
eighteenth century. Marggraf, an apothecary in Berlin drew attention to the 
sugar contained in beets, but Achard, the Prussian chemist, was the first who 
was tolerably successful in extracting it. Still, as only two or three per cent 
of sugar was obtained, the product did not pay the cost. In this extremity 
the French nation wisely came to the rescue, placed a protective duty on sugar, 
offered a bonus to those who would engage in the cultivation of the beet, and 
at once commenced to experiment to overcome the obstacles that confronted 
them, and did not cease their efforts until they succeeded. 

The expense incurred has been amply repaid, as France produces annually 
about 450,000 tons of beet sugar, or 900,000,000 pounds. Besides the refuse 
used for provender and the alcohol extracted pays the cost of manufactureand 
brings to the laborers of France about $50,000,000 annually. It gives profit- 
able employment to thousands of her subjects, and makes her population 
largely agricultural. Herein lies her strength and prosperity. It saved the 
nation from bankruptcy; has enabled them to prosper under the enormous war 
debt, and to survive the loss of their vineyards, and had as much to do with 
her becoming a republic as any one cause. There is something in the occu- 
pation of the husbandman which creates in the breast of those engaged in it 
a desire for freedom and a supreme contempt for royalty; and, Mr. Chairman, 
I have no fears for the perpetuity of our republican institutions as long as agri- 
culture is the principal occupation of our people, as long as it is fostered and 
encouraged, and the majority of our population own the soil and till it. While 
this is not a treatise on sugar or its production still I desire to call your atten- 
tion to its great importance. The consumption of sugar has become enor- 
mous. It is estimated that the United States consumes 40 pounds per capita. 
Making a yearly consumption of 1,000,000 tons, or 2,000,000,000 pounds ; 
nine-tenths of which is imported at a cost of over $100,000,000, all of which 
ought to and could be produced at home. It is estimated that two per cent of 
the acreage devoted to corn would, if cultivated to sugar cane, produce all the 
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sweets needed in the United States; and a larger per cent would make us large 
exporters of this great and profitable commodity. Certain difficulties have 
heretofore prevented the manufacture of sugar from sorghum becoming remun- 
erative, and has deterred many from engaging in its cultivation; thus depriy- 
ing us of a most profitable industry which would add millions of dollars to our 
national and individual wealth and diversify production, and thus prevent the 
over production of the cereals and consequent low prices, Here comes in the 
necessity for careful, scientific, and extended experiments, which can only be 
consummated by adopting the remedy suggested in the title of this essay, viz., 
Experimental Stations. The most active and enterprising of the States are 
taking the initiative. In reading the address of the Master of the National 
Grange, the Hon. J. J. Woodman, I see that eight States are reported as hay- 
ing experimental stations, four of which, I am proud to say, have been estab- 
lished through the influence of the Grange, and I quote from it. He says, 
«‘The question of establishing these stations in several other States is now being 
agitated by patrons, and all reliable information in relation to their manage- 
ment, and the results obtained, should be collected and disseminated as widely 
as possible.”’ 

While writing this essay my attention was called to an article in the Michigan 
Farmer by Prof. Failyure, from which I learned that the first experimental 
station proper was organized in Germany in the year 1851, and from the 
establishment of this station dates a new era in the agriculture of Europe. 
The knowledge of chemistry being so essential to progress in agriculture has 
placed these stations largely under the control of eminent chemists. The 
importance of these stations has been so evident, and the results obtained so 
satisfactory, that in the short period of 32 years there have been established no 
less than 85 in Germany alone. Other European countries, keenly alive to 
their interests, and appreciating the advantages to be derived from thoughtful, 
painstaking experimentation, have established fifty more. They are under 
the control of the government, and depend on the government for support. 
Besides, many private enterprises in this direction have been undertaken, 
through which extensive and valuable contributions to our scientific knowledge 
of the operations of agriculture have been obtained. Their operations have so 
far been confined to: 1st, an examination of the quality of seeds and the 
control of their sale; 2nd, the analysis of commercial fertilizers offered for 
sale; 3rd, experiments in feeding and with dairy products; 4th, investigation 
of soils; 5th, experiments with various fertilizers; 6th, the cultivation and 
improvement of the various crops of the field, orchard, and garden; and their 
inyestigations in these directions have led them into almost every feature of 
agriculture. Notwithstanding the favor with which these stations have been 
viewed by European governments, our own national and state governments 
have been slow to engage in them. It would seem that enlightened states- 
manship would have early recognized the importance of improvements in 
agriculture to a people so largely dependent upon it for their welfare. I can 
only account for this by the fact that as agriculturists we have not had our 
proportion of representatives in congress or our State legislatures, and as 2 
consequence our interests have not received the consideration their importance 
demands. They have been neglected and crowded into the background by other 
interests more largely and better represented, which have had more persistent, 
clamorous, and active advocates, and if we ever get the recognition we deserve 
farmers’ institutes, farmers’ clubs, farmers’ organizations of whatever name 
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and nature, and farmers generally, must make their wants known, and insist 
upon having them recognized. 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentleman, much more could be said to prove the 
necessity for the establishment of experimental stations, but as I remarked in 
the beginning it is not expected that this essay will embrace all that ought to 
be said on this subject, but only introduce it, and such, Mr. Chairman, in my 
feeble way, I have attempted to do. SBesides, I am admonished that I am 
occupying more than my proportion of time in the discussion of this subject. 
I have no desire to weary you or tax your patience. I thank you for your kind 
attention. 

DISCUSSION. 

Hon. Henry Chamberlain said that few comprehended the difficulty of 
making an accurate experiment. He referred to those of Laws and Gilbert as 
having extended over a period of thirty years, conducted by scientic men who 
had both leisure and wealth, yet but few things had been determined. We 
want, as farmers especially, to know how to make the best of our farms and 
leave them unexhausted to those who come afterus, He said the State Board 
of Agriculture had some experiments under consideration. In order to make 
them, money would be necessary; must come from the people and appro- 
priated by the Legislature. 

LOSSES AND IMPERFECTIONS ON THE FARM. 

BY E. B. HAYES. 

[Read at Caro Institute.] 

‘In looking at this evening’s programme you will perhaps think that the 
farm questions have been pretty thoroughly discussed, that there is little left 
for me to say; and that is about the way I feel over it. 

Mr. Rogers has thoroughly drained it; Orr has drawn sketches and held 
them up to your view, showing how it is on the farm, and how it should be; 
Selden has given you legislation for the farm; Weaver has stocked it with 
sheep, and Goodrich stands ready to extract the sugar. 

The committee on arrangements seem to have thought it would not be pru- 
dent to pull down the bars and turn thoroughbred cattle in with sheep; and 
this is undoubtedly the reason that Elder Baker comes in where he does with 
his system on the farm, is to prevent Weaver’s sheep from butting thorough- 
bred cattle and thoroughbred cattle from goring the sheep. 

As my subject indicates I will endeavor to point out to you a few losses and 
imperfections on the farm. That there are a few old ruts that we farmers are 
running in and making hittle or no effort to get out, you will not deny. That 
we cling to old modes of doing our work with more tenacity than men of 
other professions is equally true. 

The doctor of fifty years ago could not practice in Caro now. The lawyer 
of forty years ago would make a poor showing in this room to-night if court 
was in session. ‘The preacher of thirty years ago could not palm off on you 
one of his old sermons—you demand something new. ‘The school teacher of 
twenty years ago could not enter your school rooms under that name now. 
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The first loss that I wish to call your attention to is the universal and care- 
less waste of farm food. I believe it to be the greatest one sustained by the 
farmer, and was in hopes Selden would recommend legislation to prevent it. 
You will all agree in this, that oats or its equivalent sustains that noble 

animal, the horse, while he plows and cultivates your fields. If he is supplied 
with as much food as is required we find him in as fine condition for work at 
the end of the season as when he began. 

Allow me to contrast the care you bestow upon the food of the horse and 
the care you give the food of the farm. You watch with eager eye the field 
of ripening grain, and with almost mathematical precision you put in the 
reaper. You house and thresh with as much care as you do the food for your 
own table. You place it inside of strong walls and keep it more secure than 
the prisoner in our county jail. You deal it out to the horse in as even doses 
and with as much precision as your doctor does the poison to his suffering 
patients, and the result is that the horse is kept up in condition to make 
ample returns for all food consumed. 

Having pointed out the usual method of caring for the food of domestic 
animals, we will now call your attention to the usual treatment of food for the 
farm. Do not imagine that | intend this for some other locality—I wish it to 
apply directly to Tuscola county. 

Do you see that barn with a manure pile at each end, a short distance 
from Vassar? Have you ever been by there when they were smoking like coal 
pits? A short distance from here we find a farmer manufacturing a quantity 
of number one farm food by feeding young cattle for beef. The food for the 
cattle is securely kept in the barn, and the food for the farm is chucked out 
through holes and is being leached under the eaves of the same building. 
Passing along we come to a fine barn nearly one hundred feet in length. Not 
only the hay and grain are securely kept but there is a commodious cellar for 
the safe keeping of vegetables; and where do we find the food for the farm? 
It is wheeled out into the yard to firefang in a pile, or spread out to be 
bleached and leached by sun and rain. 

If we should continue through our county we would find the farm food in 
conditions similar to the ones I have described. I think writers on this ques- 
tion generally agree that the liquid portion is about equal to the solid. If this 
be the case is not the construction of our stable floors such that a large per 
cent (and nearly all that is in condition to enter the soil as plant food) passes 
through the floor and is lost under the barn. 

Now, gentlemen, isn’t this true? How many barns and yards can you show 
me where this portion of the farmers’ bank (I think it should be called 
national) is not running to waste. In thé Farmer’s Review of May 11th, 
1882, we read that in the Atlantic and Middle States the farmers annually 
purchase five hundred thousand tons of fertilizers, at a cost of twenty millions 
of dollars. And why this enormous expense? The soil by nature is good 
—and by proper treatment should improve, or at least hold its fertility. We 
venture an answer—that those farms have suffered for years from the same 
cause that yours are endangered now, from a careless, indifferent treatment 
of farm food. In short you are contradicting in practice what you advocate 
in theory. 

We have something over three thousand farms in our county, the average 
being a fraction above eighty acres each. The average number of cattle to 
each (including cows) is five. The average number of sheep on each farm is 
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seven. With this small amount of stock are we not suffering a loss as well as 
following an imperfect mode of farming. 

And again, look at our average yield of grain, and tell me, fellow farmers, 
what is the cause of its running so low? Corn thirty, oats less than thirty- 
five, and wheat from ten to twenty bushels per acre. If we should double the 
number of young cattle, thribble the sheep, and make it a point to save all the 
farm food, (instead of wasting half as we do now), do you not think the yield 
per acre of your farms would be materially increased. On my way to this 
place to day I passed a fine farm of nearly two hundred acres, nearly all 
improved. The stock consists of a small flock of sheep, five cows, and four 
calves. In the barn-yard and in the field are large straw stacks, their snow 
capped tops and sides gave to them the appearance of huge monuments erected 
in memory of good crops of grain that were once grown on this farm, and I 
believe if this mode of farming is kept up for any great length of time such 
monuments would be very appropriate. 

In contrast I will point you to another farm of one hundred and twenty 
acres, where about forty head of cattle and nearly twice as many sheep are 
being kept on grain, straw, and corn fodder raised upon the farm, and the 
only thing the owner laments over is that he hasn’t cattle enough to consume 
the coarse feed. One of these farms is certainly suffering a loss, and I leave 
it for you to say which one it is. 
A few words now in regard to the care of young stock—and I hope I shall 

succeed in drawing out discussion. I will again give you a practical demon- 
stration. Last June a farmer sold two calves, eight weeks old, for twenty-one 
dollars. Last week I saw his neighbor sell two calves, forty weeks old, for 
sixteen dollars. Was there a loss in either case? And if so which sustained 
ib? 

IT now come to the last and most unpleasant part of my subject. If Ishould 
point out something that you make a specialty of, and carry almost or quite 
to perfection, you would undoubtedly be pleased over it; but it is not your good 
qualities that I am aiming at; I am trying to hit you in weak places. 
Among the imperfections on the farm, we frequently notice costly farm 

machinery exposed for months to sun and rain. We occasionally see farm 
buildings so arranged that it becomes necessary in going back and forth from 
house to barn, to pass through the yard where stock is kept—this always looks 
like imperfection. You have undoubtedly seen (if you have not I can show 
you), fields where flocks of birds alight on the branches of dead weeds, and 
busy themselves in gathering the seeds that have not fallen to the ground. If 
the birds had reasoning faculties, and could talk, we presume they would 
admire and praise such farming. The blackened stalks, surrounded by a man- 
tle of snow, not only gives to the fields an unsightly appearance, but adds 
imperfection. 

We notice the old style of plowing into lands with back-furrows and deep 
dead-furrows that has been practiced as long as any of you can remember, is 
still kept up to-day. As you are doing away with surface drains by under- 
draining, why not keep the surface of your fields even by properly plowing. 
The ridges and depressions not only make it unpleasant, but is much harder 
on teams and machinery. I can show you on a farm not many miles from 
here, underdrained fields, free from all obstructions, that have been plowed in 
lands east and west for so many years that they look as if they had been pre- 
pared for a variety of widths and heights of turnpikes. Pointing to one I 
asked the owner why he had allowed so fine a field to get in so bad a shape. 
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He replied that he had not noticed that it was so bad, or even thought as it 
could be plowed to prevent it. 

We have been called here for the purpose of exchanging ideas—assembled 
for the special benefit of those engaged in agriculture—here for the purpose 
of talking. Some of you will give us your ideas this evening, others will sit 
here, loaded perhaps to the muzzle, but will not fire till we meet you on the 
street or at your homes. If I have made any mistakes, or misstatements, 
have said anything that does not coincide with your views, I hope you will not 
be backward or bashful, but jump up and punch holes in my paper. 

HORSE RACING AT AGRICULTURAL FAIRS. 

BWeure Ge PURD 

[Read at Caro Institute.] 

While I am of the opinion that ‘‘ trials of speed’’ are all right and proper 
in their appropriate places, still I think they should not monopolize the great- 
est share of the time nor be the prominent feature at our fairs. Formerly 
the trials of speed—now really the race track—were merely an incident, a sort 
of tail-piece to the general exhibit of agricultural and horticultural products, 
implements and modes of culture, and of generally useful domestic animals. 
Latterly the tail seems to wag the whole body, and the largest premiums and 
most attentions are paid to trotting and running horses. ‘Thus we see pre- 
miums offered in the premium list something like the following: Horses for 
all work, single mare or gelding, 4 years old or over, first premium, $3; sec- 
ond premium, $2. While in race No. 6, open to all: first premium, $35; 
second premium, $25; third premium, $15. The poorest race horse gets five 
times the amount which the best horse for the farmer gets. 

Comparatively few of the public spirited men who get up and manage the 
fairs fully approve of this feature, but deem it a necessary evil. The execu- 
tive committee reason that while the body of staid old farmers will come for 
the sake of the real object of such fairs, the trials of speed attract a large 
floating population, who care not a fig for agriculture, but whose admission 
fees supply the sinews of war. 

That the fairs in many parts of the country are deteriorating is certain. Not 
a few of the best farmers are questioning whether fairs are on the whole 
useful. There are certainly a good many who are disgusted with the growing 
influence of the race track, and are unwilling to bring their families under 
such influence. If all of this class are alienated will not our fairs soon become 
little more than an annual race course. There are many instances which it 
might be well to consider in this connection. The Orange county, N. Y., 
agricultural society not long ago, says an eastern paper, fearing the race 
track would get the supremacy, abolished speed premiums. Many pre- 
dicted failure, but the results last year and the year before show the 
contrary. Instead of the race all the exhibited animals were marshalled in 
grand cavalcade each afternoon, and, preceded by a band of music, marched 
in classes following each other around the track and in view of all present. 
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The quiet, earnest attention and study to be seen in the faces of from ten to 
fifteen thousand lookers on were indications of far more practical information 
carried home than could have been derived from seeing a few fleet-footed 
animals dash past at their utmost speed under the lash of professional jockeys. 

In speaking of the Nebraska state fair held this last year, one writer says: 
«*Tt was one of the most successful in the history of the state, and this fair 
was notable for the little interest taken in the races. At no time was the 
race track made the center of attraction for more than a small fraction of the 
crowd present. 

The agricultural society of this county, while they held their exhibitions at 
Watrousville, (as we all know) has persistently set its face against the intro- 
duction of this feature, and very few, if any society in the State has more 
prosperously gone forward with grand agricultural exhibitions every year, never 
in financial straits, but always making a large, useful, instructive, genuine, 
agricultural show. It would seem that the races are not a necessity, why 
then should they be encouraged at the fairs. They surely are not an orna- 
ment. 

Neighbor farmers, don’t imagine you would make a very graceful appear- 
ance seated on a red trotting sulky, holding the ribbons Budd Doble style, 
dressed in a blue flannel shirt, white knee-briches, and skull cap, driving at 
a 2:40 gait. You would make afar better appearance driving a good, solid, 
fat span of farm horses, even though they may be hitched to a lumber wagon. 
We have all known farmers to succeed by attending strictly to agricultural 
affairs. But did you ever know one to get rich driving fast horses? 

MIXED HUSBANDRY. 

BY A. D. SAXTON. 

[Read at Eaton Rapids Institute.] 

Mr. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,—The subject assigned me isone 
of considerable interest to the farmer. Ido not expect to say anything that 
will be new to you, but perhaps it may draw out thought and discussion for 
our mutual benefit. The profits that are derived from mixed husbandry 
depend a great deal upon circumstances, upon soil, climate, etc.; but in this 
part of the State, as a rule, it needs no argument. I think it is self-evident, 
to the observing farmer at least, that mixed husbandry pays the best. It should 
be as diversified as possible; in fact, I don’t see how any farmer can succeed, 
or how he can farm with any degree of success, without raising different kinds 
of crops and some stock. The time has been perhaps when the raising of 
wheat, and that alone, was as profitable as anything the farmer could engage 
in when the country was newer, when the soil was rich in wheat producing 
properties, and when wheat brought a good price in market; but that time has 
past I think in this part of our State. But even when wheat raising paid the 
best, the farmers that were the most successful were the ones that raised the 
most clover to plow under and kept some stock to eat up the coarse fodder. 
Take the farmer, for instance, with 80 or 100 acres of land ; he says to himself, 
there is money for me in raising wheat than anything else. He goes to work 

34 
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with all his might and strength; he is persevering and untiring in his efforts 
to get as much of his farm into wheat as possible; he works early and late; 
keeps a hired man, two teams, and sows from 40 to 70 acres of wheat; he puts 
a great deal of time and money into his crop, which ts to be; he harvests, 
threshes, and what is the result. It has been one continual outgo all the time 
until he gets his crop ready for market. Perhaps has had to hire money to 
pay for help, seed, and feed for teams, expecting his crop would pay all and 
leave him a handsome profit besides; and perhaps it would with a good crop 
and a fair market. But, on the contrary, suppose his crop is a failure, or 
partially so, which is very often the case, the market low, his time and money 
has been thrown away besides impoverishing his soil. This is no idle fancy, it 
is what we have all seen, not only in wheat raising butin other crops when they 
have been made a specialty. 

Mr. President, I believe that experience is the best teacher by-all odds that 
farmers can have. We can learn useful lessons from our own experience and 
from our neighbors. We should not be satisfied with old methods if there is any- 
thing better; and by continual experimenting, careful observation of different 
methods and kinds of crops we learn what is practical and beneficial. The 
greatest benefits to be derived, the most money to be made in farming, depend 
upon certain conditions. Itdepends in a great measure upon the kind of farm 
you have, whether it is by nature a grain or grass farm. On a farm that is natur- 
ally low and wet, which produces grass abundantly, and one that is not adapted 
to grain, raising stock would be the only thing to engage in profitably, and at 
the present prices of stock I believe that more money could be made and made 
easier than on a grain farm; and on such a farm mixed husbandry wonid be 
out of the question at any great extent. But we have very few such farms as 
Ihave described. Most of our farms produce grain as well as grass, and we 
have a chance to diversify our crops as much as we like. One of the greatest 
benefits to be derived from mixed husbandry is the different funds we have to 
draw upon during the year, which is very convenient, to say the least, where 
we have no bank account, which I venture to say most farmers have not. In 
the winter we have some fat steers or wethers perhaps we have been feeding to 
sell. Then comes our wool, which is nosmall item. Then after shearing some 
more sheep and lambs to sell. Then comes our surplus wheat and oats. Later 
on comes our hogs that we have to sell off from our stubble, and a thousand 

and one other things too numerous to mention which every good farmer that 
practices mixed farming has to sell at different times all through the year. 

The raising of various kinds of grain and stock are essentially blended in 
farm economy. It would be very unwise to separate them. We have a good 
grain growing State; it is conceded to be one of the best in the Union for its 
fine quality of wheat, one of the very best in its fine horses, second to none in 
its fine flocks of sheep, and hard to beat in thoroughbred cattle and hogs. In 
any mode of farming there are two important questions the intelligent farmer 
will ever keep in mind, namely: The maintaining the fertility of the soil, and 
that mode of farming that will give him the greatest income with the least 
expense in labor and money. ‘To maintain the two there are many reasons in 
favor of mixed husbandry and there can be no general failure because if one 
crop fails others are maturing at different seasons that are not likely to fail. 
A rotation of crops on certain soils at least seems better for keeping up the 
fertility of the farm than to continue it in certain special crops. The produc- 
ing qualities of our soil, its fertility, is what we should look after all the time, 
and our constant aim and study should be to feed our soil with food that will 
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make it grow better and better and at the same time give forth large returns 
in its abundant crops. I believe in mixed husbandry because it is the only 
practical way of keeping up the fertility of our farms. If our farms are 
allowed to get poorer instead of better, it is only a question of time 
when they will fail to support us, ‘‘as some one has said.’ What would 
you think of the wisdom of the man haying say $4,000 at interest, who in 
addition to using the interest yearly should also use a portion of the principal? 
You would say at once he will soon have neither interest or principal, he will 
be bankrupt. 
A farmer has a farm worth $4,000; that farm is his principal, the produc- 

ing power of his farm is his interest. As the person having the money at 
interest will become bankrupt if he persists in using a part of his principal 
yearly besides his interest, justso surely will the farmer become bankrupt if 
he allows the producing power of his farm to become impaired. The analogy 
between the capitalist and the farmer is in this respect perfect. This is nota 
fanciful idea or overdrawn picture. 

The Commissioner of Agriculture of the United States, in one of his annual 
reports, says: In some of the New England States thousands of acres have 
been literally abandoned and are lying untilled and unoccupied. These lands 
were once occupied by an enterprising and industrious people. The same is 
true of large tracts of lands in some of the Southern States; lands that are 
completely worn out, starved to death, as it were, by one single line of farm- 
ing, by not giving back to the soil what justly belonged to it. I know of 
farms, not a great many miles from here, that are about in as bad condition 
as those above described. There can be no certain rules for rotation of 
crops, or the amount or kind of stock to be kept. Every one must decide for 
himself the rotation of crops best ‘suited to his farm and the amount and 
kind of stock that he can keep at the best advantage and most profit. That 
depends a good deal upon the kind of farm, whether it is high and rolling or 
low and flat. Sheep will do a great deal better on a high, rolling farm than on 
a low, wet, flat farm. On most of our farms I think it advisable to diversify 
our stock as well as our crops, and what we keep be sure and have good breeds. 
We cannot afford to keep any other. It costs no more to keep a good grade of 
any kind than it does to keep a scrubby native, and with the same feed the 
grade will sell for almost double, and whatever we keep should be well fed. 
If we are to receive any profit from the stock we keep on the farm, it is by 
keeping it growing until it is ready to sell. It takes but little more feed 
to keep a pig, a calf or colt growing and in good condition until they come to 
maturity or until they are ready for market, than it does to just keep them 
alive and in a stunted condition. In the one case, you throw away your feed 
and time ; in the other, you realize a profit. 
A great mistake with farmers, I think, is plowing too much; the more we 

plow the more hard work we have todo. The more hay and grass we raise 
the more stock we can keep, thereby having more butter, more cheese, more 
wool, more mutton, more beef, more pork, and a jarger and better manure 
pile, which again will give us more hay and grass. The farmer that follows 
mixed husbandry is more sure to succeed, for if he fails on one crop, or kind, 
he is sure to hit the market on something else. Besides he doesn’t need so 
much help, he has more time to put in and gather his crops, for the reason 
they mature at different seasons of the year, and would not have so many 
acres of each kind to harvest. 
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Now to substantiate my theory that mixed husbandry is the most profitable, 
{ will ask you to look around among the best farmers, those that have been 
the most successful, the farms that are under the best state of cultivation, and 
I think you will find them owned and managed almost invariably by farmers 
that are engaged in mixed husbandry. In addition to growing grain and stock, 
every farmer should raise fruit, and that too should be diversified. He will, 
of course have a good apple orchard, and peaches, and pears, and in addition 
should have plenty of small fruit, not only for convenience and profit, but 
they are agreat luxury, all that is needed to have them is a little time and 
care. I have only outlined the principles of mixed husbandry, it only remains 
for us, the tillers of the soil, to prosecute it intelligently and reap its rewards. 

CONSTRUCTION OF DRAINS—GENERAL EFFECTS. 

BY PROF, R. C. CARPENTER. 

While it is unquestionably true that drains greatly benefit flat, heavy land, 
or land that is continually wet, it is not so generally admitted that they are 
also of great benefit on lands wet only occasionally, and haying a surface 
somewhat or considerably rolling. Itis a fact, however, that heavy clay lands 
are greatly benefitted by drainage, even if naturally dry and haying a rolling 
surface. In the first place, drained lands are much warmer than wet lands, 
for this reason: The evaporation in the drying up of water requires heat, and 
the total amount of heat required is the same whether the evaporation be 
done in one day or in several weeks. Some portion of this heat is likely to be 
drawn from the earth, leaving it colder than before the water was dried off or 
evaporated ; on the other hand, when under-drains are used, the water passing 
from the surface downward through the soil, if warmer than the soil, gives up 
some of its heat, and the land is much the gainer. Thus drainage gives us, 
to a certain extent, control over the climate. Under-drains are of much ben- 
efit in aerating the soil, and rendering it more porous. During dry weather 
the underdrains serve as channels for the air to pour into and through the soil, 
and serve in this way to drain into the soil the moisture contained in the 
atmosphere. All know that during dry seasons the positions of the under- 
drains are clearly marked by the greater growth and freshness of the vegeta- 
tion immediately over them. ‘Thus they serve to lessen the evil effects of exces- 
sive wet as well as of parching drought. 

The benefits of drainage in giving us better health and longer lives is well 
attested by actual observation. The water that will be carried off by drainage 
is only that which is in excess of the needs of plant life, and is that which is 
so potent in breeding malarial diseases, and bringing death and the blackest 
of all sorrow to many happy homes. The victims of undrained areas either 
lie beneath the earth, or drag half dead bodies for years over it. 

Under-drains are also of benefit in increasing the action of the fertilizers. 
Surface drainage is always detrimental in this respect, as the fertilizers are 
carried by the wash into ditches and water-courses, where they cannot possibly 
do any good. On the other hand, with a good system of under-drains, the 
water, instead of running over the soil, runs through it, leaving therein a 
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great portion, if not all, of its fertilizing materials. But the principal objects 
of this paper is to tell ‘‘ how to drain,’’ rather than to argue the benefits of 
drainage. There are two classes of drains, one the open ditch or trench, and 
the other the closed or under-drain. 

The drainage law of the State of Michigan makes provision for the com- 
pulsory construction of drains when a majority of those interested desire it. 
Legal safeguards are erected for individual rights in the forms and petitions 
that must be secured and posted as the law directs. Frivolous but legal tech- 
nicalities have in some instances been allowed to overthrow the operation of 
this law. The law itself has a clause tending to nullify the captious opposition 
of dishonest attorneys, yet, despite that, in some counties the attorney fees 
have amounted to more than all other charges together, and even then some 
illegality would take away the power of collecting the cost by taxation of those 
benefited. 
My own opinion is that the remedy is not to be found in any amendment of 

the law, but rather in the election of intelligent drain commissioners. The 
law at present is as simple as it well can be and guard individual rights. Some 
essential conditions are required, and these conditions are all reasonable and 
necessary. In the first place those desiring the drain are to petition the 
drainage commissioner. He is to examine the land, and if he thinks it feasible 
he is to have asurvey. Asa description of the ditch is required in the first 
petition to the drain commissioner it is safer to have that resigned after a 
surveyor has located the ditch. Then the commissioner should proceed as 
required by the law. If his work is done intelligently and justly it is hardly 
possible to be overthrown by the worst shyster lawyer in the state. 

In most countries this law has given satisfactory results in its operation, and 
although at times there may have been made unjust assessments and hard 
feelings, yet on the whole it has done more to improve the health and 
prosperity of our people than any single law ever before passed. By its help 
large marshes have been drained, lakes have been lowered, and immense 
tracts of unhealthy, disease-breeding swamp conyerted into excellent mead- 
Ows, or in some cases into arable land. 

CONSTRUCTION. 

No. 1. Proper form for open ditches. 

The open ditches constructed under authority are to be dug as the officer in 
charge requires, but usually they have a width on the bottom depending on 
the area to be drained, and a uniform slope to the sides of 45°, or one foot 
horizontal to one foot in depth,—a slope somewhat flatter would no doubt be 
better. The standard railroad slope of 14 feet horizontal to one in depth 
would be none too much to secure permanency of thedrain. It would however 
be more difficult to construct in boggy or grassy ground. 
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No.2. Improper form for open ditches. 

When the ground will admit the use of teams, open ditches can be con- 
structed very cheaply, and given a very flat slope, with the plow and scraper. 
The practice of leaving the waste earth close to the banks of open-ditches is a 
very pernicious one. This earth should be thrown well back from the ditch, 
and so leveled off or distributed as not to prevent the surface water from 
reaching the ditch. If it is left on the bank of the ditch its weight tends to 
cave the ditch in, it is also liable to be worked in by rains. 

The construction of open ditches is less affected by variations from grade 
than a line of tile under-drains since the ditch is permanently open, obstruc- 
tions to the flow of water can be seen and removed at any time. In practical 
work of construction, it has been found that good results are secured if stakes 
showing the depth are placed only once in twenty rods. In long lines of open 
ditches it is essential that a level of the line be taken, as in most cases the fall 
that can be secured is slight. This level is required in all town or county 
drains. 

LEAST FALL ON OPEN DRAINS. 

The least fall cf large bodies of flowing water may be very small indeed. 
The average fall for the Amazon river is only six inches per mile. The avyer- 
age fall of the Lower Nile, seven inches per mile; the Lower Ganges, four 
inches; the average for the whole Mississippi, seventeen inches, below Cairo, 
twenty-eight inches; the Ohio, six inches. The Rhine is the most rapid 
large river in the world, its fall from Geneva to Lyon being eighty inches per 
mile, and from Lyon to its mouth, thirty-two inches per mile. 

The flow of water, or strength of current, depends as well upon the volume 
and depth, as upon the slope. This fact has probably been noticed by all, 
that the flow through the same stream is much stronger at times of high water 
or freshets, than at low water. From observation of the action of the laws 
of nature in rivers, much can be Jearned in regard to the form and slope of 
open ditches. 

From the fact that the strength of current depends upon the volume as 
well as the depth, this general law is observed, that the larger the drain the 
smaller the grade necessary to secure efficient working. The even, regular 
banks and direct course are also of advantage to the artificial, as compared 
with the natural stream. The least slope for ditches three or four feet wide 
across the bottom, should not average less than one foot per mile, although 
occasional stretches may be much less, provided a good body of water is flow- 
ing. Changes in the grade line, however, should be as slight as possible, 
otherwise material taken up by the water where the current is strong, will be 
deposited where it is slack. The action of a stream, itself, tends to a uniform 
grade line. There is also a maximum fall as well as a least fall. It isevident 
that the current should not be so great as to corrode and eat away the banks. 

The open ditch serves its purpose completely as an outlet for large swamps 
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and lakes, or underdrains, in fact, as an artificial water course of too great a 
size to be carried under ground with the means at present at our command. 
Its use is neyer to be commended when an underground drain can be substi- 
tuted. It is open to the objections of being but a temporary construction, 
dangerous and inconvenient to cross, usurping valuable land, inefficient in its 
action, as the water reaches it rather by washing in at the surface than by per- 
colation. 

The open ditch has its part to play in the drainage works of a country, and 
in. many places can never be replaced by the underdrain. It is, however, 
at best, a temporary construction, unless a heavy body of water fiows through 
it; for every rain carries particles from its banks to its bottom, and every 

winter’s frost exerts its power to fill it up, so that the construction of an open 
drain implies a continual bill for annual repairs, or else a gradual lessening of 
its efficiency. 

THE UNDER-DRAIN. 

Under-drains are the only ones that can in any way be considered as perma- 
nent, and these are not permanent unless properly constructed. 

The outlet must be the first consideration in locating under-drains. It 

must be sufficiently low to allow a free flow of water from the drains. It is 
often a difficult thing to secure a good outlet, especially in alow, flat country, 
but it must be done before any successful drainage system can be carried out. 
The construction of township and county ditches has often to be resorted to 
before good outlets for tile drains can be secured. 

DRAINAGE BY WELLS. 

In several instances outlets have been obtained by digging large wells until 
water-taking strata are found, asshown in Fig. 8. As the construction of 
these wells forms an important method in drainage, and as I have much faith 
in their efficiency in many localities, I take time to describe in detail the 
method of constructing them. 

. Since, in order to be successful, water- 
= taking strata must be found, this system 

found, or lie so deep as to render the sink- 
ing of wells to them impracticable. This 

———— uncertainty has, of late years, rendered 
——— it oS === this method of obtaining an outlet so 
ae ae unpopular that in practice it has seemed 

bye likely to be lost sight of. It has, how- 
Rial aoe == ever, been tried with success in Michigan, 

Drain-well. Fig. 3. at Marshall, near Lake Superior, and in 
several other places on a small scale, and I have not heard of any trials in this 
State being unsuccessful, 

This system is so inexpensive when it will work, that I would advocate its 
trial in the drainage of all large swamps where an open outlet cannot readily 
be obtained. The water-taking strata are usually of coarse sand or gravel, or 
sand and gravel combined. By driving a capped two-inch gas-pipe down a few 
feet at a time and withdrawing it, the character of the successive strataof earth 
can be accurately determined with little expense. The water-taking character, 
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of the strata can be tested by pouring water down the pipe. ‘The size of the 
well will depend on the area to be drained. It will probably be better to con- 
struct as many wells as may be needed, each with an internal diameter of six 
or eight feet, rather than try to make fewer wells of larger size. If the strata 
take water with great avidity, a two-inch drive-well might answer; but from 
considerations to be mentioned further on, such wells are not likely to be per- 
manent. 

How Constructed. 

In the construction of these wells, certain important considerations are to be 
taken into account: First the well must have as large an area as possible in 
contact with the water-taking strata; second the water that enters the well 
must be as pure as possible. The first condition is secured by sinking a large 
well so deep into the strata that water will escape from the sides as well as 
from the bottom. The second condition is important, because the drainage 
water from all land, and especially from marshes, holds in suspension a fine 
dirt, termed silt, which is deposited when the water comes to a rest, covering 
‘i i it everything with a crust which would, in time, choke up the 
| best drainage well ever made. We can prevent this dirt 
( from getting into the well by the construction of settling 

or silt basins, which first receive the water and discharge 
it into the main well. The important thing in the construc- 
tion of these silt basins is to make them large enough to 
hold considerable water, and to have the outlet of the out- 
going pipe its diameter below that of the outlet of the 
incoming pipe. ‘These settling basins may also receive 
the surface water. ‘The construction is shown in Fig. 176, 
in which A is the settling basin and B the main drainage 
well. 

More than one settling basin might be constructed on 
different sides of the well, if necessary. I would make the 
settling basin four feet in diameter, with a depth of three 

Outlet of drain. Fig. 4. feet below the tile coming in. 
The main drainage well should probably be filled with large, loose stones at 

- least to the hight of the drain. However well drainage wells might answer, 
they can never be superior to a free outlet. 

Protection to outlets. 

The outlet to under-drains should be protected by some construction, as 
shown in Fig. 4, that will prevent the earth from falling in front of the drain. 
The best construction is a retaining wall of masonry laid in hydraulic cement. 
There should also be a coarse grating in front of a tile drain to prevent vermin 
from getting in. Coons, muskrats, and rats have been known to run up tile 

- drains as far as they could go, and finally get lodged, and form an obstruction 
to the flow of water. The outlets should be free; ; that is, above the surface 
of still water, as standing water in a drain is liable to cause a deposit of silt. 
Common porous tiles should never be used for an outlet, as they are destroyed 
by freezing when wet. For the 16 feet nearest the outlet, either glazed tile 
or a triangular or diamond-shaped box of wood should be used. In nearly 
every kiln there are a few tiles burned so badly as to be in part vitrified. Such 
tiles, if of good shape and full size, would answer for outlet tiles. 
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THE LOCATION OF DRAINS. 

So far as possible, drains should be located in such a manner that the water 
will flow with greatest velocity, provided, of course, the velocity is not so great 
as to injure the stability of the drain; this, I think, practically never happens. 
The greater the velocity the smaller the size of the pipe needed, and the less 
the cost of the work. The application of this rule would require the drains 
to run directly down all slopes, and that is about the only important principle 
to be borne in mind in locating drains, and should be applied wheneyer appli- 
cable. As an illustration I refer to Fig. 5, which is a sketch map not drawn 
to scale, of the drains actually constructed in the west part of the grounds of 
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PLAN OF LOCATING DRAINS. FIG. 9. 

the Agricultural College at Lansing, Mich. The outlet is protected by a stone 
wall at O, the main drain of four-inch tile passes up the valley, changing 
direction with it to H, a distance of 33 rods, having an average fall of two 

inches per rod. At this point the contour of the ground required an abrupt 
bend, and a silt basin, the construction of which will be described further on, 
was sunk at this point, principally to lessen friction from the abrupt bend, 
also to allow the workings of the drain to be examined, and retain silt from 
drains 12 and 18. From the silt basin asub-main, marked 12 in the cut, was 
run, which received a number of laterals making an angle of forty-five degrees 
with the main, each terminating at the summit of the ridge. 

From the main O D, a series of laterals, marked, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., were run 
directly up the slope; the angles made with the main drain being likely 
to make back currents, they were connected with the main by curves, asshown 
in the plan. Between drains 5 and the ends of 1, 2, 3, and 4 was a terrace, 
which it was impossible to pass through, and drains 5 and 6 were put in run- 
ning diagonally down the slope. The sizes of the tiles used were, for main 
drain, four-inch ; for drain No. 12, three-inch ; for lower part of 13, three-inch ; 
for the remainder of the drains, two-inch; area drained about twelve acres. 
The fall of the drain marked 12 was two inches per rod. ‘The fall of the short 
laterals was often as much as four to sixinches perrod. The foregoing exam- 
ple was chosen, not for its perfectness of detail, but asone which, although on 

35 
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a small scale, would show the advantages and disadvantages of applying our 
principle of location. 

Drains should run directly down the slope. Thus in Fig. 5, drains marked 
1, 2, 3, and 4 run, directly down the slope; each has then the maximum fall 
to be obtained on that ground; that is, they strike the main drain at a point 
near the outlet and are short as compared with drains marked 5d and 6. 

Again, drain 5, being on lower ground than 6, receives water principally from 
one side, viz.: toward 6: on the other hand, each of the drains 1, 2, 3, and 4 
receives water equally from both sides, consequently the water has to travel 
through the ground nearly twice as far, on the average, to reach drains 5 and 
6 as to reach drains 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

The actual locating of a drain can usually be done more accurately by 
working from the outlet towards the source, as the eye can estimate a small 
rise better than a corresponding fall. Again, in the progress of leveling, the 
calculations are more simple in running up hill than down; for that reason 
all directions given here are, that we start at the outlet and work toward the 
source. If work is done in the reverse direction, it will be easy to change the 
application of what is stated here. ‘The convenience or accuracy of either 
depends largely on habit, and it is not essential which end is the starting point. 
The general direction for laying out a system of drains would be to start, 
at the outlet, run as directly as possible up the drainage valley of the area to 
be drained ; when necessary, run in branches, which shall make as small an 
angle as possible with the main; if the general direction of the branch differs 
more than sixty degrees from the main, it should be connected with a curve. 
If the two streams, from branch and main drain, join ata large angle, they 
will oppose each other very much in their flow, and a bar or obstruction is 
likely to be formed across the smaller stream; if they have the same general 
direction before uniting, one current will accelerate the other. To secure the 
most efficient drainage with the least expenditure, the final laterals should be 
parallel with each other. This will frequently require some drains to be run 
diagonally down the slope. The person locating the drains will have to decide 
which principle should be sacrificed to give the best results. 

SILT BASIN. 

To prevent loss of velocity, and also to keep the main drain clear, a silt 
basin was constructed, as shown in Fig. 6. It was made as follows: Depth 
below main drain, 12 inches; diameter, 12 inches; main drain, 4 inches 
below the laterals. Its full depth was five feet; the lower three feet were con- 
structed of brick, laid in cement mortar, laid square 12 inches in the clear. 

_., On the top of the brick-work was a 12- 
aS 
== inch sewer-pipe placed socket upwards; a 
= cover was provided slipping inside the 

sewer-pipe and resting on the brick, 
== another resting in the socket of the sewer- 

; pipe. The construction of the silt basin 
2 is shown clearly in Fig. 6. The original 
object of a silt basin was to afford a place 
for deposit of silt gathered in the drains 
above it; this cannot be effectually done 

== unless the silt basin is deeper than the 
Nea Vorkest—— outlet drain; and a break in the current 

Silt Basin. Fig. 6. is produced by having the outlet drains on 

Mitte fe 
LL = 
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a lower level than the inlet drains. ‘The silt can be removed by dippers. It 
is my opinion that, so far as the deposit of silt is concerned, the silt basins 
are of little practical value. If the main is properly proportioned, any silt 
that passes through the laterals, will readily pass through that, and reach the 
outlet. Silt basins have an important office, however, viz.: that of affording 
a means of ascertaining the working of the drains, and consequently giving 
valuable information. 

Silt basins may be constructed of stone or brick entirely, and of any dimen- 
sions needed for especial cases. If designed only as peep-holes, it is not 
necessary to excavate below the main drain, or even to make a break in the 
grade of the drains. Covers should always be provided, to prevent the frost 
reaching the drains. 

SIZE OF TILE. 

One of the important considerations to be decided is the size of the tile to 
be used. Economy requires that small tile as will answer be employed, while 
other considerations imperatively demand that the tile be not too small. 
The important thing is to get just the correct size. There are many circum- 
stances which effect the carrying capacity of tiles, such as the fall, area of 
cross-section, length, directness, and smoothness of bore. Directness makes 
more difference than many imagine. ‘Thus, if resistance in a straight line 
be ninety, on a true curve it will be one hundred, and be increased by a right 
angle to one hundred and forty. ‘The friction in tiles is proportionately less 
in large than small tiles; if this were not so then the capacity would vary as 
the square of the diameter, and a two-inch tile would carry one-fourth as 
much water as a four-inch tile; but as an actual fact, it will carry only about 
one-sixth as much, while a ten-inch tile has about ten times the capacity of a 
four-inch tile. ‘The variation of tile up or down from the grade line has 
much to do with its capacity; a line of tile with open joints at each foot, is 
never under the same pressure as a perfectly tight pipe having the same fall. 
When the ground above it is saturated with water, the current may be 
urged on by some head, but since the joints are open, it is evident that 
the pressure on the water on the inside of the tile cannot rise much above 
the pressure on the water in the soil outside the tile. If this were not true, 
the water would flow out from the tile at each joint, and as the area of a 
limited number of joint openings soon equals the capacity of the tile, the tile 
would empty itself. ‘This may take place under some circumstances until the 
pressure is equal, both inside and out; but in any event, the pressure on water 
flowing through a line of tile drain can never exceed that due to a depth of 
water equai to or less than the depth of the drain at any given place. Usually 
there is no pressure urging the water onward except that due to gravity, which 
depends only on the fall of the drain. This pressure, or force, acting con- 
stantly, would make the water flow, like a ball rolling down hill, faster and 
faster. Were it not for the continual resistance caused by the rubbing of the 
water against the sides of the tile, and by irregularities and bends in the pipe 
its velocity would be excessive. ‘This rubbing, or friction, is very great, and 
may almost entirely destroy the current in small pipes of great length, so that 
pipes on a given grade, and of a given size, should not exceed certain lengths. 

PROPORTIONING OF TILES FOR A LONG DRAIN. 

This subject is an interesting one, from the fact that opposite views are said 
to be held. It was stated at the 1884 meeting of the Michigan Tile Drainage 
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Association that a philosopher in Ohio had found that the size of tiles should 
decrease as we near the outlet. His method of reasoning was doubtless as 
follows: for instance, he has noticed that if a long line of six-inch tile be 
simply filled atthe upper end, in a short distance it is not filled, and if it is 
long enough and not receiving water throughout its length, the stream becomes 
less and less, and finally could be contained in a five-inch, and then in a four- 
inch, and then in a three-inch tile. If a mile long its discharge is only seven 
per cent of what would pass through the first tile under the same head, and the 
remedy proposed was to make the tile decrease in size just as fast as the stream 
decreased, so as to have every tile full. 

Had he considered that the true cause of the decrease of the stream was 
friction, and that could this be entirely eliminated there would be no decrease, 
his reasoning would have brought a different result. The friction is more in 
small tile, in proportion to capacity, than in large tile, and the change pro- 
posed would simply add obstructions to those already existing in the pipe. 
While it is impossible to make a long line of tile run full at the outlet without 
some considerable head, because of this friction, still the aim should be rather 
to construct the drain so as to discharge what passes through the first tile than 
to make the outlet tile run full. To do even this will require tiles which con- 
tinually increase as the outlet is approached. 

The following table shows the effect of increasing the length of a pipe. If 
the discharge through a pipe one foot long be called 1,000, the discharge through 
a pipe one mile long would be shown by the following table: 

pe meser Amount discharged by pipe one mile long on supposition that pipe one foot long same 
ah paces size and head discharges 1,000 cubic feet. 

ete se Sa cnble teetsse vo. Ae ae. te hence ) 
2, 9 “c “c s 

Bates 46 eh TSE aT ea NG OG REMARK—This pipe would answer 
1 Lame 56 erste CoS aoe (oes ees this condition when laid on a level 
Be tb gO Ce tins Tee Dae and fed by asteady pressure. When 
eure > 73 Le TEE CP RT Be Se Roe laid on an incline there would be a 
Saami 78 6 ie ee PR PR ee ae ! continual increase of head, and con- 
Tied 87 Hoi (pin ae Ra eT A sequently the effect of friction would 

jana SRC AoE Ase galego gnah SO ato 
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The amount discharged is seen, by above table, to vary from three per cent 
with the one inch pipe, to 12 per cent nearly with the 18 inch pipe. The 
friction holds back in the first case 97 per cent of the water received, and in 
the latter case 88 per cent. The formula for the flow of water through pipes is 
obtained by comparing with the actual flow, the one most commonly used and 
giving results very close to the observed ones; the velocity in feet per second 
equals 50 times the square root of the diameter, multiplied by the head and 

divided by the length plus 50 diameters, as follows: v—=50 vor in which 

v=velocity ; d—diameter; a—total head or fall; length. The volume is 
found by multiplying the area of the stream issuing by the velocity. This 
formula isseen to approximately vary inversely as the square root of the length. 
The velocity of water is not sensibly affected by the nature of the pipe, pro- 
vided it is smooth. 
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Since a line of tile cannot be placed under pressure of a head except when 
the soil is saturated, the necessity of having every inch of the tile so laid that 
the water will run off becomes apparent. Thus in fig. 7 A. D. H. B. repre- 

sent a line of badly laid tile, the true 
A grade being from A. to B. Such a drain 

— SS may work quite well when the ground is 
Section Tile Drain. Fig 7. full of water, the pressure above carrying 

the current through the depression; but as the ground grows dry the current 
becomes less strong; sand or silt is deposited in the depression, and in time, 
be it longer or shorter, the tile will surely be filled to the grade line A. B. 

I had some experience with adrain of exactly that nature; it was built of 
three-inch tile through a very wet place, in 1874, and in 1880 it had become 

completely choked. Digging down, we found the tile as shown by the crook 
A, D, E, B. There is no doubt that the tiles had always been as we found 
them, yet the drains worked efficiently, or at least kept the water down, for 
six years; but when we opened them, the sand was packed firmly clear to the 
grade line, filling eight tiles completely full. ‘This may explain why drains that 
often give good satisfaction for several years, finally clog up and fail. Noth- 
ing is more permanent than a tile drain properly laid. [I will except peat soil 
from the above statement, as that frequently settles when the water is drawn 
off, carrying the tile with it]. When such an event happens with a line of 
tile laid by a farmer, he is likely to ascribe the failure to the tile, and is ready 
to condemn the tile furnished by a certain manufacturer, or else the whole 
system of tile drainage. 

Besides the ability of the tile to carry off water, we must know the amount 
of water to be carried off before we can.determine the capacity of given sized 
drains. The water comes principally from the rainfall—all primarily from 
that—but we will put it from rainfall and springs. No rules can be laid 
down for the size of pipes that will drain springs; each case would have to be 
taken by itself. The rain fall in this part of our country is to be taken into 
consideration ; its amount is about 30 inches per year. That amount would 
be, for 100 days, only three-tenths of an inch per day, and at first glance it 
might seem that if the drains were large enough to remove from each acre 
that amount, they would answer very nicely. A study of the meteorological 
records, however, gives one a different opinion. ‘Then it is seen that about 
50 per cent of our rain, falls in heavy showers, amounting to an inch in 24 
hours. During each year we have three or four showers that bring from two 
to three inches of rain within 24 hours. ‘The soil itself is a great retainer of 
this moisture, dry sand holding 25 per cent, loamy soil 40 per cent, clay loam 
50 per cent, and pure clay 70 per cent of its weight, that cannot be drained 
off. If the soil was already very wet a greater proportion of arain would pass 
into the tiles, than if dry. 

Experiments made with a Lysimeter by Lawes and Gilbert, of England, 
showed that the drainage in summer varied from 7.9 per cent to 47.6 
per cent of the rain fall; and in winter from 39.8 per cent to 80.1 per cent. 
Drains at a depth of 20 inches carried away 44.6 per cent of the rainfall, at 
a depth of 40 inches 47.4 per cent, and at a depth of 60 inches 42.1 per cent. 
Dr. Sturtevant, at Boston, found the percentage of the drainage water to rain- 
fall at a depth of three feet to be as follows, for the years 1876, 1877, 1878, 
and 1879: 
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Months. Per Cent of Drainage to Rain-Fall. 

eanuary, © epruary,;eearch, Apineer. merece ool. voles 16.5 per cent. 
May; id tune, veiulys: AM Subba. = opener rie 2 Re 4.3 per eent. 
September, October, November, December.....-..-------.-- 26.2 per cent. 

Mr. Dickinson, of England, found that the discharge, as compared with 
the rainfall, was, from October to March, 75 per cent; from April to 
September, eight per cent; average 41.5 per cent. Mr. Tracy, of Boston, 
concluded that it varied from 44 to 45 per cent. Experience seems to show 
that if drains be made of a capacity sufficient to convey off half an inch of 
rainfall each day of twenty-four hours, they will give excellent results in 
practice, and it has also been shown that if sizes much smaller be used, the 
results are not satisfactory. ‘To use larger tiles than such as are necessary, is 
extravagant; tiles should also run full at certain times in the year, in order to 
be flushed out. The following table for sizes of tile is very carefully com- 
puted, each acre being considered the equivalent to 1,815 cubic feet of water, 
which is an amount just sufficient to cover one acre with water half an inch 
in depth. This amount would weigh about 47} tons; consequently a system 
of tile drains would have a carrying capacity of 4,750 tons for each acre 
drained for each one hundred days. As regards the use of the table for the 
capacity of drains, I would say that no doubt in many cases, smaller tiles 
than the sizes indicated by the table would answer, for the reason that only a 
system of random or casual drainage is intended. ‘The table will answer for 
thorough drainage in regions where the rainfall is no greater than in southern 
Michigan, and therough drainage indicates at least the conveying off of 
the water within twenty-four hours. If only a few drains are used, the water 
would be longer in reaching the drains, and consequently more acres could be 
cared for. The probability is, however, that at some time thorough drainage 
will be required on the land, and as the digging is the most expensive part of 
drainage, tile large enough for thorough drainage had better be put in, and a 
permanent job completed, as far as may be, rather than to do what must be 
done over again. 

As regards the practice of tile-laying, I would say, that both in this country 
and in England, it is customary to lay oe ger tile than formerly. In England 

tiles as small as one inch have been largely used, and are still used to a con- 
siderable extent, while 22 and three-inch are considered quite large tile. In 
this country there is a growing prejudice against the use of tile smaller than 
three-inches, and the majority of tile-makers are not making smaller sizes. 
In my opinion, this prejudice against smaller tile is unreasonable, and due 
principally to the fact that drains of small tile, if carelessly laid, are more 
likely to fail than larger ones. Thus, for example, a variation of two inches 
from the grade line would, in time, be fatal to a two-inch drain, whereas, it 
would only partially choke up a three-inch drain. 

The reason two-inch pipes have failed utterly is, no doubt, due to careless 
construction. I claim that there are many places in a system of drainage 
when these tiles, properly laid, will answer every purpose. I know that a few 
years ago, expectations, that were never realized, were aroused by euthusi- 
asts in drainage work, regarding the capacity of small tile. I even remember 
to have heard one ardent advocate claim that a two-inch tile would carry all 
the water from forty acres. Thatsame man put in miles of drains on that 
principle. A failure by using too small tile, is likely to be followed by the 
other extreme of using too large tile. 
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TABLE. 

The following table I first computed from tables given by B. Latham, in 
his work on sewers, in 1877. His table shows discharge in cubic feet per 
minute, when full. So far as I know, it is the only table which gives the 
acres drained by a given-sized tile on a given grade. The rainfall to be 
removed is considered equal to one-half inch in depth each day of twenty-four 
hours. The table has been used quite extensively by drainage engineers in 
this State, and has been found to give good results. I have revised it, cor- 
rected some errors and indicated, by omission of figures, what should be the 
maximum and minimum grade for each size of tile. 

TABLE FOR SIZE OF TILE. 

RATE OF INCLINATION. ACRES DRAINED. 

Feet tooneofrise. Riseininchesperrod. |2-in. |3-in. 4-in. 6-in. 8-in. | 10-in. | 12-in. 
(Exact.) (Approximate). Tile. |Tile. | Tile. | Wile. | Tile. } Tile. | Tile. 

1footin 10 feet, 20inches to lrod .---.-- 6.6 18.9 _ — _ — - 
LS esc 20 10 ee eS Ses 4.7 13.0 26.8 _ _— = _ 
1 LY 2 8 8 “6 pS Sa at Se 4.2 11.4 24.0 66.2 — _ — 
1 as 30 §§ 6 1-3 cs Gee eae at) 10.9 21.9 61.5 126.4 — _ 
i es 40) 1E8 5 W Hin Mle eee as 3.4 9.4 19.0 53.3 109.6 190.5 _— 
il ss QO) S* 4 ss eee SElS See eee 3.0 8.4 17.0 47.7 98.0 170.4 269.0 
1 G (Uy 3 1-3 ss Ut PSes) Desc 2.7 7.6 15.6 43.4 90.0 156.0 246.0 
1 Sf Once 3 5S 1 ** (nearly! 2:5 6.9 14.5 39.9 83.0 144.4 228.1 
1 ee 80) 21-2 ss 1 ee 2.3 6.5 13.4 37.2 77.0 135.0 213.0 
it s§ SONS 2 1-4 sf ap iCE a eee SS 2.2 6.1 12.6 35.0 72.5 127.0 200.5 
1 ss LOGINS. 2 ee ee eon 2.0 5.7 11.9 Boe 69.2 120.6 190.5 
il Es Abit) 11-3 “o MPT S Sia avatar So cos 1.6 4.5 9.5 26.6 56.0 97.3 1544 
1 ee 200 ‘ 1 ss a [apie See ee -— 3.9 8.2 22.8 48.0 83.9 132.5 
1 Me 7A CG 4.5 Ub IS SS ee — 3.5 7.5 20.4 43.4 74.4 117.0 
1 se 300 ‘ 2-3 ss pL ee = SS oa — 6.9 18,4 38.2 65.5 107.0 
i ui 400 * 1-2 ss 1 rs ae — — 5.9 16.5 34.6 60.3 90.7 
1 fs 500 * 2-5 ss De Ses meee — — _ 14.8 30.1 54.0 81.6 
1 iG 600 1-3 se eee eee | _ _ 13.3 28.0 48.6 74.0 
1 ne 800 ‘ 1-4 Oe a A ee ere — —_ — _— 24.0 41.9 65.0 
ik 3 1,000 ** 1-5 ee a1 88, CS Se _— os _ _ 21.2 37.2 56.0 
1 ss 1,500 ‘*§ 2-15 Se se eee -|—- — — _ _— 30.8 47.0 
1 se 2,000 ‘° 1-10 oe eS hoon one — = — — — _ 40.8 

[NoTE.—Tile should not be laid to grades when numbers are replaced by a dash.] 

CONSTRUCTION OF A DITCH. 

In almost every instance this work will have to be begun at the outlet of the 
drain, in order that water may not interfere with the work. If the soil will 
stand for a long time—that is, until the excavation for the whole ditch is fin- 
ished—it is advisable to commence to lay tile at the upper end of the ditch and 
work towards the outlet. This method permits only clear water to enter the 
drain. I have, however, never seen a case in which it was practicable, but I 
have no doubt there are localities in which the soil will stand until the whole 
ditch can be excavated. Good working under-drains, even in very flat land, 

could be constructed without leveling under such circumstances; for, after the: 
ditch is excavated for its whole length, irregularities in the bottom could be 
detected by pouring in or allowing water to run through it. 

In nearly every case, however, in order to prevent caving, tile must be laid 
as fast as the ditch is excavated, and in such a case even the test of running 
water is worthless. Suppose, for instance, you are to build adrain 40 rods 
long, in which the maximum fall is only two feet. The profile of almost all 
these drains will show a rapid rise close to the outlet, and near the upper end 
little or no rise; frequently the drain must cut through a bank or dam. Now, 
in working by a water level, there are no means of ascertaining the amount of 
rise per rod, and a ditcher is almost certain to rise too fast at first, and, in order 
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to maintain his depth at the upper end, must have his bottom incline the wrong 
way. Even in that case it would work when the water rose above the 
highest point in the tile; but there would be no current above that part, 
and the tiles would rapidly silt up. 

In excayating it is important to dig as narrow a ditch as possible. In the 
aus place it means less earth to heave out, and in the second place a narrow 

ditch forms a snugger bed for the tile— 
an important consideration. Where a 
plow can be used the cutting of one or 
two furrows will aid the ditchers amaz- 
ingly ; but for some reason they frequently 
will not admit that it helps at all; they 
do not like the rough work left by the 
plow. For digging the common spade is 
the best implement for most purposes. 

=== The last spading, however, had better be 

Zz Z« 
=== the ordinary one, but as narrow as can be 

== worked and admit the tile. The long 
=== narrrow, tapering, tiling spades are worth_ 
~~ Jess for most soils. They are good when 

the soil will admit of clean work, but 
worthless in other soils. The wide, upper end prevents the use of this spade 
for cleaning. 

The tile scoop, shown in figure 8, which any blacksmith can make, for 
cleaning the bottom, should be made of a sheet of half-round steel with the 

handle fastened opposite its center, so that it may be used as a push or pull 
scoop. The handle should rise at an angle of about 30 or 45 degrees. The 
scoop usually on sale is of thick, heavy wrought iron, with the handle fastened 
at the back end—a more awkward instrument could hardly be devised. In 
the first place, the earth is loosened at a disadvantage as compared with the 
work of the scoop with a handle fastened at the center; and, again, it is only 
of use as a push scoop. For two, three, or four-inch tile, one with a 
diameter of four inches will do nicely. For larger tile—six to eight inch—the 
diameter may be increased to six inches, although the smaller scoop may be 
made to do the work. The length should be 12 to 15 inches. 

In quicksand, the excavation cannot be carried ahead of the tile, and much 
difficulty is experienced in keeping the tile open while constructing the drain. 
If the quicksand is deep—say, three or four feet—a curbing will have to be 
used, and it is best putin as follows: Take 12 pieces of two-by-four scant- 
ling, each about six feet long; drive these down in pairs of two on each side 
of the ditch, within a distance of 12 feet; put between each pair horizontal, 
inch boards 12 feet long. By braces between the inner uprights, prevent the 
earth from pushing in the sides. In excavating, first remove the sand from 
below the boards on each side; shove them down, throw out the center dirt 
last ; so continue, and the quicksand cannot possibly get into the ditch. The 
curbing can be sunk down as deep as necessary. The boards can all be 
removed by taking out the bottom one first, filling with earth, and then the 
second one, andso on. ‘This is best worked in three lengths at one time, tak- 
ing up one length and putting one down at the same time. 

When the quicksand is not over two feet in depth, it can be held back by a 
U shaped box of iron without bottom or top, as seen in Fig. 9. Wood is 

Push and Pull Scoop. Fig. 8. 
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rather thick to sink in the sand, but it could, doubtless, be successfully used. 
Fig. 9 is a view of a box, built after a design of my own of 1-16 boiler 
plate iron; its length is five feet; depth, 15 inches; width, one foot. ‘Two 
handles, B B, are put on for the purpose of moving; an edge of angle-iron is 
riveted on the top. This was made for laying eigbt-inch tile. For smaller 
tile, the pieces might be much nearer together. The back handle, B, is made of 
three-quarter inch round iron to prevent the collapse of the back end, owing 
to pressure from the sand. The arrangement has worked well. 

KIND OF UNDER-DRAINS. 

Under-drains are best constructed of tile, and the shape best suited for every 
place is the plain cylindrical form. The tile are now usually laid with 

the ends abutting against each other, 
leaving as smooth a channel as possible 

ere for the water. In soil that is not easily 
il washed, no protection at the joints is 

Tc AK 

. needed ; in sandy or peaty soils the tops 
should be covered, so that the water will 
be forced to enter at the bottom of the 
joint; it will then be likely to be free 
from sediment. The best covering for 
joints of tile is, in my opinion, a piece of 

closely mown turf, laid grass down. ‘This is especially good, as it seems also 
to prevent lateral displacement of the tile. Small pieces of tarred paper, 
of old tiles, of tin, etc., answer a good purpose. ‘Tarred paper is always 
cheap and convenient to use. ‘Turf is sometimes objected to because of the 
silt that may be worked into the tile. ‘The water gets into the tile principally 
at the joints, though the tile is in itself porous. This was strongly illustrated 
by a construction that was carried out by the Lansing Wheelbarrow Works, 
owing to a misunderstanding of some of my directions. In laying the tile the 
joints were completely enveloped with tarred paper. The result was that no 
water entered the tile, and the paper had to be removed before the tile would 
work. 

Curbing Box. Fig. 9. 

TILE LAYING TO GRADE. 

As already noticed in a previous place, this requires much care. It is usually 
necessary to test the bottom of the ditch in advance of laying the tile. And 
also every tile after it is laid. As this work will be a permanent job, if done 
well, no pains should be spared in laying the tile, which is the least laborious 
part of the work. 
My method is—and this method has only to be tried to be adopted by all— 

to stretch a strong cord about three feet above the ground, and get this 
parallel to the required grade, as shown in Fig. 10. Now by supporting this 
string at intervals of 30 feet (see Fig. 10), the variation from a straight line will 
be insignificant, and by measuring down the required distance one can determine 
the correct bottom of the ditch with exceeding accuracy and with great celerity. 
This method of preserving a true line for the tile I wish to call particular 
attention to; for it may be used not only to preserve the grade line, but to 
secure it, and hence be a substitute for a line of levels. Fig. 10 shows, I 
think, quite clearly how the string is carried, the stakes or posts are driven 
on opposite sides of the ditch, and then connected with a cross-bar. ‘This 
cross-bar should be arranged so that either end can be raised so as to be made 
truly level. For this purpose three forms of clamps are shown in detail at A, 
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B, and C. These, I think, will be understood without explanation. The 
clamp B is formed by merely sawing a slot in the cross-bar, in which slip 
the upright stake; two bolts are put through, one to prevent splitting; the 
other to tighten by means of a wrench or a thumb-screw. The common quilt- 
ing frame clamps would answer very nicely. Ifasurvey has been previously 
made, and the depth at each point is given, the cross-bars are set by measur- 
ing up from the surface so as to be a uniform distance from the bottom. They 
should be seven or eight feet above bottom of ditch, where they will not interfere 
with tile laying. Over the center of the ditch on the cross-bars pull the line: with 
a stick whose length is equal the hight of the line above the bottom, say seven 
or eight feet as the case may be, the bottom can be readily tested. 

If no survey has been previously made, we can use these to determine the 
fall and the grade line. For instance, at 1 in Fig. 10, we set our first cross- 
bar and stakes, say so as to give a depth of four feet. 

At the farthest distance that can be seen we set another cross-bar and stakes, 

Rural New-Yorker. 

Fig. 10. 

so as to give us the required depth at that point, say three feet. To find the 
fall between these two, we have only to sight over a level of any construction, 
from over first cross-bar to our last, and measure the distance of the intersec- 
tion of this sight line to our cross-bar; this last method is a rough one, and 
will only serve to show whether we have any fall or not. After we find there 
is sufficient fall between the two cross-bars, any number of intermediate ones 
can be set by sighting, and accurately too. Leave these in until the tiles 
are laid under any given one, and you will find your work done with all the 
accuracy needed, and in very much less time than if you had attempted any 
method which depended on leveling the bottom itself. This method will sub- 
stitute certainty for uncertainty, and give you success, where by laying tile by 
the eye or running water you would be likely to fail. 
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LAYING THE TILE. 

It is not a good plan, unless the bottom is unusually hard, to walk in the 
ditch after it has been prepared for the tile. If tiles are laid by hand, the 
better way is to keep about one foot of earth filled over the tiles, and, stand- 
ing on that, reach over and lay the tiles. ‘This gives an excellent position for 
using the push-and-pull tile scoop, and in sandy or mucky soils when the tiles 
laid need frequent cleaning by hand, itis certainly the best method. The 
bottom is tested in advance by measuring from the overhead string, 
and each tile is tested after being laid. In peaty or mucky soils great 
care is necessary that the ditch be not excavated too deep. No random 
filling will give as uniform a bottom as the original undisturbed muck. It 
might be a good plan to excayate several inches below the grade line and fill 
to the grade with gravel; but this is hardly necessary. In quick-sand, the 
side pressure is more likely to cause the tiles to rise, and the ditch should be 
filled at once to hold the tiles down. No board should be used for bottom in 
either case. Tile will settle uniformly if the soil is of the same character 
throughout. In quick-sand no alarm need be felt if the tile fills one-half or 
three-fourths full of sand when the work is progressing. If there is any cur- 
rent whatever, sand may be washed out clean by a flush of water. It is a good 
thing in such soils to keep a long iron rod in the tile, to be worked ahead 
occasionally to prevent the sand from settling in the tile. The joints of tile 
in quick-sand and muck should be made as close as possible; for this purpose 
a wrapping of tarred paper is excellent. Collars might in such soils serve a 
good purpose. Where the soils will stand well, the tiles can be laid from the 
surface with good results. A pole with an iron pin long enough to hold one 
tile is commonly used. 

Fig. 11 is a view of the instrument usually used for this purpose. A much bet- 
ter arrangement for small tile is shown in use in Fig12. ‘The rod on which the 

yy 

Fig. 12. 

pipes are strung is sufficiently long to hold six tiles, and be inserted six or eight. 
inches in those previously laid. They can be laid and the joints wrapped, if 
necessary, while on the pin. After the tiles are laid they are at once covered 
sufficiently to hold them firmly in place, and the pin is pulled out with the 
rope attached to it. An old scythe handle is the best form for the handle to 

gE the long pin. The diameter of the pin 
» should be such as to slip into the tile 

easily, but not much smaller. In fill- 
ing, care must be taken when the dirt is 
first thrown in, not to move the tiles 

) laterally. After they are covered toa 
depth of about a foot, if the ground is 
sufficiently solid, the filling can be 
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done with a team and scraper very cheaply. Use a long chain and keep 
the scraper on one side and the team on the other. Fig. 13 shows a good 
form of a filling scraper. After trying about every way, I feel safe in saying 
that this is the only satisfactory way. 

WILL IT PAY TO DRAIN ? 

This is a question put very frequently, but yet one that is difficult to answer 
in a general way. ‘There are circumstances to be taken into account that 
may make special cases very different from ordinary ones. I could fill the 
whole time with examples showing that worthless land of little or no value 
had been converted by drainage into land whose selling value was $50 or more 
per acre. I could give repeated examples showing that the productiveness of 
land had been increased 100 or 200 per cent—by such a comparatively trifling 
expenditure—but I will trouble you with only one or two cases. You need 
only look around you to see them. 

It will never pay to underdrain, unless you are prepared to doit properly. Every 
case of failure to reap benefit by drainage can be traced to some fatal error 
in the plan or construction of the drain—The proper construction of a line of 
tile drain in order to obtain its maximum efficiency, requires as much or more 
accuracy than the finest cabinet work. Every deviation sidewise from a straight 
line detracts from its carrying capacity; every deviation up or down from its 
grade line is more or less fatal to its efficiency. The country is full of ditchers 
who, according to their own story, have laid miles of tile in England or Ire- 
land, who pretend to have the skill to determine the proper inclination of the 
grade line entirely by the eye. I have tested the work of some of the best 
men of this class (one, especially, Mr. Wheeler, who was the best ditcher I 
ever saw) by running a level over the bottom of the ditch after they supposed 
it was fitted to receive the tile, and I have found variations from the grade 
line within forty rods equal to one foot in depth, and sufficient to nearly 
destroy the value of the drain. 
My own opinion is that ninety per cent of the class of work done by these 

men is more or less of a failure, and that there are miles of drains in opera- 
tion not running to one-half or one-quarter their full capacity. This of 
course means that for the benefits received, too great an expenditure has been 
made for tile. Now it will never pay to lay tile unless they are laid in such a 
way that their full capacity is utilized. It does not pay to give twenty-six 
dollars per thousand, forty-four cents per rod, for four-inch tile, and have 
them laid so that they will only do the work of two-inch tile, worth ten dol- 
lars per thousand (sixteen and a half cents per rod); yet this is done more 
frequently than many men suppose. It is often done for men who feel fully 
satisfied that they have had a good job done, simply because they do not 
know what a good job is. 

In all ordinary cases it will pay to drain, and in any case it will pay to 
take such precautions as will insure you that your tile will work to full 
capacity. 



LAW OF THE FARM. 

At the Grand Rapids Institute Judge Parrish of the superior court of that 

city gave a lecture on the ‘‘ Law of the Farm.’’ This lecture was one of a 

series given before the Grand Rapids Farmers’ Club. Through the kindness 

of Judge Parrish and Mr. F. M. Carroll, editor of the Agricultural World, I 

have been enabled to publish in this Report the series of lectures up to and 

including the sixteenth. I desire to especially acknowledge my obligations to 

Mr. Carroll for the use of office files of the Agricultural World and other fay- 

ors connected with the publication of these lectures. The farmers of our State 

will find them to contain much valuable information. 

LECTURE NUMBER ONE. 

In speaking of the farmer’s relation to law I would observe that the law 
knows no distinction of persons. The variety of litigation among farmers is 
just as great as that of any other class; and, considering the business transac- 
tions in which they are engaged as a class, there is just as much litigation 
among farmers or with farmers as any other class of the commonwealth. 
Moreover farmers are as litigious, and as liable to become involved as any other 

class of people, and just as belligerent and persistent in maintaining their own 
notions of what they think the law is or ought to be. 

In the course of my professional life I have known many instances of neigh- 
boring farmers spending every dollar they had in litigation. In many instances 
which have come under my observation valuable farms have gone into the vor- 
tex of litigation, sometimes merely to gratify personal spite. The farmer pos- 
sesses just as much of temper and spirit which promotes litigation, and sup- 
ports and maintains the legal profession, as any other people in the country. 

I notice that about one-fourth of the time of the circuit court is occupied 
in disposing of appeal cases from justices’ courts, cases involving five dollars 
and upwards; sums for which, in many cases, no human being could afford to 
litigate. The man who persists in that class of litigation generally does it 
because he is mad, and the madder he gets the more he is willing to fee his 
lawyer. I am convinced that a farmer will get just as mad as any other man, 
and as often let his temper run away with his judgment. His wife will some- 
times get as mad as he is. 
My first reading lessons at school were the parables in Webster’s old spel- 

ling book. I shall never forget the ‘‘ Milkmaid,’’ and the ‘‘ Fox and the 
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Brambles.’’ But the one that impressed most was that of the ‘‘ Impartial 
Judge.’’ A farmer came to a neighboring lawyer, expressing great concern 
for an accident which he said had just happened. ‘One of your oxen,’’ con- 
tinued he, ‘‘has been gored by an unlucky bull of mine; and I should be 
glad to know how I| can make you reparation.’’ ‘‘ Thou art a very honest fel- 
low,’’ replied the lawyer, “and will not think it unreasonable that I expect 
one of thy oxen in return.’’ ‘It is no more than justice,’’? said the farmer, 
“but what did I say? I mistake; it is your bull that killed one of my oxen.” 
‘Indeed,’ says the lawyer, ‘‘that alters the case. I must inquire into the 
affair, and if and if »? Said the farmer; “The business would have 
been concluded without an 7/, had you been as ready to do justice to others as 
to exact it from them.”’ 

This parable has left the impression on many a youthful mind that the 
lawyer was a crafty, dishonest wretch, seeking to avoid a just responsibility, 
while the farmer was the personification of honesty. The readiness of the 
lawyer to demand compensation for the ioss of his ox, and ingenuity of the 
farmer in stating the case, are characteristics which are frequently noticed. 

While I was yet a boy, and this parable fresh in my mind, a circumstance, 
similar to that spoken of in the parable, occurred in the neighborhood where 
I lived, and in my presence. It was in Oakland county, Michigan, about 
1837. The county was new and sparsely settled. The roads were bad and 
sometimes impassible. Every spring an overseer of highways was chosen; 
we called him the ‘‘ pathmaster.’’ At his call, the settlers within his district 
assembled with yokes of oxen, shovels, spades, axes, and sometimes a dilap- 
idated scraper, to “work on the road.’’ 

At the time of which Iam speaking the pathmaster was a tall, swarthy, 
imperious looking pioneer, ignorant as a horseblock, could neither read nor 
write. The neighbors called him the ‘‘Emperor’’ He kept his tally by 
making pin holes in the tally sheet. One pin hole represented a day’s work ; 
two pin holes, one over the other, a half day, and soon. He furnished a yoke 
of oxen. 

Fences were few, only sufficient to protect the crops. What few domestic 
animals the people had, by common consent, ran at large in the woods and 
subsisted on what they could find. One of the neighbors owned a bull—a 
very gentle, peaceable animal, which ranged in the woods with the other cattle. 
No one supposed the bull to be vicious or dangerous. Indeed he was quite a 
pet in the neighborhood. While we were at work the neighbors’ cattle, 
together with the bull, gathered around, some brousing from the trees felled 
by the workmen, others seeking the shade. Suddenly the bull made a plunge 
at one of the ‘‘ Kmperor’s”’ oxen and fatally gored him. 
He supposed that the owner of the unlucky bull would have to pay for the ox, 

and, indeed, the owner thought so himself. ‘The matter would undoubtedly 
have been settled without an if had it not been for certain influences, which 
are sometimes brought to bear in such cases. 
Among those who were working on the road at this time was a man from 

*“York State’? who had graduated as a lawyer, but who, for want of proper 
encouragement in that profession, had turned pioneer and settled in the woods 
of Michigan. His name was 8. A. L. Ward. The neighbors bunched the 
initials of his name, and called him old “Sal.’? He was also sometimes 
called a pettifogger. ‘‘Sal’’ advised the owner of the bull that he was not 
liable, and could not be legally made to pay for the ox. It happened also that 
there was a blacksmith in the neighborhood by the name of Troutwine, 
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who made considerable pretentions to a knowledge of the law, and was withal 
a smooth and voluable talker, and very slippery. The neighbors paraphrased 
his name and called him Trouteel. Trouteel espoused the side of the gored ox. 
The parties wanted to settle the case, which only involved the value of the 
ox; but these pettifoggers knew their business. The result was a lawsuit. 
Whoever is acquainted with early pioneer life will not need to be told that the 
day of a lawsuit is an event of considerable importance in a new country. 
“'Trouteel’’ was too much for ‘‘Sal’’ before the justice, and the owner of 
the ox obtained judgment for thirty dollars. The case was taken to the 
higher court and after about a year and a half of litigation the case was 
reversed and judgment rendered against the ‘‘ Emperor’’ who owned the 
gored ox for all the costs amounting to about one hundred and eighty dollars. 
In order to pay this and his other expenses and lawyer’s fees he was obliged to 
mortgage his farm. Besides the expense several neighbors were more or less 
edgewise towards each other for several years. 

The principles of the common law upon which this case was decided in favor 
of the unlucky bull, govern all cases of this character when no statute inter- 
venes; these are as old as the common: law, so old that the memory of man 
runneth not to the contrary. ‘They date back to the days of Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob, whose flocks and herds grazed at large on the fertile plains of 
Assyria. 

In another case, when a bull running at large in the public highway suddenly 
plunged at a valuable horse and gored it to death, the owner was held to be 
liable. 

So in two bitter law suits on account of killing sheep, which occurred in our 
Vicinity in an early day, when there was no question about the dogs killing sheep 
because they were seen in the act. In one case the owner of the dog was held 
liable, and in the other not. All these cases depended on an if; and it is quite 
important to know when the if comes in. The law in each case was the same. 
There were facts and circumstances which differed. 

The common law declares that the owner or keeper of animals is liable for 
any injury which, by his negligence, they are allowed to inflict, except where the 
fault of the party injured contributes to the injury sustained. 

The question is, therefore, in all such cases one of negligence. What con- 
stitutes negligence on the part of a farmer in the care of animals is what he 
wants to know. The farmer’s flocks and herds sometimes become vicious and 
do injury to persons and animals. They sometimes injure or destroy the crops. 
They are sometimes killed or injured by railroads. This question of neg- 
ligence respecting animals also involves the matter of fences. 

Indeed, a large part of litigation in which the farmer becomes involved grows 
out of the care of what he calls his stock, among which we may reckon his 
dog. It might, therefore, be made an interesting and profitable inquiry to the 
farmer. 

LECTURE NUMBER TWO. 

Domestic animals, such as cattle, sheep, hogs, horses, and even dogs are 
presumed to be of an amiable disposition, and not naturally inclined to be 
vicious. Hence it is not considered negligent in the owner to allow them to 
run at large, when no law forbids. A farmer has no reason to apprehend 
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that his bull will gore his neighbor’s ox, or that his dog will kill his neighbor’s 
sheep, because they are not naturally inclined to do such mischief. And 
where there is no negligence there is no liability in this respect. But these 
animals sometimes become vicious; and as soon as the owner knows or has 
good reason to believe that his animal is likely to do mischief, he must take 
care of him, and after his knowledge of his vicious disposition he is liable for any 
injury of the nature which he has shown a disposition to commit. 

In the case which I mentioned in my last address to the club, when the bull 
killed the ox, it was held that the owner of the bull was not liable, for the 
reason that the bull had never before manifested a vicious disposition, and the 
owner had never had reason to suppose that he would do that sort of mischief. 
The owner was not therefore negligent in the matter. If your bull is in the 
habit of goring oxen, or your dog in the habit of killing sheep, it becomes 
your duty to take care of him, and you are liable for any injury which is likely 
to be the result of this vicious propensity, if this propensity is known to you. 
In order to make you liable, however, you must have knowledge, or reasonable 
cause to believe, that the animal has committed an act of the kind com- 
plained of; that is to say, if your bull gores an ox, in order to make you 
liable for the injury, you must have knowledge that your bull has done simi- 
lar mischief; at least, you must have good reason, from the previous vicious 
habit of the animal, to know that he was likely to do that sort of mischief. 

To illustrate: In North Carolina a farmeyr’s bull running at large, killed a 

valuable horse. In a suit brought by the owner of the horse for the injury, 
the only evidence of the vicious habit of the bull was that he had previously 
chased a man; and compelled him to seek safety by climbing the fence. The 
owner of the bull was informed of this circumstance; and it was urged that 
this knowledge of the vicious propensity of the animal was sufficient to fix 
his liability. On the other hand, it was insisted that he was not liable, because 
it had not been shown that the bull had ever assailed horses. The court 
declared the rule to be this: That as soon as the owner knows, or has good 
reason to believe that the animal is likely to do mischief, he must take care of 
him ; it makes no difference whether this ground of suspicion arises from one 
act or repeated acts; the only restriction is, that the act done must be such 
as to furnish a reasonable inference that the animal is likely to commit an 
act of the kind complained of. If a bull so far loses sight of his submis- 
sion to the “dominion of man” as on one occasion to rebel and offer combat, 
it does not follow, as a matter of course, that he would be likely to attack a. 
a horse or an ox, although it would depend upon the nature of the animal, 
the provocation, and other circumstances attending the act, which would be 
proper matters for a jury to consider in a given case. 

If a dog is known to have killed one sheep, a jury would be able to infer, 
from the knowledge of that animal, that he would kill another if an oppor- 
tunity presented itself. If so, the owner would be liable. Butif a dog is 
known to have bitten a man, we would not be apt to infer that he would kill 
sheep, because the one act proceeds from voraciousness, the other from com- 
bativeness; and fierce dogs are not apt to be sheep-killing dogs. So it has 
been held, that an action cannot be sustained against the owner of a hog for 
injury done to a person by proof that the hog would eat chickens and ducks. 
One act may sometimes furnish as convincing proof of the animal as a dozen, 
and the inference may sometimes be made from a single act brought home to 
the knowledge of the owner. 
When a sow and pigs bit, mutilated, and mangled a certain cow and calf, 
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while the cow was in the act of calving, so that the cow and calf both died, it 
was held that the owner of the cow and calf could not recover, because there 
was no evidence that the owner of the sow and pigs knew or had reason to 
believe that they were accustomed to such or similar mischief. 

I now recur to the first lawsuit in which I was ever employed as attorney. 
A farmer’s dog had killed three of his neighbor’s sheep, and an action was 
brought to recover the value of the sheep. I was employed after the suit was 
commenced by the owner of the sheep to prosecute the suit against the owner 
of the dog. I proved beyond all question that the dog had killed the sheep, 
and that the sheep were worth thirty-eight dollars, but 1 could not prove that 
the dog had ever before been known to kill sheep. I was not able to prove 
even that the dog had ever shown any vicious propensity whatever. Indeed, 
it appeared in evidence that the dog was an amiable dog, valuable to his master 
on the farm, and that this was his first offense. The owner of the dog was 
not, therefore, liable, and the neighbor lost three valuable sheep, and was, 
moreover, compelled to pay the costs of the suit. ° This case was decided in 
accordance with common law, which I have been considering, The rule of 
the common law is very ancient, and has been applied in like cases in this 
country ever since farmers have kept dogs and sheep; but in some states it has 
been abrogated by statutoryenactments. Indeed, much that I may say respec- 
ting the rules of the common law will not apply when the statute of the State 
intervenes. 

In 1850 the legislature of Michigan enacted a law which provided that if 
any dog shall have killed, or assisted in killing, wounding, or worrying any 
sheep, lamb, swine, cattle, or other domestic animal, or that shall assault or 

bite or injure any person while traveling the highway or out of the enclosure 
of the owner or keeper of such dog, such owner or keeper shall be liable to 
the owner of such property or person injured in double the amount of damages 
sustained, to be recovered in an action of trespass on the case; and it shall not 
be necessary, in order to sustain an action, to prove that the owner or keeper 
knew that such dog was accustomed to do such damage or mischief. Thus by 
a single dash of the pen the Legislature set aside the old lawso far as dogs are 
concerned, so that the farmer is responsible in Michigan for damage done by 
his dog whether he had previous knowledge of his vicious propensity or not. 

It will be observed that I haye been speaking of injuries done by domestic 
animals while running at large, where no law prohibits, to other animals or 
persons, and not to that damage which they sometimes do crops by reason of 
their well known propensity to rove in search of food, and by reason of tres- 
passes on the lands of others than their owners. 

LECTURE NUMBER THREE. 

In the early history of the common law, it was laid down as a general rule 
that if a person brought on his premises and collected and used for his own 
purpose anything which was likely to do mischief if it escaped, he kept it at 
his peril, and he was prima facie liable for all damages which were the natural 
consequences of its escape. 
The person whose grass or corn was eaten down by the escaping cattle of his 

37 
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neighbor, or whose cellar was invaded by the filth of his neighbor’s privy, or 
whose habitation was made unhealthy by the fumes and noisome vapors of his 
neighbor’s alkali works, was said to be damaged without any fault of his own, 
and it was no more than reasonable and just that the neighbor, who had 
brought something on his own premises which was not naturally there, harm- 
less to others so long as it was confined to his own property, but which he 
knew to be mischievous if it got on his neighbor’s premises, should be obliged 
to make good the damages which ensued if he does not succeed in confining 
it to his own premises or under his own control; and it made no difference 
whether the things so brought were beasts, or water, or filth, or stenches, or 
any other thing which he knew to be mischievous. 

The owner of cattle was bound, at his peril, to restrain them from trespass- 
ing upon the lands of his neighbor; and, if he neglected to do so, he was not 
only precluded from recovering damages for any injury which the cattle might 
sustain by going upon the lands of others, but he was himself liable to make 
compensation for the trespass committed by his cattle. 

In a recent case in Maryland, where an ox escaped from his owner and got 
on the track of a railroad, by means of which a train was wrecked and great 
damage ensued, the Court of Appeals of that |State held that the owner of 
the ox was liable for all the damages. ‘This old rule of the common law is 

_ subject to some limitations. Your fire, by which you cook your daily meal, 
is known to you to be liable to consume not only your own but your neighbor’s 
house, if it escapes your control. Your reservoir of water may break away 
by some overwhelming flood, and deluge your neighbor’s field. Your horses 
may become frightened and break into your neighbor’s enclosure or injure 
your neighbor’s property. ‘The old rule has therefore been somewhat modi- 
fied, so that, when the injury is unavoidable and your conduct in the matter 
free from blame, you will not be liable. 

Injuries arising from extraordinary or accidental circumstances, for which 
no one is at fault, must be borne by those on whom the injury falls. Accord- 
ingly it was held by the Supreme Court of New Hampshire that when a 
person whose horse, frightened by a locomotive, became uncontrollable, ran 
away with him, went upon the land of another and did serious injury to the 
other’s property, he is not liable for the damage if it was not caused by any 
fault on his part; the court saying that, if in the prosecution of a lawful act, 
a casuality purely accidental arises, no action can be supported for any injury 
arising therefrom. So where one, making a friendly call upon his neighbor 
who kept several swarms of bees, hitched his horse at the front gate, and 
while in the house engaged in conversation with the neighbor, the bees attacked 
the horse in yast numbers and stung it so that it died, it was held that the 
owner of the bees was not liable. 

It is an important element in the matter that you have knowledge of the 
dangerous character or mischevious propensity of the thing or animal intro- 
duced or kept by you. The natural consequences of the escape must be 
krown; the natural consequences of the escape of your cattle and other tame 
beasts, as the eating and trampling down of grass, corn, oats and other crops. 
The damage arising from the escape of filth and stenches are matters of 
universal knowledge of which everybody is presumed to be cognizant, and of 
which everybody is bound to take notice. Since you are bound to know those 
things, the law presumes that you know them, and holds you responsible if 
any damage arises from any fault or negligence of yours. But all tame animals 
are not vicious. The goring of a man is not the ordinary consequence of the 
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escape of a tame ox; the killing of sheep is not the ordinary propensity of a 
dog; but when an ox becomes vicious and liable to gore people, or a dog takes 
a notion to kill sheep, it is an exception to the general rule, and all mankind 
are not presumed to know of this vicious propensity. Hence in order to ren- 
der the owner liable for such mischief done, it is necessary to bring home to 
him knowledge of the vicious tendency, before the law makes him liable. 

When the knowledge is brought home to him of this bad character, he is then 
presumed to know the ordinary consequences of the escape of such animal, 
and is responsible for the injury done. If you have knowledge that the boiler 
which you attach to your threshing machine is defective, and liable to explode 
and do injury, you use it at your peril. 
A thousaud questions will suggest themselves to the mind, in connection 

with this subject. ‘The difficulty arises, not in understanding the law so much 
as in knowing how to apply it to a given state of facts. The great kaleido- 
scope of judicial proceedings never presents two cases whose facts are precisely 
alike. It is one thing to know the law, and quite another thing to know how 
to apply it to the case in hand. 

LECTURE NUMBER FOUR. 

FARMERS’ RELATION TO LAW. 

What I have been saying respecting injuries done by cattle and other things 
kept and used by farmers, for which the owner or keeper is responsible, comes 
under the head of what the law denominates negligence. In general, any per- 
son who has caused an injury or loss to another by his negligence, whether he 
be a farmer, doctor, or lawyer, is responsible for the loss or injury. If your 
lawyer manages your business so negligently that you sustain loss or injury 
thereby, he is liable to you for the damages. So if a doctor, by his negligence 
in setting a broken limb, or in treating your disease, injures you, he must in 
like manner respond. 

There is no class of people more negligent, in the ordinary sense of the 
term, than farmers. Indeed, I have sometimes thought that, as the country 
improves and they grow forehanded, they become lazy and inattentive to some 
of the ordinary responsibilities of life. This is manifested in dilapidated 
fences, whereby his stock is liable to escape and run at large. His farming 
implements are frequently exposed to the wear and tear of the elements. The 
progress of invention enables him to lead a comparatively easy life. Very few 
farmers work as hard or as many hours as an ordinary mechanic. The farm- 
ing community is too prosperous, under the present state of affairs, to devote 
much time to small matters which once occupied the attention of the pioneer. 
His front gate or fence and his ‘‘ door-yard ”’ frequently show a reckless neg- 
lect. He seems, in many cases, to have no idea of how much a beautiful lawn 
in front of his house would add to the beauty and value of his homestead. It 
would even make his children grow up and appear more graceful and genteel. 
The chances are that he will have his barn, cow yard, or hog pen in front of 
his house. In this improved country there is no class of people who are so 
independent and who haye so much leisure as the farmer. ‘The only indivyid- 
ual about the farm whose work is never done, and who neyer sees a leisure 
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moment until she becomes an invalid, is the farmer’s wife. If the farmer 
should allow his oxen or his horses to work as unceasingly as his wife does, he 
would be liable to fine and imprisonment under the statutes of the State. All 
farmers are not alike. ‘There are many noble exceptions to what I have been 
saying. God made the country and adorned its hills and valleys with a beauty 
and grandeur which ought not to be too much sacrificed by the negligence of 
man. 

Negligence is that want of reasonable care which should be exercised by a 
person of ordinary prudence under all the circumstances. A farmer comes to 
the city with his team, wagon, and family to do a little trading. He hitches 
his horses in a loose, careless, and negligent manner, or perhaps, as is some- 
times the case, neglects to hitch them at all. His team becomes frightened 
at some little disturbance and goes dashing through the crowded streets, smash- 
ing buggies and carriages, and often injuring or killing women and children. 
He cannot shield himself from liability by calling it an accident. Unhitched 
horses are taken up by the police almost every day in cities. A farmer owned 
a horse which was accustomed to bite persons who came within his reach. He 
was so vicious in this respect that he was provided with a muzzle when in places 
where there was opportunity for him to bite persons. ‘The farmer drove him 
to town, hitched him near the sidewalk where people were passing, and neg- 
lected the muzzle. The consequence was that a passer-by was badly bitten. 
The farmer was compelled to pay the damages and costs, which were more 
than the horse was worth. Absent-mindedness is no excuse for negligence. 
A few years ago a Mr. Joslin drove his team and carriage to the county poor- 

house in Clinton county, in this State, and hitched his team to a post by the 
side of the traveled highway, and in such a manner that the carriage stood out 
diagonally in the street between sixteen and seventeen feet. Mr. Le Baron, in 
driving along the road with a team and lumber wagon, the hub of one wheel 
of his wagon caught the wheel of Joslin’s carriage, overturned, broke, and 
otherwise damaged his carriage. It seemed that Joslin had so hitched his 
horses that a slight backing of one foot would necessarily bring the wheel into 
the traveled track, and that, as Le Baron was passing, the horse did so back, 
which caused the collision. Joslin sued Le Baron for the injury to the car- 
riage ; and the case was taken to the supreme court twice. It was finally decided, 
and the court held, that the manner in which Mr. Joslin had left his team was 
such negligence, in itself, as would preclude him from complaint for such a 
mishap. Nothing else, says the court, could be expected, without very consid- 
erable care and forethought on the part of a passer-by. You can better imag- 
ine than I can state the costs of this litigation to Mr. Joslin, besides the dam- 
age to his carriage for this careless manner of hitching his team, and which a 
moment’s thought and attention might have avoided. 

In connection with this subject may be mentioned the use of fire in clear- 
ing land. To set fire to brush, stubble, wood, timber, grass, or other material 
which may incumber one’s land, is a lawful act, for which no liability can be 
incurred, unless the fire were kindled at an improper time, were carelessly 
managed, or something of negligence can be shown. A proprietor setting fire 
on his own land, is not an insurer that no injury shall happen to his neighbor, . 
and negligence or misconduct is the gist of the liability, and the burden of 
proof of negligence is on the person who claims to have been injured. The 
destruction of property by fire does not raise a presumption of negligence. 
Every person has a right to kindle a fire on his own land for the purposes of 
husbandry, if he does it at a proper time, and in a suitable manner, and uses 
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reasonable care and diligence to prevent it spreading and doing injury to the 
property of others. The time may be suitable and the manner prudent; and 
yet if he be guilty of negligence in taking care of it, and it spreads and 
injures the property of another in consequence of such negligence, he is liable 
in damages for the injury done; and it is immaterial whether the proof estab- 
lishes gross negligence, or only a want of ordinary care on the part of the 
person who sets the fire. 

I will endeavor to illustrate this question, in the use of fire, by a few cases 
in which the party’s conduct hasbeen considered. Jonesentered a house with 
a lighted candle; the house was soon after destroyed by fire. King set outa 
fire for the purpose of clearing his land, the weather being warm and the land 
dry. Adams started a fire on his farm, and left it apparently safe; an 
unlooked-for change in the weather ensued; a strong wind sprang up and 
carried the fire to the adjoining premises. Smith set fire to a heap of logs 
under circumstances similar to those last named, and the same consequences 
followed. In all these cases, these facts standing alone were held not suf- 
ficient to raise the presumption of negligence and fix the liability of the party 
setting the fire. On the other hand, Jones, while driving a herd of sheep 
through the country, encamped near a farmer’s premises, and started a fire 
near his house and barn; there was a quantity of dry brush and other material 
scattered around. Jones continued his journey without extinguishing the 
fire, and the farmer’s:barn was burned. Pope, having given a party permis- 
sion to cut wood on his land, started a fire very near one of the piles, which 
escaped from his control and consumed it. Jones, intending to burn up the 
brush on his own land, set fire to it within six feet of his neighbor’s land, 
which was also covered with brush. Smith, in a very dry time, set fire to a 
heap of logs within five yards of his neighbor’s fence; a dead pine tree and 
much combustible matter being between the log-pile and the fence. In all 
these cases, negligence was held to be manifest; and the parties setting the 
fire were obliged to respond in damages. So when Mr. Sun, in an unusually 
dry summer, set fire to logs on his fallow, adjoining the woodland of his 
neighbor, the fallow and the woodland were both covered with combustible 
matter; the day before the fire was set there had been a heavy shower; but it 
afterwards became dry and hot, and a high wind carried the fire to the 
neighbor’s woodland. So H., having stacked his hay in too green a condition, 
was warned by his neighbor that it would be liable to generate fire; subse- 
quently, observing it smoking, he remarked that he would ‘‘ chance it;” ulti- 
mately it burst into a flame, which spread to his neighbor’s barn and con- 
sumed it. So when Stevens was engaged in threshing wheat in a field, with 
a steam engine, the wind increased so as to make it dangerous to continue to 
run the machine; but he kept on, and his neighbor’s property was destroyed. 
In these cases, L., H., and 8. were held chargeable with negligence, and were 
obliged to pay the damages. 

° 

LECTURE NUMBER FIVE. 

At common law no man is obliged to fence his lands. The owner of beasts 
is bound to restrain them, and he is answerable for any trespass which they 
may commit. In other words, by the common law, the owner of cattle must 
fence them in, and the neighbor is not bound to fence them out. 
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Fences are to some extent a modern invention. In old times, herdsmen 
were employed to keep the herd in its proper place. These shepherds used 
slings or a shepherd’s staff instead of fences. Herdsmen are employed in 
many old countries at this day. In Spain the herdsmen use the same kind of 
sling in controlling herds that Dayid used in his conflict with Goliah. Many 
of these herdsmen, like David, are very expert with a sling. They have a 
little bag attached to their belt, in which they carry the smooth stones from 
the brook. It is wonderful how they will control a herd of half wild cattle 
with these slings. 

The owner of land on which there is a public highway owns the soil on which 
the highway passes, subject to the right of the public to use it for the purposes 
of ahighway. He is entitled to the timber and grass on its surface, and the 
minerals below it are his, and he may maintain trespass for any injury done to 
them. There is no common right of pasture in a highway. You are under 
just as much obligation to restrain your cattle from destroying the grass, trees, 
or herbage, in the highway along my premises as you are to keep them out of 
my cornfield, except so far as the public use will permit or deem necessary. 

As I have before remarked, every man is bound not to trespass upon the 
land of another; so is he bound to keep his cattle from trespassing also: for, 
if by his negligence they stray upon the land of another and do injury, he is 
liable for the demage. He is not only liable for the damage, but he is pre- 
cluded from recovering for any injury which the cattle may sustain while thus 
trespassing. And I will say here, that it makes no difference whether that 
neighbor on whom you or your cattle trespass be a farmer or a railroad com- 
pany. We are apt to think that railroad companies have no rights that people 
are bound to respect. They are represented to us as being great monopolies, 
established in some mysterious way by the patronage of the government; that 
they are a part of that political hobgoblin called the money power; that, 
instead of being a grand combination of capital for the purpose of develop- 
ing the resources of the country and advancing the progress of civilization 
and the public interests, giving employment to thousands and enhancing the 
value of farms and farmers’ products, they are grasping, tyrannical, unprin- 
cipled, soulless corporations, entitled to no consideration or respect. Indeed, 
farmers, like some other people, are apt to think that there is a natural hos- 
tility existing between capital in railroads and themselves. 

As a general rule, a railroad company owns the land, or at least the right 
of way over the land, on which the road is located. It frequently happens 
that they have bought it and paid for it the same as you have bought and 
paid for your farm; and we have no more right to trespass upon their prop- 
erty than upon that of any other individual, and we are generally subject to 
the same law for damages as we would be in case of a trespass upon our 
neighbor’s property. You are under just as much obligation to restrain your 
cattle from trespassing upon the property of a railroad company as you are to 
keep them off your neighbor’s farm; and if they are there committing a 
trespass, through your negligence, you cannot recover damages for any injury 
done to them, unless the company is at fault. A railroad company is not 
obliged to fence its track unless required todo so by statute. 

It is very provoking sometimes to find a neighbor’s cattle or hogs in your 
cornfield, and if you have adog you are very apt to set him on. In one 
instance which came under my observation, a farmer found seyeral hogs in his 
cornfield and set his dog todrive them out. 'The dog so bit and worried them 
that five of them died. The owner of the dog was made to pay for them. 
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But when a cow under such circumstances was injured by being driven off by 
a dog set on by the owner of the land in which she was trespassing, it was 
held by the Supreme Court of this State that he was not liable for the injury 
unless there was something in the size, character, or habits of the dog, or in 
the mode of setting him on or pursuing, which would negative the idea of 
ordinary care or prudence, which is equivalent to saying one must use ordinary 
care and prudence in driving cattle off his premises, even when they are 
wrongfully there destroying crops. Partition fences are quite generally, in 
this country, matters of agreement between the respective occupants of land; 
each takes his proportion to build and keep in repair. 

Where there is no mutual arrangement they are generally regulated by 
statute, and most of the questions which have arisen here upon this subject 
have arisen under the various statutes which have been enacted in respect to it. 
Hach state has a statute of its own, and they are frequently changed. These 
statutes are remedial, and intended to provide against existing defects in the 
common law. ‘They must therefore, receive a liberal or comprehensive con- 
struction, both as to the extent of the change and the means of carrying them 
into effect. The statutes of Michigan provides that when any controversy 
shall arise about the right of the respective occupants in partition fences, or 
their obligation to maintain the same, either party may apply to the fence 
viewers, who are authorized to apportion to each his share thereof, and to 
direct the time within which each party shall erect or repair his share of the 
fence. If any party shall neglect or refuse to erect and maintain the part of 
any fence assigned to him by the fence viewers, the same may be erected and 
maintained by the aggrieved party, who shall be entitled to recover double the 
value thereof. 

The statute further provides that the respective occupants of land enclosed 
with fences, shall keep up and maintain partition fences between their own 
and the next adjoining inclosure so long as both parties continue to improve 
the same. I presume all are aware that a legal fence is one four feet and a 
half high, Adjoining proprietors are always at liberty, if they see fit, to dis- 
pense with partition fences all together, and if such fences are erected, no 
particular part thereof belongs to either, to be kept in repair by him until in 
some legal mode the partition is made; that is, either by agreement or by the 
action of the fence viewers. Until one or the other has taken the necessary 
steps to effectuate such a division, it is to be presumed he is satisfied to trust 
his property to such securities as the rules of the common law, which I have 
mentioned, can do for him, and to respond in damages under those rules if his 
cattle commit injury on the lands of his neighbor. 

I received a letter yesterday from a farmer requesting me to define what 
property belongs to real estate. He says: ‘‘Suppose I sell my farm, and there 
are on it fence posts corded up, stones piled up, patent fence not used, lumber, 
and cordwood, have I the right to take it as personal property?’ This ques- 
tion comes under the head of what we call the law of fixtures. This is a branch 
of the law covering considerable legal territory. Mr. Ewell, of Chicago, quite 
an eminent law writer, has given us a work on this subject of nearly 600 pages. 
To define just what property belongs to real estate, and passes with it on sale, 
would be attended with some difficulty. Controversies involving this question 
very frequently arise, and are often brought into litigation. 

Mr. Ewell says there is perhaps no legal term which has been used in so 
many differing and often contradictory significations as the term ‘‘ fixtures.” 
The contrariety seems to have arisen from the different standpoints from 
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which the subject has been viewed with reference to the relation existing 
among the parties between whom the question has arisen—the degree of 
annexation to the realty—the purpose for and the intention with which such 
‘annexation was made, the question whether the thing can be removed or not 
without injuring the land. The term ‘‘fixtures,’’ however, seems generally 
to have been used with reference to articles which in and of themselves, and 
irrespective of the manner in which they are fixed to the realty, whether real 
or constructive, are of a chattel nature, and which have been actually or con- 
structively affixed either to the soil itself or to some structure legally constitu- 
ting a part of the land. 

Judge Campbell, of the Michigan Supreme Court, in delivering the opinion ~ 
of the Court in the case of Whecler vs. Bedell said: ‘‘There is no universal 
test whereby the character of what is claimed to be a fixture can be determined 
in the abstract. Neither the mode of annexation nor the manner of use is in 
all cases conclusive. It must usually depend on the express or implied under- 
standing of the parties concerned.”’ 

What we understand by actual annexation to the land is when the article is 
fastened, fixed, or set into the land, or into some such erection as is unques- 
tionably a part of the realty. ence posts set in the ground, fences laid up, 
locks, iron stoves set in the brick work, window blinds, gates, doors, afford 
examples of actual fixtures. ‘There are some articles which are considered as 
constructively fixed to the land. For instance, it has been held that manure 
made on the farm in the ordinary course of husbandry, lying in heaps about 
the barn, is a part of the land, and the seller must not take it away. 
An Irishman, having sold his farm, carried away the manure from around 

his stable. The purchaser of the farm sued him for its value, claiming it as a 
‘part of the land. The court having rendered judgment against the Irishman, 
he inquired, ‘‘ Your Honor, may I ax you a question?’’ <‘‘ Yes,’’ said the 
court. “Is my mule personal property?’’ ‘*Yes.’? ‘‘Is my hay and corn 
personal property?” ‘‘Yes.’? ‘‘Then I would like to have your Honor 
explain how personal property can eat personal property and produce real 
estate.’’ 

The true criterion of an irremovable article consists in the united applica- 
tion of several tests: 1st, Real or constructive annexation of the article in 
question to the realty; 2d, its appropriation or adaptation to the use or purpose 
of the land with which it is connected; and 3d, the intent of the party in put- 
ting it on the land to make the article a permanent accession to the freehold ; 
this intention being inferred from the nature of the article, the relation and 
situation of the party placing it there and the policy of the law in relation 
thereto, the structure and mode of the annexation, and the purpose or use for 
which it was put there. Whether an articleis a fixture or not, and passes with 
the land as between the seller and purchaser, depends in a great degree upon 
the facts of each case, and what ought in fairness and honesty to be implied. 
I should say that fence posts corded up, patent fence notin use, and cord-wood 
were personal property, and might be removed by the seller. But stones piled 
up, if they were taken from the land, and were piled up for more convenient 
husbandry, would pass with the land, and the seller would have no right to 
remove them. In one case it was held that when the miller had taken a stone 
out of the mill to pick it in order to make it grind better, although it was sev- 
ered from the mill, yet it remained part and parcel of the mill, and passed 
with it. 

As I have said, it is easier to furnish examples than give an accurate 
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definition of what constitutes constructive annexation, or a satisfactory reason 
in some cases. Your wheat or corn, when growing, is a part of the land, and 
passes with a conveyance to the purchaser; but if it has been cut, threshed, 
and stored away in the barn or granary, it is personal property and does not 
pass; neither do your cattle or horses, though grazing on the farm, pass to 
the purchaser of the farm. 

I will give a few examples of what have been held by the courts to be fixtures: 
Steam engines, boilers, fire-grates, bolted and secured on permanent founda- 
tions; bathing tubs and lead pipe fastened to the floors and walls of a dwelling 
with nails; furnaces connected with the house; stills and kettles set in brick 
work; gas fittings; an-iron safe let into a brick wall and surrounded with 
brick and mortar. So of a threshing machine fixed by bolts and screws to 
posts let into the ground; cider mill and press, the press standing upon cross 
sills lying upon bed sills resting on flat stones in the ground; a cotton gin 
fastened to the house by nails and braces; a water pipe through which water 
is supplied to the house. Buta planing machine, fire pump, saw benches and 
saws worked by hand, being complete in themselves as machines, as were also 
the copper pipes for steaming hubs, all being of equal use and value wher- 
ever wanted, affixed to the building only for convenience in using, and capable 
of removal without injury to the building or to themselves, were held to be 
chattels and not a part of the freehold. 

In our own State it has been held that machinery not made expressly for 
use in the building in which it is placed, but capable of beneficial use if 
removed and set up in some other building, is personalty or realty according 
to the intent or understanding of the parties fairly deducible from the circum- 
stances. The general rule is that all fixtures, whether actually or constructively 
annexed to the realty, pass by a conveyance of the freehold where there is 
nothing to indicate a contrary intention; and it makes no difference that the 
sale is made by the owner himself or by virtue of an execution or mortgage 
foreclosure. 

I would say, in conclusion, that with respect to many articles which may be 
placed upon the farm, in the absence of any specific intention on the subject 
whether the article in controversy is or is not in law a part of the land and so 
goes with the land to the grantee, the cases are numerous and are involved in 
considerable confusion, and it sometimes requires one to act according to the 
golden rule in order to keep out of uncertain litigation. 

LECTURE NUMBER SIX. 

I am persuaded that when I speak of common law, as distinguished from 
statute law, I am not fully understood. A man for whose intelligence and 
culture I have a very high appreciation asked me the other day what I meant 
by the common law, and inquired very earnestly if all the law was not to be 
found in the statutes. It would seem, therefore, quite proper, that I should 
explain. 

The common law is a system of rules which have been adopted by the 
universal consent and immemorial practice of the people without receiving the 
express authority of the legislative power. It is derived from the common law 

38 
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of England and the practice and decisions of our own courts. It is to be found 
in the reported decisions of the courts, and in the written volumes of eminent 
jurists and law writers like Kent, Storey, Cooley, and others. These rules 
are supposed to be founded upon the divine attributes of truth and justice, 
and the nearer we approach to these attributes in our dealings with our fellow 
men the nearer we act in accordance with the precepts of the common 
law. Truth and justice are founded upon a rock that time cannot 
destroy. ‘There are precepts the observance of which renders us accept- 
able in the sight of Him unto whom all hearts are open, all desires 
known, and from whom no secrets are hidden. There is a charm in truth 
which draws and attracts the mind continually towards it. In the ancient 
mythology of Rome truth was called the mother of virtue, and was 
depicted with white and flowing garments. Her looks were cheerful and 
pleasant, though modest and serene. She was the protectress of honor and 
honesty, and the light and joy of human society. A correct application of 
these divine attributes to a given controversy is, as a general thing, a solution 
of the law of the case. It requires the exercise of good judgment and common 
sense, and we say that one lawyer is better than another, other things being 
equal, in proportion to his better judgment and common sense, or what we 
call ‘‘hoss sense.”’ 

The table of weights and measures which we learned when we were boys, 
from old Duball’s arithmetic, was not prescribed by any statute; it was and is 
a part of the common law, because it had been adopted and used by the 
people from time immemorial. We learned from this table that sixteen 
ounces make one pound, three feet make one yard, and one hundred and 
twenty-eight solid feet make one cord; and when you buy a pound of butter 
or a pound of wool or a yard of cloth, or a cord of wood, you expect to receive 
weight and measure according to this table, and he who is short in his weight 
and measure is a fraud, and you do not hesitate to denounce him as such. It 
is not because you find this table of weights and measures in the statutes. It 
is not there. They are adopted by the consent of the commercial world, and 
are, therefore, a part of the common law of the land. 
A cord of wood means a pile eight feet long, four feet high and four feet 

wide, snugly put together, so as to make one hundred and twenty-eight solid 
feet. You may pile it so loosely or make it so short as to deceive him who 
purchases, and give him for a cord only one hundred feet. This is a fraud ; 
and the common law denominates it the crime of obtaining money upon false 
pretenses. The statute steps in and fixes the penalty for this crime at not 
more than ten years in the penitentiary. Take the matter of promissory 
notes and bills of exchange. ‘These are in a great measure the creatures of 
the common law. The statutes contain but few provisions concerning them, 
and these provisions are generally modifications of the common law. The 
duties and obligations pertaining to the parties to these important commercial 
instruments are mainly found detailed in the works of eminent writers on the 
subject. ‘These instruments, when properly executed, pass from one to 
another, and are negotiated, bought and sold, and perform an important part 
in the commercial transactions of the world. If you give a promissory note 
to a person with whom you are dealing, he is liable to dispose of it, take it to 
a bank and get it discounted, or trade it off for groceries to the merchant 
with whom he is dealing; and it is very important to the security of such 
transactions that it should be subject to no equities as between the holder and 
the maker. 
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The common law, therefore, provides that no matter what may be the 
equities or private understanding or agreement between you and the person 
to whom you give your note—no matter what claim, by way of set-off or other- 
wise, you may have against the original payee of the note, one who buys it or 
becomes the holder in good faith, before maturity, without any notice of your 
equities, takes it relieved of all these equities. 

It frequently happens that some vendor of patent rights or peddler of some 
other worthless truck by lying and fraud obtains the note of a farmer due 
sometime hence, and immediately sells it to a bank or broker. The broker 
knows nothing of the swindle, and is a holder in good faith, having paid a 
valuable consideration. The consequence is that the farmer is compelled to 
pay the uttermost farthing, no matter how grievously he may have been swin- 
dled in his patent right, or other truck speculation. ‘This sort of business 
has become so common, by reason of the facility by which farmers may be 
imposed upon by scoundrels who ply that business among them, that the Leg- 
islature has endeavored, as far as possible, to protect them, without changing 
the common law. 

The statute provides that whenever any promissory note shall be given, 
the consideration of which shall consist in whole or in part of the right to 
make, use, or vend any patent invention. or inventions claimed to be patented, 
the words ‘“‘Given for patent right’? shall be prominently and legibly written 
or printed on the face of such note, above the signature thereto. ‘This is to 
warn everybody to whom the note is offered. Therefore, if the farmer who 
gives his note for a patent right, will see that these ominous words are promi- 
nently and legibly written or printed on the face of it, above the signature, he 
will have a defense to the note in case his trade proves to be a swindle, as is 
usually the case. How many farmers will observe this statutory precaution, 
remains to be seen. Indeed, if every farmer, when he gives a note, would 
write on his own signature what it is given for, it would be very apt to save 
him much serious trouble. 

Take another illustration. The statute does not point out the duties and 
obligations pertaining to the farmer and his hired man. These are mainly 
regulated by the common law. Your obligations respecting your hired man are 
not confined to the simple payment of his stipulated wages, by any means. 
As a general rule, you are liable for any injury occasioned by the negligence 
or unskillfulness of your hired man in the course of his employment; and 
sometimes even when he goes contrary to your orders. 

In one case where a hired man drove his employer’s team along a public 
street so negligently that it came in collision with a carriage, and thereby 
caused the horses attached to the carriage to take fright and run away, doing 
serious damage, it was held that the employer was liable. So, when a farmer 
sent his hired man to cut timber in a designated direction upon his land, and 
the hired man inadvertently cut timber upon the land of an adjoining neigh- 
bor, it was held that the farmer was liable for the trespass. So, when one 
sent his son for his cattle in a certain pasture, and the boy not only drove 
home his father’s cattle but two of his neighbor’s heifers, it was heid that the 
father was liable. So, when a man was employed to clean out a certain gar- 
ret, carelessly threw a keg out of the window, which fell on the head of a boy 
and injured him. So, when a hired man in the course of his employment 
obstructed the highway from which a traveler received an injury, the employer 
was held liable for damages. 

Sometimes the current of the common law changes. It may run for many 
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years in a certain direction until finally some man of common sense and 
superior genius will discover that it works injustice in certain cases and will 
demonstrate it by a course of reasoning which is irresistible that it is liable 
to work injuriously. This result will be a change in the opinion of courts 
and eminent writers. For more than two hundred years it was held in all the 
courts, both in England and this country, that if one hired a man for a cer- 
tain time and he quit before his time was out without good cause, he could not 
recover wages for what time he had actually worked; that having broken his 
contract he could recover no compensation. 

Some fifty years ago a farmer in New Hampshire hired a man for a year. 
The man worked eleven months, and quit; the farmer refused to pay him 
anything. He brought suit for his eleven months’ work. According to the 
common law, as it had been held for generations, he was not entitled to 
recover anything. The case was taken to the supreme court, and there Judge 
Parker gave it as his opinion that the man was entitled to recover the value 
of his eleven months’ saving, deducting the damage to the farmer in conse- 
quence of his quitting before his time was out. The whole subject was fully 
and ably examined by Parker, and the court came to the following conclusion, 
which has since been regarded as manifestly just and sensible: 

When a person undertakes to pay upon a special contract for the perform- 
ance of labor, he is not liable to be charged upon such special contract until 
the money is earned according to the terms of the agreement, and where the 
two parties have made an express agreement the law will not imply and raise 
an argument different from that which the parties have entered into. In case 
of a failure to perform such special contract by the fault of the party con- 
tracting to do the service, if the money is not due, by the terms of the special 
agreement, and the nature of the contract is such that the employer can reject 
what has been done, and refuse to receive any benefit from the past perform- 
ance, he is entitled to do so, unless he has before assented to and accepted of 
what has been done, and in such case the party performing the labor is not 
entitled to recover, however much he may have done. But if upon a contract 
of such a character a party actually receives useful labor, and thereby derives 
a benefit and advantage over and above the damage which has resulted from 
the breach of the contract by the other party, the labor actually done and the 
value received furnishes a new consideration, and the law thereupon raises a 
promise to pay to the extent of the reasonable worth of the excess. If insuch 
case it be found that the damages are equal to or greater than the value of the 
labor performed, so that the employer has not upon the whole case received a 
beneficial service, he can not be made to pay for such service. Such is now 
the well settled rule of the common law on this subject. 

I have thus deviated, for the time being, from the course I was pursuing, in 
order to explain very briefly and as clearly as I could what we understand by 
the common law. Having thus endeavored to explain, I shall resume the course 
which I have indicated in former conversations. 
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LECTURE NUMBER SEVEN. 

DISTRAINING BEASTS DOING DAMAGE. 

If you find your neighbor’s cattle unlawfully on your premises doing damage, 
you have two remedies—you can sue the owner of the cattle, or you can dis- 
train them. If the owner is well known to you and is abundantly responsible, 
you would probably pursue the first remedy. If you had any doubt about this, 
you would seize the cattle and hold them for thedamage. The right to distrain 
cattle doing damage existed at common law, and was not introduced by statute. 
It sprang irom a felt necessity for a summary and direct remedy against the 
beasts committing damage, and also for some guard against possible incentive 
to do hurt to them or putting them out of the way. The owner might not be 
discoverable, nor be in a situation to be reached by process, or if discovered 
and within reach of process there might be impediments in the way of any 
redress by an ordinary action for damages. And if the beasts could not be 
held, the injured party might be moved to misuse them or put them in a way 
to be lost to the owner. The right to distrain beasts doing damage, with 
several incidents, being established by the common law, statutes have been 
passed to regulate its exercise. 

The right being admitted, it was needful to frame guards, not only against 
wrongs likely to be done under color of it, but also against violations likely to 
be committed against the right itself, under color of the very guards intended 
merely to prevent its being resorted to as a cloak for wrong. 

Accordingly, it is provided by the statutes of Michigan that, when any per- 
son is injured in his land by any sheep, swine, horses, asses, mules, goats, or 
neat cattle, he may recover his damages in action of trespass or trespass upon 
the case, against the owner of the beasts or against the person having the care 
and control of such beasts, or by distraining the beasts doing the damage. 
You must bear in mind, however, that if the beasts shall have been lawfully 

on the adjoining lands and shall have escaped therefrom in consequence of 
your neglect to maintain your part of the division fences, the owner of the 
cattle is not liable, and you have no right to distrain them. 

The right to distrain beasts does not depend upon the particular kind of 
injury done on the place where it is committed. Swine in one’s barn, eating 
corn, may be distrained. They must be taken while doing damage, and not 
after it is done or while they are off the land. And after they have been dis- 
trained they must not be beaten, nor worked, nor used, nor abused. 

The beasts so distrained for doing damage shall be impounded or placed in 
the township pound, if there be one, and the man who distrains them must 
leave with the keeper of the pound a memorandum in writing, signed by him, 
stating the cause of distraining and the sum that he demands from the owner 
for the damage done by the beasts. 

In this western country there are but very few towns in which pounds are 
provided. Accordingly it is provided by statute, that, if there shall be no 
no public pound within the township, the beasts shall be impounded in some 
suitable place, under thé immediate care and inspection of the person who dis- 
trained them, and he shall furnish them with suitable food and water so long 
as they remain impounded. 
When the beasts are impounded, shut up, confined, within twenty-four 

hours thereafter you must give notice thereof in writing to the owner or persom 
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having the care of or control of them, if known to you and living within six 
miles from the place where the beasts are confined, which notice shall be 
delivered to the party or left at his place of abode, and shall contain a descrip- 
tion of the beasts and a statement of the time, place, and cause of impound- 
ing them. If there is no person entitled to notice, you are required within 
forty-eight hours to cause a written notice, containing a description of the 
beasts and a statement of the time, place, and cause of impounding to be 
posted up in three public places in the township, and in a public place in each 
of any two adjoining townships, if within four miles from the place where the 
beasts were taken. 

In case notice is given by posting, if no person shall appear to claim the 
beasts within seven days after the day the beasts are distrained or shut up, 
a like notice must be published for three successive weeks in some public 
newspaper, if any thenshall be published within twenty miles of the place where 
the beasts are shut up, the first publication to be within fifteen days after the 
day of seizure and confinement. 
Now understand, that if you intend to pursue this remedy in case of beasts 

doing damage, you must strictly comply with all the requisites of the law. If, 
however, you should choose to do so, you can relinquish this proceeding and 
pass the cattle over to the owner or keeper, at any time before you have 
received satisfaction for the damages sustained, and bring the action of tres- 
pass, or trespass on the case, as you may see fit, taking heed that you have 
properly cared for the cattle and have complied strictly with all the require- 
ments of the law so far as you have pursued your remedy by distraint. 

If the owner or keeper of the cattle shall be dissatisfied with your claim, he 
may have the amount ascertained and determined by two disinterested and 
discreet persons, to be appointed and sworn by a justice of the peace; and the 
sum determined by them you are obliged to receive and restore the beasts to 
the owner or keeper. 

But if the sum you claim for damages shali not be paid within fourteen 
days after notice of the impounding or shutting up shall have been given, 
or after the last publication of such notice in the proper newspaper, and the 
amount shall not have been determined by men appointed by the justice of 
the peace, you must then apply to a justice of the peace and obtain a warrant 
to two disinterested and discreet persons to be appointed and sworn by the 
justitice; and the persons so appointed and sworn shall ascertain and deter- 
mine the sum due for damages, costs, and expenses for which they are shut 
up and detained, including a reasonable compensation for their services. 

If the sum so found to be due shall not be forthwith paid, you must cause 
the beasts to be sold by auction, in the township where they were impounded, 
first advertising the sale by posting up a notice thereof in three public places 
in the same township, at least five days before such sale; and this notice 
should specify the time and place of sale. The proceeds of the sale, after 
paying all the damages, costs, and expenses, with the charges for advertising, 
if any, and the selling, must be deposited in the treasury of the township, for 
the use of the owner, in case he shall substantiate his claim thereto within two 
years from the time of sale. 

The most punctilious regularity is necessary in making a distress for dam- 
ages done; and the statute which I have given must be strictly complied with. 
Very often, the least deviation from the law in taking and disposing of beasts 
will subject the party to a replevin or an action of trespass or trover for the 
yalue of the beasts distrained. 
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Whatever makes a man a trespasser from the beginning, in pursuing this 
remedy, as by an unlawful impounding or shutting up, strips him of all right 
to protection in anything which he has done, and constitutes him a wrong- 
doer throughout and liable for damages. 

You will notice I have said nothing about the taking up of stray beasts or 
cattle. I have simply confined this conversation to the distraining of beasts 
doing damage. 

It is a remedy which is becoming more and more prevalent as the country 
grows older, as a means of prompt redress for those trifling yet oft-repeated 
injuries which will hardly brook ‘‘the law’s delay’’ consistently with other 
concerns. I have, therefore, mainly quoted from the statutes of the State in 
which you and I live. These statutes, while they may be perfectly familiar 
to any lawyer, and where he can put his hand on them at any moment, may 
not be quite so accessible to most of you. JI am not dropping these conyersa- 
tions with the Farmers’ Club for the benefit of lawyers who have large libraries 
at hand; but to call your attention to what may be considered important 
practical questions in common life, and I shall endeavor to put them in such 
language as that you may understand them. 

LECTURE NUMBER EIGHT. 

BOUNDARY LINES. 

Questions frequently arise among farmers respecting boundary lines. Corner 
posts or monuments frequently disappear, and disputes arise, and a new 
surveyor is called in to resurvey the land. Then disputes sometimes arise 
after long acquiescence in an established line. Fences have been built on 
what was supposed by both parties to be the true boundary line, and the 
property occupied, improved and sold with reference to the line thus estab- 
lished. Suddenly some adjacent owner discovers, or thinks he discovers, that 
the line is not correct, that the fence or line as claimed is on him, and that 
he is being deprived of a portion of his rightful inheritance. A surveyor is 
called upon, who undertakes to regulate the matter. It is always competent 
for the parties in such cases to choose a new surveyor and agree to abide by 
the new survey. 

A dispute of this kind arose in Macomb county in 1845. The parties, by 
mutual agreement, not in writing, employed a surveyor, who established the 
line between them, which was acquiesced in, and the parties occupied and 
improved the land with reference to the line so established until 1864, when 
one of them became dissatisfied and claimed that the line was on him about 
six rods, and brought suit to recover. It was claimed that the agreement 
under which the line was established in 1845 was void and of no binding force 
because it was not in writing. The court held that when there has been an 
honest difficulty in determining the lines between two neighboring proprietors, 
and they have actually agreed by parole upon a certain boundary as the true 
one, and have occupied accordingly, with visible monuments or divisions, the 
agreement long acquiesced in shall not be disturbed, although the time has 
not been sufficient to establish an adverse possession. It has been repeatedly 
held by the courts that a boundary line long treated and acquiesced in as the 
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true line ought not to be disturbed on new surveys, and that fifteen years’ 
recognition and acquiescence are ample for this purpose. In view of the 
great difficulty which often attends the effort to ascertain where the original 
monuments were planted, the peace of the community requires that all 
attempts to disturb lines with which the parties concerned have long been 
satisfied should not be encouraged. Long-established fences are better evi- 
dence, as a general rule, of actual boundaries settled by practical location than 
any survey made after the monuments of the original survey have disappeared. 
Long practical acquiescence in a boundary between the parties concerned may 
constitute such an agreement as to be conclusive even if it had been erron- 
eously located. 

Surveyors have no more authority than other men to determine boundaries. 
All bounds and starting points are questions of fact. Surveyors may or may 
not have, in certain kinds of cases, means of judgment not possessed by oth- 
ers; but the law cannot and does not-make them arbiters of private rights; 
and unless the boundary lines of one’s farm have been settled by long acqui- 
escence by those who are interested, or were interested, it must be settled, like 
any other disputed question, by the law and the facts. 

It will thus be seen that a man may acquire land by long, honest, and unin- 
terrupted possession or use, during the time required by law. This is called 
obtaining title by prescription. ‘This term is used to express that operation of 
the lapse of time by which obligations are extinguished, or titles protected. 

The law raises the just presumption that where he who owns land has for a 
long time neglected his rights, without any good reason to prevent him from 
asserting them, as when he has suffered you in good faith to occupy a strip of 
land which really belonged to him, and which you supposed was a part of your 
farm, he is presumed to haye abandoned it, and that you have the title. This 
is perfectly just, both on account of the parties, and for the purpose of pro- 
tecting society against the disorders which would arise did a different rule pre- 
vail. ‘The law secures to the owner of land the rights which he has upon 
condition that he will at all times assert them, so as not to induce another to 
fall into an error respecting them. If for a sufficient length of time he neg- 
lects them, so as to put in peril the rights of another, he will not be allowed to 
reclaim them. ‘The possessor who has in good faith acquired such possession, 
has a right superior to the claimant. It will be well to bear in mind, how- 
ever, that no rights can be acquired by prescription against the public; so 
that, if your fence is in the public highway, you may some day be obliged to 
move it. 

LECTURE NUMBER NINE. 

In almost every farming community there is one or more individuals who 
have a passion for trading horses. The more proficient of these are called 
“* horse jockeys.’? ‘They are not always to be relied upon in what they say about 
a horse when they are making atrade. Indeed, I have sometimes thought that 
if there is any business transaction in which a farmer will prevaricate, it is a 
horse trade. Itis this disposition or propensity to trade horses which gives 
rise to more or less litigation from the country. 

If you are defrauded in a horse trade, you have two legal remedies. You 
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may tender the horse which you received to the man you traded with, and 
demand the horse you let him have, and if he refuses you can bring replevin, 
or you can keep the horse and sue him for the damage; in which case you 
may recover the difference between the value of the horse you obtained as he 
is, and what he would have been if he had corresponded with the recom- 
mendation. 

If a man trades me a horse or sells me a horse, and there be any unsound- 
ness, breachiness, trickiness, or other defect unknown to and unperceivable 
by me, but which is known to him; and if he represents the animal free 
from defect, or even forbears to mention such defect, but intentionally con- 
ceals it from me, he is guilty of fraud. ‘The well-established rule in such 
cases is that one party must not practice any artifice to conceal defects, or 
make any representations for the purpose of throwing the person with whom 
he is dealing off his guard. If in trading horses you, by your acts, produce 
the impression upon the person with whom you are trading that your horse is 
sound when you know he is not, you are perpetrating a fraud. 

When, however, the means of information relative to the facts and circum- 
stances affecting the value of the animal are equally accessible to both parties, 
and neither does or says anything tending to impose upon the other, it is called 
a fair trade. It is not necessary that one should disclose any superior knowl- 
edge which he may have over the other as to those facts and circumstances. 
There is no breach of that implied confidence which men are presumed to 
repose in each other that one party shall not profit by his superior knowledge 
of the quality of an animal open to the observation of both parties, or equally 
within the reach of their ordinary diligence, because neither party is expected 
to repose in any such confidence unless it is specially tendered. Hach one in 
ordinary cases judges for himself, and relies confidently and sometimes, per- 
haps, presumptuously upon the sufficiency of his own knowledge, skill, and 
diligence. 

The common law affords to every one reasonable protection against fraud in 
dealing, but it does not go to the extent of giving indemnity against the con- 
sequences of indolence and folly or careless indifference to the ordinary and 
accessible means of information. The law requires the man who trades horses 
te apply his attention to particulars which may be supposed to be within the 
reach of his observation and judgment, and honesty and fair dealing require 
that the other party should communicate those particulars and defects which 
he knows all about, and which can not be supposed to be immediately within 
the reach of such attention. If the trader be ignorant of any unsoundness or 
other defect which the horse may have, a mere representation of soundness 
will not render him liable. If it is intended to make him accountable under 
such circumstances he had better insist upon a warranty that the horse is sound 
or free from such defect. <A general warranty is therefore frequently required 
on horse trades. 

Such warranty extends to all defects, except such apparent failings as are 
perfectly obvious to the senses, and do not require any kind of skill or pains 
to discover. A general warranty of soundness will be of no avail against 
a defect which you know to exist. Though if the trader say or do any thng 
whatever with an intention to divert your observation from such defects, he is 

guilty of afraud. And fraud may be made out, not only from deceptive 
assertions, and false representations, but from facts, incidents, and circum- 
stances, which may be trivial in themselves, but decisive evidence in a given 

39 
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case of a fraudulent design. A man may be in a horse trade not only with 
his mouth, but with his hands or feet. And, indeed, his very silence may 
sometimes be a grievous falsehood. Men know perfectly well how to be 
honest in a horse trade, but if there be any transaction where total depravity 
is likely to assert itself, it isin that business. No particular form of words is 
necessary to constitute a warranty. A positive and unequivocal assertion, or 
affirmation concerning the horse, which is relied on by the other party, and is 
understood by the parties to be an absolute assertion and not a mere expres- 
sion of opinion, is as a general thing a warranty that the horse is as stated. 

The word warranty need not be used. Ifa man should say in a horse trade, 
‘*T promise you the horse is sound,’’ or ‘‘the horse is not lame, and I would 
not be afraid to warrant him,”’’ it is enough to establish a warranty. So if he 
say, ‘‘You may depend upon it, the horse is perfectly quiet and free from 
vice.’ So when one said on a horse trade, ‘‘I never warrant, but the horse 
is sound so far as I know,’’ it has been held to be a warranty upon which an 
action could be maintained, provided the party could show that the horse was 
unsound to the knowledge of the one making the assertion. 

If there be no warranty, and a man trade a horse for such as he honestly 
believed him to be, without fraud or deception, the law will not imply that he 
traded it upon any other terms than such as were stipulated in the bargain. 
It is your fault if you do not insist upon a warranty. It must be remembered 
however, that in case of warranty you can not return the horse and recover 
the one you exchanged. ‘This can be done only in case of fraud, false repre- 
sentations, or deceit in the bargain. 

The best way in horse trades, as in other transactions, is to act with that 
fairness and plain dealing which becomes an honest man, however difficult it 
may be. 

LECTURE NUMBER TEN. 

HOW TO CROSS A RAILROAD TRACK. 

It is well settled law that a railroad track is itself a warning of danger, and 
that persons about to cross a railroad track are bound to recognize and take 
notice that it is a dangerous place, and make dilligent use of their senses of 
hearing, seeing, and perhaps even of feeling, to ascertain whether a train or 
engine is in dangerous proximity before attempting to cross. If they neglect 
to do this, but blindly venture on the track without every reasonable precau- 
tion, it must be at their own risk. I would therefore solemnly advise every 
person about to cross a railroad track to stop and carefully investigate, 
especially if there are embankments or other obstacles in the way of a full 
view of the track for a considerable distance each way. And when the pecul- 
iarities of the situation require such precaution, I would advise him to get out 
of his wagon and approach and look along the track in both directions. 

In most cases where recovery is sought against a railroad company on 
account of injuries received at crossings by travelers and other wayfarers, the 
question of primary importance is, whether the negligence of the party injured 
contributed to the injury. When the traveler’s want of ordinary care is the 
proximate cause of the injury, he cannot recover, though the railroad company 
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may also have been guilty of negligence. And even though the managers of 
a railroad train may have omitted to observe some positive statutory require- 
ment, such as ringing the bell or blowing the whistle, it will not excuse want 
of ordinary care on the part of the traveler. The failure to make use of 
proper means to ascertain whether a train is approaching before venturing 
upon the track, is pronounced by the courts to be negligence, as a matter of 
law. A prudent man in the presence of danger, naturally and ordinarily, 
makes use*of his faculties to ascertain and avoid it; and he who does not do 
so, when he has good reason to apprehend danger, fails to exercise the ordinary 
and reasonable care which the law requires of him, and if he is injured he 
must abide the consequences, and can recover no damages. 

It is hardly possible that a person of ordinary intelligence and observation 
can approach a railroad crossing without knowing it. There are generally 
manifest indications of it. A signal is conspicuously posted and plainly writ- 
ten: ‘Railroad Crossing. Look out for the cars;’’ and he who knowing, or 
who ought to know, that he is approaching arailroad crossing, advances to the 
point of intersection without looking or listening, is a reckless, imprudent per- 
son, and if he is knocked into eternity by the lightning express in the twink- 
ling of an eye, his friends had better see his remains decently buried and be 
silent. Such reckless conduct in the presence of danger will constitute that 
negligence which will preclude any recovery for the injury sustained. Noneg- 
lect of duty on the part of the railroad company will excuse one approaching 
a crossing from using the senses of sight and hearing, and, if prudence requires, 
even of feeling, when these may be available. And where the reasonable use 
of either of such faculties would have given sufficient warning to enable the 
party to avoid the danger, and he fails to use them, this will be conclusive 
proof of negligence. If he be deaf and can not hear, he must look. If any- 
thing obstructs his view of the track in either direction he must advance with 
caution, and, as I said before, in such cases he had better stop and investigate. 
Trains very seldom slacken their speed at a crossing. They are not usually 
required to do so. The law recognizes the fact that locomotives and heavy 
trains cannot be suddenly stopped, or turn to the right or left, like a foot pas- 
senger or a team and wagon vpon the ordinary highway. They necessarily 
have the preference at crossings. A train running at the rate of thirty miles 
per hour will pass over forty-four feet every second of time. So that, if you 
should see a train coming, care and caution are required of you. Itis very 
difficult to determine the speed of a train when it is approaching you, and, if 
it is anywhere in sight, it would be quite a proper thing to do to wait until it 
passes before attempting to cross. 

Where a traveler undertook to cross a track upon the supposition that the 
train had passed at the usual hour, when, in fact, it was behind time, it was 
held insufticient to excuse him from pausing to look or listen. Instead of 
looking at his watch, he should have looked for a train. 
A few years ago a woman sued the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern rail- 

road company for injuries received by her at a crossing in Branch county by 
a collision between the locomotive of a passenger train and the wagon in 
which she was riding. She was riding with the owner of the team and wagon, 
who was driving, or undertook to drive, across the track. It was claimed that 
the accident was caused by the negligence of the company in having their 
wood piled so as to obscure the track, and that trains coming could not be 
seen by persons approaching the crossing. They were in a lumber wagon. 
She was a mere passenger. As they approached the track the woman 
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remarked to the driver that it was a dangerous place. He replied that it was, 
but looked at his watch, and said there was no danger, as it was an hour past 
train time, and drove on. They did not stop to listen for the cars, nor did it 
appear that they looked one way or the other, either up or down the track, 
until an instant before they were struck. The driver was killed, the woman 
thrown some distance against the fence and badly injured, and the wagon 
torn to fragments. The court held that the negligence of the driver of the 
team was such that no recovery could be had; that the negligence on the part 
of the person owning and driving the team affected the right of the woman 
riding equally as though it were her own negligence. Therefore it would seem, 
if you should happen to be riding with a careless, negligent driver, you had 
better get out just before you come upon a railroad track and walk, unless you 
are sure that no train or engine is approaching, as you will be heid in such a 
case responsible for the carelessness of the driver, even though you have a 
free ride. 

LECTURE NUMBER ELEVEN. 

LAW OF THE ROAD. 

We have two kinds of public roads: First, such as are laid out and estab- 
lished by the government, State, county, or district, and are kept in repair by 
the same authority; and, secondly, those which are made and laid out by 
authority of law by a corporation or company of individuals, and which are 
kept in repair by them. 

The public have the use of a road of the first class, but the owners of land 
over which it passes have a fee in such road, subject to the easement of the 
public; and the owners of the sides have, prima facie, a fee in it to the center 
of the road, subject to the public right, except where the boundary excludes 
the highway. The proprietor of the soil of such a road is therefore entitled 
to all the fruits which grow by its side, and to all the mineral wealth it con- 
tains; and whenever such road is vacated, that is, abandoned by public 
authority, the easement of the public is gone, and the land discharged from 
it reverts to its former owner. 

Railroads, turnpikes, plank roads, gravel roads, and other ways, authorized 
by the government to be made by corporations or public companies, are the 
second class of public roads. These are made and, kept in order by the com- 
panies to which they respectively belong, but the public have a right to trayel 
over them, and no citizen can be prevented from going on them in such a way 
as is regulated by law. If one complies with the law and the rules of the road, 
as legally established and prescribed, he has a right to travel over this class of 
roads. 

Respecting such public roads as are laid out and established by the govern- 
ment, State, county, or district, I will say that any act or obstruction which 
unnecessarily incommodes or impedes the lawful use of such highway by the 
public is a common law nuisance, and may be abated by any one whose passage: 
is thereby obstructed, or the person causing or maintaining such obstruction 
may be prosecuted or may be sued for damages by any one injured thereby.. 

Eyery one, however, who assumes to judge of and remove an obstruction to a. 
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highway, upon the ground that it is a nuisance, does so at his own risk, and 
if he misjudges he is liable for damages. He should be careful, therefore, 
how he takes the law in his own hands. “ 

It is the duty of travelers upon a public highway, for the purpose of avoid- 
ing collision and accident, to observe due care in accommodating themselves to 
each other. The law imposes the duty upon every one, when ona public high- 
way, of using reasonable care and diligence to avoid threatened danger, and to 
protect himself and property therefrom, and for this purpose he is bound to 
use all his senses, and one who does not use his senses is guilty of what the law 
terms contributive negligence, if he be injured by the negligence of another. 
A foot traveller who attempts to cross a public highway ahead of an approach- 
ing team, under circumstances requiring a close estimate of his chances of 
crossing safely, cannot recover for injuries sustained in consequence of the neg- 
ligence of the driver of the team, because his own negligence contributes to 
the injury. He must himself be without fault. In the use of a public high- 
way you have a right to expect from others ordinary prudence, and to rely upon 
that in determining your own means of using the road. When adriver attempts 
to pass another going in the same direction he does so at his peril. At least he 
must be responsible for all damage which he causes to the one whom he 
attempts to pass, and whose right to the proper use of the road is as great as 
his own, unless the latter is guilty of such recklessness, or even gross careless- 
ness, as would bring disaster upon himself. 

I have observed that it is the duty of travelers upon highways to observe due 
care in accommodating themselves to each other. ‘To subserve this purpose 
the rule in England is that, in meeting, each party shall turn to the left. In 
this country the law requires them to bear to the right. The reason of this 
difference is in the character of the public highways. In England the danger 
is much more from collision with the passing team than from obstructions or 
embankments. Hence the driver should be where he can observe the greatest 
peril. This rule, however, does not apply to equestrians or foot passengers. 

The statute of this State provides that passing teams shall bear to the right 
of the middle of the traveled part of the road. This means that part which 
is wrought for traveling, and is not confined simply to the most traveled wheel 
track. 
And it has been held to be no defense to an action that the party had no 

design to injure, that he attempted to prevent a collision, that the road on his 
side was rough and rutty, and that it was more difficult for him than for the 

other party to turn out. Unless the obstacles to turning out are insuperable, 
or extremely difficult, he is without excuse. 

A traveler on horseback meeting another horseman, or a vehicle, is not 

required to turn in any particular way to avoid collision ; he must exercise due 
care under the circumstances. A person on foot or on horseback cannot com- 
pel a teamster, who has a heavy load, to leave the beaten part of the road, if 
there be sufficient room to pass; and this rule applies where a person on horse- 
back meets a loaded buggy. Where a horseman or light vehicle can pass 
with more safety to the left of a heavily loaded wagon, it is their duty to give 
way, and leave the choice to the more unwieldy. 

Where a child, of such tender age as not to possess sufficient discretion to 
avoid danger, is permitted by its parents to be in the highway without any 
one to guard it, and is there run over by the carriage of a traveler and injured, 
no action will lie against the traveler, unless the injury was voluntary, or 
arose from culpable negligence on his part; and although the child, by reason 
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of its tender age, is incapable of using that ordinary care which is required of 
a discreet and prudent person, the want of such care on the part of the 
parents or guardians would be attributed to the child. In such a case, how- 
ever, greater caution would be expected of the traveler than in the case of an 
adult. 

On the question of whether a party is guilty of negligence, the law would 
consider the age and sex of the person. ‘The same degree of care and skill 
in driving along a public highway is not expected of a child or a woman as is: 
expected of a man of mature years. As in every other situation, the degree 
of care exacted from a traveler on a public highway is in proportion to the 
danger to others which attends his particular situation. 
Where a road is impassable by reason of mud-holes or other serious obstruc- 

tions, the pulling down of a fence at the side of the road and passing over the 
adjoining field has been held to be a necessary and justifiable act. 

LECTURE NUMBER TWELVE. 

LEGAL AND EQUITABLE RIGHTS OF THE FARMER’S WIFE. 

The common law idea of marriage was that the husband and wife became 
one person, and that person principally husband. They reciprocally engaged 
to liye with each other during their joint lives—to assist each other, and 
to share a common destiny as to the good or evil which should happen to 
them ‘The husband is bound to receive his wife at his home, and treat her 
there as a husband should do; that is, furnish her with all the necessaries and 
conveniences which his fortune enables him to do, and which her situation 
requires; but this does not include such luxuries as, according to her fancy, 
she may deem necessaries. For instance, an ordinary farmer would not be 
expected to furnish his wife with a four hundred dollar seal-skin sacque, or a 
set of diamonds, or a ball dress worth eighty dollars, or pipes, tobacco, and 
cigars. 
By the term necessaries is meant all such things as are proper and requisite, 

considering his circumstances and her situation. Whenever the husband, by 
his misconduct, has obliged his wife to buy necessaries upon his credit, he 
must pay for them, though he may have previously warned the tradesman, by 
notice in the newspapers or otherwise, not to trust her; but if her own 
misconduct has reduced her to want, he cannot be charged. It is the duty of 
the husband to love his wife, and to bear with her faults, as she ought to bear 
with his; and he is required to fulfill toward her his martial promise of fidel- 
ity, and can, therefore, have no carnal connection with any other woman with- 
out a violation of his obligations. He is bound to govern his house properly ; 
he is liable for mismanagement, and he may be punished for keeping a dis- 
orderly house, where his wife had the principal agency. 

Being the head of the family, the husband has a right to establish himself 
wherever he may please; in this he cannot be controlled by his wife; and he 
may manage his affairs in his own way. He may make whatever contracts 
may suit him, and acquire and sell property. ‘he wife is bound to love her 
husband, to be faithful to him, to do all in her power to promote their com- 
mon interest. She is bound to follow him wherever he may desire to establish 
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himself within the United States, unless by acts of injustice, or such as are 
contrary to his marital duties, the husband renders her happiness insecure. 

While the common law regarded the husband and wife as one person, and 
that person principally husband, she yet retained sufficient personality to be 
hanged and otherwise punished for her own criminal acts, unless in cases 
where the crime is not bad in itself (malwm in se), or committed in the pres- 
ence or by the command of her husband. Where the wife commits a crime 
in the presence of her husband, she is presumed to have done it at his com- 
mand, and is therefore not personally liable. ‘This presumption is not always 
reliable, as where, in Michigan, a wife, participating with her husband in a 
robbery, choked a man while her husband picked his pockets, she (7as held 
to be equally liable with him for the robbery. 

It was once considered that the husband might correct or whip his wife in 
order to bring her into subjection; this is now considered unlawful. The 
common law proceeded upon the hypothesis that a man would never be cruel 
to his wife. Indeed, man is the only creature in the wide world ever known 
to abuse the female. Dogs never do such things. Your male dog, however 
obedient to you in other respects, will die at your hands before he will bite or 
abuse the female dog at yourcommand. He will yield to her his favorite bone 
rather than injure her, although she may be a stranger to whom he has never 
had an introduction. 

In looking over a bill in chancery, the other day, filed by a woman against 
her husband for a divorce, on the ground of extreme cruelty, wherein she 
charged that her husband knocked her down and than tried to kick her in the 
face, I was forcibly reminded of what an old and exerienced hunter once said 
when asked which was the most cruel and ferocious animal he had ever 
encountered. He said he had hunted grizzly bears in the Rocky Mountains, 
and lions in Central Africa, had been pursued by the black wolves of Russia, 
and had met the royal tiger in the jungles of Bengal, but the most ferocious, 
savage, cruel, bloodthirsty, and unrelenting animal he had ever encountered 
was civilized man. Other animals, he said, neyer molested him if he let them 
alone, unless when driven frantic by hunger. But civilized man would slay 
his own children, and cut the throats of innocent girls, from pure cussedness. 
Divorce on the ground of cruelty was unknown to the common law. 

At the common law, when a women married, not only her person but all 
her personal property passed to the control of her husband. This right 
became absolute instantly upon marriage. As to her things in action, or 
property requiring some action to realize its full possession or enjoyment, such 
as notes and mortgages, the husband’s right was qualified; such things did 
not vest in him until her consent reduced them to possession. His right was 
also subject to an important qualification known as the wife’s ‘‘ equity of set- 
tlement.” ‘This is thus defined: ‘‘If the husband wants the aid of a court 
of equity to enable him to get possession of his wife’s property, or if her 
fortune be within reach of a court of equity, he must do what is equitable by 
making a reasonable provision out of it for the maintainance of her and her 
children.’? This equity arises only when the husband has to resort to the aid 
of the court to get possession of her property. 

About forty years ago a revolution began as to the property rights of mar- 
ried women. Modifying laws were passed in Michigan, and gradually the 
march of legislative amelioration has extended to nearly every State in the 
union. It is not necessary to review these various changes in detail, especially 
as the laws of the states differ quite essentially. In 1855 the revolution in 
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Michigan was completed, so that married women are well nigh étnancipated 
altogether from marital restraint so far as concerns their property, while the 
husband’s own rights are exceedingly precarious. 

It was enacted ‘‘that the real and personal estate of every female, acquired 
before marriage, and all property, real and personal, to which she may after- 
ward become entitled by gift, grant, inheritance, devise, or in any other 
manner, shall be and remaiu the estate and property of such female, and shall 
not be liable for the debts, obligations, and engagements of her husband, and 
may be contracted, sold, transferred, mortgaged, conveyed, devised, or 
bequeathed by her, in the same manner and with the like effect as if she were 
unmarried,”’ It was further enacted that ‘‘ actions may be brought by and 
against a married woman in relation to her sole property in the same manner 
as if she were unmarried.”’ 

It will be observed that the statutes securing to a married woman her 
séparate property have removed her common law disability, and give her all 
the powers as to such property as though she were unmarried. But they have 
no application to the interests the wife may have in the property of her hus- 
band. As to such interests, the common law disability remains, except as it is 
expressly removed by other statutes. She can sell and dispose of her property 
without his consent. If she owns the homestead on which he and she live, she 
can sell it over his head. If he owns it he cannot dispose of it without her 
consent. She can mortgage her own property, but he cannot mortgage his 
household furniture or farming utensils without she joins in the mortgage. If 
he dies she is entitled to the use of one-third of his lands for and during her 
life. If she dies he acquires no interest whatever in her real estate. Nobody 
will buy a foot of land unless she joins in the deed freely and voluntarily; but 
she can sell without his knowledge or consent. So that, respecting her 
individual property, the farmer’s wife may be independent. 

Prior to these statutes the sole deed of a married woman was void. She 
could not sell without her husband’s consent, nor deed directly to him. Her 
contracts were void. She could neither give nor sell without his consent. 
Now she can make a note, sign a bond or mortgage, and be an independent 
party to a lawsuit, just like aman. If a man commits an assault and battery 
upon her, she can sue him in her own name for damages, and whatever 
damages she recovers becomes her own individual property. Indeed, so far as 
her property is concerned, the farmer’s wife can do just about as she pleases. 
Some husbands are inclined to say to their wives what the Irishman said to 
the steam engine: ‘‘ You may ploff and ploff, but, be jabers, you can’t vote.” 

After forty years’ trial of these statutes in relation to the rights of woman 
respecting her own property there seems to be no disposition anywhere to 
return to the old common law system. Experience and observation have 
demonstrated that these laws are wholesome and what they should be, and the 
case remains yet to be reported where a true woman has dissipated her property 
to the serious detriment of her family. We have among us a class of young 
men, and they are growing more and more numerous every day, who have no 
ambition but to live upon and dissipate the accumulations of others. These 
are fortune hunters. They profess to believe that any fool can inherit a 
fortune or marry one, but that it takes a man of genius, spirit, and energy to 
make his own fortune. There are, however, a great many young men left 
who are too ambitious to marry for the mere consideration of dollars and 
cents, who haye faith in their own ability to make a fortune for themselves, 
and do not depend upon what their wives may have. Upon the whole, the 
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world is the gainer for extending to woman the right to control her own 
property ; and I apprehend that the time is not far distant when she will be 
thought competent to be intrusted with the ballot. 

LECTURE NUMBER THIRTEEN, 

THE FARMER AND THE HIGHWAY. 

I find it necessary to enlarge a little on this subject, on account of several 
communications which I haye received from farmers concerning it. 

The statute prescribes the method by which land may be taken for a public 
highway. It is generally upon the petition of a certain number of freeholders. 
Upon a proper petition, the highway commissioners are authorized to proceed 
and lay out a highway. All persons interested have notice in the manner 
prescribed by the statute, and can appear before the commissioners and be 
heard. When the road is laid out pursuant to the requirements of the statute, 
it becomes a public highway. It makes no difference where it begins or where 
it ends. ‘There is also a provision of the statute for laying out private roads. 

When a public highway is established and a part of the farm taken for that 
purpose, all use of the land thus appropriated, not inconsistent with its public 
use as a highway, remains with and may be enjoyed by the adjoining owner. 
His interest is such that he may maintain an action of trespass for its obstruc- 
tion, or for ploughing up the road when not done in the course of repairing. 
He may sink water-courses below it, covering them so that the highway 
remains safe and convenient, and the public must respect his water-course, 
whether natural or artificial, and cannot shut it up. He may make 
approaches to the highway from the farm by bridges, provided he does not 
obstruct the public use. If the farmer owns a spring of water adjoining the 
highway, he is entitled to any and all uses of it which do not interfere with 
the public safety or obstruct or hinder public travel, and does not increase the 
public burden in making repairs. If the water may be allowed to flow upon 
the land of the owner, and the way can, at the same cost and with equal 

safety be maintained, this must be done. The right of the owner to the use 
of the spring under these limitations takes precedence of the right of the 
public to divert it to the lands of others, if the sole motive be to establish a 
public watering place. The right of way existing in the public is a right of 
passage along the highway, and not aright to get water either in streams or 
springs on the soil of the adjoining owner. ‘The water is no part of the high- 
way, and its use is not incident to the use of the highway. 

The right of the public over a highway is, however, not confined to travel 
only, but it may construct drains, sewers, gutters, water-pipes, cisterns, wells, 
and reservoirs in the highways. While, as I have elsewhere said, the timber 
and grass found in public highways belong to the owner of the adjoining soil, 
in order to make the road passable it may be necessary for the authorities to 
remove them, but they belong to the owner, and when cut should be removed 
out of the way of the public. The public require a right of way only, and 
do not require the timber or grass taken off, although it may be necessary to 
remove the'same. The public have aright, generally, to use such material 

30 
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as may be found standing and growing in the public highway, for the purpose 
of repairs—that is, such material as may be properly used for that purpose. 
This right would not allow the cutting down of valuable shade trees, properly 
located. 

One who digs a pit, or has a dangerous opening upon his own land adjoining 
a public highway, so that those using if with ordinary caution may fall into 
it, is liable to one who, by such use of it sustains injury thereby. As, when 
one left an unfenced hole upon his premises adjoining a highway, a person 
passing along at night fell into the hole and was injured, the proprietor of 
the hole was held liable for the injury. 

I have said that a person traveling on a public highway which has become 
founderous and impassable, has a right to remove enough of the fences on the 
adjoining land to enable him to pass around the obstruction, doing no unneces- 
sary injury. Such right, however, is not to be exercised from convenience 
merely, nor when, by the exercise of due care, after noticing the obstruction, 
other ways may be selected and the obstruction avoided. But it is to be con- 
fined to those cases of inevitable necessity or unavoidable accident, arising 
from sudden or recent causes, which have occasioned temporary and impassa- 
ble obstructions in the highway. What shall constitute such inevitable neces- 
sity or unavoidable accident must depend upon the various circumstances 
attending each particular case; and one must be governed by common pru- 
dence and common sense, having a due regard for the rights and interests of 
the adjoining proprietor. 

In regard to what would constitute a lawful fence along the highway adjoin- 
ing a farm, where the law makes it the duty of the farmer to build such 
fence, it is perhaps sufficient to say that what would be a lawful line fence or 
division fence would answer the law regarding a fence along the highway. 
Modern improvements in the mode of fencing have led to considerable inquiry 
on this subject. The statutes of this State provide that ‘‘all fences, four 
and a half feet high, and in good repair, consisting of rails, timber, boards, 
or stone wall, or any combination thereof, or other things which shall be con- 
sidered equivalent thereto, in the judgment of the fence viewers within whose 
jurisdiction the same may be, shall be deemed a legal and sufticient fence.”’ 

The question has arisen, and has been frequently asked, whether a barbed 
wire fence is a legal and sufficient fence within the meaning of this statute. 
I know of no statute or judicial decision which settles the question. I can, 
therefore, only express my individual opinion, that a barbed wire fence, four 
and a half feet high, in good repair, would meet the requirements of the 
statute. But suppose the fence viewers within whose jurisdiction your fence 
may be located should be called upon, and should say it is not—then what? 
And suppose, in another jurisdiction, the fence viewers should say it was— 
then what? The fact is that the Legislature which enacted the law knew 
nothing about wire fences. They had not then been in use. Therefore, we 
shall be obliged to await the judgment of the fence viewers—who are the 
pathmasters in your neighborhood—and the decisions of the Supreme Court. 
And, until the matter is settled, you only have my opinion that a barbed wire 
fence is a good, cheap, substantial, and, if properly built and in good repair, 
a legal and sufficient fence. 

The statute makes it the duty of every overseer of the highways to cause all 
noxious weeds, within the limits of the highways in his district, to be cut 
down and destroyed twice in each year, once before the first day of July, and 
again before the first day of September, and the requisite labor shall be con- 
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sidered highway work. For any neglect or refusal to peform this duty, the 
overseer is liable to a penalty of twenty-five dollars. 

The statute also makes it the duty of every owner, possessor, or occupier of 
land to cut down, or cause to be cut down, all the Canada thistles growing on 
the highway passing by or through such land, so often every year as shail pre- 
vent their going to seed. 

It also authorizes the board of supervisors to make such by-laws and regu- 

lations as they may deem necessary for the destruction of noxious weeds 

within the several counties; so that the farmer is not obliged to cut down 

noxious weeds in the highway (except Canada thistles) unless there has been 
some action taken in that respect by the board of supervisors. 

LECTURE NUMBER FOURTEEN. 

THE FARMER AND THE TOLL ROAD. 

Next to a good farm and a happy family is a good road to town and to 
market. A good, clean, substantial, nicely-shaded highway adds greatly to 
the market value of the farm along which it passes. A man of taste dislikes 
to see a mudhole in front of a farm house, the gate hanging on one hinge, or 
none, the fences along the road in a sadly dilapidated condition, or the front 
yard grown up to noxious weeds, but above all he dislikes an impassible road. 

The inefficiency of the ordinary method of improving highways has been 
everywhere observed. In many places good roads cannot be maintained with- 
out a large expenditure of money—more than the farmers who live along its 
line are able or willing to furnish; consequently the government, from time 
immemorial, has been in the habit of granting certain franchises to compa- 
nies and corporations on condition that they build and keep in good order and 
repair certain roads. The company or corporation is authorized to enter 
upon, take, and use any public highway, and to construct thereon a plank or 
gravel road, provided the consent of the supervisor, highway commissioners, 
and township clerk, or a majority of them, be obtained in each town through 
which the road passes; or, instead thereof, the consent of a majority of the 
freeholders residing on that part of the highwey so to be taken. It is pre- 
sumed this consent will never,be obtained unless the road needs much more 
improvement than the ordinary methods will give it. The company thus 
authorized are obliged to build the plank or gravel road in a good and substan- 
tial manner, and become responsible for all damage that any party may sus- 
tain in consequence of any neglect or omission to keep the road in govud con- 
dition or repair, and are also liable to lose their franchise. 

Thus, when a woman received personal injuries occasioned by her horse 
jumping aside at sight of a hole three feet deep near the middle of a gravel 
road, although there was plenty of room to pass on either side in safety, she 
was allowed to recover damages of the company. So, when the road was out 
of repair so that it caused two carriages to collide, whereby an injury was sus- 
tained, the company was held liable. They are also liable for not maintaining 
railings along embankments, whereby one without fault is injured, as by 
running off in the night. So they are required to keep their bridges in a safe 
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condition, unless some unavoidable accident or calamity, like a flood, happens. 
They are liable for injuries occasioned by defective bridges—and when a bridge 
is carried away by a sudden flood the company must rebuild it within a reason- 
able time. ‘The company is, however, not liable for an accident to one who 
overloads the bridge, if it be of sufficient ordinary strength. When a toll-gate 
keeper violated the custom of the road by shutting up the gate at an unusual 
hour, and placed a bar not easily observable at night, whereby a traveler’s 
horse was killed, it was held that the company was liable for the value of the 
horse. 

Though a company has a right to repair its road so as to prevent the effects 
of rains and freshets, yet in the exercise of this right, it must take care not to 
injure the owners of adjoining land. It has no right to turn water which 
washes the road on to the land of a private person; and if damage accrues to 
the owner of adjoining land in consequence of the want of care in this respect 
he may recover. 

The company may close its gates against a traveler liable to pay toll who 
attempts to pass without payment; and if such traveler forcibly saws or breaks 
open the gate and passes through he is guilty of a malicious trespass, as well 
as liable to a penalty, under the statute. 

In 1853, a traveler on the Howell plank road, from Detroit west, at the 
first gate, three-fourths of a mile, tendered the gate keeper the toll for 
one mile, and claimed a right to pass the gate. The keeper inquired how far 
he intended to travel on the road. He refused to tell, and insisted on his 
right to pass on payment for one mile, being all that he had then traveled. 
Thereupon the keeper demanded toll of him to the next gate, and ordered 
him not to pass the gate until he paid it. But the man refused to pay any 
more, and passed the gate against the express order of the gate keeper, the 
gate being open, and the keepeft offering no personal resistance. This matter 
having been brought before the Supreme Court, that court held that the gate- 
keeper had a right to demand toll of this traveler at the gate in advance of 
his actually traveling upon the road, and, on his refusing to state how far he 
was going to travel upon the road, had a right to demand toll to the next 
gate, and that party passing the gate thus against the order of the keeper, 
without paying the toll demanded, was guilty of forcibly and illegally passing 
the gate, and liable to the penalty therefor. 

The law provides that every person subject to toll who shall travel on any 
such road between the toll gates, and shall not pass through any gate, shall 
be liable to pay, on demand, the regular toll at the rate per mile for the dis- 
tance actually traveled. Accordingly, when a nfan lived on a plank road one 
mile from a store, and in guing to and from the store he traveled on the road, 
but did not pass any gate, it was held that he must pay toll for the distance 
traveled. The statute also provides that every person who, to avoid the pay- 
ment of toll, shall turn off from the road, or pass any gate on any ground 
adjacent thereto and enter again on such road, shall forfeit and pay the pen- 
alty of $10. The question in such cases is, whether one turns off in good 
faith or with a view to avoid paying toll. When a person with a drove of 
cattle turned off about a half mile from the gate, and traveled around some 
six or seven miles and entered upon the road again about three and a half 
miles from the gate, it was held to be turning off on land adjacent to the gate 
within the meaning of the law, and having done so with intent to avoid pay- 
ing toll, he was held liable. 

There are certain persons exempt from the payment of toll, such as persons 
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going to and returning from military parades which, by law, they are required 
to attend, and persons going to and returning from funerals; also farmers 
and their employés, engaged in the business of the farm, in passing from one 
part of the farm to another with teams and stock. It would not be a proper 
thing to do for a farmer, undez the pretense of going to or from a funeral, to 
take a load of produce to market or go on some other expedition. In such 
case he would be liable for toll, although he might be in a funeral procession ; 
and if he were to make any false representations to induce the toll-keeper to 
let him pass without payment, he would be liable to a penalty. 

Suppose a farmer has two farms several miles apart; can he travel from 
one to the other on a gravel road without paying toll? I think not. 

LECTURE NUMBER FIFTEEN. 

THE FARMER AND HIS HIRED MAN. 

I have spoken of this matter on a former occasion, but shall do so now more 
at length. ‘There are certain relations which exist between the farmer and his 
hired man which it isimportant to know. The relation iscreated by contract, 
express or implied, usually by hiring. A general hiring, without any limita- 
tion as to time, was construed by the common law as a hiring for a year. The 
rule of the common law is modified by contract, by custom, by date and fre- 
quency of payments, and by other circumstances. If you employ a man for 
so much a month, a week, or day, without any time being specified it is ordi- 
narily understood as an employment from month to month, week to week, or 
day to day, as the case may be. 

The relation may be created by implication, without any express hiring, as 
where a man volunteers to perform work for you. You see and know that he is 
performing work for you, and make no objection. But there must be knowl- 
edge and recognition on your part in order to bind you. One can not, simply 
by volunteering a service, compel you to pay for it. If you see a man perform- 
ing services for you day after day, and make no objection, although no con- 
tract or hiring is made, you will be expected to pay him what his services are 
reasonably worth. A contract for services which are not to be performed 
within a year is yoid, under the statute of frauds, unless in writing. 

If no definite period of employment is specified, the hired man may quit 
when he pleases, or be discharged at any time. ‘The employment ceases when 
the time expires, unless renewed by an express or implied agreement. 
You may discharge your hired man for willful disobedience to your orders ;. 

as when one was ordered to go on an errand just as dinner was ready, and 
refused to go without his dinner; also, where a harvest hand refused to work 
without beer or whisky. You are also justified in discharging him for moral 
misconduct, as for embezzlement, robbery, habitual drunkenness, fraudulent 
conduct, betraying confidence, and the like. He may also be discharged for 
wanton negligence, or palpable inefficiency, amounting to a breach of the 
implied promise that he was competent to do what he was hired to do. 

If you discharge him before his time expires, without cause, he may treat 
the contract as continuing, and sue you for the breach; or he may treat the 
bargain as rescinded, and recover for the services rendered. You hire a man 
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for a year and turn him off at the end of a month without cause—he may hold 
you responsible for his wages for the whole year; but you can offset whatever 
you can show that he might have earned by other similar employment in the 
same neighborhood, that is, if he can get employment. He must not unneces- 
sarily lie idle, but it is for you to show that he might have got employment. 

If your hired man voluntarily leaves you before his time expires, he is liable 
to you for damages; but if he is prevented from fulfilling his engagement by 
sickness, or some other unavoidable accident, he is entitled to a reasonable 
compensation for the services rendered. But you are not obliged to take him 
back after he recovers. If he is carried to prison for a crime of which he is 
found guilty, or for a debt unpaid, the contract is considered broken by his 
own voluntary act, and he is liable accordingly. But if, on the other hand, 
he is carried to prison on suspicion of being guilty of a crime, of which he is 
ultimately acquitted, he is not liable to you in damages, because there was no 
voluntary breach of the contract on his part. 

You cannot compel your hired man to make up lost time after the expira- 
tion of the period of service. You have a right of action against one who 
knowingly and willfully entices him away, or injures him, causing you the loss 
-of his services. 

In relation to the torts and negligence of the hired man, the rule is that the 
farmer is responsible in damages to third persons for such acts, occasioning an 
injury, whether the act is of omission or commission, in conformity to, or in 
disobedience of orders, by negligence, fraud, deceit, or even willful misconduct, 
so long as it was in the course of the employment. ‘To illustrate: Suppose 
you have a horse afflicted with the glanders, or the ‘‘ heaves,”’? which you wish 
to get rid of, and you direct your hired man to take him out on the road and 
trade him off, or sell him. You give express directions to the man not to 
warrant or recommend him, or to use any of the deceitful tricks of the horse- 
jocky. He starts out, and “stumps” the first man he meets for a trade. 
The man asks him if the horse is sound, and he replies, with all the brazen 
impudence of an experienced jocky, that the horse is perfectly sound, not a 
blemish or fault about him, and that he would not be afraid to warrant him, 
whereby he makes a ‘‘slashing’’ trade, perhaps cheats the man out of a 
valuable horse. Who is liable for the cheat? You are, because the cheat was 
in the course of hisemployment. If the cheated man had known what you 
had said to your hired man it might have been otherwise. 

A hired man, in driviug a cow out of his employer’s cornfield, struck her 
with a stone, which killed her. Held, that the employer was liable for the 
value of the cow. 
A farmer put a bag containing barley into his wagon under his shed. In 

two or three days thereafter his hired man took the bag from the wagon, 
supposing it to contain oats, and carried it to a place where he was drawing 
logs for the farmer, to feed the horses with its contents. Finding his mis- 
take, he fed some of the barley, and then put an iron bolt that he had been 
using as a clevis pin into the bag, and carried the bag home and put it into 
the wagon where he found it, without informing the employer of what he had 
done. Soon after the farmer, not knowing what his hired man had done, 
nor that the bolt was there, filled the bag with ears of corn and‘carried it to 
mill to be ground, and in grinding the bolt got into the corn-cracker and 
injured it. Held, that the farmer was liable for the carelessness of the hired 
man. 

In a case where the hired man used the farmer’s horse and carriage in going 
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upon an errand for the farmer, and, instead of taking it to the stable, used it 
in going upon an errand of his own, without the farmer’s knowledge or con- 
sent, and while doing so, negligently ran into and injured another’s horse, it 
was decided that the farmer was not liable. 
A farmer is liable for trespass of his hired man, done honestly in the course 

of his employment—as cutting timber on land of an adjoining proprietor. 
The liability of the farmer proceeds upon the ground that an act is done in 

the course of the employment. If the farmer himself would not be liable had 
he done the injury, he is not liable if done by his hired man. And if the 
third person so injured knows that your hired man is acting contrary to his 
employment, he is without remedy. 

The farmer is not liable for a wrongful, willful, and unlawful act of his 
hired man toward a third person, although he professes to be acting within his 
employment, if the act be entirely independent, and outside of, and having no 
proper connection with the employment. As, if he should make a wanton 
and unprovoked assault, or wantonly drive the farmer’s wagon against another. 
So, when, through the negligence of one’s driver, the carriage wheels became 
entangled with those of another party, and the driver struck the other’s 
horses with his whip, and they suddenly started and overturned the other car- 
riage, the employer of such hired man was not liable. 

One more illustration: Suppose it to be the duty of your hired man to 
unload a certain load of wood, by throwing the wood overboard, and in so 
doing he accidentally or purposely hits and wounds a bystander—you are lia- 
ble. But if this unloading was no part of his duty at the time, and he should 
purposely throw a stick at and injure a bystander, you would not be liable. 
The test of the responsibility is not whether the act was done according to 
instructions, but whether it was done in the prosecution of the business that 
the hired man was employed to do. And if the hired man, in doing a par- 
ticular act in a particular manner, departs from the appointed mode of per- 
formance to inflict a wanton injury on a third person, the employer will not 
be liable. 

LECTURE NUMBER SIXTEEN. 

SALE OF FARM PRODUCTS. 

A sale is a contract between parties to pass rights of property for money 
which the buyer pays, or promises to pay, to the seller for the thing bought 
and sold, and is to be controlled by the intention of the parties. If I say to 
you, ‘I will sell you my horse for fifty dollars,’? and you say you will give it, 
the bargain is struck, and if I tender you the horse you must pay me the 
price. If you immediately tender me the fifty dollars the horse is yours, but 
if neither the money be paid nor the horse delivered it is no sale, and I may 
dispose of the horse as I please. As soon as the bargain is struck the property 
in the article sold is transferred to the buyer, and that of the price to the 
seller, but the buyer cannot take the article away until he pays or tenders the 
price agreed upon; yet if he tenders the money to the seller, and he refuses 
it, the buyer may seize the article or have an action against the seller for 
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detaining it. And by a regular sale, even without delivery, the property is so 
absolutely vested in the buyer that if it afterward dies or is destroyed in the 
seller’s custody, without his fault, still he is entitled to the price. 
We call acommutation of one article for another, as of one horse for another, 

a trade or an exchange, but with regard to the law of sales or exchanges, there 
is no difference. IfIsay ‘‘I will give you my horse for yours,”’ the bargain 
is struck if you agree to take it, and if immediate tender be made it has the 
same effect as a sale for money. 

If two parties exchange horses with the privilege to one of the parties to 
return within a given time the horse received by him in exchange, and such 
party fail within the time to return the horse so received, the trade becomes 
absolute. 

Where one party says to another: ‘‘ When you get ready to sell your corn 
haul it to my warehouse in Grand Rapids, and I will make it satisfactory as to 
price,’’ and the corn is hauled and delivered at the warehouse, the law implies 
a contract to pay the market price at the time and place of delivery. 
When there is a mutual mistake as to price, as, for instance, when the seller 

asked $165, but the buyer understood him to say $65, it is no sale, and, 
although the article be delivered, no title passes. 
Farm and dairy products thereafter to arise out of the farm are the subjects 

of sale—as, if I agree with you to pay you a certain price for your wheat when 
it is cut and threshed, or a certain price for your wool when it is sheared, or 
the market price for your pork when it is fattened. If I pay you the price, or 
you give me credit, the product is mine when the time arrives. 

A sale of a certain description of standing timber, to be taken off in a spec- 
ified time, is a sale of so much as the buyer takes off within the time specified. 

If a person having a crop on another person’s land sells allhis interest in it, 
this is a complete sale, and passes all the property which the seller has in the 
crop to the buyer. 
A contract provided for the sale of ‘‘all the hemlock bark now on the trees 

standing’’ on certain premises. ‘The purchaser agreed to have all the bark 
“* peeled by the first day of September, 1864, piled, measured, and settled for 
in full,”’ and he was to ‘‘have the right and liberty and privilege of free ingress 
and egress, to enter at any time and at all times upon said land, to cut, fell, 
and pile the bark, and to draw it away.’ It was held that the purchaser was 
not entitled to any bark except such as was peeled and piled before the time 
specified. 
A bought a lot of potatoes of B, and B agreed to put them in sacks and ship 

them to A’s residence. It was held that B was bound to deliver them on board 
the cars to be transported to A’s residence. 

A contract between a farmer engaged in raising corn and a grain dealer, 
made whilst the corn was growing in the field, whereby the farmer sold to the 
dealer a certain quantity of corn at an agreed price, to be delivered when 
called for, the purchaser to give ten days’ notice of the time he would call 
for it, and a part of the purchase money being paid at the time of making 
the bargain, is an absolute sale of the corn, to be delivered in the future ; 
and in such a case the purchaser is bound to givenotice of his readines to 
receive the corn within a reasonable time, and if he fail to do so the seller 
may offer to deliver the corn without such notice, and the purchaser is bound 
to accept and pay the contract price. 
By statute, no contract for the sale of any goods, wares, or merchandise for 

the price of fifty dollars or more, is valid unless the purchaser shall accept 
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and receive part of the goods sold, or shall give something in earnest to bind 
the bargain or in part payment, or unless some note or memorandum in writ- 
ing of the bargain be made and signed by the party to be bound thereby, or 
by some person by him lawfully authorized. 

This statute applies to farm products, stock, and all personal property 
which the farmer has to sell. The delivery required by this statute may be 
either actual or constructive and inferred from circumstances, as when a man 
bought a span of horses, but requested the seller to keep them in his stable, 
and took no other delivery, and they were taken by the seller to his stable and 
left remaining there. It was decided by the court that the property passed to 
the buyer, and became his property, and was duly delivered within the mean- 
ing of this statute, and that the seller could recover the price without any 
further delivery or memorandum in writing. It was so held upon the ground 
that taking charge of the horses under the agreement to keep them was a 
constructive delivery within the meaning of the statute. What is a delivery 
depends upon circumstances. When logs are bought on the ground no actual 
possession need be taken; the pointing out of the logs will amount to a 
delivery sufficient to satisfy the statute. So with any other like ponderous 
articles. There are many branches to this subject, which I shall take occa- 
sion to notice as I proceed. 

Al 



THE BREEDING AND CARE OF SHORTHORNS. 

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BY HON. WM. BALI BEFORE THE MACOMB 

COUNTY SHORTHORN BREEDERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

Mr. PRESIDENT, AND GENTLEMEN,—The subject assigned me, namely, 
‘* Breeding and Care of Shorthorns,’’ embraces so much, and at the same 
time requires so much practical and theoretical konwledge in order to be 
treated in a manner that shall be of interest and instructive to the listener, as 
well as a credit to the writer, that I almost shrink from attempting to deal 
with a matter upon which so many differences of opinions prevail, with any 
degree of confidence. A great deal has been written upon this subject (much 
of it theoretical), and very much has been said also; but writers and talkers 
in this, as on most matters, differ so greatly that one is confused and bewil- 
dered oftentimes, rather than enlightened or benefited. There are several 
classes of theorists, each claiming prominence for their methods of breeding, 
each trying to prove to the world that their practices and theories are the true 
ones and should be followed if sure success would be secured. 

The theory of in-and-in breeding has many followers. The same may be 
said of type or line breeding. Others advocate the selection of animals of 
different families of the same breed of cattle when seeming to be well mated 
for copulation. Good results have undoubtedly followed all these different 
methods of practice, and also bad results have followed. To know how to 
combine the best blood of the best animals in a manner that shall produce 
the best results, to know how to make selection of good animals that shall 
nick well with each other, should be the careful study of every breeder of 
Shorthorns. Some grand results were achieved in the days of the Collings, 
Masons, Booths, and Bates, by concentrating the blood of the cattle of that 
period by what is called incestuous or in-breeding, and by many those results 
are brought as an argument for still continuing the practice. It does not fol- 
low, however, that because good or even extra cattle in those days were pro- 
duced by in-breeding that the practice is good for the breeders of to-day. 
Take, for instance, the herds of cows of Charles and Robert Colling. These 
brothers both followed the system of in-breeding from about 1780 until the 
close of their breeding career in 1810 and 1818. It is said that about the 
time that Charles Colling commenced his course of successful in-breeding he 
had as a basis of his herd Lady Maynard, Young Strawberry, and other cows 
selected in his neighborhood, differing widely in their breeding. To prove 
this I quote from ‘‘ Allen’s history of Shorthorns:”’ ‘‘ Let it be borne in 
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mind that while the Collings were thus vigorously busy in working up their 
herds, the older breeders around them had not been idle. The selections of 
the Collings were made from among the cattle of these breeders, and it may 
well be supposed that they still retained in their hands animals probably equal 
in quality to any with which they parted; but wanting the dash of the latter 
established Barmpton and Kelton breeders, they failed to bring their own 
herds into equally prominent notice.”’ 

The herds of the county above alluded to were represented as very valuable 
herds, of great individuality, but were bred without any reference to in-breed- 
ing; on the contrary, had been bred adversely to that system. The success, 
then, of the Collings in their in-breeding was due, in my opinion, to using 
their incestuously bred bulls on cows of very different breeding than them- 
selves. The conclusion drawn from the course of the Collings is that, while 
they with their sagacity and good knowledge of their business, and with the 
early bred cows without anything particularly in common so far as blood was 
concerned, good results might reasonably be expected, but that such a course 
closely followed by breeders of to-day, with so many generations of blood of 
similar origin in the cattle, would be at least a subject of doubt. Even in 
that day the practice of the Booths was to secure bulls of the Collings, which 
had a large concentration of blood, and use them on their cows of different 
strains of blood and characteristics, and again purchasing of the same or 
other parties bulls for use. 

The practices of the Collings were followed by Thomas Bates, who had made 
a purchase or two of Charles Colling from the offspring of the Duchess of 
Stanwick cow, using bulls of similar breeding. It is a historical fact that 
from the two or more females purchased of the Duchess family, only 31 of 
their female descendants were recorded in the English Herd Book for a period 
of twenty-two years. And here Mr. Bates halted and introduced the blood of 
the Princess family, though somewhat similar through their earlier ancestry, 
and this practice was occasionally followed afterward, as by the introduction 
of the Matchem cow, etc. The conclusions to be drawn from this method of 
in-breeding are that while it may prove valuable in the hands of skillful 
breeders as a means of establishing prepotency or strong concentration of 
blood, still it is an undoubted fact that sterility is almost sure to follow; 
that delicacy of constitution is incident to such a course. That while 
in some cases grand results may and have been reached, more that are dam- 
aging have to be chronicled. Had the Stanwick Duchess of Mr. Colling, 
whose descendants Mr. Bates so long bred, been as prolific as the well bred 
(but not in-bred) Young Mary, by Jupiter, instead of the number of Duch- 
esses being confined to the pitiable few now known, they would be numbered 
by thousands upon thousands. Scrofula, consumption, and their attendant 
diseases are frequently the result of this method of breeding. 

That the in-bred Duchesses, Kirklevingtons, and many other families 
(which have in the past brought fabulous prices) are now fast declining in 
prices is a proof that breeders are coming to look at the matter in a more 
practical way, and that unless there is much more substantial value in them 
than has been seen of late they will still further decline; and this in the face 
of the fact that they are not multiplying in any degree commensurate with 
other well bred cattle. In connection with this in-bred or high bred class of 
cattle, as they are synonymously called by many, and pertaining particularly 
to values, I quote from Prof. J. P. Sheldon on Shorthorns in England. He 
says: ‘It is beginning to be suspected that the days of extremely inflated 
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and artificial values for pedigree Shorthorns are numbered. This may or may 
not turn out to be a prophetic suspicion; but in any case, there are nowadays 
strange fluctuations in prices of the finest tribes, which seem to point in the 
direction of permanently lower ones in the future. This again may or may 
not turn out to haye been a leading or misleading omen, yet there can be no 
doubt that our more fashionable tribes and herds have been worked up toa 
degree of fiscal prominence which, to say the least, has not been an unmixed 
benefit to the bovine interests of the world. It is a sort of open secret that 
Shorthorn interests in this country are of so sensitive and delicate a character 
and haye so many ‘wheels within wheels’ in the machinery which keeps them 
running along, are bolstered up by so many artificial props, and sustained in 
such an intricate network of fancies and devices, that the defection of half a 
dozen of the leading men would bring about a collapse in which would be 
involved the ruin of a good many people where all and more than all is 
invested in the matter. I am not one of those who deplore entirely this state 
of things, though I consider the intrinsic value of the Shorthorns has been 
left altogether too far behind, and that it has been a mistake to admit so much 
of the speculative and gambling element into Shorthorn transactions. It was 
perhaps inevitable that the business should become artificially inflated so soon 
as a number of wealthy men took a fancy for it; but at the same time we 
must admit that it has been much more extensively developed, and been made 
more attractive, and perhaps more generally successful than would haye been 
the case without these men. One thing we must remember, viz: That these 
men would not themselves have taken much especial interest in it were it not 
that a large capital was involved. Certain it is, alse, that the science of 
animal reproduction cannot be pursued to any great length without the aid of 
plenty of money. It is, moreover, true that as the wealth of a country 
increases, as that of England and America is increasing, men will take in 
hand various fancies, or ‘ hobbies’ as some folks call them, will devote limited 
time and almost unlimited money to them, and so run up the business that it 
entirely loses its intrinsic value in one that is governed only by fashion and 
the length of men’s purses.”’ 
We are led to quote these remarks from Professor Sheldon as pertinent to 

the subject of fancy breeding, and the determination of certain breeders 
to make some lines of fancy breeding aristocratic and fashionable at the 
expense of more substantial and practical value, though not bred according 
to certain breeders’ fancy. What breeders of Michigan should strive for is 
to breed those families in good repute for their good qualities as well as good 
pedigrees to the greatest perfection possible. In order to do this it is not 
necessary that on account of the name of an Alexander, a Cochrane, or an 
Earl Ducie, a breeder with moderate means should impoverish himself to 
obtain one of their fancy pedigreed bulls, which, in many instances, breed no 
better, nor as well as bulls reared by morg modest breeders. Shorthorn breed- 
ing, like all other branches of business, should be conducted on a good, sub- 
stantial basis, and the business should sustain itself and yield a profit to the 
breeder, or else he should abandon it. The question is, how shall this be done? 
I answer: First, get good bred animals at a moderate price, so that after a 
cow has bred two or three calves it costs no more to raise a thoroughbred than 
agrade. The increased value of a thoroughbred, as compared with a grade, 
will prove remunerative even though they be raised for beef. This however, 
is not, nor will be necessary for years or ages to come. Until the countries 
are better suppled with good cattle than at present, there will be no glut in 
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the market for breeding purposes. As land increases in value, as the demand 
for more and better meats increases, more improved cattle will be demanded ; 
from this fact, that farmers cannot afford to raise inferior stock, and the low 
prices for wheat and many other kinds of grain, will force the farmer to raise 
better stock in our own State, and the demand must be good for all time to 
come. This much is true, and when is added the vast demands of the west 
and southwest, the prospect is still further guaranteed. ‘To make improve- 
ment, and to increase the permanent value in his herd should be the aim of 
every breeder. 

This cannot be done at random. The mere act of coupling animais of ~ 
different sexes is not breeding in its full sense. If you were to make a draft 
of a house which you would build, you would be expected to know, before you 
ever struck a blow with the mason’s hammer, or drove a nail, or cut a stick of 
timber, for said house, just how it would look when completed; also how far 
from the road it should be located, on what site it should be placed, how it 
should be painted to bring out the most beauty, how the interior should be 
constructed to be of the most practical value and beauty. All this you would 
be expected to know before you would be considered a finished builder or 
architect. Every inventor should have his model, and in constructing the 
design the model should never be lost sight of. He must, if he succeed, pro- 
duce in substance the model of his imagination. If you would paint a 
picture you must have your model to work towards. Some paint from imag- 
inary, some from real models, but some model is necessary to produce what 
is desired. So in breeding Shorthorns, every successful breeder must have his 
model. He must haye in his mind the form of the animal he wishes to pro- 
duce, and then his effort should be to produce it. And here comes the diffi- 
culty. He is to breed the cows of which he may be possessed. In this case 
he must depend upon the bull he uses for improvement. What sort of a bull 
does he need? There are plenty of well bred bulls within his reach. The 
difficulty lies in selection, and this has always been one of the troubles towards 
success. A great deal of care, observation, and study are required in this 
selection, for frequently bulls looking alike, and bred alike, breed with very differ- 
ent results, and it is, in a great degree, experimental, though not entirely so. 
A breeder, in my opinion, should study well the breeding of his herd; should 
know, if possible, their antecedents. He should find out how much blood of 
the cow from which they take their family name there is in the cows he pro- 
poses to breed. He should study as much as possible how well the different 
strains of blood in his cows have blended, also whether similar strains have 
been used or whether they have been bred promiscuously. He should also 
qualify himself with the facts regarding the results of mingling the blood of 
certain families, and in selecting a bull he should be sure and get one which 
would be likely to sympathize with the blood of the cows which are to be bred 
to him. Then if the individuality of the bull is such as he wants, and bulls 
of such family have mixed well with similarly bred cows, then he will do to 
experiment with. 

The bull should be as near as possible to the model he would imitate. In 
my judgment the model for a Shorthorn should approach a perfect butcher’s 
animal, for the final end of Shorthorns should be beef. This last remark is 
made with a belief that what would be admitted as essential qualities in a model 
Shorthorn, would also be desirable qualities in a butcher’s animal. The descrip- 
tion of the animals which were awarded the prizes at the fat stock shows 
recently held at Kansas City and Chicago answered well the qualities of a model 
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Shorthorn, as will be found in the included description, which is as follows: 
Fine muzzle, with a wide open nostril; a fair sized mouth, with thin lips and 
light, fine under jaw devoid of flesh; color of the nose yellow or orange; the 
head should be well proportioned, of proper length and breadth, fine for the 
cow and stronger in the bull, cheeks lean, forehead broad, narrowing along the 
face towards the muzzle; the eye should be prominent and large, with a mild, 
gentle expression; the horn should be light, with an inclination to curve inward 
and downward, of a waxy character, with or without black tips; ear should be 
upright and thin, and covered on the outside at least with a good coat of long 
silky hair, and flexible in movement; the neck should be strong at the base 
and well set, tapering towards the head, where it should be of an oval shape, 
running backward ona leyelin a cow, deepening and widening as it approaches 
the bosom, where it should connect in a smooth expansion, so that it can hardly 
be seen where the neck terminates or the bosom begins. The neck should be 
free from hanging skin. The chest should be deep, broad, and full, indicat- 
ing robustness and good constitution. The brisket should be set prominently 
forward, perpendicular in front, broad and well let down, with a thin, pendulous 
skin underneath, indicating an elasticity of the flesh enclosed within it. 
Shoulders should be broad and even at tops, smooth and well covered at the 
points, and sloping and tapering symmetrically into the fore legs above the 
knees. The knees should be round, muscular, and stand well apart, the legs 
below fine boned and terminating in hoofs of proper size. The cups or spaces 
behind the shoulders should be full and smooth. Ribs should be well sprung, 
long, and deep, giving abundant space for well sized heart and lungs to play, 
and develop what some may call fore flank. The back should be on a level 
from the chine to the setting of the tail. The loin should be broad and full, 
and level with the hips, which should be wide, smooth, and level with the spine. 
The rumps long, full, broad, and level, narrowing from hips to pin bones or 
points of the rumps, which latter should be wide apart. The tail well and 
strongly connected with the spine on astraight line, small and tapering to the 
brush, which should be full of long hair. The flank should be full and low, 
on a line with the belly and thighs. The hind legs should be straight, stand- 
ing well apart, with a strong, muscular hock, tapering into a fine-boned flat 
leg below, ending in a well shaped hoof. The twist or space above the junc- 
tion of the thighs should be broad, full, and covered with soft, silky hair. The 
hair should be close, long, and soft. The touch should be elastic, mellow, and 
springy under pressure of the fingers. The skin should be moderately thick, 
strong, and loose, moving easily with the action of the hand upon it, showing 
plenty of cellular tissue underneath. 

The above description is condensed from Allen’s description of a perfect. 
Shorthorn, and is generally conceded to be correct; and in breeding for beauty 
and perfection these different qualities cannot be over looked. The successful 
breeder must be a close student by observation and comparison. He should 
study physiological development, and understand well the processes by which 
nature produces the best specimens of the animal kingdom. He should know 
the laws which govern heredity. He should know what are defects, and know 
how to breed them out. The aim should be to produce an animal which shall, 
so far as blood or pedigree are concerned, be of the best, and at the same time 
combine the greatest number of good qualities which go to make the most per- 
fect Shorthorn. 

The subject is inexhaustible, and can only be just alluded to in a paper for 
an occasion like this. The other part of the topic assigned me, ‘‘ Care of 
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Shorthorns,’’? is one which materially affects the growth, development, and 
perfection of this noble race of cattle. It has been said that ‘the breed was 
in the pail,’’? and while this is not literally true, still feeding and care have 

much to do with the development and growth of most domestic animals. One of 
the objects of the early breeders of Shorthorns was to produce an animal 
which should make the best and most perfect specimen when brought to the 
butcher’s block. Witness the breeding, feeding, and traveling of the white 
heifer of the Collings; also the white ox, both fitted for traveling to advertise 
the beef qualities of the Shorthorns of that day. From our earliest history of 
the breeding of this class of cattle one of the main objects has been to make 
this par excellence a beef animal. It is also true that early maturity, a capa- 
bility of assimilating food, with reference to fat, has been among the improve- 
ments sought. By feed and a judicious selection of stock to breed from, Bake- 
well produced from the common sheep of the country a breed of sheep unsur- 
passed for fattening qualities and early maturity. And more recently the 
improvements made in hog raising are due in a large degree to the liberal and 
scientific manner of feeding. Of course selection was the companion in 
improvement. And it is equally true that these improved breeds of stock 
deteriorate in quality and quantity when placed in the hands of careless breed- 
ers and poor feeders. By good feeding we do not mean a wasteful and extravagant 
manner of feeding, but that system calculated to make the greatest profit to 
the owner, as well as the proper growth of the animal. If what has been said 
be true, and no well informed man will deny it, then one of the first things to 
be considered is the proper amount and kinds of food to be used. In this 
State, where our winters are usually long and severe, a long time ensues in 
which our stock has to be fed. My own opinion is that various kinds of coarse 
fodder should be used, feeding first one and then another, corn stalks, marsh 
hay, straw or tame hay if plenty, with grain enough to keep the animal in a 
good growthy condition and moderately fat. The kind of grain used should 
depend on the age of the animal. For calves I have found corn and oats 
ground together in equal parts and mixed with an equal amount of wheat bran 
by bulk to be feed upon which the young things would thrive well, the oats 
and bran making muscle and bone, and the corn adding more particularly 
flesh. The amount fed to depend on the condition of the animal. For older 
animals the mixture is also good, with more meal and less bran. For fatten- 
ing purposes the bran acts as a helper in digesting the meal, and cattle which 
are suckling calves need no better feed. This is not particularly a root 
country, and I think that perhaps ensilage may in a degree help supply the 
lack if any for the loss of the roots. It is poor policy to let an animal get 
thin in winter for want of grain. When spring comes and cattle are turned 
to pasture they should be in good condition. They grow faster, thrive better, 
and breed better, and are better. When you wish to sell them they bring 
more money, sell more freely, and create a better impression of your herd to 
any visitor who may see them, besides affording a satisfaction to their owners. 
It is also true economy. If you have an animal that a moderate amount 
of grain in winter and a good pasture in summer will not keep in a good con- 
dition, unless it be some cow giving a large amount of milk, sellit. Better 
keep two animals well than three poorly. 
My own experience and my observation havetaught me that many farm- 

ers keep too much stock for their farms. When I began to raise cattle I 
thought I could keep two or three head of cattle upon an acre of pasture, and 

so I could for a month or two while the pastures were in their most growthy 
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state, but after that season had passed and the summer drouths had put in an 
appearance the feed became dry and was soon gone, and I found that I had not 
calculated right. Instead of trying to keep two or three head of cattle on an 
acre, I try to have two or three acres of pasture to one head of 
stock, and I find this the preferable way. When it becomes dry and pastures 
grow little, cattle will thrive well on what grew when there was plenty of 
moisture, although what was left might be dry. With many there is a feeling 
that pastures should be eaten down to be profitable. This isa mistake. All 
will be eaten in the course of the season. Feed liberally and it will pay. Feed 
poorly, and you will be the loser in more ways than one. Next to liberal 
feeding should come warm, comfortable stables, properly made and cleanly 
kept, with plenty of good bedding for cattle to lie upon. Much food is wasted 
by insufficient and cold stables. ‘The comfort of stock should be one of the 
first cares of the breeder. Not every man is fit to care for cattle or other 
domestic animals. A herdsman should be possessed of good common-sense, 
be faithful, kind hearted, and patient, and should have time in which to do 
his work well. I think cattle should receive a slight carding every day through 
the winter. The cattle like it, it does them good and makes them gentle. 
There are differences of opinion in regard to calves running in the lots with 
the cows. My practice has been to allow the calves to run in the yards with 
their dams in winter and in the lots in the summer, and with good success. It 
saves very much labor in summer, especially if the fields are a good distance 
from the barns. I have followed this plan for years, and shall continue to do 
so in the future unless circumstances change my mind. With good feed, good 
care, and comfortable stables, good water is also a necessity. The purer the 
water the better the cattle willdo. I have no regular time to breed cows, 
allowing them as a rule to bring as many calves as they are disposed to. As 
no great achievement was ever made and never ought to be made without 
study and work, so no man ever bred and improved a herd of Shorthorns 
without study, thought, and practice. And as a rule the more a man thinks, 
the more he reads, the more he practices intelligently, the surer he will be of 
success. A drone in any branch of business is, and ought to be, a failure. 
The laws which underlie the breeding of Shorthorns are equally true of all 
breeds of animals of a domestic nature, though differing in the purposes for 
which they are bred. 

In conclusion, let me say that if we succeed we must be up and doing. Life 
is short at best and should be wellimproved. ‘The class of cattle that claim 
our attention should be of good, substantial families or breeding. Our model 
should ever be seen before us, and each generation of our stock should more 
nearly approach our standard. Merit should be sought after. This fashion 
or that fashion should receive at least a secondary consideration. Good 
pedigrees together with individual excellence should not be lost sight of. With 
these objects in view and a close application to business we shall succeed. 

Thanking you, Mr. President, for your kind invitation to be with you and 
to participate in your deliberations, and sorry that time and ability have 
prevented me from giving the subject assigned me what its importance 
demanded, I will close by also thanking the association for their kindness and 
attention. 



THE FUTURE OF BUTTER-MAKING. 

PAPER READ BY MRS. G.M.SHATTUCK, OF PONTIAC, AT THE ANNUAL 

MEETING OF THE MICHIGAN DUTCH-FRIESIAN (HOLSTEIN) BREED- 

ERS AT LANSING. 

Mr. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMAN: Jt has been said to me that 
no man can succeed in raising and dealing in thoroughbred stock, unless his 
wife is interested also, and assists him by her wisdom and counsel. I came 
here to-day to say to you gentlemen of this Association—that farmers’ wives, 
as a class, are very much interested in fine cattle for three distinct reasons: 
First, a woman can not be loyal to her husband’s advancement and success in 
any legitimate business, and not interest herself in it to a certain extent. 
Second, women can and do appreciate the good, the useful, and the beautiful 
in the animal kingdom, as well as in fruits, flowers, and the waving grain. [ 
really think the ladies are becoming more and more interested in the new 
‘species of cattle called Holsteins and Dutch Friesians, for who can look upon 
these meek eyes, clean, positive-colored, symmetrically-framed cattle, and not 
feel pleased? ‘Thirdly, women are interested in the work and the money 
which their products bring, and money is as essential to a woman’s happiness 
as the sunlight and the fresh air she breathes. 

There has of late been a great inquiry for the ‘‘ coming cow.’? ‘The one for 
every, or special purposes. It seems to me the inquiry has found an answer 
among the Holstein. She meets the demand every time. If a man wishes a 
great quantity of milk for cheese, or to sell in town for use in families, this 
species of cow gives barrels of the lacteal fluid to supply the demand. If he 
wishes to make butter, this cow will meet the requirements, in quantity, 
quality, and flavor. And after yielding enormous quantities of milk, the car- 
cass offords a large amount of beef of extra quality, unlike the so-called 
Shorthorn, who appropriates the extra amount of feed to the making herself 
round, fat, and plump. Our experience has been so far that a Holstein cow 
will give the quickest return for the amount of feed given. Increase the feed 
and the next twenty-four hours will reproduce it in an extra supply of milk. 
But setting aside this skirmishing. I will come down to real facts. Let me 
give you a few statistics taken from the Agricultural World: 

““The importance of the dairying interest may be somewhat appreciated 
when it is remembered that two hundred millions, three hundred and fifty 
thousand dollars are invested in this branch of industry. This amount is 

42 
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nearly, if not quite, double the money invested in banking and commercial 
pursuits. It requires fifteen million cows to supply the demand for milk and 
its products in the United States. To feed these cows, sixty millions of acres 
of land are under cultivation. The agricultural and dairying implements are 
worth two hundred million dollars. The men employed number seven hun- 
dred thousand, and the horses one million. These horses and cows consume 
annually thirty million tons of hay, ninety million bushels of corn meal, the 
same of oat meal, two hundred and seventy-five million bushels of oats, ten 
million bushels of bran, and thirty million bushels of corn, to say nothing of 
the brewery grains and other questionable feed given. It costs four hundred 
million dollars to feed these cows and horses. ‘The average price paid to the 
laborer for wages is twenty dollars per month, amounting to one hundred and 
sixty-eight millions of dollars annually. The average cow yields about four 
hundred and fifty gallons of milk a year, giving a total of sixty billions seven 
hundred and fifty million gallons of milk a year.” 

Now, what is be done with all this enormous quantity of. milk? 

Quite a fair proportion of it is made into cheese, and a very large proportion 
of it is sold in towns and cities by the quart and pint for family use. But by 
far the largest proportion is made into butter, for butter is a staple article of 
food and commerce. Jread is considered the staff of life, and may not 
the same term be applied to butter, for whether the family be rich or poor it 
enters largely into the make-up of every meal, while the article is good, bad, 
or indifferent in quality and large or small in quantity. In Michigan, very 
much of the butter is made by the women of the farm. In the foregoing 
statistics the term men is applied to those employed in the dairying interest. 
t is true in large establishments, but there is so much of the dairy business 

done on a small scale that it is expected the wives and daughters of the house- 
hold will manage the butter-making. Of course, the men do the milking, 
feeding, and caring for the cows, but the pails of milk are turned over to the 
care of the women. Farmers keep from one to twenty cows, and the milk is 
expected to be made into butter, mostly. Some of these households have 
modern conveniences, good cellars, plenty of ice, and, by far the greatest 
requisite, a sort of ‘‘cast-iron constitution.’? But very many housekeepers 
have none of these helpers, and yet they are expected to compete with the 
first-class butter-makers of the land. A person cannot offer a greater insult 
to some of the farmers’ wives than to insinuate they do not make good butter. 
Yet the amount of poor butter on the market is tons, and the number of poor 
butter-makers are legion. 

It is said the ‘‘ American people are a nation of grumblers;”’ and in regard 
to the butter question they are. We hear inquiries and complaints on every 
hand. Shall we eat much butter? What shall we do with our butter? How 
shall we market it, and how shall we sell it? If we agitate the question that 
butter ought to be graded the same as any other commodity, as wheat or corn, 

the ordinary groceryman begs leave to demur against any such procedure. He 
wants to retain the custom of the one who makes poor butter as well as the 
one who makes an article of extra quality, and hence he mixes all together, 
that the good may sell the poor. A few rich, fastidious people, who desire to 
use only the best the market affords, are willing to pay a fair, remunerative 
price for excellent butter; but there is a large class who complain of the price, 
and still a larger class who complain of the quality. The making of butter in 
the past has been an up-hill business; not much encouragement held out to 
those who desire to make an excellent article, only a clear conscience and a 

9 
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determination to do right. At present prices farmers do not get pay for the 
milk, to say nothing of all the hard work and money invested. 

But this is an age of progression, and it has reached the dairying interest. 
Men are on the lookout for the most profitable cows for this branch of industry, 
and inquiring the quickest and easiest method of getting returns for the money 
invested. I have already discussed the question of the kind of cow (Holstein), 
from which to get the quickest returns. Now what are we to do with the great 
amount of milk they yield? In some localities farmers have combined and 
erected cheese factories, and a good quality of cheese is made which brings a 
fairly remunerative price. But because people do not sufficiently appreciate 
the value of cheese as an every day article of diet, the market is soon over- 
stocked. Others living near town sell sweet cream for ice-cream, and still 
another class sell milk in cities and towns by the quart and pint for family use. 
But all are not thus favored. Those living remote from these outlets and in 
the rural districts can not dispose of their milk except it is made into butter, 
and by the women of the household, and some of them have so many other 
duties, or are lacking in strength to carry onso much work. ‘The question how 
shall we make our butter has a two-fold answer. First, the deep, cold, setting 
process of raising cream is the true method, and is certain to be used by the 
successful butter-makers of the future. This process is fast gaining favor with 
the people who are studying ways and means and their own best interests. For 
family use the cabinet creamery is a labor-saving convenience, by doing away 
with the washing of a large number of pans; and the milk is excluded from 
the surrounding atmosphere, filled with its obnoxious odors, and the cream is 
of a uniform texture and temperature. It ought to be slightly acid to churn 
and get all the butter. 

Once upon a time it was not supposed that any but city people could indulge in 
the luxury of ice, but it will become an actual necessity in the making of good 
butter, and no household is properly equipped unless there is a well filled ice 
house on the premises. Formerly those who styled themselves first-class but- 
ter makers, used the method of washing butter with water; but that idea has 

been exploded. ‘he improved method teaches us to work it, till there is not 
a vestige of buttermilk left in the mass of butter. The highest type of but- 
ter made now-a-days, and which will be the best in the future, is what is 

called granulated. It has the appearance of kernels of wheat or small sized 
peas. It is made by using the barrel churn, which has common sense princi- 
ples about it, namely, concussion, with no wheels or paddles to break the gran- 
ules or spoil the texture. The second answer to the question is a pleasing one, 
because it takes off so much of the dirt, drudgery, and care from us women. 
It is the codperative, or neighborhood creamery. All through the west the 
codperative creamery is being established, and the products of these institu- 
tions are commanding high prices, and getting the monopoly of the trade. 
Dairy butter, or that made on the farm, cannot compete, either in quality or 
quantity with it at present. Creamery butter is constantly quoted from three 
to ten cents higher,than dairy butter. 

It would not be considered economy or labor-saving for each farmer to own 
a. threshing machine, clover huller, or small grist-mill, and to do his own 
work. Itis better that men who understand and like the business, should 
own their creameries and do the work for the neighborhood. ‘This theory 
will apply to the dairying industry. At the creameries it is supposed that a 
skillful person will be employed, who makes that his sole business. His time, 
attention, and care are not distracted by aseries of different duties. Creamery 
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butter is of a uniform grade, color, and texture, and will command the high- 
est market price. In Iowa there are seven hundred of these codperative 
creameries, while there are only eight in Michigan! Why is it that Michi- 
gan is so far behind her sister State? Surely, it is not because we have not as 
good grass land and pasturage, or pure water, and as much wealth to set in 
motion this branch of industry. And truly we have men of brains and 
good executive ability, to manage affairs judiciously. 

This subject needs agitation until some action is taken. It is a future 
necessity. Then why not establish creameries in different localities all oyer 
our beautiful, rich State, to meet the demand that is already forcing itself 
upon us? Why not, gentlemen of this Association? , 

A 



AGRICULTURAL FAIRS. 

Mr. Frank Little, of Kalamazoo, in his annual report as Secretary of the 
State Association of Agricultural Societies, spoke as follows on the manner of 
conducting agricultural fairs: 

Agricultural societies are expressly organized for the advancement and 
promotion of agriculture—a distinct and important branch of human industry 
—and they should be mainly educational in character. 

It is their mission to elevate the general tone and thrift of the farming 
class; to illustrate new methods; to awaken new ambitions; to aid the intro- 
duction of improved stock, and of new varieties of seed; to exhibit in an 
attractive way and upon a grand scale, the agricultural products and resources 
of the locality; and, as public institutions so organized and so conducted, 
they are certainly deserving of a liberal support. 

In furtherance of these objects, and to promote unity of action, the 
** Michigan State association of agricultural societies’? was formed. It is an 
open, voluntary organization, and it seeks to embrace a full representation 
from every agricultural society in the State. 

Its principal objects, concisely stated, are: To secure a more uniform 
practice in the management of fairs. A free interchange of views and com- 
parison of methods. The adoption of such general rules and regulations as 
may seem expedient, and the discussion of such questions as the exigencies and 
interests of agriculture may from time to time require. 

This outlines to you, gentlemen, the important work that is before us. As 
we meet in conyention to-day, as representatives of our several societies, to 
take under consideration many important questions, may we appreciate the 
objects and the responsibilities involved. May we divest ourselves of pre- 
judice, bigotry, and intolerance of opinion; and may we conscientiously, 
cordially, and fraternally enter upon the duties of the hour. I am proud to 
note that our conventions in the past have been models of good order, gentle- 
manly courtesy, and a kindly, charitable regard for the views and opinions of 
others. In all our discussions there has been no clamor, malice, or evil- 
speaking ; no acrimony in debate; but good will and a general good feeling 
has prevailed throughout our deliberations. 

Agricultural societies are, as a rule, organized upon a common basis; they 
have certain wants in common, and they all, theoretically, strive after the 
accomplishment of the same general results. In our proceedings we cannot 
adopt an inflexible set of rules, applicable to all. Circumstances differ, and 
each society of course is free to control its own affairs independent of others. 
There are many topics of general import, however, that may be profitably con- 
sidered by us. The following are respectfully suggested : 
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ist. As to the qualifications, fees, duration and privileges of membership. 
2d. Exhibitors, their fees, prerogatives and privileges defined; shall they 

be considered, or required to become members. 
3d. Time of closing entries; a rigid or lax enforcement of the rule; punc- 

tuality secured. 
4th. Refusal to receive animals or articles for exhibition, that have been 

withheld until the books are closed and the fair opened. 
5th. Requiring all animals and articles entered to be on the ground and in 

position, at the latest, on the evening of the first day. 
6th. A full descriptive tag, for the information of the public, to be con- 

spicuously attached to all animals and articles entered. 
7th. An equitable schedule of prizes to be offered, without discrimination 

or bias in favor of any department. 
Sth. Selection of intelligent, uninterested judges, whose award shall be 

final. 
9th. Not permitting the removal of animals or articles from the ground 

until the actual close of the fair on the afternoon of the last day. 
10th. No special privileges or guarantees to any; equal and impartial treat- 

ment of all classes of people. 
1ith. An immediate and full report of the doings of the fair to be made 

and published by the officers. A copy of same to be sent to the State Board 
of Agriculture. 

Then there is the question of renting space, and licensing to come upon 
the grounds a miscellaneous horde of naw gamblers, bawds, thieves, and 
rumsellers, to prey upon the young, the innocent, and the unsuspecting. 
Besides, there are noted bandits, atheists, preachers, assassins, and politicians, 
ready, for a consideration, to ‘‘lecture’’ the hardy sons of toil, mainly ‘‘ to 
draw acrowd.’ How is agriculture prompted in the slightest degree by baloon 
ascensions, negro minstrels, harlequin shows, and mountebank performances? 
We are free to say, that agricultural societies do not exist for the purpose of 

furnishing employment and salaries to officers and employés; or to increase 
the trade of railroads, merchants, hotel-keepers, saloons, boarding-houses ; 
or to grant facilities for foreign and promiscuous shows. Should any society 
in this State that has been organized for any good purpose allow itself to be, 
in any measure, controlled by such influences? 

Certain philosophers claim that the character of a people may be estimated 
by their national amusements. Amusements area matter of taste; and nature 
and habit have much to do in fixing their quality. Thus it is said that the 
native Englishman, whether peer, peasant, or laborer, will always sacrifice 
a day for a horse race ora prize fight. The Frenchman delights in the 
gayeties of the ball room; the Spaniard in a bull fight; and the Italian in a 
hand-organ and puppet show. An American woman said ‘‘ that her husband 
would sit on a barbed wire fence all the afternoon, and never flinch or move 
a muscle, to see a base-ball match, or an agricultural ‘hoss trot,’ but when he 
went with her to church, he couldn’t sit still in a soft cushioned pew fifteen 
minutes without wriggling and squirming all over the seat.’’ It may be as 
difficult to explain the phenomenon of this as it was in the case of the boy 
who asked his father why certain widows were called ‘‘grass widows.”? ‘‘ That 
is something I cannot explain to you very well. my son.”’ ‘‘Father,’’ said 
the boy, ‘‘i think I know; I guess its a woman whose husband died of the 
hay fever’’ The character of the side attractions and amusements that are 
allowed upon the fair grounds should receive careful attention. An agricultu- 
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ral fair is not a variety show, a hippodrome, amphitheatre, or a circus. They 
may pay rent money into the treasury of the society, but it is the price of 
yielding up what is manly, respectable, and of good report; and striking hands 
and going into partnership with whisky sellers, gamblers, vagabond organ 
grinders, and vulgar tramps. 

Societies, whether State, district, or county, that prolong their existence 
from year to year through such agencies, and are not otherwise sustained in 
attempting to carry out the reai principles and objects for which they were 
formed, rest upon an uncertain and sandy foundation, and their utility and 

usefulness may well be questioned. While societies cannot meet current 
expenses and pay premiums without an income equivalent thereto, and cer- 
tain unobjectional outside attractions may properly be admitted, yet, the 
nearer agricultural fairs are kept true to name in every particular, the better 
they will be every way, and their influence more potent. Besides, there is 
danger that many persons, otherwise interested in agricultural exhibitions, do 
not attend because certain vuigar shows seem to be the prominent leading 
features of the fair. 

It may be said that officers of fairs, as such, are not special guardians and 
conservators of public morals, and that the people must take care of them- 
selves inside, as well as outside the fairgrounds. Granting this, yet the respon- 
sibility rests upon us as good citizens, to protect society from harm in every 
possibie way, and not to Jend our influence, approve, or grant facilities for 
doing aught which tends to undermine, corrupt, and degrade our fellow men. 
Young people of both sexes, in large numbers, frequent the annual fairs. 
A dram-drinking, irreverent, and dissolute society, says: ‘‘ Let the boys 

and girls have a good time, they’ll soon be old and have trouble enough.” In 
other words, leave them free to consort with low, vicious companions; to drink, 
smoke, gamble, swear, and idle away their time. Remove them from the influ- 
ences of a respectable, orderly, Christian home, and away from all parental 
authority and restraints. Turn them loose upon the town and the more obnox- 
ious and disgraceful their conduct, the better ‘‘time’’ they are supposed to 
have. Gentlemen, we need to take earnest heed to our ways, lest our agri- 
cultural exhibitions cease to exert a healthful influence in community, and, 
failing to accomplish that for which they were organized, fall under condem- 
nation. A leading metropolitan journal, criticizing the management of some 
of our western fairs, said: ‘‘ The complaint has become general that the better 
class of farmers take little or no interest in agricultural fairs, probably owing 
to the fact that they have ceased to be agricultural in anything but name.”’ 
But we at the west are not sinners above all others. Look at Puritan New 
England. 

The New York Tribune, in a recent editorial, headed ‘* The New England 
Rum Fair,” said: ‘‘The public appearance of that money-making ring, 
known as the N. H. Agricultural Society, is confined to an annual fair of a 
week’s duration, but the influence of this autumn debauch is perennial, and 
may be counted as the most degrading to which the rising rural population of 
the six States is subjected.’? The Boston Farmer pertinently asks: ‘‘ What 
has the N. E. society accomplished in nineteen years of its existence? It was 
organized in 1864, for the encouragement of agriculture in all its branches 
by the application of the best intellectual efforts, and for the exhibition of 
animals, farm products, and machinery.”’ The Farmer then says: ‘‘ Take 
the last fair at Manchester, in September, 1883. Was that show anything 
to be proud of for the members of the society, the friends of agriculture, 
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the honest farmer and his family, or any citizen who takes pride in his man- 
hood? Was it not one of the most demoralizing exhibitions ever held in the 
New England States? There were some fifty places where liquor was sold, 
and the society probably realized $1,500 from this source alone.’’ The Ver- 
mont Freeman tersely and boldly said: ‘‘The farmers of New England 
want neither schools for gambling or drunkenness, under the guise of agri- 
cultural fairs.’? The Manchester Mirror, published at the place where the 
exhibition was held, declared ‘‘that the fair was a piece of imposition upon 
the agricultural people.”” The New York Tribune’s editorial then says: 
“*These representations, and their obvious lesson, ought to excite such an 
avowed disapproval by fathers and mothers, and other guardians of youth, 
as will compel a discontinuance of the licensed, official prostitution of agri- 
culture to such vile uses. Such a protest is all the more important in view 
of the fact, that the founder and constant head and front of the offending 
New England Society is the nation’s official farmer,—the commissioner of 
agriculture at Washington—better known as the Ishmael of Sorghum; and 
thus its doings are made to reflect discredit on the farming interests, not of 
six States alone, but of the entire country.”’ 

Let us in Michigan be warned in time, and escape, if possible, the odium 
that seems so richly deserved, that has been heaped upon the New England 
society. 

At Oshkosh, Wisconsin, last fall, the officers of the fair refused the munifi- 
cent sum of $1,000 for the exclusive privilege of running a ‘‘ wheel of for- 
tune’’ on the ground. This decision of the officers coming to the knowl- 
edge of the citizens of the place, a purse of $1,000 was immediately made up 
and presented to the society. Would that, in like manner, the farmers, 
business men, and citizens of every county in the State appreciated and were 
disposed to aid their respective societies; thereby removing a strong tempta- 
tion, and leaving officers of fairs without the shadow of an excuse, for leasing 
the grounds for unlawful and disgraceful uses. 

Speaking of the ‘‘ wheel of fortune,’ as a mechanical device to steal money 
with, it is contrived so that it never revolves upon an even chance, but con- 
stantly wins more money than it loses—the $1,000 license fee paid proves 
this—so that the whole thing is a swindle, a cheat, and a fraud from begin- 
ning to end. 
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PROCEEDINGS AND REPORTS FOR THE YEAR 1883. 

OFFICERS OF THE MICHIGAN STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY FOR 
THE YEAR 1883. 

PRESIDENT—HENRY FRALICK, Grand Rapids. 

TREASURER—A. J. DEAN, Adrian. 

SECRETARY—J. C, STERLING, Monroe. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

Terms Expire January, 1884. Terms Expire January, 1889. 

BEL ANGEL, Bradley, Allegan Co. J. M. STERLING, Monroe, Monroe Co. A 
D. W. HOWARD, Pentwater, Oceana Co.] WM. BALL, Hamburgh, Livingston Co. 
H. O. HANFORD, Plymouth, Wayne Co. | J. L. MITCHELL, Jackson, Jackson Co. 
F. L. REED, Olivet, Eaton Co. A. O. HYDE, Marshall, Calhoun Co. 

A. F, WOOD, Mason, Ingham Co. W. H. COBB, Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo Co. 

F, V. SMITH, Coldwater, Branch Co, E. W. RISING, Davison Station, Genesee 
J.Q. A. BURRINGTON, Tuscola, Tuscola} Co, 

Co. PHILO PARSONS, Detroit, Wayne Co. 
M. P. ANDERSON, Midland City, Mid-|I. H. BUTTERFIELD, Jr., Port Hurons 

land Co. St. Clair Co. 

JOHN GILBERT, Ypsilanti, Washtenaw|JOHN LESSI''ER, Jersey, Oakland Co. 

Co. WM. CHAMBERLAIN, Three Oaks, Ber- 
C.W. YOUNG, Paw Paw, Van Buren Co.| rien Co. 

EX-PRESIDENTS. , 

GEO. C. MONROE, Jonesville, Hillsdale County. 

M. SHOEMAKER, Jackson, Jackson County. 

JAMES BAILEY, Birmingham, Oakland County. 

H. G. WELLS, Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo County. 

W. G, BECKWITH, Cassopolis, Cass County. 

W. J. BAXTER, Jonesville, Hillsdale County. 

GEO. W. GRIGGS, Grand Rapids, Kent County. 

CHARLES KIPP, St. Johns, Clinton County. 

E. O. HUMPHREY, Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo County. 

W. L. WEBBER, East Saginaw, Saginaw County. 

GEO. W. PHILLIPS, Romeo, Macomb County. 
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STANDING COMMITTEES: 

BusINESS COMMITTEE—WM. COBB, Kalamazoo; A. O. HYDE, Marshall; F. V. 

SMITH, Coldwater. 

TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE—J. M. STERLING, Monroe; W. L. WEBBER, 

East Saginaw; W. J. BAXTER, Jonesville. 
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE—WM. BALL, Hamburgh; E. W. RISING, Davison Station; 

M. P. ANDERSON, Midland. 
CoMMITTEE ON PREMIUMS—WM. BALL, Hamburg; WM. CHAMBERLAIN, Three 

Oaks; I. H. BUTTERFIELD, Jr., Port Huron; JOHN LESSITER, Jersey; H.O. 
HANFORD, Plymouth; A. F. WOOD, Mason; W. H. COBB, Kalamazoo. 

COMMITTEE ON RULES—C. A. HARRISON, Paw Paw; J. Q. A. BURRINGTON, 

Tuscola; GEO. W. PHILLIPS, Romeo; J. Ml. STERLING, Monroe; A. F. WOOD, 

Mason. 
COMMITTEE ON RECEPTION—PHILO PARSONS, Detroit; M. SHOEMAKER, 

Jackson; W.G. BECKWITH, Cassopolis. 

COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME—F. V. SMITH. Coldwater; A. O. HYDE, Marshall; 

GEO. W. PHILLIPS, Romeo. 
COMMITTEE ON PRINTING—A. J. DEAN, Adrian; J.C.STERLING, Monroe; JOHN 

LESSITER, Jersey. 

EXECUTIVE SUPERINTENDENTS. 

Cattle—I. H. Butterfield, Jr. Machinery—W m. Chamberlain. 
Horses—F. V.Smith and Geo. W. Phillips. | Farm Implements --H. O. Hanford and Abel 

Sheep—D. W. Howard. Angel. 
Swine—John Lessiter. Dairy—F. L. Reed. 

Poultry—J. Q. A. Burrington. Vehicles—John Gilbert. 

Miscellaneous—W m. Chamberlain. Bees, honey, etc.—W. J. Baxter. 

Fine Arts—Philo Parsons. Forage—kK. W. Rising. 

Music—M. P. Anderson. Police—J. M. Sterling and Wm. Ball. 
Children’s Department and Needle Work--| Gates and Gatekeepers—Wm. Ball and J. M. 

Miss Minnie Brow. Sterling. 
Manufactures—A. F. Wood. General Superintendent—E. O. Humphrey. 

Agricultural—J. L. Mitchell. Chief Marshal—A. O. Hyde. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MICHIGAN STATE AGRICULTURAL 

SOCIETY FOR THE YEAR 1883. 

MEETINGS OF THE LOCATING COMMITTEE. 

KALAMAZOO Houss, { 
Kalamazoo, March Ist, 1888. 

Ata meeting of the locating committee held this date, the following named 
members of the committee were present: President Fralick, Treasurer Dean, 
Messrs. Cobb, Hyde, Sterling, and the Secretary. The president called the 
meeting to order at eleven o’clock A. M., and stated the object of the meet- 
ing, viz.: To visit the Kalamazoo fair grounds, to look after the improve- 
ments and repairs necessary to the holding of the annual exhibition on said 
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grounds, and to receive and consider proposals from localities desiring to have 
the next fair. 

Mr. Buckhardt, treasurer of the Kalamazoo citizens’ committee, stated 
that the committee had received subscriptions to the amount of ($2,000) 
two thousand dollars, and were confident of raising ($500.00) five hundred 
dollars more. 

Mr. Dean suggested that the committee make a proposal stating what 
grounds, buildings, privileges, etc., they would grant the society, if the fair 
was located at Kalamazoo. 

Mr. Humphrey, chairman of the citizens’ committee, said that Messrs. 
Stockbridge and Egleston would give the use of the grounds with improve- 
ments. Mr. Egleston stated that they would give the society the use of the 
grounds for one or a term of years, and would move the old Art Hall if 
necessary. 

President Fralick said that it was customary for the society to negotiate 
with one party or committee, and suggested that the citizens’ committee, 
the County Agricultural Society, and Messrs. Stockbridge and Egleston 
appoint one person or committee to deal with the society. 

Mr. Humphrey was in favor of turning the money subscribed over to Messrs. 
Stockbridge and Egleston, with authority to arrange with the society. 

Mr. Little, from the County Agricultural Society, concurred with Mr. 
Humphrey. 

Mr. Sterling suggested that the most desirable proposal would be one des- 
ignating what grounds, buildings, stalls, etc., would be furnished, and giving 
the Society the privilege of putting up and removing such additional build- 
ings as they deem necessary. 

Mr, Sterns and Mr. James Cobb spoke in favor of such a proposition. It 
was then moyed and supported that the locating committee prepare specifi- 
cations of requirements for the citizens’ committee to enable them to make a 
definite proposition. Carried. Mr. Cobb moved to take a recess until 2 
o’clock. Carried. 

Afternoon Session. 

Committee refissembled at 2 o’clock. President Fralick in the chair. 
The specifications of requirements, with an inventory of buildings belonging 

to the society on the Detroit and Jackson fair grounds, was read and delivered 
to the citizens’ committee. Letters relative to location were received from 
Detroit and Jackson. 

On motion, the committee adjourned to meet at the Russell House, Detroit, 
March 8th, at 2 o’clock P. M. 

HENRY FRALICK, J. C. STERLING, 
President. Secretary. 

s RussELL House, 
Detroit, March 8th, 1883. ( 

The locating committee met as per adjournment, and was called to order 
by President Fralick. 

Present—President Fralick, Treasurer Dean, Messrs. J. M. Sterling, W. H. 
Cobb, A. O. Hyde, W. Li. Webber, W. J. Baxter, Wm. Ball, and the Secretary. 
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On motion of Mr. Sterling, Mr. Ball was invited to act with the committee 
as Mr. Smith’s proxy. 
Upon motion of Mr. Dean, the gentlemen from Jackson present at this 

meeting were invited to address the committee. The invitation was accepted. 
Mr. Clark made a few remarks, and presented a proposition from the 

citizens of Jackson offering the society the use of their fair grounds and build- 
ings, in suitable condition and repairs, for the purposes of the fair. 

Mr. Parsons offered for the citizens of Detroit to give the society $4,500.00 
for building purposes; the buildings to be left on the grounds when the fair is 
over. 

Mr. Clark asked that the citizens of Jackson be informed when the society 
is ready to receive propositions for a permanent location, as they have a propo- 
sition to offer. 

Mr. Parsons presented a proposition, signed by Messrs. Geo. Hendrie, C. J. 
Whitney, and P. Parsons, offering the society $5,000.00 cash, with no restric- 
tions, as an inducement to locate the next fair at Detroit. 

On motion a recess was taken until 8 o’clock P. m. 

Evening Session. 

The committee reiissembled. 
Mr. Cobb asked that the fair be held at Kalamazoo, and presented a propo- 

sition offering the society the use of the Kalamazoo fair grounds, containing 
sixty acres, one hundred and fifty horse stalls, grand stand, five hundred feet 
long, judges’ stand, president’s, treasurer’s, and secretary’s offices, horticultural 
and agricultural hall, in good repair, water fee, $3,000.00 in cash, and usual 
village privileges. 

Mr. Webber offered the following, which was adopted : 
Resolved, That the president be requested to take such action relative to the mat- 

ter of the death of cattle during the last State Fair as will advise him whether the 
disease was contagious, and that he take such precautions for the coming fair as will 
best preserve the stock which may be exhibited from danger. 

The committee then adjourned to meet at Russell House, Detroit, Thursday, 
March 15th, at 2 o’clock Pp. M. 

HENRY FRALICK, President. 
J. C. STERLING, Secretary. 

RUSSELL HOoUvsE, 
Detroit, March 15, 1888. 

Locating committee met pursuant to adjournment, President presiding. 
Present—President Fralick, Treasurer Dean, Messrs. W. H. Cobb, A. O. 

Hyde, J. M. Sterling, Wm. Ball, E. O. Humphrey, Philo Parsons, and Sec- 
retary. 

On motion of Mr. Dean, Messrs. Ball, Humphrey, and Parsons, were inyited 
to act with the committee. 

Mr. Bush, representing Messrs. Stockbridge and Egleston, invited the 
society to hold its next fair at Kalamazoo, and offered to furnish grounds for 
two years to erect all buildings required by the society for such exhibition, the 
society to give them all buildings on the Detroit and Jackson fair grounds 
belonging to them, pay transportation on the same to Kalamazoo, and to pay 
$5,000 in cash. 
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Mr. Parsons spoke in fayor of locating the fair at Detroit for one year, and 
renewed the proposition made at previous meeting. 

Mr. Clark favored Jackson as the place for holding the next annual fair, 
and amended his former proposition by adding three acres more of ground. 

Mr. Ball spoke in favor of Detroit. Messrs. Humphrey and Cobb each 
favored Kalamazoo, giving reasons, etc. 

After some debate upon the question of location, a recess was taken until 7 
o’clock P. M. 

Evening Session. 

The committee reassembled at the hour appointed; same members present 
as at previous session, save Mr. Parsons. 
Owing to the absence of Messrs. Webber, Baxter, and Smith, members of 

the committee, it was thought best to take no definite action, and on motion 
the committee adjourned, subject to the call of the President. 

HENRY FRALICK, Preside nt. 
J. C. STERLING, Secretary. 

RussELL Houses, 
Detroit, March 22, 1888, 

Locating committee met pursuant to the call of the President: 
Present—President Fralick, Treasurer Dean, Messrs. W. A. Cobb, A. O. 

Hyde, F. V. Smith, J. M. Sterling, W. L. Webber, W. J. Baxter, and the 
Secretary. 
A proposition was received from citizens of Kalamazoo, signed by W. 

H. Cobb, and was read as follows: 

Kalamazoo will furnish grounds for two years with privilege of returning at any 
future date. Track, grand stand, judges’ stand, 150 horse stalls, secretary’s and treas- 
urer’s offices, water, and usual village privileges; will take down the society’s 
buildings in Detroit and Jackson and put them up on Kalamazoo grounds; said 
‘buildings to remain on the Kalamazoo grounds; the society to pay all freight on 
buildings moved. 

The Jackson proposition was again read. Mr. Parsons added $250 to the 
Detroit proposition, making total $5,250 offered. 

Mr. Webber moved to proceed to an informal ballot. The motion pre- 
vailed. 

Mr. Hyde spoke in favor of Detroit. Mr. Parsons concurred with Mr. 
Hyde. 

After a lengthy discussion indulged in by all members present, a ballot was 
had, which resulted as follows: Kalamazoo 3, Detroit 3, Jackson 2. 

On motion a second informal ballot was taken, resulting as follows: 
Detroit 5, Kalamazoo 3. 

It was then moved and supported to proceed to a formal ballot. Carried. 
Vote—Detroit, 5; Kalamazoo, 3. 

On motion of Mr. Webber, the president, chairman of the business com- 
mittee, and chairman of the transportation committee were instructed to 
contract with the Detroit committee, provided satisfactory arrangements can 
be made with railroads, city council, etc. 

On motion, adjourned. 

J. C, STERLING, HENRY FRALICK, 
Secretary. President. 
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Detroit, June Lst., 1888, 

Meeting of locating committee. 
Present—President Fralick, Treasurer Dean, Messrs. J. M. Sterling, W. H. 

Cobb, A. O. Hyde, F. V. Smith, and Secretary. 
The special committee appointed to arrange with Detroit city council, rail- 

roads, etc., reported that satisfactory arrangements had been made, and upon 
motion, the 34th annual fair was located at Detroit. 

Plans and specifications for president’s and secretary’s offices and ladies’ 
cottage were offered by J. J. Stevens, and, on motion, adopted. 
Movee and supported that an appropriation of eight hundred dollars be 

made for a military prize drill to take place during the fair, and the amount 
be expended under the direction of aspecial committee. The motion prevailed. 

It was then moved and supported that the secretary and business committee 
act as such committee. The secretary asked to be excused from serving as 
chairman. ‘The request was granted. 
On motion of Mr. Dean, the business committee and secretary were 

appointed military committee with power. 
On motion, Treasurer Dean was added to the committee. 
Mr. Sterling, chairman of the transportation committee, reported that the 

railroad track to fair grounds would be ready for freight on the 10th inst. 
Chairman Cobb reported stalls at Jackson all down and ready to be shipped. 
Upon motion, the treasurer was requested to collect the Detroit subscription. 
Meeting adjourned. 
J. C. STERLING, HENRY FRALICK, 

Secretary. President. 

LANSING MEETING. 

Hupson House, t 
Lansing, June 12th, 1888. 

The executive committee met and was called to order at eight o’clock, P- 
M., President Fralick in the chair. 

Roll called, and the following named members found present: President 
Fralick, Messrs. Hanford, Ball, Lessiter, Cobb, Mitchell, Hyde, Reed, Bur- 
rington, Wood, Chamberlain, Parsons, Howard, Harrison, Shoemaker, Bax- 
ter, Secretary, and Messrs. J. M. Sterling and I. H. Butterfield, who came in 
later. Letters from Ex-Presidents Webber and Phillips, saying business 
engagements at home prevented their attending the meeting, were read. 

President Fralick read a communication from Secretary of State Conant, 
requesting the Society to issue complimentary tickets to each of the crop cor- 
respondents. 

Mr. Baxter moved that the request be granted. Remarks were made by 
Messrs. Baxter, Chamberlain, Wood, Cobb, and Hanford of the committee, 
and Mr, Hewitt, from the Secretary of State’s office. 

The motion was carried. 
Mr. Harrison tendered his resignation as a member of the committee. Mr. 

Wood moved to accept the resignation—carried. 
Mr. Chamberlain moyed to proceed to fill vacancy caused by Mr. Harrison’s 

resignation—carried. 
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Mr. Harrison proposed the name of C. W. Young, of Paw Paw, and Mr. 
Young was duly elected. 

Mr, Baxter moved and it was supported that a committee be appointed to 
to take action on the death of Mr. John Starkweather. 

The motion prevailed, and Messrs. Baxter, Shoemaker, and Mitchell were 
appointed such committee. 

Mr. Cobb, chairman of the business committee, reported Jackson buildings 
all taken down, eleven cars loaded, and about five cars more to load; lumber 
for president’s and secretary’s offices, ladies’ college, express and police offices, 
and lunch-room purchased; track on Detrpit grounds worked, Second street 
closed, and work progressing. ‘That he had sold part of the Jackson sheep 
and swine pens to the Jackson County Agricultural Society for $50. 

Prof. J. C. Holmes invited the committee to attend the meeting of the State 
Pioneer Society now in session, and to become members of that society. 

Dr. Gibson invited the committee to meet with the State Horticultural 
Society at Ionia, June 26th and 27th. 

The invitations were received with thanks. 
The Military Committee reported that several companies had agreed to take 

part in the drill; that all companies in the State had been invited to partici- 
pate. 

Mr. Dean, chairman of Printing Committee, reported five thousand copies 
of the Premium List printed; part of them distributed. 
An inyitation to visit the Agricultural College on the 13th of June having 

been accepted during the last winter meeting, it was on motion resolved to 
start for the college at 8:30 o’clock to-morrow A. M. 

Mr. Parsons moved that an invitation to attend the fair be extended to 
President Arthur. Carried. 

On motion of Dr. Mitchell, Governor Begole was invited to attend the fair. 
Mr. J. M. Sterling, chairman of the Transportation Committee, reported 

usual railroad arrangements completed. 
On motion a recess was taken until 8 o’clock Wednesday a. M. 

WEDNESDAY, June 30, 
8:80 o'clock A. M. 

Committee resumed. 
The committee appointed to prepare resolutions upon the death of Mr. 

Starkweather reported as follows: 

WHEREAS, Since the last meeting of this Executive Committee, John Starkweather, 
of Ypsilanti, a former member and active co-worker, has passed over the dark river; 

ResolWwed, That this committee desires to place on record its appreciation of the 
valuable services rendered to the State Agricultural Society by the late John Stark- 
weather while a member of this committee—while the Society was young and strug- 
gling with difficulties and of the interest he continued during his after-life to 
manifest in its growth and prosperity. 
Besowed, That we extend to the family of the deceased our condolence and sym- 

pathy. 

Adopted unanimously. 
_ My. Baxter.then offered the following, which was adopted unanimously by 

a rising vote. 
Whereas, Our friend and fellow worker, C. A. Harrison, has resigned his position as 

a member of this executive committee and is about to remove from our State; 
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Resolved, That we grievously regret the severance of his connection with the com- 
‘mittee; that we have ever found him prompt, earnest, and efficient, a very pleasant 
friend and associate, and an affable and courteous gentleman. 

Resolved, That he will bear with him to his new home our best wishes for his pros- 
‘perity and happiness, and should he ever find Connecticut too narrow for him, he 
will ever find a welcome among his present associates in our broad and beautiful 
State. 

The committee adjourned to visit the college. 

J. C. STERLING, HENRY FRALICK, 
Secretary. President. 

MINUTES OF MEETINGS DURING FAIR HELD SEPT. 17-21, 1883. 

Detroit, Monday, Sept. 17th, 1888. 

The executive committee met at 8 o’clock P. M. 
President Fralick in the chair. 
Present—President Fralick, Treasurer Dean, Messrs. Angel, Howard, Han- 

ford, Reed, Wood, Smith, Burrington, Ball, Anderson, Young, Sterling, 
Mitchell, Hyde, Cobb, Rising, Parsons, Lessiter, Butterfield, Chamberlain, 
Baxter, Phillips, and the Secretary. 

Mr. Parsons read a communication from the Detroit Truck Company as 
follows: 

Philo Parsons, Esq.: 

DEAR SrR:—Will you kindly see that we are provided with a few tickets admitting 
our truckmen (the Detroit Truck Co.) to the fair grounds,so as to permit them 
carrying on their business. We ask this so as to be assured of admittance, for since 
the arrival of goods at the fair grounds, great discrimination has been exercised 
against us; most unfair treatment, you will allow, considering that we are annual 
subscribers to the association. 

We are not allowed to truck goods of our steady customers even. An instance: Mr. 
W.5. Penfield had some car-load lots for exhibition, and, acting under our usual 
verbal order from him, we prepared to haul the same, only to be prevented 
doing so by Mr. Benham, acting under instructions, as he said, of Mr. Sterling and 
the executive committee. All stuff that comes in care of the association we are 
rigidly prevented from touching. All we want isashare. In Mr. Hendrie’s absence 
we appeal to you to see that we get at least ashare. We have the best of facilities 
for doing this work, and although things are by now well moved in we will, if put 
on even terms with other people, get some of the hauling out. If possible please 
send the tickets asked for to our office Monday a. m.,so that we may be assured that 
the ostracism so far practised cannot be carried to the extent of refusing us entrance. 

C. CURRIE. 

RussELL House, t 

On motion the matter was referred to President Fralick. 
Mr. C. J. Whitney invited the committee to attend his theatre this evening. 

On motion of Mr. Anderson the invitation was accepted with thanks. 
Treasurer Dean said that he had received several applications for commuta- 

tion tickets from manufacturers. The superintendent of public schools had 
also applied, and asked that some plan to control the issuing of these tickets 
‘be adopted. 

On motion the matter was referred to the business committee and treasurer, 
with power. 

Moved and supported, to reconsider the question referring the Detroit truck 
company’s communication to the president. 
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The motion prevailed. The communication was again read, and after some 
inquiry the matter was, on motion of Mr. Hanford, referred to the president 
and transportation committee. 

The secretary presented a number of applications for entry in the live stock 
department, which were received by him too late to be entered in accordance 
with the rules. 

Moved and supported that the rules be strictly adhered to. Carried. 
On motion adjourned. : 
The committee was again called to order by the president. 
Roll called. Same gentleman present as at previous call. 
Moved and supported that the twelfth annual election of officers and ten 

members of the Executive Committee be held at the office of the Superinten- 
dent of Police on the fair grounds, Thursday, September 20. Carried. 

Messrs. Adoif Wheeler of Adrian, E. W. Cotrell, Detroit, and M. Dorrell, 
Jackson, were duly elected judges of election, and the committee adjourned. 

J. C. STERLING, HENRY FRALICK, 
Secretary. President. 

Tuesday Evening, September 18th, 1888. 

Executive Committee met at 8 o’clock P. M.. President Fralick presiding. 
Roll called, and the following named members of the committee found 
resent : 
President Fralick, Treasurer Dean; Messrs. Sterling, Rising, Hanford, 

Ball, Lessiter, Cobb, Mitchell, Hyde, Reed, Smith, Burrington, Wood, Cham- 
berlain, Parsons, Angell, Howard, Young, Butterfield, Anderson, Baxter, 
Phillips, and Secretary. 

Mr. A. 8. Perrin, Parkville, Mich., stated that he mailed a letter containing 
entries, at Parkville, September 8, 1883. The letter had not been received by 
the Secretary, or returned to writer. His horses are on the grounds, and he 
hoped to compete for premiums. 

Mr. Baxter moved that Mr. Perrin be allowed to make a duplicate entry, 
and that the same be received, provided the gentleman will make affidavit 
that the original entry was mailed on September 8, as stated. Carried. 

The committee was invited to dine at Senator Palmer’s on Wednesday 
evening. 

Moved and supported that the invitation be accepted. Carried. 
Treasurer Dean reported gate receipts for Monday, $176.25; Tuesday, 

$1,949.25; total for two days, $2,125.50. Total for Monday and Tuesday in 
1882, $621.75. Grand stand receipts, Tuesday, 1882, was $1.00; Tuesday, 
this year, $89.00. 
An invitation to attend the theatre from Manager C. A. Shaw was received 

and, on motion, accepted with thanks. 
Adjourned. 

J. C. STERLING, HENRY FRALICK, 
Secretary. President. 

44 
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Wednesday Evening, Sept. 19th, 1888. 

Committee met at 8 o’clock P. M. 
President Fralick in the chair. 
Roll called: Present, President Fralick, Messrs. Sterling, Hanford, Ball, 

Lessiter, Dobb, Wood, Hyde, Reed, Smith, Burrington, Chamberlain, Parsons, 
Angel, Howard, Young, Butterfield, Anderson, Baxter, Phillips, and Secretary. 

Committee on Detroit Truck Company matter offered the following, which 
was adopted unanimously: , 
To the Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society : 
GENTLEMEN :—In compliance with your instructions we have made a careful investi- 

gation in the matter of the complaint of the Detroit Truck Company referred to us, 
and from such investigation we are satisfied that the officers of the Detroit Truck 
Company have been misinformed as to facts, and that the complaint was made under 
an erroneous impression as to the action of the society and its officers. Whileit may 
be, and no doubt is, true that one truck company has done more hauling of goods 
than any other, this was the result not of favoritism or of improper discrimination 
on the part of the officers of the society or of the railroad company, but of legiti- 
mate business enterprise on the part of such truck company. A simple statement of 
facts will be sufficient. On Friday afternoon alarge number of cars had arrived filled 
with articles for exhibition consigned to owners, and marked in care of State Fair. 
The owners were not here, and could not be found. The goods must be unloaded or 
taken back to the city and switched onto sidings to make room for other cars con- 
stantly arriving. ‘The Riverside Truck Company was on hand in the person of its 
business manager, and volunteered to take the goods and become responsible for their 
delivery to the superintendents of the proper departments, and wait for payment of 
charges until the owners should arrive and pay the same. The agent of the railroad 
company was satisfied with the security, and delivered the goods; and by working 
nearly all night the cars were unloaded, and others were also unloaded as fast as they 
arrived; and the work of getting exhibits in place was thus expedited at least one 
day. This company, being always on hand, with ample facilities, was given the haul- 
ing of such goods as were received when the owner or consignee was not on hand and 
could not be found after careful enquiry, and further delay would cause great incon- 
venience. But in all cases where the owner or consignee could be found they were 
duly delivered to him or to his order. 
The case in point, mentioned in the communication, your committee find is a mis- 

taken statement of facts. The committee can not say, except from the statement in 
the communication referred to them, what company usually do the draying for Mr. 
Penfield. The Detroit Truck Company applied for the goods, as they stated, on a 
general verbal order to get and deliver goods for Mr. Penfield; while the Riverside 
Company presented a written order from Mr. Penfield for those particular goods; 
and the agent of the railroad company delivered the goods on the written order, and 
not of his own notion nor according to instructions received from Mr. Sterling or 
any Officer of the society. 
The Riverside Company applied for the privilege of a tent on the grounds where 

they could keep a clerk, take orders, and promptly deliver goods. The privilege was 
granted, and would have been, and still will be granted to any reliabie truck com- 
pany applying for the same. 

In conclusion your committee will state that they are fully satisfied, not only that 
no undue favoritism has been shown, and no improper discrimination made in favor 
of or against any truck company by the officers of the society, but that every effort 
has been made to avoid any reasonable ground for complaint. 

Respectfully submitted. Signed by order of committee, 
HENRY FRALICK, Chairman. 

Detroit, September 19th, 1883. 

A protest against the award of the viewing committee in Division B, class 
12, to pair of matched horses of all work, five years old or over, signed I. 
Hendricks and John White, was read by the secretary. 

Moved and supported that the protest be referred to the superintendents of 
horse department. Carried. 

Moved and supported that the chairman of the business committee shall 
have charge of the grand stand, and shall decide when admission will be 
charged. Carried. 
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On motion, Senator Palmer was invited to dine with the committee on the 
fair grounds to-morrow. 

Mr. Baxter was, on motion, appointed a committee to meet the officers of 
the Tri-State Fair Association at the Woodward avenue station and to escort 
them to the grounds. . 
On motion, half past eleven was fixed as the hour for dinner. 
Committee adjourned subject to the call of the president. 

J. C. STERLING, HENRY FRALICK, 
Secretary. President. 

Thursday, Sept. 20th, 1888. 

President Fralick called the committee to order at 8 o’clock P. M. 
Roll called. Quorum present. 
Supt. Smith reported upon the protest referred to himself and associate. 

Protest not sustained. Report accepted and adopted. 
A motion by Mr. Smith, asking that the different breeds of draught horses 

be examined separately, was lost. 
Treasurer Dean reported gate receipts for four days as $21,300; receipts for 

first four days last year, $16,422.75; difference in favor of this year, $4,577.20. 
To-day’s receipts were $9,481.96. 

Superintendents of departments reported work of awarding committees 
about finished. 
A protest from Mr. Esler against award in poultry department was read and 

upon motion referred to Supt. Burrington with power. 

ELECTION OF JUDGES. 

The judges of election submitted the following report: 
Whole number of votes cast three hundred and thirty-one (331). 

For President— 
Philo’ Parsons: Detroit, Treeelvedscos5- 56-522 cesar tote oe seat escos sn oeeeeme 299 
Henry) Champberlainyuhree: Oaks, recelyedaes ace sae cee sees see ee ae 27 
SIGE [elite Pega Piece pM ead ds Ris tec a Ee eee Lae a eC Sia eet tS 5 

331 

For Treasurer— 
AY So Dean! Marian, PECcapye dua cee een Ye Boose Ll 2 he RS ae oie aera 331 

For Secretary— 
J. C. Sterling, Monroe, received_-..---.-----...--------- Fa pre FI tie perk 330 

For Member of Executive Committee— 
Abel Angel, Bradley, TOCCLVE Ts et ae eck os DEN LS RD ri ee tee 331 
DiW. Howard: Pentwater. “© «222.0. 5.5 2cc see eee eee te see 331 
H. O. Hanford, Plymouth, Oo ir gy city ce oe FG alah i he RU ey Rew VERRY Ae OVS 331 
F.L. Reed, Olivet, A le oe A LEE a i DIR Tice Blan USA OS 331 
A.F. Wood, Mason, PMs SPER a Peep RPT Mon ASE Nc «VR ae eR CS 331 
F. V. Smith, Coldwater, SOU PAV ACES. us SAAD A ME IDURD emeenea Dan alae niin C IIR TH aon 331 
Js QUA. Burrmoton, Tuscola, 8) oo. 25 SaaS Cee eae als ao 331 
M. P. Anderson, Midland, Laas Naan SC Neha ae a Is Het ein os Se See 331 
John Gilbert, Ypsilanti, IN are OB SH Ra A Se 331 
C. W. Young, Paw Paw, 86 ID 1S A RIS RAR Are fe LI re Sch Oh vie eae 331 

HENRY FRALICK, President. 
ADOLF WHEELER, 
OLIVER JOHNSON, 
WM. HEYWOOD, 

Inspectors of Election. 
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Report accepted and adopted. 
Mr. Lessiter asked that Mr. Paieets be allowed to take his swine from the 

fair grounds Friday noon. 
On motion the matter was referred to Supt. Lessiter. 
Adjourned. 

J.C. STERLING, HENRY FRALICK, 
Secretary. President. 

Friday Evening, September 21st, 1883, 

Committee convened at Russell House parlors at 8 o’clock P. M. 
President Fralick in the chair. 
Upon roll being called a quorum was found present. 
Treasurer Dean reported total gate receipts for the year, $24,591.15; for 

the day, $3,291.69. 
Supt. Butterfield stated that in class 10, fat cattle, two steers one year old 

were allowed to compete for the prize for the steer showing the greatest gain 
in weight for age in days that had competed in the same class for the regular 
premium, with the understanding that the question whether this should be 
considered a sweepstakes prize should be referred to the executive committee. 
The executive committee decided, upon motion of Mr. Wood, that the prize 
is not a sweepstakes prize. 

The same superintendent then reported that aherd of “Guernseys”’ exhib- 
ited by Mr. C. H. Gibbs, Pontiac, Mich., was a fine herd. The judges had 
recommended a discretionary premium on the same. ‘The superintendent 
concurred with the judges, and recommended that the amount of the pre- 
mium be $25. On motion, the report of the superintendent, with recommen- 
dation, was adopted. 

Mr. Burrington, to whom was referred the protest of Mr. Hsler, asked for 
further time to report. Granted. 
A protest against the award of the viewing committee on Mr. Hendricks’s 

team, entered in class 12, was read, and upon motion referred to Supt. Smith. 
A protest by Dickerson & Co. against the award of committee on display of 

furs was read by the secretary. Protest not sustained. 
Superintendent of division A, cattle, reported regular premiums awarded 

$3,377; discretionary, $25; total, $3,402. Report accepted and adopted. 
Superintendent of division B, horses, reported total premiums awarded, 

$2,696. Accepted and adopted. 
Superintendent of division C, sheep, reported total awards as $1,314. 

Accepted and adopted. 
Superintendent division D, swine, reported total amount of premiums 

awarded, $586. Accepted and adopted. 
Superintendent of division E, poultry, reported regular premiums awarded, 

$280; discretionary premiums recommended, $9; total, $289. Report with 
recommendations adopted. 

Superintendent of division F, farm and garden products, reported regular 
premiums awarded, $211; discretionary premiums recommended, $5; total, 
$216. Adopted with recommendations. 

Superintendent division G, dairy and other products, reported regular 
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premiums awarded, $215; premiums recommended, $11; total, $226. Report 
with recommendations adopted. 

Superintendent Division H, Bees, etc., offered the following report: 
A very competent committee of experts made a careful examination of all articles 

on exhibition, and awarded premiums. The display in several classes was such that 
the committee have earnestly recommended a second premium, when but one was 
offered, in which recommendation I fully concur; but the following are recommended 
on enumerated articles, and cannot be allowed under Sec. 5, Div. 7, of Rules on page 
16 of Premium List, viz.: Display of Queen Bees under glass, $3.00; collection of 
Apiarian Implements, $5.00; collection of Bee Literature, $4.00. 
But for the above rule I should unhesitatingly endorse the recommendation of the 

committee on the above articles. 
The following discretionary premiums are recommended on non-enumerated 

articles, and I fully endorse the same: 
Rump for, comtrolling swarms. 2525 2je5 49s o5 dane ea eee eas tee yee OS $2 00 
@ueen-excludins honey-board. 2. cost ose eee at a ets 9 2 00 
Holding tent;tor, holding bees: = 32.64. 26s sesSaue a sete ae seek eee 2 00 
IBOCMCE MOT yo. ...45 58s eee he Ue Acacia ORs Be oro IE i eh ae a 1 00 
Can forshelding section, boxess-¢-3-<nee nc Seo heen eh ees eae 1 00 
Bee aveils ssc ae ae Pay sey Shane. Sot eames ei ee Nas he a le ly in gt 1 00 

Total discretion anys .cst 4 ss soa sec cos Feet oe Seber s eh a eld see teres a $9 00 
Regular and, discretionary, premiums... 6.0 22 ioc eigetincks Paste seca eho o ens Ue 201 98 

W. J. BAXTER, Supt. 

Accepted and adopted. 
Report for Division I—farm implements; no premiums offered, none 

awarded ; exhibition very satisfactory. Accepted. 
Report of Division J—vehicles; two diplomas awarded. Adopted. 
Superintendent Division K—machinery—reported good exhibition ; no pre- 

miums offered; none awarded. Accepted. 
Superintendent Division L—manufacturers—reported. Regular premium 

awarded, $233, and one medal. Discretionary premium recommended, $17. 
One medal and one diploma. ‘Total cash, $250. Two medals, one diploma. 

Accepted and adopted, with recommendations. 
Superintendent division M, music, reported a very large and fine display in 

this department. No premiums awarded. Accepted. 
Superintendent Division N, art, reported regular premiums awarded $374 ; 

recommended, $26 discretionary; total, $400. Report accepted and adopted 
with recommendations. 

The Secretary read report of superintendent of Division O, needle work, 
showing amount of regular premiums awarded $203.50 ; recommended on non- 
enumerated, $61; total cash, $264.50, and one diploma regular. Report with 
recommendations adopted. 

Superintendent of division P, miscellaneous, reported regular premiums 
awarded amounting to $35; discretionary premiums recommended, $28; 
total, $63. 

Report of superintendent division Q, children’s department, read, showing 
premiums awarded on enumerated articles to be $8.50, Accepted and adopted. 

Superintendent of forage reported amount paid for hay and straw, $1,667.98. 
Superintendent of gates reported work all finished satisfactorily. 
Superintendent of police reported all quiet, but seven arrests made. Accepted. 
Superintendent Howard reported upon claim of Montgomery and Westfall, 

referred to him at winter meeting, that he had investigated the matter and 
found that owing to a mistake of the awarding committee two premiums 
amounting to $15 were marked to Mrs. Ann Newton on sheep that were not 
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shown in the ring at all. The same should have been awarded to Montgomery 
& Westfall. Report accepted and adopted. 

On motion the secretary was instructed to withhold $15 of the premiums 
awarded to Mrs. Ann Newton this year, and pay the same to Messrs. 
Montgomery and Westfall. 

The following report was received from Secretary of State Conant, read, 
accepted, and placed on file. 
Hon. Henry Fralick, President Michigan State Agricultural Society : 

Sir :—I have the honor to report that in conformity to the resolution adopted by 
the executive committee of your society there were issued by me to crop correspon- 
dents 179 tickets of admission. In order to test the question as to whether the pol- 
icy of your society in granting this privilege to crop correspondents was not only a 
benefit to the agricultural interests of the State, but also a direct advantage to the 
fair, I have questioned nearly all of the correspondents admitted to the grounds and 
find that there have 327 persons attended the fair (many of them entering the gatea 
number of times) who would not have come but for the direct influence of the corres. 
pondents. There is no doubt but that this influence, favorable to the Michigan State 
Agricultural Society, has extended further than I have been able to trace it, as the 
action of your society has awakened a feeling of the warmest cordiality in the hearts 
of the fourteen hundred crop correspondents in the State, and although only 179 of 
this number were able to accept admission, they have still shown their appreciation 
of the gift by exerting their influence for the material advantage of your society. 

Please accept at the same time my sincere thanks for the great benefit that this 
arrangement has been to the department of State, and believe me, 

Yours very truly, 
H. A. CONANT, Secretary of State. 

On motion, it was resolyed that the thanks of the executive committee be 
and are hereby tendered to Senator Palmer for the hospitable and elegant 
manner in which they were entertained at his house on Wednesday evening. 
Adopted. 

The following resolution was unanimously adopted : 
Resolved, That the thanks of this society are due, and are hereby most heartily 

extended, to the police department of the city of Detroit for their action in detail- 
ing an efficient and at the same time very courteous force for service at the fair 
grounds; which has secured quiet, order, and general good conduct on the grounds, 
and has been of special assistance to the superintendent of gates, the marshal, and 
superintendent of police. 

Resolved, That the thanks of this society are also due, and are hereby most heartily 
extended, to the general managers and superintendents of the various railroads of 
the State for the great interest they have taken in the fair, and the efforts they have 
made to add to the exhibition and attendance, and for the special privileges extended 
in the matter of bringing exhibits free of charge and granting half fare rates. The 
railroad companies of Michigan have in all their dealings with this society shown 
themselves to be heartily in sympathy with the great interests we have in charge. 

Resolved, That the thanks of the society are hereby given to the representatives 
of the press of the city of Detroit and State of Michigan for their attendance and 
full and faithful reports of the fair. 

Mr. Chamberlain gave notice that he would ask for a vote on the question 
of changing the date of the winter meeting, at the next annual meeting of the 
society. : 

On motion of Dr. Mitchell, it was voted that the business committee be 
authorized to dispose of the buildings and lumber on the Detroit fair grounds 
as soon as practicable. 
A communication from Secretary Farnsworth, inviting the committee to 

visit the art loan this evening, was read by the secretary, but owing to the 
lateness of the hour was declined with thanks. 

On motion the committee adjourned. 
J. C. STERLING, HENRY FRALICK, 

Secretary. President. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AT THE 

ANNUAL WINTER MEETING. 

FIRST DAY. 

RussELL Houss, 
Detroit, January 14, 1964. 

The regular annual meeting of the Executive Committee of the State Agri- 
cultural Society was called to order at 8 o’clock P. M., President Fralick in 
the chair. 

The roll was calied and the following named members found present: 
President Fralick, Treasurer Dean, Messrs. Sterling, Hanford, Ball, Lessi- 

ter, Cobb, Hyde, Reed, Smith, Burrington, Wood, Chamberlain, Parsons, 
Angel, Young, Butterfield, Anderson, Shoomaker, Baxter, and the Secretary. 
Messrs. Phillips and Rising came in late. 

President Fralick read his address and invited the President-elect to the 
chair. 

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT FRALICK. 

Gentlemen of the Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society: 
Retiring at this time from the office and duties of president of this society, I will 

give you a brief review of its proceedings for the last year, and submit some 
remarks and recommendations which, I believe, will promote its healthy progress 
and enure to its benefit, and then leave the field for my able and experienced suc- 
cessor. 

I feel it a cause of congratulation to the officers and members of the society that, 
notwithstanding some unfavorable weather, our last fair was undoubtedly the 
largest and best exhibition and in most respects the best fair the society has ever 
held, although not the greatest in a net financial point. The attendance and 
receipts, considering that we had two unfavorable days, were very large, but the 
unavoidably large expenditure for buildings and fixtures reduced the net receipts 
very much; but after alls paid the nice sum of $2,758 will be added to the present 
surplus, which will then make the round sum of about $26,000, besides the premium 
on $10,000 of U. 8.4 per cent bonds. The report of the treasurer, which is as usual 
full and complete, will give you the exact figures. This sum makes the society very 
easy in their finances, but no Jess economy or careful expenditure of the money of the 
society should be permitted. ‘The amount of the premiums offered and paid in 1883 
considerably exceeded those of 1882, and I respectfuliy recommend a careful revision 
of the premium list of 1883, and that a reasonable addition thereto be made, either 
in new premiums or increased old ones, whereby, inthe judgment of the committee, 
the best interests of the society and people of the State will be wisely promoted. 

EXHIBITORS’ TICKETS. 

At our last winter meeting you directed a change made in regard to entrance 
tickets for exhibitors and their attendants. A separate gate was set apart, at which 
all holders of such tickets were required to enter. The rule was very well complied 
with and enforced, and resulted in undoubted benefit to the finances of the society: 
for, while the exhibition and the number of exhibitors and help was very much 
larger than at Jackson the preceding year, the number of tickets issued for their free 
admission was 1,430 less than for the previous year of 1882. I respectfully recom- 
mend, with some slight changes, its continuance, 

PREMIUM LIST. 

In the large exhibition of Norman Percheron and Clydesdale horses last fall, there 
was a considerable embarrassment caused to the viewing committee to classify those 
breeds of horses by our premium lists, and I recommend their careful revision in that 
respect, and think a new class or two in that department will be found not only 
desirable but necessary. 
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I think the expense of the society would be lessened and the exhibition improved, 
by striking out all fourth premiums wherever they occur in the list of 1883, as those 
premiums, especially in the stock department,in my judgment tend to induce the 
exhibition of stock for which room and forage must be provided without merit in the 
animals. 

There is still quite a large portion of our halls used by exhibitors who bring their 
goods principally for advertising purposes. ‘The cost to the society for furnishing 
this space is generally much greater than the amount of premiums offered, and I 
advise that hereafter no premiums be offered for such goods or articles. We provide 
the room and opportunity, that class of exhibits will generally be sufficiently large 
without premiums. 

JUDGES AND AWARDING COMMITTEE. 

So much of the good feeling and permanent success of the Society depends on the 
ability and impartiality of the judges selected, that I feel the subject cannot be too 
strongly impressed on al/ superintendents to select and engage their awarding com- 
mittees prior to the meeting of the fair (which our rules now permit). When that 
important duty is carefully and conscientiously performed, and in sufficient time to 
verify their acceptance of the trust before the commencement of the fair, it saves 
much embarrassment and annoyance, and gives the best opportunity to get the most 
suitable persons for the duties required of them. 

GENERAL POLICY. 

The officers of the Michigan State Agricultural Society, acknowledge their respon- 
sibility to the people of the State for the proper conduct and management of the 
society, not only in a business but in a moral point of view, and for the proper accom- 
plishment of that object they have adopted rules for their government and direction, 
which the judgment of those of long and successful experience in their management 
of fairs approve, and then adhere to and enforce to the best of their ability, which I 
am confident the result of the order onthe grounds and success of the fairs, abund- 
antly proves were faithfully performed. In many respects our rules are very stringent. 
They prohibit the selling, giving away, or keeping on the premises of any tntoxicat- 
ing drinks, pool selling, horse trotting or running for money stakes, gambling in any form, 
immoral or improper exhibitions of any kind, under the penalty of forfeiture of all 
rentals paid and immediate vacation of the grounds. Innocent amusements and exhi- 
bitions are permitted, such as in our judgment are inoffensive, but to a large number 
of our visitors are entertaining, but all such are kept under close supervision and are 
summarily dealt with for any violations of the rules. While the fair last fall was 
very large not only in exhibits but in attendance and held within the limits and easy 
access Of a large city, and attended by thousands of all classes!of people, still the order 
on the grounds and general conduct of our visitors was remarkably good, and the law 
and rules generally cheerfully observed without question, which speaks very highiy 
in favor of the intelligence and order-loving people of the State. 

Our annual meeting held last June at Lansing, and visit to the Agricultural Col- 
lege, and with the State Board of Agriculture, was very pleasant and agreeable, and 
trust both the society and the college will be benefited by the meeting. The usual 
report of our special committee on the college will be made to this meeting. The 
State Horticultural Society, considering the very unfavorable year for fruit, made a 
very creditable exhibition, and it was quite an attractive feature of the fair, and 
trust abe usual appropriation in their favor will be made and their co-operation con- 
tinued. 
On receiving a notice from the U. 5. Commissioner of Agriculture, that a meeting 

of delegates from the several States would be held at Chicago Noy. 15, 1883, to take 
into consideration the animal industries of the country, I appointed I. H. Butterfield, 
Jr., Esq., and Hon, William Ball members of this committee to represent this State 
and society at that convention, which they attended, and will make a report to this 
society of the questions brought before and the action of the convention thereon. 

At the request of Hon. H. A. Conant, Secretary of State, we issued to him, to be 
distributed under his supervision to the various crop reporters throughout the State 
(who number in all some 1,200) complimentary tickets for admission to the fair for 
themselves and families, as a slight acknowledgment for their valuable services ren- 
dered to the people of the State without other compensation. About 200 tickets 
were used. 

FAIR CIRCOIT. 

A meeting of the Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana Fair Circuit delegates was held in 
Detroit, Dec. 12, 1883, with a full and, in some respects, an important meeting. 
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This society was represented by Hon. Philo Parsons, J. M. Sterling, A. J. Dean, and 
J. OC, Sterling, who will make a full report of their proceedings, and from which this 
society will undoubtedly receive some valuable information and suggestions. In their 
published proceedings I notice several items which I recommend to your careful con- 
sideration. “Such as stock sales at fairs. The best means to prevent our stalls and 
pens being occupied by worthless or inferior animals. The policy of offering large 
premiums for the exhibition of fat animals at our fairs. The best plan for issuing 
exhibitors’ tickets, and the propriety of adopting a plan of uniformity in the man- 
ner of conducting our fairs.” These are all questions of importance, and a wise dis- 
position of them will largely enure to the continued and permanent success of our 
society. 

PERMANENT LOCATION. 

The large amount of money actually lost to the society yearly, by its present 
migratory system for holding our State Fairs, is certainly very expensive‘and unsat- 
isfactory, and should be changed. We have expended the large sum of $12,000 for 
buildings and fixtures in addition to the buildings on the grounds, to get ready for 
the last State Fair, and which have all been sold for $3,000; the best offer that could 
be obtained. I can think of no better way than my recommendation of last winter, 
that was if possible to make some satisfactory arrangement whereby the society may 
have the necessary grounds and permanent buildings, to occupy in three or four dif- 
ferent localities in the State, which may be erected jointly by the State Society and 
the locality to be occupied by the State Fair one or two years at a time in each place. 
Such an agreement, wisely made and carried out, would, in my judgment, settle the 
question of locality, which is always a perplexing one, savea large amount of annual 
expenditure and trouble to the State Society, and also enable each of said localities 
with the help of the State Society to erect permanent buildings. Each of the towns 
would be in competition with the others, to have the best buildings not only as a con- 
venience to the State Society but a pride to the locality. Withsuch an arrangement 
the difficult and many times unpleasant question of the location of the State Fair, 
annually, can easily be satisfactory adjusted and settled. With that accomplished I 
shall feel that the society has finally solved the problem that has troubled it for many 
years. After proper grounds are obtained, and the permanent buildings erected in 
each selected locality, it will be a great saving of expense yearly and relief to the 
committee, and I trust a permanent benefit to the society. 

I tender you, gentlemen, my sincere thanks for your efficient and cordial support 
in all my efforts to administer the affairs of the society for its true and best interests 
during my term in office, and for the zeal and promptness with which you have 
performed all the arduous duties assigned to you as officers and members of this 
society, and trust that your session will be pleasant and harmonious, and that your 
labors will result in the continuous and advancing prosperity of the society. 

INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT PHILO PARSONS. 

Gentlemen of the Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society: 

T have great pleasure in acknowledging the courtesy tendered me in an election as 
your presiding officer for the year 1884. It is a mark of confidence and respect most 
gratefully and highly appreciated. The position is an honorable one, and worthy 
the ambition of any citizen. My only regret is that I shall bring to the discharge 
of my duties so little real practical knowledge of the great interests we are seeking 
so earnestly and successfully to develop and promote, or so little parliamentary 
experience. I must therefore ask your kind forbearance, with the assurance that you 
shall have my impartial service in every direction that will further the prosperity 
of the great institution which has become so endeared to the hearts of the people, 
and is so manifestly and widely influencing for good all the industrial pursuits and 
enterprises of this great State. I congratulate you, gentlemen, on the very success- 
ful fair of 1883, not more on the results secured, than on the manner of their 
attainment. It was a model in its perfect harmony and freedom from unpleasant 
friction in all departments, affording conclusive proof of wisdom in the selection of 
superintendents and judges, and of their general fairness in the discharge of the dif- 
ficult and responsible duties devolving on them. The best evidence of their fidelity 
to the principles underlying our organization, is made apparent by the absence 
of serious complaint from exhibitors, arrangements for whose accommodations 
were as nearly perfect as possible on grounds of atemporary character. ‘’he business 
committee was untiring in its efforts to meet every reasonable expressed want, even 

45 
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at a lavish expenditure of money. The most careful observation has failed to develop 
‘ any just cause for complaint in any direction. The awards seem to have been made 
with entire impartiality, and were, as a rule, accepted as fair and equitable. In 
carefully reviewing the proceedings of the society, with which I have been familiar 
for the entire thirty-five years of its existence, it appears to me that the fair of 1883 
is fully entitled to the rank accorded by the press, and recognized by all who visited 
the exhibition, in contradistinction from all others,as “ The Great Fair.” In many 
respects there was a want, which might have easily been supplied by local 
interest and effort, but as a whole it more fully reflected the growth in material 
resources, varied agricultural and industrial improvements, and evidences of increas- 
ing wealth and luxury, than any preceding exhibition. No intelligent citizen 
looking through the great display, in which was concentrated at one point the pro- 
ductive energies of industry, in agriculture, mechanical skill, and the fine arts, in the 
extent and varied character of the exhibit and its great excellence, could fail to 
recognize just cause for }ersonal gratulations and pride. 
And you, gentlemen, in witnessing the universal, unqualified approval of the 

multitudes in attendance, must have experienced a sense of individual reward for all 
your unwearied, unpaid, and too often unrecognized toil in securing a success so 
grand and satisfactory. The magnitudeof the enterprise,and the vast labor involved 
in the preparation for so large an exhibit, are not appreciated by the multitude. 
They look at results, and criticise if the least fault is apparent. Regret has been 
often expressed that the annual fair could not be of longer duration, partaking in 
some measure the character of an exposition. But when the demand for the daily 
supplies of so large a number of animals involves so great cost, it would be imprac- 
ticable, so say the least, were no other impediment in the way, to extend the time 
beyond a week. 

In St. Louis, where the model fair of the country has been held annually for 
, twenty-three years, originated and controlled by her own citizens, of which they 
may be justly proud, appropriating as they do fifty thousand dollars annually, for 
premiums, making the occasion a brilliant holiday in every way possible, closing their 
places of business one day during the fair, that the whole people may see and 
appreciate the growth and development of that which makes a community rich and 
great, the Society finds that it is impossible to hold the multitude more than one 
week. It may be also stated that longer periods have been tried in other places, but 
as the time was extended, interest has flagged and the conclusion has been reached 
by experience that an enthusiastic meeting of five or six days is wiser and better 
than any longer period. 
A State agricultural and mechanical show, even though it may include numerous 

and varied works of fancy and utility in manufacture and fine arts, cannot be con- 
sidered and is not intended as a general exposition. ‘he fair, embracing in its 
best aspects, a living picture of superior excellence in our domestic animals, the dif- 
ferent and distinct families of breeds—the advances made in valuable specimens, 
improved or imported—brought together in their perfected character, for compari- 
son and criticism, as well as admiration, must be the leading feature of interest and 
attraction; not only on account of the vast amount of money involved, reaching 
seventy-five millions of dollars for this State, but also as object lessons, stimulating 
to the highest endeavor. 

To the practical farmer and political economist the display of farm machinery in 
its great variety all tending to lighten labor and promote better cultivation of soil 
or more rapid security of ripened harvest, affording as it does in the presence of 
competing examples, opportunity for practical tests, must bea means of instruction 
and advantage not otherwise attainable. 
The numerous productions of the farm, the garden, the orchard, and the dairy con- 

centrate at the annual meeting of the State Agricultural Society in its fair, an 
interest which should bring together practical farmers in much larger numbers from 
every section of the State. 

There isstill a class of farmers among us who areslow to adopt improved animals 
or modern methods. They travel in the paths of their ancestors, using tools made 
sacred by early association, and recognizing native animals as meeting their full 
requirements. But the influence of our annual fairs and the great flood of light 
which is thrown upon the varied operations of the farm. and its capabilities for 
production by other organizations throughout the State is so pervading in its char- 
acter, that slow-going farmers must resort to frontier life or fall in the race of com- 
petition. 

Our immense annual outlay for buildings which are of little value unless the fair 
is held continuously at one place has come to be a question of serious importance. 
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The aggregate contributions of Detroit alone to secure the fair at various times 
during the past thirty-five years with the interest, approximate $60,000, the half of 
which judiciously invested, in the early history of the Society. would have secured 
valuable and substantial brick structures and the land on which to locate them. 

In view of our increasing expenditures which cannot well be lessened in a State 
growing so rapidly as Michigan, I submit whether it may not be wise to take into 
thoughtful consideration the question of a permanent location, thereby saving the 
great waste of our migratory methods. 
Tam aware that the object of the Society is not to accumulate money, but to edu- 

eate and stimulate to high endeavor. To that end heretofore we have moved around 
always with marked benefit to the community that has secured the exhibition. A 
leading citizen of Saginaw county assured me that the farmers of that region had 
been benefitted many times the cost of the display by improvements resulting 
directly from its educating influence, and soin other localities. But has not the time 
arrived when the best interests of the Society dictate the ownership of suitable 
grounds, wisely located for its own accommodation? More substantial and appro- 
priate structures are demanded by the improving taste and wealth of the country 
not only for the more convenient care and comfort of animals on exhibition, but for 
the display of machinery, manufactures, and the fine arts. 
The cost to the exhibitor of making suitable preparations deters many from show- 

ing articles that would greatly enhance the interest of such an occasion. Unplaned 
boards do not present a very attractive background for works of artistic merit, and 
little can be realized in comparison with what might be accomplished if the build- 
ings were permanent. With an established location some regard might be had to 
the arrangement of grounds, with avenues ornamented with the elm and maple, and 
with the needed structures effectively placed and painted, if the question of stability 
was settled. An apprehension exists that a fixed location would withdraw interest 
from the State to district organizations, but such has not been the experience in 
other States. In Ohio the State fair was migratory for more than twenty years, 
and of limited influence, but with a permanent location at Columbus, on grounds 
controlled by the Society for the past ten years, the institution has been increasing 
in interest, attendance, and wealth. and the expenses have been materially reduced. 
That State appropriates annually six thousand five hundred dollars for the salaries 
of officers, and for crop reports, which are made by the officers of the society, and 
not, as with us, by the State department. Indiana’s State Agricultural Society has 
a permanent location with thirty-six acres of ground, costing originally twenty 
thousand dollars, now estimated at one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, orna- 
mented with appropriate buildings of the best character, the main hall being of 
brick on a stone foundation, covered with a fire-proof roof, and three hundred feet 
inlength. It has likewise permanent steam power, with one thousand feet of shaft- 
ing. During the year improvements valued at sixteen thousand dollars have been 
made, and paid for from the receipts of the fair. The whole property is said to be 
worth three hundred and thirty thousand dollars, and each year shows the wisdom 
of fixed quarters. A late president ef the Board of Agriculture of Nebraska writes 
me that since the permanent location of the State Agricultural Society in Omaha it 
had become a marked success, rapidly increasing in interest and attendance, and 
under no circumstance would they resort again to the migratory plan. The execu- 
tive committee of the State Agriculturai Society of Pennsylvania has recently 
appointed a committee of five persons to ascertain if a permanent location cannot 
be secured in the vicinity of Philadelphia, expressing the conviction that the mag- 
nitude of the interests involved forbids the continuance of the migratory plan. It 
may be that two or three different points in this State would make such overtures as 
would warrant consideration. I feel sure that Detroit would act liberally with you 
in the solution of this important subject, which must, sooner or Inter,command your 
best practical judgment and action in the interest of economy and future prosperity. 
No man who has considered the subject in allits varied bearings in the city of 

Detroit, has failed to see that the presence of a great fair has brought with its 
75,000 to 100,000 strangers, rich commercial benefits, to say nothing of incidental 
advantages and the formation of personal acquaintances and friendships. It seems 
most desirable to me that Detroit should make such proposals to you as would be 
acceptable and lead to the establishment of permanent and improved facilities for 
your future accommodation. My own judgment has favored three locations with 
permanent buildings and improved grounds, widely apart yet wisely selected, with 
a view to the future growth of Michigan and the conceded superiority of the State ° 
Society over district institutions, In either case whether a permanent or alternat- 
ing series of locations, I should strongly recommend the purchase and ownership of 
grounds by the State Agricultural Society. 
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The often mooted question of universal competition was fully settled at the last 
fair; open to the competition of the world should be our motto, and to secure the 
presence of the best specimens of domestic animals of every character from distant 
points, larger premiums should be offered, thereby stimulating to the highest excel- 
lence attainable by our own citizens. If it is practicable to reduce the expenses of the 
exhibition by rejecting animals that do not reach a high standard of excellence, and 
so add to premiums on the better class, I should deem it well worthy of your con- 
sideration. It cannot be denied that in mechanical contrivances and machinery, as 
well as animals, there is coming to our fairs much that might as well be left at 
home. ‘The experiences of the late meeting will doubtless indicate the need of some 
changes in the premium list, especially with reference to draught horses, which 
were a prominent and interesting feature of the last fair. The committee having 
this in charge will undoubtedly remove all cause for complaint hereafter. I am, how- 
ever, inclined to submit whether it will not be wise to discontinue on domestic ani- 
mals a fourth premium. In the earlier days of the Society there might have existed 
some excuse for offering it, but in view of the vast increase in value and number of 
animals of high character, that necessity has entirely disappeared. Many of the 
most successful associations in the country offer no third premium; notably St. Louis 
and the State Societies of Iowa and Illinois; yet, with only a first and second pre- 
mium, they find no lack of animals on exhibition of the best type in the various 
breeds. I believe the fourth premium has a tendency to cheapen and degrade rather 
than elevate the standard of excellence, and I would therefore respectfully recom- 
mend its discontinuance hereafter, on everything offered for exhibition at our 
annual fair. It appears desirable that your periodical visits to the Agricultural 
College should be continued. ‘This institution was an outcome of your Society, and 
mainly through its influence was secured to the farmers of Michigan. Its history, 
from the date of its origin to the present moment, shows that no mistake was made 
when the Legislature appropriated the required funds for its existence. Itis to our 
credit as a State, also, that it was in the thoughts and hearts of the people, and a 
fixed fact, before the national government made appropriations that secured such 
institutions for all the States. Our own Agricultural College stands preéminently 
first, and its practical teachings and beneficent influence are effecting a radical 
improvement in the intellectual character, daily lives, and tastes of that great class of 
our community for whom it was specially established. The farmers’ institutes held 
in different sections of the State, though too few in number, have stimulated thought, 
created a higher ambition, and a more appreciative sense of the character and dig- 
nity of agricultural life and occupation. But the near future is still more to vindi- 
cate the wisdom of securing this institution for the farmer. ‘The influence of fifty 
per cent of the students graduated, returning with new tastes, matured thought, 
cultivated intellects, men of wisdom and practical judgment, to the farm, cannot be 
over-estimated. It will be the leaven which is to Jift the farmers of Michigan upon 
a higher plane, and furnish men who are to properly represent their interests in the 
legislative and congressional halls, as also to secure a more intelligent and econom- 
ical cultivation of the soil. But there is yet an incompleteness in this institution. 
The mechanical department is still wanting. A liberal appropriation, securing this, 
will greatly augment its power for good to a much larger and different class of stu- 
dents. I submit whether some action on your part may not hasten a movement of 
the Legislature in this behalf. 
The exhibit of the horticultural society at the last fair exceeded all expectations, 

and could only have been secured by the greatest energy on the part of the officers 
of that institution. ‘The volume of the display, as well as the exceptionally fine 
character of it, were most creditable, and elicited universal commendation. In view 
of the almost total destruction of fruit in the State of Michigan, it was certainly a 
matter of surprise to all that. this department was so admirably sustained. That 
society deserves your best consideration, and I would recommend a continuance of 
the appropriation, both for premiums and expenses, as heretofore, under the same 
restrictions. We could not well spare so attractive and valuable an adjunct to our 
annual display. 

Our sixth rule says no spirituous or intoxicating liquors shail be allowed to be 
sold on the fair grounds during the fair. I know very well that it has been the 
intention and determination of every member of the executive committee to see 
this rule rigidly enforced; but in the hurry and pressure of other engagements, there 
has grown up, without much notice, a disregard of this wise rule of the society, for 
spirituous liquors have been sold more or less at the State fair during the last four or 
five years, with some effort at concealment, however, until last fall. At the late fair 
spirituous liquors were exposed to the public eye and sold to all who called for 
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them. It is a serious question whether permission to sell lager beer can be granted 

without carrying all liquors that will intoxicate. The great mass of persons who 
get the right to sell beer on the State fair grounds will covertly sell other spirits. 
Is it not wise, therefore, for us to clear our skirts entirely, thus removing, as far as 
we are concerned, all temptation from the youth who visit our fairs and whose 
morals we are bound to protect so far as is in our power? I believe the sentiment 
of the State strongly demands its entire exclusion, and that sentiment we are bound 
to respect. The State Agricultural Society of Indiana prohibited the sale of liquors, 
including beer, five years ago, and has suffered no diminution in interest or pros- 
perity on that account. Nebraska has never allowed the sale of ardent spirits or 
beer on county or State fair grounds, yet the fair at Omaha last fall was the most 
prosperous ever held in the State. Iowa excluded from the fair grounds all liquors 
five years ago, and although the present direction, as the president of that society 
writes me, is very liberal, a vote could not be secured for the sale of lager beer. It 
seems to me clear, gentlemen, that the time has arrived for decisive action on this 
subject; I would therefore recommend that beer, ale, wine, and all other intoxicat- 
ing liquors, with all side shows and and amusements, that offend good taste, impair 
the dignity or compromise the high character of the society, be forever excluded 
from or about the fair grounds. I am firmly of the opinion that we shall gain in 
other directions what we may lose by booth rents for the sale of intoxicants or 
exhibitions of questionable character. 
The matter of crop reports is exciting much interest in our own and other States; 

they were authorized for Michigan by the Legislature of 1881, and the clerical work 
has been done by the State department, the duties occupying the time of one clerk 
only as now conducted. ‘here exists a conviction that these reports, enlarged and 
amplified, may be made not only desirable, but extremely valuable to the farming 
community under a somewhat different management. In Ohio, Pennsylvania, and 
New York these reports are under the direction of the State Agricultural Societies 
and the Boards of Agriculture (where they would seem naturally to belong). In 
view of the intimate relations sustained by this society to the different sections of 
the State, I would suggest whether it may not be proper and desirable to ask the Leg- 
islature to transfer this work to the Michigan State Agricultural society, acting 
independently or in connection with the Agricultural College Board, having a com- 
petent scientific person who shall be charged with the responsibility of these reports 
and their distribution, being recognized at the same time as corresponding secre- 
tary of the Michigan State Agricultural society, with a salary paid by the State, for 
whose benefit the work is performed. 

In dairy products, for some cause, Michigan occupies an inferior rank; it is diffi- 
cult to understand the reason; it certainly is not found in an unsuitable soil, for in 
every section of the State nutritious grasses are produced. Illinois, Wisconsin, and 
Iowa are in advance of us in milk products, and they have a first-class reputation in 
eastern markets, while ours are comparatively unknown. One dairyman in North- 
ern Illinois milks 600 cows, and his butter commands a ready sale in Chicago at 
forty (40) cents. Much of the butter of Wisconsin, I am informed, is equally fine, 
and there is in that State a thrifty dairy interest that has worked up this industry 
with most profitable results. I should say intelligent, energetic efforts will secure 
to Michigan similar success, for our soils are well adapted to milk products. Noth- 
ing requires more care, yet nothing pays better for care than wise practical manage- 
ment of dairy farming. For more than thirty years there has been in our Detroit 
market reports but one “ refrain,’ markets bare of good choice butter which would 
command a high price, inferior qualities and grease butter in great quantities and 
without demand. The estimated cost to the farmer in Pennsylvania of butter is 
twenty (20) cents and the average price realized is 25 cents for the State, giving a 
gross return enormous in amount. The dairy products of Michigan, with her 317,000 
cows, should yield at least $12,000,000—while shrewd dealers do not believe we get 
$5,000,000. Special prizes in neighboring States are given for creamery butter, and 
tbat class of butter in all markets, seems to have the preference; would it not be 
wise to encourage the establishment of creameries throughout the State by special 
premiums as the true way out of the dilemma in which we seem to be placed? 
Experience shows little success in reducing the expenses of our annual fairs, which 
seem enormous. The cost of forage ought to be materially lessened, and if a reduc- 
tion cannot be effected otherwise, a change should be made for it, asin many other 
States (it is for the interest of the exhibitor to economize expenses, as thereby pre- 
miums may be enlarged). Iamslow to believe that there is any just requirement for 
$1,600 worth of hay and straw. It strikes me a saving may be effected in this item, 
if not in others. 
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Leading farmers are of the opinion that the time has come for an experimental 
station in Michigan—many believe it should be at the charge of the general govern- 
ment. While it may be desirable to shift the cost, each State should control its own 
station, and it should be located in Michigan at the Agricultural College farm, under 
the control of the faculty of that institution. The necessity and advantages of such 
stations are too apparent to require a recital. 
The same arrangement, with reference to the fair circuit, prevailed in 1883, which 

proved so pleasant and satisfactory the previous year. Ata meeting held in Detroit, 
December 12th last, this society being fully represented with five other associations, 
it was unanimously resolved to continue the plan,if agreeable to you, of holding the 
fair for Michigan September 15th to the 20th inclusive. The meeting of the fair 
circuit committee was interesting and valuable in suggestions which will be brought 
to your notice by the secretary. ru 

The financial condition of your society was never more satisfactory, the balance in 
the hands of the treasurer being $26,134.54. But for the extraordinary expenses last 
fall, and unfavorable weather the most important day of the fair, your balance could 
not have been much less than $35,000. It is agreeable to know, however, that a fund is 
accumulating from which drafts for permanent improvements, if thought advisable, 
can be made, The management of your finances continues entirely satisfactory. 
The treasurer, Mr. Dean, has earned your warmest thanks for his intelligence, fidelity, 
and thoroughness in the discharge of his official duties, and the courtesy and ability 
of your secretary are also entitled to hearty recognition. ‘The business and cther 
committees have been untiring in their devotion to all interests involved in the line 
of their duties. Through your efforts, gentlemen, the society never occupied a higher 
position, or was more entitled to the confidence of the public,than at this date of its 
history. Your energy and practical judgment have greatly aided in the develop- 
ment of the resources of this great State. The consciousness of work well done, with 
the fruits of success everywhere apparent, is your ample reward. I trust this annual 
meeting may be harmonious, profitable, and productive of future prosperity. 

President Fralick resumed the chair. 
The secretary’s report was then read as follows: 

SECRETARY’S REPORT. 

To the Honorable President and Executive Committee: 

GENTLEMEN—I have the honor herewith to submit the detailed annual report of 
the transactions of the Michigan State Agricultural Society for the year 1883. 

Three hundred and sixty-one orders, amounting to $24,967.99, were drawn upon the 
treasurer for the payment of accounts audited by the business committee, signed by 
the secretary, and countersigned by the chairman of the business committee. The 
detail of the general expenditures for which the above orders were issued has been 
classified and arranged under the proper heads, and will be found in the report of 
the business committee; a record of the same will be found in the secretary’s register 
of accounts for 1883, and upon the stubs of the orders. Vouchers corresponding with 
the orders are on file in the secretary’s office. 

Three hundred and ninety-four checks, amounting to $9,916.98, were issued for the 
payment of premiums awarded at the annua! fair; $90 of this amount was awarded 
to cattle exhibited by the State Agricultural College and subsequently donated to 
the society, leaving a balance of premiums to be paid by the treasurer of $9,826.98. 
A ful and detailed statement, showing number of checks, amount, and to whom 
issued, will be found in the accompanying schedule. 

The following table exhibits the amount of money premiums offered and awarded 
in each division; also a statement of diplomas and medals offered and awarded: 
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CASH PREMIUMS. 

DIVISION. Offered. Awarded. 

AACR Dale SG es he es Bae eae ce eee ere a AIM nes a $4,317 00 $3,402 00 
FE EON SCS Em enero ccna Seer wie fy A ee 3,572 00 2,696 00 
CRESNC CD ae oases cirdar aise = hots ccetacicee ae Shae ee eter 1,416 00 1,314 00 
DE Sl Coe eee en ie eine a eS ees ke Se ea 701 00 586 00 
HE O UL GY ypoer tet rate ei oclenc pe ae) el SRE alee ee ee 360 00 289 00 
harm and:Garden, Productss=: 22252555: 2a ee ee 676 00 216 00 
GD airyiProducts ass aryl s DESL he as ae Wee 274 00 226 00 
FE Bees HOne ya) CLCre eee aaa cita ences ome neato 188 00 201 98 
ie Harm limplementse/sss 20 5 55 os Ne a Dn ee Ne e hee cg ree ) S e 
RAVE C TIT CLE Sees Sint nO ey at at des, NE pe ee Se oa | a ee eh eee | D8 
Ke Ma chiineny-< toa. kite a 2ta sa eon cee ose ce sees ake aes en to oes (Peek Or ee 
i— Manufacture dy GoOodskesn ey nae eee cee ee a 450 00 250 00 
M—Musical, Surgical Instruments, ete.......-.....--.----- 7A) RE eee pe 
NSA GHD OM arti mite sys tee ee see SOE ne ee Ae a= 560 00 400 00 
OZR NieC Ole Wor kee. fe Nena eiaah ie ce ee air ae ENTS Saya Sk a eae ee 346 00 264 50 
a Miscelllame otis sas a ppecpres ors eg ape Bee nwa CA ET 110 00 63 00 
@O= Children’s; Departmentees eas. s2 one Nae ees ee 50 00 8 50 

$13,033 00 $9,916 98 
Horticultural Department (under the auspices of the State 

FOEAUCHIEUTAl SOCLELY) bases sae eee ee oe eee ae eee 1,448 25 785 75 

SRY OSCEEAIT, 2 AUG ASR eB TA A et Pee Sg en pete $14,181 25} $10,702 73 

DIPLOMAS AND MEDALS. 

DIPLOMAS. MEDALS. 

DIVISION. SSS 

Offered. | Awarded. | Offered. | Awarded. 

1D eh dee eae ae CS Sk See ee 5 All Se age ste i av eiee alanine 
VENI CLES EE 2 ax reek SOL Pee I ak eee Oey Syl 2 P| sansa rere eet [ae Ree ae I 
iL—Manufactured Goods.........--..-.-..... 1 2 1 3 
M—Musical and Surgical Instruments-_-_-_-_- i leea td eee Meee nee eee eee 
IN AriyDepartmenth 222-2) s5se2 shee ene eae BSS Se eas lees ee emer ee 
O=Needler Wiorkieeoe ee ey Dee sD 2 Tyee at ie ere se een 
= VET SCO LLAM COU Seat ety ee ns Sy ieee nl 2 |) be Ne ee re eee 

CROC ae een emer 1 Aine A RNAS od ain Lh ak A 18 9 2 3 

The following is a list of entries in each class and division: 

Class. DIVISION A—CATTLE. 

= SHOrGhornsaee seers eee = ears | C00 ON 1 0h | ie Rd pe Chea 266 
ZW) EN OTIS eee ae ea areas mg ie Ne Ue a re ed re Ca) 59 
Fe yaad) BL) ee) COND Fah Sk Me Cael ok oA ee een Aue rc 2 lel be eo ee 60 
4A vrs hire sven scyeeeaer geen Ga nee ee ee ahah NE lees iat 25 
== SETS Sy Sees pte setae ep ES DEIN SI pap Oe OS cry iL 90 
6—Galloways/andwolledAngus =o. 2.52. U eee ae ee ae a nee eee 20 
i—HolsteinsyandsDutgeheriesians 22555 een eee pe Aes ee ge 120 
S == Grades C veteran cto nOn CALS as all Ca aaa 75 
9 W.Orking) Oxenyandi Steers: wero cjap eee he en ene rt LCR Pee 19 
O=SBi ait} © at bl ee Aes ee pe me  s Sek peteh eel M at ORORLR. fe <n Ore 29 
IN ES Ge TNSEVSe Mawr eee wena emis ek SMV ReeM nN Mian OAM UUTE Lubln oka. bite See ana 5 
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‘ DIVISION B—HORSES. 

Class. 
fi BHOLOucHDTeds ee ce tee. = te Ane ee eet es aio Se te kee ete aerate 1 
1 ERO TSE ST OPAL: WV.O Bes ook sya eee es tan S Sy cre ee a 88 
13> HOadSLETS 42 ace ase hee oo 6 eee eae ees TOS SRR Oe Ona a he eR: 60 
TASS Tee d CTSASLOCK whe ere fos en ny eee eee nance Sen GL See ee a eee 32 
15—Genteuoriving Horses 40 Road: Waroneon 2. 6. noob ee eo ome 15 
1@— rane bh ALOTSCS 6 =< e ose snk ee Be eee at cen eRe ee sataae a eho ee oe 99 
17—Garriage'and Buggy Horses, Mares, or Geldings_........-.---.--------- 50 
18—Michigan Roadster and Thoroughbred Stallions.............-.-..------ 33 
19—Michigan Roadster and Thoroughbred Mares and Geldings-........--.-- 39 
191—Michigan Thoroughbred Stallions, Mares, and Geldings.....-.....---- 6 
I= Stallionsi with six Ofstheirjiown Seton sso. see e tae oee es nee eee aoe eee 5 

SING frp ase ess coe SE eRe eee i ett arabes olay AN nh Spa as ee te 428 

DIVISION C—SHEEP. 

21 Fhorourhbred: American Merinos:. .222242822h4 2252222 sass soe taken 69 
22—Thoroughbred American Merinos bred and owned in Michigan. _-.------ 88 
23 —SHINe AW OOlNG TAdes 4- Pewae S- SIEM CARER HEE ial Aa hands ees Cee ee 15 
DAE SOUL OWIS eee ee Ae Ais =e See Lee te Sle ee ese Sonat oe ee 40 
25— All Middle Wool Sheep other than Southdowns__.....-.-.-.-.---.------- 92 
DG =e ICEST OTS eae ee es oe he re em coe Bae eS Cla a RAR oe cyte a Re Sea 24 
Di Gotwoldiand other done Wooled Sheepres- = ese eee eee nee ae eee 55 
DeeoGrade Coarse \WOOleU Wess. ---see5 222 ee eee eee entre cosiecee cases eee 15 
BO Hae Der eee eee eee oe Seale Pee eae acre epee ne Sect aee 38 

TOG pe a sea iar ete a be we Foe Se ts | tan er Sa eee 436 

DIVISION D—SWINE. 

Class. 
SO BOrkSiiTess seen cee nee oe et Ee eee Ue ie COLES oe, ae Os eee 48 

IHISSOR 2 52 fare Sane seo ous ool amacoed Seto sods suse toes SSeS ae 27 
Susolkandiomall YOrksmibey a .jo52 oe oe eee eee oe eee eee 22 
Poland Chinagmese ayes 2 sce a yee te ee ae eee or eA oy enc eee eto 42 
Ciester White and Garpe Morkshire: :2225.255.02 22222527 so ee eee 17 
AtPELO OS ase eee s le oer eae som enel So ee aoe eee eee ameeceee 4 

Biota ee eeewraee csc) OI oe NY Seek ete eos ee eee ee 160 

DIVISION E—POULTRY 

Class. 
25 (2) SCOTT rg tee et le ET A SNE) ee ae es tae Wl ed ge ey eS TE 430 

DIVISION F—FARM AND GARDEN PRODUCTS. 
Class. 
JI Graintand SCeds os ee arte ee ear ec kee Cae ee SRN a eee ono ere 70 
So hoots'and Weretabies: 35) p< ee see es oe ee oe ear ea oO ate ee ee 22 
334,—Display of ‘Roots and. Veretables- 2 -2---22 25-2. 2) <2. 42 -Sesacerene 2 
1B ours teed. and Mealstao ee ore re eee ee ese ho ee eee 8 

4 WC) er eee ee RC ek Re eae he ho A ee eee eters eae 102 

DIVISION G—DAIRY PRODUCTS. 

Class. 
55 bubbler, «heese, and Dairy, Articles. 2222s t2-2—s-0--~--22sses-sec=a= =e 83 
ob pucarbread, and Pickles: 5-20 5o 0. SS Seeeea ae) oo eee eeeee es 28 
Bi SOA pene pare diGTrOCeTiesebG;ee 2 hes eee eer = eae eee ee eee 16 

(Rotaleaneeewet si «ve rine sem SU ont oe Rene Os he le ee 127 

DIVISION H—BEES, HONEY, ETC. 

Class. 
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DIVISION I—FARM IMPLEMENTS. 

Class. 
OWS eee eee aay ee i eSNG 3 tata OU ts dE CUE oe Oe oe 7 
402 Rillaerem inp le mie mts een ese ae eo ply te) SORA bE Mae pe ee 57 
41—Seed ‘Drills, DOWETS welaMbersMie baat = 2/0 i Wi ye oN Mahe SAS re i) alc a 49 
42—_Haying and Harvesting Implements AA Pepe ENS ahs 2 I HOE ae ea Ne A oe op aL. 141 
43— Apparatus for Cleaning 2 and Preparing Crops for Market and for Feeding 

RICO] 2 Vel ete tal na a rea aN Pa MARRS) ts Ae 29) co pals de ee aa TS 
24 WICCelAneOUS HALIM AT GIClES) 2 2 ast ee Ak Sse eee ete ronnie Om ay ee vere ge ame 66 

GGT pant io ce Wh eh AD fella MES aes IME abr lop Rance Vie cea datodel ees 472 

DIVISION J.—VEHICLES 
Class. 
Toes WX OMS ti Carriages a2) Sane eens ean pee eee any T See ER Ee Mey eo Bate 187 

DIVISION K.—MACHINERY. 

Class. 
ao—-Machinery for working upon Metals: 2225 sn22 ot 2esaee cee e eee cee 75 
(Miscellaneous: Machinenyias se ae ne sre ea Soe re ata ee eee re eee Ee 

TN Of Da ap el wile, (Ueto AMP a MERAH IB ALO REATS OBO ya ants i ee EG eta eta en NC ct 75 

DIVISION L.—MANUFACTURED GOODS 

Class. 
ASA CCTM ALS ew es tre eee Re EE rep it Ay id Se ys RRs eh Ir re ee 20 
49—Factory Made....-.--- EU [By et Ace ey ee AW aca 50 AC MS yO VM EE 3 
HUSH AT EICIES Of Dress. 5 ose cheesey sen see ee eae cree eee Saket Les ae aa he eRe eat 3 
5l—Articles‘of Leather and) India Rubber-.....22.22- 20-5... 425..-¢ RE es ae 117 
D2 AP iICLES: Of ULM CUTE alee Sees ae ah ee yee el near ene eee 76 
bs-—Stoves, lronsand, Concrete W ork. 32222-22040 se oes ae occas See eens 52 

ABO Gall a Se nape Oe pe TN OY hes Fy a ag aN ae 2p Se ee ne a a 271 

DIVISION M.—MUSICAL AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, ETC. 

Class. 
4 Musical, PnstrumentsyetG:seets. eee ese omc ae ee eee eee eee 29 
DO JOWELL OLCLS soe pean se Raine eMac 8 oy gl aye Pa 9 eee te Sk aes Pa Hl 

TOGA ens Bek SN i Seman Obs a oe) ea Ok NCE AA ce NaN a pt Sp A ER Dogo SC Se 30 

DIVISION N—DEPARTMENT OF ART. 
Class. 
yo baintingeand, Sculpture..9- Ss" estes Goo Ae otk Bee 186 
57—Printing ANCES EAGTONE TR Vise | gah eta Gn AS DAN MOTOS SE 20 Tit ri see eee 6 

ANG Getler earn Re ene aaa r As VER 2g 2 2d, ls eta ge 192 

DIVISION O—NEEDLE WORK 
Class. 
58=-Ar ticles! ofebadiestO resem tte yer Vol a ee UL eee An aie PRUE teae ene pai, Sh 17 
59—Plain Needle/and Machine monks 225.5502 so 2 coe re eee ek 69 
60—Embroidery and Ornamental Needle Work____....--...-.-------------- 191 
6l—=“Croche ty nig and eb anc yayVOL Ke. o= esas nee eae eee eee ee eee 72 
62=—Hairs shells cle WVicasxt WEOr kone so = 8 ees OR ee eae 4 SE 33 

EAS ONE a1 ee a Fee ae etapa ILO AM 9 ys faa a Rg Ned RR het oN Ee 382 

DIVISION P—MISCELLANEOUS. 
Class. 
G3-——NMiscellancousvArti Cle sey wn eo: Ce wer ee sier | OPRneneeD Leap ete Geena ee 48 
G4 -Househ ol deArgiclese ao see aetna ys ce, a eran Une Mae Na ia Caley yt, 2)a Reape 31 

Tit ie se ce es ose Ae na gee a I ce Sc a SPS eR Sf AR ZO 79 
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DIVISION Q—CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT, 

Children’s Work? Joao. oo cde eo eee mene ee eee ic io tee Same acat ee eee en ae eee 13 

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

Bruits sO Wwers Obie fe a a Sak arene rea cle ae eee PERNT) Se eae 600 

Rotalinvalepepartimientseesees. 24 ee ees SSeS as ttre AT AN tee 4,831 

Since the last annual meeting, ‘‘ Articles of Association’’ have been tiled 
in this office by the following named associations: ‘‘ Avon Agricultural 
Society,’’ ‘Oxford Union Agricultural Society,’ and the ‘‘ Marquette County 
Agricultural Society.”’ 

Inventory of property in the secretary’s office: 

ATH ETACAN TSH OG NOR Iae ee 3:01 ghs © Oke are ee eee es eee ee 24 vols. 
American Wwersey, Cattle ClubyHerdReoisters2-. 94-4555. 22s eee ee eee eee 9 vols. 
Americans DevonsEerd VB OO Kp ae eee es oe A pee lie RRS SUR ae CL ene 5 vols. 
IDNECHIL resi angelendss OOK! hae soa ese ele ao se isis ee eee ee Se eee eee 2 vols. 
ETO] S Cet pet end BS OO Keele see mete eee ci ey aU ed sagen anes CURE FeRP EO 5 vols. 
North-American Gallowayselend ebooks: =- acs25 ses see ese ee ee ae eae 1 vol. 
JEDohiaraay Oe Oishi Stover MAN JW. oo eee eee eseoas Eecoseecdncesede 1 vol. 
AMET CANS LUGS OO kee eee ye He os a ahaa Sate uh it Mine ee ae 3 vols. 
American sb erkshinesRecondssesss 55 222 ce. sos oe ee ints Boe ee aes Cee eee 4 vols 
Vermont Merino heepehegiste nas aaa ee ec ce Seater ee eee 1 vol. 
Michigan Farmer for years 1845 to 1854, inclusive, bound in._.--.._...-----_- 8 vols. 
Several Agricultural Reports of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,. 
Missouri, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Maine, California, Upper 
Canada Department of Agriculture, and State Horticultural Society. 

1 Office Desk, 1 Old Trunk, 5 Boxes for Books, 
1 Society Seal, 1 Postal Scale, 1 Gold Medal, 
6 Ink Stands, 1 Pair Shears, 2 Letter Files, 
1 Bill File, 20 Spindles. 

J. C. STERLING, 
Secretary. 

Treasurer Dean then read the annual report, which was as follows: 
( 

TREASURER’S REPORT. 

FAIR HELD AT DETROIT, SEPTEMBER, 1883. 

Jal. Sea) eCashionhandatrseitlement sees sees ee ee see ee eee eee eee $23,227 85: 

RECEIPTS DURING THE CURRENT YEAR. 

From Philo Parsons (Detroit subscription)..._..........------ 5,000 00 
From W. H. Cobb, chairman, on account of booth and 

OCTLOUNC MENTS see ee er eae ere anes eek eS $4,032 25 
ETromMy Detroit SubscripLlonesss— see eee ee ase eee ee 250 00 
rom Check LOOM sss. eat See Ce ose aoe 39 67 
Hromisheep ang Hosspensis0] dese ess ase eee 50 00 
Brom rebate on‘freight bills 2--taess2- 22. --- 22-2 -ee 17 87 
Hromubablercutileryasol class= sae ee 2s een 5 47 
Krom sale oflumbere 5 ..- -oeetose e- Aeaeeeeeee 3,000 00 

———— $7,395 26 
Hromwnembershipicertiticatess=s sees ese. eee eee eee fs 971 00 
Brom). M. Sterling 2.) 202 J CS Delia 8 2 128 Tear 70 00 
Hromyperesident Mraliek. 107 235 Speen ot Le ee eee 50 
Hiromi ate Admissions... i. 2 ve eee Le Soe ee ee eae 24,591 15 
From interest account 
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DISBURSEMENTS. 

June, 1883. ek DUST BEES ORNOTS ACSs oo. = oN oe eee ee $24,967 99 
PAG LPreMmilUMECheCkss SSoe seems ose ese eee ee nee eee ee 9,729 4S 
Raid Horticultural) premium checks: 222 assesses se=5 55s) eee 785 75 
Paicdipremiumechecks 882k ssa eo - ee aoe ae ee eee 38 00 
Washvbalance onvbands 2.0 2 =e. oan neem aie eas ete ee 26,134 54 

AL Ot ae ees ceteris sowie Sra cebhie oe Oe ae ee ae eats a ee $61,655 76 

Of the above balance there is invested, in the name of the society, $10,000, face 
value, in four per cent registered United States bonds. 

A. J. DEAN, 
Treasurer, 

Detroit, January, 1884. 

On motion, accepted and referred to finance committee. 
W. H. Cobb, chairman of the business committee, reported as follows: 

STATEMENT OF BUSINESS COMMITTEE IN DETAIL. 

SECRETARY’S OFFICE. 

1883. Order No, 

EXPENSES OF WINTER MEETING. 

1883. Order No. 
Jan. 12. 4 I. H. Butterfield, Jr., ex- Jan. 12. 31 J.C. Sterling, one-quarter 

pensessiisss:2 = eee $3 50 salary as Secretary.--._-. $250 00 
5 A. O. Hyde, expenses. ------ 375|June 1, 67 J.C. Sterling, first qr. sala- 
6 F. L. Reed, Ua eee 5 05 DysfOrlSsseee ese - see 250 00 
7 Wm. Ball, Soy Pee 490 104 J. C. Sterling, second qr. 
8 H. O, Hanford, “ etcaae 2 75 salary forlssamewececeaces 250 00 
9 F. V. Smith OP ES 5 80 | Sept. 22. 145 J. H. Green, ass’t sec’y.... 14 00 
TOO PACH AETISON nes eee 5 00 146 W. H. Horton, OO Jeee 18 00 
Ii John Iuessiter, “© <=... 1 40 147 H. W. Baird, GB oe 14 00 
12 J. Q. «A. Burrington, ex- 148 Geo. C. Wilcox OG ces 16 00 

PONSES eon ena enact eee 6 60 149 Chas, J. Phillips, * Sdos 27 55 
13 J. L. Mitchell, expenses---_- 2 30 150 C, M,. Weed, Gu eoae 10 00 
14 A. Angel, OC ere 7 35 26,189 Mrs. Wm. Bickford, board 
15 A. F. Wood, Ge aide 8B 25 Clerk susie aeneneee sone 38 00 
16 Wm. Chamberlain, ‘‘ wees 7 85 190 Russell House, board cl’ks. 67 50 
17 E. W. Rising, a pas 6 00 205 Mrs. C. M. Spencer, U6 27 00 
18 C. W. Green, Ob = 160] Oct. 10. 306 A. E. Cook, ass’t sec’y...... 24 00 
19 A. J. Dean, Gs ane 15 00 307 O. Johnson, Cel ie Ra ae 8 00 
20 J. M. Sterling, ch aoe 8 95 308 J. E. Landon TT aesincses 30 00 
21 Henry Fralick, se Liters 4 75 309.3. ©. Hantords so eee 23 00 
22M. P. Anderson, ‘ —_— 3 55 S1OV We eee DS see 19 50 
23 W. J. Baxter, ge pane 6 55 16. 311 J. C. Sterling, three months 
24 Messenger Boy, oe wose 1 25 salary as Secretary .-----_ 250 00 
25 E.O. Humphrey, ‘ Baas 5 20| Dec. 3.340 J. M. Sterling, rent of office 
26 ANE ae Cobb, cs aa 11 05 On@ Yar ssl ees es 50 00 
27 Michigan Exchange Board : “$1386 5D 

committecs=- 2222 -....--— 226 50 Total ---- =~ —a--na acne =-—= --=— $1,386 55 
22, 28 U. Sr ES Drees Co., express TREASURER’S OFFICE. 

do DetuoltPeea Prone printing Sept. 26.203 Russell House, board c’ks. 57 50 
proceedings winter meet- 226 J. H. Morris, baggage wagon 
Taye oe See ae 132 75 during fires 12 00 

15. 30 J.C. Sterling, personal ex- 266 Mrs. Spencer, board clerks. 24 00 

enses winter meeting 4 40 267 Mrs. Gentling, is 4 50 = ao 5 Siias 
22, 32 Postmaster,Monroe, stamps 288 Treasurer’s clerk hire-..... 161 50 

for reports winter meet- Nov. 12.336 A. J. Dean, book-keeper---- 400 00 

Wen eneoepsceetposcemanees 6 50 eu bpe pegs eer cso ot 659 50 
12. 34 F. W. Myer, stationery for Tos - 

winter meeting... -.-----... 4 53 GENERAL EXPENSES. 

ae Dee ere os 12 49 | Jan. 12, 1M. L. Sheets, insurance.-.. $10 00 
Pe Pat he | ea we z March 8. 52 Mich Mnfg. Co., for board ae 

orses in 1882____..----.--_- 
HOS ooccee rapa sabitocesacee sate as June 13. Eg EPCODD, sundry expenses, Be a0 

’ . Gilbert, storage on traps é 
EES Nees 105 J, Gilbert, labor loading and 

Sept, 22. 1418S. H. Ostrander, door- unloading cars..---------- 8 00 
keeper seid awe eee bates 750} Aug. 4.115 J.C. Sterling, various trips 

26, 234 Henry Fralick, expenses of to Detroit and Jackson._- 11 02 
Prest. and Clerk---2— <..- 75 85 1389 J. M. Sterling, sundry ex- 

—_— penses and trips to De- 
Totalv-sse-sls.cocsse sees #83 35 CLOG eee 11 10 



364 STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

1883. Order No. 

Sept. 22. 142 Build’g inspector for grand 

Sept. 26. 

Novy. 
Dec. 

Noy. 

Dec. 

Jan. 

Nov. 
Dec. 

Jan. 

Aug. 4. 

Sep. 

Oct. 

stand in Detroit.___.—_.-.. 
26.191 J. M. Sterling, several trips 

towDetroit<s Se eee 

Gion ss 22 ees hs ae 
200 J. E. Landon, 5 platsof hall 
202 Mich. Gas Light Co., light- 

ing grounds during fair_-_ 
212 Gorton, Blewett, & Co., 

memorandum books......- 
222 A. J. Dean, sundry trips to 

Detroit and telegraphing_ 
232 A. J. Dean. R. R. ticket to 

Louisville and return____ 
278 A. Wheeler, inspector of 

election 23s a22 ee 

UPA PSs sees nee oe ee 
326 Detroit Water Works for 

SWiSG CN a eee eek oe Se 
3. 344 Wm. Beaman, unloading 

LYS Sone ee ee 
345 John Hastings, cartage on 

Craps ee ea eee 
500 J.C. Sterling, tel., station. 

ery, attending meeting, 
CUC eee eee ee es 

351 A. J. Dean, treas. E.R. ex- 
PENSCE NCUGl ee eee ee 

102 Democrat Print. Co., Mon- 

125 Times Expositor, Adrian, 

131 Richmond & Backus, one 

515 F. D. Hamilton, printing 
Letter heads, Bill heads 
and Envelopes..-_...-...__ 

1883. Order No. 

Oct. 16. 

Nov. 

1883. Order No. 

Nov. 12. 337 O. S. Gulley & Co., 14,000 

Feb. 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Dec. 

School Certificates_....._ 

POSTAGE. 

6. 33 Kalamazoo postmaste 1a 
stamps, Business Com._.- 

39 Monroe postmaster, post- 
age for Secretary__._.___- 

101 Kalamazoo postmaster, 
postage, Business Com.__ 

. 108 Detroit postmaster, post- 
age for Compl’y tickets__ 

109 Detroit postmaster, post- 
age for Premium list_____ 

- 126 Adrian postmaster, post- 

age for Secretary’s office 
. 002 J. H. Faee, stamps for 

Treasurer’s office________ 

personal expense-._....___ 
40 W. H. Cobb, expense at 

Detroit e Se aa re eae 
41 A. O. Hyde, expense at 

Detroiiiee=: oat oes 
42 Wm. Ball, expense at De- 

CLOT 2 eee eS tae 
43 H. Fralick, expense at 

Detroit aoe ere Uren 
44 W. J. Baxter, expense at 

Detroite o> =k SS Nee 
45 Russell House board com- 

mMmilidercc Bese ieee 
46 A. J. Dean, personal ex- 

DENSES == 22S eee ee 
48 J.C. Sterling, personal ex- 

PENnSes se. .2 ee e eee 

€XPeNSes =o ees eee 
51 Russell House, Detroit, 

board committee__________ 
53 E. O. Humphrey, personal 

CXPEDSES) hanes. eee 
54 W. H. Cobb, personal ex- 

PCNSCk es eee eee ee 
55 A. O. Hyde, personal ex- 

pensesiects ie eee 
56 A. J. Dean, personal ex- 

pensessin == lee ee 
57 Wm. Ball, personal ex- 

PENSeR 2 ee ee hee ee 
58 Henry Fralick, personal 

expenses. 2:2 5-- 3-5 
59 W. H. Cobb,§personal ex- 

penses.-3 2.23 ae 
60 F. V. Smith, personal ex- 

penses.- 24 



MICHIGAN STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

1883. Order No. 

M’ch 22. 61 W. J. Baxter, personal ex- 
PENSES a=: ess ee $2 80 

62 A. J. Dean, personal ex- 
DENSCSsaae eee eee 4 30 

63 A. O. Hyde, personal ex- 
DENSCS eee eee oe 3 75 

64 Russell House, Detroit, 
board committee...------_ 27 45 

65 J. M. Sterling, personal ex- 
DGNSCS io sscr a nae seek e ane 2 50 

66 Russell House, Detroit 
board rasa ee ene eas 20 15 

TOtaeass saceec tease s22o25 4 $222 19 

METROPOLITAN POLICE. 

Sept. 26. 254 Metropolitan Police Tele- 
PHONE ea sesso pela sese $25 00 

255 Metropolitan Police, for 
horses for police-_-.-_-_--- 72 00 

Total: 222s s.bs seston tse $97 00 

EXPRESS. 

Aug. 4. 114 U. S. Express Co., sundry 
CHAT Sessa sceae enone $17 05 

Dec. 31. 348 U. S. Express Co., sundry 
Charge svat ces cise ekecns 19 70 

Totals sae ecen a oiccses $36 75 

LANSING MEETING. 

Junel3. 79 Philo Parsons, personal 
expenses==s— = ree #5 00 

80 I. H. Butterfield, personal 
EXPeCNSCSic== see sete eee 9 45 

81M. P. Anderson, personal 
EXPenIS€yisseeees ee eae nea 4 35 

82 Wm. Chamberlain, personal 
OXPCNSCS8 ise -ose- sae seee 7 55 

73 C. A. Harrison, personal 
EXPCnS@see 225) nse aaeea= 4 05 

84 F. L. Reed, personal ex- 
PONS Beye oe ew ea ea cae 210 

8 Wm all, personal ex- 
DENSCSEetecs ae ane eee 4 90 

86 A. O. Hyde, personal ex- 
IDENSCS Sane aaa ela 3 05 

87 J. L.. Mitchell, personal ex- 
UEC ase ae iseasaceteace ashe 1 10 

88 J. Q. A. Burrington, per- 
sonal expenses---_-__--.-_.. 6 50 

89 John Lessiter, personal ex- 
penses------ se --- na 8 00 

90 D. W. Howard, personal 
EXPENSES eee sees e eee a 10 35 

91 A. F. Wood, personal ex- 
RERSCS oe == eee ieee ee 70 

92 H. O. Hanford, personal 
CS. TOME ees See pee 4 75 

93 J. M. Sterling, personal ex- 
PeCnSeSsiee es anime 70 

94 Hudson House, board Com- 
MIG eee ieee ee ene 56 75 

Aug. 4. 113 J. C. Sterling, personal ex- 
DENSCS ees eee eee 5 75 

Sept. 26. 230 A. J. Dean, expenses of 
Mreasun ers. se-s eee 6 75 

262 E. M. Rising, personal ex- 
DCUSCSen=se see = ee 7 50 

Totaly = -sesseeaee aeea aes es $156 30 

BUSINESS COMMITTEE. 

June 1. 70 W. H. Cobb, expenses for 
Committee =s=2e see ee $17 75 

2. 76 A. O. Hyde, personal ex- 
DENSE Shes eess eee ee ee 7 50 

June 2. 77 F, V. Smith, personal ex- 
VU a ee 6 95 

78 Ruecell House, Detroit, 
Board Committee_.__..._- 21 75 

36d 

1883. Order No. 

Aug. 4. 119 F. V. Smith, personal ex- 
@NSeSios 58 kee ee $6 50 

120 W. H. Cobb, personal ex- 
NeNSeS ieee ssa ee 8 27 

121 A. o: Bey de, personal ex- 
PENSESL LOLA ee 7 7 

Sept. 26. 177 A. Oo. Dugdes expenses to 
Detroit sos. Ss eee Eee Tharks 

207 A. O. Hyde, expenses at- 
tending meeting -________. 77 

250 W. H. Cobb, expenses of 
Chairman yeas eee 14 39 

275 W. H. Cobb, expenses of 
Chairmane.222 eee 27 33 

Noy. 1. 327 W. H. Cobb, personal ex- 
DEMSCSieeessctecaese eee 9 50 

Dec. 13. 343 J. B, Cobb, clerk Business 
Committees == 80 00 

354 J. B. Cobb, personal ex- 
WONSCS=aaees ease saa 5 70 

356 A. O. Hyde, personal ex- 
WENSCSE ee Sota See ee 7 00 

357 w. ne aleve. personal ex- 
Dose be eek eee eS 37 45 

359 w. oH Scant expenses at- 
tending meeting of Com. 9 60 

SUG halis) Hato eel Ohaus Bee $282 94 

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES. 

Feb. 13. 37 Wm. Ball, expenses at 
Wansine tise 28.328 Soar #10 00 

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26. 210 J. L. Mitchell, expenses 
of Superintendent ean - $33 00 

FAIR CIRCUIT. 

Marchi. 39 J. M. Sterling, expenses 
to: Doledo2z= 22s ss Se $2 25 

47 A. J. Dean, personal ex- 
WOW cake cen osmecsa sccenoe 4 05 

Dec. 17. 360 J. M. Sterling, attending 
meeting of Committee_-__ 2 10 

Totally wee ees 2 See eee #8 40 

MACHINERY DEPATRMENT. 

Sept. 26. 218 Wm. Chamberlain, ex- 
penses of Supf.-_____.....- $30 43 

HARDWARE. 

June 1. 71 Wm. Stoner, for tool build- 
inpt =s2 CL Eee soe ee $1 45 

72 Buhl, Sons & Co., nails._..- 31 21 
Aug. 4. 118 Buhl, Sons & Co., nails, etc. 151 24 

132 Buhl, Sons & Co., nails-___.- 30 87 
Sept. 26. 163 Jacob Wily, nails, ete.____- 116 26 

180 Buhl, Sons & Co., nails, 
butts, hinges, ete.....___- 50 52 

204 Buhl, Sons & Co., screws, 
hinges, and cutlery ------ 36 16 

Dec. 13. 349 C. Keyser & Co., hardware- 2 50 

Total toes eee a ccles $420 21 

FREIGHT. 

June 98 M. C. R.R., freight on five 
CAN SUM b Cle seeeen ees a $88 32 

Aug. 4, 116 M.C. R. R.. freight on four , 
Cars lum Des ss+-.2-s----— 58 76 

Aug. 4. 127 M.C. R. R. freight on Jack. 
sonvinimiber= 32 o- 2s. == $176 37 

127 M.C. R. R. frt. on eighteen 
cars lumber-.-.--.- Soak 186 96 

133 M.. 0. R. /R., traps from 
Noosilantie= =. sca 16 00 

Motleassyasssvaesconeeseee $526 41 
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BUILDING, REPAIRS, AND LABOR ON 
GROUNDS. 

1883. Order No. 

June 1. 73 Pay roll at Jackson..-.._- 
74 Mich. Cent. R. Kk. transpor- 

tation for Beeman--_-_-_---- 
2. 75 Pay roll at Det. for labor. 

99 Payroll at Jackson......._- 

$57 00 

Aug. 4. 117 Pay roll by Beeman....---- 14 55 
122 Pay roll at Detroit for 

laporin yi lysees aeons ae 1,112 12 
124 Pay roll at Det. for labor.. 347 00 
128 Wm. Bickford, board men 99 49 
130 Pay roll for June labor on 

SLOUNG Sy soheee eee eS 307 12 
134 Pay roll for June labor on 

PTOUN ORS ste eee eee 339 37 
135 W. M. Beeman, expenses... 10 50 
138 Ed. Emmons, Yoading lum- 

ber at Jackson._....----.- 82 00 
140 Mich. Cent. R. R. trans- 

portation for W. M. Bee- 
man and J. B. Cobb_...... 33 60 

Sept. 26. 160 Boydell Bros, for glass and 
DAIN Geen nse ae eee ee 68 15 

170 Fleming & Crewer, labor-.. 3 76 
179 E. B. Koot & Sons, fronts 

for poultry coops----....- 150 
181 E. T. Barnum, netting for 

poultry coops and fronts 17 10 
237 Doyle, Hayes & Dunn, pay 

roll jabor on grounds---_- 25 50 
239 Pay roll labor on grounds. 361 00 
242 W.H. Beeman, for glazing 44 60 
243 Loomis & Co., for lath__-.. 3 72 
244 W. H. Beeman, expenses 

fOu ICAL PCMLCTSas ses) peoen = 5 80 
245 Pay roll labor on grounds_- 566 63 
246 Pay roll labor on grounds... 198 87 
247 Mrs. Bickford, board men. 38 30 
251 Pay roll laboron grounds.- 350 25 
260 Pay roll laboron grounds-_- 150 63 
280 J. H. O’Brien, labor et See 25 37 
284 Bove! Bros., glass, paint, 

bee pon shese dese kesn cus 97 88 
296 E. P. Campbell, putting up 

Standishtencess---.- aa 6 00 
Nov. 3. 331 J.J. Stevens, plans and es. 

timates for buildings___. 10 00 
12. 333 Thos. Dunn,carpenter work 8 00 
1. 324 Wm. Beeman, labor-_--_-_--. 20 50 
1. 828 Mrs. Bickford, board, Bee- 

MAN, CUC to. cane cece coees 23 70 
1, 329 Pay roll labor on grounds. 186 00 

of Woy te eee $4,784 01 

LUMBER. 

June 13. 96 C. H. Bradley, Bay City, 
two car loads lumber-.-... $897 87 

97 C. H. Bradley, Bay City, 
lumber for police and ex- 
press room.---.------..--- 491 24 

July 18. 106 A. G. Havens, Bay City, 
40,000 No. 38 shingles-_-_.--. 51 48 

107 E. Y. Williams, Bay City, 
lumber for buildings_--__ 1,831 33 

10. 110 Morton & Backus, Detroit, 
lumber for buildings----- 57 38 

July 31. 111 E. Y. Williams, Bay City, 
lumber for buildings--~. -. 319 10 

112 E. Y. Williams, Bay City, 
lumber for buildings_---- 327 47 

Aug. 4. 123 Delbridge, Brooks & Fisher, 
weirol, lumber for build- 
MNPBies so 3s ee es 196 93 

137 Merton & Backus, Detroit, 
lumber for buildings poses 632 53 

224 Morton & Backus, Detroit, 
lumber for buildings---.- 682 16 

249 H. E. Cobb, Bay City, 4,928 
ft. at $12, for buildings. -- 59 14 

Oct. 4. 303 A. Backus & Son, lumber... 1,472 50 

$6,019 13 Totalescs Leet csisadoncase 

STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

INSURANCE. 

1883. Order No. 

Nov. 26. 339 C. H. Booth, Kalamazoo, 
insurance on traps_-.... : $11 50 

HORSE DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26. 223 Geo. W. Phillips, expenses 
of Superintendent ._______ $16 88 

233 F. V. Smith, expenses of 
Supt. and assistants----.- 206 70 

To tiles ees sseien = oes $223 58 
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26. 214 C. W. Young, expenses of 
Superintendent_._.._..._. $32 86 

POULTRY DEPARTMENT. 

Sept, 22. 143 S. W. Curtis, Judge Poultry 
Department Sone ae eee $13 10 

26. 292 J. Q. A. Burrington, Super- 
intendent’s expenses.._- 27 40 

Totalwccovses see eceee $40 50 

LADIES’ COTTAGE. 

Sept. 22. 156 Mrs. S. B. Wakefield, ser- 
ViIC@Sii 22-2225 256 SE #20 00 

BOOTH RENTING. 

Sept. 22. 144 W. H. Gilbert, clerk, board, 
and e@xpensesas--- sess see $27 17 

26. 248 McCauley Bros., stationery 127 
Nov. 1. 325 W. H. Gilbert, services and 

OXPenseCs- 2252 .2.e ose ee 112 75 

Potalic -sacsoseseeenen ee ees $141 19 

ART DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26. 162 A. J. Brow, frt., insurance 
Onypictures seen eee $196 44 

BILL POSTING. 

Sept. 22. 155 Geo. W. Bowlsby, posting 
bills at Monroe. ._._--..-- $2 00 

26. 206 John HeBn posting Albion 
and Homer eeeens ee ae eee 2 25 

217 Chas. VanOstrander, post- 
Inf PACA nese open en ee 113 

Dec. 13, 347 Eldred and others, posting 
Bay City, Battle Creek, 
Owosso, Pontiac, and Pt. 
PI RTON 22 eee see 12 16 

Total. oo conoe ecto cess $17 54 

CHECK ROOM. 

Sept. 26, 164 eee Peer attending 
SoCoe dace eee $7 50 

169 Oarice | M. Cobb, attending 
baggage see ee ee 7 50 

176 C. M. Cobb, expenses of 
Clerk i.22tos5 2 eee 5 80 

178 Walter Slator, expenses of 
clérke) se Se eee 5 80 

Potaless sca A eoevan 
PRESIDENT’S LUNCH ROOM. 

Sept.22. 157 A.Strong, milk ...--.--...... $1 50 
159 Wm. Wells, five and a half 

Gays labors aoee ea 8 25 
26. 168 J. F. Buhl, bread, ete.---_- 1 45 

174 Hull Bros., provisions----.. 119 12 
193 Mrs. Kelley, labor-.-...-_-_- 11 55 
194 R. W. King & Son, use of 

Crockery se feee ee eae sae 5 12 
215 Pay roll, help in lunch 

TOOM 2-22.03 esse eee 51 00 
276 W. H. Cobb, butter_..._.--. 11 80 

Totale.s: 2222. See $209 79 



MICHIGAN STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

DECORATING. 

1883. Order No. 

Sept. 22. 158 Wm. Kelley, 6 days’ labor-- $9 00 
26. 238 W. at McKewen, paneling, Alen 

302 Sona “Endicott & Co., 
PEA ae Oo 28 84 

Total aohe csecosssec=os cece $69 34 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Sept. 26. 161 To Horticultural Appro- 
privtions=s=2-— 522 eS $1,400 00 

POLICE. 

Sept. 26. 165 Jno. Winnan, 4 days’ labor $6 00 
171 Nauman & Co., feed for 

NOTSCS.5 esses = aoe ate eeee 3 80 
188 Mrs. Bickford, boarding 

policemen ieseeeesee esa 29 50 
195 Police pay rolls 156 00 

Total 2.2L ces ceee ee ete e - $195 30 

MEAL TICKETS. 

Sept. 26. 166 Michaels & Hackens, meal 
tickets.-.5-222265- ss 8 fie $2 10 

183 Thos. Swan, 113 tickets_._.. 37 66 
197 Mrs. Wm. Bickford, meal 

tiCke6 URE selec ane eee 3 50 
235 W. H. Cobb, 617 tickets_-___ 205 67 

Oct. 4. 305 W. H. Cobb, 4 tickets. -...... 1 33 
Nov. 1. 320 Owens & Gorman, 33 tickets 11 00 

Total 2:2: scccceoe~slene ss $261 26 

NEEDLE WORK DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26. 167 Mr. Parks, clerk for Supt. $12 50 

POWER. 

Sept. 26. 216 E. M. Birdsell & Co., en- 
gine for field shafting-_-- $32 00 

240 W. S. Penfield, engine for 
flelavisha iting sees ss-— 58 00 

281 Christie & DeGraff, power 
for machinery hall...._-- 411 51 

Total sa2.cc2 5 ban scecces cose $501 51 

FORAGE. 

Sept. 26. 172 Naramore & Co., feed for 
horses: 232054235 52 $3 00 

173 Naramore & O©o., feed for 
horsesizscs Sao ee oe 2 45 

208 Supt. of forage, for hay and 
BUraw:< 22 --So ue ese en 396 04 

209 G. E. Southworth, straw-.-_- 51 16 
270 E. W. Rising, expenses-.-- 13 50 
271 E. W. Rising, team labor_- 64 00 
272 KE. W. Rising, expenses of 

superintendent-._____.-._- 25 80 
Ase Led oe WiGLisMayece eee cee 66 00 

Oct. 4. 304 Geo. Beehan, hay and straw 1,084 50 

Lo tally S22 3% see SS $1,706 45 

HOTELS AND BOARD. 

Sept. 26. 185 Mrs. Wm. Bickford, board 
HX) a ee 38 50 

186 Mrs. AW. Bickford, board 
helpiesccece sees ee eeesas = 6 25 

187 Mrs. Wm. Bickford, Execu- 
tive Committee. -_-....___. 14 00 

Nov. 330 Russell House, Detroit, 
board committee_-____.___- 133 50 

Dec. 17. 361 RusseJl House, Detroit, 
board com, and fair cir- 
cuit delegates...........-- 35 75 

TOtalese see ee eos $198 00 

367 

DAIRY DEPARTMENT. 

1883, Order No. 

Sept. 26.287 F, L. Reed, expenses of 
superintendent --....-...- $5 25 

293 F. L. Reed, expenses of 
superintendent .......---- 27 50 

Notali 222s =s0 oss ee eee $32 95 

BICYCLE RACE. 

Sept. 26. 201 W. H. Harris & Co., medals 
TOLAWANNerssse esse $100 00 

RIBBONS AND BADGES. 

Sept. 26, 211 Metcalf Bros., for ribbons $54 32 
241 E. B. Pennock, safety pins 50 
282 Metcalf Bros., ribbons_--_- 217 

To talrsest esse ecesas=-e2 $56 99 

GATES AND GATEKEEPERS. 

Sept. 26. 192 Mrs. Bickford, board men $8 00 
253 Russell House, board of 

MC nists eee eee ese 3 00 
257 Mrs. Genling, board of men 22 50 
265 Mrs. Spencer, ue 12 00 
268 England, sf 29 00 
294 Wm. Ball, superintendent’s 

@XPCGnSCS/22-— ose esse ate 23 73 
295 Pay roll of gate keepers-_-- 178 80 

Potala as a oe eRe AND $277 03 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT, 

Sept. 26. 218 Detroit band -_--.-..--..---- $140 00 
259 W. P. Anderson, expenses 

of superintendent esiseles 32 23 

Total Stt sees 2 ee $172 2 

LIVERY. 

Sept. 26.175 J. Morris, livery for Busi- 
ness Committee.-__........ 00 

182 J. H. Morris, livery for 
Business Committee ------ 25 00 

Hof) a ee $31 00 

TRANSPORTATION. 

Sept. 26. 198 J. M. Sterling. expenses of 
qhairmants eae $13 85 

Noy. 26,338 Mich. Cent. R. R., on traps 
to Kalamazoo-.---____--_-.. 22 80 

TNotalia-2ee.cspeeacnsescesee $36 65 

BEE AND HONEY DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26.220 W. J. Baxter, assistant 
superintendent__....-..... 16 00 

236 W. J. Baxter, Superinten- 
Gentwexpensessass---s—-—= 11 25 

ZI Wial dle ‘Baxter, expenses of 
Jugs Cress ee eee 3 75 

Dotalsc. ssosee eres fee $31 00 

MANUFACTURERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26.221 A. F. Wood, expenses of 
Superintendent and assis- 
tan t-202 22 saacSu so. eeseeee. $39 50 

MARSHAL’S DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26.225 A, O. Hyde, expenses of 
Marshall2s.225 202 sessccce~ $30 25 

263 A. O. Hyde, expenses of 
SSigta nt Ses—ees eee eee 160 90 

MO talesee ease eae ona ae $191 15 

MILITARY DRILL. 

Sept. 26.229 J. H. Morris, carriage for 
udiees\=2 2 eo aes es tees $7 00 

298 Detroit City Greys, first 
WEIZCCsa ac csece eet eea ence 00 



368 STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

1883. Order No. 

Sept. 26. 299 Jackson Guards, second 
prizes. ------- $200 00 

300 yeaa Light Guards, third a 

301 Company G.Firet Regiment 
BPOCIalprize.---seeee aaa 0 00 

Totaly. 2} sa eae sectors $807 00 

SHEEP DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26. 258 D. W. Howard, Superinten- 
dent jexpenses:--se.o--s> $36 65 

RENT OF GROUNDS. 

Sept. 26.261 J. Huff Jones, rent fair 
erounds!) year-3 4-22 $400 00 

274 J. D. Standish, rent 11 lots 
OnmtalrerTround=s-e see ee 100 00 

297 Col. Swift, rent lots on fair 
PTOUN Ge. 2tn anes wacacscceee 50 00 

Potalo-*o4 so:beoeetes ae Sle $550 00 

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26. 264 H. O. Hanford, expenses of 
Superintendent eee cas $34 30 

289 Abel Angel, expenses of 
Superintendent. 5 Sas eee 10 7 

4 My iy eee Sie eA eee $45 05 

CATTLE DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26.269 I. H. Butterfield, Superin- 
tendent’s expenses-..----- $34 45 

283 Wm. Stocking, judge cattle 34 25 
285 R. Baker, judge cattle Keocwe 17 80 
286°V7, Barber, Seo Cente cee 26 10 

Noy. 1.319 Richard Gibson sndee: 8 ex- 
Onses 2h26 ee Se eee ecee 15 00 

322 W. J. G. Dean, judge’s ex- 
DENSCS enna se sees ee ens 7 00 

otal est Shoe ce ease sk stan $134 60 

CARRIAGE DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26.277 John Gilbert, expenses of 
Superintendent-_____-_.__ $14 15 

RECEPTION COMMITTEE. 

Sept. 26. 290 Gov. Begole, expenses-_-_._- $12 00 

SWINE DEPARTMENT. 

Sept. 26. 291 John Lessiter, expenses of 
Superintendent--______.._ $18 25 

SWITCHING. 

- Oct. 25.317 Mich. Cen. R. R., switching 
115 cars from foreign 
roads at $2.50 per car.---.. $287 50 

WATER. 

Noy. 12. 334 Jas. Flower, float valves, 
ChC sas 5 soo eke tose oe $8 43 

355 Wormer & Flowers, fitting 
andipipe soko Se ee 5 55 

MOea tee ee #13 98 
SUMMARY STATEMENT—1883. 

Expenses winter meeting ___-____-..____ $513 98 
IPresiGentyerOircessns-) ao eto e ke een ae 83 35 
DECreLaAry Ss Ollcees an 2. es Veee ee 1,386 55 
(ELERSUTET SiONCese ase -- 2 oo oe 659 50 
Generalexpensess: 2 s22" 2-5 eee 399 49 
Medals and diplomas.___.-__..__._--.-__- 25 70 
Printing and advertising....__.._.___.-.. 987 31 
POStay Cla 3 = ee oe ee 123 20 
Locating Committee..:_--_. -...-.-. 22.22 222 19 
Metropolitan:Police sees ess a) ae ee 97 00 
HH GNECAS 22) Sea eee ene Tae ee 36 75 
MaAnsIN es Meeting sean eee eee ee 156 30 

BUSINESS COMMIILTCe =a. ee ee eee cee $282 94 
Agricultural societies -_-_.._.....-....... 10 00 
Agricultural department __..----....--- 33 00 
Fair Cire uit. 2s. 35-3 2 eo eee eae 8 40 
Machinery department 225s. ee ce eee 30 43 
MATA WARE 2. <2c/oos oats Me ena ow ace 420 21 
Mr Si gh bi oe See ee) ee eee 526 41 
Building, repairs and labor on grounds, 4,794 01 
Arum er 22-62 s a ee ee eee ee 6,019 13 
Inisurance:-2-52 222 cssseecs ei eee 11 50 
Horse (department ee = See 223 58 
Miscellaneous department---.....- ene 32 86 
Poultry, departmenthoses-oeee eee eee 40 50 
Ladies’:Cottages 2 eee 20 00 
Booth renting = 26s = a ee 141 19 
Artidepartmentyes = see sean cee eee eee 196 44 
Bill postings ees ee Ba ee ee 17 54 
Check room 2 ener eee azeees 26 60 
President?s lunch) rooms. 22 ee 209 79 
Decorating 3258 (6s eae ee ae 69 34 
Horticultural society-........-.-..-- 1,400 00 
Police?) 2s och 6 fe eee ee eee 195 30 
Mealitiekets:----2----+--= pee oe 261 26 
Needlework department_-.__._-.._--.._-. 12 50 
IROWOLER 2 on onceees aooe hoe ee see eee eee 501 51 
OVA RC soos 2 eae onan oan een eee eee 1,706 4¢ 
Hotelsandiboard: 198 00 
Dairy department.--5.--- ee eee eae 32 95 
Brus PAC Cleese eee ee ee 100 00 
Ribbons and bad gess--2- ee 56 99 
Gates and gate-keepers-_._._-------....... 277 03 
Musie department-_----.2---.--2- 2-222 172 23 
Ibivery=22 302csio22ssb3-2 et 31 00 
Transportation--_--- SOR OnE ES Bee Nee be 36 65 
Bee and honey department.--_-.....___- 31 00 
Manufacturers’ department--_----.-._.. 39 50 
Marshal’s department ...__.......--.._-_- 191 15 
Military Grillz. as225 2 occa ean 807 00 
sheep department) 2 =~ eee 36 65 
Rentiot eroundss. se aee eee eee 550 00 
Implement department......---.--. --.... 45 05 
Cattle department. -2 2 ee eae 134 60 
Carriage department _-_- = 14 25 
Reception Committees e— eee see eee 12 00 
Swine department--- ce oeeeee ee eee 18 25 
Switching ....... Ben SS sto ee eee Se 287 50 
Water... 22. 3242 ee ee eee 13 98 

Wihole amounts $24,967 99 

MONEY RECEIVED BY BUSINESS COMMIT- 
TEE AND PAID TO ‘TREASURER. 

BOOTH LEASES. 
1883. Lease No. 
Aug. 21. 1 Major August Goebel-_...... $160 00 

2 Albert Stacy & Co......---._ 80 00 
So Horcier: & WAC ese acne 48 00 
4 Kimberg & Brassard--_---.-- 60 00 
OW PES OLGA. cae te Seren a eee 30 00 
6eirs’O?Connori=2! 2 48 00 

22. @ Godfrey Loranger-..-...-... 40 00 
Seas Ochsenhirio 22 oe 80 00 
9 Ladies, Cass Ay. M. E. ch... 40 00 

23. 10 James Comerford_.--.------ 30 00 
11 Wm. Amrhen.. . 60 00 
12 Hock & Tate____- s 60 00 

24, 13: Joseph Thomas 22s. ssseeene 80 00 
14 McKenzie & Summers...... 48 00 

DONS GTIGtZ aloo eee eee eee 80 CO 
30. 16 Mrs. Gustavus & Mrs. Ottoe 32 00 
Blas, Win sbeaitaitees = ea eeneee 80 00 

18 Charles M. Welch...-...--.- 100 00 
Sept. 1. 19 Ladies, Cass Ave. M. E. ch. 24 00 

20) Wi. CE Us SOCleLyaee- = 48 00 
3. 21 Owens & Gorman_-_--__-..-.- 80 00 
4. 22 Heckman & Rybyski......-. 56 00 
6. 23 Jacob Youngblood-_-_-.----.-- 48 00 

24 Knorr & Schweinsberger--- 56 00 
25 John Mahoney--_.--.-._- = zs 56 00 

i. 26 A. Stacey & ©o.-_---.--2-2= 16 00 
27 Huff & Lawrence.-_..------. 40 00 
28 W. B. Button & Co.-----..-- 60 00 

10; 29: Wim. Kempterc 2 2eee eae 84 00 
30 Patterson Bourgois..------- 48 00 



1883. 
Sept. 

Sept. 

Sept. 
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Lease No. 

11. 

12, 

17. 

18. 

19. 

31 Joseph Kahn & Co..-.---.---- 
325 JACODSH2=. seaneee seuss sons 
33 Thomas Swan __.... 
34 Farnam & Phelan-_- 

M. A. McGowan..---_---. 
P. J. Clair 
Farnam & Phelan. --_-.----_- 

38 Matthew Higgins--.....-._.. 
39 Jacob Youngblood...... -...- 
AIR CO XS ose seen eee 
INGO Ja DOF NACo) Gee ee te Se 

2 Jacob Youngblood...--.--_- 
Weis. Camipheoss.22-2-5-2-- ae 
Johny Arnette 2-c2-5----se=55 

45 Conrad Caspers. ----....---- 
46) Spindler é& (Wises 2.225522: 

PS Michelis}& Comese-- eso 
LN MERON GEE Noy een 
BviGtK Ge BrOsssesees poe eeeee 

veyed of DVILO Meee ae eee 
MBX Walt eee aeons 
JheyMicKinneyeeosseesee se 
He Cohe nyt 2s source ee ee 
Ee Oone nr santo Tank eS el 

56 J. B. Wilcoxson’ 22252) 2. 
Sie CHM isis52 yo eee a ee 

Mav Berger ss2s22 5. 2scs5s5,-=5 
Oa Walliams 2222 eee ee 

ANiGHsha tert sas eee ere 
G2ECM Mic Millanase2ek Rie ae es 

Ne Bileischman==-essse ess 
G4 Geos Iiviesont225 2 es. peeecee 
65 CG Vaughens> eo. 2 

wep: Sidebottom Yee ie ange 
Ci eH eCantiel d= 2 -2eese enn 

eee ELSI O Nee eee 
Charles Bengough.---...... 
Jacob Ochictsciez—-+ --- .=2- 
Mis Hestenerses aos seeee 
Bava nce billie ese = see ee 

(4: Johny Nelisons-sese ass. eaaeeee 
Moses, Fosh & McKay...... 
Wralitem@audly ess ess-- eee 

Vida AS MinZe Lecce sees enone seaesae 
ME Onideleeae sane 
Cl OnBangs eaten 
EH Cooke. 255282232 as 
AS Bonadabanghices-sssness 

WAT tee e238 ene ee ee 
Si OoOmaus -225228-= 2 wee ae sane 
88 Antoine Vanacker -.-- -_..-- 
SODWer Je Torrens) sn-2oseoeee= 
90 Wm. Leon and George G. 

Robska 
91 
92 

JACOD SPEClLOLee eee 
John Mercier 
Roditel &pHovyite=: see sesso 

Edward Surprise. ...-..-=-. 
110 Alexander Yenor..-..-..-..- 
UD Ee Wii on Sean eee 
PIQIOG A. Taretrers = 22.22 rae 
113; JosephiBowerse-se2-soeee ee 
114 A. Pertmen 

47 

16 00 

(ss) o © 

1883. Lease No. 

3 Dozen 
3 Dozen 
41g Doze 

Sept. 19. 115 Alexander Spattie..._-..... $5 50 
1167 J. MekKeehanteens-sseesee os 5 00 
TO We di Decker ieee eee eee eee 5 00 
118 Charles Roderick .---....... 7 50 
RIQPANEe dD avi dete eee anes 5 00 

20. 120 Fred. Whitmore -.-........- 3 00 
121 — Mitthenthal____........_. 2 00 
22 VAT Stoney ie cae ae ee 4 00 
oe Ay MWS tree a ae es eee 12 00 
124 NEP SCHeENC ke wae e eee ae 15 00 

DIL25 FAN DO VIN Giessen e a= anaes 3 00 
126 Alexander Spatter......._-- 2 00 
127) Jee Ds Clanbergee 2 peo eee $3 00 
ZSPN ain pce a ek eek Sa 7 00 

Total am’t of booth leases $3,832 26 

MoneEY PAID TREASURER BY W. H. Copp, 
CHAIRMAN OF BUSINESS COMMITTEE. 

1883. 
Sept. 26. Total.am’t received from 

booth’ leasestewa2s22 eee $3,832 25 
Received rebate on insur- 
ances este ee8 Bee 2 87 

Received rebate on freight 
; 10) Yj meg ae tye) ees eee ak 15 00 
wuUNne) EL. Received on account De- 

troit subscription_. ----- 250 00 
Received for sheep pens 

sold at Jackson-.-._-_-... 50 00 
Sept. 26. Received for check room_.-- 39 42 

Received for sugar tongs 
and two dozen spoons__-_- 2 27 

Received from sale of lum- 
ber, Eb. .\Cam\pbell=-2=--= 3,000 00 

Dec. 15. Received for teaspoons-.-_-_- 1 95 
Received for butter knives 

SOLOS fants Seo eee ee 1 50 

Total oeso see ee $7,195 26 

INVENTORY List OF STATE FAIR GOODS 
AT KALAMAZOO, MICH. 

BOX NO. 1 
silver table knives. 
silver table torks. 
n silver teaspoons. 

3g Dozen silver butter knives, 
4% Dozen silver pickle forks. 
1.6 Dozen silver sugar forks. 
1 Dozen tin teaspoons. 
25-6 Dozen tablespoons. 
14s Dozen wooden mustard spoons. 
1 Fancy teapot. 
534¢ Dozen iron table knives. 
53g Doze n iron table forks. 
1% Dozen carving knives and 1 steel. 
1 Large spoon. 

BOX NO. 2. 

2 U.S. flags. 
1 Ship flag. 
1 President flag. 
1 State Fair flag. 
1 Pomological flag. 

1 Police. 

SIGNS. 

2 Carriage. 

Gents’ 

ee 

Baggage checked. 
Small r 
Machinery. 
Ladies’ 
President’s room. 
President’s room. 
Machinery hall. 
Poultry hall and rooster (large). 
Fine art hall. 

ooster, 

waiting room. 

water closet. 
Poultry hall. 
Children’s department. 
Fruit hall. 
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1 Ticket officer. 
1 Treasurer’s office. 
1 Miscellaneous. 
1 Secretary’s office. 
1 Agricultural. 
1 Ladies’ room. 
1 Exposition hall. 
1 Telephone and telegraph. 
1 Dairy hall. 
1 Manufactures. 
1 Ticket office. 
1 Crop correspondents. 
11 Window curtains, 
1 Lot black cambric. 
1 Lot new mosquito bar. 

BOX NO. 3. 

1,000 Yards cambric, R. W. & B. 
1 Centre piece cambric, R. W. & B. 
1 Lot mosquito bar, old. 
1 Lot mosquito bar, new. 
1 Small piece toweling, 
1 Small piece curtaining. 
1 Small piece green cambric. 
1 Small piece brown cambric. 

BOX NO. 4. 

1 Small coffee boiler. 
1 Large coffee boiler. 
5 Tin dippers. 
3 Coffee pots. 
5 Wash basins. 
1 Small dripping pan. 
2 Large dripping pans. 
2 Large wash pans. 
1 Wash boiler. 
2 Tin pans. 
1 Tea kettle. 
2 Spiders. 
2 Tin pails. 
1 Milk pail. 
3 Wash basins. 
1 Wash basin. 
1 Bran ling iron. 
1 Small funnel. 
1 Serubbing brush. 
1 Small oil can. 

BOX NO. 5. 

14 Lamps. 
8 Lanterns. 
1 Lot chimneys. 
1 Package wicks. 

BOX NO. 6. 

122 Square chicken tins. 
21 Round chicken tins. 
13 Mattresses. 
26 Comfortables. 
6 Pillows. 
4 Bundles of department flags. 
1 Ladies’ flag and staff. 
6 Square ticket boxes. 
4 Long ticket boxes. 
1 Large bell. 
2 Watering pots. 
1 Lot glass jars. 
3 Small oil cans. 
3 Rolls tar paper. 
1 Oil can. 
1 Jug. 
1 Can paint. 
2 Paint brushes. 
1 Lot glass and sash. 
2 Pigeon-hole boxes. 
3 Rolls paper garland, 
1 Secretary table. 
2 Arm chairs. 
9 Common chairs. 
1 Bushel basket. 
10 Brooms. 
1 Three-gallon crock. 
1 Snow shovel. 
2 Wooden hay rakes. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
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Spades. 
Tron rakes. 
Round- pointed shovel. 
Hoe. 
Shovel. 
Barley fork. 
Pitchforks. 
Axe, 
Pickaxe. 
Post auger. 
Scoop shovel. 
Adze. 

Tron bar. 
Spirit level. 
Nail cutters. 
Cold chisel. 
Wrench. 
Square. 
Saw. 

Hatchet. 
Pair gas-tongs. 
Wheelbarrow. 
Scythe and snath. 
Large piece rubber belting. 
Small piece rubber belting. 
Wooden pails. 
Wash-tubs. 
Waterpipe key. 
Shatt key. 
Pair tackle and rope. 
Coil clothes line. 
Log chain. 

10 Cups and chains, 
5 Cups without chains. 
2 Wash basins. 
Broken keg finishing nails. 
Broken keg finishing nails. 
Broken keg 10 nails. 
Broken keg 20 nails. 
Broken keg shingle nails. 
Broken keg mixed. 
box nails. 
Lot stove-pipe. 
Box pieces water pipe. 
Looking-glass. 
Dust-brush. 
Stencil outfit. 
Boxes hinges, locks, ete. 
Box stop-locks and faucets. 
Box chalk. 
Rolls wire-screen chicken-coops. 
Old tables. 
Rubber hose and cart. 
Box baggage checks. 

1 Box old mosquito bar. 
12 Globe-valves, 
5 Old benches. 
1 Box towels, etc. 
18 Damask towels. 
8 Common towels. 
12 Kitchen towels. 
7 Table cloths. 
1 Old bedstead. 
1 Track roller. 
1 Drag. 
1 Track scraper. 
1 Plow. 
1 Sledge hammer. 
1,716 ft. 3 inch water pipe. 
1,062 ft. linch water pipe. 
321 ft. 3¢ inch water pipe. 
1 Lot chicken coop fronts. 
33 Pieces shafting and fixtures. 
3 Iren band-wheels. 
40 Shaft horses. 
1 Wagon and tank. 
1 Smoke stack and front. 
11 Lamp posts. 
11 Long water troughs. 
4 Round water troughs. 
8 Wooden horses. 
1 Grindstone. 

Fmt pt pt pe TD ft tt kD pk et ek be et ek et et he he tL Pt Re BO LD 

te OD RR 

W. H. COBB, 
A. O. HYDE, 
F. V. SMITH. 
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Upon motion, the addresses of the retiring and incoming Presidents were 
referred to a committee of three to be appointed, for a division of subjects. 

The President announced as such committee, Messrs. Chamberlain, Baxter, 

and Shoemaker. 
I. H. Butterfield, Jr., Superintendent of Division A (cattle), reported as 

follows: 

DIVISION A—CATTLE. 

To the President and Executive Board of the Michiyan State Agricultural Society: 

The exhibit of cattle at the last Fair was unpredecented in numbers and in most 
classes in quality. he total number of entries on the Books of the Secretary were, 
including herds and sweepstakes, 759, of which about 600 head of cattle were exhib- 

ited, the remainder failing to appear on account of the presence of Texas fever in 
the vicinity of the city of Detroit and false rumors regarding the same. 

It wasin one respect fortunate that more did not come. As it was, about 160 new 
stalls were required, besides the number that had been used at former exhibitions. 

The number of entries and amount of premiums awarded in the several classes 
were as follows: 

Amount 

No. Entries. Awarded. 

lass) wl—=ShorteHornseessee ee eee eee DGG See A ee te LE Me tk Sa ae oe $616 00 
Ge 2= DevonSse cerns see eer wee Lee BORN Rs eae Cer ke tak UE Oh tele a 358 50 
ue 322 Flerefordsis oe eee aos eee ee GOR ae eh Pea a Rie ee a ey caer 367 50 
cs A—Avrshilt@S) 2c) sac ne ears eerie OO hs Lane oan ihn aya meee ly eee Aten Pas ete 273 00 
cs 5 JEMSCYS)-- co soos tsnocse coset ee QO eee sere ace a Bee ate CN Biles erect es 563 50 
sé 6—GaJloway and Angus...-.---- SD (Ve S SE SOUR ccs RE ae ep De wea 188 00 
we 7—Holsteln cea eee eee eee OO} SRE ESE ew Res ME eS Seka pm oe | 491 50 
se S==Gradeshte eas eee eee eee DRUIDS SECA Ne Re Oe Re es ee oe a 231 00 
oe 9=Oxenlandioteersseaoe snes MOUS A Eh Sa a eae 89 00 
TOS ae Ones ssoceéensecorce DO Sas ete Oey Ae a ae Lom 2 eee 199 00 
ST MOMECMIrNEEAHEG| (EMO Secccesn | Wacsaassdasbasane SedossomtcconSeces 25 00 

To tala oa en eee eer TO tyes oa oats Se Ne Me nee $3,402 00 

It will be seen that Shorthorns continue to be popular. ‘They continue to increase 

in numbers and improve in quality. Devons remain about stationary as to numbers 
and are slowly improving in quality. A manifest improvement in size would 
increase their popularity in this State. 
The exhibit of Herefords was very fine this year, and the number was somewhat 

greater than ever before. Their magnificent beef qualities make them worthy of 
encouragement in this State,and the great demand for them from the west will 
make their breeding profitable. : 
Ayrshires are neglected in this State, the only herd at the fair, owned in the 

State, being a small one from the Agricultural College. While they have some qual- 
ities which recommend them to farmers in sections of rough or scant pastures, 
where a dairy cow is wanted, I do not deem them desirable in Michigan, in the pres- 
ence at least of other breeds that are for every purpose better adapted to our soil, 
climate, and methods of farming. 

Jerseys are increasing in the State, and show a slight increase in numbers at the 
fair. ‘hey are becoming quite popular as a family cow for the village or city, and 
are proving valuable for the butter dairy. Polled blacks are not increasing fast, and 
those bred are mostly sold for the Western market. One herd of Galloways and one 
of Angus was exhibited. 

Holsteins and Dutch Friesians are increasing fast and are becoming quite popular. 
At least one hundred and sixty head,imported direct from Holland, have been 
brought into the State during the past year. All who have tried them are enthusi- 
astic in their praise. For the milk and cheese dairy, they are undoubtedly superior 
and for general purposes are likely to find a place. 
The number of grade cattle shown was nearly as large as ever before, and as only 

females are shown they may be considered as one of the largest exhibitsin point of 
numbers. The quality was superior, and since they are the medium through which 
is shown the merits of the various improved breeds for practical use, their exhibi- 
tion should be encouraged. Working oxen and steers are few in numbers and add 
very little to the value of the exhibit. One well fattened steer of fine proportions 
and good weight will attract more attention than all of the usual exhibit in this 
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class. If their encouragement is continued, I would recommend a premium for the 
best “ trained yoke of stcers or oxen.” 

In fat cattle there was a good display, and the qualit¥ was superb. There is evi- 
dently an increased interest and improvement in this line,and the number of well 
fattened, early maturing steers is greatly on the increase. In this class I suggest 
that the premium for the steer showing the greatest gain per day be made a sweep- 
stake and that the amount now offered be divided into three premiums, for steers 
one and under two years, two and under three years, and three and under four years. 
—each age competing separately. 
A premium for the best fat cow would frequently bring out some very fine speci- 

mens of beef animals of some of the improved breeds. 
There are at least two pure breeds in the State that have merit, which are not 

enumerated in the premium list, but they are not numerous enough at present to 
warrant their addition especially in view of the fact that already cattle receive a 
very large portion of the money awards of the Society. ‘They are the “ Guernsey” 
and the “ Red Polled.” 

I have been asked by some to recommend a premium for a herd of fine young cat- 
tle all bred by the exhibitor. This would undoubtedly make a fine exhibit. 
Altogether our exhibit of cattle is a credit to the breeders, the Society, and the 

State. 
IRA H. BUTTERFIELD, Jr., 

Superintendent. 

Report accepted and referred to the Committee on Premiums. 
Superinténdent Smith, of Division B, was given further time to report. 

Superintendent Lessiter, of Division D (Swine), reported as follows: 

DIVISION D—SWINE. 

To the President and Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society: 

In Class * D,” Swine, the number of entries was 160; last year, 248, The low price 
of pork the past year has no doubt lessened the interest in this department, yet the 
show was a good one as regards quantity and quality, the Berkshires taking the lead 
in numbers. Entries: Berkshires, 48; Essex, 27; Suffolk and Small Yorks, 225 
Poland-Chinas, 42; Chester Whites and Large Yorks,17; Fat Hogs,4. ‘Total awards 
in this Class. $586. Last year, $656, 

The Superintendent desires to thank the gentlemen who acted as judges at the 
late Fair for their careful and patient labor, knowing them to be well qualified to 
discharge the duties devolved upon them. I find it is quite difficult to obtain good, 
competent judges to serve without pay. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
JOHN LESSITER, 

Superintendent. 

Accepted and referred to Premium Committee. 
Superintendent Chamberlain asked for further time to report. 
Granted. 
Superintendent Anderson, of Division ‘‘M’’ (Musical Instruments, etc.), 

offered the following: 

DIVISION M—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, ETC. 

To the President and Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Sociey-: 

GENTLEMEN—The number of entries in Division ‘*‘ M” was as follows: 

Class 54, Musical Instruments, Sewing Machines, etc., 29; Class 55, Watches. Jew- 
elry, Plated Ware, etc, but one entry was made. In Class 54,no premiums were 
offered. Class 55, $23 was offered but none awarded. 

1 would recommend a change in this Division: Placing Musical Instruments and 
Sewing Machines in a Class by themselves, and close the time for making entries on 
Thursday, at 6 Pp. M., of the week preceding the fair. I consulted with the exhib- 
itors at our late fair upon this subject and all were unanimous, and hoped the rules 
would be changed. As no premiums are offeredit is simply a matter of space. They 
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desire to know how much room they are to occupy, which will govern them in ship- 

ping their instruments; also the number of operators required. 

Respectfully submitted, M. P. ANDERSON, 
Superintendent, 

Accepted and referred to Premium Committee. 

Superintendent Burrington, Division EK (Poultry), reported the following: 

DIVISION E—POULTRY. 

To the President and Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society: 

The exhibition of Poultry at the State Fair of 1883 was large and on the whole 
creditable. Inevery class there were many birds that were very fine, while some were 

quite inferior in quality, and did no credit either to the exhibitor or the Society. 
Those inferior in quality were mostly exhibited by those who competed for the pre- 

miums for the best, most varied, and valuable collection, It occurred to the Super- 

intendent that it might be for the interest of this Society to omit this premium 

from our list in future. The exhibit at our last fair was much too large for the 

space allotted to this department. Nearly one-half had to be exhibited in the coops 

in which they were shipped. ‘These we were obliged to arrange through the centre 

of the building, piled one upon another, leaving but a narrow space for visitors to 

pass through, and giving exhibitors a poor chance to display their fowls. 

I would recommenda that in future those who exhibit pigeons be required to fur- 

nish their own cages. It also seems to me that it would be better to offer a small 

premium for the best pair of each variety of pigeons and strike out the premium for 

the largest collection. 
The number of entriesin this division was 430, and premiums were awarded to the 

amount of $289. Respectfully submitted, 
J. Q. A. BURRINGTON, 

Superintendent. 

Accepted and referred to Premium Committee. 
The Secretary read the report of Superintendent of Divisions O and Q, as 

follows: 

DIVISIONS O AND Q. 

To the President and Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Soctety: 

GENTLEMEN—The year of ’83 in my department wasa flourishing one. The entries 
were as follows: , 

Class 58. Entries, 17 Amt. Premiums, $21.00, or Diploma. 
of). se 69 “ oe 44.00 
moO: $s 191 < tt 106.00 
penile $s 72 <6 OG 65.50 
* 62. es 33 se 28.00 

Total, 382 * $264.50, or Diploma. 

Children’s Department, Entries,13. Amount of Premiums, $8.50, 

You will see that the entries are large and the amount of premiums awarded very 
reasonable in comparison ‘This was due to the great discretion displayed by Com- 
mittees. ‘his department seems to be growing every year, and has now, } think, 
become fully established as one of the most interesting connected with the fair. 
There were fewer complaints from exhibitors this year than ever before, which I 
think also speaks well for the Committees. The Premium List could be improved a 
little each year, owing to the new kinds of work constantly coming into use; but 
this is of course a matter which shall be regulated by your honorable body. ‘The 
total amount awarded I recommend to be made no larger. The Children’s Depart- 
ment was poorly filled this year, and the entries smaller than ever before. ‘This can 
only be accounted for by a lack of interest. However this, I trust, will only be a 
temporary complaint, and look for quite an enlarged list of entries next year. I 
would thank all the gentlemen who so kindly aided me in the discharge of my 
duties, and respectfully submit the above. 

MINNIE H. BROW, 
Superintendent, 

Accepted and referred. 
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Superintendent Wood, of Division L. (Manufactured Goods), offered the 
report for that department as follows: 

DIVISION L—MANUFACTURES. 

To the President and Members of Executive Committee of Michigan State Agriculturaé 
Society: 

Classes 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, and 53,in Division L., were well represented, and the room 
assigned to that department was crowded, and made a fine show. 

Class 48, Materials, there were 20 entries, $75 offered, $58 awarded. 
Class 49 and 50, Factory Made and Articles of Dress, there was no money offered, 

but many fine displays that were of much interest. 
Class 51, Articles of Leather and India Rubber, there were 117 entries, $128 offered 

and $82 awarded. Judging from this year’s show, [ would recommend striking off 
the premiums on the single articles of trunks, boots and shoes, making in all $17; 
these articles competed in the display of same goods. 

Class 52, Articles of Furniture, the amount offered was $212, one diploma, also one 
silver medal. There were 76 entries, $87, two diplomas, and three silver medals 
awarded. I would suggest the changing of the premium list and putting the dis- 
play of ali kinds of furniture first on list, then parlor, next chamber, and perhaps 
drop third prize and add more money to display of all kinds. 

Class 53, Stoves, Iron Work, and Ornamental Concrete Work. There were 52! 
entries, $35 offered and $23 awarded. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. A. F. WOOD, 
Superintendent. 

Accepted and referred. 
Superintendent Hanford was granted further time for his report. 
Superintendent Reed, of Division G (Dairy Articles), read the following 

report, which was accepted and referred : 

DIVISION G—DAIRY ARTICLES. 

To the President and Executive Commitiee of the Michigan State Agricullural Society - 

The Superintendent of Division G would respectfully report: ‘There were 127 
entries, divided as follows: Class 35, 83 entries; Class 36, 28 entries; Class 37, 16 
entries. Premiums awarded in Class 38, $184.00; Class 36, $41.00; no premiums 
were offered in Class 37. otal cash premiums, $226.00. From remarks made by 
exhibitors and my own observation, I would recommend not to offer any cash prem- 
iums in Class 35, on dairy fixtures. 
The exhibitors of bread and butter complain of want of arrangement to keep the 

bread clean and butter cool. I would recommend that-something be done in that 
direction, and see if we cannot draw a larger number of exhibitors in this depart- 
ment. 

Respectfully submitted. F, L. REED. 

Secretary then read the report of the Superintendent of Division F (Farm 
Products), as follows: 

DIVISION F—FARM PRODUCTS. 

To the President and Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society : 

GENTLEMEN,—I herewith present a synopsis of the exhibition in Division F at the 
annual fair of 1883: 

= Amount Amount 
: ae No. of No of 
CESS. | Exhibitors. Entries. pra tay pee 

225d |— | | oe 

SOULE eS 2 Re be ie! | 16 70 $245 $137 
SETUUA Wie Mimi YE 520g to VFO eg 3 Etre 11 | 22 281 15 
Sui) Peemenne Fe 2 Pa et ay | 1 2 100 50 
Dae. FUE ee ee! aN i Ts 1 8 50 14 

HNO Gale eee. ee Stel | 29 | 102 $676 $216 
| 
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The exhibit as shown above was very small, probably the smallest that has been 

shown at any fair since the organization of the society. This was wholly owing te 

the severe frost of August which destroyed all vegetation liable to:injury, which we 

trust will not occur again, With favorable weather we may look forward to an 

excellent exhibition for our fair of the current year. 
Respectfully submitted, 

JOHN L. MITCHELL, 
Superintendent Division F. 

Jackson, January 4, 1884, 

Accepted and referred. 
Superintendent Baxter, of Division H (Honey, Bees, eic.), reported for that 

department as follows: 

DIVISION H—HONEY, BEES, ETC. 

To the President and Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society: 

The Superintendent of Bees and Honey would report that, notwithstanding the 

unsuitable character of the building and the very unfortunate location, in the rear 

of, and entirely hidden by, one of the noisiest shows admitted to the grounds, the 

exhibition was an exceedingly interesting and valuable one. ‘There was an exhibit 

of articles of a market value of over $2,000, embracing all kinds of articles upon 

which premiums were offered, and several others which were deemed worthy of 

special mention, and on some special premiums were recommended and awarded. 

Entries, 88; premiums awarded, $188; special, $13.98, 'lotal, $201.98. 

Owing to the inability of your Superintendent to be present the week before the 

fair, he secured the services of H. D. Cutting, Esq., as assistant superintendent, and 

to his knowledge, special fitness, and untiring efforts, much of the success of the 

exhibit is due. I would take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks to him 

for such assistance. 
I would respectfully recommend that for this year a more suitable building 

be provided; that it be so placed as to invite attention, and not, as last year, to be 

found only after diligent engineering and search; that larger premiums be offered; 

the list of articles increased, and the premium list carefully revised. 
It would seem to your Committee that the growing importance of this industry 

and the amount invested warrant an increase of premiums to from $250 to $300, 

Respectfully submitted, 
W. J. BAXTER. 

Accepted and referred. 

Superintendent Sterling read the following report, which was accepted and 
placed on file: 

Mr, President and Gentlemen: 

Your Committee on Police report: We employed for day and night civil police 
and watchmen, 21 men, and paid them for services $161.00. Superintendent Conely 
of the Metropolitan Police, very kindly furnished in all twenty-four policemen, five 
of them mounted. One Sergeant O, H. Britton was on the grounds all through the 
fair, from morning until night, and left two of his men for night duty. Paid for 
horses for the mounted men, $72.00. Paid for telephone from police headquarters 
on the grounds, to police headquarters and station in the city, $25.00. The grounds 
were cleared at 6 p. M, of all except persons having business and sleeping within the 
enclosure. Four persons were arrested as suspected pickpockets, one for larceny and 
one for disturbance. Good order prevailed through the fair week, much to the sat- 
isfaction of your committee, and I believe to the patrons of the fair generally; 
notwithstanding some correspondents differ with us through such papers as chose to 
or consented to publish the same. ‘The chairman of the committee on police was 
on the grounds day and night through the fair, and knows whereof he speaks. 

If further evidence in regard to law and order at our last fair be required we will 
refer to the report of Sergeant Britton to Superintendent Conely of the Metropoli- 
tan Police, which will probably be on record. 

J. M. STERLING, 
WM. BALL. 

The secretary read a notice of the ‘‘ Kleventh Annual Convention of the 
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Michigan State Association of Agricultural Societies,’ to be held at Lansing, 
January 30 and 31st inst. 

After some informal discussion the Board adjourned to meet on Tuesday at 
9 o’clock A. M. 

SECOND DAY. 

RusseLL House, 
Detroit, January 15, Ba 

The Committee resumed its session this morning, President Fralick pre- 
siding. 

The roll was called, and the following gentlemen answered to their names: 
President Fralick, Treasurer Dean, Messrs. Sterling, Rising, Hanford, Ball, 

Lessiter, Cobb, Hyde, Reed, Smith, Burrington, Wood, Chamberlain, Angel, 
Howard, Young, Butterfield, Gilbert, Anderson, Baxter, Parsons, Shoemaker, 
Phillips, and the Secretary. 
On motion, the reading of the journal was dispensed with. 
Superintendent Howard, Division C (Sheep), reported the following: 

To the President and Members of the Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agri- 
cultural Society < 

GENTLEMEN—The number of entries in Division C (Sheep) were four hundred and 
thirty-six. § 
The number of entries and awards in each class were as follows: 

@lass/21—Entries) 69scamount) awarded. 252. 2-22 cee sess ae ee eee eee $ 304 00 
 -22— O 88 se Sf) WADI DES hats 2h k EAS Rae REAeS eh Mister eeela 214 00 

4 OR oe 15 “ Sa et 2s ORC eae eae ate ERE Oni Sr AEA Pyare) oe Aur 2. 59 00 

& 24— ce 40 ss RO Fanci Sins fat tah cyt ea aR a ae 146 00 
“25 — se 92 se CO Ogihara SEE Sma ee ee ene 152 00 
“ 626— se 24 oY So aor See oe a ns cre ee eee ee 147 00 
co 2— xe 55 a Ba Ae oh etie rae ars Scie te Cee t ebemep a apn ooh 152 00 
oe 98— “ 15 “6 A hil ee doch hae IID aos graben a Syd Se ce A Lied 9 35 00 

CS Oe OS 38 ee Hiei Ree pain nes eR iomeebetrare em NS Agra A 105 00 

Totaleeas=. AES (RT Ace ysl OL Amey Des 1s) ake ol eed re ean ee Rn ha $1,314 00 

Respectfully submitted, D. W. HOWARD, 
Superintendent. 

Aecepted and referred. 
Superintendent Gilbert, Division J (Vehicles), reported as follows: 

DIVISION J—VEHICLES. 

To the President and Members of the Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricult- 
ural Soctety: 

In accordance with a rule requiring Superintendents of the various Departments 
to submit an annual report, I respectfully present the following: 
Division J, vehicles, contained a very large and excellent display of fine work, a 

number of manufacturers from the interior of this State making some remarkably 
fine displays, which I think worthy of special mention, among them being Clark & 
Co., Lansing; Mich. Manufacturing Co., Jackson; Kalamazoo Wagon Company; 
Romeo Carriage Works, and Ovid Carriage Co. ‘There was also a good display of 
platform and farm wagons. 

Very respectfully, JOHN GILBERT, 
Superintendent. 

Accepted and referred. 
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Superintendent Rising, of the forage department, offered the following, 
which was accepted and referred : 

FORAGE DEPARTMENT. 

To the President and Executive Commtttee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society : 

The superintendent of forage would report that there was a very good feeling in 
my department manifested as far as 1 could judge, but owing to the large stock on 
exhibition, our expenses were very large; and the time has come, when, in my opin- 
ion, the Society should take some step to lessen the expense, either by charging for 
stalls and pens or for forage. The liberal policy of the Society and railroads brings 
a class of stock on the grounds that is not beneficial to the Society, nor ornamental 
to the exhibition, but very expensive to the Society in the building of stalls and 
pens, also forage and exhibitors’ passes. 

Respectfully submitted. 
EK. W. RISING. 

Chief Marshal Hyde reported for the marshal’s department as follows: 
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Executive Committee : 

We have to say in contrast with what we said last year in annual report, that 
during the State fair held in this city last September, we had a very pleasant time. 
The apparent wish of all was that good order might prevail. 
Our duties were made less arduous and attended with a good degree of success by 

the good arrangement of fences and gates in the vicinity of exhjbition tracks, It 
speaks well for Michigan when we see 30,000 of her people in one general promis- 
cuous assembly, all disposed to act in a becoming manner. Our assistant marshals, 
Messrs. Hodge, Hinds, and Phillips, were assistants indeed, enabled by their experi- 
ence and good judgment, to always be in the right place at the right time. We can- 
not speak in too high terms of the police kindly furnished by the city— very diligent 
and obliging in discharging the duties assigned them. Exhibitors were prompt in 
bringing their stock upon the ground, thereby helping very much to facilitate busi- 
ness, enabling superintendent and judges to get through with their daily work in 
good season. We find much of our success in working close to a well arranged pro- 
gramme. 

We do not know of being charged with any needless expense in this department, 
but would gladly reduce the aggregate amount if we could see where to doit. Our 
men do their hard work without any pay except actual expenses. We have to pay 
for our horses. 

A. O. HYDE, 
Chief Marshal. 

Accepted and referred. 
The secretary then read a communication from the secretary of the “Red 

Polled Cattle Club of America,’’ asking that a class be made for these cattle. 
On motion referred to the committee on premiums. 
A letter for Prof. Samuel Johnson of the State Agriculturai College donat- 

ing to the Society the premiums awarded to the cattle exhibited by the Col- 
lege at the last annual fair was read, and upon motion accepted with thanks. 

Superintendent Chamberlain, division K (machinery), reported as follows: 
To the Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society: 

The superintendent of division K, class 46, machinery, would respectfully report: 
The number of entries in thigclass was 75. ‘I'he exhibit was very creditable to this 
branch of industry, and shows that those engaged init are alive to the demands of 
the State in this direction. ‘The hall was thronged during each day of the fair by 
interested spectators, and those in charge of the exhibit manifested a desire to give 
every opportunity for examination of their machines. The cutting off of all pre- 
miums in this division has resulted in entire satisfaction to all exhibitors. In class 
47 there were no entries. 

I was appointed superintendent of division P, classes 63 and 64, but through the 
kindness of Mr. C. W. Young, I was relieved by him of this charge, and he will 
report to you on the same. 

WM. CHAMBERLAIN. 

Accepted and referred. 

48 
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The bond of the Secretary was approved by the President, and referred to 
the committee on finance. 
A communication from Mr. J. lL. Keckley was read and referred to 

committee on premium list. 
The special committee on president’s address offered the following: 
Your committee appointed to report upon the recommendations of the retiring 

president, and of the recommendations of the president elect, would respectfully 
report that they have had the same under consideration, and would report that that 
part of Preisdent Fralick’s address that relates to finance be referred to the com- 
mittee on finance; so much as relates to premiums, to the committee on premium 
list; so much as relates to exhibitors and their assistants who are admitted at a gate 
set apart for their use, to committee on rules. 

That so much as relates to the Norman, Percheron, and Clydesdale horses, be 
referred to the committee on premium list. 

That so much as relates to the State Horticultural Society be referred to a special 
committee of three. 
That so much as relates to the location of the State fair be referrred to a special 

committee of five. j 
Your committee would further recommend that so much of the address of the 

president elect as relates to the location of the State fair be referred to the special 
committee heretofore suggested. 

That so much as relates to exhibitsof dairy products, manufactured goods, farm 
implements, and machinery be referred to the committee on premium list. 

So much as relates to crop reports be referred to a special committee of three. 
That so much as relates to fourth premiums be referred to the committee on pre- 

mium list. 
That so much as relates to the Agricultural College and to the establishment of an 

experimental station be referred tu the committee on Agricultural College. 
'‘’hat so much as relates to the sixth rule of this society, and infringements of said 

rule, be referred to the committee on rules. 
That so much as relates to forage, to the committee on rules. 
That so much as relates to the fair circuit, and the time of holding the State fair, 

be referred to the committee of the whole. 
WM. CHAMBERLAIN, 

W. J. BAXTER, 

M. SHOEMAKER. 

Accepted and adopted. 
Mr. Ball reported for the superintendents of gates as follows: 

To the Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society : 

The committee on gates and gatekeepers wonld respectfully report that, as a rule, 
good order was observed at the gates. he gatekeepers,in the main, were efficient 
and did their work with fidelity and good judgment. 

The new rule adopted at the last winter meeting, with reference to attendants’ 
tickets, proved of much value, and with slight modifications, should be continued. 
‘he powers and duties of the superintendents of gates are not well defined, and 
questions occasionally arise that need solution, and the fact exists that it is difficult 
to know just who has the full control of such matters. It is suggested that the 
powers and duties of superintendents of gates and gatekeepers be defined in some 
manner by the executive board. 

WILLIAM BALL, 

J. M. STERLING. 

Mr. Baxter moved that the report be accepted, and as much of it as refers 
to defining the duties of the superintendents of gates be referred to the com- 
mittee on rules. 

Superintendent Young, of division P (miscellaneous), reported as follows: 

DIVISION P—MISCELLANEOUS. 

To the Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society : 

GENTLEMEN,—Having been assigned to this department after the commencement 
of the fair, I beg leave to submit the following report : 
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The space allotted was all very closely occupied, and even then proved inadequate 
to the wants of the exhibitors, as several articles had to be placed on the outside of 
the hall. 

The number of entries in class 63, this division, was 48, and the amount of pre- 
miums awarded was $52. In class 64 there were 31 entries and $11 awarded. ‘There 
has been but one exhibitor with whom there was any misunderstanding, viz.: The 
agentof the “Bench Wringer of the Perfection Manufacturing Company, of Toledo,” 
who seems to insist that a diploma was promised him; but the report of the judges 
does not show that to be the ease. 

In view of the character of many of the exhibits in this department, I should 
deem it wise to abridge even more than is now done, perhaps, the awarding of 
money premiums, thinking the assignment of space for the purposes of calling the 
attention of the public to their wares, to be quite ample to repay them for their 
trouble. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Cc. W. YOUNG. 

Accepted and referred. 
J. M. Sterling, chairman of the committee on transportation, offered the 

following, which was adopted: 
Mr. President and Gentlemen : 

Your committee on transportation report our arrangements with the following 
roads, viz.: Michigan Central and its branches; Flint & Pere Marquette; Detroit, 
Lansing & Northern; Detroit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee; Grand 'lrunk; Chicago 
& Grand ‘Trunk; Grand Rapids & Indiana; Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific; Chicago & 
Western Michigan, were entirely satisfactory as usual, and we hope the members of 
this board, and the Society generally, duly appreciate the privileges we have 
enjoyed so many years, being more liberal than those granted to any other State 
fair. So far as our knowledge goes, exhibitors at other State fairs have to pay half- 
rates on stock and articles, while we on the roads named above, get free transporta- 
tion when returned to place of shipment with same ownership. 

At our fairof 1883, the Michigan Central switched to and from the fair ground in 
all 365 cars, 240 of which belonged to the Michigan Central, and were switched free. 
Those from other roads paid switching charges, $2.50 each. It will be seen that this 
is a large number of cars to be taken out of profitable business and held ten or 
twelve days for an accommodation, and it would be asin if it were not duly appre- 
ciated by all who receive the benefit. We are especially indebted to General Man- 
ager Ledyard, General Superintendent Brown, Division Superintendent Sutherland, 
Agent Benham, and all of their subordinates, for the dispatch in which so many cars 
were handled at our station on Cass avenue. 

J. M. STERLING, 

W. J. BAX'TER, 

W. L. WEBBER. 

The same committee offered the following, which was adopted unanimously : 
Resolved, That the special thanks of this executive committee, on behalf of all 

the great interests represented by the Michigan State Agricultural Society, are due, 
and are hereby tendered to the officers and managers of the Michigan Central rail- 
road company; Flint & Pere Marquette; Detroit, Lansing & Northern; Detroit, 
Grand Haven & Milwaukee; Grand ‘Trunk; Chicago & Grand Trunk; Grand Rapids 

- & Indiana; Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific, and Chicago & West Michigan, for the very 
generous and liberal courtesies and privileges extended to the Michigan State Agri- 
cultural Society, and through them to all exhibitors and attendants, and that we 
assure such companies, through their respective officers and managers that their 
action in the premises is fully appreciated. 

Supts. Smith and Phillips, Division B (Horses), reported as follows: 

DIVISION B—HORSES. 

To the Presidént and Members of the Executive Committee : 

The exhibition of horses at. the last fair was the largest and best ever made by the 
society. Every class was well represented except class li, thoroughbreds, in which 
was Only one entry, and that not worthy a premium, 

In class 12, horses of all work, there were 88 entries of great merit, and the premi- 
ums awarded in that class amounted to $438. In roadster class 13, there were 60 
entries—premiums awarded $255, In class 14, breeder stock, there were 32 entries 
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and $127 awarded. In class 15, gents driving horses, entries 15, amount awarded $165. 
Class 16, draught horses, entries 99, premiums awarded $352: class 17, carriage and 
buggy horses, entries 50, premiums awarded $214; class 18, Michigan horses, stallions, 
entries 33, premiums awarded $470; class 19, Michigan horses, mares and geldings, 
entries 39, premiums awarded $130: class 1914, Michigan horse, thoroughbred, entries 
6, premiums awarded $100; class 20, sweepstakes for stallions with 6 of their get, 
entries 5, premiums awarded $95; making the number of entries 428, and the amount 
awarded in this department $2,696. 

The distinguishing feature in this department was the great increase in quality and 
numbers of the draught horses. A thorough revision of the list is required, and a 
new classification demanded. Many animals—superior specimens of their kind— 
imported at great cost and exhibited at our show, were simply passed before the 
thousands on the grand stand for their admiration, but no evidences awarded them 
of merit, or that they were appreciated. ‘lhese horses had been prize takers, and 
carried oft honors in the countries from which they came. In our classification Nor- 
mans, Clydesdales, Shires, and Punches are all grouped together as draught horses. 
Your committee would recommend that the standard of weight be raised to 1,600 

pounds. 
F. V. SMITH, 

G. W. PHILLIPS. 

Accepted and referred. 
Mr. Smith, to whom was referred the protest against Mr. Hendricks’s team, 

reported that the protest should not be sustained. 
Report accepted and adopted. 
Mr. Parsons, of the committee appointed at the last annual meeting of the 

committee to prepare a testimonial for Chairman Gilbert, presented a very 
handsome set of solid silver forks and spoons (forty-two pieces), with the fol- 
lowing report: 

DeEtrRoItT, January 15, 1884. 

GENTLEMEN :—Your committee directed to prepare some testimonial of respect 
and appreciation of the services of the chairman of the business committee, beg to 
say they have made their selection, and present thesame to the executive committee, 

PHILO PARSONS, 
M. P. ANDERSON. 

Mr. Butterfield, delegate to the Chicago convention, offered the following 
report, which was accepted and filed: 
To the Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society : 

At the request of President Fralick, 1 attended the convention called by the com- 
missioner of agriculture for the purpose of considering the question of contagious 
diseases;among live stockin the United States. Mr. Wm. Ball, who was also requested 
to attend, was : unavoidably detained at home. 
The details of the proceedings of this convention have been so fully published that 

it only seems necessary to give a brief resumé of the subjects considered and the 
action taken. 
The convention, as finally organized, was almost entirely of the cattle interest, 

and the action of the convention was directed toward the importance of eradicating 
contagious pleuro-pneumonia among cattle, a disease, fatal in character—which is 
present in a few of the Atlantic States—that is slowly extending against all efforts 
of States and individuals to prevent it. 
The convention consisted of representative men from all the principal cattle States, 

and the whole action was directed to the consideration of the advisability of asking 
the congress of the United States to enact such Jaws and make such provision as will 
eradicate and thoroughly stamp out this dread disease. 
here can be no further doubt of its presence, its fatal character, the difficulty of 

detection in itsearlier stages, and consequent danger of spreading to’the great cattle 
regions of the west. 
The firm decisicn of the convention was, that the time had come for action, and 

that the only method of accomplishing any positive good is by act of congress. 
To this end, a committee of one from each State represented at the convention, 

with Dr. Loring, the commissioner of agriculture, as chairman, who should go to 
“Washington to formulate a plan and present it to congress, and insist upon its enact- 
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ment into a law that should forever banish this disease and prevent its future intro- 
duction. 
There are minor contagious diseases, the principal of which is Texan, or Spanish 

fever, which were considered as needing attention, but it was thought best to deal 
first with the greatest and most dangerous difficulty. 

In connection with others from this State present at the convention, Mr. Wm. Ball 
was selected as a member of the committee from this State. 

J. H. BUTTERFIELD, Jr. 

Mr. Butterfield then introduced Mr. H. H. Hinds, who addressed the com- 
mittee, and stated that, along with Messrs. A. S. Brooks and C. F. Moore, he 
was appointed by the Michigan Short Horn Breeders’ Association to present 
the question of contagious diseases among cattle to this committee, and ask 
that an appropriation be made to assist in paying the expenses of a delegate 
to congress. Messrs. Moore and Brooks then addressed the committee on this 
subject. 

On motion of Mr. Anderson the matter was referred to a special committee 
of five. 

President Fralick named as such committee, Messrs. Anderson, Butterfield, 
Baxter, Phillips, and Hanford. 

Mr. Burrington 1eported upon protest referred to him last September, as 
follows: 

To the Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society: 

In the matter of the protest of Mr. M. Esler in Division E, on White Leghorn 
chicks, | would respectfully report that the pair of chicks entered by Mr. Esler were 
ruled out by the awarding committee on the ground that they should have been 
entered as old fowls instead of chickens; that if the entry had been correct they 
would have been entitled to the first premium. Satisfactory evidence has been 
furnished the superintendent that the birds in question were hatched on the 24th 
day of last April; therefore they were wrongfully debarred from competition. I 
would recommend that the protest be sustained and that the first premium be given 
to Mr. Esler. 

J. Q. A. BURRINGTON, 

Superintendent. 

On motion the report was accepted and adopted. 
Mr. Young read a protest from Mr. D. Woodinan, which was, on motion, 

tabled. 
Mr. Chamberlain from the committee on State Agricultural College reported 

for that committee: 

To the Executive Committee of the State Agricullural Society: 

Your committee appointed at the last winter meeting to visit the State Agri- 
cultural College during the year and report to you at this meeting their views 
of the condition of this State institution, would report that in company with 
the president of this society and members of the executive committee, with other 
prominent agriculturists of the State, we vislted the College on Wednesday, June 13, 
1883, and were cordially received by its president and faculty, who were untiring in 
their efforts to give us every opportunity to view the College in all its departments. 
We spent the day in examining the buildings, the grounds, the stock, the grain, 
grasses, and fruits, as well as the departments of education, and found them in com- 
plete order, and we see no reason, with the ample provision made by the State for 
the encouragement of the science of agriculture and a thorough knowledge of all 
its branches, why the young men and ladies of this State who desire a practical 
education should not avail themseives of its privileges. In the annual visits of this 
society to the college, your committee believe that improvements are being made 
and the Agricultural College is attaining that standing which is a credit to the agri- 
culturist of the State of Michigan, and every effort should be made on the part of 
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this society to aid the State Board of Agriculture in their efforts to make this a 
model institution, for its practical instruction in the science of agriculture. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
WM. CHAMBERLAIN, 

A. F. WOOD, 

JOHN LESSITER. 

On motion of Mr. Parsons, the report was accepted and filed. 
The secretary then read a communication from Mr. Ball relative to premi- 

ums claimed by Mr. R. B. Caruss. 
On motion tabled. 
President Fralick retired from the chair, and invited President-elect Par- 

sons to preside. 
President Parsons then announced the following committees : 

Committee on Premiums—Wnm. Ball, I. H. Butterfield, Jr., John Lessiter, W. H. Cobb, 
A. F. Wood, Geo. W. Phillips, H. O. Hanford. 

Committee on Rules—Wm. Chamberlain, J. Q. A. Burrington, F. L. Reed, J. M. Ster- 
ling, C. W. Young. 

Committee on Reception—Henry Fralick, J. L. Mitchell, W. J. Baxter. 
Finance Committee—M. P. Anderson, D. W. Howard, E. W. Rising. 
Transportation Committee—J. M. Sterling, W. L. Webber, W. J. Baxter. 
Committee on Printing—A.J. Dean, J. C. Sterling, Abel Angel. 

The committee then voted a recess until 3 o’clock P. M. 

Afternoon Session. 

The committee reiissembled at 3 o’clock, President Parsons in the chair. 
Roll called, same members found present as at previous call. 

Saperintendent Hanford read the report of the Superintendents of Division 
I (Farm Implements), as follows: 

DIVISION I—FARM IMPLEMENTS. 

To the President and Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society: 

GENTLEMEN,—The exhibition in the Farm Implement department of our last fair, 
was fully up to the standard of exhibits at our State fairs for a number of years past, 
both in quantity of implements on the ground and style of finish, as well as in 
improvements noted from year to year. 

The whole number of entries was 472, divided among the several Classes as fol- 
lows: Class 39,78; Class 40,57; Class 41,49; Class 42,141; Class 43, 81; Class 44, 66. 
As usual there were a large number of exhibitors who did not make their entries. 
Among the noted improvements (in Class 39) that have been made practical and are 
now coming into general use may be mentioned the Sulky Plow. ‘The principal 
exhibitors of which were the Oliver Chilled Plow Company, the Gale Manufacturing 
Co., the South Bend Plow Co., the Wilder Plow Co., Deere & Co., the Moline Plow 
Co., Furst & Bradley, and several others. The improvements in harrows and culti- 
vators (Class 40), have been quite extensive and valuable, and the exhibition large 
and exhaustive. ‘che Acme harrow, the Rix harrow, the Spring-tooth harrew on 
wheels; the cultivator and seeder combined may be mentioned as the prin- 
cipal improvements made and exhibited by nearly every manufacturing company in 
and out of the State. 

Seed drills, seeders, planters, etc., class 41, were shown in large numbers. The new 
features being the perfecting of the fertilizing attachments, called for by the grow- 
ing wants of farmers of this and other States for phosphates and other artificial 
manures, 

Great progress has been made in haying and harvesting machines (Class 42), in 
making them less complicated, and substituting twine for wire for bands in harvest- 
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ers with equal, if not greater success. Platform binders were shown by several firms, 
each claiming perfect work in the field, but many needed improvements will no doubt 
be made before they will be brought into general use. 
Mowers and reapers are of lighter draught, combined machines are going out of 

use. Simple reapers and mowers are now made as separate machines, which are no 
doubt better adapted to the work to be performed. There was a large variety of 
hay rakes and feeders on the ground. Success seems to have attended the efforts of 
inventive genius to supply this want of the agriculturist. The heavy and unwieldy 
hay loader has been supplanted by a lighter draught and more practical machine. 

Class 43 was well filled with a great variety of portable and traction engines, 
threshing machines, clover hullers, feed mills, straw and stalk cutters, fanning mills, 
wind mills, etc., etc., though all the machines run by wind were not confined to this 
department or placed on high derricks. Noted improvements have been made, and 
this class was an attractive feature of the fair. We had in class 44 the usual large 
display of dray and circular sawing machines, stump pullers, ete. W.S. Penfield, of 
Detroit, made a fine display of the smaller tools used on the farm, as well as feed 
cutters, grinders, etc., etc.. and was unwearied in his efforts to make this department 
asuccess, Woodford & Niles, also of Detroit, made extra exertion to make their 
exhibit attractive, covering a platform 40 by 100 feet with the large assortment of 
tools of which they are agents. 
To every exhibitor we are indebted for the kind consideration shown us during 

the fair. While all wanted the most desirable location, each took what was allotted 
them (when they could do no better). 
We repeat that the exhibition was a great success, doing credit to the exhibitors, 

and honor to the society for their liberality to them. We have no suggestions for 
the future, unless we recommend that a covered building be provided for the shafting 
with a charge to each holder equal in two years to the expense of erection and 
maintenance. Until we establish some permanent location for the fair, it will be 
difficult for us to make our department as complete or systematically attractive as 
we woud desire, but hope to see some improvement in the future. 

Respectfully submitted, 
H. O. HANFORD, 

ABEL ANGEL, 

Superintendents. 

Mr. Fralick reported an unsettled account for boxing pictures, ete. Mr. A. 
J. Brow explained the charges, and, on motion of J. M. Sterling, the same 
was allowed and ordered paid. 

Mr. Young presented the following, which was accepted and adopted and 
the thanks of the committee tendered the donors: 

To the Executive Board Michigan State Agricultural Society: 

GENTLEMEN—Yo0u may offer on your premium list for 1884, to be competed for at 
the annual fair, a special premium of one of our full-rigged three-horse “* Economist” 
sulky plows, with reversable shares and revolving landside, keel frame and wheels, 
which shail be awarded by a committee of your selection to the farmer or farmer's» 
son, resident of the State, who exhibits the best two bushels of wheat of his own 
raising. 

The plow will be delivered by us to the winner of the premium on the fair grounds. 
Please advise us if youaccept this offer, and oblige, 

Yours very respectfully, 

“ECONOMIST” PLOW CoO., 

Per E. O. MEAGHER, Sec’y. 

A communication from Mr. Stevens, of Detroit, recommending certain 
changes in the premium list for boots and shoes was read, and, upon motion, 
referred to the committee on premiums. 

Mr. Whitney proffered tickets to his opera-house this evening to all members 
of the committee, which, on motion of Mr. George W. Phillips, was accepted 
with thanks. 
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Mr. Anderson, from the special committee appointed to consider the question 
of appropriating money to assist in defraying the expenses of a delegate to 
Washington to advocate a bill to prevent the spread of contagious diseases 
among cattle, offered the following: 

To the President and Executive Committee of the Agricultural Society: 

GENTLEMEN— Your committee, to whom was referred the matter of appropriating 
money from the funds of this society to defray the expense of sending the Hon. Wm. 
Ball as a delegate to Washington to influence, as far as possible, the passing of a bill 
to prevent the spread of contagious diseases among cattle, recommend as follows: 

That the sum of three hundred ($300) dollars be placed at his disposal as a fund to 
be drawn from as required, All of which is respectfully submitted. 

M. P. ANDERSON, 

Chairman. 

H. O. HANFORD, 

T. H. BUTTERFIELD, JR, 

GEO. W. PHILLIPS. 

On motion of Mr. Reed, the report of the committee was accepted and 
adopted. 

On motion of Mr. Burrington, a committee of three was appointed by the 
chair to confer with a like committee from the Horticultural Society in refer- 
ence to that society’s exhibiting with us at the next annual fair. 

Committee: Messrs. Burrington, Sterling, and Rising. 
Upon motion, the committee adjourned to meet Wednesday morning at 9 

o clock. 

THIRD DAY. 

RusseLt House, t 
Detroit, January 16th, 1884, \ 

The executive committee resumed its session this morning parsuant to 
adjournment, the president, Hon. Phile Parsons, in the chair. 

Present—President Parsons, Treasurer Dean, Messrs. Sterling, Rising, 
Hanford, Ball, Lessiter, Cobb, Hyde, Reed, Smith, Burrington, Wood, Cham- 

berlain, Angel, Howard, Young, Butterfield, Gilbert, Anderson, Baxter, 
Phillips, Fralick, and the secretary. 

The special committee appointed to confer with the Horticultural Society 
reported as follows: 

To the President and Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society: 

GENTLEMEN— Your committee appointed to confer with a committee of the State 
Horticultural Society would respectfully report that we recommend that we invite 
the said society to exhibit with us at the State fair of 1884, upon the same terms and 
conditions as last year, viz.: That we appropriate the sum of $1,000 to be distributed 
in premiums and $1,400 for expenses, or such amount, as limited by the foregoing 
sums, as the wants of the said society may require, 

J. Q. A. BURRINGTON, 

E. W. RISING, 

J. M. STERLING, 
Connuttee. 
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On motion of Mr. Wood, the report was accepted and adopted. 
Mr. Reed moved to reconsider the vote taken yesterday, appropriating $300 

towards the expense of a delegate to Washington. Carried. 
A lengthy discussion was held on the adoption of the report, and was 

participated in by Messrs. Chamberlain, Butterfield, Ball, Fralick, Anderson, 
Hanford, Cobb, and Hyde. 

Mr. Chamberlain moved that the question be divided and a vote taken on 
that part appropriating $300. The motion prevailed and the amount was 
voted. 

It was then moved and supported to adopt the balance of the report. 
Carried. 

The delegates from the State Horticultural Society, in the following letter, 
signified their acceptance of the invitation to exhibit with the society next fall: 

To the Executive Commitiee of the State Agricultural Society : 

GENTLEMEN—We,as authorized delegates from the Michigan Horticultural Society 
to confer with you concerning arrangements for a joint exhibit at the fair of 1884, 
hereby accept the invitation and details of arrangement as proposed this day at the 
morning session of your committee. 

CHAS. W. GARFIELD, EVART H. SCOTT, 
Secretary, Chairman Business Committee. 

Detroit, January 16, 1884, 

The president then aanounced the committee on so much of the presidents’ 
addresses as relates to the location of the fair as follows: Messrs. Chamber- 
lain, Hyde, Smith, Phillips, and Howard. 

The committee then took a recess until 3 o’ clock. 

Afternoon Session. 

The committee reissembied at the hour appointed. 
Same members present as at morning session. 
President Parsons read a communication from 'The E. T. Barnum Jron and 

Wire Works, inviting the executive committee to visit their works, and from 
President J. C. Holmes of the Detroit Scientific Association, inviting the com- 
mittee to attend a lecture to be delivered before the association on Thursday 
evening. 

The communications were laid on the table. 
Mr. KE. Haugh, representing Mr. Jacob Youngblood, presented the claim of 

that gentleman. 
Upon motion, the matter was referred to a committee consisting of Messrs, 

J. M. Sterling, Wm. Ball, and W. J. Baxter, with power to settle the same. 
The president then announced the following committee: 
Business Committee—W. H. Cobb, A. O. Hyde, F. V. Smith. 
On that part of the president’s address relating to the Agricultural College and the 

establishment of an experimental station—I. H. Butterfield, Jr., F. L. Reed, C. W. 
Young, A. J. Dean, E. W. Rising. 

On that part of the address relating to crop reports—Messrs. Wm. Ball, M. P. 
Anderson, and A. F. Wood. 

President Abbot, of the State Agricultural College, was invited to address 
the committee. He first extended an invitation to the executive committee to 

49 
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visit the college on the second Wednesday in June, and then delivered a few 
interesting remarks. 

Mr. Butterfield offered the following, which was unanimously adopted : 
WHEREAS, The presence of contagious pleuro-pneumonia in some of the Atlantic 

States does great injury to our foreign trade in cattle products, and is a constant 
menace to the great cattle interests of Michigan and other western States; and 
WHEREAS, State action and individual efforts have failed up to the present time to 

eradicate or sufficiently control the disease, and believing that the complete eradica- 
tion of this dangerous malady is the only method of restoring confidence to foreign 
customers and securing safety at home; therefore 

Resolved, By the executive committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society, 
that we urge upon the congress of the United States the immediate passage of effic- 
ient laws for this object, and we urge our senators and representatives in congress to 
use their votes and influence to this end. 

On motion the secretary was instructed to send a copy of the above resolu- 
tion to each member of the Michigan delegation in congress. 
An invitation from Manager Shaw to attend the Detroit Opera House was 

accepted with thanks. 
The communication from The E. T. Barnum’s Iron and Wire Works, and 

from President Holmes, were taken from the table, and the invitations, on , 
motion, accepted. 

Mr. Burrington asked to be excused from further attendance. 
On motion, granted. 
The committee then adjourned until 9 o’clock Thursday morning. 

FOURTH DAY. 

RussELL Hovusk, 
Detroit, January 17th, 18S4., 

The executive committee met this morning as per adjournment, President 
Parsons in the chair. 

Present—President Parsons, Treasurer Dean, Messrs. Sterling, Rising, Han- 
ford, Ball, Lessiter, Cobb, Hyde, Reed, Smith, Burrington, Wood, Chamber- 
lain, Angel, Howard, Young, Butterfield, Anderson, Shoemaker, Baxter, 
Phillips, Fralick, and the secretary. 

On motion of Mr. Baxter, it was 
Resolved, That it is the duty of every officer of the State Agricultural Society, and 

each member of the executive committee, to report forthwith to the president, or 
other proper officers, any violation of any rule or regulation of the society, either in 
letter or spirit, coming to his knowledge, and the duty of the president or officer in 
charge of the matter on which complaint arises at once to examine into the cause of 
complaint, and to enforce due observance of all the rules and regulations. In other 
words, an officer or committee man should speak at once when cognizant of the offense, 
or forever thereafter hold his peace. 

The same gentleman then offered the following resolution, which was 
adopted : 
WHEREAS, A vacancy has been made in the executive committee by the election of 

Hon. Philo Parsons, as president of the society—and inasmuch as it is desirable that 
all parts of the State should be represented on the committee; therefore 

Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed to look over the present list of 
executive members and their location, with a view to ascertaining what, if any, por- 
tion of the State is not now represented, and that they recommend two or more suit- 
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able persons from portions of the State not now fully represented. from whom to 
select a member to fill the vacancy. 

In accordance with the above resolution the president appointed as commit- 
tee Messrs. Baxter, Fralick, and Phillips. 

Mr. Baxter stated that since the last annual meeting of this committee Mr. 
G. C. Munro, one of the oldest members, had passed away, and moved that 
suitable resolutions be drawn with regard to the deceased. 

The president then appointed as such committee Messrs. Shoemaker, Hyde, 
and Dean, who reported as follows: 
WHEREAS, The executive committee of the State Agricultural Society of the State 

of Michigan has learned with great regret of the death of the Hon. George C. Munro, 
of Jonesville; therefore 

Resolved, That by the death of Mr. Monro, the oldest living ex-President of this 
society, and for over thirty years 2 member of this committee, this society has lost 
one of its most worthy and valuable members. Mr. Munro was president of this 
society in 1854, when it was not only in its infancy, bnt was under such pecuniary 
difficulties as to make its continuance a matter of great doubt. Then and for some 
years its officers were called upon to sustain it with their individual responsibility, 
and in all these times of trial Mr. Munro not only cordially responded to every call 
made necessary by the wants of the society, but was always one of the first and fore- 
most, both by his influence, his action, and his personal responsibility, to sustain the 
then feeble society, and to initiate those measures which have resulted in making it 
what it now is—a complete success and credit to the State. 

Resolved, That a copy of the above resolution be signed by the president and secre- 
tary of this society and forwarded to the widow of Mr. Munro, with an assurance 
that in her great loss she has the sympathy of this executive committee. 

M. SHOEMAKER, 

A. O. HYDE, 

A. J. DEAN, 

Committee. 

A rising vote was had and the resolution unanimously adopted. 
The committee on nominations presented the names of Mr. Chandler, of 

Cheboygan, Mr. J. P. Shoemaker, of Amsden, Montcalm county, Perry 
Hannah, Grand Traverse, Mr. Seymour, of Sault Ste. Marie, and E. W. Cot- 
trell, Detroit, and stated that the first four named gentlemen were residents 

of that part of the State lying north of Ingham county. This district had 
but nine representatives on the committee, while the portion of the State 
south of that line has twenty-four, and therefore recommend that one of these 
four be elected. 

The report was accepted and it was moved and supported to proceed to the 
election of a member. Carried. 

Mr. Dean and Mr. Young were appointed tellers. 
The first ballot resulted in the election of Mr. Shoemaker. 
The committee on premiums submitted the following: 

To the Executive Committee of the Michigan State Agricultural Society : 

The committee to whom was referred the revision of the premium list, the recom- 
mendations of the outgoing and incoming presidents, and the various suggestions 
made by executive superintendents, have had the same under consideration and fully 
considered the same. Some of the recommendations have been adopted; some par- 
tially. Others, after thorough discussion and with due regard to the opinions of 
these gentlemen, have been modified or changed; among which are the following: 
From the fact that so many good cattle are shown in the various classes of live 

stock that receive no premiums, though highly meritorious, it has been thought 
best to retain the fourth premium in most instances, without increasing the amount 
of money offered. It is also in accordance with the wishes and desires of most breed- 
ers of the different breeds of cattle who exhibit, as expressed by those representing 
breeding associations. 

The idea that is sometimes expressed that it encourages the exhibition of inferior 
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stock is not warranted by the large and good display of stock in the cattle depart- 
ment at least. In the class for aged cows in the Shorthorn class last fall, between 
thirty and forty head of cows were shown, the poorest of which was an ornament to 
any man’s herd. And it was also true in degree in the Holstein and Jersey class and 
others. The above are some of the reasons which govern the committee in retaining 
the fourth premium. With reference to the recommendation, that competition be 
open to the world, your committee believe that while the term “open to the world” 
sounds magnanimous, and displays a liberality which meets much approval, still this 
is a State institution embracing a large and varied industry, and it seems to us that 
our first duty is to our own State and its exhibitors. With the large amount of 
good stock raised and exhibited in the various classes in the cattle department, the 
cost of preparing suitable accommodations and caring for them, and in order to bet- 
ter encourage the exhibition of stock owned in the State, it has been thought best 
in all classes of cattle, and nearly all in horses, all in sheep, swine, and poultry, 
except sweepstake. prizes for cattle, that the exhibition be confined to the State. 
The sweepstake prizes on cattle alluded to are the head prizes of last year, witha 
slight increase of money. This increase, by some changes, is made without addi- 
tional expense to this division. 
The fears sometimes expressed that the exhibition will fail for want of meritori- 

ous animals and plenty of them, are without foundation as proved by the very cred- 
itable exhibitions of live stock from this State at our fairs in past years. The 
classes in horses excepted from the rule, are classes 16, 17, and 20 of last year, relat- 
ing to draught horses and stallions with six of their get. 

This statement with the report foilowing is respectfully submitted, signed by 
entire committee. 

WILLIAM BALL, 

IRA H. BUTTERFIELD, JRr., 

A. F. WOOD, 

G. W. PHILLIPS, 

JOHN LESSITER, 

W. H. COBB, 

H. O. HANFORD, 

Committee on Premium List. 

Mr. Baxter moved that all fourth premiums be stricken out, which, after a 
lengthy debate, was lost by the following vote: 

Yeas—Sterling, Baxter, Fralick, President—4. 
Nays—Rising, Hanford, Ball, Lessiter, Cobb, Hyde, Reed, Smith, Wood, Chamber- 

lain, Angel, Young, Butterfield, Anderson, Shoemaker, Phillips, and Dean—17. 

Mr. Baxter then moved to strike out all that part of the report confining 
the exhibition of stock to Michigan animals. 

Yeas and nays were called for, and the motion carried by the following vote: 
Yeas—Sterling, Rising, Hyde, Reed, Smith, Chamberlain, Howard, Young, Ander- 

son, Shoemaker, Baxter, Fralick, Parsons, Dean--14. 
Nays—Hanford, Ball, Lessiter, Cobb, Wood, Butterfield, Phillips—7. 

It was then moved and supported that the report be referred back to the 
committee with instructions, that the rules changed be made to conform with 
those of last year. 

It was then voted to take a recess till 3 o’clock P. M. 

Afternoon Session. 

The committee resumed business at 3 o’clock Pp. M., President Parsons in the 
chair, and a quorum present. 

On motion of Mr. Fralick, a vote of thanks was extended to The HK. T. Bar- 
num Wire and Iron Works for courtesies extended. 
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Mr. Chamberlain, chairman of the committee on rules, presented the follow- 
ing report: 
To the President and Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society ; 

Your committee on rules beg leave to report that they have made a careful exam- 
ination of the rules governing the society; have made some changes which have been 
suggested by the president and members of the committee, and submit them to you 
for your consideration. 

WILLIAM CHAMBERLAIN, 

¥F. L. REED, 

Cc. W. YOUNG, 

J.M. STERLING, 

J.Q. A. BURRINGTON. 

On motion of Mr. Ball, the report was taken up section by section, and the 
changes recommended voted upon singly. 

By-law No. 5 was amended by adding (in reference to treasurer and secre- 
tary’s bonds), “‘ Which shall be deposited with the president for safe keeping.” 

By-law No. 11, amended by adding, ‘‘ And no funds for any other purpose 
shall be drawn from the treasury of the society except upon a two-third yea 
and nay vote of the members present.’ 

Article VI (liquors), amended to read as follows: ‘‘ No spirituous liquors or 
other intoxicating drinks of any kind, which shall include all malt liquors, 
lager beer, and wines, shall be allowed to be sold on the fair grounds during 
the fair.”’ 

Section 4, of article IX, was amended to read as follows: 
Srction 4, All entries in divisions A, B,C,and D shall be made on or before Tues- 

day evening of the week preceding the fair, and all entries of machinery and articles 
in division E, and in classes 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, and 44 of division I, and classes 46 and 
47 in division K, must be made on or before Thursday evening of the week preceding 
the fair. All other articles must be entered and in their proper places on or before 
Monday, the first day of the fair. 

The following substitute was offered for section 15 of article 1X: 
“ For the convenience of exhibitors having exhibits which require their constant 

care and attention, and for renters of booths who require extra attendants, there will 
be furnished coupon tickets of five coupons each, price one dollar, which will be good 
for admission once each day during the fair. Said tickets to be issued at the discre- 
tion of the several superintendents in charge of the departments. The name of the 
party to whom issued, the exhibit or booth on account of whichit is given. ‘The 
name of superintendent in charge shall be endorsed on said tickets. A separate gate 
will be set apart for holders of these tickets, where they will be required to enter.” 

A rising vote was taken and the substitute adopted 11 to 4. 
Section 1, of article XII, was amended to read as follows: 

“ Thursday, Friday, and Saturday previous to the fair, all parties desiring space in 
this department, must apply therefor to the superintendent, who shall furnish space 
and hold it open until3 Pp. M., Saturday. Jf not occupied by that time will be 
vacated.” 

Section 3, of article XI, was amended to read as follows: 
“ Stalls, stables, and pens are provided for live stock. For the use of double stalls 

With doors a charge of $1 will be made, and for single stalls with doors 50 cents will 
be charged; but where room cannot be made, then thesuperintendent may permit 
such animals to have admission to the grounds at such times as he may deem proper. 
Places may be assigned in the order of application. No loose animals shall remain 
on the grounds.” 

Rule 8 of special rules on cattle was amended to read as follows: 
“ Superintendent of division A shall be a special committee on pedigrees.” 

And the following was added to the general rules on live stock: 
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“The superintendent in division B, horses, C, sheep, and D, swine, shall be the 
committee on pedigrees in their respective departments.” 

Upon motion the report was adopted as a whole. 
It was moved and supported that the executive officers and business com- 

mitte be appointed a committee on location of next annual fair, Mr. Hyde 
moyed to amend by adding the transportation committee. 

The amendment prevailed, and the motion as amended adopted. 
Committee then took a recess to 7:30 P. M. 

Bvening Session. 

President Parsons called the committee to order at 7:30 o’clock. 

Quorum present. 
Mr. Hyde, from committee on permanent location offered the following: 

To the President and Executive Members of the State Agricultural Society : 

Your committee who were appointed to take into consideration the question of 
a permanent location for holding the State fair, report that they have had the sub- 
ject under consideration, and, in the opinion of your committee, the best interests 
of the people of the State, and this Society, will be subserved by holding the fairs 
of the Society so they shall accommodate, as near as may be, all parts of the State. 
In view of this, we recommend that this Society shall take such action and make 
such arrangements with local societies that permanent grounds and buildings may be 
procured in suitable places in the State, where the Society may hold its fair fora 
limited period, as circumstances may require. 

W. CHAMBERLAIN, 

GEORGE PHILLIPS, 

Se ees WB Ws fe 

A. O. HYDE, 

Committee, 

Accepted and adopted. 
Mr. Sterling, from the committee appointed tosettle with Mr. Youngblood, 

reported verbally, $25.00 paid and claim settled. 
Report accepted and adopted. 
On motion of J. M. Sterling, 

Resolved, That the annual fair of 1884 be held commencing Monday, September 
15th, and continuing five days. 

The report of the committee on premiums was taken up and the changes 
from the list of 1883 recommended by the committee were voted upon and 
adopted separately. 

The recommendation of the committee to strike out all premiums offered 
for Ayrshire cattle was adopted, after some debate. 

On motion, the report of the committee was adopted as a whole. 
On motion, it was voted to reconsider the vote adopting the report of the 

committee ou rules. 
Moved and supported, to instruct the committee on rales to change the rule 

fixing time for closing entries in division M to conform to ruie reported by 
committee on premiums. Carried. 

On motion of Mr. Ball, the following rule was adopted : 
The gates and gatekeepers, and the tickets taken up at the gates, shall be under 

the direction and control of the superintendent of gates, who may make and cancel 
appointments of gatekeepers, and shall have an office at the grounds convenient to 
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_the gates during fair. Gatekeepers shall not be appointed from persons residing 
nearer the place of holding the fair than fifty miles, 

The report or committee on rules, as amended, was then adopted. 
Mr. Ball offered the following, which was adopted unanimously. 
Resolved, That the thanks of this executive committee are due to C. J. Whitney 

and ©, A. Shaw for their kindness in extending an invitation to attend their ver’ 
enjoyable entertainments, which were so highly prized and heartily enjoyed by saié 
committee. 

The committee on Agricultural College offered the following: 
The committee on Agricultural College to whom was referred that portion of the 

president’s address relating to an experimental station, have had the subject under 
consideration,and believe that the time has come in the history of the agriculture of 
the State, when an experimental stationis demanded by the farmers of the State, and 
we heartily favor its establishment at the Agricultural College, in accordance with 
the suggestion of the president; and recommend that a committee of three be 
appointed by the president to more fully investigate this subject and prepare a suit- 
able memorial to be presented to the next Legislature, asking for a suitable appro- 
priation for this purpose. 

It is also our clear conviction that a mechanical department should be added to 
the Agricultural College, according to the provision in the act of Congress granting 
public lands for the support of such colleges in the several States, and we recommend 
that in case the State Board of Agriculture ask an appropriation of the next Legis- 
lature for this purpose, that this board will lend them their influence and hearty 
support. 
Your committee further recommend that fraternal relations be continued with the 

State Agricultural College, and that this executive committee accept the invitation 
of President Abbot to visit the College on the second Wednesday in June next. 

IRA H. BUTTERFIELD, Jr, 

Cc. W. YOUNG, 
F. L. REED, 
A. J. DEAN, 
Committee on Agricultural College. 

Adopted. 
It was then moved and supported, that the secretary’s salary be one thous- 

and dollars ($1,000) per annum, and that the treasurer be allowed a book- 
keeper at a salary of four hundred dollars ($400) per annum. 

The yeas and nays were called and the motion adopted unanimously, seven- 
teen votes being cast. 

Moved and supported to take a recess to 9 o'clock Friday morning. Car- 
ried. ’ 

BIWLE DAY. 

RussELL Hovwss, | 
Detroit, January 18, 1884. § 

Committee resumed business at 9 o’clock A. M., President Parsons in the 

chair. 
Roll ealled. 
Quorum present. 
Mr. Anderson reported for the finance committee as follows: 

To the President and Executive Conmittee of the State Agricultural Society: 

The committee on finance, to whom was referred the secretary’s report pertaining 
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to finance, beg leave to report that they have made a careful examination of the 
books and stubs, and found them to be correct as reported by him. 
They further report that they have examined the bond of the secretary, and have 

approved the same. Said bond is deposited with the president. 

M. P. ANDERSON, 

D. W. HOWARD, 

E. W. RISING, 

Finance Committée. 

To the President and Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society : 

Your committee on finance, appointed to settle with the treasurer, beg leave to 
report that they examined the vouchers and compared them with the proper stubs, 
and find the account as rendered by him to be correct. 

M. P. ANDERSON, 

D. W. HOWARD, 

E. W. RISING, 
Finance Commitiee. 

To the President and Executive Committee of the State Agricultural Society : 

Your committee on finance, to whom was referred the account of the business com- 
mittee, beg leave to report that they have made a careful examination of the books, 
and find their account as rendered by them correct. 

M. P. ANDERSON, 

D. W. HOWARD, 

EK. W. RISING, 

Finance Commitiee. 

Upon motion the above reports were accepted and adopted. 
The President then appointed the following committee and superintendents: 
Programme Conmittee—Messrs. A. O. Hyde, F. V. Smith, and I. H. Butterfield, Jr. 
General Superintendent—Geo. W. Phillips. 
Chief Marshal—A. O. Hyde. 

EXECUTIVE SUPERINTENDENTS. 

Cattle—lI. H. Butterfield, Jr. 
Horses—¥. V. Smith. 
Sheep—D. W. Howard. 
Swine—John Lessiter. 
Poultry—J. Q. A. Burrington. 
Fine Aris—W.J. Baxter. 
Miscellaneous—Chas. W. Young. 
Music—M. P. Anderson. 
Children’s Department—Miss Minnie H. Brow. 
Needlework—Miss Minnie H. Brow. 
Manufactures—J. 1. Mitchell. 
Agricultural—A. F. Wood. 
Machinery—W m. Chamberlain. 
Farm Implements—H. O. Hanford and Abel Angel. 
Dairy—K. W. Rising. 
Bees and Honey—J. P. Shoemaker. 
Vehicles—John Gilbert. 
Forage—¥. L. Reed. 
Gates— Wn. Ball. 
Pohce—J. M. Sterling and Wm. Ball. 

Mr. Sterling asked to be excused from serving as superintendent of police, 
and Mr. W. H. Cobb was appointed in his stead. 

On motion of Mr. Butterfield, 
Resolved, That the locating committee for the next State fair be the committee on 

permanent location; and that they be instructed to locate the next fair with reference 
to making it one of the permanent locations of the society. 
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Mr. Ball offered the following: 
Resolved, That the present locating committee, consisting of the president, secre- 

tary, and treasurer, transportation committee, and business committee, have power 
to advertise in such manner as they may determine for proposals from different 
localities, stating in said advertisements what such proposals should embrace; and 
with reference to locating the fair for one year or more, or permanently. 

A lengthy debate was held on the subject of permanent location. Mr. C. 
W. Green, an ex-member, delivered a few very able remarks. 

The resolution was adopted, and the committee adjourned sine die. 

J. OC. STERLING, PHILO PARSONS, 
Secretary. President. 

OFFICIAL LIST OF PREMIUMS AWARDED AT THE THIRTY- 
FIFTH ANNUAL FAIR OF THE SOCIETY, HELD AT 

DETROIT, SEPTEMBER 17 TO 21, 1883. 

DIVISION A—CATTLE. 

CLASS 1—SHORTHORNS. 

Best bull, four years old or over, L. L. Brooks, Novi, Mich............---- $25 00 
2dud Or CeAne Dlanchard More lrel soN li hes sae nee a eee eee eee ee 20 00 
JO dome Wel pS MSTOstsDexcher- Nile peer een aero my enna er acer nea pat 15 00 
Athid Ove. rAtehemicks Clarkston Milehenees = ese eee mnere as ee nen titi 10 00 

Best bull, three years old, A. P. Cook, Brooklyn, Mich........-....-.---.-- 20 00 
ALCO Miia ety lek ye onbnes UDO Heke e a ak eae aa e SeSeeodage eae 15 00 
So. ao.y Merchants KellyaKcelliv?s) Connenssi Mach ise see see eee eae 10 00 

Best bull, two years old, A. F. Wood, Mason, Mich......-......--...-..----- 20 00 
PAG! COs, Lats io BROOCH WG EMON TUG Nesey aie LE a ed eee Gabe ae 15 00 
3d do., Merchant Kelly, Kelly’s Corners, Mich...._.........-....--.---- 10 00 

Best bull, one year old, W. C. Boyden, Delhi Mills, Mich......---------.--- 15 00 
PAG) ClO Nig On AVIS OIG VVTo eon, WYO 5s ees aed i a Es i a 10 00 
SOLO wAC EOS ese Nek ar mnt est OMe nv Chis ase etm eet ae area ee 5 00 
Athy do: dames) Mooresiiiil fords Mic his= 22ers as ne ees aera eral elope one 3 00 

Best bull calf, 6 months and under one year, L. L. Brooks, Novi, Mich._---- 10 00 
ZOOL AMES MOOTe Mn fOnGa Nii Chibe = sas ee oe ce eee ane eer as 8 00 
DOLCORVA LE Woods) Mason Michieeeecraee re ces heme hehe on apes Annee ee 5 00 
Athi dors > McO miber was himocsy Minha se seer te oes nee ere eee oe 3 00 

Best bull calf, under six months old, A. D. DeGarmo, Highland Station, Mich. 6 00 
ZOO Dis ban eembare Miche taste ctr cs conte Seen (ements 4 00 
DUC OmteAMESPNLG OTE eMail fOr; Cy MLN Inept ae ee UE a ee pn 2 50 
4th don. Oscar Haston yD exter wiViich ene sete tern sae ee a ena een 1 50 

Best cow, four years old or over, Oscar Easton, Dexter, Mich.....---------- 25 00 
2d\ do7, AY Ds DeGarmo, Highland? station, Mich://22.o.sseeseae sess 20 00 
3d do., James Moore, Milford, Mich...._-._..-.----. RO ae a a 15 00 
4thido. Au Dy DeGarmo, Hichland Station, Mich..2.U2ss2see ee ese 10 00 

Best cow, three years old, Wm. Ball, Hamburg, Mich.......--.----.------- 20 00 
2 Ol) Clo su Vsti a VEL gx a rare os a tal SC i, Na a eal a 2 15 00 
SUL dO Dae O miberv Easting tii. he AER eS es Ue eens nee a aN 10 00 
A CHAO WEE Oe WV MN VV NEO LD hand Me Te 7 Noa ER a ene 5 00 

Best heifer, two, years old, Wine, Ball, Hamburg.) 2 ooo a eee 20 00 
2d do;; A.D. DeGarmo, Hichland/ Station fo) let ee ee 15 00 
Sd. dom OscariWastons exter. ssa MAN din ele een bein yane Seemten Wye ameter 10 00 
AUDUBON Nie iad eon Olein, ID ARG OUD eich a CU ae ek ee Rl a 5 00 

Hest heifer, oneyeuroldy Wm.-Ball. Hamburg 0s. ee sesee os. Phe ie 15 00 
Ad dO: VAX PA COOK BrOOkhy mais ene eele Mem Nik Reenuomge sik cose ©) TA eies Wee 10 00 
50. d0.; Wi COOMA sh Re Oem hi MRI) NEE Pe eee 5 00 
Ach: do. helper Bron we xterm mito n Ome nn ems Uk NIA Gen 3 00 

d0 
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Best heifer calf,six months and under one year, O. Snow & Son, Kalamazoo $10 00 
Jaido-"ehellps Brosi, Dexteres 2 sa. smmerecs  in | Se ee NLS NE nee Ll a 8 00 
ddrdo ME Del pseBross WeXtens- contenant renee ec mses SPE Ete ed 5 00 
AGiido rues Blinte Ss OMeTSeL oso Maree meme ce neh te Meer Em Aare ene ee 3 00 

Best heifer calf, under six months old, J.S. Flint, Somerset__-_.-_..--..-.- 6 00 
Zak omar’ Cooks Broolklyness serene eee ees ee See ee aera Sen eee 4 00 
SACO! VALS HB TOOKS NEV Vel XO ess Semen ren are cena tin tr geen fee eaem tS eeO 2 50 
AthrdoO. Ames MoOore. Ni tOrde =a: 5 eee sae ee ee eee eae 1 50 

Bestaherdyshorthonns. Winsebs al. Elia moet Oe cee ee ee 30 00 
2 atdo:s We:C Wixom SWixOM 220. see oe oe aaa, Reel eh eam eae A 25 00 
3d do. SWE wBoydent DelhinMnlls se Ao aaa. see ee pune eet fhae 20 00 
Zthido. AnD DeGarmo euohland Stationeses: = 24.5 anes eee 15 00 
Dthido.Ehelps Bros: Dexter sso ae ss le ates te ye ie eee 10 00 

Best Shorthorn bull, and four of his get, owned and bred in Michigan, 
Phelps Bros., MGR EOE eh oor oo ac Can OULU "a an ae a 20 00 

2d do., O. Snow & Son wikalamazoo sc) kolo es se 12 00 
3d do., ID McOmiber Hastings, waase cee Sees eae oe ae eee eee ae 8 CO 

WM. STOCKING, 

: ROBT. MILLER, 
R. BAKER, 

Judges. 

CLASS 2—DEVONS. 

Best bull, four years old or over, E. T. Doney, Jackson..._.....-----.---.- $25 00 
Bestapulls threesvears old;-AvJ= Burrows, Groyeso. 2 22 2- sen eee ee ee eeee 20 00 
Best bullstwo years old; eech & Walker, Utica. --22 222-2. 2222822225622 20 00 
Bestapullsonebyearoldssuecchrw Winlker sUitiGassce oa aan nee ae 15 00 

DE Os bck es SES TEX Var) ISCO 4s ee ok oe ey ee Sh SS eee se dye 10 00 
Best bull calf, six months and under one year, A. J. Burrows, Troy.-....--- 6 00 
Best bull calf, under six months old, E. T. Doney, Jackson.........----.--.- 6 00 

2dEdo., Weech GuWialker Utila poo seek een ts eae year een means enue 4 90 
3d do., Leech & W: alker, NOG Cae eee pcos eevee sei eae yy penn pera 2 50 

Best cow, four years old or over, Leech & Walker, Utica one ee eee 25 00 
2d do., Meech & Walkers Utica cu tees aoa hee Se ee aes a oie eaters meee 20 00 
3d do., A.J. Burrows, Troy SMe BN EE Spm Ng ek icles en oy ISIS gt EET a es 15 00 

Best cow, three years old, Leech & Walker, Utica.............--- erase Gi 20 00 
PCO eH Le) ONCY ak AGKSON se say Seo Sul ee eea ohm Ae en ee 15 00 
SAGO ntE wl ONG Yano ACKSONE: 2hep cw. s kp 2 ee eee ces 10 60 

Best heifer, two years old, leech & Walker, Utica.......-......--=-------. 20 00 
Zdtdo-weeechyanwalker: WWiCas 25.22 5 eee eae me Mae ace ee 15 00 
Sdido WOR DEXDYs. WISCOs soe sae ee ke Hee pee eee 10 00 

Bestheiter one wear old Avi epurrows. el VOYse =o) 225 se See ee ae ee 15 00 
AdiIGOMLeachyoos Walker iWiGiCaee esc cle A Teles ee eel Cae ee 10 00 
SOUCOe Lew ONCVAACKSONE wee ees ee cee eee ee eR ae oe 5 00 

Best heifer calf six months, and under one year, A. J. Burrows, Troy... _..- 6 00 
20d OED One ra a CKS Olean eee oe hb oe capes y= Be ac ioe 4 00 

Best heifer calf under six months, Leech & Walker, Utica.........-..----- 6 00 
Achdo wD AR eB EX Dy DISCOns. ee eee eee ee SN es Seay LL ee 4 00 

Best herd ofeDevons, eechic, Wal kersWitl Cass sape nearer oe eee yee 25 00 
AGEAO eA od) ES UELO WS gp LO yee ie eee re ee PE rn ee Rete Scope a 15 00 
30.00: 4h. Bixby, DISCO s,s tec eee el oh age ae eee 10 00 

WM. STOCKING, 

RUFUS PIERSON, 

R. BAKER, 
Judges. 

CLASS 3—HEREFORDS. 

Best bull four years old or over, Wm. Hamilton, Flint.........--....-.---- $25 00 
2AKAO-. IN OSeshOS ter. I Ninihese eevee a i See 2 ep ee i a 20 00 
SOICO SH Gwin elipS. OM Coes eee nea eee eee eee pas meen 2 erie 15 60 

Best pullvonesyearnold hhos: Fosters elit. eee ae = ee te aes i 15 00 
POA On. eh OS MAHOSHe tse HELIT bz ceeses ore tere oe ce ee eee eg a OR 10 60 
SACO ECE OS pe ONGlAGe joe le ee was ee ae ee en ee ee 5 00 

Bes t bull calf six months, and under one year, Wm. Hamilton, Flint....--- 6 00 
AON: EMO MUSR LOS EN EU Lng oes oe ee ee tnt ere Reee, Renee Re SG 4 00 
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Best bull calf under six months old, Wm. Hamilton, Flint.--..--- Bice cies $6 00 

2d do., Edwin Phelps, Pontiac.....---.--------------+-----+---+------- 4 00 

3d do., Thomas Bos Gemeblit brea ss ass oa te ate eat atte eto ote 2 50 

Best cow four years old or over, Wm. Hamilton, lintel s2286ee oS eee 25 00 
Ddidos Wane, Evan Go mayen ie a eters le ee acolo lal leet tats til 20 00 
3d do., State Agricultural College, Lansing ......---------------------- 15 00 

Best cow three years old, Wm. Hamilton, Piling. 22 U0 eae seat gest 20 00 
2d do., Thos. Foster, SG eet ot oe). 5a rs Fe he Ba 15 00 
3d do., TMTeRy JiwReIR, HUN oobecscseseccons see cb acnesobeddomeceduaskes 10 00 

‘Best heifer two years old, Wm. Hamilton, Flint_....---.------------------ 20 00 
DG Gos Wing [oN tony, IM Rese se ase as eon ecco soncs tancceeStocssogesc 15 00 
3d do., Edwin Phelps, "PODELAG Sock eee ie yh, Hei atl Na 10 00 

Best heifer one year old, Edwin Phelps, Pontiac..........-.----.----------- 15 00 
2 do: Phos. Foster, Flint. -s-2. 2.2 -c2 ass see ete ee omnia ae Sai a= 10 00 
3d do., Wm. Hamilton, 1 ONG Re rep Se RA ele Re oie Oa ee eh ees 5 00 

Best heifer calf six months, and under one year, Edwin Phelps, Pontiac. --- 6 00 
2d do., Edwin Phelps, PORUIAC Iressa 8 esr wah DAR GE OAR 4 00 
3d do., Edwin Phelps, Pontiac .-...-----.---------+----+--+------------ 2 50 

Best heifer calf under six months old, ‘Thos. Foster, Bilin) 2 Sejak Bese eatse SS 6 00 

2d) dos Win. Hamilton, lint... 550252 2 23 Ae es Sk RF ee: Be Sa 4 00 
Sq dost hoshFOSter. EUN  eeeeee e e eeeeaeieeiat ea nela coe iano me ae 2 50 

Best herd ‘of Herefords, Wit Haniilbone E lint.. eae toes etl meme Be opk 25 00 

9d dos ‘Thos, Moster Whit 2 ee pas sana ene see elon ema oetarals 15 00 

3d do., Edwin Phelps, PO MAC ee a ee eres Sacer ec 10 00 

L. L. BROOKS, 

Ga Wik EU IG TES: 

ROBT. MILLER, 

Judges. 

CLASS 4—AYRSHIRES. 

Best bull four years old or over, Ormiston & Jardine, Cuba, N. Y.....-.--- $25 00 
Best bull three years old, State Agricultural College, Lansing......------- 20 00 
Best bull two years old, Ormiston °& Jardine. Cub ate NioYs--ces eee sees 20 00 
Second best bull one year old, Ormiston & Jardine, Cuba N. Y.------------ 10 00 
Best es six months, and under one year, Ormiston & Jardine, Cuba, AG 

ED AE ape ph at een Se BON AE BES ios OC fe ea eye Bes ete miata She els SRP 6 
Best bull calf under six months old, Ormiston & Jardine, Cuba, N. Y...---- 6 00 
Best cow four years old or over, Ormiston & Jardine C Ula Ne Nise sere eens 25 00 

Adidos.Ormiston @ sardines Cubay Nec. 92. 2 5-2 ce en oe ore ea 20 00 
3d do., Ormiston & Jardine, Cuba, N. Y..---.----.--------------------- 15 00 

Best cow three years old, State "Agricultural CollecesMansincesss-se- sen. 20 00 
Best heifer two years old, Ormiston & Jar dine, Cuba, INI SRY soe nen nese oan 20 00 

2d do., State Agricultural Golleme WWmansiuy :c25.0 22552424 aoa aea ee 15 00 
3d do., State Agricultur al College, Lansing Bae ned eee oot es 10 00 

Best heifer one year old, Ormiston & Jardine, Cuba, INS Nive pa ees 15 00 
2d do., State Agricultural College, Lansing aN SM | eR er 10 00 
3d do., HORMIETOMS J ALCING Ane seeek ee kan an ae 5 00 

Best heifer calf under six months old, Ormiston & Jardine, Cuba, N. Y.--- 6 00 
Best herd of Ayrshires, Ormiston & Jardine, Cuba, N. Y..-------.----.---- 25 00 

W. J. G. DEAN, 
MARK SEELEY, 

Judges. 

CLASS 5—JERSEYS. 

Bestibull tour years oldior over, Mo... FP rink, Oxford 125-2 oeeesaseteaae= =e $25 00 
Qdidorh WeKent | Grandweedces 22). 02 152s see eae etter eaters ole 20 00 
Sdudos cE aVensmo nthe Oolcliyyeuie tec 2. ss a ee ee sea ree 15 00 
AGI CO ApH WAAS INN OG eV EE Ise isi, ae pe ees ee ete Gera Se 10 00 

Best bull Beis yearsiold. banenoston, Tekonskac oss senate shat ae 20 60 
PAS OKO ad Bs tin SVNON icy DISEUE OO ORO no obese ce. Son cedeeomes Hoube 15 00 
3d do., Bates & Mar Cine Girane Heal Sats Seer vein sae Eee te 10 00 
4th do., MOEN Gi Neaniesow (CNH aVel lo MO Pk a ee ee eee so eee 5 00 

Bestebullktworyearsvods (saa cevanrstons WetnOlte a+ se aye sees c a)5 se ees 20 00 
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Bess bull one. year old;.G.. BasSniiteyeaviles. S.-i A an ee ee $15 00 
2d do .Gl wl won O Dewey. Owosso sso. oa ee 10 00 
DOO. ov OMENS Cold waberesereee. 2) 1 ke Meee eee eat gNOeT ED 5 00 
Athsdos Bates:& Martins GrandeRapidsieesoss. cee: 6) Pere nee 3 00 

Best bull calf under six months old, F. V. Smith, Coldwater__..........---- 6 00 
Dd do. ME i. rink, WOxfordss 2 eee. not Pee ee eh if 4 00 
5d ,d0:,)isaac, Marston, Detroit. soar ene te eee i are 2 50 

Best cow four years old or over, Bates & Martin, Grand Rapids____.--.__-- 25 00 
2d do., Bates.% Martin, Graad,Rapids 2520.20 seek oe See ee) 20 00 
Sd doh. Vie Smith oldwater. ae) sneer ann ee ee een Ena 15 00 
4th ido. lisaac Marston, Detroit=2.- soc c ese ee Oe 10 00 

Best cow three years old, Isaac Marston, Detroit............._..--..------ 20 00 
2dido=wWsaaG Marston Detrolites = se see © eye eine Beene ne See rn pe 15 00 
Sd do.H- JV smitn, Coldwater 2.02. e) ee ee 10 00 

Best heifer two.years.old,G..B. Smith, Eagle)... 22 eee eee 20 00 
20 do., Moab rinks Oxfordie sh) Ae Sue bur eles oe ER 15 00 
a0 00. Mil olrinks Oxfords s:c.-2 22250 oo Oe ee bees 10 00 
4thidos, isaac Marston, Wetroite. = 2 sols ee a ee ee 5 00 

Best heifer one year old, Bates and Martin, Grand Rapids....----...-....- 15 00 
20 do. M. Aa. Brink, Oxtord. .2.2..22202 .ccu se. 2-5 Sea ee 10 00 
oa (do., Gop Smith Magle cn 2o7 cca eka ctectecce te ta ee One eae oes 5 00 
Athido:, Jsasce Marston Detroit.-c. tee soe ee eae ee 3 00 

Best heifer calf six months, and under one year, G. B. Smith, Eagle._..__- 10 00 
Addo. Mv ghnink. OSfOnd. coe. tec e cee Pee Ree ee ee ee 8 00 
SOLOS PE PAVES mith Coldwaters 12220 aso nee foe ee eae 5 00 
Athy dos, Benv pomith. Coldwater... 2... 22-22 oe ee Oa Come nn 3 00 

Best heifer calf under six months old, M. L. Frink, Oxford..........._.--- 6 00 
PAGS Nsaae MBRTSCON, MOeLT ONG 322-2 et a eee ee eee ee 4 00 
soldo: Isaac Marston ADetroibese ss eee ae eek eee et ee ee oe 2 50 
Aton. Ve SMC Ol Waters os yes ee oe ee ee 1 50 

V. BARBER, 

Judge 

Besp nerd: Of Perseys,1saac Wiarshou. DetrOlbe<. essence eee aan aan eee $30 00 
CAC Ose) Goria HIT GE tj eV LG Lys sic) ea a cn ye oe ope en oe 25 00 
30 ‘do. BaLekang Martin, Grand Rapids. = 200 ou: yee ae 20 00 
4thido.c ONG brinke@ xtOrd se aap ee ae cee eye ee eee ene eee ny eae 15 00 
SCHidoOwE eve onl Gh sCold waters oc 6 yumm ate me cee pee al a tenn age eee 10 00 

Best Jersey bull, with four of his get, bred and owned in Michigan, M. L. 
DED UG GY ice Ob: 20 8 [ed eae i el ed rs ieee Ni calle” ete ols ha a Oe aha 20 00 
Addo ms Aaa mlansSLOneDELLOlGe. 22 ee eee eee ee ee ree ee eee 12 00 
SA OM MVE TS MLGL AC Old water scr een sean ie he aes eee ee 8 00 

A. J. CLARK, 
E. W. COTRELL, 

Judges. 

Best herd of Guernseys, CoH. Gipbs, Pontise 2.92025 inlet bees dente $25 00 

CLASS 6—GALLOWAYS AND POLLED ANGUS. 

Best bull three years old; R:-B..Caruss, St. Johns-. -.--...-ce- onan e-5 $20 00 
Best bull calf six months, and under one year, Geo. Hendrie, Detroit...__. 6 00 
Best bull.calf under six months, Geo. Hendrie, Detroit.................--- 6 00 

Bader sk: BeGaruse.(StOnnSs: 22. eestor a. nese ce eee eee ee 4 00 
Best cow four years old or over, R. B. Caruss, St. Johns._..._.._...-.----- 25 00 
Best cow three years old, Geo. Hendrie, Detroit..........-.-...-...<.---.- 20 00 

ZOHO; MR BsCaruss StS ORNS Sse t ate Ree Le > a ee eee eeeeraen 15 00 
SOTdOs ah. Caruss 4S tevO ONNSe. oe oe ee es ee 10 00 

Best heifer two years old, Geo. Hendrie, Detroit... --..----!.0..27..--.---2- 20 00 
2d dos GeonbHendrie:+Detroitegs-. eee eee 8 ee ee 15 00 
ddido-RAsBCarusssiSte Johns s22 452 ssee mses el eee 10 00 

Best heifer calf six months and under one year, R. B. Caruss, St. Johns_-- 6 00 
_Best heifer calf under six months old, R. B. Caruss, St. Johns_...-..__-.-- 6 00 
pest herdiof Galloway s, RBC aruss sas. eee ae es ee eer ee 25 00 

WM. STOCKING, 
DAVID CLARK, 
R. BAKER, 

Judges. 
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CLASS 7—HOLSTEIN OR DUTCH FRIESIANS. 

Best bull four years old or over, Wm. A. Rowley, Mt. Clemens_.__-___-...- $25 00: 
Od do: hele billipsyBayiCityes..o2o ses Josen te seen Sos. 20 00 
Sdidoseke een CamipbelikeMonnoe sea S252 as eee eeee ames ose ee nels 15 00 
AC HYdoO Moa SUtLO TS Tne e ies eels Soe Ys ok Nearer et iapeisisie a ane 10 00 
2d best bull three years old, Bruce Phillips, Utica.--.....-.---.--.. aa 15 00 

Best bull two years old, Fred Kerner, Mt. Clemens__....------.......-..-- 20 00 
Addo NiSLOne and Dioesy Mascings= tase ee. ae eae eer tle ee see 15 00 
SOO Me Gao Wasi umes Lei Cha tre cles aie a ee yee ae hay ep 10 00 

Best pullione year old} Bruce Ehillips Witieteses sees seses eres se =e oe 15 00 
Zdidor Jove stenling Monroe ly sccsseraeeeeen eee eee eae sess 10 00 
Ba dost Chase Wi llcosx.: Irving ele a eee eee epee aa nee aie eo ett 5 00 

Best bull calf six months, and under one year, E. P. Campbell, Monroe-.-- 10 00 
ZdedoO.. stone and brleesy Mastin ses seas sees etree enee epee 8 00 
3d do., E. R. Phillips, Bay City. Cools Sarat pe Meio aictape ais ea Sat le 5 00 
4th do., J. M. Sterling, Monroe--...-----.--..-.-.---------------------- 3 00: 

Best bull calf under six months old, R.G. Washburn, Litchfield.-...-..... 6 00: 
2d do., Stone and Biggs, Hastings AI gS Seto en i cae nee te et 4 00 
3d do.. Wm. McEwan, | Bay City. FAG NS ag ae Sea rs Sy Oe 2 50 
APO LVS EUCOy bE TT OS a Obi CA as eee erate see rete ere eel ree eae eee ee ae 1 60 

Best cow four years old or over, Wm. A. Rowley, Mt. Clemens...---.... -- 25 00 
2didos stone mand Big os wash ese — =e sess nese sae eee see eters 20 00 
30 dosphn ke. Gustine Bays Citys we see ees Boece oo aoee sete se ae sere 15 00 
YAN COsy dats Cm KES Obie, JUICE ene aes oe poseedooBooeeacce Gescee 10 00 

Best heifer two years old, Wm. A. Rowley, Mt. Clemens...-.-.------.---- 20 00 
Qdidosstoneand) Bic esshastingesnes sees =o. see eee cea eee eae 15 QO 
aq) dor Wim: Ay Rowley. MiteClemensS= 2. 555-0c2 sschees ose eae =ee eee 10 00 
Athidom H.R ips (Baye Cit yin Wee sas see ra yey oko eateries eae 5 00 

iBestpheifer one. year old; J. Meisterline, Monroe. sso. 5482 cee eee eee 15 00 
ZdcdO. Bruce MTT Ss. WiCT Cae eso ayo eee er aes eae aa her ae cee ys 10 00 
4X6] co Kaseed Died Saad eel owl Wiy Oswel eoe ny Orie pee an es te ee Soe een esos as 5 60 
4th do., Stone AnduB ie ose HAS UNOS as eee ee eee eee ae eee ee 3 00 

Best heifer calf six months, and under one year, E. P. Campbell, Monroe-_- 10 00 
Addo Js Mer Sterno pMOntOen 22e otpss wack asin thee ere eee aot 8 00 
3d do., E. R. Phillips, Es OV OMG Yao cis re ase Sere e Stakl ete AM Ca 5 00 
Athi dol. Stone and Bic osHHastine Sees.) sasee eee ane eee ee see 3 00: 

Best heifer calf under six months old E, R. Phillips, Bay City....--......- 6 00 
2d do2sVVina. NLC Ei wantsB 8 yee ON Yjts os 5 i= hal a ne ee 4 00 
S0dor J. Me Sterling. Monroe. a ace cmos a2 oe hee ee st ee ote ee 2 50 

Best herd of Holsteins or Dutch Friesians, Wm. A. Rowley, Mt. Clemens_- 30 00 
2didor Jo Ma Sterlinoe MOnnOCe so ease eee ome eed oe aia a ee ee 25 00 
3d do., IH ke. ee np ss Bayi Citys. ose ete aes aoc OS oe 20 00: 
4th do. Sone andy BO oS SEAS wily OSs ee ere ee 15 00 
Dthkdoeyhae Campbell Monnoeteecs s222-55- 52ers ome See eee 10 00 

JAMES BIRNEY, 
WALTER J. G. DEAN, 
MARK SEELEY, 

Judges. 

CLASS 8—GRADE CATTLE. 

Best cow, four years old or over, R. A. Remick, Clarkston_.-......-------- $25 00 
d) do: vAS Hosmer IN orth Harmineton S23.) 2-55-52 ase ese aeeee 20 00 

30 dos David mhiller: Clarkstone2 2222-2 sc: a5 22 S5 aoa 15 00 
Ath dos yWimneyELa milton Hint ee sa eas one Ses ms coe ee 10 00 

Best cow, three years old. A. Hosner, North Farmington..--......-------- 20 00 
2d dol DavidiMiller: Clarkston... 5.20622) 252"-<Seeee eee eee ee = 15 00 
Jado. Re AemRemicks) Olarkstonms sess ae se ene ae eee ee ea 10 00 
4th do, A. Ps Cook, Brooklyn’ =. :..2.4924.2- 2:42 hese akc oe 5 00 

Best heifer. twolyears old, A..P: Cook, Brooklyn’ -23-22- see 5eous5 See 20 00 
2d do.wR- eA Remiicels, Clankstoms suse yeh 2S. ee a ran yes I op 15 00 
Sd do LONSnowsco sonal amma 700s 22. nee ee peepee ee eee pare eeeee ee pee 10 00 
Ath do. wavidiMiller. Clarkston: 2. 24252 20 eae oe alle 2 eA 5 00 

Best heifer, one year old, A. Hosner, North Farmington.-_...-..----.-.---- 15 00 
Ad dot, Davideillers Clarkston: 12) Jessa sees eee eremeey ee sees! ae SE 10 00 
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Best heifer calf i. A dremick ss CLarkst omepye sos me eer Meneses $12 00 
Qdido.IheHe SUbLON, PEUUILS Calle ok seesee ete estes ms ys CO ae te Sele rk nal A 8 00 
sdidos David MilleriClarixs tones 2 Wel aly een aoe ee ein 5 00 
Athi.do AVP. Cooks Broolkl y. nis seasonal. oye hee | aeegh aulyl ete eh 3 00 

MERCHANT KELLEY, 
W.E. BOYDEN, 
A. H. CANFIELD, 

Judges. 

CLASS 9—WORKING OXEN AND STEERS. 

Best yoke of working oxen, four years old or over, Edward McGunegh, 
Clarkston ses sels ONE ar hae V2 calabro mires 50k A seen ee ee SRR eee ae OO EE $20 00 

Zdtdo., -bhos Hosters lin Ge scetee eee cece ak eee eee eee 15 00 
3d do.., ANSI Opa INO Gay PEM ceca HO Nae LR 10 00 

Best yoke of steers, three years old, Uscar Cline, Sherwood_._... eer aren a 15 00 
Best yoke of steers, two years old, C. L. Blanchard, Morenci_...._....-..--- 10 00 

2d do., Geo. J. Vownley & Son, Kast Springport Soe ee ee ae ee 6 00 
Best yoke ‘of steers, one year old, C.8. Brooks, IBTightonseeee ns se eee eee 8 00 

2d do., David Miller, Clar Th Ree MOA MASE NIG as 5 00 
EDWIN PHELPS, 
H. T. PHELPS, 
P. A. CONNER, 

Judges. 

CLASS 10-FAT CATTLE. 

Best steer, three years old and under four, E. Coon, Marion, Ohio ._....-.- $20 00 
Best steer, two years old, A. Hosner, North Farmington Bes Sh Re eg A 15 00 

2d do., A. Hosner, North Farmington Se cee Cia eine ee neta aerate eee 10 00 
3d do., ” Geo. J. Townley & Son, East SPrinS ponte sate seers see eee 6 00 

Best steer, one year old, ‘hos. Foster, LU bi ee Se Ae le a eee ee ee 12 00 
2d do., Thos. Foster, 1 TL eter epee sear murs nil Te keel oll 3k 8 00 
SUC OnPAG ELOSNETAON OLE Ik aE Mn 8:6 OTeege se eee ee 5 00 

Best heifer, three years old, and under four, W. E. Boyden, Delhi Mills __.- 15 00 
Jado JohnliessiterstJersey eens. scans see ee cece hte ok Lee en ene 10 00 
3d do., John Lessiter, CELSCY RE LE Ce ae be SEN hee ere RS eee a ee ne tr ane 6 00 

Best heifer, two years old, A. Hosner, North Farmington REPL STA 2 oS ae a RC 12 00 
2d do., Geo. J. ‘Townley & Son, East SPH MPOLtAe ee eee ee eee 8 00 

Best herd “of fat cattle, A. Hosner, ‘North FM armiino bon ett Seas s ae eee 25 00 
2d do., Geo. J. Townley & Son, East Spring port se Aesth i pL RN ek ah Se 15 00 

Best fat steer, under four years old, showing greatest weight for age in 
days, Geo. J. Townley & Son, East Springport ioe ice ae Sere eee 20 00 

Ud Ort e COON Marion OhiOme ssc eescr = aes aa ease eee ee 12 00 
ROBT. MILLER, 
JOHN JOHNSTONE, 

Judges. 

DIVISION B—HORSES. 

CLASS 12—HORSES OF ALL WORK. 

Best stallion, five years old or over, Ed. H. Lyon, St. Johns.........----.-- $25 00 
2d do., Door Prairie Stock Breeders’ Association, Door Village, Ind.-- 20 00 
Gc Cloy.5 IDO MENGL Wigsisemn, Seyaovitl, OMe. 5 34 22 sb eek ke 15 00 
4th do.. D. L. DeKay, Utica oooh ee it eae a 10 00 

Best stallion, four yesrs old, Door Prairie Stock Breeders’ Association, 
Door Village, Ind sees eae cae cee: ea b athe ee ee 20 00 

2d do., James. Pickering, Essex Center, Ontieeees2 aoa Se Bak 15 00 
3d do., D. & J. P. Fischer, Goodrich, Oupetc: 4 dOG ak. Bae Ro 10 00 
4th do. , David Plowman, DeWitt. igtste as.) 1 iia ween aay 5 00 

Best stallion, three years old, D. & J. P. Fischer, Goodrich, Ont......_.__. 20 00 
2d do., H. T. Wiarren. Siviohns': 25525 ,. eee ee eee a ae Pe 15 00 
30(d0. 4baMsbyons St. JOnNSees =. saeco nec eee ee ee ae oe ee ee ee 10 00 

Best stallion, two years old, James Gibson, DeWitt....._......--...-..__-- 12 00 
Za do.. J. Me Dhorrine ton, GROmeO= 22. = soceceees eee eee eee 10 00 
SOO. DiGi xenischer..GoodrichOnites ss. see see ae eee ee 8 00 
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Best stallion, one year old, D. & J. P. Fischer, Goodrich, Ont..........-.--- $10 00 
Dal do: Se. DLOWNE Wala Maz OOK, oi. on 5). sasim seinen oleate warcice mate tee 8 00 
Sd do mG hase Uravisa tne OMNSes ee ce ono a- ci ee eee eee eee eee 5 00 

Best stallmonicolts kale Gushin Dayd CUGYyessa4 sae ee Re seein es 8 00 
PAOD AeLn Wa pive QOD arias con oes See oe Gee nr See ace 5 00 
Bde dory Chasey Mra ylSn tsp OMS aoe cna icr AEE Pe ral = See tata rata atte 3 00 

Best brood mare, four years or over, with foal by side, J. D. Perry, Redford 10 00 
Best mare, four years old or over, without colt, J.C. Chilson, Livonia. .__- 12 00 

Dado Bes Dao cert, ROMeC Once sere cee eee aa aes ene sees 8 00 
Sddonp Moore. coKelly.YepSUl an bless ase eee eae esteem ae aeieee nae ae 5 00 

Best mare; three yearsiold, J.C. Chilson, Livonital=- 2-222 -- 22... 2.22522 - 10 00 
Dodoee Benj vei ler SOUGI EU 6 yee reas ee eee eee eae een 8 00 

BestHlly, two years old, Patrick Millet, Howell2 222-22 2-2-5 --ccco5- = on & 8 00 
Ddidom Geo Braidwood. Almont assess eee ae eee eee ian ser ere 5 00 
Scydo- Benjy. Miller, OOWGM MeMOU a= ome ete a a meee a etait ole raat ars 3 00 

Best filly, one year old, H. Walker & Son, Walkerville, Ont.....-......----. 7 00 
Dado Chas Travis state OWNS Soe see eee eae hay eet res ar are tate 5 00 

Best gelding, four years old, Davenport & Curtis, Grass Lake... -.--...-- 12 00 
Bd do. Ra BaMcCabesiStsd OWNS 2s. ee att ee selnden Sem uae ae 8 00 
Bdldon ed De berbyeeive (LOL Osea ese eee ee eee He ee eee sea 5 00 

Best gelding, two years old, James Besley, St. Johns.....--.......------- 8 00 
Oddo: Hy Walker Sons), Walkerville; Onb. tv) iss ce eee Sete 5 00 

Best pair matched horses, five years or over, Smith & Parks, Grass Lake-- 30 00 
Vado m sad OrenmHendricks yeh OV ess eee eee ee sates eee ee eee eae 20 00 
Sadon Haw alker daasons, Walkerville, Ont.2225--2- 0222. eats Soo 10 00 

Best pair matched horses, four years old, E. D, Barnes, Gaines Station. ___- 25 00 
ROBT. MILLER, 
H. N. BIDELMAN, 
C. SELFRIDGE, 

Judges. 

CLASS 13—ROADSTERS. 

Best stallion, five years old or over, S. A. Browne, Kalamazoo. .-..--.-.--- $30 00 
Wdido: Jamespeennyce Mites Clemens peme ese renee sae eee 20 00 
3d do., B. D. Taggart, Romeo.-.--..-.. ------....------------+----------- 10 0 

Best stallion, four years old, A. L. Smith, Girard.-.....---..--..---+...... 25 0 
Dadi do pMitchell: Gy Boltonwiieslie@se sss... ones ace am tect a teee tema a ae 15 00 
SARCOMAS Sa) OME] SOM ey xO Mitre Cera ete el le teeta 10 00 

Best stallion, three years old, A, C. Fiske, Coldwater......-----------.---- 20 00 
Joa) do. James Perry, M0. ClOMeCNS sas 22 2 << ea Soe 15 00 
Gl GO ING ER IDL Ty LEONI os coc ehseaneboonoocseecasda sogdmeacaass 10 00 

Best gelding, five years old or over, J. C. Deyo, Jackson..-.-....---------- 15 00 
Best gelding, four years old, J. C. Deyo, Jackson........--------.--------- 12 00 

2d do., Davenport & Curtis, Grass: Lake-— +22" 22222. 5.- 2222 ee 8 00 
Best gelding, three years old, G. W. Bell, Brockway Center_-.-.--.---.-..-- 10 00 

Addo. .A. Browne, Malamazoocsso 2 noe a0) 2 ye Ste see eee ae eee 6 00 
2d/do., John Curry, Inkster: 2-220. 2-2 --'' = soe = ee eee 4 00 

Best mare, four years old or over, without colt, B, W. Burnell, Coldwater 12 00 
Dido Mitchell deb olton,dcesiiess= ler 2 220 a ae eee 8 00 
od) do. He aWiarrensebs Ohne 2. hes Ono ase an oo 2 2) Shee oe ee acia 5 00 

Best mare, three years old, Warren & Dewey, Coldwater------.-----...--- 10 00 
Pd OmeAy © su bbis Kem OO) diwa te tee tear tana ee ale tenet re 6 00 
Scion Johny Hardenberohy Warming GON. ayer eee et eee 4 00 

JOHN R. CHAMPION, 
S. A. COLBY, 

Judges. 

CLASS 144—BREEDERS’ STOEL. 

Best stallion, two years old, F. B. Galbraith, Pontiac...........-..-.-.--- $12 00 
Ddtdors Co Da CMildsy Ea ekS ville es eee aren eet ate SN 8 00 
POUCA Ik ANS Theo, Chleva nO eee | Bee e ee Re ee oe ee oeck sdodecceese 5 00 

Best stallion, one year old, 8S. A. Browne, Kalamazoo-...--.---.- Ba dideins od aan 10 00 
PAG Nas Cay Dyed Med D ayoreh ye cl (0 eRe ees ee we © Se es eg eS 6 00 
Rollo dh Eweseth, IWOWRON Goo soe see cuseco sso seset os enone noe SEsasboses 4 00 

Best Stallone cole Hrewlecs 1) OMe iyeted cl CS © Myer se a lteter 7 00 
Fado... S. Ay ETON Mes) alana zO Ouse ate ean acon sess a2 scone eee 5 00 
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Best brood mare, four years old or over, with foal by side, S. A. Browne, 
ART YNZ Oy Se Ne He It AU TNR $20 00 

2dido. Heh Dooney, Jacksonian tse pes peer ey ere ieee spilt eee 15 00 
Best filly, two years old, S. A. Browne, Kalamazoo.............--2---2-..- 8 00 

2dudo:, 97 A. eS rOM We.) Kall am a'Z.0 Ops eee ec ar eg erp me ep a ay 5 00 
SOC denny (Cojo IeihdalncdIN 8 ee ee ea 3 00 

Best filly, one year old, 5. A. Browne, Kalamazoo.___----..--- pea. ee pe £ 7 00 
Zavdo:. Chase (Bray is Siesohns 212. eee aes ete pe yee oeee Fi eae ee 5 00 
BdidOrs ios Aly DrONvne. Kalama ZOO sane eet eae em eg 2 00 

Bestiilly-coltsS/A-y Browne. Kalamazoors 445 eee een ee 5 00 
ROBT. MILLER, 
H. N. BLIDELMAN, 

Judges. 

CLASS 1—-GENTLEMEN’S DRIVING HORSES TO ROAD WAGON. 

Best pair driving horses, J. W. Hewitt, Jackson..._.....__._....---.----.-- $30 00: 
OOO sete CPV On TACKS OM eke aah ene Oe gate NR im eres a a Ee 20 00 
Sdido. Wim Kennedy. iia nani nc tones ep 2 comes eee eee eee 10 00 

Best mare or gelding, five years old or over, A. E. Bush, Detroit__..._.___- 30 00 
Add Ovs Caeser LOM DELROM eee cores Set cecarectee ee Lae Eee Sue eee ae 20 00 
SOON Seba Brown es kala miy7O Oe ae eames Senet ae en nn ee eee op ee 10 00 

Best mare or gelding, four years old, KE. A. Collins, Homer...........-.--- 20 00 
2d do. Davenport Curtis wGiass ivakers: Sas ees Sat iets pepe 15 00 
Badd, 09 cA LO Wines Kalama OO se cc ec ee see ee ae se me ee een 10 00 

JOHN R. CHAMPION, 
Judge. 

CLASS 16—DRAUGHT HORSES. 

Best stallion, five years old or over, Hartung & Taggart, Romeo._.__-.__- $30 00 
Addo: Mitchellidés Bolton, WeEslieus as 225 eet nays ee Raman ATA ek ee 20 00 
SOs aWaln | Sadler tGalt tO nib see ee ene eae cise fn nga eee ete 10 00 

Best stallion, four years old, S. A. Barnes, Charlotte...._-..-...... .-...--- 25 00 
PEO. Ob Gt. Millers Bl mayO. OG splesay ey eh ee es ee Se 15 00 

Best stallion, three years old, E. G. Rust, Saginaw_....--.-.-....-......-- 20 00 
BORO Bie toll ou TO eA Tl eATS I OTs = ey sete ese eee ae ee 12 00 
3d do., Door Prairie Live Stock Association, Door Village, Ind._.._.-- 8 00 

Best stallion, two years old, Mitchell & Bolton, Tieslie. yeacek  Y epoee 10 00 
2d do. B04 CHE etishers Goodrich Omit. ees ere a er eee ay ee ae oa 6 00 
3d do., , E. H. Hargrave & Son, Bay CRG Yor Bere Sh a te ara ee ES, 4 00 

Best stallion, one year old, D. & oP! Bisher, Goodrich. \Onitesesesee a eee 8 00 
2d do., Deo. ©: Bicher ‘Goodrich Ont.2 22). ne tase ee le ean ae! 5 00 
3d do., 5. Crumpacker & Co., Westville, ING sciuie Soe Glee pepe cc eee es 3 00 

Best stallion colt, A. K. & C. H. Tooley, Howell Le Pa Se oS ee EN hg 5 00 
Z2dido.hHeWalker sé Sonss WialkervillesiO nit 352.4. aa elon ae 3 00 
od do, A. Ka & Cut. Nooleys Elo wells se 15585 ee ha See il ee oe 2 00 

Best mare, four years old or over, Geo. Parrott, Mt. Clemens...__..._..._- 20 00 
AOC Ov SR OCLUM Packer con COsmVWieS tiles sli Cats as eee rene ue 12 00 
3d do., Door Prairie Live Stock Association, Door Village, Ind._..._-. 8 00 

Best mare, three years old, Geo. Braidwood, Almont____...__......-.-__-- 12 00 
2d do., Door Prairie Live Stock Association, Door Village, Ind.....__- 8 00 
Sado. Wi. EH. Louks, apee tenaay ts) sass e ee Pe ee ee ee 5 00 

Best mare or gelding, two years old, Geo, Parrott, Mt. Clemens____..____- 10 00 
2101 GOR NIG AG OU teh op ao ves Eee ee ee ee eee 6 00 
Bako AG co Braidwood, (Almont. 2.022 asec once 42 accent oe eee eoerse 4 00 

Best mare, one year old, D. & J. P. Fisher, Goodrich, Ont..............--_- 8 00 
PHS! Glass Creo) ethe Lowry NY Ur OM ener ee ee ee oe 5 00 
Sd GO weHoawWalker’é& Sons. WialkenvillesOntess=se. 5. 52 one ene 3 00 

Best filly colt, H. Walker & Sons, Walkerville. Ont.2_........-.--..--.-.--- 5 00 
Best pair of mares or geldings, five years old or over, Hendrie & Co., 

Detront meses Tee en oe ee Sena 2 eee ae a ee 30 00 
DAO. Wire msouksshapeerss: sett. yer seer ts eee ent een 20 00 
3d doe Welkerido Sons, Wialkervillen@ mt ieee. ener ern 10 00 

C. SELFRIDGE, 
H. N. BIDELMAN, 
ROBT. MILLIKIN, 

Judges. 
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CLASS 17—CARRIAGE AND BUGGY HORSES. 

Best pair matched carriage horses, 16 hands or over, and five years old or 
OVE TAT Donelson wRontlacate caso sac ae esate veaietene cpecoe $30 06 

2d do., J. M. Paul & Co., Battle, Creeks yn see oie by 2 ai UR ere ee re eee 20 00 
3d do. Thomas Grow, Bon cisco ny) Mirna CU Tigh Meme ia 10 00 

Best matched carriage horses, sixteen hands or over, and four years old, 
Wm. 58. Harris, MELO TES PAT ale Sant) eee OC) 0 MATION 25 00 

2d do., Jas. L. Edson, UDA h oh LOD A Le Na eRe ee etal A 0 AN pe ma pee ie 15 00 
Best pair matched carriage horses, under sixteen ae? and four years old 

or over, S. A. Browne, Kalarnagoo) 20s: imum ianieney es un Gee Te 25 00 
2d do., I. ap Nelson, FRO Well. 02.0 Chie flac me a JET PV eas 15 00 
3d do., John Terpenning, AGGISONS 22s 28 See any we RL Coe ee de oe 10 00 

Best pair matched carriage horses, three years old, Geo. H. German, Farm- 
IN OUG OT sey es hh Ns ES IE Sh Te ekg fee ot atta Va ki RR RE 20 00 

Best single carriage or buggy horse, four years old or over, J. M. Paul & 
Co., QE ELS NO eee NUE cu eNO ORES ul aR NS MON i CTS 12 00 

2d do., ReAS Remick. Clarkstone ees eee cleus 2s Marc rerea pela tae seniors esa das 8 00 
3d do., H. Courtright, WetrOUb ss sae Ue TE EN UES aera eal aey ea eealiara 4 00 

Best single carriage or buggy horse, three years old, John Fikes, Fenton-- 10 00 
2d do., H. E. Cady, Northville....- UNSURE SM UNS heat ach REN a Pata 7 00 
3d do., Re AGRe mr Ck Gla rks GO me eure ea Wes Un ek wie splat Seg yan cree ae 3 00 

; L. M. WING, 

S. A. COLBY, 
JOHN R. CHAMPION, 

Judges. 

CLASS 18—MICHIGAN HORSES, ROADSTERS AND THOROUGHBRED STALLIONS. 

Best stallion, five years old or over, S. A. Browne, Kalamazoo....-------- $100 00 
ZdkdO.wAL Me Berrine Parkville se sue he See eee a a pst sree atta area 75 00 
SOdO2VA cD OnelSOns EOnGUIACH aac yee ee a eres ne chee ee ener 50 00 

Best stallion, four years old) Cs Hield, Mendones)---2-2 oo ease nee =e 75 00 
PAC GOA MV Ehaealce’s IDEN OONCK MI Rene a nee Seo does eoebodecescee ase 50 00 
BGO della \yyaboyon COON Hey en See ee a ie See eee hed ors 25 00 

Best stallion, three years old, A. C. Fisk, Coldwater___.............------- 30 00 
AG COG e Gane LOE) KO Oooh ee URE ee ee 20 00 
SACOM Eee Ca ciyswNiont iwi lle es ae cy array jamie er tae hare ety AL eyed se eye ee 10 00 

Best stallion, two years old, 8S. A. Browne, Kalamazoo_.......--.. -------- 20 00 
9X6| Cho ING Nig NNO IDO PARENT. ME NNRV NO) eas oso oeboseue sootoobanscnesace 15 00 

JOHN R. CHAMPION, 
g. A. COLBY, 
L. M. WING, 

Judges. 

CLASS 19—MICHIGAN HORSES, ROADSTERS AND THOROUGHBRED MARES AND GELDINGS: 

Best mare or gelding, five years old or over, A. C. Fisk, Coldwater._...-.- $100 00 
20500) DeeN Oripp. Coldwater.) 2425s -0- Neate Ae casa an Meine fara Le aes 75 00 
VOOM EM AT GINwATOnds Wits Clemens seats ses co sca oe on eee em a 50 00 

Best mare or gelding, four years old, E. A. Collins, Homer...._...-------- 75 00 
AdidorpActhunrAtridseh Colonists. 282082 sents oo) Soe eae eee 50 00 
CLC O sae Sete Oost: WWII ip ESCEU TSA IVT AZ; Ole eee ee ae ee Rt neo ne a 25 00 

Best mare or gelding, three years old, A. C. Fisk, Coldwater__--........._- 30 00 
2didor Ee aWarmo my Coldwatere sys. 2 2 222 ea el geal a ee 20 00 
SAICO MIS eA eM LOW H 8 1 110187) OO ae ahs os aie eet ee a ee ee er 10 00 

Best mare or gelding, two years old, F. Richardson, Coldwater_..---....-- 20 00 
Bio WatayecuerWirLCh aver come et ae eae ioe ie ot ay pena Mase a 15 00 
3dido AMI Berrinkwe ar kvalle xj )o 82 tees ee Nyaaeyae a aes meg ate eacepne ac 10 00 

JOHN R. CHAMPION, 

L. M. WING, 

S. A. COLBY, 
Judges. 

ol 
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CLASS 19¥4—MICHIGAN HORSES, STALLIONS, MARES, AND GELDINGS, UNDER SADDLE. 

Best mare or gelding, any age over three years, C. B. Hooper, Southfield__ $50 00 
Zoro. bas. Dorn ham. sul GOm eee eee ee cee a he ee ae te eee oe 30 00 
Sd dO seul. Barry, Midland2 22a. cs qe eee oes seme sets oe ets 20 00 

JOHN R. CHAMPION, 
L. M. WING, 
S. A. COLBY, 

Judges. 

CLASS 20—STALLION WITH SIX COLTS OF HIS OWN GET. 

Best all-work stallion with six of bis get, E. H. Lyon, St. Johns.-..-___..- $25 00 
Best roadster stallion with six of his get, A. B. Donelson, Pontiac_--__-._-. 25 00 

PU dOw SH browne. MalamazO0 2 2. cceees eee eee oe ee eee eee 20 00 
Best draught stallion with six of his get, A. K. & C. H. Tooley, Howell--- 25 00 

ROBT. MILLIKIN, 

H. N. BIDELMAN, 

C. SELFRIDGE, 
Judges. 

DIVISION C—SHEEP. 

CLASS 21—THOROUGHBRED AMERICAN MERINOS. 

Best ram three years old or over, Wm. Ball, Hamburg.-........-.-....--- $20 00 
2d do., L. W. & O. Barnes, Byr OTD is ee ee oer te ae 15 00 
3d do., MHL Doane, South Dy Or AEs abhishek St NE is 4S RA 10 00 

Best ram two VearsOld Ae Snort. COldwaters =-— a. eee peo 20 00 
AAO. WALIENe AC AMS co ACKCOUS as See ee ee eae eS) oe ee re ee 15 00 
SOO. AMES A eM OOre eis TO OKLYM Ae Somers on eee oem ne ere ee 10 00 

Hest mamyone year old) C1Cs DorriGrassmuakes aot eeeqee ee ease eee eee 15 00 
2d do., L. W. & O. Barnes, By LOM Cee eo cs poe Se ye oe a eae ee eee 12 00 
sdidos (OsMesmellows., Manchester’: 22022 seca. seems eo ce cee eee are 8 00 

Best ram lamb, Wm Ball, ERD Wo Sree Oe ee See eee ee ee 12 00 
DAVAO MATTING OME Gs PNG DIAS ye CKS Olly ae ya ects re te ee 10 00 
SOO Weel barnes: Byron ieee el ee Ne ea Se et teere ee er 5 00 

Best two ewes three years old or over, Wm. Ball, Hamburg.-...._...--.--- 20 00 
HadO. Car aellows Lanchester... a2 dene Ste eee eer see ee eee 15 00 
3d do. Will INE Adams, SACKS OMG Beye eo aoe neat pee eer re ey ees 10 00 

Best two ewes two years old, Will N. Adams, JaCkSOne Sse ae ee ee cee 20 00 
2d do., Wm. Ball, Hamburg EN ely eR yal a SS re ee a rey a 15 00 
3d do. C.M. Fellows, ManGHESteIAre fee ose he ee go eee eee Seem 10 00 

Best two ewes one year old, E. Kellogg, Osceola.............-....--.....-- 15 00 
ONO. a Win ebalnes Jb YON sa. wee aise « 2 oo eee eee eee 12 00 
oOo. CAMs Mellowss Manchester +o. 25: As = SL eh ea eee ee 8 00 

Bestitwo ewe lambs, Wine ball seambure 22. 92-522 oe ee ea eres eee eee 12 00 
BAsdO Bello RG. OSCCOlA ses ere ee eee eo ee he ee ae ee aera eee 10 00 
squlo; lewis; Moultons wlan se-sece aoe et cee ace es eee ere ee eee a een 5 00 

A. 8. WHITE, 
T, V. QUACKENBUSH, 
SOL HATCH, 

Judges. 

CLASS 22—THOROUGHBRED AMERICAN MERINOS BRED AND OWNED IN MICHIGAN. 

Best ram two years old or over, L. W. & O. Barnes, Byron--.--.----------- $20 00 
2dedo.. pe ewelLop o. OSCEO a oie oe. mere: ree eeee yaa ate eis are eee ears 15 00 
SOLAOnaWiewe LO -ebalnes eb yTOls-. 2 seeeee oo ee ee ee eee 10 00 

Best ram one year old, E. Kellogg, Oscéolas 525 20us. 22. otha eee eee se 15 00 
2didon Ee oane. SOULN ay ONY: 222 eee okt ee eee eee 12 00 
SCO. WallienipAGams: ackson=- =. =2 eh ameemecc cn sae oeee eee eee 8 00 

Beshaamlamp Aso hort. Coldwaters 2s csecsees- as2 eee etee ee eee eeeee 12 00 
Adido:, A. Usshort, Coldwater. 22-2-.-0- cesses: oc asas oe eee eee 10 00 
Sdidos Az Te Short, Coldwaters) i325 .2 oe espeece- cece. ce eeeen eee 5 00 
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Best two ewes two years old or over, L. W. & O. Barnes, Byron.---...--.-- $20 00 
2d do., L. B. Lawrence, Chelsea....-.--------.-.---------------------- 15 00 

3d do., "WwW. I. Garey South Inyons oa. eS oe eee ee sa eae ee 10 00 

Best two ewes one year old, Will N. Adams, Jackson_e 25-0222" {2 seseeae 15 00 

2d do., D. Euler, Cohocta @WOmG ers a2 Sek EN ed a ky eke ee GP 12 00 
Sdidom ius Wi. O. Barnes; Byron 2222-222. PRS sa Ree ys eer Se ee 8 00 

Best two ewe lambs, Wom) ball Elamiburg hy. s 5 joe je sees sre (a/5 6 Seatac ae 12 00 

2d do., D. Euler, ‘Cohoeta Center eh FS A ay Sg eS SRL ys Macey Le 10 00 

3d do., AM Short, Coldwaterse a2 e- his 2 INN EES Se iris hy Bef ae OR Ao 5 00 

A. S. WHITE, 
T. V. QUACKENBUSH, 
PHILO 8S. RICH, 

Judges. 

CLASS 23—FINE WOOL GRADES. 

Best two ewes three years old or over, L. W. & O. Barnes, Byron.....--.-- $15 00 
Best two ewes two years old, L. W. & ’O. Bar nes, Byroms222 ¢. S259. seas 12 00 
Best two ewes one year old, ii Wis Si On Barnes iva OM a sa wees ee eae 10 00 

ACRAOs, le) Wien car Oe Barnes, Byronaseed ops k ye ea eee Sie eee ee Se 6 00 
IBESG EWO eEWerlamibs.leuWie Gor Osebarnes. BytOle ae sane ee nae seaman ina 8 00 

ASV OKOrg Lo AY g (86, Oy IBIASL LEN ARO Oe eee Hebe anecmaeceneorodeesonoe 5 00 
ROU Choy, VY Ul wl ACen aS, DRKONSO NI Ss a eee Soba ced ososusecsagseeoucenne 3 00 

S. WHITE, 
PHILO S. RICH, 
T. V. QUACKENBUSH, 

Judges. 

CLASS 24-SOUTHDOWNS. 

Best ram two years old or over, John Lessiter, Jersey..-------.----------- $15 00 
Wddo.WA. B. West, Columblavilles..2.. sco. scas.coces. oases! see eecsaae 10 00 

Bestiram one: year old; Hrank Wilson, dJackSOM--s--2secres ces =] ese 12 00 
Jdido., McGrescor & EhillipssstyClainw seep ssa eee a(S TAL eres eee 8S 00 
sodo.. McGregor & Phillips, Sts Claire oo 22 2a cca) area aiee 5 00 

Best ram lamp. Awba Wiest. Columplavilles sss secer aaer een. aaa ae eae 10 00 
Wdido, Johny Lessiter Jerseys. om ssn eases eve se Se eee eee emias sacies 6 00 
3d do., MirsrrAn ny Newtom eo ntiaGs. ane sae oe tee ps eee ye ee et ee 4 00 

Best two ewes two years old or over, T. B. Bennington, La Porte, Ohio--- 15 00 
Zdido:,, John. Wessiter Jerseyece was s ec ss) s Sass aaa se sicemae Se eee 10 00 
3d do., A. B. West, COlumbiay inate mt ny She Phen ere 6 00 

Best two ewes one year old, McGregor & Phillips, St. Clair......--------- 12 00 
PAG) Chor WRG 1B deer abyaKetyoyoy Ibey devo, Olive see ees sae ese ae ate hoe on 8 00 
Sado. John Wessiter, Jerse yates. ose nee cee oe eee ae ae eee 5 00 

Best two ewe lambs, A. B. West, Columbiaville.-.......-.........----.-+-- 10 00 
20\do...0.. 5. Bennington, La Porte, Ohioss: 32525. 58.8 Fok oe ee 6 00 
sdidos sonn Iessiter, Jerseyeme cee i cee. .as saecinace oe ee ee eee 4 00 

G. HOWARD, 

S. H. TODD, 

Judges. 

CLASS 25—ALL MIDDLE WOOL SHEEP OTHER THAN SOUTHDOWNS. 

Best ram two years old or over, T. B. Bennington, La Porte, Ohio .....--- $15 00 
Jado DEubbanrdeMarsh allies fos i kets od Ne ene ec peag er reua pias a 10 00 
BOL OKO} MUSE Zero INIA ON Ts EXON MIKO ee ee econ sme ese be 6 00 

Best ram one year old, Mrs. Ann Newton, Pontiac............--.---._..-.- 12 00 
2d do., McGregor & Phillips, St. Clair! 0) BAG sie OM ire ENT 8 00 
od doe. J. Kk Rundel./Birmino hams)! 32 tsi see go eee nena BS 5 00 

Best ram lamb, Mrs. Ann Newton Pontiac. hie a nae mete a yee a. eh 10 00 
2d do., Mrs. Ann Newton, PONTIAC... yehekgt See apa Es Ui iets 6 00 
3d do.. Mrs: AnniNewtonebontiaG. 2.) le ee ag ee ib ie pl 4 00 

Best two ewes two years old or over, T. B. Bennington, La Porte, Ohio--. 15 00 
2dedoy,, Mrs-eAnneN(e WiLOMsp ONG HAC see at ae orca eee ern ane oe 10 00 
BdKd0.. Ge Lone mulrePoOnbia Cease aes sae ee sae er omtine eee omens 6 00 
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Best two ewes one year old, Mrs. Ann Newton, Pontiac......--..---------- $12 00 
Oddo. J, a. undel, Binmincham ease es ee te a eee ee a 8 00 

sade. MeGregor.& Phillips, St. @laus eis eee on eee ne 5 00 

Best twoewe lambs. Mrs, AnnuNewtonsbontiats.---4- 5-2-2 -e 2 ee eee 10 00 
2d do., I’. B. Bennington, La Porte, Ohio.........- We Bh 10 OC Sree at SEs 6 00 
Sado. det Rundel, birminghamerieos: 2285.2 cook eee ee] tee ee 4 00 

G. HOWARD, 
S. H. TODD, 

Judges. 

CLASS 26—LEICESTERS. 

Best ram two years old or over, Mrs Ann Newton, Pontiac....--. 2 fa he ra $15 00 
Diledowt Ath WhOOd~a NASOMe. 22 5-52 bce Mee ee Ce See eee 10 00 
Bilidow As He MVOOG. MASON 200 joes see toe Sees ee alae eee 6 00 

Best ram one year old, Mrs. Ann Newton, Pontiac......--------.--------- 12 00 

Jd ido., AY P.Wood, Mason. 2. 2. 6h. 45-25 e ee See ee 8 00 
Sa Os vAcE WOO MASONS. cose 022728 SO ee a oes Soe Eee ele 5 00 

Best ram lamb, Mrs. Ann Newton, Pontiac_---.------ FIN ce Bag Fd ETE 10 00 

O61 COs, ANG IDE VOOG, MIRO Ng ae Seon Se snooono ans ees ese srusasoneseeoes 6 00 
Sdido. Ash. Wood, Mason (2 -2a52 2. hse foc2 oe eee oe eee 4 00 

Best two ewes two years old or over, Mrs. Ann Newton, Pontiac...--.----- 15 00 

Odido:, -A..E> Wood, Mason: 2. - 2222522. 2. aise belseee o-oo ee 10 00 
3x01 GO Za TE AV OGL, ENO a See ee ase aes So gedoae Pee eae Senn Spe Te 6 00 

Best two ewes one year old, A. F. Wood, Mason.......----.--------------- 12 00 
2ddo. Mrs-Ann Newton, Ontiac: =. —- 2-4 2-22.22. =~ se -< =e 2 eae 8 00 

Best two ewe lambs, Mrs. Ann Newton, Pontiac......---.--..------------- 10 00 
Doltdo. Ack WOOG. Mas@he eet. s 62) seasonal mete 6 00 

Sadox Arse, WW OOG, MaSOMe 5 2c Ju. ace a2 sea oe eee ee = 4 00 
G. HOWARD, 
S. H. TODD, 

Judges. 

CLASS 27—COTSWOLD AND OTHER LONG WOOLED SHEEP. 

Best ram two years old or over, Frank Wilson, Jackson...__..------------ $15 00 
20. do., Mrs,Ann Newton, Pontiac -- 222-202 35-522 -- 52a eee ee 10 00 
3a do.. Montgomery & Westfall, Hillsdale_- 22.002 2-22 >. 22-2 oa 6 00 

pest rani one year old, Prank: Wilson::>*22- "25 500522 5. ee ho es 12 00 
Yd do., Montromery & Westfall, Hillsdale_...._......-.2.-.----------- 8 00 
Dsl Gow iam e \ialleo dhe ryote A Shee 2 ee ee ee ee hep eedeuee 5 00 

Best ram) lami. drank Wilson, Jackson: 2252 25522. 2 koe ae ene a enn 10 00 

Jddo. Prank Wilson, Jackson: 222. 2. 2 28 oe ee oo eee 6 00 
3d do., Montgomery & Westfall, Hillsdale ............----.-.---------- 4 00 

Best two ewes two years old or over, Montgomery & Westfall, Hillsdale -- 15 00 
Pol COs, LOTS \\AN Rony Ue Oe ae ee eee tser ce boes oe Soe cbeseees cane 10 00 
3d do., Montgomery and Westfall, Hillsdale......--.-.-..------------- 6 00 

Best two ewes one year old, Frank Wilson, Jackson -...--...-------------- 12 00 

Dado Mrank. WalsOG, W AGKSONe seen eee seo = 2 one ee eines e aes 8 00 

3d do., Montgomery and Westfall, Hillsdale........------------------- 5 00 

Best two ewe lambs, Frank Wilson, Jackson_----.-.- AGS ei A as ee Bes iN 10 00 

Jado Mrankk-WillsOn, JacCksORl: sce ee ee see eee eee 6 00 

3d.do.,Monteomery & Westiallyilsdale: 3-24 22. oes s eee 4 00 

G. HOWARD, 

S. H. TODD, 
Judges. 

CLASS 23—GRADE COARSE WOOLED EWES. 

Best two ewes two years old or over, Frank Wilson, Jackson.-.......-.---- $12 00 

Best two ewes one year old, Frank Wilson, Jackson__....---...----------- 10 00 

Best two ewe lanibs, Frank Wilson, Jackson-: 2-22... 20 22-2.-2222-2225- 8 00 
Pdido:. Mrs) AnneNew ton, bontiac®=.22 (es-cesseee=e= 3-5 sac fea Ae 5 00 

G. HOWARD, 

S. H. TODD, 

Judges. 
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CLASS 299—FAT SHEEP. 

Best two middle wooled sheep two years, under three years old, Mrs. Ann 
INFenyiE Ona EO Mb TAC Rares ee ea pare rcleaiesae is RN eet a as Sees $10 00 
PAG) Chon Cy Koos cobibp. JOM BIEYOS oS old eee danas 44a Hate aoabe aeaaose ase 8 00 
Gl Cla, WMG 1S XM TeAoy) baw Ports, ONO. S543 je AS eh ke se oa] 5 00 

Best two middle wooled sheep one year, under two years old, Mrs. Ann 
EN(E Wil Ota, EO MiG TGs eR De he 0 2 ee ea ee eS Ole Ay ded 2 se Bah 10 00 
Jado Jobim AUessi ter wwerse yi: ee sate | aes i tS Lon a Veo eae 8 00 
Sudo ebb enning Fon uay POT;tess Oli Ons pmerinen nee sta ees 5 00 

Best two long wooled sheep two years, under three years old, Mrs. Ann 
ING WitOD POMbTACl. 0s) Ss Rsk cinco Seley ie eee sete =e aecr a Steer wee 10 00 
2didoe rank Wills 0 1h Ak: Os peeps eee tee ee aes ayia, pe Carey rere 8 00 

Best two long wooled sheep one year, under two years old, Mrs. Ann 
INE We Ona OM GHAC! os so mee a. eee tyne tains aaa eg EE ae at eee 10 00 
Sdvdor Ay He WiGO dy Maso mimes see are murs Voile ae tat eel pa else raicie a 8 00 
SOUCOnH AM Ke VWVLISO MACKS OTM lye gs le treason et aay eye yeaa te gin es eye pal 5 00 

Best two grade sheep two years, under three years old, Frank Wilson, 
JACKS OMS So Sees Seas AI ete Ne ID EEUU UIE weet SDE NYS Applets me a 10 00 

2d. Mirsy Ain myINe we: Os wk OmGTAC Meee ey IE ey ap eager ye Se yer 8 00 

G. HOWARD, 
S. H. TODD, 

Judges. 

DIVISION D—SWINE. 

CLASS 30—BERKSHIRES. 

Best boar two years old or over, R. P. Gustin, Bay City_........_.....---- $12 00 
2adido.., John Hardenberohy harming tones. s eee ase eee ae eee eee ee 8 00 

Best boaroneyyear old. she. Gustine bay Cityaceses 2426 sees sane eee eee 10 00 
DAECO os Ch Chilsonwue iyo mae oe cher eae eee et ere eat ere 6 00 
SORCOsS tive Weep Cols LID Sebs siya Oil thyrsges eis tare eet AN St RPS Seep rere pear 3 00 

Best boar under One year old, M. Hebblethwaite, Berlinville, Ohio_.__._- 8 00 
Q2Udor REA Gustine aveOrtye nes seen = ie eke ce ea ange IR rie ton Pia ere 5 00 
SOAs er bes: GUS bMS ayn Cb Ys sce ele gees oe a ret ee pete ee eae 3 00 

Best brood sow two years old or over, R. P. Gustin, Bay City.........--- 12 00 
2d dowry. Os Chilsonsonvoniecweewes 4 seu sm mmnes Lym lp glee iter ym Anneragee 8 00 
DEO Ohne Mande nVerosek arniii otOmms sar sees oe ie eys esate aie mlee Neen alee 4 00 

iBestSow, One. year oldiwha ke Gustin bay, Citivas. enone sees 10 00 
2a do: M. Hebblethwaite, Derlinville: Ohio 2) fy ert: se. ees ee 6 00 

est sow. under one. year old, K.P. Gustiny Bay City 2:2 2. oe 8 00 
20) do; Mi Heblethwaitesberlinvilles Ohiowss 2 eee soe eee eee eee 5 00 
3d do., M. Hebblethwaite, Berlinville, Ohio.....................-.--..- 3 00 

Best pen of pigs not over six months old, M. Hebblethwaite, Berlinville, 
CTR ae teh pf ee oe ee AL CECE CROLL eh ae er 8 00 
Addon ks E. Gustin, Bay Citys iiss) ue) WS ae eee 5 00 
TONKS JEAOR LOI ON EO Ad Diora eee ee ee ie coGaaecieioe 3 00 

Best: boawvot anyare. KR: 'P; Gustin: Bay City. 2!) 2). 52 eee Diploma 

J. F. FERGUSON, 

E, McGUNEGH, 

Judges. 

ESSEX. ; 

Best boar, two years old or over, Patrick Milett, Howell..._....-...-.-.-.- $12 00 
2a dow Hranbes Wills ont ACK SON 9) ne eae age Wee lee ay eee till {2D 8 00 
OC COM Hew OM CVO ACKSO II Sec teramk tells Je RW Alena Rien mE R URL Wergeets Ah 4 00 

Best, boar} one-year old hud. Doney, Jacksons. 2.29 sae.) oe cess Se 10 00 
2 did oreEaltgl c kali ety fem en Owe 1 stot) te gute oy eesepeeere par nen ee nine enemy pan 6 00 

Best boar, under one year old, Frank Wilson, Jackson.._........-.-------- 8 00 
PAG isles d De Ne IDIOMA A, DIANE) S01 ee ee a Eee eee 5 00 
OXON OKO Mer Ke re IB OKOi rR, IEC eID lee ae ee ee eee abenote 3 00 

Best brood sow, two years old or over, Frank Wilson, Jackson.....------- 12 00 
20 COVE DD ONG yay JACKSON 4s yelp same ene see cyte te nae ROL) 2 ea igh aol S 00 
3d) do:,. Patrick MilletiolHowelle sas neen. Seem ee ol) 1). en ei ee 4 00 
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iBestisow, Onesyear old, 2. ar WoneyaJacksone sees es eee coat eee Sees eee $10 00 
Wado weatrick MilettmElowell toe seem e we hs 2 ee os eee peney ee eae 6 00 
30d04 onan WalSOn- ea CkS 0 lees eee ere ae ne ae een os sae ee age 3 00 

Bestisow,uuderone year old, hab. WoneysacksOnessasce ss asa a sue ae 8 00 
Qddounrank Walson, Jackson 44 ferme eerie Ak Eee rebar Me 2 es 3 00 
ogden Patrick Milett, Howell: 22otir eeee ab tei ie Beers, oie Se 3 00 

Best pen of pigs, not over six months old, Frank Wilson, Jackson._______- 8 00 
Adkdo:, 4. Lh; saDoney ~J acksSOn use sore oe eee eee Se ete ont es 5 00 
Saido., Patrick Milett,Howell/) ine a lil 2 oat is ie OT 3 00 

Best boar, ofanysaceeatrick Milett, Howelles:se2-2 9s sace= eee nae eee Diploma 

ap F. FERGUSON, 
E. MCGUNEGH, 

Judges. 

SUFFOLKS AND SMALL YORKSHIRES. 

Best boar, two years old or over, Frank Wilson, Jackson-_..-....-..--.---- $12 00 
Best boar, one year old, Alfred Ganson, Fentonville......--.--..--....---. 10 00 

ZCdoOnAltredaG anson> Hentonvilleses: sss-es: ease e eo eee eee eee 6 00 
Best boar, under one year old, Frank Wilson, Jackson...-.-....--------.--- 8 00 

AdidoeAlired Gansons Pentonville: == == =s2s225- Saa5 seme eee een 5 00 
SCO ANTredaG Anson yhenbonvilles:c5=2— sess mere ae eee eee eee nee 3 00 

Best brood sow, two years old or over, Alfred Ganson, Fentonville--.--.... 12 00 
Add OP Ee LanlcaWillsOn wa CkSO Mies seh a ame a sea ln wlan wie See eee ee 8 00 
aad, AdiredsGanson. wWentonvilles*: pwr eS eeer 2 2 ees oe esse 4 00 

Best sows one year old. Hrank Wilson, Jackson’. == --=-------422---s2-s2eee 10 06 
2d do., Alfred Ganson, eno ang emcee es eee. sleet e leee 6 00 

Best sow, under one year ‘old, Frank Wilson, iach econ tit tah camer eee 8 00 
2d do., Frank Wilson, ET ACIS EERO. =: | Facet Ee AR epee dh teh een Sere de * 5 00 
3d do.. Alfred «Ganson, entonvilles easssesees = ere ee eee ee as 3 00 

Best pen of pigs, not over six months old, Alfred Ganson, Fentonville..--- 8 00 
Best boar of any age, Frank Wilson, Jackson. ._----.<22---2-s-0.-225----- Diploma 

J. F. FERGUSON, 
E. McGUNEGH, 

Judges. 

POLAND-CHINAS. 

Best spoar one year Old, 1. Wind On DAtns Oy LON S22 ~ seen ease ee seas ae $10 00 
2d do., Bradford & Garris, Rochester Depot, Ohio_-_....-_..--.-...... 6 00 
SOON Nsw euws O- bAnnS, sb YyTON Stes. 23h oo Ma esa ae oe eee een See 3 00 

Best boar, under one year old, L. W. & O. Barns, Byron.-..----.-..------- 8 00 
2d doz sb Lodd «Wakeman: Ohios**3. 2256 .6-52 eee eee eee ee 5 00 
3d do., Bradford & Garris, Rochester Depot, Ohio...-........------..- 3 00 

Best sow, two years old or over, S. H. Todd, Wakeman, Ohio.-.-.-.-----_- 12 00 
Wdidos in Wied. (Bans yPONe ees eh eten a cee cee oe ce eee a ee 8 00 
3d do., Bradford & Garrish, Rochester Depot, Ohio._-_.--.-------..-.. 4 00 

Best sow, one year old, Bradford & Garrish, Rochester Depot, Ohio-_-_--_-_- 10 00 
WaKdo:, 8: H. Todd. Wakeman Ohi Ofass2esa0 as ye ose eee 6 00 
3d do., L. W. & O. Barns, Byron Fa Ars Sees SETS ee EE eA Nears a 3 00 

Best sow, under one Vearoldss. Ho Lodd a valkeman wOhiOs ess sseeeeeee 8 00 
2d do., S. H. ‘odd, W akeman, Ohio Eee ae. cca Sk See ome eee 5 00 
3d do.. TW. ts Opens By tonecs, to Anmemee ale... | Gee eee meee 3 00 

Best. pen of pigs, not over six months old, Bradford & Garrish, Rochester 
MepO ts Ohiors -. hese ees Sk Ee oak, cma e te eteoe anes 8 00 

PddoOms pe. Codd. Wakeman ONO per ee eset ee see eee eee ees 5 00 
BAGO mass Wie Go. ©). ATNS ab VOM See. oe tees fae eta eee 3 00 

Best boar ofany age, L. W. a0. Barns, Byronise--... 22-2 e. ae eee Diploma 
J. F. FERGUSON, 
E. McGUNEGH, 

Judges. 

CHESTER WHITES AND LARGE YORKSHIRES. 

Best boar, two years old or over, 8. H. Todd, Wakeman, Ohio....-.-------- $12 00 
Best boar, one year old,S. H. Todd, Wakeman, Ohio: fete s2b eee 10 00 
Best boar, Enger one year old, S. H. "Todd, Wakeman, Ohio 22 ee eens 8 00 

2d do., 5. H. Todd, Wakeman, ONTO si See! Se SNS Se 5 00 
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Best sow, two years old or over, S. H. Todd, Wakeman, Ohio.-._-.--.--.-- $12 00 
JOdOmOw EE Dod dviakem'a nk © loge to ec eae see ee esr ee 8 00 

Best sow, one year old, S. H. Todd, Wakeman, Ohio..-.......-.----------- 10 00 
2ddowio. Lo Rodd wyalkkemian’.© hia: 452242 eee eee eee eee Lees 6 00 

Best sow, under one year old, 8. H. Todd, Wakeman, Ohio....__..._..----- 8 00 
2dido™. Ss. i. Lodd Wakeman, OhiOse=.5-c-e eee Spel Ria UR ate pe Aliya ihe 5 00 
Sx0l COG, Sole lOc E \uveligevenepay Olay ee sale A hee ee ee 3 00 

Best pen of pigs, not over six months old, 8. H. Yodd, Wakeman, Ohio-_.. 8 00 
Wado oes odd. Wrake milan: Olio ae ays a eye eythane enc Mee Sele 5 00 

J. KF. FERGUSON, 
EK. McGUNEGH, 

Judges. 

FAT HOGS. 

Best barrow or sow, over one year old, Bradford & Garris, Rochester 
Depot, Ohios: s22eses west s ae Mee eh eet ROE S Meee cee eee rhe ate $10 00 

J. F. FERGUSON, 
E. McGUNEGH, 

Judges. 

DIVISION H—POULTRY. 

CLASS 31. 

Best, most varied, and most valuable collection of poultry, 8S. E. Wurst, 
iby Piss, O08 is cae ee er eal ase eR Sa ys Be ce Ware Pn. Wee Vs a Ad ME $15 00 

XO COI Me oo UO AHS NEEL VAM Don ei COMO pee eet ee 10 00 

ASIATIC CLASS. 

Best pair of Light Brahma fowls, James Ball, Marshall__.._..-.-..-.----.- 
2d do.,Geo. A. Terpenning, Reading......._._.. PORN RESIN ay ay ae Sp ee aN 

Best pair of Light Brahma chicks, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio....__.- 
2Zoidox James: Balle Marshiallz ss 2 sro Sak YP eee de ap te 

Best pair of Dark Brahma fowls, W. H. Reed, Charlotte.._........-...._.-- 
DOA OvrsaAmes Bal svlars Wainy ek eee tse Seatac eap ae a ee eee 

Best pair of Dark Brahma chicks, James Ball, Marshall...........--_------ 
2d0do..) We Ha Rand) Charlottes sss eon sas ee sk RO Sh ea a ete Bo 

Best pair of Buff Cochin fowls,S E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio........_......__- 
2ado.,°W. Hy Rand: Charlotte. .2.: 22s. 22 Sk ee Re ae 

Best pair of Partridge or Grouse Cochin fowls, James Reed, Detroit._.._.- 
2d. dor James: Ballk Marsiallie® case ea ute. co) LS eared RS 

Best pair of Partridge or Grouse Cochin chicks, James Ball, Marshall... ._- 
ZO Ov ames Reed. Detroites . oes. lsd eels Meee 2) Oe ois Ae 

Best pair of white Cochin fowls, Ambrose Purchase, Auburn..........----- 
2d do., Geo. A Terpenning, Reading..........----- oot AND Ee eee 

Best pair of white Cochin chicks, S. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio..........--..-- 
2d) do Slan Wurst, blyria,.Ohios 2c. 2 deo Ieee eee ee 

Best pair of Black Cochin fowls, James Ball, Marshall.......-...--..-.---- 
2) COs Bio Joy \Winunashng | dilapieh OlMOumee shoe soe eR 

Best pair of Black Cochin chicks, James Ball, Marshall.................--- 
2dhdos. So Eeawiursts Elyria Oblor . Woe 22 tk Si. ce Ree ts a 

Best pair of Langshan fowls, W. O. Dakin, Toledo, Ohio_...........-.-..-- 

MPD RD HYNDE DF DHE NHN HEN HENDH NEN HDHD 

i=) Oo 

2didos So Ha Wwursts Elyria (Obiow sae Ovi cfs 5 kN Ae eee say 00 
Best pair of Langshan chicks, S. KE. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio.........-.-...---- 00 

20 GOs) Sa Eee ULEG. Why ria Onto: 2350) Vee aye aaa i pd ENGI J 3 00 

DORKING CLASS. 

Best pair of Colored Dorking fowls, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio. _..-. 
2d'do., Geow An Rerpenming \Reading ty uiwr as mites ny ee 

Best pair of Colored Dorking chicks, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio..___ 
Best pair of white Dorking fowls, EK. & F. Sites, West Dover..........----- 
Best pair of white Dorking chicks, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio.___--. 
Best pair of Dominique fowls, Geo, A. Terpenning, Reading.._........_-- 

AG) COs Hit GE Ses wWViest I Over. OhilOmme ui raya 4 8 semeruticn ll) ce) Veen 
Best pair of Dominique chicks, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio...-._..-.- DOr bh bo bbe bo 

S i>) 
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AMERICAN CLASS. 

Best pair of Plymouth Rock fowls, M. Esler, Grand Ledge 
BANA OR Se ehiey WULS bys Hil Vl A ONTO: ee een. gh rag ee uty AUS Ve NE 

Best pair of Plymouth Rock chicks, S. KE. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio 
2d do., 8. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio 

GAME CLASS. 

Best Lae of black breasted red game fowls, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, 
LTO 8 a Re Aaah Se eA A CLAN AE DS UNE Ee DAUM AS ee DIR a hie 1k 

DOO sie VUES Ga naliymia. ONTO se cee sees ee yar ee are a EDD 
Best pair of black breasted red game chicks, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, O.. 

WOO. VV erelapiand,| © harlotte sen sess see eee ee ee 
Best pair of duckwing game fowls, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio.____-- 

AT GOs S.40. WVUrsis RyTia. OMLOLeO.ojece ones hee oe yee eee 
Best pair of duckwing game chicks, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio... __- 

POCO is seb ace NV LIES bey By ly sg INO nee ie ee = See ayes ea eer 
Best pair of pile game fowls, E. & F. Sites, West Dover_......__.-----__.- 

20 dono Weriand «Charlottes gee — er rct oso se ie ae ee ee eet tee 
Best pair of pile game chicks, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio.._.__ __- 

ACOOraN Vie nandaCharlotteressnessc ste seees cas ca eee nee eae ae eee 

SPANISH OLASS. 

Best pair of black Spanish fowls, Geo. A. Terpenning, Reading........._.. 
AKL GKoy a iGO S Ns “A Mery) oyevormy byes ate vol bayer ae we ee eee eee 

Best pair of black Spanish chicks, Geo. A. Terpenning, Reading.._....__-- 
20),dO:nGeo.-AL Lerpenning. Pneadings 222 3220 2 Lele ees are a ee ee 

Best pair of white leghorn fowls, Ambrose Purchase, Auburn......-.-...__- 
Daido We sblakecund| Charlobte se. cues sea eat aa eee ni See eee 

Best pair of white leghorn chicks, 5. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio..-_......___.. 
Wdido. WeMslersGrand Wedsence eres eee ee ere ae ee eae eee 

Best pair of brown leghorn fowls, Ambrose Purchase, Auburn.____..____-- 
DAid Oras WULStpEyrlas Ohio: fe 52 ese See ee ee eee epee 

Best pair brown leghorn chicks, 8. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio--...........-..- 
Mado vE Elam CON ye O yal © acne sso eee ae eee ee ere i Wobiys. Sheed 

POLISH CLASS. 

Best pair of black polish chicks, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio._...____- 
Adio amesso allt Marshall she ae te ee a ae On ee 

Best pair of white polish fowls, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio_._...____- 
Mado! Amp Losey urchase,yAUDUENE «= 225 see ee see oer eee ene eee eee 

Best pair of silver polish fowls, KE. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio....._____- 
AAO! AIM DrOse cAI UNM a. see Sinan ccc eee cees See eee ae eee eee 

Best pair of Silver Polish chicks, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio. ._.____. 
2dido.Jamesuball: Marshall se Se ere cu AE eke © sea aes Unet ee eag ee 

Best pair of Golden Polish fowls, W. H. Rand, Charlotte...........-...-.- 
ALU Ley SHELA RES OL pee O) kat sas ee ILE Sse ee eet iy 

Best pair of Golden Polish chicks, James Ball, Marshall_.---..._..-_..---. 
2d do: sames all Marshall? so 2 ae eo cee ce Soop 2a eee i eS 

FRENCH CLASS. 

Best pair of Crevecceur fowls, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio...-.-..---- 
Best pair of Crevecceur chicks, E. & F. Sites, West:Dover, Ohio___..._._.. 

AO.) 9.6. Wurst, Elyria wOhiOe 9.25 Pape sae Soo oe eae ne ee 
Best pair of Houdan fowls, Geo. A. Terpenning, Reading-.........---.---- 

AGN Goya tes Dey MAAR T Ha ON Ra eee LO) aie ee eo ee coe 
Best pam aoudan) chicks, S..H, Wiutst. dilyria, Ohio: = sys. seee cess oee oe 

2dvdo-eAmibrose Purchase, Auiburne ss sere sense oe See eeree eeeeaes 

HAMBURG CLASS. 

Best pair of golden spangled Hamburg fowls, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, 

Best pair of silver spangled Hamburg fowls, 8. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio---- 
2d/do:;, EHamiléonMRoyalOaksssies ee eae eee see eee 

Best pair of silver spangled Hamburg chicks, W. dd. Rand, Charlotte. --_-_-. 
Best pair of golden penciled Hamburg fowls, Ambrose Purchase, Auburn- 
Best pair of golden penciled Hamburg chicks. 8S. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio-- 

Lal SB sell OM sell S20 ell Doel SM eel OS) be bo 

hoe bo bo a bo 

RDN pr br be b 

mM bho 0 eH bo bo 

lM pe pr 
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Best pair of black Hamburg fowls, Ambrose Purchase, Auburn._.._-.._--- 
ACA a Wn kas, RANG pC HAarlOlie sie a3 te Gu eis ae Uk ie Ee aa 

MISCELLANEOUS CLASS. 

Best pair of silkie fowls, James Ball, Marshall__..-.--... 2.22222 -2-22-e 
Best pair of silkie chicks, 8S. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio 

BANTAM CLASS. 

Best peut of black breasted red game bantam fowls, 8. E. Wurst, Elyria, 
FUE i Ss eet ajar te cigars a pe ee eee ac ee Bee Nae AREER 

ACCA: WaeO.tAs Lerpennlng che agi np ee aja ee ee ye en een event 
Best Ma of black breasted red game bantam chicks, 8S. E. Wurst, Elyria, 

BV TOR Sys Uk el i SE NRE ire ee gL IIE foe I 
20 dos 55 Ho Wurst, HlvrlacOnio pissy so g:, att ae os ate 

Best pair of duckwing game bantam fowls, Ambrose Purchase, Auburn.--- 
2d do., E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Olio cee OI NTR 

Best pair of duckwing game bantam chicks, Ambrose Purchase, Auburn. _- 
2d do., E. & F. Sites, West Dover, OHO) SE EE GIS FE ORE RRNA Te 8 

Best pair of silver laced seabright bantam fowls, W. H. Rand, Charlotte 
Best pair of white bantam fowls, KH. & F’. Sites, West Dover, Ono! eee? 
Best pair of white bantam chicks, E. Hamilton, Royal Oak_.._.....______- 

20 do. Ambrose Purchase-AUburiis 2) ose e2 eee 2 ee eee eee ee 
Best pair "of golden laced seabright bantam fowls,S. E. Wurst, Elyria, 

COTO he ah Fe ya am Sea cha aly] iS Wen pa Adin ARES ol Sloe een en eee paced 

Best pair ‘of Polder laced seabright bantam chicks, Geo. A. Terpenning, 
A RAEE O10 2 ee Ne, NE Chen A (NO AnD Eee Sea ADI Oe ee AUER eye Se CUR Oe 

2d do., Geo. A. Mempe mnie, eadlng ns se a elec Soa col cee aia ear 
Best pair of black African bantam fowls, Geo. A. 'Terpenning, Reading--_- 

20 00-; Geo, Aj. erpennino ea Gin Os -i\.90 2225 vee oes ae se eee 
Best pair of black African bantam chicks, Geo. A. Terpenning, Reading-_- 

TURKEY CLASS. 

Best pain of bronze turkeys. Wi oH. Rand. Charlotte:.2-s--022s25eesee eee eee 
PIO GKOYR Ie Cg Ew PSNitHeh \WVGe IDYon eres Olona a ee ee 

Best pair of white turkeys, Ambrose Purchase, Auburn..........-.-...._-- 
Best pair of slate turkeys, Ambrose Purchase, Auburn._.......-..-.------ 

PACICKO RT Pela Og NAVD Gy DOM yieteh MOMS As eS SN eee eee eee 
Best pair of black turkeys, Ambrose Purchase, Auburn.........---.------- 

ORNAMENTAL OLASS. 

Best pair of peafowls, W. H. Rand, Charlotte._.........-- pipes es ed me E 
PAO\ SOG ntsioe Me AN UY ea al COV OUI ys) ues crete he ee Re eel a ee 

Best pair of pearl guinea fowls, Geo. A. Terpenning, Reading --.......-.. 
2d do. , Ambrose Purchase, AWDULMy are ei ae oe oe ee ae ea see 

Best pair of white guinea fowls, Sieuie Wurst, lyniasOhiOess sees eee 

GOOSE CLASS. 

Best pair of Toulouse geese, S. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio.....-.............. 
DAA O ATM TO Se evr Clas ee CA abo tase ete pea eta ae ee 

Best pair of Bremen geese, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio............-.. 
ACO ne AnD LOSE Eur Chase sy Up UE Tae) eons oe te nr 

Best pair of brown Chinese Heese, elds Vibes, Iasi, Olam. sosdossone 
Best pair of dark Chinese geese, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio.....-.-- 
Best pair of white Chinese geese, SHES VULSt Elyria Olio wees see aoe 

2d do., Ambrose Purchase, PeNot oy bh eaves Bo) aes ac Nh ee 

DUCK CLASS. 

Best, pair of, Rouen Ducks. S, E;, Wurst, Blyria/Ohios 2224350 et es 
2d do., Geo. A. Terpenning, Reading BS se HUI AEE © ee an R RM ae 

Best pair of Aylesbury ducks, 8. E. Wurst. Elyria, OO osu Se ese eee 
Best pair of Cayuga ducks, Ambrose Purchases Auburney. 2.) 2. ee eee 

3d do., 5. E. Wurst, Elyria, ORO mea ee irene en es 2. eas 
Best pair of topknot ducks, S. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio_......-.-.----.------- 

o2 

bh bo 
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Best pair of Musk or Muscovy ducks. S. E. Wurst Elyria, Ohio.....-.._-_- 2 00 
Best pair Pekin ducks, James ‘Ball, Marshall. 922.9500 2 000 eee t= 2 00 

2d do., E. & F. Site, West Dover, ORIOT ERE See 36 AR RIE ON Ad 1 00 

RABBIT CLASS. 

Best lop-eared buck rabbit, S. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio_-....-.----..-----.--- 2 00: 
PALO AS oh e Warsi, Wily rin. Onion seecaaee ee eee Cea sp er ee hee 1 00 

Best lop-eared doe rabbit, S. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio.-..--......---.....-- 2 00 
PAGO R SoBe MVNA S tra Er liyer ht CDN O are eee os Sete ete ae ee ate ante 1 00 

Best pair of common rabbits, S. E. Wurst, Elyria, Ohio.-..----....._____- 2 00- 
DOedO:--Amm DEOSes Erase. oA UD UTM Se eterna ee ere ees ees ener ee 1 00 

PIGEON CLASS. 

Best, most varied, and valuable collection of pigeons, Christ Wagner, 
IDGtRONthe est ec Se ee Se ie oe Bey eee ee mee eres 5 00 
Ddrdo ZA Otto yD etroig ses. soce8 0 Fe eS ee ee ee ee 3 00 

MINOR PET CLASS. 

iBestipall Of Guinea ploss so. h. Wurst, cb lyria Ohiosssosee-==s ae eee 2 00 
Jdido.Amibroseieurchase.-AWbuUnn ese = ee eee eee eee ee soya eee eee 1 00 

Bestupairof squirrels, Ambrose-eurchase; Auburnes-es225--5- esse ee eee 2 00 
Restepait OL eLLe ce. Ome mV ULSo Elyria; ODT nee nee ee oe sere ee ee 2 00: 

Vado wJames balleMarshalles oko. 2 eco aecot ade epee Bee eee es 1 00 

STUFFED BIRDS. 

Best collection of stuffed birds, S. Mummery, Detroit..-...-...........__- 10 00 

NON ENUMERATED. 

Pair of pile game bantam fowls, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio_.______- 1 00 
Pair of pile game bantam fowls, E. & ¥’. Sites, West Dover, Onto. 2322 ee 2 00 
Pair of silver penciled Hamburg fowls, E. & F. Sites, West Dover, Ohio-_- 2 00 
Pair of pile game bantam chicks, E. & F, Sites, West Dover, Ohio es pe 2 00 
anor CAPOD MO WIS Seb WU Stee Lyi ann Tl Oe == are ie anne ee nee 2 00 
Pano capontowls!s. 4. Wurst, dlyrias OhlOsss4 5 sean oe) eee ets 1 00 

S. W. CURTISS, 
Judge. 

DIVISION F—FARM AND GARDEN PRODUCE AND MANUFACTURED 
PRODUCTS. 

CLASS 32—GRAIN AND SEEDS. 

Best bushel of winter red wheat, R. M. Cross, Ovid_--..-.--.-..----.----- $6 00: 
2d do., Thos. A. More, Ypsilanti a Se eee ae a aN eee Se He AN nd 4 00 

Best bushel of winter white wheat, L. M. Cross, OVI Gent eee See 6 00 
ZOO: AW). As ELA Y ESV OCHESUCL seer eee ce aire eh ee oe eee ae nee ee ae 4 00 

Best bushel of rye. Ds Woodman sawabaW.eee sss: onc sae ceca ne see bee eee 5 00 
Best bushel of four-rowed barley, D. Woodman, Paw Paw-..---....--...--- 5 00 

20sd0. CAH; Gibbs, sPOngiacs sear iaee sooo ese coe te ae ee ee 3 00 
Best WUshelormoats Cc: sve Wiest. al anChanG sepeeere sae ass 2 oe ee eee 5 00 

AGO. Ave: “BULTOWS: ALLOY 22 ese none eee ee a anice = ceo eee ee 3 00 
Best bushel of dent corn in ear, Thos. A. Moore, Ypsilanti---........_..-- 5 00 
Best bushel of flint corn in ear, Henry Ford, Greenfield...-......-.-.._.... 5 00 

ZOO. entry ord Greenhel tessa s2 eee en ee ee eee ee See 3 00 
Bestabusheliot ayhite, peas... Mi nOross. Ovidee-eh 5. oe ee eee 5 00 
Best bushel of large clover seed, R. M. Cross, Ovid. ............-.-.----.-- 5 00: 
Best bushelion timothy seed, .IM. (Cross, Ovideer a. 3 8o- so eee eee 5 00 
Best bushelvot buckwheat. stl. Cross, Ovid eteeence aoe oe eee ee eee sees 3 00 
Best general assortment of seeds for field crops, W.S. Penfield, Detroit... 10 00 

2d do. DD aWoodman. Paw Paw ne: a: oe eee. oe ee eee 5 00 
Best assortment and ereatest variety of kitchen garden seeds, M. E. Bart- 

Ve Gte Do mallets eee 8S a as ce Fa en RSA) en ek a ae 10 00 
Best display and collection of the several kinds of grain in heads, D. 

Woodman; Paws oso We See 2oc8 2 ie Re Ne ge te tk eee 10 00 
Best display of the several kinds of grain in head with stool and roots 

entire, accompanied by the berry, and with sample of flour of such 
grains.as are milled: D. Woodman, Paw Paw ...2<28)-. tose oe See 10 00: 
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Best display of corn in ear, D. Woodman, Paw Paw...-.....-.---.---------- $10 00 
Best display of the several kinds of grasses in stalk and head, M. E. 

IPAM, MMO MN oo skade one nobecg Sahoo St aa saoSceHSesstboosobesons 5 00 

NON ENUMERATED. 

Bushel of winter Barley, D. Woodman, Paw Paw----.-----.---------------- 5 00 

A. B. GULLEY, 

E. CRANE, 
Judges. 

CLASS 33—ROOTS AND VEGETABLES, 

Best three varieties of early potatoes, Thomas Langley, Greenfield. _.._.-- $3 00 
Best sample peck of early potatoes, Thomas Langley, Greenfield_---.---- 3 00 

Md dos Jacob Neuschaters Wihite \Wicod S22 ses ese eae - eae = 2 00 
Best sample peck of late potatoes, EK. T. Doney, Jackson-_.....--..--------- 3 00 

Wado. Henry Lord, Greentield. 592.5. 22ee 2-9-2 eee ae 2 00 
Best three nutmeg melons, Albert Zuike, Detroit-.-......-.-.------------- 2 00 

A. B. GULLEY, 
EK. CRANE, 

Judges. 

CLASS 334,—DISPLAY OF ROOTS AND VEGETABLES. 

Best display of roots and vegetables by a professional gardener, H. Marx, 

DSU OME ae weeks She a ee UCN 87 Ed Se A AN le eh ee tea $50 00 

A. B. GULLEY, 

E. CRANE, 

Judges. 

CLASS 34—FLOUR, MEAL, AND FEED. 

Best sample cf bolted meal, M. E. Bartlett, Tomkins. .....----..----.----- $2 00 

Best sample of corn meal, M. E. Bartlett, Tomkins_---.......-.----------- 2 00 

Best sample of ground feed, M. E. Bartiett, Tomkins......---------------. 2 00 

Best sample of buckwheat flour, M. E. Bartlett, Tomkins_.......---------- 2 00 

Best sample of rye flour, M. EH. Bartlett, Tomkins....._..--...--.-..--.--- 2 00 

Best sample of graham flour, M. E. Bartlett, Tomkins._....--------------- 2 00 

Best sample of oatmeal, M. HE, Bartlett, Tomkins. ..........-.------------- 2 00 

A. B. GULLEY, 

EK. CRANE, 
Judges. 

DIVISION G—DAIRY AND OTHER PRODUCTS. 

CLASS 35—BUTTER, CHEESE, AND DAIRY ARTICLES. 

Best twenty-five pounds of domestic butter, made in June, Mrs. G.C. Gibbs, 
BIA PCAV ent MICK = oo ks Some soe ae ee Sone oe as ey eee ee tai $15 00 

2d dow Mrsu@has. Adams Rochester s-os02. 22-200 40. See ere es NO 12 00 

Sado Johnebessiters JOrse ye cee sacha o in toe cee ale ala ee ie ert § 00 

Best twenty-five pounds of domestic butter, made at any other time, John 

IGGRS ILE TAOS Ce oat hoe ee See ee ae toa het eee eee a 15 00 

2d dowHush Menton. Mexingeton .. 225.2 se)tesse eee eee 12 00 

3a.do'; Cyne Gibbs bombings 220) sooo bese ke SSeS cee ee eee et = § 00 

Best fifty pounds of creamery butter, J.C. Cunningham, Reading...-.----- 15 00 

2d'do. Knapp, & Beusont Adrian: - . 22-22-2225 22 o8 seen een = = 12 00 

Fdido  Michioans Creameny Con Detrollieaaac =e eee te see ea ae 8 00 

Best display of cheese, Wm. Allen, Livonia.........-.-------------------- 25 00 

Wdidor As Da PowerwNorthvilles)=2 2522 oes see eee Ya Seon Sr a ees 20 00 

3a dos, Walters Bordwells Olivet (203226 soe ae eee ee eee eit 15 00 

Best assortment of wooden ware for dairy or kitchen use, Cornish & Curtis, 

Port VAtkinson. Wihsee- pees cc5 on eee aaa eerie Gia ici ete 3 00 

Best cheese press, O. P. Morgan, Hazleton..-......----...----------------- 1 00 

Best cheese safe, E.'T. Barnum Wire & Iron Works, Detroit-----.--..----- 1 00 

Best milk strainer, John Boyd, Chicago, Ill....-......--------------------- 1 00 

— 
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Best milk safe, E. T. Barnum Wire and Iron Works, Detroit_........_.-.-- $3 00 
Best scales for dairy use, Buffalo Scale Co., Buffalo, N. Y.....-.-.---._.--- 1 00 

NON-ENUMERATED. 

Sample butter ladles, Cornish & Curtis, Fort Atkinson, Wis..........-..-- 1 00 
Sample butter spades, Cornish & Cur tis, Fort Atkinson, VRS See eye hs eee 1 00 
Sample butter packers, Cornish & Curtis, Fort Atkinson, Lp (i a ae Se 1 00 
Sample butter thermometers, Cornish & Curtis, Fort Atkinson, Wiis =e 1 00 
Wilson’s cabinet creamery, Flint Cabinet Creamery Co., TSU ean 1 00 
Milk can, Haney & Campbell, Bellevue, Iowa_--._.__- Folge ebro 1 00 
Butter printer, AH Reid ob biladeliphias bao sane ae rerio are Senin vay a0 2 00 
Shipping box for butter, A. H. Reid: Philadelphia Meaeess nee see eee 1 00 

HENRY CHAMBERLAIN, 

T. J. HAYWOOD, 

D. W. CURTIS, 

Judges on Butter and Cheese. 

HENRY CHAMBERLAIN, 
DE. REID: 

Judges on Dairy Articles. 

CLASS 36—SUGAR, BREAD, AND PICKLES. 

Best machine-made bread, M. E. Bartlett, Tompkins.....-.-...._ ..--- 2. $3 00 
Best three loaves of bakers’ bread. A. Smith, Detroit..._.._.........._.--- 3 00 
Best three loaves of milk or salt rising bread, M. E. Bartlett, Tompkins- -- 3 00 

2X0) COs “No CoE Ahaalingie, Wreieonlin, 535 Se es aesosacoe HONEA TE Rd ck SS a aR RL 2 00 
Best soda’ rising bread, M. E. Bartlett, ‘Tompkins penne ere eG) Fee eee oe ce? p 3 00 

2d do., Miss Clara A. Peacock, Pon hiacwe yee cea eee Soles Rete 1 00 
Best three loaves of yeast bread, Miss Belle SNOW ee GEORG sa aera 3 00 

Zddo VAS Smith SDe¢moliwase sec sos eee SSS eee eae ee er narnia 1 00 
Besicornnmpread Meek bartlet tom pkdns =e a aera ee eee mee eee 3 00 

WdidonMisssManyelesliesDearborne sss sae ees ee eee eee ee ee S 2 00 
Best three loaves of brown bread, W. J. Woodhouse, Springwells......___- 3 00 

2dido.vA Smith De troitwe esses 6 one eee ee aie ae ere aa ae Pee em 2 00 
Best sample of flour bread made by girl 16 vears or under, M. E. Bartlett, 

PROM Pins sree PERE UL ee eS ee SO re eer er eT eee a en 3 00 
Best sample of brown bread made by girl 16 years or under, M. E. Bar tlett, 

AT ORIN SUT SP Nae oe ears ore Siete ae tee ore te ree ie ee ae Re en ee 3 00 
Best display of specimens of pickled vegetables, Nellie S. Nabors, Flint.-- 5 00 

NON-ENUMERATED. 

Mhreedoaves ofhopypread,-Ac ©. Gardner, Detroit ss]. -2sooeeee see -e eee ee 2 00 

Ibe fea \hyis0 Ma 

AMY BARCIKE, 

Judges. 

DIVISION H—CLASS 38—BEES, HONEY, AND APIARIAN IMPLEMENTS. 

Best colony of bees of any kind, M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch.-.._..........---- $8 00 
DOW Or Wises ELUGCHIUTSOTsyEGO O° OLS Vill cere eee ees rn an ee ee 4 00 

Best colony of Italian bees, W. Z. Hutchinson, Kogersville---.--.......---- S 00 
POO cH. MO Eunt Bell sB ran Chimes 2S = eee eel ee eee See 4 00 

Best colony of Syrian bees, W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville.--.----..------- ee Sh WL 
Best collection of queen bees alive, W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville__..----- 5 00 
Best display of queen bees under elass, M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch.-.-----.--- 5 00 

2d do., W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville Be dee Fs) | ae me re BE SENN eat 3 00 
Best display of comb honey, 'W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville........--.-.-.- 15 00 

Ddido- Mein t Bell Branches 2S pee EI as ee Sty Beeline 10 00 
Best display of extracted honey, M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch._..-.-___...-..-- 10 00 

PSN CRO Nilo ZAG Le hulir(el anti a¥eyoy ny A aovearen EN AMUN) es a lecbe koesincooscepouade 5 00 
Best specimen of comb honey, ten pounds or more, W. Z. Hutchinson, 

EVO OVS TS Val TC aN 8 IRS ks ps RN OS PSTN ee A 8 00 
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Best specimen of extracted boney not less than ten pounds, M. H. Hunt, 
Bel ran Gla .e oe ye ae Ree eee ee LR Oe get tie ck feel re $5 00 

DAO seme Zi ELC CINIS OM BELO Oe TIS Vill LG a= Pm se ree eet 
Best ten pounds of beeswax, W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville..-.......-----. 

2d do., James Fry, TACIT Cie iy la i as SUE A Ma ar 
Best specimen of comb foundation, M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch. _.__..._.-.-.- 

2d do., W. Z. Hutchinson, Roversvilllens: ieee Soe ee Ser Ue oe ee 
Best collection apiarian implements, Hie AC ugiinoyChintoneess sess 

2dkdor ws Ent Belly ranchises! 2 tad ob erat yes els, Wahoo Rien ee 
Best honey extractor, E. T. ewisaWoledosOhiosies tyes ces eee pee 

ZdidowsH Ds Cutting. Climtomypasa eee: 2) a eres ae ae eS ee 
SHAG le) anol eyey WE lel ls hope, level! IeyeeeNsote Seesoee Seaeacedeeoon sel eeecs 

' ‘ Ww 

DNwencvore why ct 

(=) o 

Zador Hy ACuttin‘e Olin GO nesses nee See eer Seen yas eee 00 
Honey knife for uncapping, H. D. Cutting, @lintoneeewase <i se ee e 50 
Honey knife, for uncapping, W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville.--..-.-......-- 50 
Best comb foundation machine, H, D. Cutting, Clinton ess eee eats 

DOR OF MES EL. Fara Gab ellis ear ala Chae ses eee ere are a tas Ba ee 
iBestawaxextractor Bey laliewisholed on OhlOpsss 242-0 aaa eerie 

PAG ACS Calis HS & DYN S bone Bye) NE By ctey ae oe tere ee LS ee eee aeletod seeoweoaee 
Best movable frame bee hive for all purposes, W.O. Burk, Crystal...__---- 

CLM bo GG Cl 

S i=) 

Addo: H. DD: CattingsClintons S2ee ease en eee cite ee ba see meats 00 
Queen cage for shipping and introducing queens, H. D. Cutting, Clinton... 66 

do., W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville. Sis vse ee ses fee eo ae ie eee 66 
doe. MO He Hunts Belem rarichy soe bie teu fi or 2 Es ae eee ere rege 66 

Honey box for comb honey, W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville.-...-...------.- 50 
do; HED: Cuttin oe Clinton 22322 sien ses see se ee eae Seas per Rae 50, 

Best collection of honey bearing plants, pressed and mounted or in bloom, 
Clarences Men Weedbansinge- so s0 sen aoeece tac ane meee ee eee 5 00 

ZEdOr Wie Zs ELUCEH UNS OMe EUG Oe TS vill ee peste ey ey ne 3 00 
Best collection of bee literature, H. D. Cutting, Clinton._..-...........--. 8 00 

POON We ZL pel CCH NSO EO Mer s ville mare sere aera rs pee ya en 1 00 

NON-ENUMERATED. 

Fountain’s pump for controlling swarms, W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville___ 2 00 
Folding tent for handling bees when robber bees are troublesome, W. Z. 

HutchinsontRocersvilllenes stesso sete ee ecee een eee ee ee ae 2 00 
Queen excluding honey board, W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville.....-......-. 2 00 
iBeeneeder. Win 4) Llucchimson hovers valle sesem sees e eee aes ae eee ee eres 1 00 
Can for holding section boxes while on hive, W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville 1 00 
Bee vel is. uewise Roled onOhior sweeties ames e ce eters ee ela 1 00 

DIVISION J—VEHICLES. 

CLASS 45. 

Best display of heavy work in this class, Flint Wagon Co., Flint........--- Diploma. 
Best display of light work in this class, Clark & Co., Lansing........-...-- Diploma. 

DIVISION L—MANUFACTURED GOODS AND MATERIALS. 

CLASS 48—MATERIALS. 

Best display of fine wools, C. M. Fellows, Manchester........._.._....-.--- $7 00 
Dado eR MEO rosss ONS Se: US See ee ES ada aieeally py ee ean apa iat ars 
3d dos Ay saw hiteHanrtiwsts S00 2c. Sees 2 RUE 6 2k kya soar eeenenpe ee 

Best display of long wools, Amos F. Wood, Mason................--------- 
Addo TOnne May loOrMar cells ss5 1 soe) ooo ae yo eee le np er Wee Re ni 
Sol Glos jul 1D IVE ein AMO ooy OHO eee come ee ee le 

Best display of middle wools, Thos. A. Moore, Ypsilanti 
2d do., B. D. Kelley, Ypsilanti 
3d) 00, Bo Role ye WOpenlanitl > 202415 Dee ie eae ee ie ReM reg ne Of Ps 

Best display of prepared flax, Sarah Barber, Fairfield 
2d do., Sarah Barber, Fairfield Oot OLNT Oo Or oF 

S Oo 

i i re ars 

oO (=) i=) 

R. B. CARUSS, 

J. W. HIBBARD, 

Judges. 
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CLASS 51—ARTICLES OF LEATHER AND INDIA RUBBER. 

Best display of trunks not less than ten, Martin Muir, Detroit.........--.- $10 
Faldo: ews Brunson, Detrolte seem ae ase ee ee ets sree 5 

Bestarravelinoebrunke Martine MiniteyD erronieeee == =e season ae ee 3 
pest hangstrunk Mar hineVlulre sD e LEO lessee me aes ee ey re e  ed  na i 
Bestladys handstrunks Marting vuln OetnOlbee sea 2 ea eee i 
Best palror kip boots, S. P. Wilcox Co,Metroit: sie 2a see ees 1 
Best pair of lady’s winter walking boots, J. B. Stevens, Detroit.....-.._--- 1 
Best pair of Misses’ shoes, S. P. Wilcox & Co., Detroit .-._-._-----.-...--- 1 
Best pair of children’s shoes, §. P. Wilcox & Co., Detroit.....-.-.---.----- 1 
Best pair of gent’s slippers, 8. P. Wilcox & Co., Detroit.---.-...-.....-..- 1 00 
Best pair of ladys slippers, 5. b. Wileoxé& Cot, Detroite ees se ae 1 
Best double carriage harness, made in the State, Geo. EK. McCulley, Detroit 3 
Best single buggy harness, made in the State, Geo. E. McCulley, Detroit_- 3 

Wado oamesystewanrts DWetrolti ees see bes see ee seen ae Seen nae 2) 
Best double harness for farm, made in the State, James Stewart, Detroit_- 3 
Best cart harness, made in the State, James Stewart, Detroit.-........__-. 2 
Best gent’s riding saddle, made in the State, James Stewart, Detroit.-.--- 3 

2 ZdedowGeowleeMcCulley.Detrolts=so2-es. eases ae ena ee 00 
Best lady’s riding saddle, made in the State, James Stewart, Detroit_-___- 3 00 

DdgdoniGeowee a MeO mle yee Grol bern ae ey ee re ee ee 2 00 
Best riding bridle, made in the State, James Stewart, Detroit_.--...._..-- 2 00 

Ddidon Geowh-micCulleywWetroitesss.s2e2 poe ee eee eee eee 1 00 
Best horse collar, made in the State, James Stewart, Detroit..-._._.__.__- 2 00 
Best leather belting, made in the State, Croul Bros., Detroit._.....------- 10 00 
Best display of boots and shoes manufactured in the State, J. B. Stevens, 

DS GTO 1G WN a eee ee Ne ee eat Ec arr a Ne We BFE | NERS WS EO Th RED 10 00 

NON-ENUMERATED. 

Display of whips and whip lashes, W. Skellington, Detroit.....-------.--- 5 00 
Eatentisaddles hss bliss ackSONssosce-5 Sas seree taser eee eee eee 2 00 
Wire button-hole stag for shoes, etc., E. Hamburger, Detroit----.....----- 1 00 

ROBERT L, HEWITT 
J. W. HIBBARD, 
THOMAS A. MOORE, 

Judges. 

CLASS 52—FURNITURE. 

Best set of parlor furniture, Keck, Winterhalter & Co., Detroit..---.----- $20 00 
Best easy chair, Keck, Winterhalter/é& Co:, Detroit... 2-2) S224 2 2-2-2. 3 00 
Best lounging chair, Geo. 8. Tompkins, Detroit. __--_-. all i eles a is Pale ets ore 3 00 
Best reception chair, Keck, Winterhalter & Co., Detroit._.......---------- 3 00 
Best center table, Keck, Winterhalter & Co., Detroit.-...-..-..-...-.-.--- 3 00 
Best mantel mirror, Keck, Winterhalter & Co., Detroit.........----------- 5 00 
Best lambrequin, Keck, Winterhalter & Co., Detroit...-..-......----------- 2 00 
Best set of chamber furniture, Keck, Winterhalter & Co., Detroit.--..---- 10 00 
Best spring mattress, Hamilton Spring Bed Co., Detroit......------------ ‘ 2 00 

2dido:damilton Spring Bedi ConmDetroltse senso ts 2 +. oe fee eee ee 1 00 
Beshimatiress tor bed. Hy. An Wecker, Wetrolts- =) sees ne a .sc eee ee eee 2 00 

~dido.. Keck Wanterbalternds\Co,.Detroltte= n= =aa— m= o-oo nae ee 1 00 
IRestHOOkiCase@. Cevoalims Detnoltee cme sacs seen eee oo ee eee ete meee 3 00 
Best ofice desk.Geo. s.-Lompkins, Detroltesaa sas ssee sooo ee eee eee 

DadoGeo! o-LoOmMp kins Wetrol beets so. eeee eee ne oe eee eee ee 
Best office chair, Keck, Winterhalter & Co., Detroit..--.......----..------ 

WddomGcous:. Lom pkins sMeErOltine: see serene erase ec ae see eee 
Best desk of any kind, Keck, Winterhalter & Co., Detroit..-_..--..------- 
Best childs carmace sh. A. wWecker) Detloltes. = see nee aa = > eee ene ee eee 

Dao. Hreundsbros., Wetroltescs eee sees ac eee ee eee eee ere nee 
Best display Oh veneers, Je Beckerc SONS. OetiOluses = = y4-- eee ee eae 
Best display of rustic work, Wm. Adair & Co., Detroit..-..-.-....--.----- 
Best assortment of school furniture, Michigan Schoo] Furniture Co., North. 

Vall Le Stare tive heen ames leo) Se eo we ee NN OU 2 aE ph Oe ta Diploma 
2d do.. Union School Furniture Co., Battle Creek_-.-.....-.-------- Silver medal. 

kt Ot bo COM bo bo GO 

S Oo 
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NON-ENUMERATED. 

RKollstop rotary desk, Geo.s. Lompkins, Detroit... 0.922222. 52029. nce $3 00 
Manufacture of pianos, J. Becker & Sons, Detroit........_........-----. Silver medal 
Display om invalid chairs; breund Bros, Wetroit=_.2...--4-...-s255--25 5425 3 00 
Pillow sham holder, J. J. Kelsey, TD CAG CAMA nS CORD RE GT el 2 00 
Exhibit of willow and rattan furniture. baskets, etc., A. Dondero, Detroit. Diploma 
Pillow sham holder, Hamilton Spring Bed Co., Detroit Je it Pre epee TT Ain 1 00 
Exhibit of a variety of miscellaneous articles of willow furniture, Alex 

Messmer a Detroltu else: oes sec ss ree Semi ee cine aepeim che ate cls Silver medal 
Leis HALES 

CoN, LUM: 

Judges. 

CLASS 53—STOVES, IRON WORK, AND ORNAMENTAL CONCRETE WORK. 

3est display of ornamental bracket work, J. E. Bollis & Co., Detroit... --- $3 00 
Best ornamental cast iron vase, EK. T. Barnum Wire and Iron Works, De- 

ABTS OU 8h OP I a i na IN ho OE NS PY AS Sp 3 00 
Best cast iron gate, J. EH. Bollis & Co., Detroit-...-....---._..---.-.--- & 
Best display of iron work, E, ', Barnum Wire and Iron Works, Detroit —- 
Best cast iron fence, E. I. Barnum Wire and Iron Works, Detroit ASAT A 
Best ornamental fountain, E. Vv. Barnum Wire and Iron Works DWetroinies= 
Best ornamental statuary, EK. T. Barnum Wire and Iron Works, Detroit_. 
EStPILOM Cha dle Bree OUI Siam ©. Ove) 6 GT: ONG ees yi eo ee ert 
Best fruit and flower stand, HE. T. Barnum Wire and Iron Works, Detroit_- FH 1 bo bo CO G0 CO 

f=) i=) 

Best display of rustic work, E. T. Barnum Wire and Iron Works, Detroit -- 2 00 

THOS. A. MOORE, 

J. M. BONNEY, 

C. W. CHILDS, 

Judges. 

DIVISION N—PAINTING, PRINTING, AND STATIONERY. 

CLASS 56—PAINTING AND SCULPTURE. 

Best bird piece in oil by exhibitor, Mrs. A. Gale, Albion__.__.-..._.------ $5 00 
ZodidoWirs-ehobert WW acner DW ebrOlte es aaee nes aoe eee eee ee eee eee 3 00 

Best collection of not less than five oil paintings by a person not a dealer, 
iS Me Halll Detroit a sesso oe eco aa eee ae Nees cee e See 10 00 

Dido. MrsvA GaletcAlpiorieys ae sss Seas ae ee Se ce ae ee Sy ey a ye eae 5 00 
Best collection of oil paintings by any dealer or association in Michigan, 

twenty-five or more, A.J. Brown, Detroit.._..........--.-...------- 25 00 
Ddedow Mrs. A. Gales Al biom os 254 fakes ob epee Sk a ee peek apes 10 00 

Best collection of water color paintings, not less than five in eee by a 
person not a dealer, Mrs. Robert Wagner, Detroit.--_--..--...-.---- 3 00 

Best display of decorated porcelain, Mrs. sh. ’"Margab, Detroit eteee= ee 10 00 
Best fruit piece in oil by exhibitor, Mrs. A. Gale, ATbio ne, cco MON tela ae 5 00 

Jdvdo.sMrsieAs Galey Albion! sf cerisce: ins hecinc ahs Se = eee eee ere 3 00 
Best flower piece in oil by exhibitor, J. ae: ‘Leonard, RoyaljGak sean aa 5 00 

Jdidow Mars: AuGaleycAllplome: 2 sesso ap ei. 8 2 SU Ge it in ee lee A op eee 2 00 
Best fancy painting in oil by exhibitor, Delos Bell, Detroit.....-...---.-- 5 00 

Adkd ow Masi AvrG allen AlplOMe Save een 6th Lie LS ae eee ie 3 00 
Best fancy painting in water colors by exhibitor, Miss Charlotte Robinson, 

1D. 2 r.0 Tithe Peal Ga er oe 2 le a = 5 00 
Best historical painting in oil by exhibitor, W. W. Black, Battle Creek. ..- 10 00 
Best historical painting in oil shown by any person, A. Te Brow, Detroit... 20 00 

Idi do. Ayr oeeBrow= De tno lier oo 22 Ue ees ae eee 10 00 
Best landscape painting in oil of Michigan scenery, A. J. Brow, Detroit_-_- 10 00 

20: dO VARI BLO Wa ClrOlties S552 Sao US Eee ea eet ed Ee eae ene 5 00 
Best landscape from nature in oil by exhibitor, Percy Ives, Detroit------- 10 00 

2d: do. MrsirAnGaleseAll biome t52 5). 2.02 Nae aoa eae meme cnc an a ee Swede 5 00 
Best landscape in oil shown by any person, A. J. Brow, Detroit.....------- 10 00 

Jado: As Tero ws Detcolta gst nase nae ho tame mae acy ate CCR Rei 5 00 
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Best landscape painting in water colors by exhibitor, Mrs. Robert Wagner, 
Wetro lite ise ee ars se oe ges ee ata ae Pa ey armen tae ome ea 

Jdado-wMassi@harlottekopinson wD ebroly eee. oon ee cere ee enone 
Best landscape painting in water colors of Michigan scenery, Mrs. Robert 

Wiaener Detroituss. 32 2c assess ee eee oe coe eis connects aoe aa ene 
Best marine scene in oil by exhibitor, Mrs. A. Gale, Albicn_-..---.-------- 

Ddido., Wire A. Gale} Albion 1. oa eetyasi os aac ee eee) anes ee 
Best marine painting in oil shown by any person, A. J. Brow, Detroit_---- 

DAKO AL Brow, WO CtrOltRe see ae ee eee ate eee eee eaten sor ae 
Best oil painting by person under sixteen years old by exhibitor, Bessie 

MECurtissDetrol ta) eee a an Ole ee Se mee ema miete amie cs Si 
Wdldos Hattie Ek: Wester All bions-St e222. asso soe eterna eee 

Best por trait from life, large size, in oil, by exhibitor, L. T. Ives, Detroit- 
Jado. heaves. Detroits 22 -h2.. ot soko oes seme ete ae eemeeeeaae 

Best portrait from life, cabinet size, in oil, ee exhibitor, Percy Ives, 
WDGtrOlt ce sae oe cio eens a amet a eee See ren ae eee a aie nae 
Qdvdos. JE. Me all Detroiter: ae SSP ee eye a oe te eee eee 

Best portrait in oil shown by any person, A. J. Brown, Detroit.-...-.._-- 
Best pastel painting of landscape, A. W. Abraham, Detroit ..........-._-. 

Jdidos rs ae Marca D.eCrOltae setae oer ee ee ene ane ae eee 
Best painting on porcelain, Mrs. Robert Wagner, Detroits. Nowe 
Best eel subject in oil shown by any person, A. J. Brow, Detroit ----_. 

doz (AU Jt Brow, Detroitsceac tse aoe bike ales ba eeratee anon ioe onayaetees 
Best special subject in water color shown by any person, Miss Charlotte 

Robinson #Detroitjiecscss-cece. cos sess owas sea aeeee oe beeeee eee 
Aol Clos Whe AOE \everven, ID Roba ons oe Sone Soe oe seoeceeee sea. 

Best specimen of PATE on ebonized panel, Mrs. Robert een Detroit 
Adios Mires sH eMiarcab SDetroltiee a2. Joncas ee eee oe eens 

Best specimen of painting onsnoliy. Mrs. -AY (Gale VAtblonese se.) ee seen eee 
Adido-tMirsssACtG ales AU bDION tase we te ae soe eaters neers tee eatin 

Best specimen of painting on plaques. MeHall Detroit es eo eee 
Bdido. Mrs; Wizzie Stevens. (WeLrOIGs a2 see ee ee em eee ae ne eee eee eee 

Best specimen of painting on silk, Mrs. A. Gale, AlbiOnssohs note ye eames 
2d do., Mrs. A. Gale, RUBOTISS ues soeles waa) ety Meena rat ea ale a 

Best specimen of painting on shell, Miss Charlotte Robinson, Detroit--.-- 
Best winter piece in oil by exhibitor, MiSs VARIG ale eA 1G mee ee een 

Ddidow MrsvA. Gale VAlbION sss oe secre ae eeee See ee eee eee eee 
Best winter piece in oil by any person, A. Ji Brow, Detroit: ss.--2 soe 

Qdido SAL nd eeBrow, Detroltee: <select aie 
Best crayondrawine of face, LL. Ty:Ives, Detroity. 29-2420. el te ek 

2d do., J. J. Rice, Detroit. Be el ae as Asie eet ee, Lie nett NT a SS 
Best pencil drawing of landseape, Percy Aves. Detroit.coscs a eee eee 
Best animal photograph, A. W. Abraham, Detroit.._.._.....-.----...--.-- 
Best collection of photographs, A. W. Abraham, Detroitec aa ese 
Best landscape photograph, A. W. Abraham, Detroits/2ti tie wine 
Best portrait photograph colored, Mrs. Robert Wagner, Detroit--.------- 

2aido. Hey MS all Detroiter ete ay tee eaten ees ete te See 
Best portrait photograph, life size, A. W. Abraham, Detroit._.........--- 
Best display of gilt frames, A. J. Brow, Wetr oltre st ees ee Ask ae 

2d do., Mrs. i Gale, Wiblon seo a ce UNE Gat SACRA 4 tel 
Best display of picture frames, Ade brow, WOebrOlbs= tes eee ee oe ee 
Best specimen of bronze statuary, Detroit Bronze Co., Detroit.-.-....---- 

2didor, Wetrort) bronzeiC or) ebroiiee seers Seema ee Sateen 

NON ENUMERATED. 

Display ofstin-types, Chas, Levy, Detroit 2. 2esessose-6 212 see 5a ee ease 
Raneludrawine~Delos BellaDetrolt-wes--. a eee eee == te 3 eee eee 
Crayon drawing. Hrank:). Enoells, eDetroltesssss see. = ee ee ee eee ene 
Crayon drawine.Erank.Jd: Engells: Detrolta-osssse" 2222p soe eee eee 
Crayon drawing, Frank J. Engells, Detroit 
Combination picture,d: Duryea. Derlolbes teers eee ee nee ee eee ees 
Specimen of painting on satin, Miss Lizzie Stevens, Detroit 
Velvet table scarf hand painted, Bessie M. Curtis, Detroit............__-- 
Specimen of painting on velvet, Mrs. Robert Wagner, Detroit.-...----.--- 
Specimen of painting on plush, Mrs. Robert Wagner, Detroit.........-.--- 

CO OD et et RS bo CO 

S =) 

noo oo i) 
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wo. frames with wax cross, Alex, Messmer, Detroit: Us) 0202 Ue see ee £3 00 
Four gilded frames with photographs, Alex. Messmer, Détroit--.-.-..---- 3 00 

T.C. ABBOT, 

J. C. HOLMES, 

R .G. BAIRD, 

Judges. 

DIVISION O—NEEDLE AND FANCY WORK. 

JLASS 58—ARTICLES OF LADIES’ DRESS. 

BCS ECHILGSySMUbs via dann eMetaG ee 1) et ronlite cs mee ele ye ete epee apse $2 00 
IBEStiCOnsetaoInmer Mio. CO. We brOl teen mene eee sees ee eee ee eee 2 00 

Ddidoer Bessie Ms) Cuntises DD Strole see se eee ee eens eerste eae cre are 1 00 
Best display of fur goods, Gustave Heine, Detroit, diploma and_.---.....- 5 00 

Zag ow Dickersony dy) COME) SGrOMb eae ae eee ae lee ee eer ep 3 00 
YS, OMe, Wi levo Te ISIC ID SinKoge le ww oe ee ee Sea 2 00 
Bestlady’s walkinedress. Miss Storey, Detroite:—- ---25--2-o5s525ee= so" 3 00 
Best Ady S skint Wladaneyendes De tront ease eee een ee eee 1 00 
Best suit of under garments, Madame Hude, Detroit_.........-.-.---.--.-- 2 00 

MRS. J. A. BRISCOE, 

MRS. W. H. CALKINS, 

Judges. 

CLASS 59—PLAIN NEEDLE AND MACHINE WORK. 

Best braiding by machine, Domestic Sewing Machine Co., Detroit...-..-- 
2d do. New Home Sewine Machine Co-\Detroit.2.220 .-os5so-eeeee 

Best sample of darning, Mrs. C. G. Hampton, Detroit...-...-.-..-..-..---- 
Best fine shirt by hand, Mrs. C. G. Hampton, Detroit.....---.---.---...--- 
Best fine shirt by machine, Singer Mfo. Co., Detroit_.._.-.-...2.2.--..--.-< 
Best gent’s dressing gown, Singer Mfg. Co., Detroit............-.-.------- 
Best specimen of hem-stitching, M, E. Bartlett. Tomkins._.-..-..--.--.-.- 
Best specimen of ornamental work by machine, Domestic Sewing Machine 

Con Detroiteste Posse eee Sie Seer te eee sap Rises h Aer cey eee fe wees 
IAG! Cog IBN heeded cog OCs; IOSIHHONM Rae on aoe Sao eaasacenossadess ae Pas eee ee 

Le Nteaet) =) bb bpwre Los 

(ZS) i=) 

Best pair of plain handkerchiefs by hand, M. E. Bartlett, Tompkins_-_.--- 00 
2aldow Mrs) Many leslie: “Dearborn Gs ee aie acu er OR 7 Saleen eae 50 

Best pair plain pillow cases by hand, Mrs. C. G. Hampton, Detroit_.._.---- 1 00 
2dido: ME Bartle tts Momikdinsess sess ety 5 ea ees ay, Ra pepe 50 

Best pair of plain sheets by hand, M. E. Bartlett, Tomkins.....-........-. 
Ado Miss Cs Ge elam yp tom yal eto tee yates oe pases ere a yan eee 

Best plain sewing by machine, Eldredge & Co., Detroit-.....-------...-.. 
2d do., Singer Manufacturing Company, Detroit.....--....--2.--2 222 

Best plain white muslin quilt by hand, Mrs. Hiram Walton, Pontiac.._.-. 
Best quilt by machine, New Home Sewing Machine Company, Detroit---- 
Best calico patchwork quilt by hand, Miss G. Knapp, North Branch._----- 

2didor Os Bennegt  Wiayitle: sana ies sees he ee 2 a ees ee ee 
Best silk patchwork quilt by hand, Mrs. Thomas Swan, Detroit..--.--..-.- 

POOR Ni Gased 4 Nl OA MDNR idee Se eee Oe ee 
Best worsted patchwork quilt by hand, Mrs. E. Cunningham, Detroit...... 

NON ENUMERATED. 

Display of sewing machine work, Singer Manufacturing Co., Detroit.-.-- 3 00 
Knit quilitinvecotionsy Sy Caviethwenrbee LDetrolh este eee eae eee eee 1 00 
Trimmed paper suit, Madam Kellogg, Battle Creek. -...-.--...---------- 2 00 

BLANCHE P. SPENCER, 

ACRS. J. N. DEAN, 

wmworepnwprep re 

i=) So 

Judges. 

CLASS 60—EMBROIDERY AND ORNAMENTAL NEEDLEWORK. 

Best applique embroidery in silk or velvet, Miss Charlotte Robinson 
Detroltes css ose oes. Ee St BD 2 eg $2 00 
Vd dosevirss DMAB ve LO mG we tn Oli te amen eee ey nn teeaiel se ge Se aay 1 00 

dd 
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Besiicut or tuted work, Moon. Bantletie homing: =so) > seer eee 
2d do., Mrs. Hiram Walton, PORE ee were oa ie Oe ee be 

Best specimen of chenille embroidery, Mrs. M. P. Anthony, Detroit 
Ddidor Wirs-cA. ae. einer De Grolier mee meee ape nee eee tert ee 

Best specimen of crewel embroidery, Madame Hude, Detroit 
2d do., Mrs. Robert Wagner, Detroit 

ZOO. sMissMannyaotewatheGreenieldercc.s=ee aetare eer e ee aes 
Best collection of embroidery and ornamental needle work by one person, 

Mins; lrasMavhew. WetrOliscaocce eee =e ee oe ee eres Ore 
Puro. MissmMina (Cheeney. Detroit sesso se eae oe ee een ene 

Best specimen of darned net work, Emily J. Richards, North Brancia.____- 
Best specimen of etching in cotton, linen, or silk, Mrs. Ira Mayhew, Detroit, 

2d do., M. E. Bar tlett, Part tasete cs A ee Poe eee br en 
Best embroidered banner ser een, Mrs. Robert Wagner, Detroit 
Best embroidered bracket, Mrs. TS. Cline sWetrolbncne secs eee 

DOGO nS -vRODEL URW OTe Tae). OT Olt se ees eee see ea ae eee 
Best embroidered chair or ottoman cover in worsted, Mrs.T.S. Cline, Detroit, 

ACh COs dul WKY oe BB NA AO Oli DEO Ra. Se a De eee see ee Be 
Best embroidered infant's blanket in silk, Madame Hude, Detroit.._.____- 
Best embroidered infant’s dress or skirt in silk, Madame Hude, Detroit._-_- 

2d do., Mrs. M. O’Dell, Detroit 

ZOOL Wire: ina Mayhews Wetroitoes. coos. a. aes cele eee eee ee 
Best embroidered lady’s dress in silk, Mrs. Robert Wagner, Detroit.____.- 
Best embroidered ottoman or chair cover in silk, Mrs. A. Conant, Detroit- 
Best embroidered pillow shams, Mrs. Ira Mayhew, Detroit 

PALOR NUTS e) wo UDENS va MOCLLOlb es s2 eae Se eee ees So eens 
Best embroidered piano or table cover, Mrs. T.S. Cline, Detroit....._.__- 

Ad idojwMaryvel  haltis DeLnOlb esses eee oo See aes eee eee Pe eae Bi 
Best embroidered sofa pillow in silk, Mrs. Robert Wagner, Detroit.__.____ 

Addo. irs, -Ac Conant. Derrorbseese se aan coe te al. oenee ae Rare eae oe 
Best embrodiered sofa pillow in worsted, Mrs. F. V. Smith, Coldwater-____ 

Addo Mrs A GalessAl DI On se fee oe ee Seas eee es ae oe 
Best embroidered toilet set, Mrs. Ira Mayhew, Detroit...........-..-____. 
Best fire screen in silk or worsted, Mrs. Robert Wagner, Detroit...._..___. 
Best fancy pin-cushion, Mrs. Ira Mayhew, Detroit.........------2-2.0.01.- 

ZG iN0., Madame tude, Detroit... 2-0 oie n oa ee ee Coe ee ee 
Best specimen of Honiton lace, M. E. Bartlett, Tomkins.____...-..-...2-__- 
best Macarme work, Mrs. Hiram Walton, Pontiac.) 28s 2 ee 

2d dos Mrs ehobert Waoner, Detrolte: 22s iss ie iy Bee ee Se 
Best sample of raised work, Miss Lizzie Grix, Detroit._.......-.....____- 

Zdtdo= Mrs iO2D ell BWetroitse- esas oe ee eS ee ee ee 

NON-ENUMERATED. 

Wiorsted ties Mrsiira MayheweDetrolty see: ars 5 see eee ae eS 
Specimen of lace work, Mirsi Jil waldermpietroitncse +2. ceeoe eee eee eee 
Etching on linen in ink, Miss Belle MeMillan, De trOUGET Ae Lily ivi os tee 
Specimen of pointe lace, Miss E. A. Clock, Detroit...............-...- .-- 
Collection of lace work, Mrs. Ann Williams, Detroit......._.__.. NOELIA GE 
Sample of silk lace, Mrs. Susan Phelps, Detroit..__.----..-.-.--2-2-2.2222- 
Pair lace pillow shams, Mrs. E. Canningham, Detroit.........--.......--- 
Crazvsilkotidy, Mrs. E., Cunningham~ Wetroltees =) conse ee] sess seen ee 
Lunch table spread, Mrs. F. V. Smith, Coldwatencer: ia<< Sec aee en eee eee 
Embroidered table cover, Mrs. Robert Stew art, Greenfield 

Satin sofa pillow in Kensington silk work, Miss Mira Cheeney, Detroit___- 
Satin cashmere shawl, Miss Mira Cheeney, Detroit................--..._-- 
Embroidered tidy, Caroline Beckbessinger, East Saginaw 
Darned net pillow shams, Mrs. EK. A. Collins, Homer-....___..........----- 
Crazy sota pilloweHoward Dosmith. Detroit 22 bsos eee eee eee 
Darned shamssHowanrd Ds Smith ebroltie eee ee eee eee 
Crazy silk.table cover, dirs. Wy. Hie W yckom Detroifz = oo eens. ee 

MRS. LYMAN YERKES, 

2 00 

wo Re Ne 

i=) i=) 

Prep HWOnpNWPWH nD RN OeHw MPH NH ep HER prom 

oO S 

Co et Ft Co be bb 

So oS 

bore S oO 

MRS. ANDREW McPHERSON, 

Judges. 
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CLASS 61—CROCHET, KNIT, AND FANCY WORK 

Best Afgham robe, Mrs. W. H. Rutson, Jackson--__..--------------- esas $5 00 
2d do., Bessie M. Curtisnbetroteesss8 2. choses ack ete s bese eee ee eee 3 00 

Best crochet or knit bed spread, GA RosenbercerDetroltess- soso soos eee 3 oO 
Dddom Ho races MOuUst DeGrOltpseeee an seit eee yee eee ose ee sereae 1 00 

Best cotton tidy, M. E. Bartlett, ABS ONG S os tsps eee ee os recite et 2 00 
2d do., Mrs. E. A. Collins, PROnTere een ol yale Oe eat UN ge 1 00 

Best crochet or knit cloak, Mrs. C. Germery Detroilthy eee tea. os oe oereee 2 00 
Best child’s Afghan robe, Caroline Beckbessinger, Kast Saginaw ----.--.-. 1 00 
Best child’s crochet or knit cap, Madame Hude, Detroit-..--.--.---.------- 1 00 
Best child’s crochet or knit shirt, Madame Hude, Detroit.---.-.-......--..-. 2 00 
Best collection of work in this class by one person, Emily J. Richards, 

North Branchis 45520 5c 5 seek pee ey Oe US SS ys I aay Soh 5 00 
Jdidon Mek Bartlett, lomkinspase steer sae cee eae sate 3 00 

Best pair of crochet or knit fancy mittens, M. E. Bartlett, Tomkins... --- 2 00 
Jd dozens. My OLDE S De troitiess ses Sata Ses Lee, Dae Se ees See a 

Best gent’s searf, Emily a, Richardss:-Nonthe bran chigss sees aeee eee 2 
Best crochet or knit hood, Caroline Beckbessinger, East Saginaw --.---:--- 2, 00 

Zddor wladame HuderD etrOltee tases see ae eee eae eee eee aes 1 
al Best er ochet or knit infant’s shoes, Bessie M. Curtis, Detroit_.....---..---- 00 

2d do., Madame Hude, WSC rOLEE eget a sa ele ea cig en ea) 50 
Best crochet or knit infant’s shirt, Madame Hude, Detroit Ges 1 00 
Best crochet or knit leggings, Madame Hud er Detroit) eee ees sees 2 00 
Best crochet or knit lady’s sacque, Miss Grace Knapp, North Branch_--..-- 50 
Best crochet or knit lady’s shoes, Madame Hude, Detroit.---....--.------- 1 00 

Aldor bessie via CurbissO CtTOl besos steeaesae secre Saas Sass eee 50 
Best pair of lamp mats, Caroline Beckbessinger, East Saginaw-.--.-.----- 50 
Beshpamon toilletmats My Hebartle tt omikcins ees seers ae 50 
Best crochet or knit shawl, Miss Emma Schultz, Detroit_..--......-------- 3 00 

Zdkdos wa damerhude: Detrolteess see ea eeaser see e cee eee eee 1 00 
Best worsted tidy, Mrs. Jacob Hadley, Rochester. --- 3. -5----4--5--see as - 50 

NON-ENUMMRATED. 

CrochetiquiltaMrs Geo, sierwnieht,. Detroltes ss. 2s--—s 486 sees sees 3 00 
VGN TAS MDE Me An HEN One, IDO ONline 6 obo ceea de soecen see sdéadeHeeeen bee 1 00 
Crochet pillow shams, Miss Emma Schultz, Detroit_........-.-..---.------ 50 
@arriagesrobe, Mrs. Seth smith, Detroit. 2... 52 s4.4224-4-5e soe ee 1 00 
Drivine cloves: Mrs, secupSmuilbne Detroit | se -see eerie aa aee == eee 50 
Two pair of woolen stockings, Mrs. Susan Phelps, Detroit........-...----- 50 
Pair hand-made linen hose, Mrs. Sylvester Farmer, Detroit.......-------- 1 00 
Sullts same ae ey MGR Ids VV, tyrant, COCK AtCIRs Boos soe bossa ecoooneeSobooen ace 5 00 
Kniti purse, Mrs; Robert Stewart, Greenfield_._.-....--.---+---.-.-. Pere sae 50 
NOTstedeniatseEomenr Ac. Hlinibey).elbi: Ollie y= se see see aia ereee ieee ene ee 50 
Lady’s hand-knit under garment, Bessie M. Curtis, Detroit....-.---...-.-- 1 00 
Hooked uss miily Jy Richards Norther branchensss4 sees ees eieeiea eee 1 00 
Matted tidy, Caroline Beckbessinger, Wast Saginaw. ..--2------25--es-5--- 50 

MISS &. VAN DYCK, 
MISS IDA LEE, 

Judges. 

CLASS 60—HAIR, SHELL, AND WAX WORK. 

Best artificial flowers in silk, muslin, paper, or feathers, Mrs. W. P. Cogan, 
EERO Gees sper eet ee yaaa te oda aiae 0 Oe caylee ei eee een eer eee $2 00 
Zoavdo ws Mrsy ve OVD elle Detrolty ss =. 5 ose ae cee ee ee eee tee 1 00 

Best bouquet of dried grasses or flowers, Mrs. W. Prentice, Windsor, Ont... 2 00 
QOL dom MTSaWry taLenin Cosa Wendsory Onts2) aye cys- 2 ae ee 2 rege 1 00 

Best display of hair work, Mrs. KR. W. Allen, Detroit... --..2-.-----...-<. 3 00 
Best display of shell work, David Buller, Wentomisse ese esese esas eee ae 2 00 
Best display of wax flowers, Hattie M. Chandler, Detroit..--.....-..--.-- 2 00 

NON-ENUMERATED. 

Display of dried flowers and grasses, Wm. Adair & Co., Detroit.--..------ 2 00 
Lainewreathpvirsis Welk COCanwDetLOlta ms aeeeee ees mee eee sone seems 1 00 
Need wreath. Miss uizziel Garerave, WeCtroltp=s==seaseeneseee=sanses sess = 1 00 
Display, of teathersyork.eA yO Ond ero. DeUnO limes see ee seen eee saa eas 2 00 
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Show case of ostrich feathers, Kennedy & Healey, Detroit.............._-. $3 00 
Two embalmed flower anchors, Hattie M. Chandler, Detroit._.........__- 3 00 
Four embalmed pillows, Hattie M. Chandler, Detroit..............._._-.-- 3 00 

MRS. B. F. BRISCO, 

HATTIE L. YERKES, 

Judges. 

DIVISION P—MISCELLANEOUS. 

CLASS 68—MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES. 

Best specimen of ground bone, Michigan Carbon Works, Detroit..._____-- $5 00 
Best collection of monumental work, Detroit Bronze Co., Detroit_....___- 10 00 
Best sample of tablesalt, M. KH. Bartlett, Tomkins. -..2.-2252222- 222.22. 3 00 
Best specimen of wood turning, J. L. Morrison, Detroit....-...__...._-__- 1 00 
Best wrought iron fence of Michigan manufacture, E. 'T. Barnum Wire 

and Tron sViorks Detroltec=<: ees sale heey per RO Se ee ey ene oe 5 
Best work inmarble. Wim. schulthers Detroit. so. soon 6 sees so see ee 5 00 

NON-ENUMERATED. 

Granite crave mark, Wmi-schultheis, Detroit. 2. =- 2225-0 eseees ee eee 1 
Display of paints, varnishes, etc., Detroit White Lead Co., Detroit__.____- 3 
initeypleasune DOAt Geos Wish niend ws WetrOliasss 225 2 40 ea ae eee eae eee i 
Display of harness oil and blacking, Germania OisCos Detroitees-s eee eee 3 00 

3 
1 

Wooden packages; James Tomlinson, Detroit:2-+2.4-s2.2 i 4=.-9-2e ee 
Lake Superior slate, Eberts Bros., Detroit ANS Shee Ren A eS eI eh Pgs 00 
Iron Ooo eH Denisubros.sOetLOlises essere ee ae ee eee ee 50 
Cormugatedaron TOOLns MibenrtseDrOS,. Detroltees areata ae seen 50 
Patent aronishine les. hiberts ross Detroiter sesame ge ee 50 
irench skiff, Breener & Helmer, Wiyandottess)s. 52-242. see eee eee eee 1 00 

- Specimen of slate TOON CH RD AVIS ye LLONb see eae ee nee ee oer 1 00 
Cases of axes, picks, tools, etc. Michigan Axe and Tool Co., Kast Saginaw-_- 3 00 
American fruit evaporator, Dwight ‘Stone, Kalamazoo. S22. S22 aoe eee 1 00 
Stone’s bleacher, Dwight Stone, Kalaraa Zora a titer Altra Oey aed eae 50 
Coal sifter, Mrs. S. R. "Bateson, Detroitsej ee Se ee eo ee eet ener na 50 
The Pathie illuminated door plates, ete, ‘I’. B. Lawrence, East Saginaw__- 1 00 
Bapholder, iO. Mead, Pitistield j.550° > 03522 s os are! ee INS Se ens 1 00 
Patent whiffletree and ‘tug fastener, AG AS Aeris) GGL Olt senor ee ee 50 

FRANKLIN WELLS, 

E. ANDERSON, 

WM. H. VALENTINE, 

Judges. 

CLASS 64—HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES. 

Best assortment of wire ware, E. T. Barnum Wire and Iron Works, Detroit $3 00 
iBest carpet sweeper. Alex. Meston. sDetrolt-=--= > ---secene= ceeeiss se eo eee 1 00 
Best clothes dryer, Hamilton Spring Bed Co., Detroit....----.---....----- 50 
Best specimens of dish covers, E. ‘’. Barnum Wire and Iron Works, Detroit 1 00 
Best six mops and handles, A. TI’. Garretson, Detroit .......----------..---- 50 

NON-ENUMERATED. 

Fruit and vegetable color setter, J. C. Deuel. Reynales Basin, N. Y..------- 1 00 
Slate laundry tub, Eberts Bros., Detroit.....-.---------.---...------------ 1 00 
Set of polishing irons, Alex. Meston, Detroit-.......-..----..------------- 50 
Repair pieces of wringer, fluter and sweeper, Alex. Meston, Detroit..._.-.- 50: 
Clothes dryer and tent combination, Hamilton Spring Bed Co., Detroit--- 1 00 
Bush safety bolt, J. D. Bush, Detroit. /..0 eee ee OPN ie ek fas ge 1 00 

FRANKLIN WELLS, 

E. ANDERSON, 

WM. H. VALENTINE, 

Judges. 
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DIVISION Q—CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT. 

Best specimen of hand sewing, Maud Kinney, Detroit......-...........--. $2 00 
Best specimen of machine sewing, Emily McBride, Detroit.........._..__- 1 00 

JdtdoaManalikcnney,, Detroltweweees= 52 sos ce a seen See eae se eee 50 
Best patehwork quilt in silk by hand, Florence E. Dixon, Detroit __-_.____- 2 00 
Best specimen of painting on satin, Bessie M. Curtis, Detroit...._......__. 1 00 
Best collection of pressed flowers, M. E. Bartlett, Tomkins....._......___- 1 00 
Bestsampleotejelly. Mevb bartle tia lonininssseerema tases ae eee eee 1 00 

MRS. A. E. WING, 

MINNIE H. BROW, 

Judges. 



PRACTICAL ENTOMOLOGY. 

NOTES FROM THE ENTOMOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF THE MICHI- 

GAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, 

° BY PROF. A. J. COOK. 

THE * BLACK ARMY-WORM.” 

Agrotis fennica, Tauscher.—Family Noctuide, Order Lepidoptera. 

During the past few years, many new insect pests have crowded upon us. 
Hardly a season passes by, during which some part of our country is not 
devastated. One year the meadows and clover fields of New York are 
stripped of their herbage; then the strawberry fields of Iiinois are pilfered 
of their delicious fruit. Thus every season comes freighted with new evil. 
The present summer is peculiar in ushering in two serious pests, neither of 
which has ever before attracted the least attention anywhere in the country. 
What is most remarkable, both of these new raiders made their advent in 
Michigan. One of these new pests has been known as a rare moth, and has 
been taken in California, the Northern and Eastern States, and in Canada. 

This year it swarms down upon Michigan in such multitudes as to earn and 
receive the sobriquet of Army-worm. ‘The other insect is a beetle of the 
weevil family. This I have known to be common in Michigan for 15 years; yet 
no one has complained of it as an enemy; indeed, its habits as a larva were 
all unknown. ‘This year it girdles the crown of the strawberry so as to do no 
inconsiderable mischief. Why insects usually rare should all at once come 
in multitudes, and why well known insects should suddenly change their 
habits, are questions which as yet we may hardly answer with certainty. The 
greater abundance may result from favorable seasons, in respect to climate 
and absence of insect and bird enemies; while changed habits may result 
from a scarcity of native food plants, consequent upon the cultivation of the 
soil by man. 

The Black Army-worm, to use a name given by the gardners where this 
new enemy has wrought its mischief, has been very common and destructive 
at Bay City, Portsmouth, Saginaw City, on the shore of Lake Huron as far 
north as Harrisville, and also on the Lake Michigan shore at Traverse City. 
More lately I have received this same insect from Mr. L. 8. Abbott, of the 
Lewiston, (Maine), Journal. Mr. Abbott states that the insect is new to Maine, 
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and has been quite destructive at Waterville. While the larva seemed to pre- 
fer strawberry, it ate readily of other plants, especially pear and asparagus. 
The name Black Army-worm is not inappropriate. The velvety-black stripes 
along the body of the larva, especially till after the last molt, are so con- 
spicuous that the larve appear very black, and when I say that in a meadow 
that I visited at West Bay City, the caterpillars were so numerous that to step 
was to kill a score, I make it clear that the word Army-worm is no misnomer. 

The larvee feed mostly by night and hide in the grass, just at the surface 
of the earth, or under some clod, by day. On damp, cloudy days, however, 
like the other species of this genus—cut-worms—they not infrequently work 
by daylight. Their food consists of nearly every green thing: onions, peas, 
buds of fruit trees, every garden flower and plant, grass, clover, and even 
dock and mullein were made to contribute to their nourishment. They were 
especially harmful to strawberry vines. In Bay City some of the gardens 
were utterly stripped of the early vegetables. 

The larvee were first observed about April 20th; but some of these were 
certainly three weeks from hatching. On May 20th, I found some about half 
grown; others fully grown. After June Ist, very few larve were to be found. 
The pups were found at varying depths in the earth, from two inches toa 
foot. The pupa stage lasts two or three weeks. Thus the moths will be 
coming from the earth from June 15th till the middle of July. 

DESCRIPTION. 

I have been unable to secure the eggs, and so cannot describe them. It is 
probable that they are laid on grass and other plants at or near the ground. 

The larva (Fig. 1) has three velvety-black, 
ms longitudinal lines of about equal width, one on 
“<i the back and one on each side. Between the 

dorsal and each lateral line, is a light line which 
is as wide as the black lines. The upper half of 

this light-colored line is thickly mottled with white and black spots, 
the white color prevailing, and the white spots being largest below. 
Below the mottled line, we find a narrow black line; and, below this, a nar- 
row white line. Close examination shows that both these lines are broken in 
many places, white interrupting the black line, and vice versa. Below each 
lateral black line is another light-colored line, not quite as wide as the black 
lines. ‘These light lines have a central line of black, which, however, is 
much interrupted by white. The white margins of these lines are somewhat 
broken with black. The upper light lines do not extend to the cervical shield 
or to the anal plate. In some specimens the white mentioned above is quite 
yellowish. Beneath, the body varies much, from nearly black, gray, or 
brown, to olivaceous. The sides of the head, mouth-parts, legs, and anal 
area are brown. The top of the head, cervical shield, and anal plate are 
black, the two former having a white central line, which in case of the head 
is forked above. There are scattering white hairs all over the body, which 
are most numerous on the under side and on the legs. After the last molt, 
the black is replaced by a grayish-brown, the white is more yellowish, and 

Sedat the color beneath decidedly olivaceous. When mature the 
AU larva is 3.75 cm., or 14 inch long. The pupa (Fig. 2) is 1.9 

cm., or 3 of an inch long. Except that it has a terminal 
Fig. 2, forked spine, it is in no wise peculiar. 

The moth (Fig. 3) which was kindly identified for me by my friend, 
Prof. J. A. Lintner, looks strikingly like many of our common cut-worm moth, 

Fig. 1, 
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It is 25 cm. (1 inch) long, and expands 4.75 
cm., or 12 inches. The color is brown, mottled 
with darker brown and black. The head, crest, 

center of thorax, outer or reniform spot, and 
quite a wide internal border of the front wings, 
are brown. The sides of the thorax, area about 

the inner or rounded spot, and the base of the 
primary wings are quite dark. A spot on the 
costal margin, a little more than half way from 
the reniform spot to the apex, two dashes, one- 

third of the distance from this spot to the internal angle,a dash and 
crescent below and within the inner or rounded spot, and a row of dots 

- » near the outer margin, are black. ‘The inner rounded spot is 
slightly oblong, and is often nearly white, though sometimes 
it is yellowish, and at others, lead-colored. Two wavy darker 
lines cross the brown internal margin of the wings. The 
secondary wings and abdomen are gray. Within a narrow 
gray margin the secondary wings are bordered with a dusky 

band. A yery common yariety, of which we illustrate the wings of one 
side at Fig. 4, is very dark. In these the brown, with the exception of the 

reniform spot, is all replaced by a dark hue approaching lavender. 

REMEDIES. 

We found several species of ground beetles (Carabide) and the Soldier Bug 
(Arma spinosa) worthily employed in ridding the gardens and meadows of 
this plague. I also reared a parasitic fly, a new species which Mr. S. W. 
Williston has kindly described under the name Scopolia sequax. We also 
reared pupae of an ichneumon fly, but failed to get any of the imagos. No 
doubt these natural enemies will greatly thin out these insects before another 
season. I found I could readily poison the pests by the use of the arsenites; 
but this was of no immediate service, as, if we poisoned a thousand, ten 
thousand stood ready to take their places. Coal-tar water was found by Mr. 
Grinnell, of Bay City, to repel the insects. I have no doubt that a liquid 
made of soft soap one quart, crude carbolic acid one pint, and water two 
gallons, would have the same effect. Mr. Grinnell found that his chickens 
took to the caterpillars amazingly; and while chickens are not the best 
helpers in a garden, Mr. Grinnell wisely concluded he would get some return 
from this mammoth plague, if nothing more than some fat chickens, 

Whether this insect is double-brooded or not, remaing to be seen. 
Scopolia sequax, Williston, sp.nov. igs. 5 and 6. Female. Length five 

mm., deep shining black with black bris- 
tles; wings faintly tinged with blackish, 
a little more evident in front and on the 
cross-veins, the first vein without bristles, 
third vein with bristles as far as the ante- 
rior cross-vein. Deep shining black; less 
shining on the front, the sides of which and 

the face are thinly covered with silvery white dust. Antenne 
black, the third joint five or six times as long as the second 
joint,of considerable breadth, the lower anterior angle nearly 
rectangular, the posterior one rounded; arista distinctly 
jointed, the second joint considerably longer than the first, 
but both short, the third joint considerably thickened on the 

Fig 6. 
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proximal third, then rapidly narrowed and bristle-like. Sides of the face very 
narrow, with five rather strong bristles, situated near but not upon, the border 

of the facial grooves. Dorsum of thorax wholly shining black, without gray 

dust, with rather strong bristles. Pleura faintly grayish dusted. Scuttellum 
with four strong bristles, directed backward. Abdomen ovate, shining ; the sec- 
ond,third, and fourth segments in the middle, each with two pairs of rather strong 
bristles, forming two longitudinal rows, the first pair situated a little before 
the middle, the second pair a little before the posterior border of each segment ; 
on the lateral borders of each of these segments there are also two, less 
strong, bristles, situated as the median ones are, but forming a single row; 
fifth segment and below near the anal orifice with numerous bristles. Legs 
black, not shining, with numerous bristles. ‘Tegule white. Wings nearly 
uniformily lightly tinged with blackish, more distinctly so along the costal 
border and the cross-veins; veins dark luteous, except the two outer cross- 
yeins which are black; costa to a little beyond the termination of the second 
vein, and the third vein as far as the anterior cross-yein, with short black 

bristles, the first vein bare; cross-vein at outer part of the first posterior cell 
considerably bent and its anterior part directed outward, posterior cross-vein 
gently sinuate. 

One specimen, reared by Professor Cook from: the larve of Agrotis fennica, 
an immature specimen without wings, sent with this has the same structure of 
the antenne; whether it belongs to the same species or not it is impossible to 
definitely say. Brauer, in his recent valuable review of the larval forms and 
habits of diptera, makes no reference to this genus, and the only reference 
that I can find to the habits of any species is the following from Schiner 
(Fauna Austriaca, i, 539): ‘1 possess one specimen of Scopolia reared from 
an Agrotis larva; nothing further concerning the metamorphoses is known to 
me.” 

THE STRAWBERRY CROWN GIRDLER. 

BY CLARENCE M. WEED. 

Otiorhynchus ligneus Oliv. Order, Coleopiera. Family, Oliorhynchide. 

A small pinkish or white footless Grub girdling the crown of Strawberries in May 
or June. 

This new pest, for which I propose the above name, was first noticed in the 
college strawberry beds on June 8, by Mr. James Troop. As the larva and 
its mode of working are similar to the crown borer, it was at first supposed 
that this famous pest had been introduced, but an examination at once 
showed that it was a different insect, nor could it be referred to any other 
species known to attack the queen of summer fruits. Its identity remained 
in doubt, until on June 11th, a newly transformed beetle was found which 
was kindly determined by Mr. E. A. Schwarz of the Department of Agricult- 
ure as Oliorhynchus ligneus. 

NATURAL HISTORY. 

It seems probable that the insect hibernates in the beetle state, but 
whether it also passes the winter as a larva is not known. A near relative, 
(Otiorhynchus sulcatus) which injures strawberries in Kurope hibernates as a 

o4 
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larva and emerges as a beetle in April or May, being single brooded. 
Whether our species is single or double brooded is not as yet known, as is also 

true of the time at which the eggs are laid and the period required for the 
larva to develop. We do know that the larve are full grown from the mid- 
dle to the last of June. The latest date at which the larve were found was 
June 29. They eat the crown of the plant but the mode of working differs 
considerably from that of the crown borer. Instead of confining itself to 
the inside of the crown and excavating that as does the crown borer it seems 
to prefer the outer portion. It is on this account that the name crown 
girdler is proposed, to distinguish it from the numerous other species that 
infest the roots and crowns of strawberries. In many cases, however, it eats 
horizontally through to the center of the crown. Its presence may be 
detected by the powdery brown droppings. 

As soon as the larva attains its growth it leaves the crown and forms an 
earthern cocoon in the surrounding soil. About two days later it becomes a 
pupa which in eight or ten days emerges as a beetle. I have taken the full 
grown laryee, pups, and beetles from around the same plant at the same 
time. 

Larva :—All of the laryz which were seen eating were of 
a pinkish tinge, but when compelled to fast became white. 
The full grown larva (Fig. 7.) is three-eighths of an inch long 
by one-eighth of an inch wide; white, except the head, which 
is light brown, with the mouth parts darker and the edges 

Fig. 7. of the jaws black. The head is smooth except for four trans- 
verse rows of light brown hairs. The body is arched; on each segment is a 
row of reddish brown hairs, curved at the tip on the back, but shorter and not 
curved on the under side. The dorsum or upper part of each ring is divided 
into three transverse lobes or folds, all except the first and the next to the 
last of which are smootn. On the under side of the first three segments are 
tubercles in place of feet; these possess stiff hairs. On the sides of each 
segment are two triangular tubercles, each bearing two hairs, one of which 

is but half as long as the other. A longitudinal fissure separates the upper 
row of tubercles from the lower. 

Pupa.—When first transformed the 
pupa (Fig. 8) is pure white, three-eighths 
of an inch long by two-eighths of an inch 
wide. The head and snout are bent 
against the breast, the latter not quite 
twice as long as wide, tapering slightly 
towards the tip, the jaws plainly visible. 
The elbowed antennz extend to the 

Fig. 8. base of the wing cases; the abdomen 
terminates with a pair of incurved hooks. On each segment of the head and 
thorax is a transverse row of spinous reddish brown hairs terminating by 
recurved hooks. On the outer end of each femur (thigh) is a pair of similar 
spines, the inner but half as long as the outer. On each segment of the 
abdomen is a transverse row of reddish brown awl-shaped bristles. 

A day or two after transforming the black eyes show through the pupal 
envelope at the base of the snout, and in a few days more the mouth parts and 
the legs become brown. In about eight days the wing cases develop, and the 
body becomes light brown, which in a day or two changes to dark brown. 
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Imuaco.—The only description in 
American entomological works is 

, the following by Dr. G. H. Horn, 
taken from the proceedings of the 
American Philosophical Society, 
Vol... xy.,. p. GOL: #°Ohorhynehus 
ligneus Oliv. Ent. v. 88, p. 878, 
pl. 31, fig. 478. Form oblong, 
color piceous, shining. Rostrum 
flat, emarginate at tip, surface 
very coarsely and closely punctured, 
between the eyes a deep puncture. 

Fig. 9. Thorax nearly spherical, truncate 
at apex and base, surface tuberculate (at middle the tubercles become con- 
fluent in rows with deep sulci between them), each tubercle punctured at 
suinmit and bearing a short hair. LElytra oval, striate at the sides, stric 
obsolete on the disc and with coarse punctures closely placed, intervals flat 
on the disc and feebly muricate, at sides moderately convex and slightly 
tuberculate. Legs piceo-rufous, femora clavate, sinuate near the tip and 
with a moderately strong tooth bearing adenticle on its free edge. Length 
20; 5mm. 

“This is the smallest species which has occurred with us, and may be easily 
known by the femoral armature, and the nearly spherical thorax with its 
peculiar sculpture.”’ 

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. 

Dr. Horn states that the species occurs in the New England States, 
but it doubtless has a much more general distribution. On this subject 
Mr. E. A. Schwarz kindly writes: “The species ranges from the 
New England and northern portions of the Middle States westward 
to Minnesota and Iowa. Its southern limit I am unable to trace, but it cer- 
tainly does not go very far south. From my own experience I know that the 
beetle is very common at Cambridge, Mass., and Detroit, Mich., and that I 
never met with it here at Washington. In Europe the species ranges from 
Spain to France and England, but it occurs also, though rarely, in Italy and 
Southern Germany.’’ Mr. H. Garman informs me that he has never collected 
the species about Normal, Ill., from which fact we may infer that it does not 
extend very far south. 

FOOD PLANTS. 

Prof. Cook has found the beetles feeding on the leaves of borage; doubtless 
they will be found to feed upon many other kinds of plants as well. It seems 
probable that the larvae feed on other plants than the strawberry as I have 
found the beetles in abundance in fields at some distance from either wild or 
cultivated strawberries. As the beetles cannot fly it is probable that they 
lived on other plants. This probability is strengthened by the fact that 
closely related species live on a variety of food plants. 

PAST HISTORY. 

Absolutely nothing seems to haye been known of the earlier stages of the 
insect heretofore. According to Mr. Schwarz, the first mention of the 
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species as occurring in America is that in Crotch’s check list of North 
Awerican coleoptera, published in in 1§73, but it was known to collectors long 
before. Prof. Cook informs me that he captured it on the college grounds 
more than fifteen years ago. 

Prof. J. A. Lintner writes that in 1878 a house which had been closed all 
winter when opened in April was found to be swarming with beetles of this 
species. Where they came from or what they were attracted by is not known. 

DIFFERS FROM THE CROWN BORER. 

The larva of this insect very much resembles that of the crown borer 
(Tyloderma fragarie) except that the former is slightly larger. But the 
differences in the pupa and imago are very marked. The most striking dif- 
ference perhaps is in the antenne; in the crown borer they are straight with 
joints of nearly uniform Jength, while in the crown-girdler they are elbowed, 
with the first joint much longer than the others. ‘Then, too, the former goes 
through its metamorphoses in the excavated crown while the latter pupates in 
the earth about the crown. These differences together with the different 
modes of working, and times of development afford no excuse for confound- 
ing the two insects. 

‘There is another insect which works in the crowns of strawberries which 
might be confused with the crown-girdler; it is the crown-miner (Anarsia 
lineatella). This is the caterpiilar of a small moth belonging to the family 
Teneide, which mines the crowns in all directions. It can easily be distin- 
guished from either the crown borer or crown-girdler by the possession of six 
true legs, and a number of prolegs. 

FAMILY RELATIONS. 

The strawberry crown-girdler belongs to the family Oliorhynchide, one of 
the principal families of the great group Lhyncophora; a group which con- 
sists almost wholly of the insects of the family Curculionide or snout bee- 
tles as formerly considered. ‘To this group belong the famous little Turk or 
plum curculio, the plum gouger, the pea and bean weevils, the potato stalk 
weevil, the white pine weevil, and many other of our worst insect pests. 
A species of the same genus (O. sulcalus) often injures strawberries in 

Europe by girdling the crown in a manner similar to that of the species now 
under consideration. It feeds on several other kinds of plants in the same 
way, among them may be mentioned raspberries and various garden crops. 
In the perfect state the insects devour the foliage of a large number of vines 
and plants often doing very serious injury, especially to grapes. This species 
has been introduced into America, being found in several eastern States, but 
does not seem to have been as yet recognized as a pest. It is figured and 
described in Prof. 8. A. Forbes’s report as State Entomologist of Illinois, for 
1883, -p. 177. 

NATURAL ENEMIES. 

As yet no parasites have been bred from these insects, although a great 
many have been confined for the purpose. The only insect enemies so far 
discovered are the predaceous beetles of the family Carabide; a number of 
species of these were captured in the earth about the roots of the berries and 
also under the mulch between the rows. One of them was confined over night 
in a bottle in which a pupa of the weevil had been placed; the next morning 
no trace of pupa was visible. 
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Birds, toads, and frogs are also of great service in checking the increase of 
these pests. I haye repeatedly found them in the stomachs of crow-blackbirds, 
robins, and other species of birds. Immense numbers are eaten by toads and 
frogs. Outof thestomach of a single toad I have taken eight whole beetles and 
numerous fragments of others. Ihave also found them to be one of the 
commonest elements in the food of our two most abundant species of frogs, 
Rana halecina and R. clamitans. Ina single stomach of the green frog (A. 
clamitans) five of the beetles were found. The skunk is also a great enemy 
to these insects. In the fecal mass of one of these mammals found in the 
college garden, the remains of more than 200 of these weevils were counted. 

REMEDIES. 

Mr. Troop found that bisulphide of carbon, as also the kerosene and soap 
emulsion would destroy the larve and pupx. In some cases these might be 
advantageously used, but for large patches in matted rows their application 
would seem impracticable. 

Probably the most efficient and practicable remedy will be that of plowing 
up infested fields at times when the larva are only partially developed. In the 
present state of our knowledge of the life history of the insect, about the 
middle of May would be the most advisable time. Inasmuch as the beetle 
cannot fly its distribution in large numbers can thus be easily prevented. No 
plants from an infested field should be used to start a new plantation, as it 
would be almost impossible to prevent the introduction of the pest in one of 
its four stages of egg, larva, pupa, or imago. 

BARK LICE. 

BY PROF. A. J. COOK. 

The present season (1884) is very remarkable for the abundance of large 
bark or scale lice. ‘The maple Tree Bark Louse (Fig. 10) Pulvinaria innum- 
erabilis, Rathyon, has been so numerous all through Michigan, Illinois, Indi- 

iana and Ohio, as not only to attract 
general notice but to cause wide spread 
alarm. ‘This insect is most abundant 
on soft and hard maples, but is found 

» also on the grape vine, basswood, elm, 
s<J and sparingly on other trees. The 

“Miwwaceatony, «© genus Pulvinaria includes those species 
hatlereny of bark lice which secrete a mass of 

cottony fibers which serve as a nidus 
for the eggs. Another louse, a species 
of Lecanium, probably ZLecanium til- 
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Fig. 10. safras, the tulip, and several other 
trees. ‘Che mature scales vary on the several trees. ‘l'hose on the hickory, 
elm, and butternut are smaller; those on the white ash and hickory are very 
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convex; but from the great similarity of the newly hatched lice I am 
inclined to the opinion that they are all the same species, and are only modi- 
fied in form and size by the kind of food they take. Close attention through 
the season will determine this point. 
The natural history of these lice is as follows: In May and June the large 

brown scales—the mature lice, all of which are females—are seen on the under 
side of the branches of the trees. These scales are brown, usually oblong, 
though occasionally they are nearly hemispherical, and always quite convex. 
On the hickory the scales are very convex, and appear as deep cups upon 
removal from the twig or branch to which they are fastened. As already 
stated, we find a white, cotton-like mass under the maple scale louse, which 
serves to hold the eggs; as these scale-like cups are removed, they leave a white 
spot on the twig. ‘I'he size of the scales varies much, not only on different 
trees, but even on the same tree. ‘The largest scales on the maple and bass- 
wood measure in length from five toeight mm. (1-5 to 1-3 of an inch), and 
are usually less in width, though the base of the scale is frequently circular 
instead of oblong. 

Under each scaie in May and June we find from 700 to 1,000 small, white, 
oblong eggs. ‘These are very minute, less than three mm. long, and a little 
more than half as wide. As they fall on adark surface they appear like 
flour, but when magnified their real nature is plainly evident. Under a single 
scale of each of the maple, the bass-wood, and the ash louse, I counted 
upwards of 800 of these eggs. 

In June and July these eggs hatch. I find that in the maple louse they are 
often as much as three weeks hatching from a single scale, and on all 
the trees they are from three to four weeks hatching—that is, it will be three 
or four weeks after the first eggs hatch, before all are hatched out. 

The young lice which come forth from the eggs in the latter days of June 
and in early July are yellow, oblong, and when first hatched a little more than 
4mm. long, and a little more than half as wide as long. A slit marks the 
posterior part of the body, from which passes two hair-like stylets, which are 
a little more than half as long as the body. ‘The eyes and six jointed antennze 
show plainly. The latter have one hair projecting from the inside of the 
first, second, and fourth joints and several from the last joint, one of which is 
considerably longer than the others. ‘The several joints of the legs are plainly 
marked, and the two jointed tarsi, and claws are distinctly visible. A complete 
row of marginal hairs is found in all the young lice. The fact that all the 
young lice, except the ones from the scales with the cotton like mass, are so 
exactly alike, makes me conclude that all are of the same species. 

Very soon after hatching the young lice settle down as squatters on the 
leaves, usually on the under side, where they insert their beaks, which are 
long, triple, thread-like organs, and begin to pump out the sap and yitality 
from the trees. The young lice, as soon as they thus locate, become more 
flat, transparent, and of a lighter color. I find they may change their position 
on the leaves, even after they settle down as confirmed sappers, but I think 
they do not move much. Some time after they commence their life’s work of 
pumping up sap they drop the anal stylets. If removed at this time from a 
leaf the long triple-haired beak is readily seen. 

Along in the fall, before the leaves drop from the trees, the lice forsake the 
leaves and fasten to the under side of the branches and twigs. They are now 
considerably larger, but the slit at the posterior extremity is still plainly 
visible. 
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With spring there seems to come new life and vigor to the lice. If we may 
judge from the rapid growth in April and May, and also from the hundreds 
of eggs which each louse produces, we must conclude that at this time the lice 
are serious pests, doing no inconsiderable injury to the trees; especially when 
there are hundreds and thousands of them, so thick indeed that they overlap 
each other like shingles on a roof, as is often the case, especially with the 
maple bark louse. 

At this time, the lice secrete a copious shower of nectar—the so called 
‘honey dew’’—which so thickly coats the upper surface of the leaves of the 
trees that they appear as if varnished. This unctuous sweet also falls to the 
ground and coats the grass and stains the sidewalks. ‘This nectar attracts 
bees, wasps, flies, and other sweet-loving insects. ‘This is especially enticing 
to the bees at such times as they can not gather from flowers, and enables 
them to fill their hives between the fruit bloom and the white clover. This 
secretion of such a large amount of sweet must be quite a serious drain on the 
vital energies of the scale lice, and as we believe that no such physiological 
activity is purposeless, it is interesting to cast about for the compensation 
which the bark lice receive for this bounteous gift of sweet. From what has 
already been said, we see that the lice early become stationary, and so there is 
very little time that they can scatter from tree to tree, and, indeed, at this 
early date these wee insects move only by use of their small legs, and so 
could hardly get, unaided, from one tree to another. Just, however, as the 
minute lice are rapidly running from twig to leaf, the bees and other insects 
are lapping up the nectar, and many of the wee lice will run upon them, 
and so the bees will become the agents to distribute the lice to other trees. 
It is more than likely too that the presence of the bees and wasps keeps 
predacious insects away which might otherwise prey upon the lice. We shall 
see in the sequel that even these little lice do serve as food for other insects. 
We see then that the nectar is of vast indirect service to the lice; it aids in 
colonization, and attracts sentinels which serve to protect the lice. 

THE MALES, 

Some of the scales as seen on the leaves in July—as shown by Miss Emily 
Smith in the case of the maple bark louse—American Naturalist, vol. 12, 
p. 655—become, narrower, lighter colored, and more convex than the others. 
‘These are to produce males. ‘T'he males come forth in August. They have 
(Fig. 10) two wings and fly about the trees with great rapidity, and are not 
found after early September. Coition then takes place, when the males die, 
while the females continue to sip, grow, and destroy, and do not deposit their 
eggs till the following May. ‘The males have well developed antenne which 
are ten jointed and hairy. The abdomen terminates in a tubercle, beside 
which are seen the longer sete. 

REMEDIES. 

It has often been noticed that these bark lice after being very common, 
will suddenly disappear, even though no effort is made on our part to destroy 
them. This riddance is doubtless owing to the agency of several insects 
which destroy the scale lice and their eggs. Mr. C. M. Weed and myself have 
discovered several insect enemies preying upon these scale lice, some of which 
seem to have been previously unnoticed. An undescribed chalcid parasite of 
the genus Encrytus was reared from the species of Lecanium on the red ash 
(Frazinus pubescens). Only one specimen of this was taken, 
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A large number of a small, shining blue chalcid fly were reared from the 
coccids. Mr. L.O. Howard has named this Pachyneuron altiscuta. He writes 
me that the only recorded instance of the rearing of a species from this genus 
which he can find, is the case of P. aphidis Bouché, bred by Reinhard from 
an Aphis. 

The following is the original description of the genus, kindly sent me by 
Mr. Howard : 

GENUS VIII. PACHYNEURON, WALKER. 

Caput magnum, thorace latius; oculi mediocres; maris antenne filiformes,. 
13 articulate; lus elongatus; 2us cyathiformis, subarcuatus; 3us et 4us 
minimi; dus et sequentes ad 10um aequales, lineares; clava elongata acum- 
inata, articulis 9° eb 10° longitudine sequalis; fem antenne subclavate, 
corporis dimidio longitudine squales; articuli post 5um Jongitudine decre- 
scentes; clava elongato-ovata ; mandibule arcuatae, dentibus 4 acuminatis 
armatae; dentes 2 interni minuti, approximati; maxillae elongatae, externe 
ciliatae ; palpi maxillares filiformes; articuli lus et 2us aequales; 3 us paullo 
longior; 4us elongatus, acuminatus; mentum elongatum, angustum; labium 
latum, transverse lineatum, anticé rotundatums; palpi labiales articulis 
subaequalibus 3° acuminato; prothoracis scutellum brevissimum; meso- 
thoracis scutum breve; suturae laterales vix conspicuae ; paraptera et epimera 
majuscula; scutellum sat magnum, acrinatum; petiolus brevissimus; maris 
abdomen elongato-ovatum, depressum; segmentum 2um elongatum; sequen- 
tia breviora; fem abdomen fere rotundum, supra depressum, subtus con- 

vexum; pedes graciles; tibiae rectae; alae anticae nervus solitus qua cum 

costa concurrit incrassatus. {| Hntomological Magazine Vol. 1 (1833) p. 380. 
Pachyneuron altiscuta Toward is shining blue, with legs, except femora, 

which are dark, antenne and eyes light. The length is 2 mm. (.08 of an 
inch). The head is about half as long as the thorax, while the antenne, 
thorax, and abdomen are about equal length. The wings are as long as thorax 
and abdomen together, while the ovipositor is two-thirds as long as the 
abdomen. ‘The antenne are thirteen jointed. The 1st is long curved, 2nd 
short curved, enlarging towards tip, 3rd and 4th small, 5th to 10th equal in 
size and length groved longitudinally, and slightly separate. The last three 
are contiguous, forming the club which tapers to tip. The head is deeply 
emarginate posteriorly. 

The costal vein of the anterior wing has a break just beyond which it is 
decidedly broader as far as the branch, which is as long as the broad portion 
and knobbed. ‘The costal vein of the secondary wing has an angle at its 
middle, which points forward. he wings are very hairy except at base where 
they are nearly bald, and they are margined with coarser hairs. The abdomen 
is peduncled. The male differs little from the female, except in the sexual 
organs. 

We also found the pupa of a heteropteron feeding on the eggs. This insect 
is only a mm. in length, has red eyes, four jointed antenne, and is of a yellow 
color. 
We discovered the larva of a Jady-bird beetle, and of asyrphus fly feeding 

upon the eggs. Many of the scales are also attacked by a small white fungus, 
which appears as asmall spike, several of which will be found on a single 
scale. All such scales failed to develop to maturity, and failed to produce 
eggs. ‘These several enemies will, of course, serve to hold this pest in check. 
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ARTIFICIAL REMEDIES. 

I have tried, quite thoroughly, several insecticides. I find nothing equal 
to the kerosene mixture. Lye and even soap solution will destroy the young 
lice, but not so surely as the kerosene emulsion. I have also tried kerosene 
and milk, but do not like it as well as the kerosene and soap. Any kind of 
soap may be used. I have found the following very efficient: One quart of 
soft soap and two gallons of water are heated to the boiling point, when one 
pint of kerosene oil is immediately stirred in and all well mixed. 

This is doubtless the best way to prepare kerosene emulsion, and thus pre- 
pared it is very valuable as an insecticide. When applied to foliage this does 
not seem to injure it; in fact, I have sometimes thought it was beneficial to the 
plant, aside from the effect it had in killing insects. In applying this to the 
scale lice it should be thrown on with considerable force. ‘This is true in case 
of all insects. If we turn the liquid on with a sprinkler it does not reach all 
the insects, at least so as to destroy, while if forced on as a fine spray it reaches 
all and carries death along with it. 

To apply the liquid a common force pump or a fountain pump serves well. 
The cyclone nozzle, invented by Dr. C. V. Riley, throws a fine spray, and 
uses the material effectively and economically. ‘The Woodason spray bellows 
has the same to recommend it. With it I have sprayed quite a large tree 
with a pint of liquid. 

In fighting these bark lice the sooner the application is made after the lice 
are all hatched the better. I have found that the kerosene mixture applied to 
the young lice killed every one, while if applied after a few weeks the effect 
was not so great unless more of the liquid was used. 

If it is desired to kill the mature lice in April and early May, when the 
scales are so plainly visible underneath the branches and twigs of the trees we 
must resort to other means. I have found that by use of a broom with a long 
handle, dipped in soap suds, lye, or the kerosene mixture, I could soon rub 
off the scales and thus destroy millions of eggs in a very brief time. 1 did not 
succeed in killing these mature lice by simply spraying them. President 
Edward Orton writes me that in Columbus, Ohio, where these lice have been 
very injurious to the maples, both the mature lice covering the eggs as well as 
the young lice may be killed very quickly by turning on to the tree, the hose 
from the city water works. In cities this will be an easy cure. 

Unless the natural enemies soon extirpate these lice it will pay well to 
fight the lice assuggested above. The absorbing of the sap by the millions of 
little suckers will soon devitalize and ruin the trees. The expense of des- 
troying the lice is not great, as such trees as our ordinary shade trees are 
rapidly treated. By use of a wagon to draw the liquid, and a force pump 
fastened to the barrels containing it, and a fine rose or the cyclone nozzle 
the work is rapid and effective, while the cost of the liquid is very slight 
indeed. 

SECRETION OF NECTAR. 

Another feature of these lice is not without its practical significance. I 
refer to the nectar which they secrete. When very abundant as they haye 
been the past season (1884) in several parts of the country, the bees gather large 
quantities of it. The flavor of the honey if there is not too much of this 
secretion is not unpleasant. While the fact that the bees are so actively 
employed in storing all through May, leads to rapid breeding. So that there 
are very populous colonies at the dawn of the clover season. In case these 

dd 
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insects are very abundant the honey should be thoroughly extracted at the 
dawn of the clover bloom, so as to secure this superexcellent honey free 
from taint awd uncolored from this louse nectar which is considerably darker 
than is the clover honey. It will be necessary to watch closely during the 
clover bloom, as if the nectar fountains of these blossoms are dried up from 
cold or wet, the bees will almost surely go to the so called honey dew again. 
I have been asked several times if this secretion would be a fit winter food 
for the bees. If the taste is pleasant and not bitter or fungent, and if freely 
capped over by the bees, I should not hesitate to leave it in the hive. If on 
the other hand it is unpleasant to the taste, and especially if the bees refuse 
to cap it over, I should fear to have it in the hive in winter. I have con- 
siderable honey which is strongly flavored by this nectar. I have asked 
many persons to sample it and I have yet to hear the first criticism as to its 
quality. I should not hesitate to feed this to my bees for winter. I have 
letters from persons who complain of this nectar in their hives, as bitter and 
nauseating ; such honey should be carefully kept from the bees in winter. 

PLANT LICE—APHIDES. 

The present season has been especially noticeable for the abundance of plant 
lice, no less than bark lice. Many fruit and shade trees in May and June 
had their foliage and green twigs literally covered with the lice. We have 
carefully watched to see if M. Lichtenstein’s theory of migration to the 
roots of plants explained the rapid thinning out of these lice in late June and 
July. Tar about the tree trunks caught no lice, nor do we think the lice 
dropped from the trees. We think that the coccinellide larve, and syrphus 
fly larvee were sufficient to account for this happy riddance. Five or six of 
these predaceous larve would be found on a single leaf, dining on the lice, and 
their habits indicated good appetites. We are certainly more deeply indebted 
than we know to these insect-eating larve. They save many a tree and 
shrub from total destruction from these plant lice sappers. 

INSECTICIDES. 

We tried pyrethrum (Buhach) as a 
powder, which was applied by use of the 
Woodason bellows (Fig. 11), which 
serves admirably for this purpose; pyre- 
thrum (Buhach), mixed in water—a 
tablespoonful to two gallons of the 
liquid—which was applied by use of the 
Woodason spraying bellows; kerosene 
and sour milk, one to ten, which was 
thoroughly mixed; and kerosene and 
soap emulsion as already described. The 
spraying bellows we find very excellent, 

\ as it is so economical. One pint of the 
liquid would answer for quite asizable tree. 
All of these substances were of value in 
killing the lice; but the pyrethrum was 
less effective than was the kerosene. In 
fact, it seemed less effective than it did 
last year, and I think it possibly lost 
some of itsstrength, though I kept it in 
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atin can with a cover that screwed on. The two kerosene liquids both killed 
the lice most thoroughly. Indeed, after their use it was hard to find a live 
louse. The foliage, however, when the soap liquid was used, seemed much 
brighter than did that treated with the milk. Indeed, I think this soap and 
kerosene mixture applied with a force pump, with a cyclone nozzle, or by 
use of a spraying bellows, so that it surely is dashed against the insects, is 
going to prove one of our best insecticides. The foliage brightens up at once, 
as if the bath was most agreeable and life giving. 

Prof. W. W. Tracy reports that bisulphide of carbon, which we uave found 
so effective in our battle with such insects as the cabbage maggot, that work 
underground, is not effective in clay soil, and that it does sometimes injure 
very vigorous, rapid growing plants. We have not noticed any harm from its 
use, but we have tried the kerosene and soap mixture with great success. It 
kills the insects and does no injury to the plants. This is also cheaper and 
more easily procured than is the bisulphide. The fact, too, that this is non- 
explosive is in its favor. Carelessness might cause serious injury from the 
presence of the bisulphide. We have invented an instrument to apply such a 
mixture. 
It is possible that by use of this instrament and the kerosene and soap mix- 

ture, the work of fighting successfully the old peach borer will be considera- 
bly lightened. 

INSTRUMENT DESCRIBED. 

Hels a 14 inch gas pipe ten inches long (Fig. 12), and get a blacksmith to 
ashion four inches at one end into the form of acone. ‘Two 
nches from the point of the cone drill a one-half inch hole 
t ¢ through one side of the pipe, and four inches above 
his a second hole the same size. Screw into the upper end 

gof this a three-quarter inch gas pipe (g) twenty inches long. 
qOn the side of this get a tinner to strap a gallon tin can (0) 

ith a tight screw cover. Connect the can from the bot- 
ijtom by use of a tin tube with the upper pole made through 

@a\the larger piece of gas pipe. Inside the larger gas pipe fit a 
pet)piston (A) with a rod (DY) which shall reach through the 

alam smaller gas pipe and have a convenient ring at the end of 
HI this rod to grasp with the hand. When the piston is pushed 
#2) down it shuts the opening from the gallon can, so that any 
fi liquid in the latter can not pass out. If the piston is raised 

fee the liquid at once runs into the hollow cone, when by push- 
fee ing down the piston it is forced out the hole atc, and at the 
fsame time the opening is again closed. By use of a T joint 

si fageae) 2 foot rest can be attached to the side of the larger piece 
Fig. 12. of gas pipe (G@) which may be useful in pushing the point 

into the ground, and | holding the instrument down as we raise the piston. Of 
course earth will fill the hole in the conical point, but as the piston is forced 
down this will be crowded out, 

This will be used much as we manipulate the common hand corn-planter, 
and by its use kerosene can easily and quickly be made to kill such insects as 
root lice, calbbiee and radish maggots, strawberry crown borers and girdlers, 
ete. I think by having the instrument made with care it may be economically 
used to apply bisulphide of carbon in like cases. 
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THE CURRANT BORER. 

geria tipuliformis, Linn. Family gereide. Order Lepidoptera. 

This imported #gerian or currant borer is becoming very common and 
destructive in Michigan. Like all of this Lepidopterous family of borers, this 
moth is a quick-winged, beautiful, wasp-like insect. It is thirteen mm. 
(3-16 of an inch) long, and expands 18 mm. (11-16 of an inch). The wings 
are transparent, with an opaque brown border, which is narrow on the pos- 
terior wings but quite wide on the tip of the primaries. Within this brown 
tip is a transparent cross line nearly as wide as the brown tip, and still nearer 
the base is a second brown cross line, less than half as wide as the other. The 
body, antennee, and parts of the legs, are blue black, while the mouth parts, 
collar, four cross-bands on the abdomen, and portions of the legs, are golden 
yellow. Like all Zgerians, its abdomen is tipped with a brush. The larva 
is white, with brown head and legs. ‘The chrysalis is brown, rather slim, and 
is always found in the hollow stem. Hach segment is armed posteriorly with 
teeth. 

HABITS. 

The moth appears early in June, flying in the hot sunshine. ‘The eggs are 
laid near a bud. The larva as soon as hatched bores or eats its way to the 
center of the stem and eats till the next May, tunneling the stem for some 
inches. Late in May and early in June the larve and pupe will both be 
found in the hollow stems of the currant. Before pupating, the larva 
eats a hole through the stem to serve as a door of egress for the prospective 
moth state. Before the moth issues, the chrysalis wriggles its way out through 
the small hole cut by the larva, which it is enabled to do the more readily 
because of the saw-teeth like projections on the segments. As the moth flies 
forth, she leaves the pupa skin or case still sticking in the hole through which 
the pupa passed from the hollow in the stem. 

REMEDIES. 

From this borer we have bred several specimens of an Ichneumon parasite, 
which Mr. E. T. Cresson informs me are the Phaogenes ater Cress., the male 
of which he says is undescribed. I think this is the first mention of this 
parasite on the currant borer. 

The female of P. ater Cresson, is described in Proceedings of American 
Entomological Society, vol. 3d, p. 138, as follows: Black; antenna with a 
white annulus; wings subhyaline; central area of metathorax large, 
subquadrate. 

Female—Black, subopaque; head with white-pointed orbits, not reaching 
the clypeus, which is shining, and haying a rather deep rounded fovea on 
each side; antenne short, flattened towards the tip and slightly involute, the 
Sth and 14th joints white. Thorax finely punctured, subopaque; a minute 
white spot on each side in front of the tegule; scuttelum flat, triangular, 
polished, distinctly punctured; metathorax finely scabrous, the elevated lines 
tolerably well defined and shiuving, the central area large subquadrate, rather 
smooth. Wings subhyaline, faintly tinged with fulginous; nervures blackish, 
stigma piceous; areolet five angular, almost triangular. Legs black, the anterior 
tibie in front pale. Abdomen elongate, subopaque, very finely and densely 
punctured ; first segment rather broad, bi-lineated, and finely aciculate, basal 
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fovew of the second segment deep, transverse, and somewhat oblique; apical 
segments smoother, and shining; ovipositor not exserted. Length 7 lines, 
expanse of wings 11 lines. Habitat, New York and Illinois. 

I find the antenne in the males are without the white rings. They are brown 
or black, and taper towards the tip. The punctures are more thickly set in the 
male. The areolet is distinctly 5-angular. The front tibiz and all the tarsi 
are pale. A brown or reddish ring marks the base of each femur, which is 

very distinct on the posterior legs. With these exceptions the male is much 
like the female as described by Mr. Cresson. The sex organs are of course 
different. 

The best way to destroy this pest and to save our currant bushes, is to prac- 
tice judicious pruning early in the spring. All stalks attacked by borers will 
show by their dead tips or diseased appearance that they are suffering from 
attack. These should all be cut off and burned. Such pruning will insure 
better fruit and healthier finer bushes even were there no borers; and unless 
such thinning is practiced our currant bushes will soon be utterly ruined. In 
future currants in our northern states mean fight. Since the advent of the 
saw fly, also imported, defoliation can only be stayed by a liberal use of 
pyrethrum or white hellebore. Such defoliation two successive seasons kills 
the bushes. Added to this, in all sections where the borer works, we must 

prune and burn each spring, then we may still eat our jelly tarts and our 
jelly cake. 

A COMMON BUTTERFLY AN ENEMY. 

Pyrameis cardui Linn, is one of our most common and most beautiful 
butterflies. It is a cosmopolite, being one of the very few species that is found 
in all countries. From its rare beauty it is not inappropriately called ‘‘ The 
Painted Lady.”? The larvee or caterpillars vary very much in coloration, and 
are decked with formidable branching spines. The caterpillar spins a web on 
the leaf by aid of which it draws the leaf over so as to cover itself with a 
shade tent. ‘The chrysalis is adorned with golden or copper colored tubercles. 
Heretofore this caterpillar has only been noticed, in Michigan, to feed on 
thistles, and so was doubly welcome, not less from its beauty than from its 
feeding upon one of our most noxious plants. Dr. Harris in his admirable 
work says: ‘* These caterpillars feed on thistles, particularly the spear thistle 
(Cnicus lanceolatus), on the leaves of the sunflower, hollyhock, burdock, and 
other rough leaved plants in June and July.’’? (Harris’s Injurious Insects, p. 
293). Prof. 8. H. Scudder states that ‘‘they feed on all thistles, Helianthus, 
mallows,’’—these include hollyhock, ‘‘ Lappa major’’ (burdock), ‘* Althea 
rosea’ (marsh mallow), and ‘* Zilybum moreanum or milk thistle.” 

This summer this insect has been a serious annoyance at Bay City, Mich- 
igan, as a destroyer of the hollyhock and hardy Centaurea C. candidissima. 
It is not strange that this insect should attack the Centaurea, as it is a com- 
posite plant closely related to the thistle and burdock, and, like most of the 
plants attacked by ‘‘ The Painted Lady,’’ has thick leaves. 

At the college this insect has attacked the hollyhocks and one of our favor- 
ite bee plants the borage Borrago officinalis. J can find no mention of 
this insect on borage or any plant of that family. 

REMEDY. 

Mr. IF’. W. Grinnell, of Bay City, used the soap and kerosene mixture on 
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these insects with decided success. He found, however, that it was necessary 
to dash it unto them with force, a point which I have frequently urged in 
advising the use of any liquid preparations used to destroy injurious insects. 

As yet we have reared uo parasites from these caterpillars, though some of 
the chrysalids have turned black, which leads us to hope for the appearance 
of one or more of these welcome friends. 

STRAWBERRY LEAF ROLLER. 

Phoxopteris comptana, Frél. Family Tortricidae. Order Lepidoptera. 

This insect which I briefly described with illustrations in the State Pomo- 
logical Report for 1873 p. 104, and which was again noticed with a brief 

- description and remedies by C. M. Weed in the report of same society for 1883, 
p. 82, has become a very serious pest to the strawberry grower in several parts 
of our State. In several counties, especially in Jackson, it has done great 
damage the present year (1884). Two years ago I reared the moth from 
specimens received from Kalamazoo County. This year: from specimens 
received from Jackson County. 

The small reddish brown moths are only about 10 mm. long. They lay 
their eggs in May and July. The brownish or greenish brown larva feed in 
June and July and again in August and September. ‘Thus there are two 
broods. The larva spins a web on the upper surface of the leaf by which the 
latter is rolled about the insect. It then feeds upon the leaf, causing it to 
turn gray or brown. One man in Michigan Centre, Jackson County, has had 
his plantation of six acres seriously injured by these consumers. 

Prof. S. A. Forbes in his excellent report on strawberry insects states that. 
in Iowa this insect also attacks the raspberry. 

There is an Ichneumon fly that is very abundant in Michigan, which 
preys upon this leaf roller. I think it is undescribed. It certainly is 
not referred to as a destroyer of the leaf roller. I have not access to Cres- 
sons description of the Genus Hiphosoma, but from the very short description 
and figure given by Packard, this species would seem to belong to that genus.. 

This species is black, with legs, ventral surface of abdomen, ring about the 
eyes, and base of the wings yellow. The antenne are 4 mm. long, the wings 
about 3 mm. The ovipositor is black and about as long as the wings. The 
thorax and abdomen are finely punctured. 

The fact that in some localities where this leaf-roller was very destructive 
two years ago it has been considerably less so since is significant as to the 
benefit which this parasite may do. 

ARTIFICIAL REMEDIES. 

Walsh & Riley recommended years ago the cutting of the vines as soon as 
the fruit season was over, late in June or the first of July, and burning them 
as soon as they are dry enough. Adding straw, or if there is dry mulch firing 
that will make the destruction more complete. This has been tried frequently 
with the most perfect success. Straw has been piled upon the vines as much 
as a foot high and burned without doing any injury to the plantation. Where 
the beds are extensive the cutting may be done with a mower. Prof. Forbes 
gives cases where chickens have rid the plants of these leaf rollers. In case 
of a small plantation this remedy may be all-sufficient. 
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THE FOOD RELATIONS OF BIRDS, FROGS, AND TOADS. 

THESIS FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE. 

BY CLARENCE M. WEED. 

J. THE Foop or Youne Brrps. 

Probably few subjects have been so much discussed with so little basis of 
known facts as the ever important one of birds and their relations to agricult- 
ure. Aside from a few occasional superficial examinations of the contents of 
birds’ stomachs but little has been done in investigating the food of adult 
birds until the subject was attacked with the energy and scientific accuracy 
characteristic of the present State Entomologist of Lllinois, Professor S. A. 
Forbes. 

The literature of the food of young birds is still more scanty. About the 
only reference to the subject is that of Prof. Treadwell’s earthworm-eating 
young robin, which is as Prof. Forbes has said, ‘‘a bird whose fame has 
extended over both hemispheres.’’ 

It was with a view of adding something more tangible to our knowledge of 
the subject than the poetic sentiment which is so often thrown as a mantle of 
charity over the actions of our feathered friends, that the investigations of 
which this paper gives the preliminary results were undertaken. 

The method has been the same as that employed by Prof. Forbes in his 
recent investigations of the food of the adult birds, namely an actual exam- 
ination and determination of the contents of the young birds’ stomachs. This 
is the only accurate and scientific method of grappiing with the problem, and 
to it is due whatever value the results attained may possess. Some idea of the 
difficulty and magnitude of the task may be given by stating that a half day 
was frequently spent in the examination of the contents of a single stomach. 
After removing all recognizable insects and carefully estimating the percentage 
of each to the whole of the food, a large proportion still remained to be picked 
over, under the microscope, with a pair of needle points, the recognizable parti- 
cles separated, the insects of which they were a part reconstructed in the mind’s 
eye, and the percentage estimated. Even after this a small portion usually 
remained undetermined. The contents of each stomacly were then bottled 
and placed away for future reference and verification. 

I here desire to express my thanks to Prof. A. J. Cook, to whose patience 
and knowledge I have been an hourly debtor; to Dr. W. J. Beal for the 
identification of vegetable particles, and to Master Bertie Cook for many 
Specimens kindly procured. The published investigations of Prof. S. A. 
Forbes have also been of great value, being, as they are, monuments of 
scholarly and painstaking industry of which any man might well be proud. 
From them I have obtained the forms for the tables which follow. 
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MIMUS CAROLINENSIS.—Cat bird. 
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ECONOMIC RELATIONS. 

It is thus seen that cut-worms and other injurious larve form by far the 
largest proportion of the young cat-bird’s food; that the equally injurious 
moths are eaten to a certain extent, as is also true of grasshoppers; that 
injurious beetles form a small proportion of the food, as do the Hphemera or 
May flies. 

But these results also show that insects which in the present state of 
economic entomology are considered beneficial are eaten. The Lidellulide or 
dragon flies formed a smal! proportion of the food of the second bird. Before 
recording this fact against the birds, however, justice demands a more thorough 
knowledge of the food habits of the Newroptera than we at present possess. 
Possibly the dragon flies are not as beneficial as they have sometimes been 
thought to be. Probably their food consists of two winged flies which are as 
likely to be beneficial as injurious, as is also true of the four winged 
Hymenopterous insects which they probably also devour. ‘The same doubt 
exists as to the spiders found in some of the stomachs examined. May it not 
be probable that the benefits of spiders have been overestimated? 

With the Carabid beetles we can, thanks to Prof. Forbes’s recent investiga- 
tions, be more certain of what we assert. Prof. Forbes has found that the 
beetles of this family, which are most largely eaten by adult birds, are very 
largely vegetable feeders. If this is true of the adult birds, there is every 
reason to believe that it is equally true of the nestlings. 
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THE ROBIN—(Turdus migratorius). 

Probably the economic status of this species has been more generally dis- 
cussed than that of any other bird. Many horticulturists believe that the 
species is more injurious than beneficial; that the berries and cherries eaten 
are far from compensated for by the insects devoured. It has been very gen- 
erally thought that earthworms form by far the largest proportion of the food 
of the young. 

The stomach of one acult robin, which was the only fully developed speci- 
men which I examined, contained so striking an instance of the beneficial 
influence of the bird, that I notice it here, although not coming properly 
under the subject of the food of young birds. The stomach was almost 
wholly filled with the injurious larve of the family Anthomyiide. Thisis the 
family to which belong the notorious cabbage and radish flies, which in many 
places have stopped cabbage production, with a consequent loss of thousands 
of dollars annually. By actual count there were sity of these anthomyian 
larvee in the single stomach. 

The bird was shot between a row of cherry trees and a raspberry patch, 
both in bearing, and but a few rods apart. Yet many a horticulturist asserts 
that in the berry and cherry seasons the robin eats no insect food. 

TURDUS MIGRATORIUS.—Robin. 
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These results show that the young robin eats many more injurious Lepidop- 
terous larvee and fewer earth worms than has generally been supposed; that 
grass blades are almost always present, although probably introduced largely 
by accident with the other elements of the food; that the predaceous beetles 

56 
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of the family Carabide are eaten to a certain slight extent. For the latter 
the hints given by Prof. Forbes’s investigations, mentioned in considering the 
cat-bird, are applicable. 

SIALIA SIALIS.—Blue bird. 

June. ro) 
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ECONOMIC RELATIONS. 

Here again we see the importance of a knowledge of the food habits of 
dragon flies and spiders; if it is true that spiders are wholly beneficial, candor 
compels the conclusion that the second bird did more harm in destroying the 
32% of spiders than it did good in giving the coup de grace to the 60% of cut- 
worms, for by destroying a cut-worm it but ends ‘‘an elemental life,’’ while 
in destroying a spider it gives life, liberty, and the pursuit of food to a great 
many injurious insects which the latter would have destroyed had he not met 
his untimely fate. But this is more than any one has a right to assume while 
our profound ignorance of the food habits of the ground spiders continue to: 
exist. 
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QUISCALUS PURPUREUS.—Crow Blackbird. 
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ECONOMIC RELATIONS. 

Here again we see the necessity of a knowledge of food habits of dragon 
flies, as also of the crayfish. The eggs of Hemiptera found so numerously 
were in all probability those of Belostoma Americanum, a large brownish 
bug inhabiting our fresh water lakes, rivers, and ponds; this insect is injurious 
because of its habit of killing small fish by transfixing them on its spear- 
like beak. The grass found was probably accidentally introduced. Taken as 
a whole, the good done by young blackbirds, as indicated by the specimens 
examined, far overbalances the slight injury probably due to the destruction 
of beneficial insects. 

SUFFICIENCY OF DATA. 

No one is better aware of the insufficiency of the data here given for any 
very general conclusious than myself. The difficulty of obtaining specimens, 
the time required for each examination as well as the pressure of other duties 
have rendered the examination of a greater number of specimens and species 
impossible. The subject has been so little investigated in the past that the 
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ploneer work has been attended with more difficulty than if it had been an 
old and well beaten field. It may well be doubted also whether it would be 
best to investigate the whole subject in a single season; by continuing the 
investigation through a series of years, even though but few specimens were 
examined each year many accidental errors would be eliminated and a much 
broader basis for generalization obtained. 

But although the data here given may not be sufficient to justify any very 
general conclusions they at least point to such. Before we have a right to 
say that any bird must go, careful investigations must be made, through a 
long series of years, of its food, not only under the normal conditions of 
insect and plant life, but also under the many abnormal conditions that annu- 
ally arise. Not only must this be done in one locality but also in several 
localities, for a bird may during its sojourn in one place where exceptional 
conditions exist do great injury, while in another place where the conditions 
of life are different it may do only good and vice versa. So many points 
arise in grappling with Nature’s problems that the greatest care is required 
before any safe conclusion can be arrived at; and before the question of the 
relations of birds to agriculture can be intelligently discussed, a more general 
knowledge must be obtained not only of the food of birds, at all ages and 
under all conditions, but also of the relations of the different classes of 
insects to each other and to agriculture. 

IJ. THE Foop or Frogs. 

The investigations which are here recorded were undertaken to determine 
the economic status of two of our common frogs, namely: the spotted frog, 
Rana halecina, and the green frog, Rana clamitans. On account of the 
abundance and general distribution of these two species, they must exert a 
very appreciable influence upon the agricultural interests of our country. So 
far as can be learned but very little has hitherto been known of the food of 
either of these species. 
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RANA HALECINA.—Spotted Frog. 

July. 3 
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ECONOMIC STATUS. 

Viewing these results from an economic standpoint, we observe that of the 
87 per cent of insects and spiders which are eaten in July by the spotted frog, 
at least 52 per cent are injurious, that about 26 per cent are of a doubtful 
nature, and that about nine per cent, consisting of the undetermined carabid 
beetles and spiders, are probably beneficial. But even this smali percentage 
is probably unfair to the frogs, as it gives all the undetermined Carabide the 
credit of being beneficial. When we consider that all of these beetles which 
could be determined were either of very slight benefit or none at all we may 
well‘doubt whether the undetermined ones were any more beneficial. In the 
present state of economic entomology we must class the spiders as beneficial, 
altnough to what extent they are so is uncertain. The ten per cent of vegetable 
matter consisting of dry grass, small pieces of wood, etcetera, accidentally 
introduced, can not be considered as against the frog. 
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These facts show that the thousands of frogs which inhabit our marshes and 
meadows are of immense value in checking the increase of noxious insects, 
especially of those which, like the cutworms and grasshoppers, feed upon grass 
and similar crops. Who can foretell the result if in the case of the grass- 
hoppers alone the great and constant pressure which is thus brought to bear 
upon them were removed? Dr. Beal suggests that the absence of marshes and 
ponds, and consequent scarcity of frogs in the west, may be one of the reasons 
why grasshoppers are there so numerous. 

RANA CLAMITANS.—Green Frog. 

July. & 
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ECONOMIC RELATIONS. 

The coccinellid beetle found in the third specimen was the only instance in 
which I have found a member of this useful family of beetles in an 
animal’s stomach. It is a noteworthy fact, however, that the specimen 
belonged to a species ( Megilla maculata) which last year did much damage to 
corn in some portions of the country. 

These results show that the food of this species does not differ essentially 
from that of the &. halecina, and that what was said of the latter is almost 
equally true of this. 

IiJ. Tuer Foop or Toaps. 

Few animals have been blessed with greater notice in the volumes of super- 
stitious lore than the wart toad. From time immemorial it has been associated 

the mind with witchcraft, sorcery, and superstition. Over and over again 
ve the virtues of the jewel in its head been sung. Possibly that jewel may 
ve been its appetite for noxious insects. 
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The utility of the toad as an insect destroyer has long been recognized. 
Our agricultural literature is full of references to the subject. Yet I know 
not that any accurate scientific investigation of the food of the species has 
been made. It is true that many times the contents of their stomachs have 
been examined, but I can find no reference to any instances in which an 
attempt has been made to discover whether the insects found therein were 
beneficial or injurious to agriculture. Hence I have thought an accurate, 
scientific examination even of a very few specimens would be of value in test- 
ing the popular belief that these animals are of real benefit to the agriculturist. 

BUFO LENTIGINOSUS.—Toad. 

July. E 
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ECONOMIC RELATIONS. 

Thus we see that ants form the largest percentage of any element in the 
adult toad’s food; that the beetles of the family Caradide and injurious 
lepidopterous insects are next most largely eaten, and that grasshoppers and 
crickets, as also the beetles of the strawberry crown girdler (O. ligneus), come 
next in order. 

The ants cannot be classed as beneficial because when very numerous they 
become a nuisance. The Carabid beetles almost without exception belonged 
to the genera which Prof. Forbes has found to be vegetable feeding, so that 
their destruction cannot be deplored. The other elements were almost wholly 
injurious. 

The food of the small toads, so far as could be determined from a num- 
ber of specimens examined, consists of injurious or innoxious species. 

Thus we see that the value of toads has not been overestimated in the 
popular mind. They are of immense benefit, and should be allowed life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness at all times. About the only thing that 
is said against them is that they sometimes eat honey-bees when near the 
hives. This can be easily obviated by placing boards a few inches high 
around the apiary. 

THE CHERRY SLUG. 

BY CLARENCE M. WEED. 

Selandria cerast, Peck. Order, Hymenoptera. Family, Tenthredinide. 

This is another of the pests which are unusually abundant the present 
season; from all over the State complaints have come of its destructive 
ravages. ‘This insect is no new enemy to American pomologists ; nearly a cen- 
tury ago it was described by Prof. Peck of Massachusetts, and later was fully 
treated of in Dr. Harris’s classic work on ‘‘ Insects Injurious to Vegetation.” 
But little has been written about it since, although Prof. Forbes treats of it 
in his report as State Entomologist of Illinois for 1882, stating that it is quite 
destructive to cherry trees throughout the northern part of that State. 

NATURAL HISTORY. 

The four winged flies, known to science as Selandria cerasi, are closely 
related to the notorious currant worm, both belonging to the Tenthredinide 
or saw-fly family. To this family also belong several other injurious species ; 
among them are the rose slug, the raspberry slug, the strawberry slug, and a 
species which often does much injury to oaks by devouring their foliage. The 
insects of this family are so named because of the saw-like ovipositors with 
which they make incisions in the leaves to receive their eggs. 

The cherry saw-fly (Fig. 13) is a blackish insect about one 
fifth of an inch long.. The eggs for the first brood of 
worms are laid early in June; these soon hatch into olive 
green, slimy slugs (Fig. 14), having twenty short legs. The 

Fig. 13. name of slug is a misnomer, as the true slugs are not insects 
at all. These pests were probably so called because of their resemblance to 
the true slugs. They eat the upper surface of the leaf, causing a badly 
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infested tree to look as if severely 
,. scorched; after the last moult the 
#. slimy covering is lost, and the worms 

become yellow. In July and August 
they go into the ground two or three 
inches and pupate; in two or three 

Fig. 14. weeks the flies come forth and lay the 
eggs for a second brood. Besides the cherry this insect infests pear trees, 
and is said to sometimes attack the mountain ash. 

REMEDIES. 

There is a small parasite which kills a great many of the eggs. Among 
artificial remedies the one which has been recommended for many years past, 
is that of throwing road dust or ashes over infested trees; this sticking to 
the slimy coverings of the worms has been supposed to kill them. But some 
experiments made by the able editor of the Canadian Entomologist, Mr. Wm. 
Saunders, of London, Ont., quoted in the report of Prof. Forbes above 
referred to, throw much doubt upon the efficacy of this time-honored rem- 
edy. They are as follows: 

“As soon as the slugs were observed at work in the spring, they were treated 
to a plentiful supply of dry sand, thrown up into the higher branches with a 
shovel and shaken over the lower ones with a sieve, which stuck thickly to 
their slimy skins, completely covering them up. 

“Thinking we must have mastered them by so free a use of this long-trusted 
remedy, we took no further heed of them for some days, when, to our 
surprise, they were found as numerous as ever. The next step was to test 
this sand remedy accurately, to see what virtue there was in it. Several small 
branches of pear trees were selected and marked, on which there were six 
slugs, and these were well powdered over—entirely covered with dry sand; on 
examining them the next morning it was found that they had shed the sand- 
covered skin, and crawled out free and slimy again. The sand was applied a 
second and third time on the same insects, with similar results; and now, 
being convinced that this remedy was of little value, they were treated to a 
dose of hellebore and water, which soon finished them. Ashes were now tried 
on another lot, the same way sand had been, with very similar results.’’ 

Apropos of the above, some experiments I recently made upon the subject may 
be of interest. Highteen leaves having slugs upon them were marked and the 
slugs thoroughly dusted with fresh wood ashes. ‘Twenty-eight hours after- 
wards, eight had either wholly or partially shed the ash-covered skin, one was 
still covered but alive, and nine had disappeared. It is probable that the 
latter had left the leaves on which they were, to crawl to neighboring leaves. 
In order to test this, a number of leaves were marked which had slugs upon 
them, and the neighboring leaves searched to see that no slugs were upon them. 
Those on the marked leaves were now dusted with road dust, and when visited 
twenty-four hours later, nearly all which were missing from the marked leaves 
were found on neighboring leaves, which had none on them before; thus show- 
ing that the insects had found the dust-covered leaves distasteful, and had 
emigrated to greener pastures. That they were the slugs dusted was usually 
evidenced by an occasional particle of dust still adhering to them. 

Pyrethrum was found to be very efficient in destroying these slugs, applied 
either in powder or solution. Experiments on individual slugs seemed to 

57 
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indicate that the former was most effective. A badly infested tree was com- 
pletely cleared of the pests by spraying with pyrethrum in water by means of 
a fountain pump. Asstated by Mr. Saunders in the above quotation, hellebore 
is sure death to them. Hither this substance or pyrethrum is preferable to 
the deadly arsenical compounds which doubtless would be equally efficacious 
in destroying them. ‘The kerosene and soap mixture would, without doubt, 
also kill them. 



REPORTS FROM COUNTY SOCIETIES. 

WESTERN MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL 

SOCIETY. 

The fourth annual meeting of the board of directors for the purpose of 
completing the business of the past year, was held at Sweet’s hotel, Grand 
Rapids, January 16, 1883. 

Geo. W. Thayer, president of the society, called the meeting to order, and 
thirteen directors answered to roll call. 

President Thayer submitted the following address and report: 

GENTLEMEN OF THE SOCIETY: As required by our articles of association and by- 
laws, we have assembled together to close up the business of the year 1882, and to 
make necessary preparation for the next, for fifth annual exnibition of our society. 

The reports to be laid before you, covering the time from the date of the last 
annual meeting, indicate that the last fair of our organization adds one more to the 
record of successful exhibitions by the Western Michigan Agricultural and Indus- 
trial society. 
The gross receipts into the treasury for the past year have been greater than in 

any former year in its history; yet the net earnings of the last exhibition fall below 
those of previous years, except that of 1880, when, in consequence of a reduction in 
general admission at the gates to 25 cents, the surplus of 1879 was reduced from 
$2,974.85 to $1,819.20. The expenditures on the buildings and grounds in repairs and 
improvements for 1882, exceed those of 1881 by $334.93; the expenses of the fair of 
1882 exceed those of 1881 by $206.71; the premiums paid in 1882 are in excess of 
those of 1881 by $1,880.75; making a total excess of expenditure in 1882 over 1881 of 
$2,422.33; leaving to the society, as shown by the report of the treasurer, a surplus 
in the treasury at this date of $4,705.96, or a net gain for the year of $1,278.61. 

The next fair of this society will be the last to be held under the present lease 
from the Kent county society. At the close of our last meeting a resolution was 
adopted that a committee of three be appointed for the purpose of investigating 
and reporting to this meeting what arrangements can be made, either by lease or 
purchase, for grounds suitable for the use of this society after the year 1883. Such 
committe was appointed, and it is expected they will submit a report for your con- 
sideration. The special premiums offered by the Grand Rapids & Indiana railroad 
company for 1882, brought out excellent exhibits of corn from some of the southern 
counties. The committee appointed to examine and report upon the fields of corn 
entered for such premiums, have submitted a full report in writing. I think it but 
justice to the company that this report should appear in our next premium list. 

The society are under great obligations to the various railroad lines extending to 
this city; also to the Flint & Pere Marquette, the Detroit, Lansing & Northern, and 
the Chicago & Grand Trunk for reduced rates for passengers and freight, to and 
from our fair. Owing to a failure on the part of some official to instruct the various 
local agents of the Michigan Central branch between Jackson and this city, as to 
our duly authorized terms for passengers and freight to and from the exhibition many 
exhibits at the State fair were prevented from reaching us. ‘This created some dis- 
satisfaction, and to those who made shipments as well; but, upon a presentation of 
facts, the company refunded the freight exacted from shippers, and did what they 
could to correct the oversight. 
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I have no recommendations to make. The affairs of the society are in a satisfact- 
ory condltion. It appears to be only necessary that the management renew the 
efforts heretofore made to advance the interests of the society, to secure a contin- 
uation of the satisfactory results attained. 

The following is a summary of the report of the Treasurer, HE. B. Dikeman: 

RECEIPTS. 

Balance of ‘cash on hand at annual meeting 1882.-...........-... 2 --....-.-- $3,427 35 
Amounbitrom salevor'tickets..2 ett Fe eee ee ee eS. eee ee ee 9,508 60 
Membership stickels...-2lo-— a2 koko e eee. aie eines cana aa eee eee eae 364 00 
(BOOthWprivile cess oe. hoe, Sein ee ct Aas Seen eee See eae 2,237 00 
SEC UMCHLIMCS oe cee Se ee ese n teen nee eae ie ta) ei ee Sea ee eae 1,437 50 
erdie ntnves er oe eet Sek See Se AE Seis oY eR rea ee ea a 77 50 
SUPSCHIMMONOfeurhyadollarss LS 79) poem esterase a ae eater ee ye 50 00 
reninias fOreced OT Geel fo. 2. woe ee cee cee ee ee ene 87 50 
ANMOW ALG COMO OC| on Wis IDG Sea oecaeaedes sac sresoua sees estonia Sasa oee 50 00 
Bye NG COMSbOC sens Sasa ae ae eee Weis cnt Sete en a ee aS 5 00 
Mentor DuLlding ee Sie Boesch ee eA see eet Ws YN POEL Le ee ee ie 18 00 
alerOrsreluses eee eis ae aoe Se en PY aS ht Se Ree ae 10 00 

Total receipts sets cere Sos a Se ose see ce ee ee ee $17,272 45 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

Paid by business committee for gener al repairs: 2.2.2. Sect kos © ee $750 31 
PA gine pre mM ses eee eek A ee Pee 2 ee te ee 6,614 00 
BECP Sm tal Ne MAM Ne errno cis eee eee oe pe fee a ee ee 4,500 58 
Bickeis furnished amemperss--eeeaes= eae See en ene ee ee hee eee 291 20 
Interest paid on mortgage of Kent county society.-................-...._- 410 40 
FANNON Otscashson hand ass a= eee nero ens Le ares ek) tee eee Cees Meee, 4,705 96 

$17,272 45 

SECRETARY’S REPORT. 

At the fourth annual fair of the W. M. A. & I. society three hundred and 
sixty-four annual membership certificates were issued. 

To life members of Kent county agricultural society one hundred and 
twenty-nine special complimentary tickets were issued, forty-two of which were 
not called for. 

The number of entries in Section A, Horses, was one hundred and seventy- 
nine, and in Speed department seventy. The amount paid for premiums in 
Section A., exclusive of speed was $669. 

Section B, Cattle, had two hundred and fourteen entries. Amount of 
premiums awarded $797. Received from Herd entries $77.50. 

Section C, Swine, contained fifty-six entries, and $143 was awarded in 
premiums. 

Section D, Sheep, had two hundred and eighteen entries and $268 awarded 
in premiums, 

Section E, Poultry, two hundred fifty-eight entries; the amount of awards 
was $281. 

Section F, Farm Products, four hundred and five entries; $302 awarded in 
premiums, not including special premiums. 

Section G, Fruits and Flowers, contained nine hundred and twenty-two 
entries, and premiums to the amount of $478.75 were awarded. 

Section H, Farm Machinery, two hundred and twenty-six entries; amount. 
of cash premiums $35. 

Power Machinery, had twenty-two entries. 

Section K, Vehicles, seventy-four entries, cash premiums $50. 
Section M, Manufacturers, ninety-nine entries, cash premiums $51. 
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Sections N and O, Arts and Science, contained 419 entries, amount of 
premiums Sec. N, $203, and Sec. O, $239.50. 

Youth’s Department contained 231 entries, and $98.50 was awarded in 
premiums. 

Making a total of 3,294 entries and amount of premiums not including 
speed $3,627.25. 

Seventy-two Diplomas were awarded. 
After allowing some discretionary premiums and transacting other business 

the meeting adjourned sine die. 
The annual meeting of the society for the election of five directors was held 

immediately after the close of the meeting of the board of directors, and the 
five directors whose term of office had expired were reélected without a dis- 
senting vote. 

The names of the five directors elected for three years are as follows: John 
H. Withey, Ada; William Ladner, Big Rapids; Anderson Stout, St. Johns; 
Westbrook Divine, Belding; J. G. Ramsdell, Traverse City. 

After the election of directors the board proceeded to elect president, 
secretary, and treasurer, and the officers whose terms had expired were unan- 
imously reélected. 

President, Geo. W. Thayer, Grand Rapids; secretary, James Cox, Grand Rapids; 
treasurer, E. B. Dikeman, Grand Rapids. 

At the evening meeting the president announced the following standing 
committees for the ensuing year: 
On business—Sherwood, Dikeman, and Ramsdell. 
On finance—F ralick, Fuller, and Strong. 
On premium list—Adams, Divine, Whitney, Fralick, and Sherwood. 
On rules and regulations—Ramsdell, Withey, and Whitney. 
On printing—Fuller and Adams. 
On programme—Whitney, Ladner, and Withey. 
On pedigree of cattle—Divine, Woodman, and Ryerson. 
On pedigree of horses—Stout, Russell, Dikeman, and Kelsey. 
On pedigiee of sheep—Withey, Ladner, and Stout. 

The president further named H. C. Sherwood of Watervliet as general 
superintendent, and the following section superintendents. 

Of section A (horses)—A. Stout, St. Johns, and A. F. Kelsey, Orleans, 
Of section B (cattle)—Westbrook Divine, Belding, and A. Ryerson, Hastings. 
Of sections C and D (sheep and swine)—F. J. Russell, Hart. 
Of section E (poultry)—John H. Withey, Ada. 
Of section F (agricultural products)—Wm. Ladner, Big Rapids, and David Wood- 

man, Paw Paw. 
Of section G (fruit and flowers)—H. Dale Adams, Galesburg. 
Of section H (farm machinery)—E. A. Strong, Vicksburg. 
Of section K (vehicles)—H. C. Sherwood, Watervleit. 
Of section L (machinery)—E. A. Strong, Vicksburg. 
Of section M (manufactures)—C. L. Whitney, Cincinnati. 
Of section N and O (art and science)—J, G. Ramsdell, Traverse City. 
Of police and gates—Henry Fralick, Grand Rapids. 
Of forage—S. L. Fuller, Grand Rapids. 

After the appointment of these the meeting adjourned, and the various 
committees went into session to discuss the premiums for the next meeting of 
the association, and continued for several hours. 

It was decided to hold the next fair of the society, commencing Sept. 24, 
1883, and continuing five days. 

JAMES COX, 
Secretary. 

Grand Rapids, January 19, 1883. 
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ALPENA COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Report of the Sixth Annual fair of Alpena County Agricultural Society, 
held at Alpena, October 11th and 12th, 1883. | 

Total receipts, including county appropriations..............------------ $853 69 

Disbursements. 

Hor premiums pérannexed schedule_-- 2-222 eo cece oe $217 00 
Ailiotherunerdentallexpensess.2. cn e- ease sense sen eeeee eee seer 232 04 

449 04 

Balance, excess of receipts above disbursements-...-...-.--..-------..----- $404 65 

Against which balance there is to be paid the annual interest on the bonded debt 
of the association, $250 00. 

CLASSIFICATION OF PREMIUMS AWARDED. 

Department * A”—Stock. 

@lassal Horses ass ea ee Le See cle ss sek eo oe cia sece omc aseemeiseeaccas $32 50 
G3) AOE OFA f(y 2a a UCR NR Le ia ete ee geome. eee te eee eS em Ae 42 00 
a= COATSEMVOOUNSHE CD See eee ee eee nee ee eee ieee sie ee nee 19 50 
Pa G= ETO ES cae ane meen a eee eS eminence ee ame mee 3 00 
eT OM Gh ye erent see eee enc as wis oe anne sete ot em aie aa mista eae 8 00 

Department “ B”’—Grain. 

Cassel Gratin see een een oe eee eres ee See ee eee ia eae eee mrerciaiiaei eee $27 50: 
ton 9-2 Roots and Garden ErOduUCeL Soke coe ee- eo aseee aoe ae eaeiceeme= 29 00 
CATR HP ELE GS Setar ek See hes eat ae aa Re re Rta are Re Sm Bie Ae aetna 8 00 

Department “ C”—Flowers. 

GAS a= HG WTS ie ae eta eee a Se a Py a Wy era eet ante rare ere $5 00 
tc .o=-Ornamental and aPpispiGs ase soaes sac sckccc eee seca emer eae ate 10 50 
i s—Domesticiand mechhinical.-2 225/522 2 lessee oe ean enema == — 5 00 

Department “* D”—Domestic. 

Glace A Dairy and HOUSCNOIG: <2 see sone estes tavse me cemenictene == ceem= $11 00 
c= OMeshiCemMmaMUtaChunes sere eene. asses see ease sace ee eee nase eee 16 00 

$217 00 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
N. M. BRACKENREED, 

Secretary. 

AVON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

As our society has not been represented in the reports of the secretary of the 

State Agricultural Society heretofore, we deem it best to give a short synopsis 

of this society’s organization and progress up to the present time, as follows: 

June 19th, 1880, this society was formally organized, with capital stock 

limited at $10,000, and with Joshua Van Hoosen, president; Enos R. Math- 

ews, treasurer; Thomas §S. Sprague, secretary. Directors for first year— 

John M. Norton, Joseph H. Holman, Milo P. Newberry, John M. Wilcox, 

Chester Andrews, Harrison Weaver, and Isaac Barwise. Membership, 279. 

Entries made at first annual fair, 1,318. 
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The society leased a lot of 20 acres for fair ground, and built a fine half mile 
race course thereon, and built fences, art hall, vegetable hall, and horse stalls, 
cattle stalls, sheep sheds, and hog pens, to the number of 128 during the first 
year. 

RECEIPTS OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE YEAR 1880. 

MOIShOG Ke PALO: Wee ae Ser ee rae ea se eta ors red setae alcatel slats atelier $523 50 
Se receipts abi first ANNUAL alte eee ee eee tree teers hoe ae ee ee 762 75 

RO Pa Dee ite See i) Sg AD NN a TP ES URANO ek WE pt $1,286 25 

DISBURSEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 1880. 

Por burlidines and; fenees 2-220 se 2 2: a. e e eee ooe $779 41 
Ce TNCLOENICAlS ae ce ee ee cae Be See eee eta = ate ee aren aes cleat 127 91 
SPE TEMVLUMMNS os ee ee es ee Se ene cat ern oe se nee aired eee 363 75 

A Woy ce Ure Rd een ee es gE Res a ss me ee oa ee a Aes Petes 1,271 40 

eavine palance: On Wands. cmes coe teen a teeta ers eet aa Nee lcm mare $14 85 

Feb. 8th, 1881, the following officers were elected, viz.: Joshua Van 
Hoosen, president; Enos R. Matthews, treasurer; Thomas 8. Sprague, 
secretary. Directors—John M. Norton, Chester Andrews, Isaac Barwise, O. 
H. P. Griggs, Loring M. Smith, Harrison Weaver, and George G. Green. 

Membership, 239. Entries made at second annual fair, 1,313. 
The society built a new art hall and put in a well with pump and wind mill, 

at a cost of $828.62, during the year. 

RECEIPTS OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE YEAR 1881. 

Received ancecond annialetarre = seme saa ase eae cree See eee eee eee eee $1,167 72 
sf fromustockspaldsiniewcs tose eee ches sae eee oee seenere oases 2 00 
‘ FLOM MOLE PIVEN ese eee cee ee eae een se saanmcise one e ae nena eta 500 00 

ATS tates 2S ceepaeatiy Al arse ize er eA rere oer cit eas IN eco eg $1,669 72 

DISBURSEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 188]. 

OM DUT GINO CtC2 nomen las selon Sec ees ake sorte aie sia mete $828 62 
SF aK eRT(G Ce) ov er Fs I RC es A gy Alpe re ee ae oa ns 264 16 
evgh ETRE TOUT UNTAD Sosy setae ie aN Pn las mth aN eh a I a ee ERs oe pe 561 50 

AY a ten amps PU TAT LLC ett cg eS aA a eT eo Ne 1,654 28 

heaving balance -onjhands sas: ss sve bois te ee eee 2 $15 44 

Feb. 14th, 1882. The following officers were elected—Joshua Van Hoosen 
President, Enos R. Mathews Treasurer, Thomas §S. Sprague Secretary. 
Directors for third year, John M. Norton, Isaac Barwise, Loring M. Smith, 
Chester Andrews, O. H. P. Griggf, Joseph G. Toles, H. A. Wells. 

April 8th T. 8S. Sprague-resigned as Secretary and Theodore Dahlmann was 
elected to fill vacancy caused by said resignation. 
Membership 212. Entries made at Third Annual Fair 1,323. 

RECEIPTS OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE YEAR 1882. 

With Balvonulran hiro my SS Tees fe A ner se ce a ny ee $26.44. 
Received forstock paladin ec sk ee mee ce seen care eee at cs Sateen eet a eral 6.00 
Received) at Lira PA rina ear) ee ee ee ae pe Ty aap ee Pe RAY) 2 Dey Soi 942.50: 
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DISBURSEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 1882. 

Mormamcveembals yest ek ACL SN NaS Se Renate Ae ed FEI INES a 2s Le $274.24 
HOTS PRE INTUMS ee sek Sa. SS 1 TEE eye tees Bee Mah he NS aiet Seat 604.85 

PING heUlere ae BIE oN a aa ok A a NSE IL eee A eh CLR eps $879.09 

Jan 9th, 1883. An Amendment to the Articles of Association was adopted, 
making the Board of Directors to consist of mine Stockholders instead of 
seven (as heretofore). 

The following officers were then elected, viz.: Joshua Van Hoosen Presi- 
dent, Enos R. Mathews ‘Treasurer, Theodor Dahlmann Secretary. Directors 
for the year—John M. Norton, William C. Flummerfelt, Joseph G. Toles, 
Chester Andrews, Isaac Barwise, O. H. P. Griggs, H. A. Wells, W. A. Wales, 
and Gilbert A. Terry. Ata meeting of the Directors, Aug. 4th, 783, W. W. 
Thorington was elected a Director of this Society, to fill vacancy caused by 
the death of Chester Andrews. 

Membership 173. Entries made at ths Fourth Annual Fair, 1882. 

RECEIPTS FOR THE YEAR 1883. 

Wath balance on snangifrom aiSS225 Age ens ee ee Be 2 ee es eee $95.85 
FELOT ES GOGH ap i Gl Bir eee ee Be BS = Ss ie A tae oy 3.00 
HOTSWUSCri pt Onan Gi OLESess aes ess = ase Batre poe eee eee eee 224.75 
Horsaleior Old ewind smi se hee Leek oe bee eee ss 90S ee eee 25.00 
Horireceiptsat tourthvannualtains: 22) 0 eae ee eee eee eee eee 668.25 

Totals cai Ret MEA Se es ae DE es Ee ee $1,016.85 

DISBURSEMENTS FOR THE YEAR 1883. 

HOTANCIOSMEA SSO a Nest ee AE SS SEE RHE Sot See) Le PAR ee oe al el eee 338.09 
Orel adies band ees Se ee i See Sa et ee ee es Se 950.00 
HOT LEHIUMINS AW ALCe Oss ea heat Ce Ree one Amen e Se ene a Ne ee 580.45 

DRO Ree ae a set Ped g Un htee iecul ee ie ated Peete ob: Bind 2) ue de A 1,013.54 

It is conceeded by all, that the Fourth Annual Fair was a success, consid- 
ering—that there were five Fairs held here within a radius of 18 miles, all 
between Sept. 15th and Oct. 15th, and the very unfavorable weather which 
attended ours. For our Cattle, Horse, Sheep, Swine, Fruits, Vegetables, 
and Feed exhibits equaled and exceeded those of our adjoining Fairs, and we 
confidently believe (the weather being favorable) with the co-operation of 
our influential men, to be able to make a better showing the next year, as we 
have the facilities for doing same. 

All of which is most respectfully submitted. 
Signed at Rochester, Oakland County. Michigan, December 17th, 1883. 

J. VAN HOOSEN, President. 

THEODOR DAHLMANN, Secretary. 

The following is a statement showing receipts and expenditures of Union 
Agricultural society, January 10, 1883 to Dec. 20, 1883: 

To receipts from all sources $6,619.49, as follows: 
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Stocksissuederee se asa cen RS eee cee ae sie Conve eter a eis ope aretara ch one $30 00 
GO) WECe OWS CEOS EOE ES bic Cac ambo nema Seeneoos SHOaU sete Oo anos odGUCOOSaHSe 1,980 35 
Rantol VOOtUSs, 1LCenSess Gey S50 he ye Sem eh ee 231 75 
Received FrOM) STAN Sta ee eae esas ese seein a He ge a 64 55 

diningyhallfsa. say aese eee oe eee SSRIS De EEE CURLED EL Rear 371 24 
ce Coma OLse' Streuli sty see he cyanea ee ee Fe ee ee ara ees 78 50 

MOneVslOAneG a2 s27 2s 45cm sates eee saa an ae toe eames ne erea oem wala eee 3,799 00 
PRECELVECITLOM AO LMET? SOULCE Sts etter ya eae tee ea 64 10 

$6,619 49 

DISBURSEMENTS 

Paid for printing. .....-----------.-.------------------------+-+----+----- $77 17 
PTEMUOM Sl. Sa oo ce rare rere ie Seen ee iC pea LiLy no oy Ala aya ley Sona a 657 00 

(ORS PECOt Premiums seam sete cues co tem rae We aie Oe eta eh cia eet 206 49 
OTOP UL GIN oy SLAMNGVSTAT Ces seme sas ae ela et are eam Manne eye eee omer tay 564 34 
« 1646 acres of land...-..--.--.--_----~---..-----++--+--+-------+--- 1,619 85 
AC contingent Orgelsas-aee see Soe eee Seis foe ae eae miera oe 996 00 
SrOMInde pte dnegsaeeeea ence a esoence Siaeic Bre SrA Ne bea tras syne ate eae ea 2,474 64 

PACMO UNG! OM: WAT Sone Segara oe ect ya Cie tee ncn NN ARR AER ee cea ae 24 00 

$6,619 49 

We, the president, secretary, and treasurer of the Union Agricultural 
society, located at Litchfield, do hereby certify that the above is a correct 
statement of the receipts and disbursements of said society for the year end- 
ing Dec. 20, 1883. 

R. W. FREEMAN, President. 
L. B. AGARD, Secretary. 
D. H. MILLS, Treasurer. 

The society held a spring exhibition in May, and a fall fair in October, and 
this statement includes receipts and expenditures of both. 

L. B. AGARD, 
Secretary. 

LITCHFIELD, Mich., December 20, 1883. 

TUSCOLA COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the Tuscola County Agricultural 
Society, was held at the Town Hall, Vassar, on Monday last. The usual 
business was gone through with. According to the Treasurer’s report, a bal- 
ance of $57 remains in his hands. Secretary Hayes made the following 
report. 

WHEAT. 

The wheat crop of the past year was considerably below an average in 
quantity, but fair in quality. The frequent and heavy rainfall for weeks 
previous and up to harvest time not only had a tendency to delay the gather- 
ing of the crop, but added materially to the cost of harvesting, especially the 
running of reapers. During the early part of harvest it was not an uncom- 
mon or unusual sight in a wheat field to see a harvester stuck fast in the mud. 
A few days later the program changed. We learned by experience that this 

58 
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kind of harvesting was not only slow and expensive, but very unpleasant. 
A change seemed absolutely necessary. To accomplish this a little more 
horse power was attached, a little more buckskin applied—more motion pro- 
duced and the unpleasant task of lifting and prying with rails and planks to 
remoye the machine from the mud was avoided. But the new plan was not 
entirely successful; the large drive wheel would occasionally encounter low 
places so thoroughly saturated and filled with water that the earth would give 
way and the wheel would slide instead of turn. Whenever this would occur, 
and it was quite often, if a traveler unacquainted with machinery could have 
passed along he would have been at a loss to tell whether the thing was 
intended for rolling down and threshing out the wheat or for constructing 
surface drains. Our last year’s wheat crop was perhaps 30,000 acres and 
300,000 bushels. Acres now on the ground will but little if any exceed that 
of last year. ‘The Clawson wheat, after filling our granaries for several years 
to our entire satisfaction seems to have become less productive. Other varie- 
ties are being tried and in many cases with very satisfactory results. 

CORN. 

When we think of our corn crop it brings to mind the old and familiar 
saying, a short horse is soon curried. So our corn story is soon told—we had 
none except in a few favored localities where the water could not remain, and 
early frost did not kill. At the sheep breeders’ convention held at 
Lansing a short time ago, we met an old friend, a farmer from the 
southern part of the State. In conversation with him among other things 
we asked, How was your corn crop last year? His reply was short and prompt, 
Didn’t have any. Well, he said in continuation, I planted 12 acres and had 
enough soft corn to fill my wagon box twice. Something similar to the 
above is quite a common expression with our farmers, and I merely repeat 
what he said to show that other localities and much further south have suf- 
fered equally with our county, You may consider it a little out of order 
here at this time and on this occasion, but we hope and trust you will pardon 
us for saying a few words to our brother farmers in regard to our next corn 
crop. It would be a hard blow to our county if the next crop should be even 
a partial failure; tiere would be no old corn, as there is now, to fall back on. 

In a little more than one hundred days from now you will be preparing your 
fields for planting. But it is not your fields, your acres, your time for, or 
mode of planting that I wish to call your attention to—it is your seed corn. 
Have you got good sound corn of this year’s growth? Is it thoroughly 
dried? Are you keeping it where severe freezing will not injure it if the mer- 
cury happens to drop an inch below zero? If you are depending on old corn 
for seed do you know that it had germinating qualities last year? Are you 
sure it will grow this year? If you are not supplied with either, procure 
some at once. And if you have the least doubt about the germinating 
qualities of your corn, test it by placing a handful between two rags keeping 
them moist, in a dish by the side of a stove. 

OATS. 

The oat crop was more than an ayerage, and of fine quality. 

FRUIT. 

Apples were not more than twenty per cent of an average crop. In a few 
favored localities the peach crop was quite good; in others almost or quite a 
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failure. With the exception of plums, the smaller fruits were nearly an aver- 
age crop. 

HORSES. 

At the present time our supply of horses seems to be equal to, or exceed the 
demand. ‘That we are producing a larger class of horses is evident to every- 
one with an observing or enquiring turn of mind. In visiting the barnyards 
of our farmers we frequently have our attention called to one or more fine 
specimens of (grade) Percheron Norman colts. We felt a little pride as well 
as pleasure over a conversation we heard a few days ago at Durand, a lunch 
station between Flint and Lansing. Two strangers came in and stated that 
they wished to purchase a few good work horses—that they had recently 
bought some farms in this State, and were in pursuit of some horses to stock 
them with. 

After a few minutes conversation, and no one seeming to know where to 
direct the stranger, a gentleman sitting near me said: “I am pretty well 
acquainted through this section, and have traveled considerably in this State ; 
have recently been through the northern part, and if I was going to look for 
a few good, young working horses, I would go up into Tuscola county.” 
When he had finished his conversation with the stranger, I informed him 

that I resided in that county. Continuing the conversation he said: ‘‘I have 
just been through Tuscola county, went as far north as Unionyille, and I not 
only saw more good, young horses, but I saw farms with better buildings, 
better fences, and under a finer state of cultivation, than any place I have 
visited in the State. 

CATTLE. 

In department three, Durhams, there were thirty-five entries, and nineteen 
premiums awarded, amounting to $56. In all other full blooded departments, 
including Devons, Holsteins, Jerseys, etc., although twenty-eight premiums 
were offered, amounting to $60, only six entries were made, and less than $20 
awarded. With these facts and figures before you, it is entirely useless for me 
to speak of the best breeds of cattle. 

SHEEP. 

Our sheep classes run from ten to fifteen inclusive. We offer seventy-two 
premiums, amounting to $164. In class ten, full blood American Merinoes, 
there were thirteen entries, and twelve awards. In all other classes, including 
Leicesters, Linconshires, Cotswolds, Southdowns, and Shropshires, there were 
only two entries. ‘The Merinoes, full blood, and graded like the Durham cat- 
tle. seem to haye the floor, and our farmers are inclined to let them keep it. 

SWINE. 

The entry of hogs with pedigrees, consisted of Suffolk, Poland China, 
Cherhire, Yorkshire, and Jersey Red. 

POULTRY. 

In this class there were eighty-two entries, consisting of light Brahmas, 
dark Brahmas, Cochins (buff and partridge), Spanish, Poland, Leghorns, 
(white and brown), Plymouth Rocks, Hamburgs, etc. 
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MANUFACTURES. 

It is not necessary or essential that we should, at this time, enter into a long 
list of manufactured goods, but standing as we do, here to-day, in full view of 
the recently constructed, commodious and beautiful as well as costly structures, 
the woolen factory just completed by North & Seldon, and the roller process 
flouring mill of McHose, we can hardly pass them by in silence. The extra 
quality of goods manufactured by the former for several years past, has not 
only given the establishment a reputation, but has secured for it a good 
county and State trade. After viewing the machinery of the latter, and 
enquiring as to its capacity, we make a few figures with the end of our finger 
in dust or flour that had fallen on the head of a barrel, and the result shows 
that the machinery of this mill is capable of manufacturing into flour, a 
quantity of wheat equal to the entire crop of our county, as it has averaged 
for the past five or seven years. 

Our fair was held at Vassar, on the groundsof Recreation Park Association, 
on October 2, 3, 4, and 5. ‘The weather was all that could be desired, 
being moderately cool and very pleasant. Our financial condition will be 
shown by the treasurer’s report, which I believe is ready to follow this. 
We have appeared before you to-day in an official capacity, in conformity 

to our by-laws, for the purpose of reading to you our e.ghteenth annual report. 
Ten out of the eighteen being read to you by me, it is reasonable to suppose 
that it has assumed a sameness, and is becoming tedious for youtohear. Your 
almost or quite unanimous vote on several occasions, in placing me in this 
position, has afforded me much pleasure. After thanking you more than as 
many times as you have conferred upon me this honor, I believe that I have 
good reasons for asking and insisting that I be relieved from this position 
after the present term. 

EK. B. HAYES, 
Secretary. 

VASSAR, January 14, 1884. 
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470. STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 471 
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472 STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1883. 

‘473 
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STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR 

THERMOMETER, RELATIVE HUMID- 
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AY8 

THERMOMETER, RELATIVE HuMID- 

i Ix Orex Arm. || Gy SarumaTioN. 
i] 

: 
= 

eke a (ea |S 
Bile icine pee |r lee 
1 63 80 69 7024 83 48 70 

v) 68 69 60 | 652s'| 74 75 77 

3 46 67 49 | 54 84 60 85 

4 54 72 56, 6025)| 74 58 75 

5 45 64 50 | 53 92, 43 79 

6 44 72 58 | 58 92 85 82 

T 55 63 50 | 57%] 93 70 86 

8 42 52 43 | 4533|] 83 60 67 

9 34 56 39 | 43 79 40 | 100 

10 39 62 47 | 494¢)| 100 36 7 

11 40 69 53 | 54 100 39 86 

12 43 TA 57} 58 100 72 60 

13 42 17 63 | 603s|] 91 49 83 

14 60 80 67 | 69 94 5D 79 

15 59 85 73 | 724i] 94 44 63 

16 65 71 53 | 63 94 80 80 

17 46 65 50 | 53%4]] 92 49 79 

18 44 63 57 | 5635} 92 49 69 

19 42 71 61} 58 91 62 82 

20 57 67 65 | 63 94 79 73 

24 63 60 57 | 60 94 94 94 

22 58 67 61 | 62 100 89 83 

23 60 65 59 | 61%] 100 | 100] 100 

24 57 61 55 | 5723/| 100 50 62 

2 48 57 44] 492¢]] 78 41 84 

26 32 58 49 | 4634)| 100 48 71 

27 48 68 52)| 56 738 56 86 

23 38 42 40 | 40 100 91] 100 

29 43 58 46 | 49 100 70 84 

30 38 52 46 | 4534/| 91 60 7 

SU | ss A ice eee eee |m2anno] ennnn=| <=-=== 

MUA Cass) esc oases | ASSSe | Sate Ss fesso8s|| Sseese 

Means .e2 =o lene ee) cee 56°.43 91 62 30 
| 

eee i! 73 IN ER emerens ocacosse 

STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR 

{ 

PRESSURE OF 
Vapor, IN INCHES. 

Sa ae ee 
< AY AY 
~ a o 

478 | .487 | .496 

-509 529 | .396 

-262 393 | «297 

.308 | .455 | .336 

275 257 , .283 

668 394 

405 476 309 

222 232 186 

-105 | .179 | .238 

238 334 | .249 

248 277 | .348 

-278 604 322 

244 457 | .478 

A87 | .561 522 

469 | .531 | .518 

-583 | .608 | .321 

-286 | .301 283 

265 | .290 | .322 

244 | .469 | .442 

436 522 | .401 

-043 | .487 | .436 

483 591 | .473 

.518 618 | .500 

436 | .269 | .269 

260 «191 } .241 

-181 | .229 | .247 

-260 | .380 | .334 

229 | .244 | .248 

27 soot || «202 

-208 | .232 238 

.330 | .407 | .337 

——-—— | | - 

-360 

7 A.M. 

29.286 

29.047 

29.309 

29.073 

29.307 

29.285 

29.041 

29,265 

28.985 

29,154 

29.332 

29.312 

29.206 

28,900 

29.098 

29.015 

29.216 

29.167 

29.088 

BAROMETER, 

REDUCED TO FREEZING POINT. 

2 P.M. 

29.207 

29.077 

29.271 

28.992 

29.339 

29.191 

28.928 

29.314 

29.531 

29.456 

29 393 

29.246 

29.132 

29.218 

29 179 

28.945 

29.174 

29.296 

29.281 

29.112 

28.973 

29.122 

29.020 

28 655 

28 988 

29.153 

28.913 

29.224 

29.033 

29.045 

pe) TE IG 

29,148 

29,191 

29.249 

29.090 

29.326 

29.120 

29.028 

29.181 

29,141 

29.233 

29.122 

28 992 

29.273 

29.293 

29.361 

28.998 

29.052 

29.153 

28.907 

28.648 

29.140 

29.105 

29 078 

29.204 

29.058 

29.065 

Mean. 

29.214 

29.105 

29.276 

29.052 

29,324 

29,199 

28 999 

29.325 

29,528 

29,472 

29,365 

29 245 

29.147 

29,222 

29.155 

28.974 

29.200 

29,307 

29,318 

29,105 

28 975 



METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. AV 

THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1883. 
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480 STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR 

THERMOMETER, 

3 In OPEN ATR. 

7 eae 

= 
i a 
orl. g 
aa 
Be ae re he ok] a 

1 35 55 44 | 4425 

2 42 56 40 AG 

3 34 5] 37 | 4025| 

4 36 52 88 | 42 

5 40 56 47 | 4734 

6 45 49 AT | 47 

7 46 57 44 | 49 

8 49 66 62 | 59 

9 65 75 67 | 69 

10 52 56 47 | 51% 

ul 47 | 62] 54| 54%! 

12 53 63 ay | Sigh 

13 45 44 45 | 4436 

uM 38 43 88 | 3925 

b 30 4G 380i ess 

16 29 48 36 | 3734 

Vi 32 54 43 | 4436 

18 57 60 57 ||| 58 

19 56 67 44 | 5535 

20 32 36 33 | 3325 

21 35 41 33 | 3634 

22 33 39 36 | 36 

23 36 42 38 | 38% 

24 36 48 41 4175| 

25 40 44 40 | 4134 

26 36 51 43 | 4334 

27 40 51 42 | 4434! 

238 46 52 56 | 51% 

29 54 57 AT | 5234 

30 42 54 46 | 4735 

31 338 42 35 | 383s 

SUMAN Posse alo soe eee allloaa ne 

IMGaNS le s22 sol eeseaa| oe es 46°.17 

RELATIVE HuMID- 
ITY OR PER CENT 
OF SATURATION. 

PRESSURE OF 
VAPOR IN INCHES. 

| etre 
EL ars oll Mii-e 
~ a lor) 

oo} 62! 92 

100| 51]: 82 

100 | 34] 68 

904) 4itaih |i 

91 57 77 

92} 100} 85 

92| 63] 92 

93} 64| 22 

st | 68] 79 

100 | 87 |} 100 

100 | 72| 93 

100 | s3 | 100 

100 | 100} 100 

100 | 75 {| 100 

Sh) a7 [8 9g 

78.|..36 |) | Gl 

sy| 55| 78 

sl] ss | 100 

100} 55 | 6s 

79| Gi] 70 

70| 57] 99 

79| 55 | 721 

so| 50] 72 

80.) 6S) hl 7H 

100} 92} 100 

10 | 33 | 75) 

sz{| 59] 83 

92 | 93 | 100 

100 | sl} 92 i 

o1| 43 | 62! 

72; 6 | 61! 

90 | 65 | 80 
[Dore ale es Aedes 

78 

op bath le 
<a|na| & 
~ a ao 

.204 | .269 | .265 

.267 | .230 | .203 

196 | .126 | .136 

.191 | .159 | .186 

.225 | .255 | .249 

275 | .322 | .298 

.286 | .295 | .265 

.322 | .407 | .125 

516 | .591 | .522 

.388 | .391 | .323 

.323 | .399 | .390 

403 | .478 | .418 

.300 | .239 | .300 

229 | .203 | .229 

48 | .146 | .165 

.123 | .120 | 129 

.162 | .231 | .260 

378 | .456 | .466 

449 | .362 | .196 

.143 | .129 | .131 

142 | .17 | .168 

.150 | .131 | .149 

170 | .134 | .165 

.170 | .212 | .190 

.235 | .265 | .248 

212 | .196 | .209 
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41g | .278 | .298 
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BAROMETER, 

REDUCED TO FREEZING POINT. 

= = = 3 
< ry a s 
~ a a eq 

29.059 | 28.938 | 28.830 | 28,942 

28.741 | 28.861 | 28.980 | 28.861 

29.169 | 29271 | 29.406 | 29.282 

29.460 | 29.397 | 29.341 | 29.399 

29.330 | 29.3 29.269 | 29.302 

29.197 | 29.228 | 29291 | 29.939 

29.389 | 29.358 | 29.326 | 29.358 

29.242 | 29.121 | 29.067 | 29.143 

29.008 | 28.990 | 29.085 | 29.028 

29.062 | 29191 | 29976 | 29.176 

29.3 99,251 | 29.198 | 29.261 

29.075 | 29.092 | 29,154 | 29.107 

29.192 | 29.042 | 28978 | 29.071 

29,242 | 29.331 | 29.466 | 29.346 

29.627 | 29.647 | 29.684 | 29.653 

29.701 | 29.649 | 29.604 | 29.652 

29.522 | 29,348 | 29.956 | 29.375. 

29.043 | 29.028 | 29.068 | 29.046 

29.108 | 29.098 | 29.244 | 29.150 

| 29.510 | 29.541 | 29.556 | 29.536 

29.492 | 29.404 | 29.378 | 29.495 

29.390 | 29.376 | 29.391 | 29.386 

29.425 | 29.426 | 29.415 | 29.492 

29.376 | 29.296 | 29.981 | 29.318 

29.086 | 29.000 | 28.988 | 29.025 

29,108 | 29.135 | 29.173 | 29.139 

29.169 | 29.123 | 29.122 | 29.138 

28.993 | 28.731 | 28.685 | 28803 

28.510 23,402 | 28.629 | 98.514 

28.708 | 28.821 | 28.911 | 28.813 

| 28.941 | 23.988 | 29.058 | 28.996 

ol eet NOU eee fer 29.158 
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STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR 

THERMOMETER, 
= In OPEN AIR. 

e 
o 
a a 
Fa S 

2,0) es Ry lean 

1 34 4] 86, 37 

2 33 44 30} 3534 

3 39 50 46 | 45 

4 33 55 47 | 45 

Balenss |v 51h eal BA | 

6 45 44 35 | 41% 

7 25 44 41] 36% 

8 37 58 44} 4634 

9 49 55 44 | 4934 

10 32 52 37 | 40% 

11 30 52 30 | 37% 

12 23 29 30 | 2734 

13 30 43 30 | 3433 

4 22 22 19 | 20% 

15 19 21 15 | 183 

16 15 21 20} 183% 

7 23 39 33 | 313% 

18 39 43 42] 41% 

19 35 56 43 | 4434 

20 46 55 56 | 5234 

21 54 63 57 | 5734 

22 49 47 34] 41 

23 31 45 43 | 3934 

24 43 45 35] 41 

25 36 50 52 | 46 

26 50 37 28 | 3834 

27 17 33 29 | 2634 

28 27 34 26 | 29 

29 24 49 39 | 3635 

30 32 29 29 | 30 

Le bese | ea ND Ue eee 
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OF SATURATION. 
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70} 57, 80 

79} 52] 100 
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54] 93] 100 

84] 68] 80 
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90} 64] 92 
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100} 66} 71 

100 | 47] 78 

86} 7] 78 

89} 59] 78 

85 | 72] 100 
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100 | 86] 100 

60} 38] 70 

46} 43] 50 

70} 46] 59 

77} 93] 100 
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83 | 70} 90 

100} 84} 100 

7 | 61} 80 

90} 72] 86 
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100 | 89] 100 
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89] 66] 64 
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80 

PRESSURE OF 
‘VAPOR, IN INCHES, 

calle er ae pe 
< roo om 
to) a a 
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138 147 170 

150 151 | .167 

-152 | .186 238 

-188 | .218 298 

-219 | .3890 | .4383 

251 196 | .162 

-135 | .196 | .190 

-199 | .309 265 

-348 321 | .289 

.181 | .257 157 

.167 183 | .130 

-106 | .123 | .130 

-148 | .164 130 

091 084 | .103 

103 | 113 | .086 

-086 | .096 | .108 

.073 | .090 | .131 

-110 | .121 | .134 

142 | .204 164 

-238 | .405 | .449 

-390 | .446 | .436 

.222 | .225 175 

174 | .251 278 

.209 | .182 } .162 

.191 | .258 334 

361 136 | .185 

094 168 | .160 

-147 [| .188 141 

142 | 164 152 
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| .178 | .202 | .201 
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BAROMETER, 

REDUCED TO FREEZING POINT. 

gel eeicsheln) kc Ph 
a a a S 

29.163 29. on 29,294. 29.227 

29.317 | 29.301 | 29.244 29.287 

29.096 | 28.948 | 29.021 29.022 

29.156 | 29.143 | 29.143 29.147 

29.018 | 28.953 28.825 28.932 

28.955 |} 29.151 | 29.284 29.130 

29.297 |} 29,167 | 29.046 29.170 
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28.542 28.742 28.965 28.750 
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29 118 29.313 29.342 29.258 

29,257 29.024 28.955 29.079 

28.751 29.075 29,286 29.037 

29.681 29,469 929.359 29.503 

29.438 | 29.581 29.586 29.535 

29.390 29.128 28.973 29.164 

| 29.006 29.141 29.168 29.105 

29.128 

i 
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THERMOMETER, 

x In OPEN AIR. 

2 poe LES 

AS 
a : 

& 5 

Sere eli eal: 

1 33 48 33 3925 

2 30 24 18 j 24 

3 1] 29] 26] 231% 

4 30 41 31] 34 

5 30 46 30 3534 

6 31 44 40 | 38 

7 47 53 46 | 4825 

8 33 | 37| 281 32% 

9 32 42 34 36 

10 32 38 23 31 

11 32 42 37 37 

12 25 43 36 3425 

13 39 50 40 43 

14 33 25 16 2426 

15 15 18 17 1625 

16 15 19 14 16 

17 12 19 16 1525 

18 15 20 8 1434 

19 6 14 af 7 

20 10 20 20 1625 

21 18 22 TOR) ley 

22 6 13 8 9 

23 14 18 26 | 1934 

24 27 30 23 2625 

25 21 30 20 2334 
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31 26 28 24 26 
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STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

METEOROLOGICAI, OBSERVATIONS FOR 

RELATIVE HuMID- 
ITY, OR PER CENT PRESSURE OF 
ain ASO VAPOR, IN INCHES. 
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BAROMETER, 

REDUCED TO FREEZING PoInt. 
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28.943 | 28.785 | 28.878 28.869 
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ABSTRACT OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVA- 
TIONS AT THE STATE AGRICULTURAL 

COLLEGE FOR 18838. 

Ay.Temper-| Barom- Precipita-| Relative | Force, | Temp.— 
MONTHS, 1883. ature. eter. Clouds. tion. Humidity.| Vapor. Range. 

WAMU ATY eee ees ooo 14.39 29.129 67 153 95 -O77 58 

HeDruaryeencs ss Son ceee 19.76 29.252 61 4.50 93 - 106 52 

Maron ess nae ho ose cne s 24.89 29.059 48 71 85 115 60 

ASD YI soe ese ses cazce 43.48 29,042 54 1.90 69 -198 69 

Mayiew eo Stacie es 52,78 29.007 66 5.66 72 289 49 

DUM 2 es cea tcee a eee 65.87 28.998 62 11.35 81 -030 45 

COANE ae i re ea 68.94 29.072 54 11.27 80 069 45 

AGI SUS Gene tee cane enn eae 64.90 29.154 34 18 74 452 59 

Septempersse-- sss ene-- 56.43 29.162 53 2.34 78 360 58 

Octopernsas es seesese nee 46.17 29.158 70 3.66 78 -256 55 

INOVemper=s---ees cece 38.08 29,128 58 3.98 80 194 56 

December esas asesee 26.39 28.124 65 1.28 86 130 57 

eee eee 
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